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College Calendar 
1934--1935 
The General College Faculty meets on the thi~d Monday !'f each ~op~h at 4 :15 
P. M. in the Physics Lecture Room. The faculties of the different divisions meet 
each month as fo!lows: 
First Monday,, 4:15 P. M·-------------------------------1Iome Economics 
Wednesday, toll~wing first Monday1 4:15 P. M·---------------Engipeering Thursday1 following first Monday, 4:15 P. M·-------------------!'-gr1cu_1ture 
Second Monda~ 4:15 P. M·-----------------------Industrial Science 





une 12, Tuesday, 8:00 A. M. to 5:00 P. M. Registration-Clas!liijcation 
une 13, Wednesday, 7:00 A. M. Class Work Begins 
une 13-151 Wednesday to Friday Girls 4-H Convention uly 19, Tnursday, 5 :00 P. M. First Term Closes 
SECOND TERM 
July 19, Thursday, 8:00 A. M. to 5:00 P. M. Registration-Classification 
July 20, Friday, 7:00 A. M. Class Work Begins 
AU'l\lst 25, Saturday, 12:00 M. Second Term Closes 
FALL QUARTER 
September 20, Thursday, 8 :00 A. M. to 
12:00 M. 
September 20-21, Thursday and Friday 
Se...l!_tember 20-24, Thursday, 1:00 P. M. to 
Monday, 5:00 P. M. 
S~tember 24, Monday, 8:00 A. M. to 5:00 
P. M. 
September 25, Tuesday, 8:00 A. M. 
October 4, Thursday, 11 :00 A. M. 
November J, Thursday 
November 7, Wednesday 
November 28·Deccmber 3, Wednesday. 4:00 
P. M. to Monday1 8:00 A. M. December 15, Saturaay, 8:00 A. M. 
December 20, Thursday, 10:00 A. M. 
December 20, Thursday, 10:30 A. M. 
December 20, Thursday, 12:00 M. 
December 26-29 
Entrance Examinations 
Examinations in Back Work 
Freshman Days 
Registration-Classification for all ex-
cept new students 
Class Work Begins 
Divisional Convocations 
Mid-quarter Reports Due 
Fittal Date ·for Filing Diploma Slips 
for Fall Quarter 
Thank~iving Vacation 
Final Examinations Begin 
Final Examinations Close 
Graduation Exercises 
Fall Quarter Closes 




January l, Tuesday 
Janua_ry 2, Wednesday, 8:00 A. M. to 5:00 
P. M. 
January 3, lfhursday, 8:00 A. M. 
February 4, Monday 
February 4-9, M'onday to Saturday 
February 11, Monday 
February 11-~6. Monday to Saturday 
March 15, Friday, 1:00 P. M. 
March 19, Tuesday t 8 :00 P. M. 
March 20, Wednesaay, 5:00 P. M. 
March 20, Wednesday. 5:00 P. M. 
6 
Entrance Examinations and Examina· 
tions. in Back Work 
Registration-Classification 
Class Work Begins 
Mid-quarter Reports Due 
Farm and Home Week 
Final Date for Filinz Diploma Slipr 
for Winter Quarter 
Dairy Manufacturing Short Course 
Final Examinations Begin 
Graduation Exercises 
Final Examinations Close 
Winter Quarter Closes 
COLLEGE CALENDAR 'I 
SPRING QUARTER 
March 23, Saturday Entrance Examinations and Examina· 
March 25, Monday, 8:00 A. M. to 5:00 
P. M. 
March 26, Tuesday, 8 :00 A. M. 
~_pril Zl 1.. Saturday 
M.ay 2, -i hursday 
May 30, Thursday 
June 3, Monday, 1:00 P. M. 
June 5, Wednesday, 8:00 A. M. 
• 
une 5, Wednesday, 5:00 P. M. 
une 7., Friday, 8:00 P. M. 
une 8, Saturday 
une 8, Saturday, 5:00 P. M. 
une 9, Sunday, 10:30 A. M. 
une 9, Sunday, 3:00 P. M. 
une 10, Monday, 10 :00 A. M. 
tions in Back Work 
Registration·Cla;ssification 
Class Work Begins 
Mid·<iuarter Reports Due 
Final Date for Filing Diploma Slips 
for Spring Quarter 
Memorial Day. no classes 
Final Examination11 for Seniors Begin 
Final Examinations for Other Stu· 
dents Begin 
Senior Work Closes 
Senior Promenade 
Alumni Day 








une 11, Tuesday 
une 12, Wednesday z. 7 :00 A. M. 
uly 18, Thursday, :>:00 P. M. 
Registration-Classification 
Class Work Begins 
First Term Closes 
SECOND TERM . 
July 18, Thursday, 8:00 A. M. to 5:00 P. M. Registr'.ation·Classification 
July 19, Friday, 7:00 A. M. Class Work Begins 
August 24, Saturday, 12:00 M. Second Term Closes 
SPECIAL EVENTS CALENDAR 
FALL QUARTER, 1934 
September 20, Thursday, 7:30 P. M.-Freshman Mixer 
September 21, Friday, 8:00 P. M.-Freshman Entertainment and Reception. Divi· 
sional Deans and Student Councils Hosts. 
September 28, Friday, 7:30 P. M.-All College Mixer-Y. W. C. A.-Y. M. C. A. 
September 29, Saturday, 8:00' P. M.-President's Reception 
October 6, Saturday, 8:00 P M.-Aigricultural Carnival 
October 19, Friday, 7:15 P. M.-Little International 
November 2, Friday, 6:00 P. M.-Cardinal Guild Barbecue 
November 2, Friday, 8:00 P. M.·9:15 P. M.-Progressive Open House-Girls' Dormi· 
tories and Sorority Houses 
November 2, Friday, 9:30 P. M.-Pep Dance 
November 3, Saturday-Homecoming-Kansas University Football Game 
November 10, Saturday, 7:00 P. M'.-Engineers• Carnival and Dance 
November 17, Saturday-Dad's Day-Drake University Football Game 
December 8, Saturday,. 8:00 P. M • ..;,..Junior Trot 
December 9, Sunday, 5:00 P. M.-Girls' Glee Club Candle Light Service 
December 16, Su~day, 3~00 P. M.-The Messiah 
WINTER QUARTER, 1935 
~
anuary 5, Saturda:r, 8:00 P. M.-Annua1 Veterinary Informal 
anuary 10 to 13, Thursday to Monday-Annual All·Colle1e Religious Meetings 
anuary 19, Saturday, 8:00, P. M.-Industrial Science Ball 
ebruary 2, Saturd_ay, 8:00 P. M.-Engineers' Ball 
February 4 to 9, Monday to Saturday-Farm and Home Weck 
February 23, Saturday, 8:00 P. M.-Home Economics Dance 
March 2, Saturday. 7:30 P. M.-Intramurat Athletic Carnival 
March 9, Saturday, 8:00 P. M.-Military Circus 
SPRING QUARTER, 1935 
M'arch 28, Thursday, 6:30 P. M.-Veterinary Society Annual Banquet 
March 30, Saturday, 8:00 P. M.-AJricultural Annual Ball 
April 13, Saturday...:..Spring_ Day-Division of Industrial Science. 
April 19, Friday, 8:15 P. M.-Good Friday Program 
April 20, Saturday, 8:00 P. M.-Men's Glee Club Concert 
~_pril 'l:l, Saturday, 8:00 P. M.-Military Ball 
May 9.i. lg, 11, Thursday, 10:30 A. M., to Saturday, 11:20 P. M.-VEISHEA 
May lis, ::Saturday, 8:00 P. M.-Freshlnan·Sophomore Ball 
1 May 23, Thursday, 6:00 P. M.-Honor's Da:r Banquet 
May 29, Wednesday, 8:00 P. M.-Varsity "I" Dance 
June 7, Friday, 8:00 P. M.-SCnior Promenade 
Iowa State Board of Ed11cation 
Geo. T. Baker, President _______ ---------------- -------------Davenport 
~ W. H. Gemmill, Secretar:r--- ____ ---- --------------. - -------Des Moines 
MEMBERS OF BOARD 
TERMS EXPIRE JULY 1, 1935 
Geo. T. Baker _________ -------- ------------------------------Davenport 
Anna B. Lawther.-------------- _______ _: ________ -------- ______ Dubuque 
Eskil C. Carlson----------------------------------------- ___ Des Moines 
TERMS EXPIRE JULY 1, 1937 
Harry h-I. Neas----------------------------------------------Sigourney 
J. H . .Anderson----------------------------------------------Thompson 
Thomas W. Keenan ___ ------------ ____ ------------ __ ---- ___ Shenandoah 
TERMS EXPIRE JULY 1, 1939 
Cora E. Simpson----------------------------------------------Decorah 
S. J. Galvin _______ ---------------------- --------------------Sheffield 
Henry C. ShulJ. ____ ------------ ____ ---- ____ -------- _________ Sioux City 
STANDING COMMITTEES 
Faculty Committee-Anna B. Lawther, Eskil C. Carlson, J. H. Anderson, 
Henry C. Shull, Geo. T. Baker. ' 
Building and Business Committee-S. J. Galvin, Harry M. Neas, Thomas 
W. Keenan, Cora E. Simpson, Geo. T. Baker. 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 
W. R. Boyd, Chairman _______ -------- __ . _____ -------- ----Cedar Rapids 
Wm. G. Noth ___ ---------------------- __ -------------------Des Moines 
W. H. Gemmill, SecretarY-------------------------------..---Des Moines 
BOARD ON SECONDARY SCHOOL RELATIONS 
W. H. Gemmill, Chairman _____________ ------------ _________ Des ¥oines 
IOWA COMMITTEE OF TI-IE COMMISSION ON SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS OF THE NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION 




The first person named serves for five years, the second for four 
years, etc. 
Agricultural Economics 
Mitchell W. Sprole, '25 
R. M. Evans, '13 
George W. Patterson. '09 
Leslie M. Carl, '14, '22 
Warren 0. Duncan, '23 
Agricultural Engineering 
L. J. Fletcher, '15 
F. A. Lyman, '27 
Stanley Madill. '27 
Leo Ahart, '17 
W. G. Kaiser, '14, '19 
Animal Husbandry 
Lester Gillette, '13 
V. B. Hamilton, '21 
Clarence Hill, '24 
R. C. Pollock, '13 
A. H. Ward, '18 
Botany 
H. S. Fawcett, '05 
J. C. Arthur, '72 
A. S. Hitchcock, '84 
L. W. Durrell, '17G 
J. B. Kendrick, '19G 
Chemistry 
Lyman C. Craig, '31 
F. F. Sherwood, '25 
Anson Hayes, '17 
Russell M. Pickens, - '22, '25 
George J udisch 
Civil Engineering 
Leroy L. Hidinger, '06 
G. ] . Adamson, '05 
L. T. Gaylord, '04 
F. R. White, 'D7 
0. W. Crowley, '13 
Dairy Industry 
R. 0. Storvick, '25 
Ralph Bartlett, '25 
Paul Crowley. '10 
E. S. Estel, 'J 0, '21 
T. H. Wright, '14 
Electrical Engineering 
H. B. McElyea, '09, '29 
Floyd Beatty, '12 
E. 0. Shreve, '04 
Paul Clapp, '13, '25 
W. D. Cameron, '11 
Farm Crops and Soils 
N. C. Kinnick, '16 
M. E. Olson, '14, '16 
Merritt Greene, Jr., '05, '15 
W. H. Brenton, '20 
Ben Walker, '13, '24 
Home Economics 
Lillian B. Storms, '08 
Katherine Goeppinger, '24 
Jessie (McCorkindale) Kerekes, '21 
Ethel (Greenway) Van Oosterhaut, 
'26 
Ruth (Pohlman) McKee, '22 '24 
Horticulture and Forestry 
E. A. Sherman, '96, '27, '28 
L. S. Goode, '18 
Lindley B. Hoopes, '17 
R. S. Herrick, '21 
Rob~rt M. Clark, '15 
Industrial Arts 
Ross C. Cramlet, '32 
Wayne M. Judy, '32 
John J. Voth, '33 
Sam Etzel, '32 
Frederic W. Bohning, '33 
Landscape Architecture 
A. C. Kuehl, '24 
A. M. Husted, '21, '28 
Sanford Hill, '29 
L. L. Blundell, '24 
Kenneth F. Jones, -24 
Mathematics 
Dwight F. Gunder, '25, '26 
Dirk Dekker, '25, '26 
J. Van S. Longenecker, '23 
Virgil Snyder, '89 
Willis Whited, '79, '16 
9 
10 ALUMNI VISITORS 
Technical Journalism 
Frank M. Reck, '25 
S. E. Conybeare, Ex. '16 
William E. Ferreby, '28 
Kirk Fox, '20 
Josephine (Wylie) Drips, '20 
Vocational Education 
C. M. Bartrug, '23, 'Zl 
K. C. Harder, '25 
E. M. Tanruther, '24 
Paul A. Troeger, '21 
Neil E. Johnston, '24 
Veterinary Medicine 
C. H. Haggard, '14 • 
Chris Juhl, '13 
F. F. Parker, '()() 
C. J. Scott, '08 
John Patterson, '12 
Zoology and Entomology 
George M. List, '31 
Wallace Harlan Longworth, '24 
Ivan L. Ressler, '18 
Herbert Osborn, '79, '80, '16 
E. D. Ball, '95, '98 
.. 
Officers of Administration 
RAYMOND MoLLYNEAUX HUGHES, M.S., LLD.----President, Acting Dlrecior 
of Agriculture 
HERMAN KNAPP, B.S.A., LLD·----------------Vice President and Treasurer 
CllARLEs HENRY STANGE, D.V .M, ___________ _nean of Veterinary Medicine, 
Director of Veterinary Research 
ROBERT EARLE BUCHANAN, PhD·----------Dean of Graduate College, Director 
" of Agricultural Experiment Station 
RALPH KENNETH BLISs, B.SA·--------Director of Agricultural and Home 
' Economics Extension 
·nANJEL c. FABER, B.S., E,E. __ :_;_ __________ Director of Engineering Extension .. 
JOHN ELDEN FOSTER, BA. ____________________ Dean of "the Summe~ Quarter 
GENEVIEVE FlsHER, B.S., A.M·-------------------Dean of Home Economics 
T. R. Aoo, B.S., C.E·----------------------Dean of Engineering, Director of 
Engineering Experiment Station 
CHARLES EDWIN FRILEY, B.S., A.M., LLD. ___ _Dean of Industrial Science 
HERBERT HENRY K:rr.DEE, B.SA., M.S. ------------------Dean of Agriculture 
MAURICE D. llELsER, B.S.A., M.s. ____________ nean of Junior College, Director 
of Personnel for Men 
FRANCES A. S:ws, Ph.B., M.s. ____________ Director of Personnel for Women 
MRS. MADGE I. McGLADE, B.S., M.S·---------------------Director of Housing 
MRs. lzA W. MERCHANT, M.S·----------------------Dlrector .of Social Life 
GEORGE WILLIAM GODFREY, B.SA., M.Agr, _____ ..Assfstant to the President in 
Agriculture 
ClIARLEs FRANXLIN CuRTISS, D.S·----------------Senior Dean of Agriculture 
ANsoN MARsToN, C.E., D.Engr, ________________ .:Senior Dean of Engineering 
MARIA M. ROBERTS, B.L·---------------------Senior Dean of Junior College 
JAMES R. SAGE, BA., M.Sc.------------Registrar, Vice Dean of Junior College 
HuoR CARLETON GREGG,· Ph.B., A,M ________ ..; ____________ Business Manager 
JAMES FRANKLIN EDWARDS, M.D·----------------~-----College Physician 
CHARI.Es HARVEY BROWN, A.B., A.M., B.L.S.----------------------Librarlan 
NELSON P. HoRNt A.B., B.D., MA·----------------Director of Religious Life 
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD 
President R. M. Hughes, chairman; Knapp, Agg, ·R. E. Buchanan, Gene-
vieve Fisher, J. E. Foster, Friley, Stange, Bergman, Bliss, C.H. BrowP, 
Edwards, Godfrey, Gregg, Helser, Kildee, Lancelot, ·p, Mabel Nelson, 
Sims, Stevenson. Veenker; Sage, Secretary. 
11 • 
Officers of Instruction· 
HUGHES, RAYMOND MOLLYNEAUX, President 1927. 
A.B .. Miami University, 1893; M.Sc., Ohio State University, 1897; LL.D., 
Miami University, 1927; LL.D., Coe College, 1928. 
PROFESSORS AND HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS 
Aoo, T. R., Dean of Engineering, Director of Engineering Experiment Station, 
1932 1913.•• 
D.S., in E.E., Iowa State College, 1905; C.E., ibid., 1914. 
BAXXE ARTIIUR LAURENCE, Professor of Plant Physiology, 1925, 1910. 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1909; 1\1.S., ibid., 1911; Ph.D., University of Chi-
cago, 1917, , 
BENBROOK, EDWARD ANTONY, Professor and Head of Veterinary Pathology, 
1919 1918. 
V.M.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1914. 
BERGMAN, HENRY DAt.E, Professor and Head of Veterinary Physiology and 
Pharmacology, 1916, 1910. 
D.V.M.,-lowa State College, 1910. 
BEVAN, WILLIAM ALFRED, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1929, 1909-
1912 1904-1905. 
D.S., Iowa State College, l904i M.S., l\Iassachusctts Institute of Technology, 
1921; B.S. (M.E.), Purdue University, 1926. 
BISHOP HELEN• A., Professor and Head of Home Management, 1929, 1926. 
D.S., James Millikin University, 1909; M.A., Columbia University, 1922. 
tBucx, ALBERT G,. Professor and Head of Economics and Sociology, 1930, 
1929. 
B.S~ University of Illinois, 1920; M.A., University of Minnesota, 1925; 
Ph.u., ibid., 1927. 
Buss, RALPH KENNETH, Director of Agricultural and Home Economics Ex-
tension 1914. 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1905. 
BooKER, PHnLIP W., Professor and Head of Military Science and Tactics, 
1928. 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute, 1905; Graduate, Mounted Service School, 
1911; Graduate, School of the Line, 1922; Lieutenant-Colonel F.A. (DOL) 
P.M.S.&T. 
BRANDT lvA L., Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1920, 1912. 
its., Iowa State Coll~.c, 1905; M.S., Simmons College, 1925. 
BROWN CHARI.Es HARVEY, Librarian, 1922. 
B.A., Wesleyan University, 1897; M.A., ibid., 1899; B.L.S., New York State 
Library School, 1923. 
BROWN FRANK EMERSON Professor of Chemistry, 1923, 1917. 
- A.B.. Kansas State Normal School, 1911; s.n., University of Oticago, 1913; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1919. 
, •The General Facu~ty consists of the President, Dean.s, Business Mana_ger, J!eg· 
1s~rar, Personn~l Directors, al.I Professors. and Associa~e P.rofessors, Librarian, 
Director of Agricultural Extension \Vork, Director of Enaineenng Extension Work. 
**First date after the n'lme indicates date of a{>pointment to present position; 
the second date, when the first fails to do so, indicates the date of first ap-
pointment in the college. 




BROWN, PERCY EDGAR, Professor and Head of Farm Crops and Soils, 1932, 
1910. 
B.Sc., Rutgers College, 1906; A.M., ibid •• 1909; J.>h.D., ibid .• 1912. 
BUCHANAN, loHN HALL Professor of Chemistry 1930, 1911. 
D.S., owa State College, 1911; M.S., ibid.. 191s. 
BucHANAN, ROBERT EARLE, Dean of Graduate College, Professor and Head 
of Bacteriology; Director of Agricultural Experiment Station, 1919, 1904. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1904; M.S., ibid •. 1906; Ph.D., University of Chi· 
cago, 1908. 
CANNON, CLAwsoN YouNG, Professor of Dairy Husbandry, 1930. ;. 
B.S., Utah Agricultural College, 1913; M.S., Iowa State College, 1924; Ph.D., 
rbid •. 1927. 
CAUGHEY ROBERT ANDREW, Professor of Structural Engineering, 1930, 1919. 
B.S. in C.E., Pennsylvania State College, 1907; C.E., ibid., 1916. 
CLEGHORN, MARK PERKINS Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1921, 1902. 
· D.S. in E.E., Iowa State College, 1902; M.E., ibid., 1907. 
CocHRANJ. ROBERT LYMAN, Professor of PC?~ltry Husbandry, 1929, 1920. 
B.~ .• Iowa State College, 1920; M.S., 1l>1d., 1923. 
CONVERSE, BLAIR Professor and Head of Technical Journalism, 1927, 1919. 
· A.B., Earlham College, 1914; M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1918. 
CoovER, WINFRED FORREST, Professor and Head of Chemistry, 1913, 1904. 
A.B., Otterbein University, 1900; A.M., Ohio State University, 1903. 
CovAULT~_CLARENCE HARTLEY, Professor of Veterinary Medicine, 1929, 1917 . 
• D. v .M., Ohio State University, 1911. 
Cox, PAUL ERNEST, Professor and Head of Ceramic Engineering, 1926, 1920. 
B.S. in Ceramics, Alfred University, 1905. 
CRANOR KATHERINE TAYLOR, Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1921, 
its., Columbia University, 1914; A.M., ibid., 1918; Diploma Academic de 
Coupe, Paris, France, 1914. 
CUNNINGILU!J ]uLES C., Professor of Horticulture, 1918, 1911. 
B.S., Kansas State Collc-.Je, 1905. 
CURTISS, CHARLES FRANKLIN, Senior Dean of Agriculture, 1932 1891. 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1887; M.S.A., ibid., 1892; D.S. in Agriculture, 
Michigan Agricultural College, 1907. 
DANA, FOREST CHA'RLES, Professor of General Engineering, 1926, 1923. 
B.S. in C.E., University of Wasnington, 1914; C.E., Iowa State College, 1924. 
DAVIDSON, ]AY BROWNLEE, Professor and Head of Agricultural Engineering,. 
1907 1905. ·' . . . 
IJ.S., M.E., University of Nebraska, 1904; A.E., ibid., 1914; D. Engr., ibid., 
1931. 
DERBY, J- RAYMOND, Professor and Head of En~lish, 1929, 1914. 
A.B., Southwestern College, 1911; A.M., University of Kansas, 1912; Ph.D., 
Harvard Univez:sity, 1929. . , 
DEVRIES, LoUIS, Professor and Head of Modem Languages, 1921, 1913. 
· A.B~ Central \Vesleyan College, 1907; A.M., Northwestern University, 1908; 
Ph.u., ibid., 1918. 
DRAKE CARL ]oHN, Professor and Head of Zoology and Entomology, 1922. 
B.Sc., B.Ped., ;Daldwin-\Vallace CoUege, 1912; M~A., Ohio State U-riiveraity, 
1914; Ph.D., ibid., 1921. 
EDWARDS ]AMES FRANKLIN, Professor and Head of Hygiene, 1921. 
A.B., Grove City College, 1894; A.M., ibid., 1906; ?tl.D., University of Penn· 
syJvania, 1898. 
ELWOOD, Pmu.IP Ho:MElr, JR., Professor and Head of Landscape Architec-
ture, 1923. 
B.S.A., Cornell University, 1910. 
ERWIN A. T., Professor of Horticulture 1913 1902. 
B.S., University of Arkansas, 1900; Al.S., ~owa State College, 1902. 
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EvANs, ]oHN E!-L!s, Pr9fes.5!>r and Head of _l~sychology, 1922, 1921.. 
A.B., Indiana University, 1910; M.A., 1b1d., 1911; Ph.D., Columbia Univer· 
sity, 1916. 
FABER, DANIEL C., Director of Engineering Extension, 1918, 1914. 
B.S., University of Illinois, 1908; E.E., ibid,. 1911. 
FISH, FRED ~,Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1907, 1905. 
M.E. id E.E., Ohio State University, 1898. 
FISHER GENEVIEVE, Dea!l of .Home Ecoxro~~' 1927, 1914. 
_ B.S., Columbia University, 1914; A.M., rbid., 1927. 
FosTERi.. WALTER LINDER, Professor of Civil Engineering, 1928, 1919. 
JJ.C.E., Iowa State Co11Co6e, 1906: 
FousT; HARRY LEWIS-' Professor and Head of Veterinary Anatomy, 1927. 
D.V.M., Ohio :state University, 1914. 
FOWLER, GEORGE R., Professor and Head of Veterinary Surgery, 1932, 1928. 
D.S., Washington State College, 1925; D.V.M., ibid., 1925. • 
FRILEY CHARLES Eowm,, Dean of Industrial Science, 1932. 
D.S •• Ae-ricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1919; A.M., Columbia 
University, 1923; LL.D., Simmons University, 1929. . 
FULLER ALMON HOMER, Professor and H~~ of Civil Engineering, 192<?. • C.E., Lafayette College, 1897; M.S., rbid., 1900; M.C.E., Cornell University, 
1898. 
FULLER GEORGE MILTON, Professor of Economics 1924, 1920. 
B.A~ University of Wisconsin, 1917; M.B.A., University of Southern Cali-
. fornia, 1928. 
FULMER, ELLIS INGHAM, Professor of Chemistry 1923 1919. 
B.A., Nebraska Wesleyan University, 1912; M.A., University of Nebraska, 
' 1913; Ph.D., University of Toronto, 1919. 
GIESE, HENRY, Professor of Agricultural Engineering, 1930, 1914. 
B.S., (Arch. E.), Iowa State College, 1919; M.S. (A.E.), ibid., 1927; Arch. E., 
ibid., 1930. 
GJLXEY, HERBERT ]AMES, Professor and Head of Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics 1931. · 
B.S., Oregon State College, 1911; S.B,, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
1916; B.S., Harvard University, 1916; M.S., University of Illinois, 1923. 
GI.I.MAN, HENRY, Professor of Chemistry, '1923, 1919. 
B.S., Harvard, 1915; M.S., ibid., 1917; Ph.D., ibid., 1918. 
GLEISER, FERN WILLARD, Professor and Head of IJJstitution Management, 
1931. 
B.S., Univeraity of \Vashington, 1924; M.S., Columbia University, 1930. 
GREENE, GUY SHEPARD, Professor and Head of Public Speaking, 1930. 
A.B., Hobart College, 1920; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1926. 
GREGG, HUGH CARLETON, Business Manager, 1933 
Ph.D., UniversJty of Ch'icago, 1921; A.M., ibid., 1923 • .. 
GIW'Fn~ ]OBN Hom, Professor of Experimental Engineering, 1919. 
B.;::;., University of Wisconsin, 1893; M.S., 1898. 
GUTHRIE Jos~n F;owAJU> :professor of Zoology,. ~917, 1901. 
B.S., University of Mmnesota, 1900; M.S., ibul .• 1901. 
ltuoaR.1. BERNAJU> WERN1cx Professor of Dairy Bacteriology, 1916, 1911. 
B.o::s.A., University of \Visconsin, 1908; Ph.D., University of Chicago,..-1920 • 
... HANSEN,. JOANNE M., Pr<?fessor and Head of Applied Art 1920, 1915. 
Diploma, Pratt Institute; B.A., Iowa State Teachers Colle6e 1917· Certifi-
cate, Supervisor of Art, Columbia University, 1924; M.A., ibid., 1924. • 
' 
Hu.so, MAURICE D., Dean· of Junior. C<>llege and Director of Personnel for 
Men 1933, 1915. 
B.S.A., Ohi~ State University, 1914; M.S .• Iowa Stat~ College, 1916. 
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HENDERSON EARL Wn.roN, Professor of Poultry Husbandrv, 1930. 
B.s:A. .• University of Missouri, 1921; A.M., ibid., 1924; PhD., University of 
Illinois. 1930. 
HixoN RALP::e: MALcou.r, Professor of Chemistry, 1929, 1923. 
B.S.; Iowa State College, 1917; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1922. 
HoRN, NELSON PAXSON, Director of Religious Life, Professor of Religious 
Education, 1929. 
A.B., Missouri Wesleyjln College, 1916; B.D., Garrett Biblical Institute, 1918; 
M.A., Northwestern University, 1919. 
HoYT, ELIZABETH ELLIS, Professor of Economics and Home Management, 
1927, 1925. 
A.B., Boston University, 1913; A.M., Radcliffe College, 1924; Ph.D., ibid .. 
1925. 
HUGHES, HAR.om DE MolTt Professor of Farm Crops, 1910. 
B.S., University of Ilhnois, 1907; M.S.A .• University of Missouri, 1908. 
HUNTER, Wn.t.IAM L., Professor and Head of Industrial Arts, 1931, 1927. 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College, 1919; M.A., Columbia University, 1926, 
IVERSON, CARom A., Professor of Daizy Industry, 1930 1916. 
B.S. in Dairying, South Dakota State College, 1915; M.s.. Iowa State Collcie. 
1917. 
JOHNSON, F. ~LLISt Profess9r an~ Head of El~c~rical Engineering, 1930. 
B.A., Un1vers1ty of W1scons1n, 1906; E.E., ibid., 1900. 
JoNEs, W. PAUL, Professor of English 1932, 1931. 
A.B., Wabash College. 1913; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1925. 
KEREKES, FRANK, Professor of Civil Engineering, 1931 1920. 
B.S., College of the City of New York, 1917; C.E., Columbia University, 1920. 
Kn:.n!:E, HENRY HERBERT, Dean of Agriculture, Professol" and Head of Animal 
Husbandry, 1933, 1908. 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1908; M'.S., ibid., 1917. 
Kn.mALL, Au.EN Hou.ms, Professor and Head of Architectural EnKfneerin1, 
1915 1914. 
B.L., Univers!ty of. Galifornia, 1910; B.S •• Massachusetts Institute of Teck· 
nology, 1911; M.S .• ibid., 1912. 
KNAPP HERMAN, Vite President and Treasurer, 19321 1883. B.S.A .• Iowa State College, 1883; LL.D •• State University of Iowa, 1928. 
LAGRANGE, W1'r.LIAM F2 Professor of ~~1 Husbandry, 1920, 1917. B.S.. Iowa State U>lleze, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1928. • 
LANCASTER, Lmu R., Professor and ~ead .of C.hild Developme~tJ 192_~ 1923. ... 
B.S., Teachers Colleie, Columbia Univcr11ty, 1924; M.A .• ibi'd., lY.G.1. 
LANCELOT, WILLIAM H., Professor and Head of Vocational Education, 1923, 
1918. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1919; D.Ed., Mb.mi University. 1932. 
LEVINE MAx, Professor in Charge of Bacteriology 1933 1913. • 
S.B~ Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1912; Ph.D., State UniTtnity 
of J.owa. 1922. 
LmnsTROM, ERNEST W., Professor and Head of Genetics, 1922. 
A.B~. University of Wisconsin, 1914; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1917. 
LUSH, JAY LAURENCE, Prof~r of Animal Husbandry, 1.9~0. 
B.S., Kansas State Agncultural Colleie, 1916; M.S., ibul., 1918; Ph.D., Uni• 
versity of Wisconsin, 1922. 
LYNN, JosEPH VICTOR, Professor of Industrial Arts, 1920. 
1'i.S., Stout Institute, 1918; M.S., Pennaylvania State Colle1c, 1930. 
MAcDONAJ..D, GILMOUR BEYE!tS, Professor of Forestry, 1913, 1910. 
B.S.F •• University of Nebraska, 1907; M.F., ibid., 1914. 
MAcRil, To1.»nT, Professor and Head of Music, 1921, 1'20. 
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MARSTON, .ANsoN, Senior Dean of Engineering, Research Engineer Experi-
ment Station, 1932, 1892. 
C.E., Cornell University, 1889; D. Engr., University of Nebraska, 1925; D. 
Engr., Michigan State College, 1927. 
MARTIN, JoHN NATHAN, Professor of Plant Morphology and Cytology, 1917, 
1911. . 
A.B., Indiana University, 1907; Ph.I>., University of Clucago, 1913. 
MEEKER, WARREN H., Professor and Head of Mechanical Engineering, 1907, 
1891. 
M.E., Cornell University, 1891. 
MELHUS, IRVING E., Professor and Head of Botany, 1930, 1916. 
B.Sc., Iowa State College, 1906; Ph.D., Univer&1ty of Wisconsin, 1911. 
MILLER, CORA B., Professor and Head of Home Economics Education, 1928, 
1916. 
D.S., Beloit College, 1899; Diploma, Bradley Polytechnic Institute, 1909; 
M.A., University of Chicaao, 1924. 
MILLER, PAUL LAnm, Professor of Agricultural Economics, 1926, 1923. 
M.A., University of Michigan, 1915. 
MORTENSEN, MARTIN, Professor and Head of Dairy Industry, 1909. 
B.S.A., Iowa. State Cotl.s:ge, 1909. 
MURRAY, CHARLES, Professor and Head of Veterinary Research, Professor of 
Veterinary Hygiene 1917, 1908. 
Ph.D., Drake University, 1906; D.S., Iowa State College, 1910; D.V.M., 
ibid .. 1912. 
NELSON P. MABEL, Professor and Head of Foods and Nutrition, 1926 1923. 
if.s., University of California, 1915; M.A., ibid., 1916; Ph.D., Yale Uni-
• versi ty, 1923. 
NELSON VICTOR EMANUEL, Professor of Chemistry, 1923, 1919. 
ii.s., University of Wisconsin, 1912; M.S., ibid.. 1914. 
NOBLE, ALVIN BUELL, Professor of English, 1898. 
B.Ph., State University of Iowa, 1887. 
NORMAN, Roy A., Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1921, 1907. 
· D.M.E., Iowa State College, 1903; M.E., ibid-:, 1909. 
PAINE, FRANK D., Professor and Head of General Engineering, 1929, 1912. 
D.S. in E.E., Iowa State College, 1909, 
PECK, MILLARD, Professor of Agricultural Economics, 1929, 1916. 
D.S., Jowa State College, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1925; M.A., Harvard Univer· 
sity, 1927. 
PEET, LOUISE JENISON, Professor and Head of Household Equipment, 1931, 
1928. 
B.A., Wellesley College, 1908; M.A., ibid., 1911; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 
1929. 
PICKETT, BETBEL STEWART, Professor and Head of Horticulture and For-
estry 1923. 
B.S.A .• Toronto eniversity. 1904; 1\1.S., University of Illinois, 1906. 
RATHBONE, RoSALIE VIRGINIA, Professor and Head of Textiles and Cloth-
ing, 1931. -
D.S., Teachers Cotlege, Columbia University, 1918; M.A., rbid., 1928, 
RAYMOND, w~ RANooLPH, Professor of English, 1921, 1907. 
A.B., Grannell College, 1894. 
RICHARDSON, CHARLES ~OWA;RJ>, Professor of Entomology, 1931, 1928. 
A.B., Stanfoz:d University, 1912; M.S., Harvard Umv~rsity 1913· Db.D 
CotuinbJa Unaversity, 1921. · - ' ' ~ '' 
RICHEY, HARRY WYATT, Professor of Pomology 1921, 1914, 
B.Sc.A,, Vuiversitr of Nebraska, 1914. ' 
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ROBERTS, MARIA M., Professor of Mathematics, Senior Dean of Junior Col-
lege, 1933, 1891. 
B,L., Iowa State College, 1890. 
SAGE, JAMES R., Registrar and Vice Dean of Junior College, 1920, 1915 .. 
B.A., Ohio State University, 1912; 1\1.S., Roae Polytechnic Institute, 1915. 
SCHMIDT, Loms BERNARD, Professor and Head of History and Government, 
1930 1906. ~ 
Ph.D., Cornell College, 1901; A.M., ibid.. 1906. 
SHATTUCK, FREDRICA VAN 'IiucE, Professor of Public Speaking, 1916, 1907. 
B.A., University of Wisconsin, 1905. 
SHEARER, PnINEAs STEVENS, Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1919, .1912. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 191Z; M.S., ibid .• 1928, 
SIMs, FRANCES A., Professor of Textiles and Clothing, Director of Personnel 
for Women 1930, 1925. 
Ph.B., bniversity of Chicago, 1919; M.S., Simmons College, 1924. 
SMITH, EDWIN RAYMOND, Professor and Head of Mathematics 1921. 
A.B., University of Illinois, 1905; A.M., University of Wisconsin, 1908; 
Ph.D., University of Munich, 1911. 
SNEDECOR GEORGE WADDEL,, Professor of Mathematics, 1930, 1913. 
· B.S., University of Alabama, 1905; M.A., University of l\lichigan, 1912. 
SPINNEY, Loms BEVIER, Professor of Physics, 1897, 1891. 
B.M.E., Iowa State College, 1892; B.S. in E.E., ibid,. 1893 • • 
STANGE, CHARLES HENRY, Dean of Veterinary Medicine, Professor and Head 
of Veterinary Hygiene, 1909, 1907. 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1907. 
STEVENSON, WILLIAM: HENRY, Professor of Soils, Vice Director of Agricultural 
Experiment Station, 1903-, 1902. 
A.B., Illinois Colleg'~ 11893; B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1905; D.Sc., Illinois 
College, 1923. 
SWEENEY, Olu:.AND RussELL, Professor and Head of Chemical and Mining 
Engineerin~, 1920. 
Sc.B. m Chem. E., Ohio State University, 1909; 1'1.A., ibid., 1910; Ph.D., 
University of Pennsylvania, 1916. -
THOMAS, BYRON HENRY, Professor of Animal Chemistry and Nutrition, 1931. 
B.S., University of California, 1922; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1924; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1929. 
Tu.DEN, WINIFRED R., Professor and Head of Physical Education, 1919: .1904. 
B.A., Mt. Holyoke, 1903. 
VANCE, THOMAS FRANKLIN, Professor of Psychology and of Child Develop-
ment 1927, 1914. 
A.B., Coe College, 1909; M.A., University of Iowa, 1911; Ph.D., ibid., 1913. 
VEE."'<lKERL GEORGE F., Professor and Head of Physical Education, 1933. 
A.JS., Hope College, 1916. 
VII.BRANDT, FRANK C., Professor of Chemical Engineering, 1930. 
A.B., Ohio State University, 1915; M.A., ibid., 1916; Pli.D., ibid., 1919. 
Vou, EMIL CoNRAD, Professor of Hortjculture, 1928, 1914. 
B.S., Michigan Agricultural College, 1914; M.S.A., Cornett University, 1918. 
VoN TuNGELN, GEORGE HENRY Profe5sor of Sociology, 1919, 1913. 
Ph.B., Central Wesleyan Cotlege, 1909; M.A., Northwestern University, 1910; 
Ph.D., Harvard University, 1926. 
WALSH, FRANK EDWARD, Professor and Head of Veterinary Obstetrics, 1931, 
1919. 
D. VJ\[., Iowa State College, 1918. 
\VERKMAN, CHESTER HAMLIN, Professor of Bacteriology, 1933, 1921. 
B,S,, P~nJut: 1Jqh·~r!Jitr, l919; fh,P., Iowa State CollC"Je, 1923. 
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WILltlNSON, Jo~ ANDERSON, Professor of Chemistry, 1919, 19~3. 
B.Sc., Ohio State University, 1903; Ph.D., 'Cornell University, 1909. 
WOODROW, JAY WALTER, 1>rofessor and Head of Physics, 1930, 1921. 
B.A~ Drake University, 1907; B.A., Oxford University (England), 1910; 
Ph.u., Yale University, 1913; LL.D, Drake University, 1931. 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
AncMAN, Jo~ M. Associate Professor !>f Botany, 1930, ~927. 
A.B.
1 
Nebraska Wesleyan University, 19l7; A.M., flnd., 1921; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Nebraska, 1928. 
ALLEN, EDWARD Swn~, ~ociate Professo~ .of Mathematicst ~921. 
A.D., Harvard University, 1909; A.M., ibid., 1910; Ph.D., ibid., 1914. 
ANDERSON, ARTHUR LAWRENCE, Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry, 
1922 1920. 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1916; M.S., Iowa State College, 1922. 
ARVILLE, DAISY AL:rsoN, Associate -Professor of Modem Languages, 1923, 1908. 
A.D., University of Kansas, 1899. 
AYRES, QUINCY CLAUDE, Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering, 
1921 1920. ' h.s., University of Mississippi, 1912; B.E., ibid., 1912; C.E., ibid., 1920 • 
• 
BECJtElt ELERY R., Associate Professor of Protozoology, 1925. 
· AoB., University of Colorado, 1920; D.Sc., Johns -Hopkins, 1923. 
BENEDicr..t L~Y J:?om, A~oqate Professor of. ~onomics, 1927, 1925. 
A.H., Un1vers1ty of M1ch1gan, 1915; M.A., ibtd., 1925. 
BRASBE°AJ1 VI.VIAN J., Associate Professor of ~C?usehold Equipment, 1929, 1917. 
B.::s., Iowa State College, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1928. 
BROWN.1. LYNN T., Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1930, 1927 . 
.H.S. (M.E.), Iowa State College, 1926. 
CAINE, AX.nmn B., A$0clate Professor of Animal Husbandry 1919, 1916. 
B.S., Utah Agricultural College, 1914; M.S., Iowa State College, 1917. 
CARil, PERCY HAMILTON, Associate Professor of Physics, 1932, 1930. 
B.S:t Furman University, 1925; M.S., University of North Carolina, 1926; 
Ph.u., Cornell University, 1930. 
CHARNLEY, MrrcllELL V., Associate Profesoor of Technical Journalism, 1931, 
1930. 
A.B., Williams College, 1919; M.A., University of Washington, 1921. 
CLARE NORMAN ASHWELL, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1927, 1921. 
~.S.A.i University of Alberta, 1918; M.A., University of Toronto, 1919; Ph.D., 
ibid., 921. 
COLPITTS JULIA TRUEMAN Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1913, 1900. A.B., Mount Allison University, Canada, 1899; A.M., Cornell University, 1900; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1924. 
CooE, HERB~T CLARE, Associate Professor of Government, 1930, 1928. 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College, 1922; M.A., State University of Iowa, 
1925; Ph.D., ibid., 1926. 
CooP:ta EsTRER L:i_Associate Professor of English 1916t 1909. 
Ph.B., State university of Iowa, 1903; M.A., University of Chicago, 1925. 
DEllERITT, DWIGHT B., Associate Professor of Forestry, 1931. 
B.S, in For., University of Maine, 1922; M.F., Yale University, 1923. 
D1ttz1 S. M., Associate Professor of Plant Pathology, 1928, 1925. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1917; M.S., ibid., 19f8; Ph.D., ibid., 1924. • 
DoDDS, Jo~ s.:1 Associate Professor of Civil Engin~~g, 1917, 1912. 
B.S. in \;.E., Iowa State CollC'le, 1912; CE:, ibid., 1917. 
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DUNAGAN, WALTER MATHEW, Associate Professor of Theoretical and Ap-
plied Mechanics, 1933, 1924. 
A.B., Simpson College, 1919; B.S., Iowa State College, 1923; C.E., ioid., 1928; 
M.S., ibid., 1930. 
DUNBAR, RALPH M. Assistant Librarian, 1925, 1924. 
A.B., George Washington University, 1912; A.M., Columbia University, 1914. 
EDGAR, RAc~ HARTMANf ~ociate Profess~r. of Chemistry,, ~928, 1924. 
B.A., Ohta State Un1vers1ty, 1917; B.S., 1b1d., 1918; M.S., 1b1d., 1920; Ph.D., 
ibid., 1925. 
FIRXINs, BRUCE JunsoN, Associate Professor ~f .Soils1 1926, 1918. B.S., Iowa State College, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1~18. 
FISHERb MABEL C., Associate Professor of Applied Art, 1925, 1923. 
iploma, Pratt Institute, 1923. . 
FOSTER, JoHN ELDEN, Dean of the Summer Quarter, Associate Professor of 
Vocational Education, 1922. 
B.A., Western College, 1897; B.A., Yale University, 1898. 
Fox, GERALD WILLIS, Associate Professor of Physics, 1930. 
A.B., University of Michigan, 1923; A.M., ibid., 1925; Ph.D., ibid., 1926. 
FRIANT, REGINA JOSEPHINE, Associate Professor of Home Economics Educa-
tion, 1925, 1923. 
Ph.B., University of Chicago, 1916; M.A., ibid., 1922 
FRITZ, MARTIN FREDERicx, Associate Professor of Psychology, 1932, 
0
1927. 
B.S., Kansas State Agricultural College, 1924; M.S., ibid,. 1925; Ph.D., Uni· 
versity of Chicago, 1931. 
GAsxJLL, HARo~ VINCENT1 A~ociate Professor. 9f Psychology, ~9~1, 1930. B.A., Ohio State Un1vers1ty, 1926; M.A., ibid., 1927; Ph:D., ibid,. 1930. 
GILMAN, JOSEPH C., Associate Professor of Botany, 1924, 1918. 
B.A., University of Wisconsin, 1912; M.S, ibid., 1914; PhD., Washin~ton 
University, 1915. 
Goss, E. F.2 Asso.cia.te Professor of Dairy Industry, 191.9~ B.S. in Da1ry1ng, Iowa State Colleze, 1915; M.S., ibid., 1916. 
GouWENS, CORNELIUS, Associate Professor of ~thematics, 1926, 1920. 
B.S!t Northwestern University, 1910; A.M., University of Illinois, 1911; 
Ph.u., University of Chicago, 1924. 
GWYNNE, CHARLES SUMNER, Associate: Professor and Acting Head of Geology, 
1931, 1927. 
A.B., Cornell University, 1907; M.S., Syracuse University, 1925; Ph.D., Cor· 
nell University, 1927. 
liAMLIN, HERBERT M., Associate Professor of Vocational' Education, 1923, 
1920. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1916; M.S., ibid., 1922; Ph.D., University of Chi· 
cago, 1931. 
IIANsEN, ELMER NEJI.. Associate.Professor of D~ Husbandry, 1929. 
B.Sc., University of Minnesota, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 1925. 
HARTER WILLIAM LEWIS, Associate Professor of Sociology, 1919 1917. 
A.B., McPherson College, J{ansas, 1904; M.S., Iowa State Cotl~~e, 1918. 
HAWLEY, OsCAR HATCH, Associate Professor of Music, 1926, 1920. 
HENsoN, EDWIN RAY, Associate Professor of Fann Crops, 1931, 1921. 
B.S., Oklahoma Agric~l~ural and Mechanical College, 1920; M.S., Iowa State 
College, 1922; Ph.D., 1b1d., 1931. 
HERR, GERTRUDE A., Associate Professor o~ ~athematics, 1924, 1913. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1907; M.S., ibid., 1917. 
HEWITT, EARL At.BON, Associate Professor of Veterinary Physiology, 1929, 
1915. 
A.B., Des Moines Colle~e, 1914· B.S., Iowa State Coll!!ge, 1915; D.V.M., 
ibid., 1918; M.S., University of Minnesota, 1929; Ph.D., ibid., 1931. 
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Hu.I., HARRY W. Associate Professor of Military Science and Tactics 1932. 
Graduate Enaineer School Company, Officers' Course, 1925; B.S., Cornell 
University, 1913. 
HOGREFE, PEARL, Associate Professor of English, 1931. 
A.B., Southwestern Colle~ 1910; A.M., University of Kansas, 1913; Ph.D., 
University of Chicago, lY.&t. 
Hou, D10 LEWIS Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1929, 1925. 
A.B., Manc~ester College, 1917; A.M., Ohio State University, 1920; Ph.D., 
University of Chicago, 1925. 
HOPKINS, ]oHN ABEL, ]R., Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics, 
1925 1921. h.s., Delaware, 1917; M.A., Harvard University, 1921; Ph.D., ibid., 1924. 
HUMMEL, JESSE GREENVILLE, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 
1910 1903. . 
B.M.E., Iowa State College, 1902; M.E., ibid,. 1914. 
JENNINGS WlLLIAM HARNEY, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1931, 1923. 
B.S., North Carolina State College, 1923; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1927. 
]UZEE, HARRY l·, Associate Professor of Military Science and Tactics, 1930. 
D.V.M., owa State College, 1916; Hon. Grad., Army Vet. & Field Service 
School, 1927; Major V.C. 
KNIGHT, llARR.Y H., Associate Professor of Entomology, 1925, 1924. 
B.S., .Cornell University, 1914; Ph.D., ibid., 1920. 
KuNERTH, WII.LIAM, Associate Professor of Physics 1916, 1907. 
M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1910; Ph.D., University of -Chicago, 1921. 
LANG}:, PAULUS, Associate Professor of English, 1932, 1920. 
A.B., Augustana College, 1918; M.A., University of Illinois, 1920. 
LAUER, ALVHH R., Associate Professor of Psychology, 1930, 1925. 
B.A., McPherson Colleg~ 1922; M.A., Universitf of Iowa, 1925; M.S., Iowa 
State College, 1928; Ph.u., Ohio State University, 1929. 
Loows \VALTER E., Associate Professor of Botany, 1927. 
its., University of Illinois, 1921; M.S., Cornell University, 1922; Ph.D., 
ibid., 1924. 
LORCH, FRED Wu.r.IAY, Associate Professor of English, 1932, 1921. 
A.B., Knox College, 1918; M.A., University, of Iowa, 1928. 
LowE, BELLE,__Associate Professor of Foods and Nutrition, 1921, 1918. 
Ph.D., university of Chicago, 1917. 
MAJOR CHARLES CURTIS Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineerin~, 1908. 
ll.E., Bloomsburg State Normal School, Pa., 1891; M.E., Cornell University, 
1898. 
McCr.AIN..t FRED H., Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1919. 
B.~. in E.E., University of Illinois, 1910. 
McKEE EDD R., Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1925, 1921. 
ii.s., Iowa State College, 1920; M.S., ibid.: 1925; E.E., ibid., 1926. 
MCKELVEY, JOSEPH VANCE, Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1920, 1919. 
A.B., Cornell University, 1906; Ph.D., ibid., 1909. 
McK.meEN, EUGENE GEORGE, Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering, 
1928. 
D.S. (A.E.), Iowa State College, 1922; M.S. (A.E.), University of California, 
1927. 
MENZEL LouIS EDMOND, Associate Professor of Physical Education, 1931, 1928 . 
.u.S., Missouri State Teachers College, 1923. . 
MOODY V. ALTON, Associate Professor of History 1930t 1925. 
A.B .• Meridian Colleg~1 1912; M.A., Tulane University, 1913; Ph.D., Uni· versity of Michigan, IY23. 
MORGAN, BARTON, Associate Professor of Vocational Education, 1929 1923. 
B.S., Missouri State Teachers College, 1918; M.S., Iowa State Cohege, 1922. 
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MouLTON, DONALD ALoNzo, Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering, 
1929, 1921. 
Cer.E., Ohio State University, 1908. 
MOYER RALPH ALTON Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, 1933 1921. B.S. in C.E., Lafayette College~ 1920; M.S., Iowa State College, 192S. 
MURRAY, WILLIAM GORDON, Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics, 
1931 1925. 
h.A., Coe College, 1924; M.A., Ha\-vard University, 1925; Pb.D., University 
of Minnesota, 1932. 
NAYLOR, NELLIE M~Y, ~ociate Profess6r of Chemistry, 1928, 1909. 
B.A., State Unavers1ty of Iowa, 1908; M.S., Iowa State College, 1918; Ph.D., 
Columbia University, 1922. 
OToPALIK..l HuGo, Associate Professor of Physical Education, 1931, 1920. 
A . .li., University of Nebraska, 1918. 
PARK, 0. WALLACE, Associate Professor of Apiculture 1925, 1918. 
B.S., Kansas. ~tate A";It'icultural College, 1917; M.S., Iowa State College, 
1920; Ph.D., ibid., 1924. 
PLAGGE HERBERT JoHN, Associate Professor of Physics, 1918 1909. 
B.S., Northwestern University, 1906; M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1910. 
PORTER R. HowAJU>, Associate Professor of Botany, 1931 1919. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1918; M.S., ibid., 1920; Ph.D., ibid., 1930. 
RoumsoN PIERRE G., Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1930 1922. 
B.S., University of Chicago, 1914; .M.S., ibid,. 1922; Ph.D., ibid., 1925. 
Ross, EARLE DUDLEY, Associate Professor of History 1923. 
Ph.B., Syracuse University, 1909; Ph.M., ibid., 1910; A.M., Cornell University, 
• 1912; Ph.D., ibid., 1915. 
ROUDEBUSH, Roy E., Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1925, 
1909-1912. 
A.B., Indfana University, 1903; M.E., Cornell University, 1907. 
RUNNELLS, RussELI. ALGER, Associate Professor of Veterinary Pathology, 
1930. 
D.V.M., Michigan State College, 1916; M.S., University of Michigan, 1930. 
RUTHERFORD, GEDDES Wl!LLIAM, Associate Prof~or of Government, 1925. 
A.B., Universit.Y of Missouri, 1913; A.M., Harvard University, 1916. 
SCHULTZ, THEODORE WILLIAM, Associate Professor of Agrirultural Economics, 
1931 1930. 
h.s •• South Dakota State College, 1928; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1928: 
Ph.D., ibid., 1930. 
SETTLES, OLIVE, Associate Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1924, 1923. 
B.S., Columbia University, 1920. 
SEXAUER, THEODORE E., Associate Professor of Vocational Education, 1929, 
1928. 
B.S., (Agr.), Iowa State College, 1909; B.S. CA_g.Ed.): M.S., ibid., 1918; 
M.A., Columbia University, 1926; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1928. 
SHARP, MARLAY A., Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering, 1931, 
1925. 
B.S., in Agr., University of Nebraska, 1915; ?tl.S., Iowa State College, 1928. 
SIMPSON, ROBERT I.1 Associate Professor of Physical Education, 1931, 1926. B.S., University of Missouri, 1917. 
SMITH, ERMA, Associate Professor of Physiology, 1927, 1926. 
A.B.1 Univers!tY of Kansas, 1920j .M.A., Vassar Colic-Jc, 1922; Ph.D., Uni· versity of Chicago, 1926; M.D., ioi'tl., 1931. 
SMITH, FREDERICK BuREAN Associate Professor of Soils, 1932 1922. 
· B.S., University of Georgia, 1922; M.S., Iowa State College, 1923; Ph.D., 
ibid., 1926. 
STARBUCK, ARwARD, Associate Professor of Ensdisb, 1924, 1913. 
A.B., University of Arkansas, 1908; A.M., 1Jniveraity of Chica10, 1922. 
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STARRAX, JAMES ABEL, Associate Professor of Vocational Education, 1926, 
1920. 
B.S., Iowa State College. 1921; M.S.. ibid., 1922; Ph.D., Boston Univer-
sity, 1932. 
STEPHEN~ MAluEt Associate Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1926, 1920. 
B.:s. (H.Ec.J, Iowa State College, 1911. 
STEWART~ LoWELL O., Associate Professor of Civil Engineeriltg 1933, 1924. 
B.S., Michigan State College, 1917; M.S., Iowa State college, 1927; C.E., 
ibid., 1928. 
STILES, HAROLD, Associate Profes;or of.Physics, 1915,_ 191t. 
A.B., Ke~10.n C<?llegei 1896; A.M., Harvard University, 1904; Ph.D., North· 
- western University, 90'J. 
SWANSON, LYDIA VICTORIA, Associate Professor of Child Development, 1931, 
1924. 
B.Sc., University of Nebraska, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 1931. 
SWANSON PEARL P., Associate Professor of Foods and Nutrition, 1930. 
B.~., Carleton College, 1916; M.S., University of Minnesota, 1924; Ph.D., 
Yale University, 1930. 
ToMPXINS, DoRA GILBERT Associate Professor of English, 1919, 1905. 
A.B., Monmouth Colfege, 1893; A.M., University of Chica~, 1921. 
TtiR.NER,lOBN SmNEY, Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1926 1921. 
B. , Cambridge University, 1906; M.A., ibid., 1919; A.M., University of 
Chicago, 1916; Ph.D., ibid., 1921. 
TuRNER, MARCIA E., Associate Professor of Home Economics Education, 1922, 
1919. 
B.S., Kansas Agricultural College, 1917; M.A., University of Chicago, 1919. 
W ALXER, RUDGER H., Associate Professor of Soils 1932, 1924. 
B.S:t Brigham Young University, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 1925; 
Ph.u., ibid., 1927. 
WEBBER, HENRY At.BERT, Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering, 1929, 
1923. 
B.S. (Ch.E.), University of Colorado, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 1925; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1929. 
WELLHOUSE, WALTF.R H., Associate Professor of Entomology, 1921. 
B.A.1 University of Kansas, 1913; M.A., ibid., 1917; Ph.D., Cornell Uni-versity, 1920. · 
WENTZ JoBN Bunn, Associate Professor of Farm CroJ>s 1921. 
B.S.A., North Dakota Agricultural College, 1913; M.S., Cornell University, 
1916; Ph.D., ibid., 1928. 
WIGHTMAN, RICHARD M., Associate Professor of Military Science and Tac-
tics, 1930. 
U: S. Mi~itary Academy, 1917; Graduate Infantry School, 1921; Graduate, 
Field Artillery School, 1921; Advanced Course, 1930; MaJ. F.A. 
WII.LMARTH, ErMER H., Associate Professor of General Engineering, 1926, 1922. 
B.S., Worcest~r Polytechnic Institute, 1897. 
WRIGHT, WALLACE, Associate Professor of Economics 1931, 1930. 
!f,..,B., Dartmouth Collcae, 1919; M.A., Stanford University, 1924; Ph.D., 
1b1'd.. 1930. 
YEAGER, J AXES FnANxr.m, Associate Professor of Zoology and Entomology, 
1931 1930. 
Ph.B., Yale University, 1924; M.A., Columbia University, 1927; Ph.D., New 
York University, 1929. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
ANDERSON, HARotn Wru;JA!II., Electrical Engineering, 1931. 
B.S. in E.E.1 University of Kansas, 1921; E.E., ibid., 1929; M.S., Massa-chusetts Institute of Teclmology, 1931. 
ANDREWS, ARTHUR M., Military Science and Tactics, 1929. 
U. S. Military AcademI:, 1m; Grad. Enar. Basic School, 1921; Grad. En~., 
C.E. Course, 1922; CC. E. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute); 1st Lieut. C.E. 
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ATANASOFF, {ioHN VINCENT Mathematics 1930 1925. 
B.S., niversit_x_ of Florida, 1925; M.S., Iowa State College, 1926; Ph.D., 
University of Wisconsin, 1930. 
' ATKINSON JOHN HAMPTON, English 1914. 
Ph.B., Ohio University, 1897; A.M., Columbia University, 1901. 
BAKER MERLE P., Dairy Industry, 1926 1922. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1921; M.S., ibid., 1923; Ph.D., ibid,. 1931. 
BEARD, FRED J., Animal Husbandry, 1932. 
B.S., Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1920; M.S., Iowa State 
College, 1924. 
BECKMAN, RICHARJ> W., Technical Journalism, 1931. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1925. 
BENEDICT ARIEL A., Physics 1919. 
A.B., Ohio Wesleyan University, 1913; A.M., Ohio State University, 1915. 
BIRD, EMERSON w. Dairy Industry and Chemistry, 1928, 1923. 
B.S., Pennsylvania State College, 1923; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1929. 
BORGESON REUBEN w.l Chemistry, 1928, 1922. 
B.S., Denver University, 1919; M.S., Iowa State College, 1924; Ph.D., ibid,. 
1928. -
BOWERS, CHARLES F., Architectural Engineering, 1932, 1928. 
B.S., North Dakota Agricultural College, 1926. • 
BRANDT A. E., Mathematics, 1930, 1924 .. 
its., Jowa State College, 1917; M.S., ibid,. 1926; Ph.D., ibid., 1932. 
BnoWN ORAL A., Electri~l Engineering, 1929, 1924. 
B.S. (E.E.)t.. West. 'Virginia. University, 1924; M.S. (E.E.), Iowa State Col· 
lege, 1925; rh.D., ibid., 1932. 
BunER1 LEE WRIGHTi. Physics, 1921, 1919. A.B., Simpson t,;ollege, 1914. 
BYRAM HARow M., Vocational Education, 1926. 
B,S., Iowa State College, 1924; M.S., ibid., 1928; Ph.D., Columbia Uni· 
versity, 1933. 
CHADDERDON HESTER, Home Economics Education, 1929. 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1924; M.A., University of Chicaro, 1928. 
CHRISTENSEN, LEO M., Chemistry, 1932. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1923; Ph.D., ibid., 1926. 
DAASCH HARRY LAWRENCE, Mechanical Engineering, 1929. 
ll.S. (M.E.), Iowa State College, 1925; E. Met., Colorado School of Minea, 
1927; M.~ .• Iowa State College, 1930. 
DANIELT..S, MARIAN ELIZABETH, Mathematics, 1919, 1914. 
A.B., Kalamazoo College, 1908; A.B., University of Chicago, 1908; M.S., 
Iowa State College, 1919. 
DAUBERT, C. E., Physical Education, 1925, 1920. 
DAY, FRANCIS M., Military Science and Tactics, 1930. 
Grad., U. S. Military Academy, 1924; Field Artillery School, 1930; ht Lieut. 
F. A. 
DORCHESTER CHARI.ES S., Farm, Crops 19161 1913. B.S., iowa State Colleg'e, 1913; M.S., University of Minnesota, 1923. 
ELDRFJ>GE }OlIN C., Farm Crops, 1921. . 
B.S. in Agronomy, Iowa State College, 1915; MS., ibid., 1925; Ph.D., ibid,. 
1933. 
EiPE DWIGHT LEONAJU>, Dairy Husban4ey, 1930. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922; M.S., New York Arricultural Colle1e, 1927; 
Ph.D., Cornell University, 1930. 
FLEMING ANNIE WILSON, Mathematics, 1915, 1900. 
B.~ •• · Iowa State Co11ege, 1894; M.S., University of California, 1921. 
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FOREMAN, THOMAS 0., Military Science and Tactics, 1929. 
Field Artillery SChOQl, 1921;. 1st Lieut. F.A. 
FosTERi.. MYRtt.E HnmERMAN, Physical Education, 1926 • 
.u.S., University of Minnesota, 1922. 
FULLER ELIZABETH GENEVIEVE, English, 1931 1916. 
A.D., University of Illinois, 1916; A.M., University of Michigan, 1922. 
GALLIGAN Wll.LIAM EDWARD, Civil Engineering, 1929, 1926. 
D.S. (C.E.), Univer.sity of Missouri, 1925; M.S., Iowa State College, 1930. 
GOULDING FERN A., Hygiene, 1930, 1929. 
R,N., University ol Michigan, 1913; A.D., Olivet College, 1925. 
GRANT, JouN GRAY, H~giene, 1930. 
B.A., McMastcr University, Toronto, 1919; M.D., University of Manitoba, 
1924. 
HABER, ERNEST S. Horticulture, 1928, 1920. 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1918; M.S., Iowa State College, 1922; Ph.D., 
ibid •• 1928. 
HAmusi. HALBERT)\{., Zoolo~ and Entomology, 1925, 1923. 
H.S., Mississippi Agz-1cultural and Mechanical College, 1923; 1\1.S., Iowa 
State Collea-c, 1925; Ph.D., ibid., 1928. 
HAYDEN, ADA, Botany, 1919, 1911. 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1908; M.S., Washington University, 1910; Ph.D., 
Iowa Sta!e College, 1918. 
HEMPSTEAD, JEAN CHARLES1 General Engineering, 19321 1930. B.S. (C.E.), Iowa State College, 1926; M.A., University of Pennsylvania, 
1930. 
HENDERSON, ANNA M., Applied Art, 1919, 1916. 
Rockford College, 1897; Diploma, Minneapolis School of Design and Normal 
Art, 1915. 
HENDRicxsoN GEORGE OsCAR Zoology and Entomology, 1930, 1925. 
D.A., Iowa State Teachers College, 1921; M.S., -Iowa State College, 1926; 
Ph.D., ibid.. 1929. 
HnnucHSEN ]OBN ]AMES LUETT Mathematics, 1930, 1929. 
D.S., iowa State College, tm; A.M., Harvard University, 1927; Ph.D., ibid .. 
1929. 
HOLBERT, J. C., Animal Husbandry, 1929, 1923. 
D.S., Iowa State ColJegc, 1923; M.S., ibid., 1925. 
HORNING WALTER H., Forestry, 1929. 
B.S., Pennsylvania State Forest School, 1914; 1\:1.S., University of Califor-
nia, 1928. _ 
Hua, ]OHNi. Mechanical Engineering, 1913, 1909. 
B.M . .t;., Iowa State Co1lege, 1909. 
JENSEN, VERNON P., Theoretical and AP.plied Mechanics, 1932, 1931. 
D.S., University of Illinois, 1929; 1. .S., ibid.. 1931. 
]OH?fS, IRAL BROWN, JR., Chemistry 1931, 1926. 
B.S., Knox College, 1924; Ph.D., iowa State .ColleJe, 1930. 
KALAR, SARA BLAINE Hygiene, 1930. 
M.D., Keokuk ~ledical College, 1903. 
KING, WALTER BERNARD, Chemistry, 1931, 1923. 
B.S., University of Illinois, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 1924; Ph.D., ibid .• 
1930. 
LAMBERT WILUAM VINCENT, Genetics, 1928, 1923. 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1921; M.S., Kansas State Agricultural College, 
1923; Ph.D., University of California, 1931., -LARSEN..t lULIUs A., Forestryl .1924 . 
.u. ., Yale, 1908; M.F., ibid •• 1910. 
J.,EITH, TuoM:AS SEETER, Veterinary Anatomy, 1929, 1916. 
P-Y:M,, J9w~ State College, 1914. 
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L'ENGLE, Lou1sE Foods and Nutrition, 1929. 
B.A., Goucher College, 1922; M.S., Teachers College, Columbia University, 
1929. 
LENROW, BERNARD, Public Speaking, 1932, 1930. 
A.B., Cornell University, 1926. 
LEWIS, JOHN H., JR. Military Science and Tactics, 1932. 
U. S. Military Academy, 1918; Graduate Field Artillery School, Basic Course, 
1920. ~ . -
LIVINGSTON, EVERETT GORDON Industrial Arts, 1931. 
B.S., Kansas State Teachers College, 1926; 1\1.S., Iowa State College, 1930. 
*LoMMEN, INGEBORG GEORGINE, Modem Languages, 1924, 1907. 
D.L., University of Minnesota, 1898; M.L., ibid., 1900. 
LowENBERG, MnuAu ELIZABETH, Foods and Nutrition, and Child Develop-
ment, 1932 1927. 
Ph.B., bniversity of Chicago, 1918; M.S., Iowa State College, 1929. 
LYLE, MARY S., Home Economics Education, 1930, .1923. 
B.S., Purdue University, 1921; M.S., Iowa State College, 1924. 
MANNING TRUMAN WEST, Economics, 19~01 1924. B.S., Iowa State Colle,Ie, 1911; M.S., 1b1d,. 1928. 
MARLow, KYLE FAYETTE, Modem Languages, 1931, 1925. 
B.L., University of Minnesota, 1899; l\f:A., French School, Middlebury, Vt., 
1923. 
MATLACK, }ESSE B., Military Science and Tactics, 1933. 
U. S. Military Academy, 1917; Graduate Field Artillery School, Battery 
Officers Course, 1925; Graduate, Field Artillery School, Advanced Course, 
1933. 
*MERCHANT, lvAL ARTHUR, Veterinary Hygiene, 1928, 1925. 
D.V.M., Colorado Agricultural College, 1924; M.S., Iowa State College, 1928; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1933. 
MILLER FRANK CLIFFORD, Mechanical Engineering, 1919 • 
.ii.s., James Millikin University, 1909. 
MITCHELL, CLARENCE MILLARD, English, 1929 1921. 
A.B., Lawrence University, 1916; A.M., State University of Iowa, 1933. 
OBERHEIM, GRACE MYRTLE, Loan Librarian, 1930, 1923. 
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1920. 
O'BRYAN, EDNA, Applied Art, 1926, 1925. 
Graduate, Pratt Institute, 1918; D.S., Central Missouri State Teachers Col· 
lege, 1930. 
OLsoN, OscAR ANTON, Mechanical Engineering, 1915, 1913. 
B.M.E., Iowa State Colleg~ 1908; M.E.. ibid., 1914. 
PETERSON ] OHN BOOTH, Farm Crops and Soils, 1933, 1928. 
BtS., Oregon State College, 1928; 1\1.S., Iowa State Coll~ge, 1929 . 
. PHILLIPS, S. DALE, Architectural Engineering, 1930, 1928. 
Graduate in Art, Minneapolis School ol Art, 1927. 
PRATT, GRO\'Eit MARTIN, Architectural Engineering, 1928, 1925. 
B.S., Syracuse University, 1911. 
REID, MARGARET GILPIN, Economics, 1930. 
D.S. CH.Ee.), University of Manitoba, 1921; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 
1931. 
Ross, GEORGE ·GouLD, Landscape Architecture 1932. 
B.A., University of Michigan, 1930; M.L.D., ibid., 1932. 
RoTHACKER, RALPH RUDOLPH, Landscape Architecture, 1925, 1922. 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1918; M.S., Iowa State College, 1924. 
----
*Absent on leave. 
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RUSSELL, MABEL, Applied Art, 1919 1916. 
Diploma, Pratt Institute, 1915; Ph.B., University of Olicago, 1925; M.S., Iowa 
StatQ COllege, 1933. 
SASs, JoHN Et!G~, Botany .1930, 1928. . .. 
B.S., University of M1cl11gan, 1924; M.S., ibid., 1925; Ph.D., tbtd,. 1929. 
SATER, LENORE EsTELINE, Household ~uipment, 1931 1928. 
D.S., Drake University, 1920; M.S., Iowa State Coftege, 1930. 
SCHANCHE, ARnroR NORMAN Hygiene, 1930. 
D.S., University' Qf South DalCota, 1923; M.D., Washington University, 1925. 
SCIOLI.ETTER, JULIAN CLAUDE, Horticulture, 1928, 1922. 
B.S., Clemson College, 1922; M.S., Iowa State College, 1923; Ph.D., ibid,. 
1930. 
SCBRAMP~ WILLIAM H. Agricultural Economics, 1933, 1929. 
B.A., University of ~owa, 1926; J.D., ibid,. 1928. 
ScmanT, ll:ARRY J., Physical Education, 1929, 1926. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1925. 
SHEPHERD, GEOFEREY SEDDON Agricultural Economics, 1927, 1925. 
B.S.A., Univcrsi!r of Saskatchewan, 1924; M.S., Iowa State College~ 1925; 
Ph.D., Harvard University, 1932. 
SHJI.rmo IDA MAY, Foods and Nutrition, 1923. 
D.S., Ohio State University 1910; M.S., University of Chicago, ~923. 
SMITH JoHN ELIPHALET, Geology, 1917. 
B.S., Oregon. Agricultural COllege, 1902; M.S., Iowa State College, 1911. 
ToWNE LAURA, Modern Languages, 1926, 1920. 
B.A., University of Wisconsin, 1914; M.A., ibid,. 1920. 
Thusxowsn, JosEPH E., Physical Education, 1932. 
A.B., University of Michigan, 1930. 
WAKELEY RAYMOND EARL, Sociology, 1930. , 
B.S~ Pennsylvania State College, 1917; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1924; 
Ph.u., Cornell University, 1928. · 
WJaU.CE KARL RICHARDS, Public Speaking, 1933, 1927. 
A.B.l Cornell University, 1927; A.M., ibid,. 1931; Ph.D., ibid., 1933. 
WARNER, ELEANOR FRANCES, Serials Librarian 1930, 1923. 
B.A.i Ohio Wesleyan University, 1912; M.A., ibid., 1913; B.L.S., University 
of I linois, 1919. 
WATERS NELSON FENN, Poultry Husbandry, 1931. 
B.Sc., Connecticut Aaficultural College, 1925; M.Sc., Harvard University, 
1930: D.Sc., ibid., 1931. 
WHAN, FoRESr LIVINGS, Public Speakiru? 1932, 1930. 
B.S., Kansas State Agrjcultural College, 1928; M.A., University of Illinois, 
1931. 
WILLIS BENJAMIN SUTTON Electrical Engineering, 1927, 1924. 
h.s~ University of Minnesota, 1917; E.E., Iowa State College, 1926; M.S. 
(E • .r.1.), ibid., 1929. 
WILI.SON LAWRENCE HERRicx, Physics, 1920, 1919. A.B., Valparaiso University, 1913; B.S., University of Chicago, 1914. 
INSTRUCTORS 
A.NnwoN, ERNEsT WILLARD, Mathematics, 1928, 1926. 
B.~. North J:?akota Agricultural College, 1926; M.S., Iowa State College, 
1928; PhD., i"bi4.. 1933. 
ANDERSON, DOROTHY ISABELL, Foods and Nutrition, Dietitian College Hos-
, pita] 1929. 
B.S., University of Washington, 1926. 
ANDERSON, MABEL, Institution Management, 1932. 
• B.S., University of Minnesota, 1919. 
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A'usE, 0. H.z. Dairy Industry, 1933. 
B.S., lowa State College, 1932. 
AYRES, DoN P., Architectural Eng!neering, 1932. 
B.S. _(Arch.), University of Illmois, 1928; M.S. (Arch.), ibid., 1930. 
BECK, L. D:z ;Dairy Industry, 1933. 
B.S., lowa State College, 1933. 
BXcXFoRD WII.LIAM: GLENN, Chemistry, 1929. 
. A.ii., Southwestern CollC!6e, 1927. 
BIRD, PAUL G., Chemical and Mining Engineering, 1930, 1928. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1928; lf.S., ioid., 1929; Ph.D., ibid., 1932. 
BRANDNER, FRED A. Mathematics, 1922. 
B.S., Kansas State Teachers College. 19.21; M.S., University of Chicago, 1923. 
BRECKENRIDGE, ROBERT W., Mechanical Engineering, 1929. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932. 
BURNS, WIU.I'AM: EARP, Bacteriology, 1930 1929. 
A.B., Southwestern College, 1913; M.S., Kansas University, 1915. 
BYWATER EL!a Mn.I.ER, Foods and Nutrition, 1928. 
A.B., University of Kansas, 1924; M.A., ibid., 1928. 
CARTERJ.. WILLIAM HoBAR~ Agricultural Engineering, 1930. 
J:S.S. (A.E.), Iowa ::state College, 1929. 
*CATLIN, FLORENCE ADELE, Mathematics 1919. 
A.B., Wells College, 1909; M.S., Iowa State College, 1927. 
Coox, RosALIND Music, 1926 1921. 
M'us. B., Ellsworth codege, 1917. 
Coox, TuoMA5 L., Economics, 1927 1926. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926; M.S., ibid., 1927. 
DABLEN, AucEJI Home Economics Education 1929. 
B.S., North Dakota. State College, 1926; M.S., Iowa State College, 1932. 
DUDLEY, FRED ADAIR, English, 1926. 
A.B., Oberlin College, 1923; M.A., Columbia University, 1930. 
EICHINGER, lACK WALDO, Chemistry, 1932, 1928. 
B.S., owa State Co11C'6e, 1926; Ph.D., ibid., 1931. 
ERNST, GEO~GE CAMPB~, ~eneral ~gmeering, 1930. 
B.S. in C.E., University of Michigan, 1929; M.S., Iowa State College, 1932. 
FABRicros, N. E., Dairy lndustry.i__1928. 
B.S., Iowa State College, lY'~; M.S., ibid., 1930. 
FLEMING MABEL ALICE English, 1912. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1911. 
GABRIELSON, MARY L., Textiles and Clothing, 1921. 
B.S., Kansas State Agricultural College, 1911; M.A., Columbia University, 
1918. 
GESSER, CARL C., Mechanical Engineering, 1922. 
GOODHUE LYLE D., Chemistry, 193<t 
. .B.S., Iowa State College, 1928; M.S., ibid., 1929. 
GREER, JosHUA WILBUR, Chemistry, 1928. 
B.S., Western Illinois State Teachers College, 1922. 
GRIBsxov ELY.A PETERSON Institution Management, 1931, 1930. '· 
B.S., Oregon State College, 1924; M.S., Iowa State College, 1931. 
HAUSRATH, ALFRED H., JR., Vocational Edtit:ation, 1928, 1927. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922; M.S., ibid., 1929. 
HEssLER, VrcroR PETER, Electrical Engilleering, 1927, 1926. 
lJ.Sc., Oregon State Colleze, 1926; M.S., fowa State College, 1927. 
•Absent on leave. 
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HILI., MADGE E., Physical Education, 1924. 
B.S., Kellogg 'School of Physical E<J.ucation, 1926. 
HINEs, THOMAS B., Mechanical Engineering, 1920. 
HOPKINS MARGUERITE STOTTS, Textiles and Clothing..? 1921. 
A.B., University of Nebraska, 1922; M.S., Iowa ::state Q>llege, 1931. 
' 
HunsoN, PRINT, Economics, 1933, 1930. 
B.S., Union University, 1922; M.A., Peabody College, 1927. 
HUMPHREY, LLWELLYN MEALEY, Botany, 1931. 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1928; M.S., ibid., 1931; Ph.D., ibid., 1933. 
HussoNG RALPH VICTOR, Dairy Industry, 1932, 1926. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926; M.S., ibid., 1928; Ph.D., ibid., 1932. 
]OHNSONl_ MAURICE JosEPH..1. Veterinary Surgery, 1932. 
D. v .M., Iowa State ~ollege, 1932. . 
•KALLENBACH, JOSEPH ERNEST, Government, 1930. 
B.S. in f:d., Central Missouri State Teachers College, 
sity of Missouri, 1928. 
Kms:MAN JOHANNA C. FmsoN, English, 1918. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1906; M.S., ibid., 1928 
1926; M.A., Univer-
KIRKPATRICK MARY Foods and Nutrition, 19.30. 
B.S., Kansas State Agricultural College, 1919; M.S., University of Chicago, 
1930. 
Krrr, EMMA G., Applied Art 1927. 
Diploma, Chicago Art Institute, 1926. 
LEE, CHESTER DANIEL, Veterinary Pathology, 1928, 1927. 
D. V.M., Iowa State Collcae, 1927; 1\1.S., ibid,. 1932. 
LEPLEY MARION C., Applied Art, 1927, 1926. 
its., Iowa State College, 1922; M.S., ibid., 1931. 
LIGHTBURN, FRANK E., Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1931. 
B.S. (E.E.), University of Colorado, 1931. 
tLowMAN, OMAR E., Chemistry, 1927 1923. 
A.B., A.8hland College, 1914; M.A., University of Chicago, 1915; Ph.D., 
Iowa State College, 1930. 
LYKKEN, LouIS, Chemistry 1928 1927. 
D.S., South Dakota School of Mines, 1927; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1933. 
McCLEsKEY, CHARLES SHELTON, Bacteriology, 1927. 
B.S., Texas A. & M. College, 1924; M.S., Iowa State College, 1926; Ph.D., 
ibid., 1930. 
•McCRACKEN, EARL C., Physics, 1924, 1919. 
B.S., Drake University, 1918; M.S., Iowa State College, 19.29. 
McDowEU., CLARENCE MERLE, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1930. 
D.S. (l\l.E.), University of Illinois, 1924; M.S. (Chem. E.), Iowa State Col-
lege, 1933. ' 
McGLUMPHY, ]AMES HARVEY, Chemistry, 1928, 1926. 
B.s .• Iowa State College, 1925; M.S., Ibid., 1927; Ph.D., ibul,. 1930. 
McINTOSH, GEORGE H,. Chemistry, 1929, 1928. 
B.A., Simpson College, 1928. 
McKIBBEN, HAZEL Home Economics Education, 1927. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1924; M.S., ibid., 1930. • 
MAcARTHUR ]ESSIE ANDERSON, English 1914. 
B.A., bnivcrsity of Iowa, 1910; M.A., ibid., 1911. 
MAITLAND, ANDREW, Mechanical Engineering, 1920. 
MAITLAND, WILLIAM, Mechanical Engineering, 1921. 
• 
*Absent on leave. 
t Deceased February 10, 1934. 
INSTRUCTORS 
MENZEL, RALPH EDGAR, Chemistry, 1934, 1929. 
B.S., Upper Iowa University, 1920. 
MILLER, HAROLD J ., Mechanical Engineering, 1925. 
MILLER RussEL D., Physics, 1926. 
its., Iowa State College, 1921 ; M.S., ibid., 1928. 
29 
MooRE PERRY A., Chemistryt 1929 1925. 
B.S., in Chem., Des Moines Vniversity, 1925; 1\1.S., Iowa State Colle-le, 1926. 
MooREHOUSE, GRETCHEN LUMBARD, Physical Education, 1933. 
A.B., Drake University, 1930; M.S., Johns Hopkins University, 1933. 
MURPHY GLENN, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1932. 
B.S. (C.E.), University of Colorado, 1929; l\t.S., ibid., 1930; 1\1.S. (C.E.), 
University of Illinois, 1932. 
NELSON, GEORGE T., Physical Education, 1926. 
A.B., Grinnell College, 1916. 
NESS, ZENOBIA B., Applied Art, 1924. 
PAUSTIAN RAYMOND GEORGE, Civil Engineering, 1930. 
B.S,, Iowa State College, 1929; M.S., ibid., 1931. 
PETERSEN GEORGE M.,. Ceramic Engineering . 1930. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922; B.S., ibid., 1930. 
PINNEY, Louis ERw1N·, Physics, 1931, 1930. 
A.B., University of Missouri, 1925; M.A., ibid., 1927. 
PLAGGE.i.. MRS. ALMA R 2 Foods and Nutrition, 1930 . .H.S., Iowa State college, 1916. 
PoTGIETER, FANNIE, Textiles and Clothing, 19-31. 
B.A., University of Iowa, 1922; M.A., University of Washington, 1928. 
REINHOLZ, OTTo W., Mechanical Engineering, 1920. 
RHoADs, EDNA MARIE, Applied Art, and 'I_'e?ttiles and Clothing, 1927, 1925. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1920; M.S., 1btd., 1933. 
ROBERTSON, L .. FRED.z. ~ath~matics, 1927. 
A.B., Indiana university, 1924; A.M., ibid., 1927. 
SAFFORD, RUTH BOGARDUS, English1 1908. B.L., University of ·w•sconsm, 1903. 
SANDSTROM, LORRAINE, Child Developme~t, 1930, 1929. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929; M.S., 1btd .• 1932. 
SCHNEIDER, MRS. FREDERICK, Violin, 1926, 1918. 
SCHROEDER, IRA, Carilloneur, Music 1931. 
B.Mu., Bush Conservatory of i.Iusic, 1927. 
SMITHbDWIGHT A., Veterinary Medicine, 1932 . 
• V.M.; Iowa State College, 1932. 
-
SMITH, HELEN FLORENE, Mathematics , 1907. 
A.D., Cornell University, 1902; ~:LS., Iowa State College, 1921. 
SMITHt.... HowARD Ons, Chemistry, 1926, 1921. 
.H.A., Simpson College, 1917. 
SPANGLER, EowARD MERRITT, Mechanical Engineering, 1905, 1904. 
STONE, SmNEY C. Public Speakin~, 1930. 
A.B., Ohio Wesleyan University, 1929. 
SULUVAN LENORE MARGARET Institutional Management, 1930, 1928. 
B.S., Montana State College, 1927; M.S., Iowa State College, 1929. 
SWEENEY, CHARLES THOMAS, Economics 1930. 
B.S., Cornell University, 1921; M.B.A., University of Michigan, 1928. 
WALLACE- ERNEST LEON En~Iish, 1925. 
A.B., Colleae of Emporia, 1924; A.l\!., University of Kansas, 1926. 
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WAtTGll Al.:rci; Applied Art 1927. 
its., Missouri State University, 1916. 
Wxc~ llARoLD EUGENE Veterinary Obstetrics, 1932. 
B.S., University of Wisconsin, 1929; D.V.M., Iowa State CoUege, 193Z. 
WHI'1'LOCx, S1:ANµY Cr.ARKE, Veterinary Anatomr.,. 1929. ' . . 
B.S~ M1ch1gan State College, 1927; D.V.M., 1brd., 1929; M.A .• Un1vcrs1ty of 
Micnigan, 1931. 
WILHELM'. HARLEY .AI.NEY, Chemistry 1928, 1927. 
A.B., Drake University, 1923; Ph.b., Iowa State College, 1932. 
WOODY OsCAR G., Architectural Engineering, 1930. B.S., Architecture, Kansas State College, 1925. 
ASSISTANTS 
CALlloUN, M. LoIS, B.S., M.S., Assistant, Veterinary Anatomy, 1932, 1928. 
NIELSEN VERNER H., Assistant, Dairy Industry, 1932. 
RICE, LOLA S., B.S., Secy. to Committee Ol) English, 1930, 1905. 
Sr.oss, MARGARET W., B.S., M.S., Assistant, Veterinary Pathology, 1929, 1923. 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
AcHEsoN, MEI.BA, B.S., Technical Journalism, 1933. 
ANDES, RAr.PH VERNE, B.S., Chemistry, 1931, 1930. 
ANDRE, FLoYD, B.S., M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1932. 
APPLE, R!CltARD E., B.S., Chemistry, 1931. 
BROWN, Au.AN REEDY, B.A., Physics, 1931. 
BROWN, Eu.ts v., B.S., Chemistry, 1930. 
BRYNER, LoREN c., B.S., M.S., Chemistry, 1930. 
BYWATER, W. GLEN, A.B., M.A., Chemistry, ·1929. 
CARR, EDWARD L., B.S., Chemistry, 1929. 
CATLIN, Wn.t.ARD E., B.S., Chemistry, 1931, 1930. 
CllAPPELL, Cli.ARI.Es H., B.S., Chemistry, 1931. 
DEWrrr, CHARLES B., B.S., M.S., Chemistry, 1931. 
DooNAN, ROBERT EDWARD, B.S., Electrical Engineering, 1933. 
FRANZ, RAYMOND A., B.S., Chemistry, 1929. 
GREENWOOD, DELBERT ABRAM, B.S., Chemistry, 1930. 
HAGER, ANNA, B.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1932. 
HAruus, W. D., B.S., M.S., Chemical and Mining Engineering, 1930 
H!:ITM:AN, ALBERT, B.S., Economics, 1932. 
HERsmY, ARTHUR LEROY, B.S., M.S., Botanyt 1930, 1928. 
HETZER, HERBERT 0., M.S., Genetics, 1931, 1930. 
HrxsoN, HOMER, B.S., M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1932, 1931. 
HOLM, GUNN CARLos, B.S., M.S., Veterinary Hygiene, 1933. 
HUNTER, RUTH FLoRENCE, B.S., Home Management, 1932. 
HURD, CunmERT C., A.B., Mathematics, 1932. 
IRELAND, FRANx, B.S., Chemistry, 1931, 1930. 
JOHNSON, HowARD L., B.S., Economics, 1933. 
KEIL, HttVA. LoUJSE, B_.S., M.S., Chemistry, 1928, 1926. 
Knn>F, CLAYTON AluroRD, A.B., M.S., Chemistry, 1933·. 
· KENDAU, ANsoN R., A. B., Chemistry, 1931, 1930. 
KIRBY, ROBERT HAVENS, B.S., Chemistry, 1931. 
KNocxEL, DOROTHEA, B.S., Child Development, 1932. 
Lunwro, AI>oLPx, B.S., Economics, 1933. 
MAcx, LILLIAN C., B.A., M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1933. 
MARPLE, IUNNETR ALBERT, B.S., Chemistry, 1930. 
M'JMLTRETTER, ClrARLEs LotTIS, B.S., M.S., Chemistry, 1930. 
Ml'T.ID, Plwus, B.S., Chemistry, 1929. 
t 
FELLOWS AND SCHOLARS 
Mn.I.s, HAB?.ow B., B.S., M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1931, 1929. 
PENNINGTON, W. A., B.S., Ph.D., Chemistry, 1929. 
PHILIPSON, J. B10N, B.S., M.S., Physics, 1929. 
RrrcHIE, KENNETH LAYTON, D.V .M., Veterinary Anatomy, 1933. 
RUBY, WILLARD R., B.S., Chemistry, 1931, 1930. 
SETZER, WENDELL CREAGER, A.B., M.S., Chemistry, 1929. 
SHELL, GERTRUDE, B.S., Home Management, 1933. 
SwoNDs, AusTIN 0., A.B'., M.S., Ph.D.,· Botany, 1930, 1926. 
SoTH, LAUREN K., B.S., Technical Journalism, 1932. 
STA,'ELY, H. E., A.B., M.S., Chemistry, 1932. 
SULZBACH,. DOROTHEA LOUISE, B.S., Home Management, 1932. 
Tx:MsoN, GLADYS, BA., Foods and Nutrition, 1931. 
VANEss, MRs. MARIAN J. W., B.S., M.S., Chemistry, 1932, 1929. 
WALDE, EUNICE MAXINE CHAMBERLIN, B.A., Chemistry, 1929. 
WELLS, CHARLEs PRENTICE, A.B., Mathematics, 1930. 
WHERRY, SARAH MARGUERITE, B.S., Home Economics Education, 1933. 
WISSINK, GERRIT M., B.A., M.S., Physics, 1925. 
YotmG, RICHARD V., B.S., Chemistry, 1931. 
FELLOWS AND SCHOLARS 
AoAMs, ]AMES A., B.S., M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1932, 1931. 
ALTSTATT, MRs. CLARA GARDNER, B.A., M.S., Bacteriology, 1933, 1930. 
BACHMAN, CllARLES HERBERT, B.S., Physics, 1932. 
BEVERIDGE, M. ELIZABETH, B.S., Household Equipment, 1933. 
BOULWARE, VIVIENNE ADELE, B.S., Institution Management, 1933. 
couNTRYMAN, MoRTON ALDEN, B.s., Physies, 1933, 1932. 
DEONIER, CHRISTIAN CHARLES, B.S., M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1933. 
DYAR, ELIZABETH, B.A., Foods and Nutrition, 1933. 
EPSTEIN, SAMUEL SlDNEY, B.S., M.S., Bacteriology, 1931. 
FRASER, WALTER A., B.S., Physics, 1933, 1932. 
liARRIMAN, LOUIS ALBERT, B.S., M.S., Dairy Industry, 1929. 
]ANES, MELVIN JOSEPH, B.S., M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1933. 
KENT, GEORGE CLARENCE, B.A., Botany, 1933. 
KOPF, KENNETH, B.S., Genetics, 1931, 1930. 
LANE, CLARENCE BRONSON, B.S., M.S., Dairy Industry, 1933, 1931. 
MARTIN, FRANK S., B.S., Chemistry, 1933. 
MARTIN, THOMAS F., B.A., B.L.A., Landscape Architecture, 1933. 
NEEDHAM, DoNALD PAUL, B.S., Physics, 1933, 1932. 
PEARSON, Ar.LEN MOBLEY, B.S., M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1931. 
PORTER, J. ROGER, B.S., Bacteriology, 1934. 
ROUDABUSH, ROBERT L., A.B., M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1931. 
SIMANTON, WILLIAM A., B.S., M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1931. 
STEPHENSON, ANAFRED, B.S., Child Development, 1933. 
STORVICK, CLARE, B.A., Foods and Nutrition, 1932. 
VAUGHN, REESE HAsXELL, BA., M.S., Bacteriology, 1930. 
WATTS, JoHN A., B.S., M.S.,. Psychology, 193·2. 
WIJ..SoN, ROBERT G., B.S., Physics, 1932. 
FACULTY COONCILS AND COMMITTEES 
Councils 
Sl 
Advisory to the President on Administration.-F. Ellis Johnson, chairman; 
Coover, Greene, Mortensen, one member to be elected. 1 
Athletic Council.-Helser, chairman; Veenker, secretary; Knapp, C. H. Brown, 
Converse, W. L. Foster, MacDonald, Runnells; Student members, Harold 
Templeton, Herbert Ohrt; Alumni Members, C. Coykendall, A. J. Craw-
ford, Clair Currie. 
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Music Council.-Friley, chairman; MacRae, secretary; Knapp, L'Engle, L. 
J. Murphy, Charles Murray, Wentz, one member each from senior and junior 
classes. 
Council on Research.-R. E. Buchanan, chairman; Drake, Charles Murray, 
Lush, Coover, A. H. Fuller; Hammer, secretary. 
Council on Teaching.-Lancelot, chairman; Benbrook, 0. A. Brown, Dietz, 
Genevieve Fisher, Friley, G. M. Fuller, Gilkey, Henson, Kildee, Lancaster. 
Committees 
Advanced Stamlings, Substitutions, and Entrance Requirements.-Sage, chair· 
man; Coover, Hunter, Cora B. Miller, Shearer, E. R. Smith. 
Agrkultural Experiment Station Projects.-R. E. Buchanan, chairman; Lind-
strom, Stevenson. 
Appointments to Hig/1 School Teaching Positions.-]. E. Foster. 
Art.-Mabel Fisher, chairman; Joanne Hansen, Mrs. Ness, Elwood, Ailen, 
Phillips. ~ 
Catalogue.-5age, Campbell. 
Central Laboratory Stores,-Coover, chairman; Knight, Loomis, Richey, 
Woodrow. 
Clerical Staff lmprovement.-Hein, chairman; Baird, Derby, Evans. 
College Drafting Seroice.---Giese. 
College History.-Knapp, chairman; Noble, Schmidt. 
College lnstrum.ent Shop.-Woodrow, chairman; Coover, Covault, A. H. Fuller, 
Hammer. 
Commencement.-Sage, chairman; Gilkey, Anna M. Henderson, Henson, La-
Grange, McGlade, MacRae, Pride, H. ]. Schmidt, Stocker, Volz, Winfrey. 
Computing M achines.-Snedecor. 
Curriculum.-]. B. Davidson, chairman; Agg, Coover, Genevieve Fisher, Friley, 
Helser, Kildee, Sage. . 
Dates o}' Events.-Helser, chairman; McClain, Mrs. Merchant. 
Economy and Efficiency in Teacliing.-Friley, chairman; Lancelot, Sage. 
EUgibility for Activities.--5age, chairman; Helser, Sims. 
English.-Kerekes, chairman; Elwood, Greene, Hewitt, Hoyt, Raymond; Mrs. 
Rice, Secretary; Miss McCormick, critic reader. 
Equipment.-Gregg, chairman; R. M. Hughes. 
Excuses from Commencem.ent.-P. E. Brown, chairman; Spinney. 
Exhibits.-W. I. Griffith. 
Faculty Representative on Cardinal Guild.-Aikman. 
Faculty Representative to Missouri Valley Intercollegiate Athletic Association.-
Bergman. . . 
Faculty Representative-V BISH EA .-Iverson. 
Fee Eumptions.-Helser, Sims. 
Foreign Students and International Hou.se.--DcVries, chairman· Harter, Rus-
sell; Student members, Michaelian, Hole. ' 
• 
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\ 
Fratmdties.-McKee, chairman; Caine, Graff, MacRae; Student Members, 
Robert Hawley, Howard Dodge, Horace B. Cheney, John Stolp; Wallace 
~on, secretary • 
• Freshman Week.-Evans, chairman; W. L. Foster, Gregg, Helser, Henson, Peet, 
Sage. ., 
Government.--R. M. Hughes, chairman; Helser, vice-chairman; Agg, Genevieve 
Fisher, Friley, Kildee, Stange. ' 
Graduate Study.-R. E. Buchanan, chairman; Bergman, Black, P. E. Brown, 
Gilkey, H. Gilman, Melhus, P. Mabel ·Nelson, Sage, Vtlbrandt •. 
Grounds.-R. M. Hughes, chairm,an; Elwood, Erwin, Gregg, MacDonald, Roth-
acker, Stocker. 
Home Economics Journal.-P. Mabel Nelson, chairman; Chadderdon, Con-
verse. 
Honors Day.-P. E. Brown, chairman; Foust, Norman, Roberts, Sage, Tilden. 
Lectures.-Pickett, chairman; Cannon, Coope_r, Kerek-es, Lancaster, H. J. 
Plagge. -
Library.-C. H. Brown, chainnan; Caine, Caughey, Foust, J. C. Gilman, Peet. 
Lighting and Acoustics of Roof!ZS.-Kunerth, chairman; H. J. Plagge. 
Memorial Day.-Gr~ene, chairman; Booker, MacRae, Volz. 
Men's Housing.-Goss, chairman; R. C. Cunningham, Dodds, Guthrie, Mc-
Gh!de, W. G. Murray, Schanche, Stiles. 
Methods of Laboratory Instructionr-Woodrow, chairman; F. E. B·rown, Dietz, 
Sexauer, Yeager. · 
Microscopes.-Kunerth. 
Personnel.-Helser, chairman; Barron, Genevieve Fisher, G. M. Fuller, Paine, 
Sage, Sims, Stange, Vif quain. 
Public Health.-Edwards. 
Public School Relations.-Lancelot, chairman; Genevieve Fisher, God.Irey, 
Hendrickson, L. 0. Stewart. 
Publicity .-Converse. 
Radio Programs.-W. I. Griffith, chairman; Bliss, Evans, Faber, Greene, W. 
Paul Jones, Lancelot, MacRae, Mrs. Ness. 
Registration and Classification.--Sage, chairman; Brashe.ar, Campbell, Covault, 
Friley, Helser, Kildee, Paustian, Stewart. 
Repairs.-Gregg, chairman; R. M. Hughes, Siocker. 
Research in Higher Education.-Lancelot, chairman; Genevieve Fisher, Friley, 
Kildee, Marston, Sage, Stange • 
. Rockefeller Research Fuml.-R. E. Buchanan, chairma~; Lindstrom, C. H. 
Richardson. 
Scholarship.-Meeker, chairinan; Covault, Edwards, Hamlin, Holl, W. B. King, 
..... Cora B. Miller, Sage, Sims, Starbuck; Helser, secretary. 
Seed Laboratory .-Bliss, chairman; P. E. Brown, Melhus. 
Selection of Rhodes Scholarship Candidates for Iowa State College, 1934.-
Friley, chairman; Woodrow, Gilkey. 
Short Courses.-Vd'quain, chairman; A. L. Anderson, A. L. Bakke, Caine, 
Combs, Faber, Giese, Goss, H. D. Hughes, Mrs. Ness, Taff. ... 
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Student Loan Funds.-Roberts, chairman; Cleghorn, Mabel Fisher, Helser. 
Student Progress.-Lancelot, chairman; Bowers, W. L. Foster, Foust, Friley, 
Gaskill, Helser, Hewitt, K.ildee, Peet, Sage, Schultz, Sims, Stephens, Wood-
row. 
Summer Quarter.-]. E. Foster, chairman; R. M. Hug!ies, R. E. Buchanan, 
Genevieve FlSber, Helser, Sage.o 
Traffic Conzmittee.-Moyer, chairman; Ayres, Lauer, Rothacker. 
Utilization of Patents.-Agg. 
Visiting Delegatiom.-Caine, chairman; Ayres, Benbrook, Chapman, J. C. Cun-
ningham, Firkins, Friant, Gleiser, Goss, Graff, E. N. Hansen, Harper, 
LaGz:ange, Pride, Taff, Vifquain, Werkman. 
LIBRARY STAFF 
BaoWN, CHARI.Es H., B.A., M.A., B.L.S., Librarian, 1922. 
DUNBAR, RALPH M., B.A., M.A., Assistant Librarian, 1924. 
WARNER, ELEANOR FRANCES, B..A., M.A., B.L.S., Serials Librarian, 1923. 
0BERllEIM', GRACE M., B.A., Loan Librarian, 1923. 
WIMERSBEROER, EVELYN G., B.A., B.S., Cataloger, 1924. 
CRAWFORD, HELEN, B.A., B.S., Classifier, 1931, 
STROHBEHN, ELIZABETH, B.A., D.S., Order Librarian, 1929. 
BOARDMAN, MITTIE McGAw, D.S., Reference Librarian, 1930. 
llnnuCHS, FRIEDA ALBERTA, B.A., B.S., Cataloger, 1928. 
ORR, ROBERT WII.LIAM, D.S., Assistant Reference Librarian, 1930. 
Ac:n.u.t, ELvA, D.S., As.5istant Loan Librarian, 1930. 
HURLBUTT, HELEN MARIE, B.A., B.S.L.S., Cataloger, 1932. 
KEMP, MURIEL LOUISE, D.S., Cataloger, 1934. 
DAVIS, MRS. ANNA F., D.S., Loan Assistant, 1924. 
Foan, MRS. KATHLEEN, D.S., M.S., Instructor, Library Courses, 1933. 
B£.LL, MRs. F. G., Assistant, 1930. 
BRINDLEY, MARY, Assistant, 1933. 
HART, LoLETA MAE, Assistant, 1930. 
JOHNS, BLANCHE B., A.B., Assistant, 1925. 
WIRTBLIN, MAGRARET, Assistant, 1932. 
Experiment Stations 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
STATION STAFF* 
R. M. Hughes, M.S., LL.D·----------------------------------- .President 
R. E. Buchanan, B.S., M.S., Ph.D·------------------------------Director 
W. H. Stevenson, A.B., B.S.A., D.Sc. ___ --- • ---------- ---Vice Director 
C. F. Curtiss, B.S.A., M.S.A, D.S .• ------------------------ .Senior Dean 
Herman Knapp, B.S.A., LL.D, _______ -------------------------Treasurer 
George W. Godfrey, B~S.A., M.Ag. __ Assistant in Agriculture to President 
G. W. Snedecor, B.S., M.A. ___ -------------------------- ---Statistician 
Gertrude Mary Cox, B.S., M.S·--------Research Assistant in Statistics 
R. K. Bliss, B.S.A·----------Co-operator (Director of Agr. Extension) 
C. H. Stange, D.V.M. ____ co-operator (Director of Veterinary Research) 
T. R. Agg, B.S·------------------Co-operator •(Director of Engineering 
Experiment Station) 
A. E. Brandt, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. _____ ---- _____ Co-operator in Statistics 
(Assistant Professor of Mathematics) 
HEADS OF SECTIONS 
A. G. Black, B.S., M.A., Ph.D·--------Research Professor and Head of 
Agricultural Economics 
P. E. Brown, B.S., A.M., Ph.D·--------Research Professor and Head of 
Farm Crops and Soils 
R. E. Buchanan, B.Sc., M.S., Ph.D·----Research Professor and Head of 
. Bacteriology 
Blair Converse, A.B., M.A·--------------------------- .Bulletin Editor 
W. F. Coover, A.B., A.M. ____ Research Professor and Head of Chemistry 
]. B. Davidson, B.S. in M.E., A.E., D.Engr. ____ Research Professor and 
Head of Agricultural Engineering 
C. ]. Drake, B.S., B.Ped., M.A., Ph.D. ________ Research Professor and 
Head of Entomology 
Genevieve Fisher, A.M. ___ ---------------------Research Professor and 
Head of Home Economics 
H. H. Kildee, B.S.A., M.s. _______ .• -----------Research Professor and 
Head of Animal Husbandry 
E. W. Lindstrom, A.B., Ph.D, __ Research Professor and Head of Genetics 
I. E. Melhus, B.S., Ph.D.------------------------Research Professor and 
Head of Botany and Plant Pathology 
M. Mortensen, B.S.A ... _Research Professor and Head of Dairy Industry 
B. S. Pickett, B.S.A., M.S·--------------- ---.--Research Professor and 
Head of Horticulture and Forestry 
HEADS OF SUB-SECTIONS 
P. E. Brown, B.S.,'A.M., Ph.D.--Research Professor and Head of Soils 
I 
*The .Agricultural Experiment Station staff con
1
sists of the president director, 
vice-director, treasurer, the staff of the bulletin office. the heads of ad sections, 
and all individuals who are included in the personnel of approved active projects. 
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C. Y. Camion, B.S.A., M.S., Ph.D.----------- ---Research Professor and 
.. Head of Dairy Husbandry 
C. C. Culbertson, B.S., M.S. _____ ---------------Research Professor and 
Head of Animal Production 
:M. D. Helser, B.S.A., M.S.------Research Professor and Head of Meats 
E. W. Henderson, B.S.A., A.M:., Ph.D·----------Research Professor and 
Head of Poultry Husbandry 
R. M. Hixon, B.S., Ph.D. _____ -------- -----------Research Professor and . 
· Head of Plant Chemistry 
H. D. Hughes, B.S., M.S.A·------------------- .Research Professor ·and 
Head of Farm Crops 
A. T. Erwin, B.S., M.$. ____ ---------------------Research Professor and 
Head of Vegetable Crops 
]. L. Lush, B.S., M.S., Ph.D·--------------------Research Professor and 
Head of Animal Breeding 
G. B. MacDonald, M.F. ____ Research Professor and Head of Forestry 
T. ]. Maney, B.s. __________ Research Professor and Head of Pomology 
P. Mabel Nelson, B.S., M.A., Ph.D.------------- .Research Professor and 
Head of Foods and Nutrition 
Louise J. Peet, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. _____ ---------- .Research Professor and 
Head of Household Equipment 
Rosalie Rathbone, B.S., M.A .• ---------- _________ Research Professor and 
Head of Textiles and Clothing 
B. H. Thomas, B.S., M.S., Ph.D·----------------Research Professor and 
Head of Animal Chemistry and Nutrition 
E. C. Volz, B.S., M.S. ______ Research Professor and Head of Floriculture 
RESEARCH PROFESSORS 
A. L. Bakke, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. _____________ .Botany and Plant Pathology 
Rex Beresford, B.S·--------------------Co-operator, Animal Husbandry 
]. H. Buchananr... B.S., M.S·----------------------Co-operator, Chemistry 
L. C. Burnett, ts.S.A., M.s. _______ ---------------- ______ .! __ Farm Crops 
E. V. Collins, B.S. (A.E.), B.S. (Agron.) ______ .Agri'cultural Engineering 
E. I. Fulmer, B.A., M.A., Ph.D·------------------Co-operator, Chemistry 
Henry Giese, B.S. (Arch.E.), M.S. (A.E.) (Arch.E.) ______ Agricultural 
Engineering 
J. E., Guthrie, B.S., M.s. ___ -----------------------Co-operator, Zoology 
B. W. Hammer, B.S.A., Ph.D. _______ ---------------- ___ Dairy Industry 
C. A. Iverson, B.S., M.S·------------------Co-operator, Dairy Industry 
F. E. Johnson, B.A·-----------------Co-operator, Electrical Engineering 
]. N. Martin, A.B., Ph.D·--------------------------Co-operator, Botany 
P. L. Mitter, M.A·------------------------------Agricultural Economics 
Charles Murray, Ph.B., B.S., D.V.M·------------Co-operator, Veterinary 
Investigations 
V. E. Nelson, B.S., M.s. _______ -----------------Co-operator, Chemistry 
Millard Peck, B.S., M.S .• M.A. ___ -------- _______ Agricultural Economics 
B. S. Pickett, B.S.A., M.s. _____ -------- ---- -------------- -----Pomology 
C. H. Richardson, A.B., M.Sc., Ph.D.------------------- _____ Entomology 
H. W. Richey, B.Sc.A·--------------------------Co-operator, Pomology 
P. S. Shearer, B.S., M.S·-------------------------=---Animal Breeding 
S. H. Thompson, B.A., M.S, _______ -------- ____ _Agricultural Economic!i 
]. W. Woodrow, B.A., Ph.D., LL.D·----------------Co-operator, Physics 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
J. M. Aikman, A.B .• A.M., Ph.D·--------------------Co-operator, Botany 
Ira W. Arthur, B.S., M.S. ___________ -------- ___ Agricultural Economics 
A. B. Caine, B.S.A., M.s. ___ ------------------------.Animal Production 
STAFF 
S. M. Dietz, B.S., M.S., Ph.D·------- .. ----Botany and Plant Pathology 
Rachel, Edgar, B.A., B.S., Ph.D.------------.. -----Textiles and Clothing 
Fred E. Ferguson, B.S ... ---- ---------------- .. Associate Bulletin Editor 
W. G. Gaessler, B.S., M.S·----------------------------Plant Chemistry 
J. C. Gilman, B.A., M.S., Ph.D·--------------------Co-operator, Botany 
E. F. Goss, B.S., M.s. ___________ -----------Co-operator, Dairy Industry 
E. N. Hansen, B.S., M.S·------·------------------------Dairy Husbandry 
E. R. Henson, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. ________________ Co-operator, Farm Crops 
J. A Hopkins, Jr., S.B., A.M., Ph.D. ____________ Agricultural Economics 
W. E. Loomis, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. ___ ------------ ---Co-operator, Botany 
Belle Lowe, Ph.B. ___ ------------ ---- ----._------.Foods and Nutrition 
E. G. McKibben, B.S. (A.E.), M.S. (A.E.) ____ Co-operator, Agricultural 
Engineering 
Wm. G. Murray, B.A., M.A., Ph.D ...... ---------- .Agricultural Economics 
0. W. Park, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.------------------- -----------Eptomology 
R. H. Porter, B.S., M.S., Ph.D ...... -------Botany and Plant Pathology, 
, Farm·. Crops 
C. S. Reddy, B.S., M.S., Ph.D ...... ------ ---Botany and Plant l'athology 
Frank Robotka, B.A., M.A. ____________________ Agricultural Ecoriomics 
T. W. Schultz, B.S., ?vI.S., Ph.D. ___ --------Acting Head of Agricultural 
· Economics 
F. B. Smith, B.S., M.S., Ph.D ..... ------------ ---------------------Soils H. C. Stiles, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. ____________________ Co-operator, Physics 
Pearl P. Swanson, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.--------------.--Foods and Nutrition 
R. H. Walker, B.S ... M.S., Ph.D·----------------------------------Soils 
J. B. Wentz, B.S .. M.S .. Ph.D·----------------------------Farm Crops 
C. H. Werkman, B.Sc., M.S., Ph.D ...... -------- -------------Bacteriology 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
M. P. Baker, B.S., M.S .• Ph.D.----------- ..... Co-operator, Dairy Industry 
F. J. Beard, B.S., M.S .• ------ ---- ... ---- ----------.... --------- _____ Meats 
Roy E. Bennett, B.s. _______ ---------------- ------------ ___ ,:. _______ Soils 
R. C. Bentley, B.S., M.S·------------------------Agricultural Economics 
T. H. Benton, B.S·., M.s. _____ ---- ---------------------------------Soils 
E. W. Bkd, B.S., Ph.D. _______ ------------------------ .Dairy Industry 
J. L. Boatman, B.S., M.S·----------- ------------------ -- ---- _____ Soils 
L. :M. Christensen. B.S., Ph.D ...... ---------- -----Co-operator. Chemistry 
J. C. Eldredge, B.S .• M.S., Ph.D. ______________ co-operator, Farm Crons 
A. J. Emdehom, B.S.. M.S ... --------------------------------------Soils 
Paul L. Errington. B.S .. Ph.D ..... -------------------------- .. Entomology 
Dwi~ht Esne, B.S.. M.S., Ph.D. ____ : ____ ---- ---------Dairy Husbandry 
n. A. FitzGerald. B.S., M.A.------------------- .Agricultural Economics 
T... W. Forman. B.S., M.s. ________ Superintendent of Experiments in Soils 
E. S. Haber, B.S.. M.S., Ph.D ....... ---- -----------------Vegetable Crops 
W. E. Hammond, B.S.A., :M.S .............. Superintendent of Exneriments Jn· 
· · , Animal Produetion 
J. C. Holbert, B.S., M.S ...... -----------Co-operator, Animal Husbandry 
\.harTotte M. Kinj?' .. ---- -- -----------------Botany and Plant Pathology 
W. V. Lambert. B.S.. '.M.S., Ph.D. ___________ -----------------Genetics 
H. T .. Lantz, B.S.. M.s. ___ ---- ---- ------------ -------- __ -----Pomology 
~. H. McNutt, D.V.M·----------Co-operator, Veterinary Investigations 
'ff. R. Meldrum. B.S ...... ---- ---- ----------------------------------Soils 
r. T ... Orrben, B.S ..... ------------ ---------------------------------Soils 
H. H. Plagge, B.S .. M.S .. Ph.D.-------------------------------Pomofogy 
J. L. Robinson, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. ____ ---------------- -------:-Farm Crops 
Marvin Sandstrom, B.S .............. --------------.Assistant Bulletin Editor 
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Lenore Sater, B.S., M.S.------------- ------------.Household Equipment 
]. A Schulz, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. ________ Animal Chemistry and Nutrition 
G. s: Shepherd, B.S.A., M.S., Ph.D. ___ ------ ---.--Agricultural Economics 
W. D. Termohlen, B.S., M.s. __________________ Agricultural Economics 
R. E. Wakeley, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. ____ ----------- .Agricultural Economics 
N. F. Waters, B.Sc., M.Sc., D.Sc·------- -------------Poultry Husbandry 
Harold L. Wilcke, B.S., M.s. _______ -----------------Poultry Husbandry 
F. S. Wilkins, B:S., M.S. _______ ------------ ---------------Farm Crops 
Lester Yoder, B.S.A., M.S. _______ ----.Animal Chemistry and Nutrition 
RESEARCH ASSISTANTS 
Henry J. Barre, B.S. ___ -----------------------Agricultural Engineering 
D. F .. Breazeale, B.S., M.s. _______ ----------------------.Dairy Industry 
E. 0. Brown, B.S---- ________ Botany and Plant Pathology, Fann Crops 
John Dalton, B.S., M.S.--- --------------------.Agricultural Economics 
Glen N. Davis, B.S., M.S·------------------Botany and Plant Pathology 
George C. Decker, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.----------------------- .Entomology 
L. D .. Eagles, B.S., M.s. ____ ---------------------------------Fann Crops 
N. E .. Fabricius, B.S., M.s. ___ ---- __ --------.Co-operator, Dairy Industry 
G. G. Gibson, B.S., M.S. ___ ---------------Co-operator, Animal Breeding 
W. ]. Henderson, B.S., M.s. _______ ---------Botany and Plant Pathology 
Ralph V. Hussong, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. ________ Co-operator, Dairy Industry 
D. V. Layton, B.S., M.s. _______ Co-operator, Botany and Plant Pathology 
George L. McNew, B.S., M.s. ______________ Botany and Plant Pathology 
Carl Malone, B.s. ___ ---------- ----------------.Agricultural Economics 
M. B. Michaelian, B.S., Ph.D. _______ -------------------- .Dairy· Industry 
Albert Mighell, B.S., M.S. _______ ------------ ___ Agricultural Economics 
N. D. Morgan, B.S., M.S. ___ ---- ----------------------.Vegetable Crops 
H. C. Olson, B.S., :M.S., Ph.D.--------------------- -----Dairy Industry 
V. T. Stoutemyer, B.S., M.s. _________ ------- ---- -------- ---Pomology 
H. D. Tate, B.S·--------------- ---- __ ------ ------------- ..... Entomology 
Gladys Timson, B.S., M.S.--... ------------ --------.Foods and Nutrition 
Bernard Travis, B.S.. M.S·------------- -------------------Entomology 
J. J. Wilson, B.S., M.s. _______ ------------.Botany and Plant Pathology 
COLLABORATORS 
A. A. Bryan, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. ____ Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. D. A. 
M. T. Jenkins, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.--Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. D. A. 
R. W. Jugenheimer _______________ Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. D. A. 
H. C. Murphy, B.S., M.S., Ph.D .•. Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. D. A. 
L. Schoenleber, B.S. (A.E.) ________ Bureau of Agricultural Engineering, 
U. S. D. A. 
C. K. Shedd, B.S.A., B.S. (A.E.) ____ Bureau of Agricultural Engineering, 
U. S. D. A. 
- ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
STATION STAFF 
Thomas R. Agg, C.E. ___ ------------------------ ------------ ___ Director 
Anson Marston, C.E., D. Engr. ___ -------------------Research Engineer 
Robley Winfrey, M.S. ___ ---------Bulletin Editor and Research Engineer 
Richard W. Beckman, B.S. in C.E .• ----------..Assistant Bulletin Editor~ 
J. Brownlee Davidson, M.E., A.E., D. Engr .... ____ .Agricultural Engineer 
Allen H. Kimball, M.s. ___ -----------------------Architectural Engineer 
lfax Levine, Ph.D. _________ ----~----------- •• ·--· _______ Bacteriologist 
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Paul E. Cox, B.S. in Cer. E, _______ -----------------Ceramic Engineer 
Cameron G. Harman, B.S. in Cer. E, __________ Junior Ceramic Engineer 
Orland R. Sweeney, Ph.D. _____ ------------ ---------Chemical Engineer 
Frank C. Vilbrandt, Ph.D. ___ ------------------ _____ Chemical Engineer 
Lionel K. Arnold, Ph.D. ___ ---------------Associate Chemical Engineer 
John H. Buchanan, M.S, _____ ------------------------Sanitary Chemist 
Gussie H. Nels on, M.S. ___ -------_ ---------__ Junior Chemical Engineer 
Almon H. Fuller, M.S., C.E, ___ ---- ---- ---------- _______ Civil Engineer 
William J. Schlick, C.E. _______ ---------------------Drainage Engineer 
F. Ellis 1 ohnson, B.A., E.E. _____ ------------------.Electrical Engineer 
Frank D. Paine, B.S. in E.E. ___ -------- ---- --------.Industrial Engineer 
Herbert J. Gilkey, M.S, ________ Research Engineer in Applied Mechanics 
Warren H. Meeker, M.E. __________________________ :Mechanical Engineer 
Walter L. Foster, B.C.E·------------------------------Railway Engineer 
William E. Galligan, M.S, ___ .. -----------·.Assistant Sanitary Engineer 
Merlin G. Spangler, M.S., C.E. ____________ Associate Structural Engineer 
Quincy C. Ayres, C.E. ___ ------------------Associate Research Engineer 
Dio L. Holl, Ph.D.------------------- --.t.---- ---------Associate Analyst 
Richard W. Bruins, M.S, _____ -----------------------Graduate Kssistant 
Bernard A. Moore, M.S·-------------------- ---------Research Assistant 
John W. Conwell, B.S. in Ch.E. _______ ---- ---------.Graduate Assistant 
Howard A. Montgomery, B.S. in Ch.E, _____ .Special Research Assistant 
Henry H. Beeson, B.S. in Ch.E .. -------------Special Research Assistant 
Reuben C. Riedesel, B.S. in M.E, _____ ---------------Instrument Maker 
AGRICULTURAL BY-PRODUCTS LABORATORY 
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 
STAFF 
Paul Burke Jacobs, B.S., M.S., Ch.E. ____ ---- ----- --'!..Chiel of Laboratory 
Herman Delius Weihe, B.S., M.S·--------------------Assistant Chemist 
David Quentin Anderson, B.S., M.S·---------------J unior Bacteriologist 
Gussie Harrie Nelson, Jr., B.S., M.S.,---- -------------------Co-operator, 
_ Assistant Chemical Engineer 
Oiven L. Osburn, B.S., M.s. _______ co-operator, Assistant Bacteriologist 
Bernard Mah Ion Becker, B.S. __________ .Chemical Engineering Assistant 
Robert Lloyd Tillson, B.S, ____________ ---Chemical Engineering Assistant 
Thomas Robert McEihinney, B.S·-------Chemical Engineering Assist~nt 
CONSULTANTS 
Orlen R. Sweeney, B.S., M.A., Ph.D. ____ ------- ___ Chemical Engineering 
Max Levine, B.S., Ph.D. ___ ----------- ----------------------Bacteriology 
C. H. Werkman, B.S., Ph.D.------------------------------- .Bacteriology 
William E. Galligan, B.S., M.s. ____ ------------- ___ sanitary Engineering 
AMES FIELD STATION 
Bureau of Standards 
U. S. Department of Commerce 
E. R. Whittemore, B.S., M.S·---------- --- .Assistant Paper Technologist 
Baker Wingfield, B.S., M.S.--------- ------------------Assistant Chemist 
EXPERIMENT STATIONS 
INDUSTR.IAU SCIENCE RESEARCH 
Charles E. Friley, Ph.D.------------------------------------- -Director 
RESEARCH PROFESSORS 
R. E. Buchanan, Ph.D. _________ ------------------------ ---Bacteriology 
E. I. Fulmer, Ph.D·------------------------------------------Chemjstry 
Henry Gilman, Ph.D. ___ ------------------------------ -- -----Chem!stry 
R. M. Hixon, Ph.D·---------------------~------------------Chem1stry 
]. N. Martin, Ph.D.-------------------------------------------- .Botany 
C. H. Werkman, Ph.D·-----------------------------------Bacteriology 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
E. R. Becker, Ph.D. ___ -------.::------------------------------ ___ Zoology 
P. H. Carr, Ph.D·----------------------------------------------Phys!cs 
G. W. Fox, Ph.D·----------- ---- -------- -----------------------Physics 
D. L. Holi, Ph.D·-------------·----------------------------Mathematics 
A. R. Lauer, Ph.D. ___ ---------------------------------- -----Psychology 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
L. M. Christensen, Ph.D. ___ ---------------------------- -----Chemistry 
Ada Hayden, Ph.D.---------------------------------------------Botany 
RESEARCH FELLOWS 
J. M. Burch, B.s. ____ ---------- -------------------------------Chemistry 
R. R. Burtner, Ph.D:----------------------------------------Chemistry 
G. E. Felton, B.s. ____ --------------- ----- --------------_----.Chemistry 
W. H. Kirkpatrick, Ph.D·----------------------------------!::-Chemistry 
F. J. McCormick, M.S. _____________ -----------------------Mathematics 
Ruth A. Madden, B.S·-------------------------------------------Zoology 
Milton E. Nelson, M.s. ___ ---- ---- ------------ ____ --------_Bacteriology 
Clarence Rayburn, · Ph.D, ___ ______ :::: _____________ ------ _______ Qiemistry 
Howard Reynolds, B.S·------------------------------------Bacteriology 
D. W. Stoddard, M.S·------- -------- ---- ---- -------------- ___ Chemistry 
E. B. Towne, Ph.D. ___ ----------------------------- _________ Chemistry 
M. K. Veldhuis, B.S, ___ --------------------------------------Chemistry 
A. W. Walde, Ph.D.---------------------------------------- .Chemistry 
Ray Wendland, B.A. __ ----- _____ :_ ____ ----- ----- _______________ Chemistry 
Harland G. Woods, B.s. _______ -------- -------------------.Bacteriology 
E. A. Zoellner, Ph.D .. -- -------------------------------------Chemistry 
RESEARCH SCHOLARS 
Earl L. Allgaier, M.s. ___ ------------ ---- -------------- _____ Psychology 
C. W. Bradley, M.s. ___ -------- ---- -------~ --------- _________ Chemistry 
George E. Brown, A.B. _______ -------- -------------------- ___ Chemistry J. A. Bryson, B.S. ____ -------------------- ____________________ Chemistry 
C. H. Chappell, B.s. ___ ---------------------------------------Chemistry 
]. H. Deming, B.S·---------------------------------------------Physics 
E. E. Fa user, B.S, ___ -------- ---- -------- ------------ ________ Chemistry 
]. E. Gorham, B.S·----------------------------------------------Physics 
M. T. Kelley, M.s. ___ ---- ------------------------------- ___ Chemistry 
Frank A Landee, B.S·---------------------------------------Chemistry 
P. T. Parker, B.S·------------------------------------------Chemistry 
John Watts, M.S·------------------------------~------------Psychology 
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COLLABORATORS 
Diven L. Osburn,.Ph.D.------------------------Bacteriology, U. S. D. A. 
STATISTICAL LABORATORY 
George W. Snedecor, B.S., M.A ____ ------- .Directot, Research Professor 
A. E. Brandt, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. ____ --- -----Research Assistant Professor 
Gertrude M. Cox, B.S., M.S. _______ ------------------Research Assistant 
_VETERINARY RESEARCH 
RESEARCH COUNCIL 
C. H. Stange, D.V.M·------------------------------------------Director 
Charles Murray, Ph.B., B.S., D.V.M·--------------- ----.Vice-Director 
H. D. Bergman, D.V.M.---------------------------Professor, Physiology 
E. A. Benbrook, V.M.D .• ---- ---- -----------------Professor, Pathology 
C. H. Cova ult, D.V.M. ___ ---- ---- -- -----------------Professor, Medicine 
H. L. Foust, D.V.M·-------------------------------Professor, Anatomy 
G. R. Fowler, D.V.M .• ------ ---- --------------------.Professor, Surgery 
F. E. Walsh, D.V"'M·------------------------------Professor, Obstetrics 
ASSOCIATES 
H. E. Biester, V.M.D·----------- ---------Associate Professor; Research 
S. H. McNutt, D.V.M, ___ -------------- ___ Associate Professor, Research 
F. D. Patterson, Jr., M.S., D.V.M, ________ Assistant Professor, Research 
L. H. Schwarte, M.S., D.V.M, ___ -------------------Assistant, Research 




EXTENSION IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
R. K. Bliss, B.S.A·-------------- ------------- ---- -------------.... -Director 
P. C. Taff, B.S. in Agron-------------------- ---------Assistant Director 
Muri McDonald, B.S.A·--------- ------- _: __ ----------.Assistant Director 
W. L. Harper-------------------------------------------------Secretary 
STAFF 
L. G. Allbaugh ____ ----- ----------- - ------.Ext. Assoc. Prof. Farm Mgt. 
Floyd J. Arnold ____ ----------------·-- _____ Ext. Asst. Dairy Production 
•I. W. Arthur--------- -----------------------------Ext. Asst. Ag. Ee. 
Mrs. Josephine Bakke----~--------- ____ In Charge of Girls' Club Work 
Mrs'". Edith Barker---------------------- __ ---- _____ Agent in Club Work 
Rex Beresford --------- -------------- ___ Ext. Prof. Animal Husbandry 
]. L. Boatman---------------------- ----------Ext. Assoc. Prof. of Soils 
•E. L. CadY-----------------------· ______ Ext. Asst. Prof. of Marketing 
Ruth Cessna ----------Ext. Asst. Prof. of Home Economics (Nutrition) 
Grant Chapman ---- ---------- ------·- -------------------Supt. of Tours 
Fred Clark ------------------------·---------------------District Agent 
L. R. Combs------------------------------ •. ---------- .Extension Editor 
Harriett Cookinham ---------------Ext. Instructor Home Management 
J.M. Cowden-----~----------------------------------Ext. Asst. Ag. Ee. 
•Nord W. Davis ____ ----------------·-------- .Ext. Landscape Architect 
E. S. Dyas ________ --------------Ext. Asst. Prof. Farm Crops aQd Soils 
*H. L. Eichling ____ ----- ------·----------- _____ District Extension Agent 
C. L. Fitch ____ ------------------------------ .Ext. Prof. of Vegetables 
*D. A. Fitzgerald------------------- - ------------.Station Asst. Ag. Ee. 
J. R. Fitzsimmons------------------- .Ext. Prof. Landscape Architecture 
Flor~nce Forbes ---- ------------------------ _____ Agent in Club Work 
J. C. Ga11oway ____ - ----- ----------- -_ -______ .Farm Mgt. Demonstrator 
Fannie Gannon -----------------.Ext. Asst. Prof. of Home Management 
Irma D. Garner------------------------Ext. Spec. in Home Furnishing. 
•G. G. Gibson------------------- - -------Ext. Asst. in Dairy Husbandry 
Caroline Morrell Gibson ____ --- ------------.Home Furnishing Specialist 
E. F. Graff ____ ------------------·-------- •• ___ District Extension Agent 
Mrs. Mary Gregg--------------------------Asst. in Home Project Work 
W. I. Griffith------------------ -----Ext. Assoc. Prof. Visual Instruction 
M. A. Hauser------------------- --- ----.Ext. Prof. Farm Crops and Soils 
C. V. Holsinger------------------------------Ext. Prof. of Horticulture 
Floyd Johnston -------------------Ext. Assoc. Prof. Dairy Production 
Mrs. Atma H. Jones------Ext. Spec. in Child Care and Parent Training 
Neale S. Knowles------------ Ext. Prof. in Charge of Home Economics 
Harold Kooser ---- ---------- -------------Ext. Asst. Visual Instruction 
Mrs. N. :May Larson ...... - ------------------Asst. State H. D. A. Leader 
Duke V. Layton ________ ---- - - ----·-------.Instructor in Plant Diseases 
C. W. McDonatd ________________ Ext. Assoc. Prof. of Animal Husbandry 




Emma Mcilrath -----------------------·-- •• ------.Clothing Specialist 
Hubert Meier ------------------------------Ext. Asst. Dairy Industries 
]. W. Merrill----------------------- ---------... District Extension Agent 
H. E. Nichols---------------------.-Acting Asst. Prof. of Horticulture 
Lee T. Nutty---------------------------------District Extension Agent 
F. B. Paddock ______________ --------·---------------------State Apiarist 
V. S. Petersen ____ ---------------- --Ext. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 
Annette Peterson -- ----------------.-Specialist in Foods and Nutrition 
R. H. Porter--------------Ext. Asst. Prof. Plant Pathology and Botany 
E. L. Quaife ____ --------------- -- _.Ext. Assoc. Prof. Animal Husbandry 
J. S. Quist----------------------------------------Agent in Club Work 
F. P. Reed---------------------------------------..Agent in Club Work 
Frank Robotka ------- ----------------Ext. Assoc. Prof. of Marketing 
A. W. Rudnick------------------------------Ext. Prof. of Dairy Mfg. 
C. A. Rye---------------------------------------U. S. D. A. Telegrapher 
Howard Shipton -------- ----------------------Deputy _Apiary Inspector 
E. N. Shultz---------------------------Ext. Asst. of Dairy Production 
W. H. Stacy ________ -----------__ Ext. Assoc. Prof. Rural Organization 
K. W. Stouder-----------------------Ext. Prof. of Veterinary Medicine 
Helen Swinney --------------------.Specialist in Foods and Nutrition 
*Wm. Dewey Termohlen-----------------------Ext. Asst in Marketing 
Sam H. Thompson-------------------------- .Ext. Prof. Agr. Economics 
Lulu Tregoning ---- ------------------------------Agent in Club Work 
Wm. M. Vernon ____ -------------------.----Ext. Assoc. Prof. of Poultry 
Byron T. Virtue __________ -------Ext. Inst. in Agricultural Engineering 
Wm. F. Watkins------------------------------Ext. Asst. Prof. of Soils 
Russell Weaver ----------------------------Ext. Asst. Dairy Industries 
Karl Wester -------------------------------Ext. Asst. Dairy Industries 
W. R. Whitfield--- __ -----------------Ext. Asst. of Poultry Husbandry 
R. C. WilleY-------------------------------Ext. Asst. Dairy Husbandry 
L. Mildred Wilson ____ ----- --------Ext. !n3tructor of Home Furnishings J. A. Woodruff _________________________ Jnstructor Rural Agr. Education 
Andy Woolfries ---- ---------- ----- ---- •• -- -----------Radio Announcer 
Nora Workman ------------------Ext. Assoc. Prof. of Home Economics 
A. D. Worthington _________ ----------------- .Ext. Spec. in Entomology 
Name 
Walter M. Zetlers 
Wm. H. Sparboe 
Fred C. O'Riley 
Leo Bowdish 
E. M. McGinnis 
W. Jt Geiger 
Paul Barger 
Harley Walker 
D. D. Offringa 
D. E. Western 
· G. L. Gunnerson 
J. S. Van Wert 
Wm. Darbyshire 
Francis J. Kloser 
Lynn Beard 
Emmett Gardner 
M. E. Olson 







































Name .. i County 




A. R. Combs 
Myron D. Lacy _, 
Paul A. Johnson 
Donald Fish 
James C. Green 
Ivan Burnison 
I<.ermith Huehn 
C. C. Cotton 
Louis Rank 
Frank R. Kerrigan 
Marion Balkema :a. W. Lodwick 
Wm. H. Brown 
Manning Howen 
Frederick Schneider 
Glenn E. Anderson 
L. W. Plager 
E. Paul Wilson 
H. M. Nichols 
S. J. Oberhauser 
E. S. Olsen 
F. B. Hanson 
Len R. Beath 
Paul N. Payne 
Donald Groves 
M. H. Bums 
D. H. Zentmire 
F. E~ Krause 
R. G. Lindsay 
Leonard Zahn 
S. Lysle Duncan 
Carl R. Smith 
Maurice W. Soults 
G. A. Bonnstetter 
Carroll Redfern 
George Dillon 
Earl D. Peterson 
Sterling Martin 
R. J. Coverdale 
]. A. Benson 
Raymond E. Woodford 
Walter Brown 
H. ] . Peterson 
B. M. Kilpatrick 
Martin Fabricius 
E. E. Morrison 
Howard A. Hamilton 
Vincent Anderson 
Carl Rylander 
M. G. Birtingmair 
Paul Nelson 


























































































































Name .... County Address 
'"'' Charles R. Bowers Pocahontas Pocahontas 
Frank Reynolds i>olk (Court House) Des Mo.ines 
L. K. Macy Pottawattamie E. Oakland 
Reuben Bergquist Pottawattamie W •. Council Bluffs 
Harold F. Miller Poweshiek Brooklyn 
J. A. Bliss Ringgold Mt. Ayr 
Kenneth Littlefield Sac Sac City 
Robert Combs Scott Davenport 
Geo. A. Rosenfeld Shelby Harlan 
H. S. Nicol Sioux Orange City 
H. J. Montgomery Story Nevada 
Burns Byram Tama Toledo 
T. H. Isaac Taylor Bedford 
A. P: Parsons Union Creston 
A. J. Secor Van Buren Keosauqua 
Glenn Hazen Wapello Ottumwa 
L. J. Nickle Warren Indianola 
W. J. Roudabush Washington Washington 
C. E. Judd Wayne Corydon 
F. G. Lundblad Webster Ft. Dodge 
John R. Stover Winnebago Thompson 
C. W. Dack Winneshiek Decorah 
H. M. Hayes Woodbury Sioux City 
R. T. Nelson Worth Northwood 
Ralph W. Adamson Wright Clarion 
HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENTS 
Name County Address 
Mae Anderson Black Hawk Waterloo 
Florence Williams Dallas Adel 
Gladys Adams Linn Cedar Rapids 
Gertrude Cookinham Marshall Marshalltown 
Elizabeth Armstrong Muscatine Muscatine 
Dorothy Wingert Scott Davenport 
Elizabeth Peterson Webster Fort Dodge 
ldelia Bakke W. Pottawattamie Council Bluffs 
EUa Loughran Woodbury Sioux City 
Jennie Nelson Benton Vinton 
Tama Toledo 
Ada Raake Cerro Gordo Mason City 
Hancock Garner 
Ann Niemoller-Sands Boone Boone 
Hamilton Webster City 
Geraldine Brainard Fayette Fayette 
Winneshiek Decorah 
Bertha Vander Kraan Winnebago Thompson 
Worth Northwood 
Pearl Sims Cherokee Cherokee 
Plymouth LeMars 
Clara Blank Hardin Eldora 
Fll"anklin Hampton 
Helena Dilger Adair Greenfield 
Madison Winterset 
Louise Rosenfeld Shelby Harlan 
E. Pottawattamie Oakland 
Aleene Wilson Sioux Orange City 
O'Brien Primghar 
Name 
R. w. Ashby 
Name 
Lester C. Clapp 
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BUSINESS OFFICE 
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J. F. Hall ------- ------------ ---- ---------------- ___ Chief Accountant 
V. L. Hein, B.s. ___ ------------------- __ . ____ • __________ Office Manager 
C. B. Murray _______ -------------------------------- .Assistant Auditor 
Thomas Sloss ___ -------------- .Superintendent of Mechanical Equipment 
Fred Stocker ___ •• ___________ Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds 
JUNIOR COLLEGE OFFICE 
Maurice D. Helser, B.S.A., M.s. _______ ---------------------------Dean 
Mrs. Afadelyn M. :Miller, B.s. ___ ---- ------ •• ----.Assistant to the Dean 
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 
J. R. Sage, B.A., M.S·------------------- ---------------------Registrar 
Esther L. :Rawson .. ______ -------------------------- .Assistant Registrar 
Grace Campbell, B.S., M.s. ___ ------------ ------------.Catalogue Editor 
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OFFICE OF THE TREASURER 
"Herman Knapp, B.S.A., LL.D. ___________ -------- ------ ---- ..... Treasurer 
Esther R. Bowen ..... -------------------- -----Assistant to the Treasurer 
hfrs. E. M. Heryford------------------------------------------Cashier 
PERSONNEL OFFICE 
Maurice D. Helser, B.S.A., M.s. __________ Director of Personnel for Men 
Frances A. Sims, Ph.B., M.s. __________ Director of Personnel for Women 
Mrs. Madge I. McGlade, B.S., M.s. ___ ------------.Director of Housing 
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STUTDENT HEALTH OFFICE 
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Arthur Norman Schanche, M.D·---------------Medical Advisor for Men 
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The Jaws of the United States and the State of Iowa provide for the 
scope and the management of the State College of Agriculture and Me-
chanic Arts. It is under the State Board of Education, which consists 
of nine members nominated by the Governor and confirmed by the 
Senate. This board appoints a finance committee consisting• of three 
men who give their entire time to the management of the nve state 
educational institutions of Iowa of which the Board is in charge, under 
provision of the law and such rules and regulations as the State Board 
of Education may prescribe. 
• GOVERN){ ENT 
The discipline of the College is confined mainly to dismissing those 
who prove, on fair trial, to be too independent to submit to needful 
authority or too indifferent to take advantage of their opportunities. 
The final decision in all cases of discipline rests with the President of 
the College, except when he delegates such power in particular cases to 
the Deans or to some one of the standing committees of the Faculty. 
HISTORY 
The following chronological table gives some of the significant dates 
in the history of the college. 
1858 March 22. Establishment of The Iowa State College of Agricul-
ture and Mechanic Arts by act of the Seventh General Assembly. 
1859 Pur<:hase of original farm of 648 acres, including the. College 
Campus. 
1860-1861. Erection of the Farm House. 
1862 July 2. Approval by President Abraham Lincoln of the Act do-
nating public lands to the several states and territories to provide 
for coUeges for the benefit of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. 
1865-1868. Erection of the "Main Building." 
1868 M~y 11. Appointment of A. S. Welch, M.A., LL.D., as President. 
1868 Oct. 21, to 1869, Mar. 15. Service of George W. Jones, M.A., 
Acting President, during President Welch's absence in Washing-: 
ton, D. C., as U. S. Senator. 
1868 Oct. 21. Opening of The College to students. 
1869 Completion of first president's residence. 
1869 Erect!on of the house known as "The Maples." . 
1870 Erection of the house now occupied by Dean Marston. 
1870 Purchase of the North Farm. 140 acres of this farm still owned 
by the College. 
1870 Erection of first part {30 feet by 60 feet one-story with basement) 
of the Chemical Laboratory. 
1871 Addition of twq wings to tlie "Main Building." 
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1875 Ad<lition of Physical and Chemical Laboratories, 70 feet by 40• 
feet--3~ stories, including basement, to east side of Chemical 
Laboratory constructed in 1870. . 
1879 Erection of first creamery, 16 feet by 24 feet, east of Farm House. 
1880 Erection of boarding cottage for_ young men, "Stanton Cottage." 
1882 July 1, to Nov. 1. Service 'Of Charles E. Bessey, Ph.D., as Acting 
President during President Welch's absence in Europe, 
• 1882 Erection of Second Boarding Cottage for young men. Site: West 
of Alumni Hall. Known as "Kirkwood Cottage." Taken down · 
when Alumni Hall was built. 
1882 Purchase of 10 acres at northwest corner of original farm. 
1883 Dec. 1. Appointment of Seaman A Knapp, A.M., LL.D., as Presi-
dent. 
1883 Erection of "Engineering Halt," now catted the Mechanics Labo-
ratory. Cost $4,500. ..._ 
i884 Erection of office building for offices of the President, Secretary, 
and Treasurer. 
1884 First installation of electric tights in the Main Building. 
1885 Feb. l. Appointment of Leigh Hunt, A.M., as President. 
1885 Erection of the Veterinary Buildings on the site now occupied 
by Memorial Union. 
1886 July 20. Appointment of William I. Chamberlain, A.M., LL.D., 
as President. 
1887 March 2. Passage by Congress of the Hatch Act to promote scien-
tific investigation through Agricultural Experiment Stations in the 
several states. 
1891 Feb. 1. Appointment of William M. Beardshear, A.M., LL.D., as 
President. " 
1891 Erection of Morrill Hall, to be used as a library, chapel, and 
museum. 
1892 Erection of Agricultural Hall, now called the Botany Building. 
Cost $37,000. 
1892 Erection of Creamery Building, with second-aoor dormitory. 
1895 Erection of Margaret HalJ. This was the first women's dormitory 
outside of tifain Building. Cost $54,000. 
1897 Construction of the water tank and water system, designed by A. 
Marston, Head of Civil Engineering Department. 
1897 Erection of forge shop and foundry. Cost $5,000. 
1898 Erection of pattern shop. Cost $6,000. 
1898 Purchase of the Kintzley 40 acres as an addition- to main farm.• 
1898 Construction of the sewage disposal p!iJ.nt, as de_sjgned by Anson 
Marston, Head of Civil Engineering Department. These were the 
first sewer beds built in Iowa. 
1898 Erection of the carpenter shop. Cost $5,000. _ · 
1899 Erection of Campanile. Stanton chime of ten belts instatled. 
1900 February 28. Granting by The Legislature of the first definite 
educational support to this college, in the sum of $25,000 per 
annum. , . . 
1900--1903 Erection of Engineei:ing Hall. Occupied January, 1903. 
Cost $218,500. 
1900 Erection of brick horse barn and stock pavilion. Cost $14,688.97. 
1900 Erection of President's Residence, "The Knoll." 
1900 December-Burning of the north wing of old Main Building. , 
1902 August 5. Death of President· William Miller Beardshear at his 
home on the Campus. 
1902 August 6. Appointment of Edgar W. Stanton, B.S., LL.D., as 
Acting President. 




1903 Erection of the fireproof Agricultural Hall Annex, now Botany 
Annex. Cost $53,752. 
1903-1905' Erection of Central Building. Cost $360,000. 
1904--1905 Erection of Dairy Building-now called Agricultural Annex. 
Cost $55,000. 
1904--1907 Erection of Alumni Hall. Present home of Y. M. C. A. and Y: W. C. A. Building erected by facutty, alumni, and friends. 
Cost $35,000. 
1905 Purchase of the Dairy Farm of 170 acres. 
1906 March 16. Passage by Congress of the Adams Act, whi'Ch in-
creased the support of Agricultural Experiment Stations. 
1906 Purchase of 80 acres northeast and 60 acres northwest of the 
main farm. 
1906 Purchase of 10 acres addition to Dairy Farm, and 20 acres for 
Poultry Farm. 
1906-1907 Erection of Hall of Agriculture. Cost $340,000. 
1906 First appropriation by state for Extension Work. 
1906 Erection of forge shop. Cost $4,500. 
1906 Erection of machine shop. Cost $18,000. 
1906-1908 Ereetion of central heating plant. Cost $165,000. 
1907 March 4. Passage by Congress of the Nelson Act for the further 
endowment of Colleges of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. 
1909-1910 Erection of Engineering Annex. Cost $49,000. 
1910 Sept. 1. ·Appointment of Edgar W. Stanton, LL.D., as Acting 
President. 
1910--1911 Erection of Home Economics Building. Cost $75,000. 
1910--1912 Erection of Veterinary Buildings. Cost $150,000. 
1911-1913 Erection of Gymnasium. Cost $150,000. 
1912 Sept. 1. Appointment of Raymond A. Pearson, LL.D., as President. 
1912-1914 Erection of the :Mechanical Engineering Laboratory. Cost 
$52,105. 
1913 Paving of college roads. 
1913-1914 Erection of the Transportation Building. Cost $65,000. 
1913-1914 Erection of the Horticultural Laboratory and Greenhouse. 
Cost $26,000. 
1913-1914 Erection of Chemistry Building. Cost $311,032. 
1914 Purchase of Agronomy Farm of 165 acres. _ 
1914--1928 Erection of group of dormitories for women in the south-
east coater of the campus, at a cost of $758,250. This group con-
sists of fiye -brick buildings : Mary Lyon, Alice Freeman, Clara 
Bartoh, and Mary B. ·Welch, East and West: and four frame build-
ings : Elm, Alpha and Beta : and Oak, Alpha and Beta. 
1917 April 20 to Nov. 21, 1918. Service of Edgar W. Stanton, LL.D., 
as Acting President during the absence of President Pearson on 
war service with the Department of Agriculture. 
1918-1919 Erection of Science Hall. Cost $65,000. 
1918-1919 Erection of College Hospital for students. Cost $51,000. 
1920 Purchase of Animal Husbandry Experimental Farm. 182 acres. 
Land south of Lincoln Highway between Beach Ave. and Squaw 
Creek. 
1921 Purchase of Veterinary Investigation Farm-60 acres, and an addi-
tion to Poultry Farm-3 acres. . · 
1922 Erection of Physics Building. Cost $258,512. 
1923 Erection of Armory. Cost $155,000. 
1923-1924 Erection of Library. Cost $626,474. 
19~4 Erection of addition to Coitege Hospital. Cost $104,200. 
1924--1925 Erection of two additionai groups of buildf\igs, which have 
not been mentioned in the above; one the Service Unit for physical· 
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plant, which is near the Power Plant, and the other, the N cw 
Brick Barns, including the Artillery Stables. Cost $64,600. 
1925-Feb. 24. Passage by Congress of the Purnell Act for an increased 
annual appropriation for Agricultural Experiment Stations and 
the regulation of the expenditure thereof. 
1925-Purchase of additional land for Dairy Farm-25 acres; and for 
Poultry, Genetics, and Botany-40 acres. · 
1925-1926 Erection of Home Economics Building. Cost $540,000, in-
cluding the remodeling of the Home Economics Building, built in 
1910-1911. 
1926 Feb. 8 to July 17. Service of Herman Knapp, as Acting President 
during President Pearson's leave of absence in Europe .. 
1926 Sept. 1. Appointment of Herman Knapp, as Acting President. 
1926 Purchase of 10 acres additional land, south of Agronomy Farm. 
1927 Sept. 1. Appointment of Raymond M. Hughes, L.L.D., as President. 
1927 Erection of first unit of Men's Dormitory Group. Cost $148,000. 
1927 Reception of gift from Sallie S. Smith estate-"Gables" for In-
ternational House. 
1927-1928 Erection of Dairy Industry Building. Cost $430,000. 
1927-1928 Erection of Memorial Union, first unit. Cost $750,000. 
Built by alumni, faculty, and friends. 
1929 Installation of Stanton Carillon in Campanile. Twenty-six bells 
added to the original ten bells. Weight 32,000 pounds. Inaugurat-
ed Oct. 6 by a concert given by Anton Brees, Belgian Bellmaster. 
1930 Remodel Old Horse Barn for Landscape Architect Department. 
Cost $20,000. 
1930 Addition to Engineering Annex. Cost $8,000. 
1931 Erection Insectary Greenhouse. Cost $6,500. 
1931 Addition to Chemical Engineering Building. Cost $13,500. 
1933 Genetics Laboratory. Cost $11,500. 
1934 Central Stores Building. Cost $35,000. 
STANDING OF THE COLLEGE 
Iowa State College is accredited by the North Central Association of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools as a degree-granting institution. The 
College is also fully recognized by the Association of American Uni-
versities. 
INCPME AND RESOURCES 
The support of the College during the fiseal year 1932-1933 came from 
the following sources : 
EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT 
From the federal government --------------- -$ 72;1.67.27 
From the state --- .:--- -------- --- ------------- 1,724,532.33 
From tuition and fees ----- ---- -------- ---- --- 359,345.65 
From deposits by students - ------------------ 15,731.50 
From miscellaneous sources ------------------ 4,351.46 
From $Cholarship funds and gifts ------------ 10,746.70 
Total available for educational budget ------
RESEARCH FUNDS 
From federal government ----- -------- ---- ----$ 90,000.00 
From state _ -------------------- ---------- ---- 373,128.98 
Gifts for special problems --- ---- ------------- 30,459.08 
Total research funds -----------------------
$ 2,186,974.91 
$ 493,588.06 
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EXTENSION WORK 
From federal government----------------------$ 228,055.51 
From state ----------------------------------- 269,046.00 
Total extension work --- --------------------
Total, exclusive of revolving accounts ------
REVOLVING FUNDS 
Departmentai sales -------------~~------------$ 
Industrial service-fees and sales -------·-----
Superintendent's storeroom --------------- ---
General stores -------------------------------
Printing --- ---- -----------------~-- ------ ---- -
Laundry -------------------------------------'r ter· a· . ve lllary 1n1cs --··------------------------
Miscellaneous funds ------- -------- -------- ---
Dormitory operation -------------------------
Hospital operation --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
Total revolving funds --- ---- -------- -------
Total receipts-maintenance and operation --
State appropriations for capital additions and 
improvements ------------------------------$ 
'rotal ---------------------------------------




















AnJes is almost at the geographical center of the state of Iowa, on the 
main line of the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad. It is about thirty-
five miles north of Des Moines, with which it is connected by the Chicago 
& Northwestern Railroad and by the Interstate bus line. A branch of 
the Chicago & Northwestern from Ames penetrates the northern part of 
the state. • 
Ames is a most desirable town for wholesome college influences. Its • 
people are thrifty, enterprising, and cordial. The town has an exeellent 
system of public schools, numerous churches, waterworks, and electric 
lights, and it also has a good city government. It is an inviting com-
munity for heads of families who wish to educate their children and en-
joy a good environment at a reasonable expense. 
GROUNDS -
The entire college domain includes 1,998 acres. The central campus 
with its beautiful walks and drives, its trees, shru~bery, and flower gar-
dens, and its large and stately buildings is especially attractive. 
. BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT 
Seventy buildings for college purposes besides dwelling houses and the 
buildings for farm stock, machinery, and work have been erected by the 
State for the various departments of the College. The map in the front 
of this catalogue gives the names of the buildings and their location. The 
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following is a brief description of the more important buildings and 
items of equipment: _ 
CENTRAL BURDING, erected on the site of the old Main Building, ac-
commodates the executive offices, and the Departments of English, Mod-
ern Language, History, Mathematics, Psychology, and Public Speaking. 
The building is of gray Bedford stone, built in the Roman Renaissance 
style, a style that is also used for the Engineering and Agricultural HaUs. 
LIBRARY BmLDING. For description see page 62. 
Tm MEMORIAL UNION. The Memorial Union was opened in the fall 
of 1928. This million-dollar structure, which is not yet complete, is be-
ing erected to the memory of Iowa State men and women who serv~d in 
the World War, and is an all-college social cente~. Funds for this build-
ing were provided by pledges from ·alumni, students, and faculty • 
.ALUMNI HALL is 87 by 48 feet, colonial style. It was built by the 
alumni and students of the college. It has three stories and a .. basement. 
On the first floor there are reception rooms, reading rooms, and offices of 
the Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations; on the 
second floor, an assembly room, committee rooms, and social rooms. The 
third floor is used for dormitory purposes. In the basement are dining 
110om, kitchen, and a game room. 
DolWITORIES :FOR WoMEN. College homes for 700 women students are 
provided in seven ha1Is. Mary Lyon, Clara Barton, Alice Freeman, 
Mary B. Welch (West), Mary B. Welch (East) Halls, and the Lodges 
are located on a portion of the college grounds set apart especially for 
the homes of women students. Clara Barton and Alice Fr'eeman .Halls 
are co-operative halts where the women students are able to save one-
half the price of board by doing about one hour's work each day. Mar-
garet Hall, a: dormitory for graduate students,· is located on the central 
campus. The halls and lodges have ample and attractive living rooms. · 
Four of the halls have large recreation rooms. The dining rooms are in 
charge of a dietitian who furnishes wholesome, well .. prepared, balanced 
meals. An especially qualified hall director supervises the student 
life in each building. Everything pc;>ssible is done for the comfort and-
happiness of the women, students. 
DoRMITORY FOR MEN. A limited number of students make their home 
in the Men's Dormitory. The dormitory bas a splendid location on the 
campus. Meals are served under the direction of an expert dietitian. See 
also Room and Board, page 81. 
THE INTERNATIONAL HousE, long known as ''The Gables," a large brick 
residence in spacious and beautiful grounds, was acquired by the College 
through the generous bequest of Mrs. Sallie Stalker Smith. This house, 
once. occupied by the first President of the College; is now used as a home 
for male foreign students and as headquarters for the Cosmopolitan Club .. 
MoRRILL HALL, one of the oldest of the College buildings was named in 
honor of Justin S. Morrill, the originator of the "Land Grant" for col-
leges of agriculture and mechanic arts. In it are the zoological museum, 
the offices of the Agricultural Extension Department1 and the bultetin 
shipping rooms. -
Tm Cu.n>ANJLE is a detached tower 110 feet in height, built of buft 
brick with terra cotta trimmings. This tower stands in the center of 
the campus and contains the Edgar W. and Margaret McDonald Stan-
ton Carillon of thirty-six bells. These bells were manufactured by ] ohn 
Taylor and Company, of Loughborough, England. Ten of them were im-
ported in 1899 and twenty-six additional bells were added in 1929 chang-
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ing the .shime .to a carillon. The Carillon was inaugurated by a concert 
given by Anton Brees, Belgian Bellmaster, on October 6, 1929. 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
AoRicULtURAL HALL is 234 by 78 feet, and four stories in height. It 
is fireproof throughout, and arranged with suitable conveniences and 
facilities for efficient work in agricultural instruction and investigation. 
It contains the offices and classrooms of several departments. The Soils 
Department has five laboratories in this , building; these are provided 
with modern equipment for studying soil fertility, soil management, soil 
surveying, and soil bacteriology. 
THE DAIRY INDUSTRY BUILDING is a two-story structure, 205 by 64 feet, 
with two one-story wings, each of which is 208 by 40 feet. 
The main building contains testing, farm dairy, bacteriology and re-
search laboratories, classrooms, and the general office. The laboratories 
for the manufacture of butter, cheese, ice cream, condensed and pow-
dered milk and for handling market milk are located in the one storf 
wings. . 
AGRICULTURAL ANNEX is a three-story brick structure occupied by the. 
Departments of Agricultural Economics, Technical Journalism, and Vo-
cational Education. 
Tm GENETICS LABORATORY, which was completed late in 1932, is a 
two-story fireproof brick structure 32 by 60 feet in outside dimensions. 
The building is to be used {or genetic research in both animals and 
plants. The basement floor contains animal rooms, an incubation. room, 
feed room ~nd root cellar, while a seed laboratory, general laboratories 
and office space are provided on the upper floor. The laboratories are 
equipped for bacteriological and other biological work. 
THE HoRTICULTUML BUILDINGS comprise two groups of laboratories, 
two ranges of greenhouses and various farm buildings. The old Horti-
cultural laboratory is a two-story red brick building, the main floor 
of which is equipped for elementary instruction. It is equipped with a 
special tool room and a refrigerator to hold fruits in storage for class 
purposes. The new laboratory, of Bedford stone, houses an experimental 
cold storage plant, laboratories for advanced research, the experiment 
station headquarters for horticulture, and potting and sales rooms for 
the greenhouses. 
The principal range of greenhouses adjoins the new laboratory. The 
houses comprise 33,400 square feet under glass, and are of an approved 
type of iron frame construction. Altogether there are fourteen houses 
in this range, mostly 75 by 25 feet. These houses provide facilities for 
instruction in commercial floriculture, plant propagation, vegetable fore-
. ing, and general research work in plant breeding and other horticultural 
problems. 
Th~ farm buildings, in addition to the usual service barns for 
horses and implements, include a speciatly constructed seed-curing 
laboratory and a fine four-cell cool-air storage for plants, vegetables and 
fruits. 
Tm LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE BUill>ING is a three-story brick structure, 
100 by 40 feet, occupied entirety by the Department of Landscape Archi-
tecture. The top floor is used for drafting rooms, the ground floor for 
offices, lecture and classrooms, and exhibition studios. The basement is 
devoted to plant laboratory, storage, herbaritim, and classrooms. This 
Studio is now being given an attractive setting of gardens and lawn 
areas. 
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THE MEATS LABoRATORY, built of brick, 74 by 112 feet, is fully equipped 
for the killing of cattle, sheep, and hogs, for the handling of carcasses, 
cuts, and by-products, and for the curing of meats. One section is de-
voted to the killing floor, refrigerators, and cutting room; the second is 
a pavilion into which may be taken the live animals to be slaughtered; 
the third, an amphitheater seating 500 people, is for use during short 
courses and special demonstrations. 
JUDGING PAvu.:roNs AND BARNs, built of brick and thoroughly modern, 
are located adjacent to the main campus. Pavilions are available for 
classroom and laboratory work in live stock judging and management. 
LIVESrocx. The entire livestock equipment is available for instruc-
tional work which covers all phases of selection, breeding, feeding, man-
agement, and marketing of the various breeds and classes of farm animals 
and the killing, cutting, and curing of meats. · 
DAIRY CATTLE. A dairy hei:d of about 125 head is ·maintained at the 
Dairy Husbandry Farm a mile $OUth of the campus. This herd consists 
of the five major breeds of dairy cattle: Holstein, Jersey, Guernsey, 
Brown Swiss, and Ayrshire. With the exception of a few animals used 
to demonstrate the favorable influence of purebred sires on scrub cows 
all of the herd is composed of registered cattle. These animals a.re fre-
quently used for instructional work. Groups of cattle of the same breed, 
of good type, and as nearly comparable in age as possible, are used for 
practice work in judging. The age, weight, period of gestation, feed 
consumption, milk production, and net profit are given in many instances 
in order to make comparisons more clear. Many animals are also used 
in the experiments carried on at the dairy farm. 
In spite of some of the handicaps of being used in the classroom 
and experimentation, the dairy herd is producing in an exceUent man-
ner. Production records made by cows in each of the breeds rank 
among the best that have been made in Iowa. 
SHEEP. There are representatives of 4 mutton breeds and 1 fine wool 
breed. Their winnings at the International are evidence of the good 
type and quality of the flock. At the 1933 International Livestock Ex-
position, in competition with. many other <:ol1eges and breeders, prizes on 
she·ep won were 1 champion, 1 reserve champion, 5 firsts, 9 seconds. 12 
thirds, and 7 fourths. On wool the winnings were 6 firsts. 4 seconds, 5 
thirds, and 4 fourths. • 
Hoos. Representatives of five breeds of hogs are maintained in the 
herd. At the 1933 International 26 ribbons were won which included 1 
breed champion, 1 reserve breed champion, and 7 firsts. 
BEEPI CATTI.E. Representatives of three breeds of beef cattle are avail-
able as breeding stock and steers for instructional work in judging, feed-
ing, and management. At recent International Livestock Expositions, 
many ribbons have been won on the show herd of fat steers. First prize 
on the get-of-sire, all breeds competing, has ,been won five'_. times in 
seven years. 
DRAFT HORSES. Representatives of three breeds are maintained. The 
Belgian stud is headed by the imported stallion Dictateur de Masnuy, 
reserve senior champion at the Iowa State Fair 1930 and first prize aged 
stallion at the National Belgian Horse Show, Waterloo, 1932. At the 
1933 National Belgian Horse Show eleven head of Belgians were shown 
and won a total of 17 ribbons which included 2 firsts, 2 second&;' and 3 
thirds. The Percheron stud is headed by Carcellus and includes several 
mares that have won prizes at leading fairs. Several good representa-
tives of the Clydesdale breed are also owned by the College. 
• 
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Tm POULTRY FARM:. On this farm of forty acres, most of the lead-
ing breeds and varieties of poultry are kept and bred for class pur-
poses. The farm equipment includes many types of i>oultry houses. 
There are two laboratory buildings, one at the farm and the other o~ 
the campus. The four types of mammoth incubators and all types of 
small incubators offer exceptional facilities for major work in hatchery 
management. Ten large feeding batteries afford an excellent oppor-
tunity for car_rying on tests in fattening market poultry. Houses and 
brooder equipment are provided for the rearing of 10,000 chicks and the 
maintenance of 3,000 layers and breeders. Several hens on the farm 
have production records of 300 eggs per year and above, and one White 
Leghorn hen has the very rare distinction of having produced 1509 
eggs in seven years. 
AGRONOMY FARM: AND ExPERIMENTAL Fmms. The Agronomy Farm con-
sists of 160 acres and is utilized entirely for field experiments in farm 
crops and soils, including the testing of ·tarieties, the breeding of cereals 
and forage crops, studies of new crops, ana~ the study of soil manage-
ment problems with special reference to the use of manures, lime, and 
various fertilizers. Twenty acres near the campus are used exclusively 
for farm crops experiments. 
THE AGRONOMY FARM LABORATORY AND SEED STORAGE BUILDING is a 
modem, two-story, brick and tile structure, used for drying and storing 
farm seeds, implement storage! and grain breeding laboratories. Among 
the special feature·s are corn drying rooms, seed cleaning equipment, and 
ratproof bins for small grains. · 
Tm ANIMAL HusBANDRY EXPERIMENTAL FARM of 182 acres is used ex-
clusively for feeding and breeding' experiments with beef cattle, hogs, and 
sheep . 
THE DAIRY HusBANBRY FARM. The Dairy Husbandry Farm consists 
of 250 acres located south of the campus. Sixty-five acres of this' are 
in permanent pasture land. This farm furnishes most of the roughage 
as well as some part of the protein and carbonaceous concentrates need-
ed in feeding the dairy cattle. One interesting feature of land usage is a 
pas!ure e~periment conducted jointly by the. Agronomy Section and ~he 
Dairy Husbandry subsection. . 
The building equipment includes a dairy barn, calf barn, feed storage 
barn, horse J>arn, experimental barn, six-room farm house, milk house, 
nine-room dormitory, judging pavilion and silos. These are all modern 
in construction and design. 
DIVISIONS OF AGRICULTURE AND ENGINEERING 
THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY consists of a one-story main 
building, a machinery shed, and enclosed courtyard. It houses the offices, 
class and drawing rooms, shops and laboratories of the Department of 
Agricultural Engineering. This building, with almost 40,000 square feet 
of floor area contains excellent equipment in its shops and laboratories 
and provides all the facilities needed for both under-graduate and grad-
uate instruction. 
DIVISION OF ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING HALL is the heart of the group of laboratory and class-
room buildings on the engiQeering campus. It is a four-story build-
ing of Bedford stone. housing the administrative headquarters of the 
division as well as the offices of the Civil. General, and Mechanical 
Engineering Departments, and the Engineering Extension Service. In 
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the building are numerous class and drafting rooms, a branch .library 
and study room, and an assembly room with a seating capacity of 400. 
One portion of the building is fitted np as an instrument room for the 
surveying instruments employed in civil engineering instruction. 
ENGINEERING ANNEX accommodates the Departments of Ceramic Engi:. 
neering, Electrical Engineering, and Ar<:hitectural' Engineering. In ad-
dition to general offices, classrooms, and drafting rooms, there are four 
we11 equipped laboratories for dynamo electric machinery and one for 
telegraph, telephone, and radio equipment of the Electrical Engineering 
Department. The Architectural Engineering Department drafting and 
lecture rooms, their exhibits of designs, and their special facilities for 
graduate work are housed in this building. 
A wing of the building is occupied by the department of Ceramic 
Engineering with its laboratories consisting of clay working, kiln, pot-
tery, and glaze rooms with ample equipment of modern design. One 
room in this wing is fitted up as a laboratory for the Mining Engi-
neering Department. The entire top floor of the south wing of the 
building is given over to WOI, the eollege radio broadcasting station, 
with its studio and sending equipment. The station also uses space 
on the second .floor as a receiving station for the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture crop and market reports which are received each 
day. 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING HALL. The present structure comprises about 
one-third of the building it is planned eventually to provide for the de-
partment of Chemical Engineering. A portion of the laboratory is two 
stories high to permit setting up heavy equipment requir:ed for research 
in the development of Iowa industries and the utilizatio1i of agricultural 
waste products. At present a portion of the ·1aborator:y spa~e is de-
voted to apparatus and machinery of the Ames Field Station of the 
United States Department of Agriculture- employed in the search for 
usable products from agricultural waste products. Another set of equip-
ment is devoted to investigations of the utilization of cornstalks for the 
manufacture of lumber substitutes. Two large laboratory rooms and 
several small ones are devoted exclusively to instruction in Chemical 
Engineering and all of the research equipment is available for instruction 
as needed. 
THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS BUII.DING contains offices and shops of the 
Industrial Arts Department, a free hand drawing room for the Archi-
tectural Engineers, and computing rooms for classes in engineering 
economics. One wing houses an experimental laboratory equipped for 
the study of the manufacture of paper from cornstalks or straw. The 
Engineering Experiment Station Laboratory occupies a wing of the 
building. .It is equipped for carrying on experiments in sewage disposal, 
properties of materials and the strength of various engineering products 
made of metal, concrete, and ceramic products. Its main room contains 
testing machines with capacities as great as 300,000 pounds and a travel-
ing crane for handling heavy experimental specimens. The basement is 
arranged for concrete and concrete materials research. 
STEAM AND GAs LABORATORY. The laboratory work of the Mechanical 
Engineering Department is centered in this building. The main portion 
of the building is two stories high to accommodate a steam boiler with 
its overhead coal bunkers and other equipment, as well as various in-
ternal combustion engines. On the balcony and in the space around the 
central portion of the building are oil and gas analysis rooms, offices, 
class rooms and report rooms. On the main floor are numerous prime 
movers for operation with steam or gasoline, air compressors, dynamom-
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- eters, pumps and a variety of small machines such as are encountered 
in modern power plant and factory installations. 
Adjacent to the steam and gas laboratory is the shop group, con-
sisting of four one-story brick buildings. · 
Tm FoaoE SHOP is a modern blacksmith shop, completely equipped 
with coal bunkers, stock rooms, and an exhausfl fan system to keep the 
air reasonably clean. It also contains the equipment for arc and gas 
welding. 
T.HE MACHINE SHOP with modern equipment of a wide variety provides 
facilities for that phase of mechanical engineering instruction. 
THE FouNDRY, adjoining the Steam and Gas Laboratory, contains the 
usual cupola and core oven and furnaces for melting brass and aluminum. 
It is equipped with a traveling crane and all of the small tools needed 
for instruction in modern foundry practice. . 
THE PATTERN SuoP with its wood working machinery and a fireproof 
pattern storage room, is just north of the foundry. 
THE AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, constructed as a temporary building 
during the World War for the training of mechanics for military service, 
has been rearranged so that part of it can be used for instruction in 
aeronautical engineering. The building is large enough to house the 
airplanes, ·airplane engines and other equipment emplpyed in class and 
laboratory work in aeronautical engineering. Portions of the building 
are used for demonstrations in connection with Engineering Extension 
Service short courses. 
Tm MECHANICS LABORATORY is the original engineering hall, built in 
1883 and remodeled at various times in recent years. It contains labora-
tories and equipment for instruction in the properties of materials and in 
the theoretical hydraulics. It is equipped with testing machines of many 
kinds and much special apparatus for materials work. The road materials 
laboratory in this building has been recently expanded and modernized in 
accordance with the development of the _highway field. 
DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Ho:w: EcoNOMICS HALL is an imposing three-story building of Bedford 
stone about 400 feet long, with adequate provision for office space, labor-
atories, and classrooms for the eight departments which it houses. In 
addition, it contains an auditorium with a seating capacity of 700, a 
Fireplace Room used for social gatherings, a Seminar Room, and a Tea 
Room with a seating capacity of 100. 
THE NURSERY SCHOOL AND ANmx are located on an acre lot well 
planted in shade trees within a short distance of Home Economics Hall. 
There is ample space for outdoor play apparatus, gardens, and houses 
for pet animals. The main building is a low two-story brick structure 
especially equipped for children of from three to five years of age. The 
Annex is a frame residence equipped for the younger children. 
THE HoME MANAGEMENT HousES, four in number, are frame buildings 
each accommodating eight students, an infant, and a resident advisor. 
These are furnished for a family in modern circumstances and serve as 
laboratories for the course in home management. 
DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE 
BOTANY HALL houses the offices, laboratories, and -classrooms of the 
Department of Botany. There are eleven classrooms and laboratories 
devoted to teaching, eight laboratories to research, and two to service. 
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The botanical museum and herbarium are housed in the fireproof An-
nex. The museum and herbarium occupy one floor 58 feet wide and Sf 
feet long. A refrigeration laboratory has recently been installed in 
the basement consisting of four rooms ranging from 40°F. above to 40°F. 
below. An adjoining laboratory is given over to grosser types of work, 
such as mills for grinding, apparatus for distilling water and autoclav-
ing soils. 
The eight experiment station laboratories are housed on the top floor 
of the Annex and the seed laboratory in one-half of the top floor of 
the Main building. A part of the ground floor houses some of the work 
of the department of Physical Education for Women. 
CREMISTRY HALL is a modern, well-equipped building, designed for 
research as well as class and laboratory teaching. It is a three-story 
brick structure with a usable basement, having a length of 244 feet, a 
width of 162 feet and a total floor space of 130,000 square feet. There 
are four wings, each 57 by 76 feet. These accommodate the large labor-
atories and some of the classrooms. The wings are connected by a 
central part 92 by 162 feet, in which are located the main offices, the 
storeroom system, many small labora.tories and research rooms and the 
auditorium with a seating capacity of 300. The plans provide for exten-
sion to the north as the future may demand without destroying the 
symmetry of the building or the general working plan of the interior. 
The main ventilation system is supplemented by umt systems under fan 
control. This insures the forced ventilation of all laboratories and hoods 
and the elimination of fumes and disagreeable odors. 
The arrangement of the laboratories, special and research rooms for 
advanced students, and offices is such that each floor is devoted to cer-
tain general dasses of work. The stqreroom system serves each floor 
independently, thus reducing stair climbing. The large laboratories, ar-
ranged to accommodate the maximum number of students. are located 
near the storeroom system. The classrooms have, in general, bee.n placed 
in the front of the building, in order that they may be more accessible. 
PHYs1cs BUILDING. In a central structure, two stories in height, are 
grouped three lecture rooms and a preparation room. Adjacent to this 
and convenient to other classrooms and laboratories is a large apparatus 
room. There are two light courts, one on either side of the central 
structure. Extending entirely around the central group and the courts 
is a one-story structure containing the laboratories, classrooms, shops, 
and offices. In all laboratories and shops are concrete floors resting 
upon the ground. Thus a solid foundation for experimental apparatus 
is secured in any location. Beneath the main corridor, which encircles the 
eptire building, is a "service corridor" containing all service circuits. 
These circuits include electric lines, and gas, air, vacuum and water 
pipes. Outlets are provided in a11 rooms, and by this means electricity, 
water, and gas are everywhere available. The total floor area is more 
than 50,000 square feet, providing laboratory capacity for .two thousand 
students. · , 
The college instrument shop, which constructs and repairs scientific 
apparatus used in the entire cotlege, is located in this building. 
THE SCIENCE Butu>ING is 49 by 114 feet with four stories and base-
ment. The first and second floors and part of the basement are Qc-
cupied by the department of Bacteriology. The department· of Zoology 
and Entomology occupies the rest of the building, the northeast base-
ment of Physics Building, and the north section of the top floor of Mor-
rill Hall. All student laboratories for microscopic work open to north 
windows, and in addition each student table is supplied with artificial 
light. The laboratories are wetl equipped with microscopes, models, 
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mounted specimens, charts, constant temperature baths and cabinets, 
· and other equipment and suppfies needed for undergraduate and graduate 
instruction. 
THE INSECTARY is a two-story fireproof building, 42 by 100 feet, con-
nected with a greenhouse 20 by 115 feet, outdoor screened house labor-
atory 16 by 80 feet, and outdoor cellar for the study of subterranean and 
hibernating insects. The greenhouse is divided into six compartments, 
each equipped with thermostatic temperature control. Constant tem-
perature and humidity chambers, water baths, and microscopes are avail-
able for research work. The main building contains small laboratories, 
a constant temperature room for individual research problems, and 
offices. The building is unusually well equipped for life history, in-
secticidal, ecological, and physiological studies of insects. Adjacent land 
is available for plot experiments in insect control. 
Tm APIARY FARY is composed of ten acres located a short~ distance 
southwest of the campus. The equipment includes laboratory and stor-
age buildings, test plots for forage, student apiaries and the experi-
mental apiary. The laboratory contains a model honey house and 'facili-
ties for instruction. The test plots offer opportunity to study the avail-
ability of nector and po11en for bees. Student apiaries are segregated 
and offer opportunity to study the various races of bees and types of 
equipment. Advanced students may carry on research problems. 
THE ARMORY, rebuilt in 1923, is a fireproof structure, constructed of 
tile and brick with heavy steel arches, gypsum ceiling andi tile roof. It 
is well heated and lighted, and is considered one of the best equipped 
buildings for indoor military training to be found in the United States. 
The drill floor is 170 by 210 feet. The building also contains a well 
equipped indoor rifle range and pistol range as well as .fireproof store 
rooms for clothing and equipment, and a fireproof mechanic shop for the 
repair of motor vehicles and guns. Well lighted offices and classrooms 
for all military classes are also provided. 
THE MILITARY STABLES, of brick construction, are of the latest mili-
. tary type, suitable for about ninety government horses and equal to 
any stables on a regular army post. These stables are provided with a 
loft for forage running the length of the stables and alsc> contain well 
equipped saddle rooms for riding equipment. They are well lighted and 
provided with an excellent ventilating system. 
Within the stable aljea is also a horseshoeing shop and saddle shop, 
in addition to a lecture room, office and quarters for the enlisted mem-
bers of the Military Detachment. 
A riding inclosure, 100 by 200 feet, giving ample room for equitation, 
is located adjacent to the stables. . 
An excellent drill ground of about eight acres also adjoins the stable 
area. The whole set-up at the stables provides compact but ample 
facilities for all mounted instruction, including the equitation and 
mounted drill required for a Field Artillery Unit. 
GnmASIUM. This building, 297 by 83 feet, is one of the largest in 
America devoted to· physical training. The main exercise floor is eighty 
feet by one hundred and seventy feet without obstructions of any kind, 
and is twenty-four feet high. It is equipped with standard apparatus of 
the latest design, especially selected to secure the best possible results. 
The room is also equipped for basketbalI, indoor basebatl, volley ball, 
and handball, and has a gallery running track twelve feet wide and 
twelve laps to the mile. The lower floor is of dirt and is used for gen-
eral exercise, field and track work, and team practice. The building is 
equipped with a swimming pool thirty feet wide and sixty feet long; 
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there are general and team locker rooms with all the necessary bath and 
toilet facilities. It is well lighted, both naturalty and artificialty, and . 
has forced ventilation throughout. In addition to the gymnasium, the 
department has at its disposal an athletic field containing ten acres 
directly south of the gymnasium; a playground to the north of the gym-
nasium of about equal area; and the old athletic field containing about 
seven acres. These fields are fitted out for football, basketball, soccer, 
tennis, track, and field work. Below the stadium there are six handball 
courts, wrestling rooms, and dressing rooms. 
Music HALL, a brick building formerly known as "The Maples," an 
example of the usage of English domestic architecture of the Eliza-
bethan period, is located in the south central part of the campus. It 
contains the studios and offices of the Music Department as welt as 
practice rooms, a lecture room, and a room containing the practice clavier 
for study of caritlon. 
THE THEATRE WORKSHOP is a circular wooden building containing a 
studio 60 feet in diameter and 12 feet in height. It is used by the 
Department of Public Speaking as a workshop for the Iowa State 
Players, the student dramati'c club, and as a laboratory for classes in 
play production. 
The Workshop has a large area of unobstructed floor space, is amply 
lighted by windows and skylights, is supplied with hot and cold run-
ning water and steam heat, and is otherwise well adapted and equipp~d 
for the construction and painting of scenery, the construction of proper-
ties, the making of costumes, experimentation with stage lighting, and 
the rehearsal of plays in their settings. Occasional private performances 
are given in the Workshop, which provides ample space for a fair-sized 
stage and audience. ' 
The Workshop houses all of the equipment of the Iowa State Players, 
which is thus available for demonstration in courses in play production. 
DIVISION OF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
The buildings of the Veterinary Division are ai:ranged in a quadrangle 
surrounding an open court ; the administration, hospital, and various de-
partmental buildings are connected by corridors. The buildings are of 
brick and terra .. cotta with climbing vines lending natural beauty to the 
architectural symmetry of the struc.tures. 
THE' VETERINARY ADMINISTRATION BUil.DING is the main building of the 
group. Here are located the Dean's offices, faculty room, offices of the 
departments of :h.tiedicine, Obstetrics, and Surgery, and .an auditorium 
for assembly purposes . 
• 
THE VETERINARY ANATOMY BUII.DING contains· laboratories, an amphi-
theatre classroom and well-lighted dissecting rooms with atl the appa-
ratus and exhibits necessary for the work. 
THE VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE consists of sixty acres devoted to 
"research in animal diseases. In cases of emergency it may be used to 
produce biological products to control animal diseases. New and very 
adequate buildings .of brick construction are available for the various 
phases of research work. ' 
THE VEtERINARY HOSPITAL contains hospital stalls, kennels, etc., for 
the housing of the patients. Operating rooms, dispensary, clinic, and 
lecture rooms are all well lighted and adapted especialty to the needs 
for which they were designed. 
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THE VETERINARY PATHOLOGY BUII.DING comprises two offices, a labora .. 
tory for research work, a large classroom, and a large general laboratory 
in connection with which are pathology preparation rooms, sterilizing 
room, an incubating room and diagnostic laboratory. 
Tm VE.tElUNARY PHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY BUILDING contains 
offices, modernly equipped laboratories, a large classroom, a private 
laboratory and dark room, experimental animal rooms, and various tech-
nical apparatus and exhibits. 
THE CLINIC BUILDING. One wing of a new clinic building has been com-
pleted. This wing· contains 35 stanchions and stalls for cattle. It is 
especially designed for work with cattle and will join directly with the 
operating rooms when the building is completed. 
THE COLLEGE LIBRARY 
The College Library is designed primarily to serve the needs of the 
faculty and students of Iowa State College in their research and study. 
Its facilities, however, are available to all citizens of the state, who are 
at liberty to write or apply in person for any information which can be 
answered through the coUection of the library. Books on scientific arrd 
technical subjects, in certain cases, may be borrowed by any citizen in 
the state, the borrower paying transportation both ways. Reference in-
quiries will be gladly answered, the advice of experts of the College be-
ing obtained when necessary. 
The new building opened for the use of the public in the spring of 
1925, is designed to meet adequately the needs of both graduate and --
undergraduate students. A large reading room with over 300 seats and 
with a shelf capacity of 18,000 volumes, is on the second floor near the 
delivery desk and card catalog. On the first floor, near the entrance 
are two rooms with a capacity of 150 seats each, one for newspapers and 
periodicals and the other for assigned reading. 
For graduates, cubicles, or small compartments with desks are pro-
vided in the stacks. Small private offices permit the use of typewriters 
and dictation without interference with other readers. 
The library collections consist of about 220,000 selected volumes. A 
special attempt has been made to strengthen the library in sets of peri-
odicals and society publications. The library is receiving currently over 
J,000 periodicals and serials, principally in English, French, and German, 
although nearly every language is represented. The collections in the 
library adequately represent the specialized research work of the College. 
REGULATION. The general library is primarily for free reference use ; 
any student or citizen of the state may use the books in the reading 
rooms. The 12rivilege of drawing books for use outside the building is 
available to alt members of the •instruction force, to all registered stu-
dents, and to other accredited persons. Books not reserved may be 
borrowed for home use for two weeks and may be renewed for two 
weeks more if not specially restricted or called for. All books are sub-
ject to recall at any time. . 
General reference books, all general periodicals and certain other 
groups of books are to be consulted in the reading rooms only. 
Books from the stacks which are not returned on time are subject to a 
fine of 2c a day before and Sc a day after notice has been sent that the 
book is due. Books from the reserve shelves are subject to a fine of 25c 
for each hour kept overtime. 
Books recalled for college work must be returned at once upon receipt 
of the notice. Aii books lost or damaged must be paid far. 
HOURS OF OPENING. The general library is open Monday to Friday 
during the general sessions of college from 7 :45 a. m. to 9 :30 p. m., 
• 
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on Saturday from· 7 :45 a. m. to 6 :00 p. m., and on Sunday from 2 :00 to 
6 :00 p. m.. During the Summer Session the library is open from 7 :45 
a. m. to 9 :30 p. m., but is not open on Sunday. During vacation the 
library is open from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m., except on Sundays and Saturday 
afternoons. 
The library is regularly closed on New Yeaes, Independence, Thanks-
giving, and Christmas days. 
PERSONNEL SERVICE 
M. D. HELSER, Director of Personnel for Men 
FRANCES A. SIMS, Director of Personnel for Women 
W Ai.LACE E. BARRON, Assistant Director of Personnel for Men 
Divisional Personnel Officers: Agriculture, Prof, R. M. Vifquain; En-
gineering, Prof. F. D. Paine; Home Economics, Dean Genevieve Fisher; 
Industrial Science, Prof. G. M. Fuller; Veterinary Medicine, Dean C. H. 
Stange. 
The Personnel Department was organized at Iowa State College as a 
service department for the benefit o.f the students, the alumni, the faculty, 
and all organizationS' and individuals interested in employing either our 
students or our alumni. The personnel officers endeavor to serve the 
students and alumni as indicated below. 
I. STUDENTS. 
A. REcoRDs. Complete information is secured from each entering stu-
dent concerning his family, his high school record, and his practical ex-
periences. Five references, including personality ratings from high 
school teachers and family friends, are required, and a.n intelligence test 
is given by the Psychology Department. This information is assembled 
on the personnel record card and given to the student's counselor. 
During his residence in college complete and detailed information con-
cerning the student is added to his preliminary material. The final per-
sonality record thus contains a composite pf the student's personality rat-
ings, and all other useful personnel information. 
B. CoLLEGE ADJUSTMENT. Eighteen counselors have been appointed 
from the faculties of the various divisions to advise freshmen and sopho-
more students. On entering college each student is assigned to one of 
these counselors, who, under the direction of the Dean of the Junior Col-
lege, will aid him in making bis adjustment to college life. When the 
student enters the junior year he is assigned to a senior college counselor 
who is a member of the department in which the student expects to do 
major work. _ 
A student failing tQ make the scholastic average expected of him is 
interviewed by one of the personnel directors and the head of the depart-
ment in which he is majoring. Methods of improvement are suggested 
and the student's later progress is carefully followed. 
C. OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION. Staff members assist the counselors 
and personnel officers in furnishing information concerning the various ~ 
vocations. An attempt is made to assist the student in choosing a voca-
' tion to which he is adapted. 
D. PERSoNALl'lY DEVELOPJdENT. One of the chief functions of the 
department is to assist the student in the improvement of his personality. 
Every personnel officer is ready to help the student in developing those 
traits of character that will not only create a favorable imprission but 
also contribute to his usefulness in later life. 
.. 
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E. EMPLOYMENT. Through the co-operation of the Off.ice of the Di-
rector of Personnel for Women and the Y. M. C. A. every effort is made 
to assist students in finding part-time employment. 
A very important phase of the work of the personnel office is the as-
sistance to seniors in securing proper employment upon graduation. In-
formation on file regarding industrial concerns employing seniors after 
graduation assists greatly in the proper placement of seniors. 
F. REsEARcH AND TEACHING. Special personnel studies are conducted 
from time to time by the personnel officers. Courses in personality de-
velopment and personnel administration are taught by the college. 
II. ALuKNL The personnel officers assist the alumni of Iowa State 
College by supplying information concerning positions available. Any 
alumnus interested in securing employment or in changing his position 
may write to the personnel office for assistance. A special effort is made 
to keep in touch with the alumni and assist them in ever-y way possible. 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE 
]AMES F. EowARDs, M.D., Director 
Assista~ts, Dr. Sara B. Kalar, Dr. A. N. Schanche, Dr. ]. G. Grant, 
Fern A. Goulding, RN. 
The college recognizes that the development of the body and the estab-
lishment of good health standards should go hand in hand with the de-
velopment and training of the mind. To this end it has established the 
Student Health Service in the department of Hygiene, whose chief func-
tions may be outlined as follows : 
I. HEALTH EXAMINATION of all students in order that the health st3tus 
of each one may be determined and that advice and remedial measures 
may be applied, for the purpose of enabling the students to receive the 
greatest benefit both during their college years and in after life. 
All new students are required to fill out a health history statement sent 
to them by the registrar and, upon admission, are given an examination 
by the medical staff. 
This is followed each subsequent year by additional examinations. Be-
fore registering in a higher class and before graduation, each student is 
required to have on file in the Registrar's Office, a statement from the 
Health Service that such an examination has been made. Students will 
present themselves at the Hospital for this periodic examination when 
notified by their Dean; seniors during the Fall Quarter, juniors during 
the Winter Quarter, sophomores during the Spring Quarter, graduate 
students during the Winter Quarter. 
Through these examinations and the following up with advice, instruc-
tion and treatment of those students showing physical defects or health 
impairments, the Health Service is able to keep n'lany students in school 
with improved health conditions, who otherwise would fail to get the 
most out of their college course. 
The close co-operation between the student health service and the de-
parbnents of physical education makes it possible to correct many 
physical defects by prescribing proper exercise and to prevent the pos-
sible ill effects of too strenuous exercise for such as need carefully 
supervised physical training. 
II. HEALra INsmucnoN. In· addition to scheduled work outlined in 
courses of instruction under the Hygiene Department in this catalogue, 
the health service utilizes its many contacts with students to emphasize 
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the importance of good health and to help them in solving their indi-
vidual health problems. 
Ill. MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SERVICE in case of sickness and injury. In 
order to furnish complete medical care and advice for sick students as 
promptly and conveniently as ~ossible, the college has provided a well 
equipped modern hospital and dispensary with a full medical, nursing and 
technical staff and other employees needed both for the care of students 
with conditions requiring hospital service and for attention to the lesser 
ailments that can be cared for in the dispensary without hospitalization. 
AU students who pay the full registration fee are insured medical and 
routine nursing service by the college medical and nursing staff in case 
they come to the hospital or dispensary. Medicines and service such as 
x-ray may be supplied on a cost basis. 
The following regulations apply to the privileges of the hospital :. 
1. Students entering the hospital will be given three days' service 
without charge. For all time in excess of three days per college year, 
the student is charged at the rate of $2.00 a day to cover board, room, 
light and heat. Faculty and other college employees or members of their 
families may be admitted, at the discretion of the college physician, at 
cost of hospitalization. 
2. In case a special nurse or~hysician is employed, the expenses shall 
be borne J>y the particular patient, the selection of such nurse or physi-
cian to be approved by the college physicians. 
IV. SANITATION OF STUDENTS' ENVIRONMENT. The sanitary conditions 
surrounding the college are excellent. They are supervised by the Public 
Health committee of the Faculty co-operating with the Department of 
Hygiene. 
The college has its own excellent water supply. The college buildings, 
students' quarters and surroundings are kept under sanitary. surveillance. 
V. PREVENTION OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES. An important part of the 
work of the Health Service is the prevention of epidemic diseases. 
All such cases are isolated and contacts with them are kept under such 
supervision as may be required in accordance with modern epiqemiologi-
cal methods. 
The President and the college physicians may require of students en-
tering. the College a certificate from a reputable physician showing suc-
cessful vaccination. It is strongly urged that all students entering Iowa 
State CoUege be vaccinated before leaving home. This is recommended 
in order that valuable time may not be lost during the college year by 
the necessity of being vaccinated. 
The coUege physicians are authorized to exclude from the dormitories 
and recitation rooms any person afflicted with a contagious disease, and 
in case of necessity, contacts with such cases. 
RELIGIOUS LIFE AT THE COLLEGE 
The c.ollege life is permeated with religious influences. The following · 
are among the more evident forces in operation throughout the year. 
1. SUNDAY SERVICES. These are held about once each month and are 
addressed by prominent clergymen and other religious speakers. Another 
attractive feature is the music furnished by a large chorus choir and by 
other musical organizations ·on the campus. 
Each year one week is set apart and known as Religious Emphasis 
Week. Discussions are carried on in dormitories and organized housea. 
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A speaker of national reputation is secured for a convocation aqdress 
and to speak on other occasions to faculty and student groups. The final 
service is held on Sunday night with all church groups co-operating. 
2. CEssNA LEcTURES. These lectures have been established as a means 
of perpetuating the spirit and ideals of Dr. 0. H. Cessna, a graduate in 
the Class of 1872 and Professor and College Chaplain from 1900 to the 
time of his death in 1932. 
3. YouNo MEN'S AND YOUNG WOMEN'S CBRIST1AN AssoCIATIONS. These 
two organizations are .quarter~d in Alumni Hall on the campus, where 
parlors, reading rooms, game rooms, service counter, etc., are provided. 
The room and employment se.rvice for men is handled through the Y. M. 
C. A. 
Both associations carry 011 a varied and vigorous program of religious 
group meetings1 discussion groups in houses where students room, and many other activities tending to build up the moral and spiritual life of 
students. Special emphasis is given to freshman work. The purpose is 
not only training for future leadership in religious work but the larger 
one of challenging potential possibilities in every freshman. The two 
associations are rated as among the leading organizations of this kind 
in the United States. 
4. COLLEGE PASTORS AND CHURCH WoRx. All Ames pastors and churches 
maintain special work for students. Thete are ten denominations repre-
sented and students find an unusual opportunity for worship, .participa-
tion in church school, young people"s work, religious dramatics, recrea-
tional and social life and other forms of religious effort. Five de-
nominations have developed special plants and equipment adjacent to 
the campus to care for this work. 
5. DIRECTOR OF RELic1ous LIFE. Through this office the College main-
tains a direct touch with the work that is being carried on through the 
religious organizations. Courses in Religious Education are also pto-
vided and piuch time is spent in personal conferences and in the correla-
tion and direction of religious activities in such a way as to be helpful to 
the entire faculty and student body. 
FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES 
A number of fraternities and sororities have established chapters at 
Iowa State College with the approval of the college authorities. These 
groups are subject to rules which have been worked out jointly by 
these organizations and the faculty. They co-operate with the colle$e 
in the improvement of scholarship, in the molding of character, and m 
the all-around development of their members. 
Pledges mat be formally initiated after two quarters of attendance 
during which they have earned at least twenty-eight quarter credits 
with an average standing of not less than one and one-half quality 
poi1;1ts per credit. .... · 
The eleven national sororities provide accommodations for approxi-
mately 300 women. All freshman women are required to live in the 
dormitories for one year. The cost of living in a sorority house is about 
$45 a month for each member. This amount pays for board and room, 
chapter dues, and social obligations. The average initiation fee is $50. 
The thirty-four social fraternities provide homelike surroundings and 
w"holesome food for approximately 900 men. First year students who 
are invited to join may live in fraternity houses. During the past school 
year, the monthly expenses of members varied from $30 to $45, which 
included board and room, dues, and social functions. The initiation fee 
varies from $15 to $75. 
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ART ACTIVITIES 
The Committee on Art serves as a consulting body concerning artistic 
affairs in the institution, and aims to create an environment in which 
students come to value art. Prominent among the activities of this 
committee are the selection, framing and hanging of pictures in the col-
lege buildings ; statuary of merit is also acquired from time to time. 
From time to time the Memorial Union, various departments, and in-
terested student groups arrange for loan exhibits of works of art. E~­
hibitions sent out by the Iowa Artist Club, the Iowa Art Salon, and the 
Iowa Art Guild are regularly displayed in the Memorial Union. The 
directors of the Memorial Union Corporation annually arrange the Iowa 
Artist Dinner in honor of those whose work, coming from the Iowa Art 
Salon, is displayed in the Great Hall. 
LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS 
The College offers a wide variety of musical and dramatic entertain-
ments, and lectures by men of recognized authot'ity. The rendition of 
Handel's "Messiah" is an annual event of great interest both to those 
who take part and to the many listeners. Perhaps the most popular 
entertainments have been the performances of Tony San~'s Marionettes. 
Among recent lectures of special interest have been those by Irving 
Fisher, Ruth Bryan Owen, and John Langdon-Davies. 
,,,,, 
DEBATING 
The chief aim of debating at Iowa State College is to give students in-
struction and practice in public discussion. Under the direction of the 
Department of Public Speaking, the members of the debate squad each 
year participate in both intercollegiate and intra-mural debates upon 
questions of public interest. Iowa State College has a chapter of Delta 
Sigma Rho, national honorary forensic society, and an active local de-
bate organization. 
THE IOWA STATE PLAYERS 
The Iowa State Players is the college dramatic club, sponsored by the 
Department of Public Speaking and directed by members of its staff. 
Each year the Players produce several full-length and one-act plays. 
These productions offer to students the opportunity to take part in the 
production of good plays, and to the college community as a whole the 
opportunity to see good plays. Some notable past productions have been : 
Hell Bent For Heaven, Moliere's Tlte Miser, .Mr. Pim Passes By, Tlte Wl1ite-
headed Boy, Outward Bound, Wings Over E1trope, Tl1e Crallle Song, and The 
Bat. 
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
The Iowa State Student is a tri-weekly newspaper published by a staff 
appointed from the student body. It is devoted to the news of the College. 
The Iowa Agriculturist is an agricultural monthly magazine published 
by the students of the Agricultural Division, in co-operation with the De-
partment of Technical Journalism. 
The Iowa Engineer is published monthly by the students of the En-
gineering Division. 
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The Iowa Homemaker is a home magazine published monthly by the 
students of the Home Economics Division. 
The Bomb is an all-college annuai- published by the students. 
The Green Gander is a college humor quarterly published by Sigma 
Delta Chi and Theta Sigma Phi, student journalism societies. 
The Ames Forester is an annual published by the Forestry Club. 
These student publications are published at the College by The Col-
legiate Press, Inc., a printing plant owned by the publications. 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
The Alumni Association of the Iowa State College was organized in 
1876. Its purpose is to promote the highest interests of the institution 
and to increase friendship and sympathy among students and alumni. 
The present officers of the association are : 
President, Mark G. Thornburg, '10, Sioux City, Iowa. 
Vice-President, Ralph L. Cooper, '07, Boone, Iowa. 
Recording Secretary, Olive (Stevens) Damon, '97, Ames, Iowa. 
Treasurer, Herman Knapp, '83, Ames, Iowa. 
General Secretary, H. E. Pride, '17, Ames, Iowa. 
The annual meeting . and banquet. are held commencement week. 
Active local branches of the general association exist in all the princi-
pal cities of the United States and various counties in Iowa. 
The ALUMNUS, the official organ of the association, ·appears monthly 
throughout the year. It is under the supervision of the general secretary. 
The offices of the association are on the second floor of Memorial 
Union. Here all Iowa State men and women will find a hearty welcome. 
Admission to College 
(For admission to the Graduate Coltege, see page 102.) 
(For ~dmission to Non-Collegiate Curricula, see page 297.) 
Each student entering college must be at least sixteen years of age, 
must make formal application for admission, and must present a certifi-
cate signed by the superintendent or principal specifying the branches of 
study and credits included within his high school course of study. The 
application for admission and the official high school transcript from 
each school attended should be filed with the Registrar at the close of 
the school year, if possible, and not later than the first Monday in Sep-
tember, December, or March. The Registrar wilt evaluate all credentials 
and will notify the applicant of their acceptance. 
Applicants should write to the Registrar for the applic.ation for ad-
mission, for high school certificate forms, and for general information 
concerning admission. If the applicant has attended more than one high 
school, he should ask for a high school certificate blank for each school 
attended. Principals of Iowa high schools have a supply of these certifi-
cate blanks in their offices. 
All credentials which are accepted toward admission to the college 
must remain permanently in the files of the Registrar. 
Students may enter the College at the beginning of any quarter. The 
regular classes begin in September. and students are urged to enter at 
that time. Some freshman subjects are, however, begun in each quarter. 
Those wishing to come at the beginning of the second or tlird quarter 
should inquire from the Registrar whether entrance at that time is feas-
ible in their cases. 
Thorough preparation is important, particularly in subjects which are 
to be continued in college. Since satisfactory progress is impossible 
without a good foundation, students are urged to review carefully, before 
entering college, algebra through quadratics, and English composition 
and grammar. 
DEFINITION OF A UNIT. The requirements for admission are stated in 
terms of ultits. A unit is defined as the equivalent of one high school 
study satisfactorily pursued during one school year, at least thirty-six 
weeks in length, on the basis of five recitations a week, the course of 
study for which the student is registered requiring no more than four 
studies or twenty recitation periods a week. The length of the recitation 
period shall be at least forty minutes. A unit is equivalent to two high 
school credits. 
GRADUAT~f» OF IowA HIGH ScuooLS. A graduate of a public four-year 
high school in Iowa who presents fifteen units of work will be admitted 
without examination to such collegiate work as he is prepared to pursue. 
A graduate of any private four-yeari high school, seminary, or academy 
approved by the Board on Secondary School Relations will be admitted 
on the same basis. 
GRADUATES OF HIGH SCHOOLS IN OTHER STATES. Graduates of high 
schools accredited by the state universities, or by other state accrediting 




admitted by certificate. High school graduates whose certificates would 
be accepted without examination by reputable colleges in the state in 
which they are located, provided these states have no accreditin~ system, 
will be admitted by certificate. Graduates of ·other schools will be re-
quired to take entrance examinations. 
GRADUATES OF NoN-ACCRFJ>ITED HIGH SCHOOLS. A gi:_aduate bf a private 
Iowa secondary school not approved by the Board on Secondary School 
Relations or of an unaccredited high school outside of Iowa may be ad-
mitted to a collegiate curriculum by the following plan: 
(a) He must pass entrance examinations in subjects representing each 
of the main groups of subjects certified, for one-third of the num-
ber of acceptable units so certified. 
(b) The subjects for examination are to be selected by the examiner 
irrespective of the choice of the student at the time of the exam-
ination. 
(c) The total number of units allowed on the certificate shall not ex-
ceed three times the number earned by examination. 
(d) The total all)ount of credit gained by examination and certificate 
must at least equal the requirements for admission as stated on 
page 73. 
-
NON-GRADUATES OF HIGH SCHOOLS. A student who is not a graduate 
of an Iowa public four-year high school or a private four-year high 
school, academy, or seminary approved by the Board on Secondary 
School Relations, or a graduate of an accredited high school outside of 
Iowa, will not be admitted unless he presents at least fourteen' acceptable 
units by certificate, by examination, or by both certificate and examina-
tion. He will be conditioned to the extent of enough units to bring the 
total to fifteen. These units must be distributed according to the speci-
fied list of units found on page 73. 
' 
GRADUATES OF VoCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL HIGH SCHOOLS. For students 
entering the Division of Agriculture from courses in vocational agricul-
ture as organized under the Smith-Hughes Vocational Education law, the 
entrance requirements will be modified by permitting the applicant to 
offer subjects in vocational agriculture for one-half of the required 
entrance units. This work is to be accepted only when taken in an ac-
credited vocational agricultural high school under instructors who are 
four-year agricultural graduates trained for teaching. For these stu-
dents the following requirements sha11 remain the same,· n~ely: Eng-
lish, 3 units; History-Civics-Economics, 1~ units; Algebra, runit; Plane 
Geometry, 1 unit; and the remaining units to complete one-half of the 
required units shall be in the first five groups mentioned on pages 73 
and 74. 
For these same students, the following· electives are added, which, if 
taken, must be counted as a part of the units assigned to vocational agri-
. culture: Industrial History, ~ unit; Rural Sociology, ~ unit; Rural 
Economics, ~ unit; Farm Accounting, ~ unit; and Farm Arithmetic, 
~ unit. 
CREDITS FROM: ACADEM:IES AND PREPARATORY SCHOOLS. Credits certified 
from private secondary schools such as academies and ~minaries, and 
from college preparatory schools will be estimated in accordance with the 
definition of the entrance unit and on the basis of four years of prep-
aration and residence. College academies or preparatory departments 
conf?nnin¥ in their or~anization to the organization of the four-year ac-
credited high school will be treated as accredited schools if the cotleges 
themselves are regarded as standard colleges. 
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CREDITS BASED UPos TEACHERS' CERTIFlCATES. Entrance units may be 
granted upon the basis of a First Grade Uniform County Certificate for 
subjects marked 85% or above, as follows: Arithmetic, ~ unit; United 
States History, ~ unit; ·Physiology, ~ unit; Grammar, ~ unit; Civics, 
~ unit; Economics, ~ unit; Algebra, l unit; Agriculture, ~ unit; Do-
mestic Science, ~ unit; Manual Training, ~ unit; and for State Cer-
tificates when gained by examination, as follows : Second Grade, 10~ 
units; First Grade, 14 units; Life Diploma, 16 , units. 
COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAlrUNATIONS. Students who desire to enter by 
examination and who present satisfactory evidence that they have made 
sufficient preparation will be examined in any subject required for en-
trance as outlined on page 73. 
Entrance examinations will be given at the beginning of every quarter. 
See examination schedule on page 76. 
Certificates of entrance examinations passed for admission to reputable 
universities and colleges, and certificates of examination passed under 
the direction of any of the College Entrance Examination Boards or the 
Regents of the State of New York, will be accepted on the same basis 
as the certificates from the accredited schools of Iowa. 
, 
ADVANCED STANDING. Work of recognized merit which has been taken 
in colleges and universities of good standing will be credited for an 
equivalent amount of work in so far as it applies on any curriculum 
offered in this college. · 
College credits accepted from other colleges must average "C" on 
a four letter marking system. Courses marked "D" or an equivalent 
amount of credit in other courses will be rejected if necessary in order 
to bring the accepted credits to a "C" average. Such rejected credits 
may be "recovered" if the student makes a sufficiently high scholastic 
record in this College. 
At least one month prior to the opening of the quarter, each applicant 
should send to the Registrar an official transcript from each institution 
attended to ascertain the credit to be allowed. Such credits will be pro-
visionally accepted. The final acceptance of the credits will depend upon 
the student's maintaining a satisfactory standing for one year. · 
Prospective students will be required to present a letter of honorable 
dismissal from the institution last attended, to file a formal application 
for admission, and to present an official transcript from each high school 
attended. . · -
High scllbol credit in excess of sixteen units may be converted i~to 
college credits only in case the student is able to pass a rigorous ex-
amination for college credit in a subject corresponding to the work of 
his curriculum. 
Cott.EGE GRADUATES Wxo DESIRE BAcCALAuiµ:ATE DmREES. A graduate 
of any college of approved standing may be granted the degree of Bach-
elor of Science in any curriculum offered by the Divisions .of-·.Agriculture, 
Engineering, Home Economics, or Industrial Science, upon tlie comple-
tion of 108 quarter credits in residence, or, in special cases, upon the 
completion of such number of credits as may be fixed by the Committee 
on Advanced Standing. · 
The student must take all the required technical courses taught by the 
department in which he is classified and such other technical and non-
technical courses as shall be specified by the head of the department and 
the dean of the division to a total of 108 quarter credits. This does not 
abrogate the rule that all specified prerequisites or their equivalents shall 
be met as determined by the Committee on Advanced Standing. 
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Co-OPERATIVE PROGRAMS LEADING TO Two DEGREES. The College has co-
operative agreements with other colleges and universities whereby a stu-
dent may graduate from both institutions upon the completio.n of five 
years of work. Under this plan the student transfers to Iowa State Col-
lege after having completed three years of study elsewhere. 
Betore transferring to Iowa State College a student must complete at 
least three years of work, securing thereby 135 or more quarter credits, 
60 of which must be in science departments. 
Such a student may then enter this College as a junior in .the Division 
of Agriculture, Engineering, Home Economics, or Industrial Science and 
graduate from one of the various curricula offered in these divisions in 
approximately two years upon the completion of 108 quarter credits, or in 
special cases, upon the completion of a greater or smaller number of 
credits. 
In all cases a student must take the technical courses required for the 
major work in which he is classified, and such additional technical and 
general work as may be required in the curriculum elected, but the max-
imum requirement usually will not exceed 108 quarter credits. 
Any student who has decided to take the five-year curriculum under the 
co-operative plan, or who wishes further information concerning it, 
should write to the Registrar two years before transferring, or prefer-
ably at the time of entering college. 
A plan has also been provided whereby students who complete the first 
three years in the curriculum in Industrial Science and subsequently 
complete the first year in a medical curriculum in a Class A medical 
college or the first year in a law curriculum in a recognized law col-
lege will be awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science from Iowa State 
College. By this arrangement the student can reduce to a minimum the 
time required to earn a Bachelor of Science degree from this College and 
a degree in medicine or law from another institution. 
A similar plan provides for granting the degree of Bachelor of Science 
at the end of three years of residence in the Engineering Division of 
this College followed by one year of law in a recognized law college. 
SPECIAL STUDENTS. To be classified as a Special Student in any of the 
college curricula one must be at least twenty-one years of age, must give 
good reasons for desiring such classification, and must furnish satisfac-
tory evidence that he is thoroughly prepared to pursue the work chosen. 
Permission to take a special <Course and the subjects included therein 
must be secured from the Head of the Department in which the student 
seeks enrollment, the Dean of the Division, and the president of the 
College. 
Permi~sion to take a special course will not be granted to students un-
til they have completed the freshman year of one of the curricula offered, 
and then only for a period. not to exceed one year. Exceptions to the 
regulations requiring the completion of the freshman year, and to the 
r·ule limiting the special course to two years, including the foeshman 
year, will be made in cases of persons of mature years who desire to take 
a particular line of scientific or technical work, and whose application to 
take such course is approved by the Dean of the Division in which the 
~tudent seeks enrollment and by the President of the Coilege. 
The standard prerequisites for advanced work are subject to limited 
modifications with the approval of the Dean of the Division in which the 
student is classified. 
GRADUATES o~ APPROVED Cou.WES who are not candidates for a degree 
may ta~e special work under the rules goyerning special students with-
out haVJng to complete the freshman year m any of the college curricula. 
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Classifications of such Special .Students must bear the. approval of the 
Head of the Department in which the student is registered, the Dean of 
the Division, and the President of the College. 
IRREGULAR STUDENTS. Worthy students in good standing, over twenty-
one years of age, not prepared to meet the entrance requir-ements of the 
freshman year, may be admitted without examination as Irregular Stu-
dents, and may pursue college work not to exceed two years. provided: 
1. TJ1at they give evidence of satisfactory preparation to carry such 
work successfully. 
2. That they show good and sufficient- reasons for not taking a regular 
course. . 
3. That they present a certificate covering their entire preliminary 
education. 
4. That before registering as Irregular Students they obtain written 
permission from the Dean of the Division in which their major subjects 
are to be taken and from the President of the College. Such students 
will then be registered and classified the same as regular college stu-
dents and will be subject to the same college rules. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS BY DIVISIONS 
Division Division Division 
of of of 
Agt"iculture En~neering Home 
Units nits Economics 
*Groups-
1 English --------- 3 
2 Foreign Lan-
guaget -------- 0 
3 Social Science 1~ 
4 Mathematics· 
Algebra -------- :1:1 
Geometry, plane- 1 
Geometry, solid- 0 
5 Natural Science_ 0 
Additional re-
' quirements in 
the above 4~ 
groups 1, 2, 3, 
4, and 5 ------
:Minimum total - 11 
6 Miscellaneous -- 4 
Total units re-
quired for ad-





















































*For subjects included within Groups, see below. 
*"For additional requirements, sec page Z/6. 
tEach high school student is urzed to complete two units in one foreign lanJllage. 
tDairy Industry and Chemistry, Forestry, and Landscape Ar):bitecture require 1~ 
units of algebra. 
§Not required for admission to the curriculum in Industrial Arts. . 
• 
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SUBJECTS REQUIRED OR ACCEPTED FOR ADMISSION 
• # • 
The foilowing is a list of subjects which will be accepted .as prerequi-
site to the collegiate curricula and the nutttber of units which will be ac· 
cepted in each. 
Not less than the minimum nor more than the maximum indicated be-
low will be accepted as a part of the 11 required units. . \ . ~ 
Group 1. ENGLISH. 
Three units required ; not 411ore than four accepted. The required 
units must be selected from composition and rhetoric, literature, 
and English grammar. No credit will be given for grammar if 
taken before the eleventh grade. Any of the following credits will 
be accepted in addition to the three required units, provided the 
total amount offered does not exceed four units : . 
English ~ to 1 unit 
Public Speaking ~ unit 
Business English ~ unit 
Grammar ~ unit 
J ournatism ~ unit ,, 
Group 2. FOREIGN LANGUAGE. 
A total of not more than 4 units will be accepted in any one foreign 








Group 3. SoCIAL SCIENCE. . 
... 
1 to 4 units 
1 to 4 units 
1 to 4 units 
1 to 4 units 
1 to 4 units 
1 to 4 units 
A total of not more than 4 units, including the required 1~ units, 
will be accepted. No credit will be given for United States history 
if taken 'before the eleventh grade. . 
(a) Ancient Histor.y ~ to 1 unit 
(b) Medieval and Modern History ~ to 1 unit 
(c) English History ~ to 1 unit 
(d) United States History ~ to 1 unit 
( e) General History (but not in addition to 
Ancient, Medieval and Modern History) 
(f) Civics. (may include American Citizenship 
• ~ unit, and Community Civics, ~ unit) ' 
{g) Economics · 
t (h) Sociology 
(i) Citizenship 
(j) Community Civics 
Group 4. MATHEMAncs. 
(a) Algebra 
(b) Plane Geometry 
( c) Solid Geometry 
(d) Plane Trigonometry 
(e) Advanced Algebra (if taken in fourth year of 
high school course) 
~ to 1 unit 
~ to 1 unit 
.. ~ unit 
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Group 5. NATURAL SCIENCE. 
A total of. not more than 4~ units will be accepted in this group. 
(a) Agriculture ~ to 2 units 
(b) Astronomy ~ unit 
(c) Biology, elementary ~ to 1 unit 
(d) Botany ~ to 1 unit 
(e) Chemistry, no credit given for less than 1 unit 
(f) General Science ~ to 1 unit 
(g) Geology ~ unit 
(h) Physical Geography or Physiography ~ to 1 unit 
(i) Physics, no credit given for less than 1 unit 
(j) Physiology ~ unit 
(k) Zoology ~ to 1 unit 
Group 6. MiscELLANEous. Whatever work to the extent of four addi-
tional units the school certifies as accepted by that school for 
graduation may be credited in this group. Any subject such as 
physical training, music, glee club, band, etc., which is permitted 
in addition to four regular high school subjects is considered an 
"extra-curricular activity" and may not be used for college en-
trance credit. 
The following subjects are frequently presented in this group : 
(1) Commercial subjects. 
(a) Arithmetic (not in addition to Advanced Arith-
metic, and only if taken in the latter half of the 
high school course) 
(b) Elementary Bookkeeping 
(c) Advanced Bookkeeping 
(d) Business Organization 
(e) Commercial Geography 
(f) Commercial Law 
(g) Economic History of England 




(1) Vocational Guidance 
(2) Industrial subjects. 
(a) Freehand or Mechanical Drawing 
(b) Manual Training, i.e., Shop Work 
(c) Home Economics 
(3) Miscellaneous. 
~unit 
~ to 1 unit 







~ to 2 units 
~ to 2 units 
~unit 
(a) Bible ~ to 1 unit 
(b) Music (only when taken as a full subject with 
daily class periods, with the usua.1 periods of 
study) may include Musical History, ~ unit ~ to 2 units 
(c) Agriculture-additional units ~ ·to 2 units 
(d) Psychology ~ to 1 ·ui:iit 
(e) Pedagogy and Methods ~ to 1 unit 
REMOVAL OF ENTRANCE CoNDrnoNs. A student who is admitted with 
deficiencies must remove them by passing entrance exaniinations or by 
taking courses at the CoUege. Credit earned in removing such -deficien-: 
cies will not be applied toward graduation. 
Entrance conditions in specific subjects must be removed by registering 
for these subjects at the earliest· opportunity. Such deficiencies must be 
removed before the student registers for his second year's work. Entrance 
conditions in elective subjects may be removed by taking extra college 
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work before graduation. College courses so used will be_ credited toward 
admission at the rate of nine. quarter credits as the equivalent of one 
high school unit. 
A student admitted with conditions will not be permitted to remove 
these conditions by taking entrance examinations in subjects in which he 
has been taking college courses for credit. 
If a student presenting the required entrance credit in a given subject 
fails to do satisfactory work in the succeeding college course he may be 
assigned to a review course. Such work will not be counted toward his 
degree. 
ENTRANCE EXAMINATION ScmouLE. Admission to the entrance exam-
ination is by permit which may be obtained from the Assistant Examiner, 
Room 105, Central Building. 
The examinations will be given on September 20, 1934; January 1, 1935, 
and March 23, 1935, at the following hours : 
Algebra _______________ s .. 10 A.M. English ---------------10-12 A.M. 
Plane GeQmetry --- --- _8-10 A.M. History, American ____ 10-12 A.M. 
Solid Geometry ------- _8-10 A.M. History, English ______ 10-12 A.M. 
Physics --- ---- ---- -----8-10 A.M. Civics --- ---- ---- _____ 10-12 A.M. 
Physiology --· ---------8-10 A.M. E<:onomi'C:S -------- ---10-12 A.M. 
Botany --- ---- ---------8-10 A.M. Sociology --- ----.. - ---10-12 A.M. 
Physiography ----- -----8-10 A.M. 
Any student finding a conflict in his program or requiring other en-
trance examinations should report to the Assistant Examiner for ad- . 
justment. 
Fees and Expenses 
(Fees are subject to change without notice) 
EXPENSES. The expenses for men need not exceed from $325 to $450 
per year. For the women the range wilt be from $350 to $450 per year . 
. 
SUMMARY OF FIRST YEAR'S EXPENSES 
Below is an estimate of necessary expenses. for the first year-Septem-
ber to June. 
. ~w m• 
Matriculation Fee --- ------------------- ____ ----- $ 10.00 $ 10.00 . 
Registration Fee (depends upon curriculum chosen) 90.00 120.00 
Books and Supplies __________ .. ___________________ 30.00 30.00* 
Board ------------------- ----- ---------------- __ _ 90.00 189.00 
Room (minimum for women is $75)-------------- 54.00 108.00 
Total---------------------------------- $274.00 $457.00 
• 
If a.s~udent is a non-resident of the state $40 per year should be added 
for tuition. 
At the beginning of the freshman year each man will be required to 
purc~ase gymnasium equipment for $4.50 and pay a locker and towel 
service fee of 75c per quarter. The price for uniform and supplies in 
physical educaticfn for women will vary from $3.50 to $6.00 depending on 
the courses chosen. 
*E~neerins: students who do not own drawing instruments and a slide rule 
ahoutd atlow from $10 to $15 additional. 
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Members of the R. O. T. C. will have their uniforms furnished by the 
government. All other students will receive information as to prices 
from the commanding officer of the Military Department. 
Taking into consideration the items named under Fees and Expenses, 
it is estimated that not many freshman students will succeed in going 
through the first quarter-for less than $150 to $200. On arrival at Ames 
to begin work, a student should have about $100 in order to meet the 
registration fee, the cost of books, equipment and gymnasium outfit, and 
the required advance payment for room and board. 
The student's general expenses (in addition to the items listed above) 
are subject to the personal habits of the individual and vary according 
to the degree ot economy exercised. 
NoTE: Prospective.freshmen should carefully consider the cost of the 
first year. - No one should think of entering college unless he has. money 
enough in his own right or from friends to meet his expenses in large 
part for his freshman year. If he goes out of this year in debt, he is 
quite sure to be ·seriously embarrassed for the remainder of hi.s college 
course. Provision should be made to meet college bills with the same 
business-like promptness with which one expects to meet other bills. For 
information concerning employment for students, see page 84. 
' 
FEES 
MATRICULATION FEE: Every student upon entering the college must 
pay a matriculation fee of $10.00. Exception is made in case of Summer 
Session students who are not candidates for degrees and in case of all 
non-coIIegiate students. This fee is paid but once. Students entering 
coIIege for the first time during the summer may defer payment of the 
matriculation fee until such time as they enroll in a regular quarter or 
become candidates for graduation. _ 
REGISTRATION FEE FOR UNDERGRADUATES. The registration fee for under-
graduates, indicated below, covers the foltowing fixed charges : labora~ 
tory fees, hospital service, use of library, membership in the Memorial 
Union, and incidentals; the fee also entitles the student to admission to 
athletic ~ontests, concerts, lectures and ·debates, to subscription to the 
several student publications, and covers class dues of twenty-five cents 
a quarter. 
' Division of Agriculture - ---- ----------------
Department of Agricultural Engineering ----
D. • . f E . . 1vis1on o ngmeermg --------------------
Division of Home Economics --------------
Division of Industrial Science --------- -----























REGISTRATION FEE FOR GRADUATE S'J'UDENTS. The registration fee for 
graduate students covers the following fixed charges : laboratory fees. 
hospital service, use of library, membership in the Memorial Union, and 
incidentals. 
Fall Winter· Sj>_ri~g 
Graduate College -------------------. ------ - $32.00 $32.00 '32.00 
Graduate College, staff members ------- ----- 12.00 12.00 12.00 
By paying $4.00 in addition to the above registration fee each quarter, 
graduate students will be entitled to admission to athletic contests, con-
certs, lectures and debates, and to subscription to the several student 
publications. 
For Summer Session fee, sec page 308. 
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Non-residents of the state, excepting those in Graduate College, must 
pay tuition in addition to the registration fee. 
Irregular, Spedal.and Non-Collegiate Students pay the same registra-
tion fee as other students in the division in which they are enrolled. 
LATE R.Eo1sTRAnoN: An undergraduate student who does not complete 
his registration and classification on the regular registration days will 
be required to pay $2.00 extra if he registers on the day following the 
last registration day. For each day thereafter $1.00 is added. The max-
imum fine is $10.00. 
A graduate student who does not complete his registration by noon of 
the Saturday following the .. regular registration days will be charg~d a 
late registration fee as follows : If he registers on the following Mon-
day, the foe is $2.00. For each day thereafter $1.00 is added. The maxi-
mum fine is $10.00. . _ .. 
This fine does not apply to students entermg for the first time. 
R.EoISTRAnoN FEE FOR PERI.ODS LESs THAN A FULL Qu.Atfi'ER. Students 
who register for less than a full quarter will be charged at the rate of 
10% of the registration fee for each week during the first five weeks of 
attendance of the regular college session. The minimum charge will be 
$10.00 and the full amount will be charged for six weeks or more. 
FEES FOR LIGHT CLASSIFICATION: Students taking less than the usual 
schedule pay at the following rates per quarter credit: Engineering, 
$4.00 ; Agricultural Engineering, Home Economics, Industrial Science, 
Graduate College, $3.50; all others, $3.00. The minimum charge is $10. 
By an additional payment of $4.00 per quarter, students will be entitled 
to admission to athletic contests, concerts, lectures, and debates, and to 
subscription to the student publications. 
WITHDRAWING FROM COLLEGE: If a student severs his connection with 
the College, he shall obtain from the Registrar, Room 107, Central Build-
ing, an Order to Settle which shall be filed with the Treasurer. The 
College will refund the unused portion of the registration fee, de-
ducting 10% for each week of attendance. No refund is made if the 
student has been in attendance more than six weeks. 
GRADUATION FEE: The fee for graduation is $15; for certificates, $3. 
Hoons FOR DEGREE, DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY: Candidates for the degree 
of Doctor of Philosophy will be required either to purchase or to rent 
hoods to be used at the time the degree is conferred. Hoods are to be 
secured through the Registrar. , 
TRANsCRIPT OF R.EcoRD: Any person who has attended the College is 
entitled to a certified statement of the work he has completed. His tran-
script will be sent without charge to the Registrar of another college or 




All students except those in Graduate College, who are non-residents 
of Iowa, will be charged tuition as follows : 
Fall Quarter -------------------------------------- $14.00 
Winter and Spring Quarters. each _________ --------- 13.00 
Each Term of the Summer Quarter ----- __ -------- _ 7.00 
N!>n-resident tu~tion is . c.harge~ under the following rules : 
First: Non-resident tmtlon wdl not be charged to students who have 
been residents of Iowa six months previous to their admission. · 
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Second:' Students who enter college at the clQsc of a regular .. vacation 
are not 'readmitted but a student who stays out of college in excess of 
six months a.nd earns a legal residence may have another admission. 
Third : The Supreme Court of the State of Iowa has decided that the 
student is not a resident of the county in which he is attending school. 
The burden of registering under proper residence is placed upon the 
student. If there is any possible question of his right to legal residence 
the !natter should be brougbt ·-to the attention of the Registrar ~nd 
passed upon previous to registration or the payment of fees. 
Non-resident tuition is payable in advance at the beginning of the 
quarter. If for any reason there is an error made at the time of regis-
tration and a non-resident fee is afterwards assessed against the student 
this fee must be paid within thirty days after the date of such assessment 
or the registration in the college will be cancelled. 
No person shall be considered to have gainecl or lost a residence in this 
State for the purpose of registering in the College by any conduct of his· 
own while he is a student in the College; but persons whose legal resi-
dence follows that of other persons, as hereinafter provided, shall be 
considered to have gained or lost legal residence in this State for such 
purpose while students in the ,College according to changes of legal re.si .. 
dence of such other persons. except that such legal residence shall not be 
considered to be so gained until six months after such other person be--
comes a legal resident of this State. 
The residence of minors shall follow that of the legal guardian, regard-
less of emancipation; but in case a resident of Iowa is appointed legal' 
guardian of a non-resident minor, the legal residence of such minor for, 
the purpose of this rule sha11 not be considered to be established in the 
State of Iowa until the expiration of she months after such appointment. 
Aliens who have taken out their first citizenship papers and who have 
been residents of Iowa~ for six months just preceding the date of their 
enro11ment in the Coltege, shall be regarded as eligible for registration 
as residents of Iowa. 
FEE EXEMPTIONS 
Fee exemptions are granted under the following conditions : 
(1) The applicant must be in need of financial assistance. 
(2) The applicant must be of good moral character. 
(3) The applicant must give evidence of good preparation. 
(4) The applicant must give evidence of ability, by good stan~ing in 
one of the regular courses. 
(5) AU exemptions are granted for one quarter only. 
(6) An average grade of C or 2 quality points is required fbr con-
tinuance on the exemption list and no conditions or failures are allowed. 
(7) Any misrepresentation will cause the exemption to be withdrawn 
and will make· atl former exemptions due and subject to pa)rment. ·" 
~fen students should apply to the Personqel Director for Men, 117 
Central Building, and women students to the Personnel Director for Wo· 
men, 119 Central Building. 
Applicants for fee exemptions fall into three classes according to the 
location of their homes : .. 
(1) Residents of Iowa. This amounts tO $20 per quarter and is re .. 
stricted to students whose parents are rc:l)idents 0£ Iowa. 
(2) Residents of 11tates other than Iowa. The exemption granted 
amounts to the out-of-state tuition ($14 Fatt Quarter, '$13 Winter and 
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Spring Quarters). These are limited to thirty-eight, four of which may 
be granted to students from outside the United States. _ 
(3) For foreign students. This amounts to $20 per quarter. There 
are seven exemptions of this class. 
EXEMPTIONS FOR WoRU> WAR VETERANS: All honorably d·ischarged sol-
diers and sailors of the World War who are citizens of Iowa shall be 
exempt from fees to the amount of $40 a year, after June 30, 1929, pro-
vided the present plan is continued by the 1935 General Assembly of 
Iowa. 
STATE FAIR Bo.ARD SCHOLARSHIPS: The State Fair Board offers scholar-
ship prizes in this institution amounting to $600, open to both co11egiate 
and non-collegiate students in agriculture. These scholarships are award-
ed at the Iowa State Fair and are based upon boys' stock and grain 
judging contests. There are six scholarships, ranging from $25 to $175. 
The winners of the contest receive the money in monthly installments 
during the year of college work. The winners of the two $25 scholar-
ships may use them either for the Winter Short Course, or for the regu-
lar work in Agriculture. These scholar~hips offer opportunities for 
young men to receive substantial aid toward paying the expenses of a 
college education; many excellent students have come to this institution 
by this means. . 
LoAN Ftnms: The following loan funds available to junior and senior 
students with good collegiate records are administered by committees of 
the faculty : 
The Wattles Loan Fund ___ --------------------_ (For Men) 
Bachelor Pebating Society Loan Fund. ---------(For Men) 
International Harvester Loan Fund--------------(For Men) 
Quaker Oats Loan Fund ___ -------- ------J----- _(For Men) 
Pullman Scholarships ____ (For men in Agricultural Courses) 
Julia McCulloch Smith Memorial Loan Fund-(For Women) 
Georgia White Loan Fund ____________________ (For Women) 
Catherine MacKay Loan Fund _______________ (For Women) 
Harriet Newens Loan Fund------------------(For Women) 
Frances A. Shelden Memorial Loan Fund ____ (For Women) 
Faculty Woiµen's Club Accommodatio~ Fund_(For Women) 
Trust .Loan Fund------------------(For Men and Women) 
Henry Strong Foundation _________ • (For Men and Women) 
Cosmopolitan Club Loan Fund ______ (For Foreign Students) 
The Trust Loan Fund has been augmented by gifts from : 
The All Dormitory Council 
The Cardinal Guild 
aass of 1923 
Professor H. J. Gilkey 
Professor Nelson Horn 
E. J. Kearney, '93 
Irving Smith, '95 
Professor F. V. Vilbrandt 
Professor E. H. Wilmarth 
The Woman's Self-Government Association. 
The Iowa for Hoover Club. 
and loans from: 
Fifty members of the college faculty 
A&1'icultural Engineering Staff 
Delta Phi Delta Fraternity 
Gamma Sigma Delta Fraternity 
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Iowa Homemaker 
Jack O'Lantern Fraternity 
Phi Upsilon Omicron Fraternity 
Pi Mu Epsilon Fraternity 
Sigma Delta Epsilon Fraternity 
Sigma Xi Fraternity 
Women's I Fraternity 
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In addition, the following organizations are also assisting students: 
Federated Women's Clubs., P. E. 0. Society, Knights Templar, Rotary 
Club, various churches and other organizations. 
Information regarding any of the above may be obtained from Maria 
M. Roberts, 104 Central Building. 
GENEVA SCHOLARSHIP: The Faculty Women's Club contributes $50 to-
wards the expenses of a delegate to the Y. W. C. A. Central Student Con-
ference at Lake Geneva. This fund is awarded each Spring Quarter to 
a sophomore student. Scholarship, accomplishment in Y. W. C. A. work, 
interest in general college activities, and personality are the points con-
sidered iq making the award. , 
HENRY SmoNo FoUNDAnoN. The Henry Strong Educational Foundation 
allots a certain amount of money each year for the making of loans to 
upper classmen. Candidates are recommended by our loaning officer or 
loaning committee. Interest at 4% accrues after graduation. All re-
payments are again credited back to Iowa State College for use in mak-
ing additional loans. No loans can be made _to students over twenty-
five years of age. 
STORY CoUNTY ALUMNI AssoCIATION PRIZE: The Story County Alumni 
Association will provide suitable recognition each year to the senior stu-
dent receiving the highest honors in scholar$hip. 
JirLIA McCULLOCH SMITH MEMolUAL AWARD. A prize of $25.00 is award-
~d to the Senior woipan ma~ing the highest ave~age in scholarship dur-
ing at least seven consecu~ve quarters preceding January 1st of her 
Senior year, unless this student is also the winner of the Story County 
Alumni prize in which case it shall be given to the Senior woman having 
the second highest scholastic standing. The award is given only to a 
student who is unquestionably high in character, in initiative and in in-
tellectual attainment. 
A. A. U. '\V. FELLOWSHIP. The Ames branch of the American :Associa-
tion of University \Vomen offers an annual fellowship which includes 
tuition, board and room, to a foreign woman student . 
• 
BOARD AND ROOM · 
BoARD AND RooM FOR Wo:MEN: AU young women are required to secure 
rooms through the office of the Director of Housing and to live in dor-
mitories unless special arrangement is made through that office. · About 
700. young women can secure rooms in college residence .balls. Rooms 
are furnished with beds, mattresses, rug, chairs, table and dresser. · Stu-
dents must furnish bedding and such other articles as they need. 
The average price of dormitory rooms is ~2 per quarter for each girt. 
Some third-floor rooms rent for $25 per quarter for each girl. A few 
rooms with private bath rent for $60 per quarter for each girl. Each stu-
dent is required to send to the Director of Housing a $5.00 deposit for 
reser.vatiori of room. This· deposit is forfeited· unless request .for can-
cellation is received before September 1st. 
A fee will be charged for all who find it necessary to remain in a 
dormitory during the winter and spring vacations. 
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Young women rooming in residence halts are required to board in the 
dining rooms of their respective halls. The price of board is $4.50 per 
week. . 
Two halls, Clara Barton and Alice Freeman, are run co ·operatively. 
These halls Jwuse one hundred sixty-five women. The residents by 
spending about one hour's time per day in cooking and general house 
work are able to reduce the cost of board to about $2.50 per week. 
Address all correspondence concerning rooms to the Director of Hous-
ing, Room 104, Central Building., 
BoARD AND RooM FOR MEN: The room bureau for men is handled by 
the Young Men's Christian Association. A faculty committee known as 
the Committee on Student Accommodations supervises the work of the 
bureau. The price of rooms outside the dormitories at present is as fol-
lows : where two occupy a room $1.50 to $2.50 for each occupant per 
week; where one occupies a room $2.00 to $4.00 per week. A few rooms 
are lower than 'the price here stated and a few are higher, but the: above 
price is the average. Board, at the time this goes to press, may be ob-
tained at from $3.00 to $5.25 per week. The price of room and board 
therefore, ranges from $4.50 to $7.00 per week. 
Information regarding rooms may be secured by addressin~ the Secre-
tary of the Y. M. C. A .• Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. New students 
are advised to secure their rooms before arrival. 
Students who expect to join fraternities· would do welt to defer en-
gaging permanent rooms until they determine whether they wish to room 
in a fraternity house. Each student must reserve a room before regis-
tering. Board usually may be arranged for by the student after reaching 
Ames. , 
For the information of students and others interested. the Student Ac-
commodations Committee has prepared a standard set of rules for houses 
furnishing rooms to students. The Committee reserves the right to for-
bid students to room in houses which do not meet the standard require-
ments. Copies of the regulations may be o~tained by applying to the Y. 
M. C. A., or the Chairman of the Student Accommodations Committee. 
BoARD AND RooM FOR MEN IN DORMITORIES: About 128 men can be 
accommodated in the Men's Dormitory which is located near the Men's 
Athletic Field. 
Rooms are furnished with curtains. beds, mattresses, chairs. study 
tables and dresser. Students must "furnish bedding, rugs and such other 
articles as they need. 
The uniform price of dormitory rooms is $32.00 per qµarter per man 
whether a sin~lc or double room. Each man who wishes to reserve a 
room in the dormitory is required to ~end to the Director of Housing a 
$5.00 deposit for reservation of room. This deposit is forfeited unless re-
quest for cancellation is received befQre September 1st. Room rent· is 
Paid by .. the Quarter and in advance on registration day. A fee will be 
charged for all who find it necessary to remain in the dormitory during 
winter or sprinC? vacations. Men livin~ in the dormitory are required 'to 
hoard there. The price of board is $5.00 per week. 
The :Men's Co-operative Hall housinst about sixty-three selected upper-
classmen affords an economical a.nd home-like place in which to live. 
With the exception of the cooking the men living in the hall do all the 
general housework which demands about one hour of time each <lay. The 
cost for- the nast year has been $5.00 per week for room and board. 
Ad<fress alt correspondence concerning rooms to the Director of Hous-
ing, Room 104, Central Building. 
RooMs FOR MALE FoREioN STUDENTS: ·A limited number of male for-
eign students may find accommodations in the International House. The 
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uniform room rent is $2.00 per week whether 'in a single or double room. 
Meals are not served. _ 
Each man who wishes to reserve a room in the International House is 
required to make a ~.00 deposit for reservation of room. This deposit 
is forfeited unless request for cancellation is received before September 
1st. Room rent is paid by the quarter and in advance on registration day. 
Address all correspondence concerning rooms to chairman of Internation-
al House Committee, 315 Central Building. 
FRESHMAN DAYS 
In order to assist new students to make a satisfactory start in th~ 
college life, a period designated as Freshman Days has been set asl<IC 
for special lectures and tests precedinl{ the beginning of the class work 
of the Fall Quarter. Through conferences with carefully chosen fac-
ulty leaders, new students are familiarized with the conditions under 
which t}ley are to work and are guided in the method of approach to 
the problems which they are to face at the outset of their class work . 
.A1.:L NEW UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS whether entering with advanced 
standing from other colleges or direct from high school are required to 
be present for Freshman Days which begin Thursday, September 20, at 
1 :00 P. M., and continue thrqugh Friday, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. 
Allow nothing to interfere with the activities of these days. ATTEND-
ANCE Is REQUIRED. 
0 
HEADQUARTERS: Report to the proper headquarters as given below at 
1 :00 P. M. on Thursday, September 20. It is very important that you 
know your Ame~ address and telephone number B:uoRE Thursday noon. 
Agricultural Students in Agricultural Hall 
Engineering Students (including Agricultural Engineers) in Memorial 
Union 
Home Economics Students in Home Economics Hall 
Industrial Science Students in Physics Building, Room 5 
Veterinary Students in Physics Building, Room 5 
TESTS: Psychological tests are given to all new undergraduate stu-
dents by the Psychology Department. The English Department gives 
English placement tests. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS: Complete health examinations are given to 
all new students during Freshman Days by the medical staff of the 
Student Health Service. . · 
INvnATION TO PARENTS: Parents of new students are cordially in· 
vited to visit the campus during Freshman Days. September 20 to 24. 
On Thursday, September 20, at 1 :00 P. M., in Room 232 of the Memori-
al Union, you will have an opportunity to meet the Dean of the Junior 
College, the counselors of fresh~an students, and the personnel directors. 
These faculty members are directly concerned with the ,welfare of fresh-
man students and desire to aid them to achieve the best records of 
which they are capable. 
We hope you will attend this meeting and become personally ac-
quainted with those who will be most closely associated with your son 
or daughter during the co11ege year. A personal conference at this time 
may be of great value in establishing an understanding and a closer 
relationship. . 
At the close of this conforence, all parents are invited to the Gym-
nasium at 4 P. M.,.to hear the annual address to freshmen by Dr. R. M. 
Hughes, President of the College. 
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EMPLOYMENT FOR STUDENTS 
A large number of students earn a part of their expenses while in Col-
lege, but no one should expect to earn all his expenses unless he has 
made definite arrangements f>efore coming. A student should not J)lan 
to carry outside labor in the first quarter of attendance, since his full 
energies are demanded for adjustment to the new situation. In all 
cases, the heavy laboratory work necessitates careful planning to pre-
vent outside labor from interfering with studies. Many students lighten 
their schedule by remaining in College one or two extra quarters, and 
thus have time for outside labor. 
Various departments of the College provide employment for students in 
such lines as office work, caring for stock, janitor work, and helping in 
th~ dairy, greenhouses, orchards and shops. Students should feel free to 
consult heads of departments concerning such matters. Considerable 
work is available in the business houses and homes of Ames ; a number 
of students find employment in student clubs and in The Memorial Union 
Commons and dining rooms. The ingenuity, resourcefulness, and de-
termination of students have developed a great variety of ways of self-
help. 
An employment service for men is maintained by the College Y. M. C. 
A. The Director of Personnel for Women will confer with women stu-
dents desiring employment. Students seeking information regarding op-
portunities for work at the college should correspond with these offices. 
The heads of certain departments are able to secure employment for a 
large number of students during the summer vacations. Such positions 
afford practical work that is closely related to the instruction given in 
college. 
MANUAL LABOR CONNECTED WITH LABORATORY 
EXERCISES 
The following regulations in regard to manual labor have been adopted 
by the Board. of Education : 
1. The manual labor of students is divided into two kinds : Unin-
structive labor, which shall be paid for in money; and instructive labor, 
which shall receive compensation from the instruction given and the skill 
acquired. , 
2. Uninstructive labor shall comprise all the operations in the work-
shop, in the garden, upon the farm, and elsewhere, in which the work 
done accrues to the benefit of the College, and not to that of the student. 
Instructive labor shall embrace all those operations in the workshop, mu-
seum, laboratories, veterinary hospital, experimental kitchen, gardens, 
experimental stations, and on the farm, in which the sole purpose is the 
acquisition of knowledge and· skill. 
3. Students shall engage in instructive labor in the presence of the 
professor in charge, and under his instruction according to the statement 
made in each of the courses of study. 
The compensated labor furnished by the Division of Agriculture, of 
Veterinary Medicine, and of Engineering, is given by each to its own 
students and is eagerly sought. Compensated labor is awarded to the _ 
most faithful and meritorious students in each department. This labor 
is paid for according to its value to the College, but no- student should 
expect to pay the main part of his expenses by labor while here. The 
College cannot furnish the work, and even if it could, the student's time 
is needed chiefly for study. Still, many worthy and industrious students 
pay a considerable part of their expenses by labor; over $25,000 is paid 
out by the Cotlege each year to students and graduate assistants. 
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Classification and Standing 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR COLLEGE: The Junior College includes all students 
in the freshman and sophomore classes; the Senior College, all stu-
dents in the junior. and senior classes. 
AMOUNT OF Wou:: The amount of work in each subject is expressed 
in credits. A credit represents one recitatipn (involving two hours of 
preparation) or one three-hour laboratory period or other combination 
of teacher contact and outside preparation involving a total of three 
clock hours per week for 12 weeks. 
NUMBER OF CREDITS: No student may classify in more than the max-
imum number of hours allowed in his curriculum per quarter unless by 
his previous record he has shown exceptional ability. The student will 
be allowed to drop such extra work only upon permission of the classi-
fying Dean; he ~ay be required to drop it in case this or any other work 
in his schedule is being carried unsatisfactorily. 
In general, students failing in any portion of a quarter's work will not 
be allowed to take full classification for the next quarter. 
CLASSIFICATION: No student may be admitted to any class or dropped 
from it except by authority of the classifying officer. 
CONFLICTS: Students may not classify in conflicting courses without 
the approval of the departments concerned. 
MARKING SYSTEM: The following system is used by instructors in re-
porting grades to the Registrar: A, Exceptionally high; B, Superior; C, 
Average; D, Lowest passing mark; E, Condition; F, Failed; W, With-
held; X, Dropped. For graduate students the lowest passing mark is 
C. Graduate students may also be given the mark P, Passed, to indi-
cate satisfactory progress in any course which can not be more definitely 
evaluated at time of report. 
QUALITY PoINTS: For each hour of work assigned, the student receives 
quality points, according to the grade attained, as follows : Grade A. 4 
points; ·B, 3 points; C, 2 points; D, 1 point; E and F, 0 points. 
GRADUATION: A student intending to graduate shall not be eligible if he 
lacks at the beginning of his last quarter more credits, not including 
"Conditions" or "Withhelds," than the number in which he would be 
entitled to classify as determined by his average for the preceding quar-
ter. A student shall not have the privilege of removing ''Conditions" or 
"Withhelds" or securing substitutions later than the middle of the quar-
ter in which he is to graduate. No credits will be accepted after this 
date for any courses except those included in the classification of the 
current quarter. 
An average of at least 2 quality points per .credit in all courses taken 
is required for graduation. · 
REsmENCE REQUIREMENT: A candidate for a baccalaureate degree must 
have spent at' least one year in resident study in this College and mu.st 
have earned 45 quarter credits in residence during the last year of work 
for such degree. 
STUDENTS' ENGLISH: A growing recognition of the importance of Eng-
lish and of the need of a higher standard of expression by students 
throughout the College has resulted in the adoption of the policy of 
granting diplomas only to those students whose written and spoken use 
of the language measures up to a fair standard of clearness and ac· 
curacy. For carrying out this policy a Committee on Students' English 
has been appointed. This committee, with the co-operation of depart-
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mental and divisional advisers, will provide assistance for students weak 
in English and, if necessary, will assign students to additional courses in 
English. 
BAcx STUDIES: Students are classified in back studies in all cases 
where such courses are taught. Any exception to this rule must be tor a 
good reason and must be approved by. the classifying officer. 
CHANGING CURRICULUM: If a student has credits below D in more 
than five hours of work previously taken, he must secure the consent of 
a committee consisting of his counselor, the head of the curriculum to 
which he wishes to transfer, and the dean of the junior college before 
he may change from one curriculum to another. 
Examinations in Back Work 
For matriculated students, examinations in back work will be con-
ducted at the opening of the Fall Quarter, on September 20 and 21, as 
follows: 
THURSDAY 
8°10 A. M.-Farm Crops----------------------------Room 307, Agricultural Hall 
8·10 A. M..-Mining Engineering.----~----Room 102, Chemical Engineering Buildin~ 
8·10 A. M.-Physics-------------------------------------Room S, Physics Building 
8·10 A. M.-Zoolog.Y----.. ---~------:----------------------Room 308.c.. S~1enc~ Building 
10.12 A. M.-E~e~tr1cal . Eng~neermg------------------Room 231, .r.;n_g1n~erin~ Annex 
10.12 A. M.-C1vd Eng;ineerzng .. ___ -------------------Room 312, Engineering. ~11 
10.12 A. M.-Mathemat1cs------------·----------------Room 221, Central Building 
10·12 A. M.-ForestrY-------------------------------Room 210,,_ Agi:icultural. ~all 
10·12 A. M.-GeoloJY--------:-:----------------------Room 299, UlCJ!Ustry Bu!ld!ng 
10·12 A. M.-Veterinary Mcd1cme---------------------------Vetcrinary Butlding 
10·12 A. M.-VocationaJ Education -------------------Room 108.r.. A~icultural Annex 
1· 3 P. M.-Chemical En_gineerin~-----Room 102, Chemical ~n'ltneering Building 
1· 3 P. M.-Mechanical Engincermg ________ Rooms ~ and 205, Engineering Hall 
1- 3 P. M.-MilitarY------------------------------------------Room 2, Armory 
1- J P. M.-Landscape Architecture------------------Room 1, Landscape Studio 
2· 4 P • .M.-Government-------------------------Room 303, Central Building 
2· 4 P. M.-HistorY--------------------------------Room 303, Central Building 2- 4 P. M.-Psychology ________________________________ Room 210, Central Building 
'FRIDAY 
8·10 A. M.-Anima} Husb~ndr>;-----------------------Room 20;. Apicu!tural Hall 
8·10 A. M.-Ceratl!IC Engmeer1ng __________________ _.Room 110.l ~n~in.eei'Inlt 4nt?-ex 
8·10 A. M.-Chem1stry. _________________________ Room 19lS, Chemistry Budding 
8·10 A. M.-Horticulture----------------------------Room 210, Agricultural Hall 
8·10 A. M.-Industrial Arts-----------------Room 201, Transportation Building 
10·12 A. M.-Agricultural Economics------------------Room 208, Agricultural Annex 
10.12 A. M.-Aichitectural Engineering __________ Room 216, Engjneering_ Annex 
10·12 A. M.-BotanY------------------------------------Room 212, Botany Building 
10.12 A. M.-Dairy IndustrY---------------------Room 105, Dairy Industry Building 
10·12 A. M.-Economics-------------------------------Room 208, A'Uicultural Annex 
10·12 A. M.-Engli~h-----------.-----------------------Room 18, Gentral Building 
1· 3 P. M.-Techn1cal Journahsm---------------------Room 102, Agricultural Annex 
1-' 3 P. M.-Gcnetics------:------------------------Room 318.,1.. Agric~ltural. ~all 
1· 3 P. M.-Home Econom1cs-----------------------..Home .r.;conom1cs Budding 
1· 3 P. M.-Theorctical ~ Applied Mechanics---------Room 208..t Engineering. ·~all 1· 3 P • .M.-Pubhc Speak1ng _________________ ..Room 31u, Central Budding 
2- 4 P. lf.-Agricultural Engineering ________ .Agricultutal Etl'litieering Laboratory 
2· 4 P. M.-Modcrn Language _____ ;_ _____________________ Room 315, Central Building 
3· S P. M.-Bacteriology _________________________________ Room 105, Science Hall 
3· S P. M.-Library ----------------------------------------------------- Library 
3· 5 P. :at.:-Soils..----------------------------------Room 19, Agricultural Hall 
For the Winter Quarter, examinations will be given on January 1, 
1935, the hours being the same as given above. For the Spring Quarter, 
examinations will be given on March 23, 1935, the hours being the same 
as given a.bove. For the Summer Quarter, examinations will be given on 




In the Divisions of Agriculture, Engineering, Home Economics, and 
Industrial Science, the bacc.alaureate degree conferred is Bachelor of 
Science. The degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine is conferred upon 
the completion of the curriculum in Veterinary Medicine. In the Grad-
uate College the degrees conferred are Master of Science, Doctor of 
~hilosophy, and Professional Degrees in Agriculture and in Engineeri.ng. 
The following pages give detailed descriptions of tile work offered. See 
Index. 
UNDERGRADUATE THESIS 
Candidates for graduation in certain curricula are expected to present 
satisfactory theses unless other subjects are substituted. The subjects 
for theses shall be elected under the direction of the respective heads of 
departments. ' 
The ~ling of underg~aduate theses in the library is optional with the 
department heads concerned, in consultation with the Librarian. 
.. 
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Division of Agriculture 
DEAN Kn.DEE, Agricultural Hatt, Room 123N 
The Division of Agriculture is made up of all the departments in the 
College devoted to the various phases of technical and practical agri-
cultural work. The work of these departments is closely related, and the 
• purpose of all of them is to train men for better service in agriculture. 
The faculty of the Division of Agriculture is made up of the members 
of all of the departments within the Division and representatives of the 
departments in other divisions whose work serves to prepare agricultural 
students for a better mastery of technical work in agriculture. 
The departments in Agriculture are : Agricultural Economic;s and 
Rural Sociology (Administered jointly with the Industrial Science Divi-
sion}, Agricultural Engineering (Admini~tered jointly with the Engi-
neering Division), Animal Husbandry, Dairy Industry, F~rm Crops and 
Soils, Genetics, Horticulture and Forestry, Landscape Architecture, Tech-
nical Journalism, Vocational Education. 
The following curricula in Agriculture are offered : 
Agricultural Business -----P· 129 General Agriculture -------P· 137 
Agricultural Education ----P· 285 Horticulture --- ----- __ -----P· 232 
Agricultural Engineering --P· 133 Landscape Architecture ----P· 248 
Agricultural Journalism ---P· 273 Rural Sociology _ --- _ ------P· 132 
Agriculture and Science ---P· 287 Six-year Combined 
Animal Husbandry Curriculum : 
Animal Husb. Group ---.. P· 140 Animal Husbandry and 
Dairy Hush. Group ____ .. p. 142 Veterinary Medi~ine ----P· 143 
Poultry Hush. Group ----P· 142 Poultry Husbandry and 
Dairy Industry ------------P· 178 Veterinary Medicine ----P· 143 
Farm Crops and Soils _ ---P· 194 Two-year Curriculum: 
Farm Management --- ------P· 130 Agriculture _ ------ -------- .p. 138 
Forestry -------------------P· 199 
(For Non-Collegiate curricula, see page 297.) 
These curricula afford the student opportunity for pursuing study along 
that line of agriculture, which he is especially suited to follow. The 
farm, as it is usually conducted, is a combination of many branches of 
industry; and these curricula are so arranged as to direct. the student 
into that branch which will call forth and centralize his special ability, 
and at the same time will prepare him to meet successfully the peculiar 
difficulties of his chosen work. 
In the curricula in practical and scientific agriculture, a wide field of 
study is open to our students. The national government endowment fund 
and annual appropriations for original experimentation and instruction in 
agriculture and the sciences related to this industry, supplemented by 
state aid, enable the College authorities to make the fields, barns, or-
chards, and gardens, laboratories of extensive and most practical in-
vestigation and instruction. 
The flgriculturat Experiment Station is bringing to light better 
methods ... of feeding, more remunerative systems of cropping, more valu -
able strains of fruits, crops and livestock, more remunerative systems of 
marketing agricultural products, and other improvements. These inves-
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tigations are studied by the students first hand, and through the system 
of student employment a number take an active part in carrying on the 
work of the ~xperiment Station. This arrangement gives to the stu-
dents clearer insight into- scientific methods and at the same time valu-
able, practical experience. 
In addition to laboratory work at the College, students are encouraged 
to visit various commercial enterprises throughout the state. Farms, 
orchards, stock shows, and other commercial ·institutions that have proved 
the~se!ves of particular merit are visited by students in company with 
spec1a:hsts from the College. • 
The curricula in this Division are designed to teach the sciences that 
underlie practical ~griculture, and sufficient English, literature, mathe-
matics, history, and other supplementary subjects to sustain both scienti-
fic and practical agriculture and to develop the agricultural student to 
the level of the educated in other professions. 
Sp,ecial attention is given to imP.roved methods in all the various 
operations of farming and farm building, in the use of tools and ma-
chinery, and in the management of all kinds of stock and crops. Instruc-
tion embraces not only the principles but also the practice-of agriculture. 
The great practical value of the curricula is shown by the records of 
tho$e students who have completed them and who have gone back to the 
faTm ; it is also shown by those who upon graduation have taken up the· 
work of specialists as teachers or investigators. Such men are proving 
themselves leaders in their various lines. 
Economic and social phases of agriculture come in for careful attention 
not less than technical factors in successful farming. Marketing, co-
operative methods, farm management, and community organizations are 
made .the basis of special four-year curricula for farm managers, mar .. 
k~ting specialists and community leaders. The College is seeking to ren-
der a much needed service by providing a thoroughly practical and sci-
entific training for such work. 
The Division offers exceptional opportunity to graduate students in 
Agriculture. The strong instructional staff and extensive equipment 
draw students from many states. 
TEAcRINo AND REsEARcn: FELLOWSHIPS AND Scn:oLARSBIPs. There are 
about forty teaching and research scholarships, fellowships, and a~sis­
tantships awarded annually in the Division of Agriculture to graduate 
students. Application should be made during the first or second quar-
ter of the preceding year. For stipends and further details, see Fel-
lowships and Scholarships, pagei 111. 
TumoN SCHOLARSHIPS: For information, see Fee Exemptions, page 79. 
QUAKER OATS COMPANY Scn:oLARSHIP. The Quaker Oats Company, of 
Chicago, offers a special $50 scholarship at the Iowa State College to 
the individual having the highest score ·in the crops judging contest at 
the I.owa State Fair. 
AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIP. The John aay Agricultural 
Journalism Fund provides an income which permits the ~ward of a 
graduate assistantship in Agricultural Journalism. The award is made 
by the head of the Technical Journalism Department, subject to the ap-
proval of the Dean of Agriculture. 
CHARI.Es LATHROP PACK PERMANENT FORESTRY PRIZE FUND. This fund 
of two thousand do11ars has been provided by Charles Lathrop Pack, 
President of the American Tree Association. The annual income from 
this fund is to be used for prizes in developing more effective writing 
and speaking among technical forestry students. The usual topics as-
signed for the competitive writing and speaking will relate to farm or 
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woodlot forestry in the state. The first prize will be $75 and the se<;ond 
$25. The competition is open to all technical forestry students .. 
THE GAMMA SIGMA DELTA-ALPHA ZETA SCHOLARSHIP PRIZE. To. encour-
ag.e superior work and to reward the student for conscientious effort dur-
ing his freshman, year, the honor societies of Gamma Sigma Delta and 
Alpha Zeta are jointly offering a prize t.o the freshman student having 
the best scholastic record in the Division of Agriculture. 
tue GEORGE GuNo ANIMAL HUSBANDRY SCHOLARSHIP. This Scholarship 
of $200 is gi;ven annually by M-r. George Gund of the Gund Realty Co.m-
pany of Cleveland, Ohio. It is awarded by the Animal Husbandry staff 
to the Senior student majoring in Animal Husbandry, who as a junior, 
made the best record in scholarship, character, and initiative. 
RussELL I. KLoPP MEMORIAL. Dr. Henry I. Klopp has established a 
fund in memory of hi& son, Russell I. Klopp, who lost his life shortly 
after graduation in 1923. The income of this fund, approximately $20, is 
offered as a prize each year to the senior student in Horticulture who has 
made the highest average standing during his junior and senior years. 
G~ORGE H. W ALXER PruzE. This prize consists of the annual income of 
the permaJ;ient fund of one thousand dollars donated by George H. 
"Walker of Boston, Massachusetts, one of the founders of the Walker-
Gordon Milk Company. It is awarded annually to a senior in Dairy 
Industry or Dairy Husbandry who has made outstanding progress in 
the study of milk. 
Zlll:MEOON MEMORIAI. PRIZE. Mr. W. F. Zimmerman of Chicago has 
esta~lished a permanent fund in memory of his son, Herbert, an exem-
plary yqu.ng man who lost his life through an accident while enrolled as 
a student in the Department of Horticulture. The income of this fund, 
now not less than $201 is offered as a prize each year to a superior junior 
horticultural student. All horticultural students enrolled as juniors are 
eligible for the prize. 
The award will be made on the basis of ability, scholarly attainment, 
character, and interest in affairs which are worthy the attention of stu-
dents who are preparing themselves to do the best possible work as horti-
culturists and as citizens. 
LAXE FOREST FOUNDATION. Each year two distinguished senior students 
in Landscape Architecture and two in Architectural Engineering are se-
lected to attend the three month$' summer session of the Lake Forest 
Foundation of Architecture and Landscape Architecture at Lake Forest, 
Iflinois. This is a graduate school composed of representatives from the 
leading midwestern institutions in Architecture and Landscape Architec-
ture. The faculty is composed of the outstanding practitioners in both 
professions. Each y.ear two traveling fellowships are awarded, each val-
ued at approximately $1,500, to be used for the purpose of foreign and 
· domestic tra'.Vel. During the past five years Iowa State students have 
· been awarded 3 traveling fellowships and 2 honorable mentions. 
CLUBS AND AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS 
Name . Time of Meetiqg Place 
Agricultural Club -------One meeting a quarter ----A<P"icultural Assembly 
Bloc~ and Bridle Club ---3rd Thurs. of mo., 11:00 a.m.Room 109. AgricuJtaraJ Hall 
Horticultural Club --------1st & Jrd Thurs. of mo., 7:30.Room 205. Plant Laboratory 
Vistonian Club --------3rd Thurs-. of mo., 11 :00 a.m:Room l, Landscape Studio 
Forestry Club ------------1st & 3rd Thurs. of mo .• 7:00.Room 2081 Aaricultural Hall 
Student Section. Amer. 
, Society of ~onomy ---2d & 4th Thurs. of mo •• 7:30.Room 19, Agricultural Hall 
Iowa Section, American 
~cietv of Agronomy ---2d & 4th \Ved. of mo., 4:00._Ro~m 19, Agricultural Hall 
Daary Club ------.. -------1st Thurs. of mo.. 11 :00 a.m. Daary Industry Assembly 
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Name Time of Meeting Place 
A~icultural Journalism 
Club -~--------------------3rd Thurs. of mo •• 11 :00 a.m, Room 107, Agricultural An· 
Alpha Zeta Fraternity ---2d & 4th Wed. of mo., 7:30.R~;~ 117, Agricultural Hall 
Gamma Sigma Delta · 
Fraternity _______ ...; ____ No regular time of meeting. 
Iowa Student Branch, Amer. 
Society of Agr. Engrs. ..3rd Thurs. of mo., 11 :00 a.m. Room 128, A~ic:ultural En· 
giriecring Laboratory 
Pou~try Club -~--:--:---------1st Thurs. of mo., 11 :00 a.m. Room 121, Agricultural ~all 
Agricultural Eduoatton Club.3rd Thurs. of" mo., 7:15 ----Room 332, Memorial Unton 
A~icultural Economics 
Club ----------------------2d Tues. of mo., 11 :00 a.m .• -407 Welch Ave. (Sigma Pi 
' Frat.) 
.Mortensen Club -------·On call. Room 118, Dairy Industry 
Du ii ding 
\Venugana. Club ------------2d Mon. in mo., 7 :30 ______ Memorial Union 
Dairy Cattle Club --------One meeting a mo. on call, 
11 :00 a.m. ----------------Room 117, Agticultural Hall 
HONORARY AGRICULTURAL FRATERNITIES. There are two national honor-
ary agricultural fraternities that have chapters at the Iowa State College, 
the Alpha Zeta and the Gamma Sigma Delta. Eligibility to Gamma Sig-
ma Delta is based entirely on scholarship, and membership is limited to 
a group of ranking students of the senior dass and the graduate school 
in the Divisions of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, and upon 
recommendation from department heads in the Division of Industrial Sci-
ence, to graduate students who have subjects allied to Agriculture. Mem-
bership in Alpha Zeta is limited to the upper two-fifths of the junior and 
senior classes in the Division of Agriculture, and selection is made on the 
basis of scholarship, character, and qualities of leadership. 
TAU SIGMA DELTA, a national honorary fraternity in Architect.Pre and 
Landscape· Architecture. In the spring of 1930, Kappa Chapter of Tau 
Sigma Delta, honorary fraternity in Architecture and the Allied Arts, 
was founded at Iowa State College. This is strictly an honorary frater-
nity in the Fine Arts, the sole purpose of which is to honor excep-
tional students. Selections are made from the highest ranking students 
in the departments concerned. Student and professional exhibits arc 
held to encourage interest in high artistic attainment. -
AGRICULTURAL PUBLICATIONS. The students in the Division of Agricul-
ture, under the general supervision and direction of the department of 
Technical Journalism, puhlish a monthly journal known as The Agri-
culturist. This publication has taken high rank in its class, and it af-
fords students an opportunity to get practical training and experience in 
agricultural writing. . In addition, considerable of the most meritorious 
work of advanced students in Agricultural Journalism is used by the 
agricultural press and by daily and weekly papers. 
The Ames Forester is an annual published by the Forestry Club 
The students, with the assistance of the alumni working in the field_ 11ave 
made this an attractive publication of a technical character. 
Division of Engineering 
DEAN Aoo, Engineering Hall, Room 210 
The Division of Engineering consists of all the ·college departments de-
voted mainly to technical engineering work, which are grouped for the 
purpose of coordinating their work and promoting its quality and effi-
ciency. It was organized about 1898 and a dean of engineering was ap-
pointed in 1904. 
The faculty of the Division of Engineering is made up of all of the 
members of the staffs of the departments within the Division. 
The departments in Engineering that offer work leading to undergrad-
uate or graduate degrees, or both, are as follows : 
Agricultural En¥ineering --P· 133 Civil Engineering --- ---- ---P· 171 -
Administered -,ointly with Electrical Engineering --- -P· 186 
the Division of Agriculture. General Engineering ------P· 202 
Architectural Engineering -P· 146 _ Industrial Arts ------------P· 237 
Ceramic Engineering -----P· 155 Mechanical Engineering --P· 254 
Chemical and Mining Engi- Theoretical and Applied 
neering --- ---· -----------P· 160 Mechanics ------- ------- -P· 275 
The following departments are organized for special services : 
Engineering Personnel Serv- Engineering Extension 
ice ----------- -----------P· 95 Service --- __ --- ----- -----P· 329 
Engineering Experiment 
Station -- ----------- ---- -P· 324 
The Civil and Mechanical Engineering curricula were established in 
1868, when the CoUege first opened. Electrical Engineering was added 
in 1891, Mining Engineering in 1894, Ceramic Engineering in 1906, Chem-
ical Engineering and Agricultural Engineering in 1909, Architectural En-
gineering in 1914, Industrial Arts in 1920, General Engineering in 1926. 
The Engineering Experiment Station is the research organization of 
the division, and the Engineering Extension Service is engaged princi-
pally in educational work away from the College, including short courses 
both on the campus and at various places around the state. It also 
provides a technical information service. The activities of these two 
departments are quite different in character from those of the teaching 
departments within the Division, but are closely co-ordinated with the 
regular collegiate instruction. 
ENGINEERING DEGREES. The four-year curricula lead to the degrees of 
Bachelor of Science, with mention of the specific course taken. 
Co-:operative five•year curricula have been arranged in co-operation 
with several Iowa cotteges. (See page 72.) Each five-year co-operative 
curriculum leads to two degrees : First, Bachelor of Science or Bachelor 
of Art; second, Bachelor of Science in Engineering. 
Students who complete three years with at least 156 quarter credits in 
any engineering curriculum in this college and who subsequently com-
plete the first year of the law curriculum in a recognized law co11ege 
will be ~anted the degree of Bachelor of Science by this college upon 
transferrmg their' law credits back to this institution and upon satisfy-
ing the quality point requirement. Those interested in such a combined 
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curriculum should notify the Dean of Engineering early in their course 
so that a special program may be outlined. · 
Graduates in liberal arts from colleges of high standing usually can 
secure an Engineering degree at the Iowa State College by about two 
years of additional technical work. (See page 7J...) 
In addition to the undergraduate engineering work, graduate work is 
also offered by each of the departments in the Division. 
The degree, Master of Science in Agricultural Engineering, Architec-
turat Engineering, etc., is conferred upon the satisfactory completion of 
a year of resident graduate study. 
The q~gree, Doctor of Philosophy, is conferred upon the satisfactory 
completion of three years of graduate study. The degree of Doctor of En-
gineering is conferred only as an honorary degree. 
The professional engineering degrees of Agricultural Engineer, Archi-
tectural Engineer, Ceramic Engineer, Civil Engineer, Industrial Engi-
neer, Electrical Engineer, etc., are conferred on the basis of successful 
engineering practice after receiving the Bachelor of Science degree in 
Eng·ineering. (See page 110.) 
SELECTION OF DEPARTMENT BY THE STUDENT. When a student enters col-
lege he classifies in the field of his choice, such as Civil or Electrical En-
gineering. If later he decides that he prefers some other branch of engi-
neering he is free to make the transfer. For example, at the end of his 
freshman year any student may,. with the consent of the Dean of Engi-
neering and the Dean of the Junior College, change from the curriculum 
he is then taking to any other engineering curriculum, subject to existing 
faculty rules and the following conditions : 
The student may be required to make up those studies required in the 
freshman year of the new curriculum, but not taken in the original cur-
riculum; but in such cases, the studies taken in the original ·curdculum 
which are not required in the new cttrriculum may be applied toward 
graduation. Students may change to the curriculum in General Engi-
neering up to the end of the sophomore year on a basis corresponding to 
that prescribed above. 
OBJECTIVES: The purpose of each of the engineering curricula is to 
afford the student opportunity to secure the thorough, fundamental, and 
technical education which is necessary for professional work of the high-
est grade in engineering; and, in addition, insure the developing of those 
physical, mental, moral, and social qualities which are essential to high 
professional attainment. Many powerful college influences, in addition 
to the regular instruction, contribute to this broader education of the stu-
dent. 
Personal contact is sought between the students and engineers of high 
attainments in the faculty through a system by which each student is as-
signed to a faculty counsellor who conf".'rs frequently with the student 
about his work. 
The' fundamental studies come mainly in the freshman and sophomore 
years,. and include Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics, English, and Eco-
nomic Science. Their importance to the engineer can hardly be over 
emphasized, for they are the foundation for the whole superstructure of 
his technical education. 
Through the medium of instruction in a special course called Engineer-
ing Problems the engineering student is taught, even in his freshman 
year, to make direct application of mathematics and physics to typical 
emdnc!cring problems. 
The technical studies occupy about 30 per cent of the engineering cur-
ricula during the freshman and sophomore years, and the greater part 
during the junior and senior years. The technical studies are of too 
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great variety to be mentioned in detail here, but are f ulty explained in 
the descriptions of the several engineering curricula. 
Besides the regular courses. of the Engineering cur~kula, other .agen-
cies contribute in an important degree to the professional education of 
the engineering student. Among the more important of these are the 
following: · . 
TECHNICAL LECTURES. Throughout the freshman year all engineering 
students meet for technical lectures delivered by members of the engi-
neering faculty and engineers who are engaged in professional work who 
are brought in for the purpose. These lectures constitute a general in-
troduction to the nature of, and opportunities in, the engineering profes-
sion. -
ENGINEERING SOCIETIES. General professional association and advance-
ment are promoted by the activities of the student branches of the great 
national engineering societies, of which the following are represented : 
American Ceramic Society, American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 
American Institute of Mining Engineers, American Society of Agricul-
tural Engineers, American Society of Civil Engineers, American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers, American Institute of Chemical Engineers, In-
dustrial Arts Society, and .Society of Industrial Engineering. .. 
The ENGINEERING CoUNCII. is the governing body of the student 'organi-
zations in the Engineering Division. The council is made up of dele-
gates representing all the departmental student technical societies and 
directs certain· activities that are carried out by the student body. 
Among these are the Engineering Carnival, in the falt ;·-the Engineering 
Open House, every spring, and similar engineering social affairs. The 
council each year invites a few prominent engineers to visit the college 
and address the students on subjects of general interest to the profession. 
ENGINEERING SEMINARS. Engineering seminars are a feature of the ad-
vanced engineering- work at\d are common to practically all departments. 
In se.veral courses the work is merged with that of the engineering 
societies. 
TAu BETA Pr. This national honorary engineering society maintains a 
strong local chapter, to which only the highest one-fourth (in scholar-
ship) of seniors, the upper one-eighth of the juniors, and the sophomore 
having the highest average, are eligible for election. A feature of the 
work of the Chapter is an annual address to the freshman and sophomore 
engineers by some prominent outside engineer. 
ETA KAPPA Nu. This is a national honorary electrical engineering fra-
ternity maintaining a local chapter at the Iowa State College. 
ALPHA SIGMA DELTA. This is a national honorary fraternity designed 
to recognize exceptional ability in radio engineering. 
-THE IowA ENGIN~. The engineering students publish monthly during 
the cotlege year an engineering journal .called "The Iowa Engineer." 
Articles are contributed by engineering alumni, non-resident engineering 
lecturers, and members of the engineering faculty, as well as by the stu-
dent editors and reporters. · Engine.ering journals are becoming so 
numerous and important that experience on "The Iowa Engineer" staff 
is very valuable. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEERING GRADUATES. The tremendous modern 
development of industry in the United States requires in normal times 
technically trained men in great numbers for supervisory and executive 
positions of the most responsible character as well as for purely technical 
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work. It is forecast that future graduates in engineering will have ample 
opportunity for professional employment of an interesting and lucrative 
character. 
ENGINEERING PEllsONNEL SERVICE. The Engineering Div·ision, through 
its Personnel Office, establishes definite contacts with those industries 
and commercial ·organizations ~hat employ men who have had technical 
training in any of the departments of e·ngineering. This service includes 
the assistance given the members of each graduating class, the alumni 
who desire to change positions, and the undergraduates who stay ou! of 
college for a time or who seek industrial experience during vacation 
periods. 
ENGINEERING ALuMNL The engineering alumni are scattered over the 
entire country in most responsible positions. A great railway terminal in 
Chicago, the Florida East Coast Railway, the U. S. Bureau of Public 
Roads, State Highway Commission work, the work of great bridge com-
panies, great water power plants, the sewerage of Havana, important har-
bor improvement work, great mining operations, important manufactories, 
electric railways, central power stations, public utilities, the valuation of 
the railways of the United States, are examples of the lines in which 
they are engaged. Engineering alumni are numerous all over the United 
States, in the Phillippines, Cuba, Mexico, South America, and many other 
foreign countries. They did important work in building the Panama 
Canal. Most satisfactorily of all, hundreds are engaged in successf ut 
and important engineering projects in Iowa. 
. ... 
Division of Home Economics 
DEAN FISHER, Home Economics Hall, Room 122 
The Division of Home Economics consists of the departments of Ap-
plied Art, Child Development, Foods and Nutrition, Hous~hold Equip-
ment1 Home Ma-nagement, Institution Management, Physical Education, 
Textdes and Clothing, and Home Economics Education. It is the aim 
of the Division so to co-ordinate the work of these departments with the 
general cultural and scientific subjects that a well rounded four-year 
currfoulum is offered. Specialization 1 is provided by major sequences in 
the several departments. 
The Division of Home Economics offers the following curricula : 
Applied Art _ ------ ___ ... _____ p. 211 Household Equipment -----P· 225 
Child Development ------- .p. 214 Institution Management ---P· 227-
Dietetics -------------------P· 216 Nutrition -----------!------P· 217 
Foods and Nutrition and Textiles and aothing -----P· 228 
Chemistry --- ---------- --P· 218 Textiles and Chemistry ----P· 229 ' 
Home Economics Education-p. 220 Home Economics with 
Home Management ------- .p. 222 major sequence in: 
Home Management and Extension --- ----------- -P· 221 
Economi~s ---------------P· 223 Technical Journalism ----P· 230 
(For .graduate courses, see page 113.) 
THE CURRicut.A IN Ho:ME EcoNOMICS are planned to meet the needs of 
those who desire a good foundation in the study of subjects relating to 
the economic, artistic, scientific, and social problems of the home ; of 
those who desire the work as part 6£ a liberal education; of those who 
wish to teach in secondary schools or colleges ; of those who wish to pre-
pare themselves for other vocations in related lines of work; and of 
those who wish to unde~ke research work. ' 
SUPERVISm TEACHING. Through co-operative agreement with the schools 
of Ames and adjoining towns, students who expect to teach have the 
priYilege of teaching <:lasses in the elementary and secondary schools. 
This work is under the direct supervision of the Home Economics Edu-
cation Department. 
GRADUATE WoRx. Major work for the degree. of Master of Science is 
offered in all departments. Major work for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy is offered in the department of Foods and Nutrition. 
0PPOR~ FOR HoME ECONOMICS GRADUATF.S. Home Economics 
graduates of Iowa State Co11ege are in demand as state supervisors, 
teachers of secondary schools and colleges, specialists in extension serv-
ice, home demonstration agents, dietitians, institutional managers, home 
service directors for public utility companies, research workers, techni-
cians in commercial laboratories, workers in retail clothing and house 
furnishing departments and members of editorial staffs of magazines 
and newspapers. 
PLACEMENT SERVICE. The Home Economics Division through its place-
ment office, endeavors to find positions for all graduates but those 
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desiring to teach in high schools. This group is served by the placement 
office of the Vocational Education Department. The service is also ex-
tended to alumnae who wish to make changes in positions and to under-
graduates needing employment through summer vacations. 
OMICRON Nu. Gamma chapter of Omicron Nu, a national honor so-
ciety, was installed at Iowa State College in 1913. The object of the 
organization is to recognize and promote scholarship, leadership and 
research among the students in Home Economics. Members are chosen 
from the upper one-fourth of the Senior class and the upper one-fifth of 
the Junior ·class. Fifteen per cent of those having Senior rating and five 
per cent of those having Junior rating may be elected. 
Pm UPsn.oN OMICRON. Omicron chapter of Phi Upsilon Omicron, a 
national honorary professional fraternity, was installed at Iowa St~te 
College in 1926. This organization recognizes potential ability, promotes 
scholarship, and stimulates interest in Home Economics movements lo-
cally and nationally. Members are chosen from the upper two-fifths of 
the Sophomore, Junior and Senior classes. 
DELTA Pru DELTA. Omicron chapter of Delta Phi Delta, a national 
honorary professional fraternity, was installed at Iowa State College in 
1928. 'Fhe object of the organization is to promote art interests among 
college students, to stimulate higher scholarship, and to recognize po-
tential ability. Members are chosen 'from Junior or Senior students ma-
joring in Applied Art who have good scholastic averages in general sub-
jects and high scholastic averages in art subjects. 
THE HOME EcoNOl\ncs CLuB. This club, to which all students of the 
Division are eligible, furnishes a forum for the discussion of subjects of 
general interest in Home Economics. It arranges for lectures by speak-
ers of national reputation. It is in charge of the annual Freshman party 
given in the Fall Quarter, and assumes major responsibility for the Open 
House which is an important feature of the all-college three-day cele-
bration held in the Spring Quarter. The club maintains the Catherine 
MacKay loan fund and sends delegates to the annual convention of the 
American Home Economics Association. 
THE MARY F. R.AuscH PRIZE. This prize is offered to the junior Home 
Economics student having the best record in scholarship, character, and 
initiative. 
LOAN FuNos. The Catherine MacKay and the Frances A. Shelden 
memorial loan funds give assistance to worthy students in the Home Eco-
nomics Division. The Julia McCulloch Smith loan is available to Senior 
women preferably in the departments of Foods and Nutrition anil Home 
Economics Education. • 
PupLICATION. The Iowa Homemaker, a monthly magazine, is published 
by the students of the division interested in preparing for editorial work 
in the field of Home Economics. 
Division of lndttstrial Science 
DEAN FRILEY, Central Building, Room 111 
FUNCTIONS. The Division has two major functions : 
1. To offer carefuliy planned curricula in the biological, physical, and 
social sciences, with particular emphasis upon the applications of these 
sciences to industry and commerce, and to the problems of present-day 
~ivilization. · 
2. To provide thorough instruction in the basic sciences and the gen-
cr~l st~dies which form an essential part of the· technical and profes-
sion~l' ·curricula offered in the other Divisions of the College. 
OaGANIZATION. The Division of Industrial Science includes the follow-
ing dep.artments of instru~tioµ: Bacteriology, Botany, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics an'd Soeiology1 English, Geology, History and Government, Hy-
giene, Library, Mathematics, Military Science and Tactics, Modern Lan-
guag~s, Music, Physical Education for Men, Physics, Psychology, PubliC' 
Spealdng, Religious Education, and Zoology and Entomology. 
FACULTY. The faculty of the Division is made up of the following: 
1. Members of all Departments within the Division. 
2. Members of the Departments of Veterinary Anatomy, Veterinary 
Pathology and Veterinary Physiology, administered in the Division of 
Veterinary Medicine. 
3. Designated representatives from other Divisions. 
ColwctTLA. The Division of Industrial Science offers the following 
cw:ricut.a, whi~~ ,are fully described on the pages indicated : 
INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE. See page 241. 
GENERAL SCIENCE. See page 243. 
CHEMICAL TECBNOJ..OGY. See page 164. 
Aa.RICULTVRAL EcoNo:r.ncs AND Rmw. SocratooY. See page 128. 
(Administered jointly by the Division of Agriculture and the Divi-
sion of Ind.ustrial Science.) 
INDusTRIAL SCIENCE AND VETERINARY MEDICINE (Soc YEARS). See page 
246. 
· These curricula lead to the degree of Bachelor of Science; in the cur-
dcµlµm in lpdt.istriat Science and Veterinary Medicine the degree 
of Bacltelor of Science is awarded at the, epd .of the fourth year, and the 
degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine 'upon the completion of the 
sixth year. -. 
In connection with the curriculum in Industrial Science, special pro-
grams are offered for those who wish to prepare for the study of Law, 
Medicine, or V cterinary Medicine. See page 244. 
GRADUATE STUDY. Through the Graduate College the degrees of Master 
of Science and Doctor of Philosophy are awarded in certain fields of the 
biological sciences, the physical sciences, and the social sciences. For 




OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES IN INDusTRIAL SCIENCE. The remarkable 
development of the sciences in the last half-century, and the extensive ap-
plications of these sciences to present day industry and commerce, and to 
the economic and social aspects of modem life, have resulted in an in-
creasin~ d~)lhd (or/sci~tifi9 -expe~ts al)tl tefhnjcian~,' a~d; {ot teachers 
and inve~tigatbrs~ of' sciehce. It is geile'fally 11ellev'e(l' tliai: seit!ntific de-
velopment in ihe 1'e~t .fiitY, years will be fC\t .~e~t~i; th_aµ ,~at .o( .~he past, 
with c<5rtespohdingly w1der oppohunitie~· for · adeq~afely 1 trained yQ.ung 
men a'nd WOinen. ' . ! ' · I . 
·· An · mteresting· booklet, '~Education irl In9ustri~.1 . ~~enc~;"· de~~rib~ng 
in· detail ·the opportunities· jn each of 'the major sdentific nel<ls, ·may· be 
'secured: by writing to ·the' Registrar 'of the College. · · ~ 
, . 
PERSONNEL SER.VICE .. Through its Personnel Officers the Division of In-
dustrial Science keeps in cfose ·contact with those industries, ·commercial 
organizations and other fields of act'i\rity. that require the serviees 'of 
yow;tg men and women trained in the sciences, .and assists in ~ccuting 
· ,pos{tions for properly qualified graduates. This service is availabl~ to 
the members of each graduating! class, and to graduates -of earlier years · 
who desire to enter new lines of work. 
HoNoRS AND HoNoR So~ms. Scholarship holds a high pl~ce in Iowa 
State Colleget and appropriate honors arc bestowed upon students whose 
academic records are .outstanding. In addition to prizes and letters, 
there are .many honor organizations for admission to which high schol-
arship is a prerequisite. Among those open to students in the Division 
of Industrial Science are the following: 
Phi Lambda Upsilon Chemistry. 
Alpha Chi Sigma Chemistry. 
Iota Sigma Phi Chemistry. 
Sigma Upsilon English. 
Ghi Delta Phi English. 
Delta SigrQa. Rho Forensic. 
Pi Mu Epsilon Mathematics. 
Scabbard and Blade Military Science. 
. P~i Mu Alpha Music. 
·Sigma .Alpha Iota Music. 
Psi. ·Chi Psychology. 
J;>hi Kappa Phi All-College. 
Sigma Xi AU-College. 
Jack O'Lantern AU-College. 
Afortar Board All-College. 
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THE INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE COUNCIL is th~ governing body of the student 
organizations and activities in the Division of Industrial Science. The 
Council, which is made up of representatives of both students· artd facul-
ty, endeavors to bring the various departments of the Division into closer 
-f~.l~o~~hipj ·and: -tor t>t.omo.te_ a!,spir.it of ·toyalty to the: Divisionr-and1!to its 
members. · .It al~o· 'represents Industrial:" Science· studertts1 in all niatters 
having to do with' .the· welfare of tbe' srJdent body as a whole. ' 
· ·THE SCIENCE W ~:M:EN's Cr.n provides opportunity, thrdug'1 its month.ly 
meetings, for the c6nsideration of matter.s of common intellectual inter-
est, and sponsors the social activities of tlte women students in the Divi-
sion of Industrial Science. 
f .. i 
-
Division of Veterinary Medicine 
DEAN STANGE, Veterinary Administration Building, Room 201 
The Division of Veterinary Medicine was established in 1879. It is the 
oldest veterinary college in the United States. It has always been an 
integral part of the Iowa State College. All staff members are experi-
enced in their respective fields and devote their entire time to their col-
lege duties. 
The following departments are i~cluded in the Division : 
Anatomy ----- --------------P· 278 Physiology and Pharma-
Hygiene _ ------ ------------P· 279 cology ----------- --------P· 282 
:Medicine ------------------P· 280 Surgery -------------------P· 283 
Obstetrics ----- ------------P· 281 Research --- ---- -----------P· 326 
Pathology --- ------ --------P· 281 
The faculty of the Division of Veterinary Medicine consists of the 
De:in of the Division, the professors at the head of the departments, the 
associate and assistant professors, and instructors, in the departments. 
Representatives of departments outside of the Veterinary Division, in 
which the veterinary students do a part of their work, are considered 
members of the veterinary faculty. 
The Division offers the following curricula: 
Four-year Currkulum: Veterinary :Medicine --------------------P· 276 
Six-year Curriculum: Industrial Science and Veterinary Medicine_p, 143 
Six-year Curriculum: Animal Husbandry and Veterinary 
~fedicine ------------------------------------------------------P· 246 
The course of instruction extends over four years and js designed for 
the ·professional training in veterinary medicine of those who have made 
the necessary preparation in some recognized high school and college. 
(See entrance requirements.) While one year of college work is the 
minimum entrance requirement at present, students are urged to complete 
two years. A reading knowledge of French and German and training in 
physics will be found to be of great assistance in solving many of the 
problems confronting the veterinary student. 
\.Vith one year of college pre-veterinary work it has been possible tc 
arrange group electives in the senior year to the extent of 8 credit hours 
each quarter. While the student is not encouraged to "specialize," the 
curriculum docs offer an opportunity to devote additional time to subject 
groups in which the student may be interested. Detailed arrangements 
will be made with the head of the department in which the major sub-
ject is taught. 
The four-year curriculum leads to the degree of Doctor of Veterinary 
Medicine, and the combined six-year curriculum with the Division of In· 
dustrial Science, leads to both B.Sc. and D.V.M. degrees. 
Aside from the strictly educational. departments in the Division, there 
is also the Department of Veterinary Research, which gives the student 
rare opportunity to observe those phases of veterinary science in which 
this department is engaged. 
The equipment for instruction in Animal Husbandry, consisting of 
large flocks and herds of carefully selected breeds of livestock, is of the 
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best and helps to render practical instruction very efficient. The most 
perfect types of the different breeds are used for class work. In this 
way the work in Veterinary Medicine is linked with that in Agriculture, 
an arrangement which proves to be of inestimable value to veterinarians. 
The fact that the College is located in the center of the richest live 
stock country in the world provides a rare opportunity for the veterinary 
student to study animal industry; it also enables him to observe a wealth 
of clinical cases both at the Veterinary Hospital, and under general prac-
tice conditions. 
Work in Chemistry1 Biology, and other related sciences is adequately 
provided fQr in the . special buildings for the accommodation of these 
several departments of college work. Each branch of study is pre-
sented to the student by a specialist. 
Candidates for graduation must be twenty-one years of age, of good 
moral and professional character, and must be approved by all the de-
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·Iowa· State Cotlege has · ofJerecl opportunities for gradu·at~ · worK:~ 'to 
qualified· students since the founding of the ins~ititnort. The· first ud-
vanced degree was conferred in 1877. In •the earlier years· the ·work of 
I the graduate students was 1n immediate ·Charge of- the ·departments~ ~on­
c.erned, ·under the supervision of the General- Faculty.- Later each. of ·the 
five divisional faculties of the College : Agriculture, Engineerinm Home 
Economics, Industrial Science, and Veterinary Medicine, assumed!·coil-
trol of the graduate work of the students of the departments admin-
istered within the respective divisions. In 1913 a distinct Graduate Fac-
ulty was organized, and an executive Graduate Committee appointed. 
This Graduate Faculty consists of the President, the Dean of the Gradu-
ate College, the Deans of the five major divisions, the Librarian, the 
Registrar, the heads of departments offering major graduate credit, other 
members of the instructional and research staffs of the institution who 
are in direct charge of courses offered only to graduate students for 
major credit, and the examiner of modern languages. 
GENERAL STATEMENT 
The Iowa State College is a technical institution. Its Graduate College 
offers to qualified students the opportunity to pursue advanced courses 
and to undertake research in technology and those branches of science 
that find their application in industry. No major graduate work is offer-
ed in the so-called liberal arts subjects. Most of the technical and sci-
entific departments give courses and direct research leading to the degree 
of Master of Science. A smaller number offer major work leading to the 
degree of Doctor of Philosophy. The agricultural and engineering de-
partments recommend the appropriate professional degrees for those who 
are qualified by training and experience. Many departments have special 
requirements for advanced degrees. These are to be regarded as sup-
plementing the general rules. 
The immediate aims of graduate study differ from those of undergrad-
uate study. The graduate student should seek to develop the power of 
independent work, to become imbued with the true spirit of research, to 
specialize without becoming narrow. He is expected to read widely in 
those fields related to his major work, and to become familiar with the 
workers actively engaged in productive research. The Master's and Doc-
tor's examinations, particularly the latter, should show a wide acquaint-
ance with the literature of the subjects of his major and minor depart-
ments. · 
ADMISSION 
Admission to the Graduate College for the purpose of pursuing ad-
vanced work is prerequisite to admission to candidacy for a degree. 
I. APPLICATION AND TRANSCRIPT OF REcoRD. The prospective graduate 
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student before he can be classified must fill out duplicate application 
blanks for admission to the Graduate College. These may be secured 
either from the Registrar or the Dean of the Graduate College. When 
filled out, both are presented or forwarded to the Dean of the Graduate 
College. There should be filed at the same time a complete official 
transcript of all previous educational work, including high school cred-
its. If the application is approved, an admission card admittintr the stu-
dent to the Graduate College, together with a copy of his appbcation, is 
sent by the Registrar to the Dean of the Graduate College. In excep-
tional cases the Registrar may issue a provisional admission card good 
for ten days, pending receipt of transcript of record. 
II. QuALI.FICA'.l'IoNs. To be admitted to the Graduate College the pros-
pective student must be a graduate of an institution whose requirements 
for the Bachelor's degree are substantially equivalent io those of the 
Iowa State College. 
A. Unrestricted Admission. 
Graduates of institutions on the approved list of the A$sociation 
of American Universities will be admitted to the Graduate College 
provided the departmental requiremnets for the proposed major fields 
have been met. 
B. Provisional Admission. 
1. Graduates of instit~tions not on the approved list of the Associa-
tion of American Universities but upon lists of recognized regional ,,ac-
crediting associations will be admitted provisionally to the Gradua,te Col-
lege provided ·also that the departmental requirements for the maJor 
fields have been met. The qualifications and accomplishments of stu-
dents thus provisionally admitted 'will be reviewed at the end of o.ne 
quarter in residence and the status of the student determined by the 
Graduate Committee. In general, graduates of recognized foreign uni-
versities will be admitted in accordance with the provisions of this 
paragraph. . 
2. Graduates of institutions accredited by recognized resional asso-
ciations as "Institutions Primarily for the Training of Teachers0 who 
plan to take major work in home economics education, vocational edu-
cation, or industrial arts education, may be admitted provisionally. They 
will not ordinarily be admitted to graduate standing with major in other 
fields. 
3. Graduates of institutions not on the approved lists of the Associa-
tion of American Universities nor of the recognized regional accrediting 
associations are in general not eligible for admission to the Graduate 
College. Exception may be made by the Graduate Committee provided 
the prospective candidate has passed special examinations covering 
preparation in the proposed major and related fields and such other 
tests as may be set. Students admitted under this provision may qualify 
for unconditional admission only after completion of one quarter's suc-
cessful work and upon review of all circumstances and approval by the. 
major department and the Graduate .Committee. 
In general the applicant must show such preparation for his major 
work as should enable him to proceed to the degree of Master of Science 
in not more than six quarters, provided a full sc4edule is carried. 
REGISTRATION AND CLASSIFICATION 
After matriculation, the student will register and classify in accordance 
with the following reguJations : 
a. CoNSULTATION. If there are questions concerning work which the 
student desires to clear up before classification, he should consult the 
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head of the department in which he is to take his major work, or the 
Dean of the Graduate College. Classification for residence work is com-
pleted as follows : 
b. PAYMENT OF FEES. Payment of the registration fee is made at the 
office of the Treasurer. 
c. PRELIMINARY CLASSIFICATION. Classification is initiated by outlin-
ing the curr.iculum for the quarter in consultation with the person in 
charge of the major work. If a major department is not chosen, the 
Dean of the Graduate College shall be in charge. Classification sheets 
to be found in the offices of the heads of the departments will be filled 
out in triplicate except that students enrolled in any department in Engi-
neering or Home Economics will fill out classification sheets in quadrup-
licate. The~e sheets are signed by the person in charge of the major 
work and by the head of the department in which the major work is 
taken. These faculty members together with those in charge of the minor 
work constitute the student's advisory committee, and have general 
supervision over his graduate work. 
d. CLASSrFICATION WITH TllE DEAN. Classification is completed by fil-
ing in the office of the Dean of the Graduate College the admission card 
(upon first classificption only), the Dean's directory and statistical cards 
(secured at the time of payment of registration fee), and upon ap-
proval by the Dean, the three (or four) sheets showing the curriculum 
outlined. The Dean of the Graduate College re_tains one of these sheets 
and sends one to the head of the major department and one to the Regis-
trar. 
e. CHANGES IN CLASSIFICATION. Changes in classification are made only 
upon filing a "change in Graduate College classification" sheet, and upon 
approval of the Dean. 
f. CnoICE OF COURSES. Courses chosen for graduate credit must be 
from among those listed as giving such credit in the Graduate Ca:talog. 
Other courses may be taken as supporting courses but not credited toward 
an advanced degree. 
g. CREDITS. Classification in courses carrying full graduate credit is 
ordinarily limited to a maximum of fifteen--e-Fedits per quarter. Excep-
tions to this rule must have the specific approval of the Dean. It is ex-
pected that all graduate work for the completion of an advanced degree 
shall be completed within a term of five years. Only in exceptional cases, 
upon recommendation of the department concerned and approval by the 
Graduate Committee, will credit be allowed in courses taken over a 
period of more -than five years. 
Graduate students (even though course and residence requirements 
have been met) must register in any quarter in which the facilities of the 
institution are being used in preparation of thesis or for examination. 
h. VISITOR'S PERMITS. Permits to attend classes as auditor are se-
cured by indicating on the classification sheets under "supporting 
courses" and marked "visitor." This should have the approval of the 
head of the department in which the major work is taken and the Dean 
of the Graduate College. Permits are issued by the Registrar. 
CLASSIFICATION IN ABSENTIA 
Graduate credit is not allowed for correspondence courses. In excep-
tional cases permission may be granted to students who have been in 
residence in the Graduate College to do a limited amount of work in 
absentia. The total credit thus obtained cannot exceed that previously 
gained in residence. Credit thus obtained will not be counted as resi-
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dence credit. The cases where this is allowed are confined practically to 
research problems, such as agricultural surveys, and ecological surveys 
in botany and zoology, which can best be carried on in the field under 
the supervision of the student's major department. Permission to 
classify in absentia must be given by the head of the student's major de-
partment and approved by the Dean of the Graduate College. Classifi-
cation in absentia is completed as follows : 
a. PREr.n.fiNARY CLASSIFICATION". Standard classification sheets list-
ing the research courses in which the student is to be classified are 
sign~d in triplicate (or quadruplicate) by the individual under whom 
the major work is taken and the head of the major department, then 
forwarded to the Dean of the Graduate College. These should be marked 
plainly, "In Absentia." 
b. PAYMENT OF FEES. The student will forward the required fee of 
$1.00 per credit hour to the Dean of the Graduate College. This fee 
will be paid to the Treasurer of the college, who will issue the registra-
tion card to the Dean. 
c. REPETITION OF CLASSIFICATidN. One classification and registration 
only will ·he required during any single. school year, except in case of 
change of classification. 
INTERIM CLASSIFICATION 
Graduate students who are in residence during periods between the 
closing and opening of the regular quarters of the academic year, may 
upon special nermission. register for graduate work under the regular 
members of the instructional staff who are in residence. Students may 
register in not to exceed one credit per week. Fee for such classifica-
tion will be $3 per credit hour. 
FEES AND EXPENSES 
For Fall, Winter, Spring, see pasre 77. 
For Summer Session, sec page 308. -
DEGREES 
The higher degrees conferred by the Iowa State College are Master of 
Science, and Doctor of Philosophy: the professional degrees in Engineer-
ing are A'!'ricultural Engineer (A.E.), Architectural Emdneer (Arch. E.), 
Ceram'ic Engineer (Cer. E.), Chemical Engineer (Ch. E.). Civil Engineer-
<C.E), Electrical En~ineer (E.E.). Engineer of Mines (E.M.), Industrial 
En,:rineer (I.E.), Mechanical Engineer (M.E.): the professional degrees 
in A'!'riculture are Master of Agriculture (M.ASlr.). Master of Forestry 
<M.F.), Master of Landscape Architecture (1\f.L.A.), and Agricu)tural 
Engineer (A.E.). · 
REQUIREMENTS FOR TJIE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
SCIENCE 
The requirements of oaragranhs 1 to 11 inclusive below must be met by 
all candidates for the degree of Master of Science. In exceptional cases 
men who are properly aualified may pursue work toward the degrees of 
Ma~ter of Science and Doctor of Veterinary Medicine coincidently in -ac-
cordance with paragraph 12 below. 
1. REsmENcE. At least three quarters or a minimum of thirty weeks 
must be spent in resident graduate work. 
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2. Camrrs. At least fort~-~e hours of creditable graduate work 
must be completed, not less tlta'n "two-thirds of which must be taken in 
residence at this institution. 
3. DISrRIBUTION OF CRF.DITS BETWEEN MAJOR AND MINOR. A minimum 
of thirty credit hours shall be completed in the major work. Minor 
work is usually required ; it may be taken in the same department as 
the major, but in a distinct subdivision of tha~ department. The exact 
number of credit hours in minor work is not prescribed. 
4. JoINT MAJOR. Major work may, upon special recommendation of 
the departments concerned and approval of the Dean, be taken in two 
closely related departments. In such cases a minor is optional. 
5. MODERN LANGUAGE. Eoccept where specifically waived in the de· 
scription of requirements of the student's major department in the Grad-
uate Catalog, a satisfactory reading knowledge of French or German 
must be certified by the Head of the Department of Modern Languages 
prior to admission· to candidacy. In special cases, upon recommendation 
of the head of the department in which the major work is taken, and 
approval of the Dean, some other foreign language of particular value to 
the work of the candidate may be substituted for French or German. 
Students who are unable at the time of their admission to meet the for-
eign language requirement in the department in which the major work is 
taken should not ordinarily expect to be able to complete the work for 
the degree of Master of Science in the minimum length of time. Such 
students wilJ classify in appropriate courses in modern languages as 
"Required" (R) without designation of number of hours and without 
credit. 
6. GRADUATE COURSES. Credit in major work can be secured only by 
the completion of courses chosen from the list given in the Graduate 
Catalog headed "Open to graduates only. Major or minor," and "Open 
to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor." Courses 
for which minor credit is desired may be chosen from either of the lists 
mentioned above and from the list headed "Open to graduates for minor 
only." 
Other courses (listed as supporting courses) may be taken but not 
credited toward an advanced degree. 
7. ADVANCEMENT TO CANI>mACY. A student registered in the Graduate 
College may become a candidate for the degree of Master of Science 
by conforming to the following regulations : 
a. PREI.IMINARY REsmENCE REQUIREMENTS. The student must have 
been registered in the Graduate College for at least one quarter. 
b. APPLICATION. A blank form requesting admission to candidacy 
may be secured from the office of the Dean} This application must be 
approved and signed by the head of the department in which the major 
subject is offered, by the person in charge of the major, and must include 
certification that a11 modern language and English requirements have 
been met. Final approval of the candidacy will be determined by the 
Graduate Committee. 
c. WHEN CoMPLETF.D. Candidacy must be completed and approved at 
least one quarter or term before the conferring of the Master's degree. 
8. Ex.uuNATION. Final examination shall be taken on alt graduate 
work including thesis. This examination shall be in charge of the stu-
dent's advisory committee. It wilt ordinarly be oral, but may be written 
in whole or in part as determined by the committee in charge. The pur-
pose of this examination is to determine the candidate's general fitness 
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Tib.e .. p~im~r.y.; tequi.r.el.Jlents for ·th~· :degree of: Doctor of Philosopliy. are · 
thli~!1·0) .. lJ.jg)l,,,attaitunent and .. proficiency of, the. candidate iQ1·.hia. 
cho.lfen !field,: (2) ·'Iihe:develop1;Jtent of a thesis which shalt.be ·a- teall:con~' 
t1tibutfon .. to.:knowledge: and. which shall show power. of ·jndependent:and: 
creative thought and work, and (3) The successful passing of e~mina-. , 
tioffp pver, the;,~6,eJd 1 0~ th~ can~idate~s majol' :w.pr.k i» ~etail, witq,fl ~~t­
is~f'~R6r. ~nP~mg~ o.f µ~,preparation. ~n rel~ted -~l\d minor .~ourses. . . ·. · . 
Up.onr admis~ion' of 1the· gradu~te student to work looking toward . the 
degree! of Doctor of .. Philosophy,. the ·Dean ·of the Graduate· COilege will: 
ap}ioint .a committee of'the .Graduate Faculty to be in charge of his work. · 
This' x:ommittee shall consist of the following:'· The faculty member· who: ' 
will:.'hedn icharge of the major research (chairman),- representatives .of 
the> departments .in :Which: both major and minor :work is to be taken,,~and 
stich-,1other. representatives of. the: Graduate~-.Facut~· as .. may. be a_ppointed1: 
by the Dean. This committee: 'Sh'at1. file .with 1 .the 'Dean1 o·f the Graduate',, 
C9)l~,ge .~t: l~$t, o.n~ ~}l~r,t~~ in. adv.an~e :«:>~ tJie p~~limin~;y exami~tioH, 
an. ou~ime .c;>~ llie .curr~culum: tQ be pqrs~ed by the student. . • i 
TAe: /f ~gree, of DQ¢.'~o·r ~! .Pliilo~<?PhY may be conferred upon ~n.d1dates : 
w~c;> . ~ay~ Jllet 1 tb,e. f9,ll~w~g. requirements : 
1·. · REsmENa. A minimum ·of three years in graduate study, of which 
onc~half :at least is· te> he in residence, except that in special case!I •the ·· 
residence tequiremettt· ~t this institutfott may 'be redue~d {to··orte ·year. i 
The' ct~gr~e· will be conferred 1101: ~olely as a· result 'of faithful' study nver : 
any period, 1but f(jr r~search'work of a scholarly character, and,:the sue.:.• I 
cessfut passing' of 'all ·exantinatioos. · · , · · , .... '·· .: ....... Ji 
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2. :MAJOR AND MINOR WoRx. Major work shall be taken in one de-
p.artment or subdivision of a department, or, i.n exceptional ~ases, in two 
closely related subjects. A first and second mmor shall be chosen, or one 
minor only if the major is divided. The total minor work should repre-
sent from one-fourth to one-third of the work for the degree. One of the 
minors sha11 be taken in a separate department from that in which the 
major is taken. 
3. MoDERN LANGUAGES. A satisfactory reading knowledge of French 
and German must be certified by the Head of the Department of Modern 
Languages before application is made for preliminary examination. In 
special cases, upon recommendation of the head of the department in 
which the major work is taken, and approval of the Graduate Commit-
tee, another language may be substituted for either French or German. 
4. GRADUATE COURSES. Credit in major work can be $ecured only by 
the completion of courses chosen from the lists headed "Open to gradu-
ates only. Major or minor," and "Open to graduates and, advanced 
undergraduates. :Major or minor." During the last two years ·of the 
graduate work, the courses selected generally should be from the list 
headed "Open to graduates only. Majot or minor." Courses for which 
minor credit is allowed may be selected from either of the li.sts men-
tioned above and from the list headed "Open to graduates for minor 
only." Supporting courses not allowed for graduate credit are frequently 
advisable. 
5. PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION AND ADVANCEMENT TO CANDIDACY. The stu-
dent must pass satisfactorily a preliminary examination before admission 
to candidacy for the degree. It must be passed at least three quarters be-
fore the final examination. Exceptions to this rule will be made only 
upon special recommendation of the student's committee and approval of 
the Graduate Committee. In no case may the final examination be given 
in less than six months from the time of the preliminary examination. 
The dates and places for this examination will be fixed by the Dean upon 
recommendation of the committee in charge. The form, whether written 
or oral or both, will be determined by the committee. Upon the_ satis-
factory passing of the preliminary examination, the committee will file 
with the Dean a statement of additional requirements to be met by the 
student before the final examination, and shall r~"ommend admission to 
candidacy. .... 
The preliminary examination should satisfy the committee as to the 
student's knowledge of the courses taken in the major and minor fields 
and any other courses essential or prerequisite to a satisfactory under-
standing of the major field. An a.nswer to the following queries should 
be sought : Does the preparation of the student indicate that he has the 
background, training, and ability necessary to carry on research with a 
reasonable prpbability of success? Is the research topic chosen satisfac-
tory and suitable? Has a satisfactory start been made upon it? Does 
the student have that knowledge of literatµre of his field and command 
of English and foreign languages desirable? 
6. THESIS. A doctoral dissertation (thesis) shall be completed on some 
topic connected with the major subject. To be acceptable it must consti-
tute a real contribution to knowledge. Copies of the completed thesis 
must be in the hands of the examining committee and the Librarian one 
week prior to the date fixed for the final examination. Two complete 
and approved typewritten copies of the thesis shall be deposited with the 
Librarian for binding. Publication of the thesis or an approved abstract 
thereof is required. The candidate, with the ap-proval of his committee 
and the Dean of the Graduate College may choose either one of the fol-
lowing alternatives (a or b) to fulfill the publication requirement. 
•· 
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a. The thesis is to be published, either privately by the candidate or 
by a standard scientific· publication. Publications shall be either in 
full or in part as determined by the candidate's committee. One 
hundred copies of the thesis shall be . deposited with the Librarian. 
If the thesis is curtailed or modified in publication, the fact that 
the complete thesis is on file should be noted on the first page of 
text or on tht; title page of the thesis copies deposited. If the pub-
lished thesis is not available for deposit at the time the degree is 
sought, the candidate will deposit with the Treasurer the sum of 
$50.00. This ~um. wiU be refunded within 60 days after the deposit 
of the 100 copies m acceptable form. If the 100 copies are not filed 
within five years, the sum will revert to the--library. 
b. An acceptable and approved abstract of the thesis may be filed • 
with the Librarian, and the sum of $5.00 per printed page ( 400 
words) or fraction thereof paid to the Treasurer. This abstract 
will normally contain at least 1,000 to 1,200 words and the minimum 
fee is $15.00. The college will thereupon assume the publication of 
the abstract, and will deposit 100 printed copies with the Librarian. 
7. EXAMINATION. Final examinations shall be taken on all graduate 
_ work including thesis. This examination shall be conducted by the stu-
dent's advisory graduate committee with such other members of the 
faculty as may be designated by the Dean. It will be written or oral, or 
both, as determined by the committee. The examination or examinations 
shall be held at such times and places as are appointed by the Dean, and 
shall be completed at least one week prior to the close of the quarter in 
which the degree is to be granted. 
The committee will certify to the Dean of the Graduate Coltege the 
results of the examination. 
8. DIPLOMA SLIP. A diploma slip (obtained at the office of the Dean 
of the Graduate College) must be filled out and returned before the mid-
dle of the quarter in which the student expects to take his degree. 
9. 0. K. SLIP. Upon completion of other requirements, the candidate 
will secure from the office of the Registrar ail "O. K. slip." This must 
be filled out completely and returned to the Registrar by the date indi-
cated thereon. 
10. Hooos. Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy will 
be required either to purchase or to rent hoods to be used at the time the 
degree is conferred. Hoods must be secured through the Registrar's 
office. 
PROFESSIONAL DEGREES IN AGRICULTURE 
The professional degrees in agriculture are granted- as a recognition 
of high professional standing and attainment. With the exception of 
the degree of Master of Landscape Architecture they are granted upon 
the initiative and invitation of the Agricultural F~culty, and not upon 
the initiative of the candidate. 
The professional degrees in agriculture arc :Master of Agriculture 
(M.Agr.), Master of Forestry (M.F.), Master of Landscape Architecture 
(M.L.A.), and Agricultural Engineer (A.E.). 
The requirements of paragraphs 1 to 5 inclusive must be met by all 
candidates for professional degrees of !faster of Agriculture, Master of 
Forestry, and Agricultural Engineer. Candidates for the professional 
degree of Master of Landscape Architecture must conform to the re-
quirements of paragraphs 2 to 6 inclusive. 
1. Baccalaureate Degree. The completion of a' standard collegiate 
curriculum in agriculture, agricultural engineering (or its equivalent), 
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or-; .f o~estl'Y,: followed by not less than, fi'Ve years. oi ! emine~tly, :successful 
~P.er:ie~c;~ in som.e phase o.f practical or professional agr~·culture, .;igri-
cuttural engineering, · or forestry. 
~ Admission to candidacy. Upon recommendation of the Agricultural 
Faculty and approval of the Dean of Agriculture· transmitted to the Dean 
of. the Graduate College, the latter will issue· a· statement of admission to 
can(lidacy. This must be completed at least three months befor~ the. de-
gree .is conferred. The title of the thesis should also· be •filed at this time. 
a: ·Thesis·. A satisfactory thesis must be completed. Two coP.·~es of 
an acceptable thesis in approved form shall be submit~e4 to the ·he~d of 
the ·department in which the undergraduate major work was done. Copy 
of the completed thesis must be submitted to the Librarian two weeks 
p_r_ior to the close of the quarter i~ which the degree is t.o be. grante~. 
When approved by the head of this department, by the Dean qf Agri-
culture1 and by the Dean of the Graduate College, these copies shall 
be· filea with the Librarian. 
4. Faculty J\pp_roval. The approval of. the Agricultural Faculty ~n.d 
of the Graduate Faculty, except that candidates for the degtee o'f Agri-
cultural Engineer shall secure also the apptoval of the Engineering 
Faculty. 
5. Presence at Commencement. The candidate must present himself 
at commencement itt order to secure his degree. 
(). ~pecial regulations for. applicants for the degree of Master of 
Landscape Architecture. The professional degree of Master of Land-
scape Architecture is granted upon the completion of one year of satis-
factqry resident graduate work and the acceptance of a thesis based 
upon at least' one full year of subsequent successful professional practice. 
PROFESSIONAL DEGREES IN ENGINEERING 
The professional degrees in engineering are granted as a recognition 
of prof~ssional standing, development, and attainments. They are grant-
ed to those liolding degrees in engineering from Iowa State College, upon 
compliance1 witi,. the requirements set forth below. Engineering· gt~du­
ates from institutions of equal standing may be invited by the Engineer-
ing Faculty to become candidates for the professional degree ·on the 
same basis as graduates of Iowa State College. 
The professional degrees in engineering are : Architectural Engineer 
(Arch.E.), Agricultural Engineer (A.E.), Ceramic Engineer (Cer.E.), 
Chemicaf Engineer (Ch.E.), Civil Engineer (C.E.), Electrical Engineer 
(E.E.), Industrial Engineer (I.E.), Mechanical Engineer (M.E.), Engineer 
of Mines (E.M.). "' 
The requirements for the professional degrees in engineering a.re as 
follows: · 
1. Baccalaureate Degree. Completion of a standard four-year cur-
riculum ·in Engineering at Iowa State College leading to a Bachelor's 
degree usually though not necessarily, corre$pondi.l)g to the pr~f~.s~iqpaJ 
degree sought. , · 
2. Experience. The candidate must have had five years' experience· in 
a profe~sional position, three of which shall have been in· resporisi61e· 
charge of Technical Engineering work. Engineers who hold a Mastet7s 
degree in Engineering may qualify by three years of responsible charge 
in a professional position. Membe·rship in a national ·professibnal society 
is given consideration in evaluating fhe qualifications .of applicants. 
3. Admission to candidacy. The applicant must 'be· atlmitted to candi:... 
dacy at· Jeast six imonths. befote· the ,degree is sought, .Applicatipn in 
w.-iting. sh~ll 'be: made· :to .tb~ Pea:n of EngWee,r.U;ig. 'rh~s .. ~PP.\r~~i<?~. 
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' sh"a.11 ~ontain a comptete recotd· of the professional work of 1lie -candi• 
date and of his preliminary training, and the title of his ~thesis. When 
;\pP;roved by the D~an of; Engineering; an~ the head 9f. the department in 
which, _the ~~gr~~ 1s · sou~h.t1 and ~led· with . the· Dean of ·the Graduate College, adm1ss1on to candu1acy will be certified by the ·latter~ . 
· 4. Thesis. A satisfabtoty thesis must be· completed, Th& :the'sis shalt 
give evidence of more than ordinary professional attainment; it m~y- rb6 
an ··engi.ne~riIJg s.tudy ~.£ e.4on:omics or ,design; /or maY··be .of ·a1 research 
nature. Two copies o! the thesis in approved· form.· shall b_e JS,\lbm.ltted 
to the head of the department4 concerned at least two months before the 
date of commenc~ment~. When ~pp~oved. by the head 9£ this department, 
the Dean of Engmeermg, and the Dean of the Graduate College, these 
copies shall be filed with the Librarian:' at least two· weeks prior to 'the 
close of the quarter· in which the degree is to be conferred. ·. 
5. Faculty Approval. The approval of the Engineering Faculty. attd 
of the' Graduate Faculty, except that candidates for the degree of 'Agri-
cultural Engineer shall secure also the approval of the Agricultural 
Faculty. · 
6. Presence at Commencement. The candidate must present himself 
at- commencement in order to secure his degree. 
FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS 
Fellowships and scholarships have bee.n established for the encourage-:-
ment of graduate work and the promotion of research. They are open 
to graduates of approved colleges who have the requisite undergraduate, 
and in some cases, graduate preparation. 
Application blanks for fellowships and scholarships may be secured 
from the Dean of the Graduate College, and should be filed in his office. 
Full graduate credit will be allowed scholars a~d fe11ow.s. 
TEACHING ScnoLARSHIPs. Stipend $225 per year. These. may be ofo. 
fered by the departments of the Coliege. Scholars will ·be expected· to 
teach a minimum of three hours per week in the classroom or six· hours 
in the laboratory or perform equivalent allotted duties for the depart-
ment granting the .scholarship. 
TEACHING FELLOWSHIPS: Stipend $450 per year. The scientific and 
most of the technical departments of the College may each offer one or 
more teaching fellowships. Fellows will be expected to teach a mbtimtl'm 
of five hours per week in classroom· or ten to twelve hours in the lali&ra-
tory, or perform equivalent allotted duties for the department granting 
the fellowship. 
REsEARcn FnwwsHIPs AND ScJioLARSHIPs. Many of the sections' of 
the Agricultural and Engineering Experiment Stations, Industrial Re~ 
search, the Department of Veterinary· Research, and certain college· de-
partments may offer· research scholarships· and fellowship~. ··The~ stipena 
for~a re'sea'rch scholarship· is: $225 per--year.i .For a:-research·'Ie11owshlp 
the s'tipend iS $450 'per year. The latter is not commonly awarded· ex• 
cept to those who have already had some· graduate training. · · ·. 
Research fellows are expected to do their major ~ork l~rgely · iJi con~ 
nection with the experiment station resear~h work bei.itg :carrid oit."' ·It 
is expected that they shall obse·rve and be on dut)i · during eXperimertt 
station hours during the term of appointment except for ·such time Us" is 
required for the minor and supporting work. · · · · 
· Rese~rch scholars are exp~ct~d to do their.majot w9rk l~rgel1. Jn 'fon:. 
nection with the expenm·ent station or depatttnental ·re~~rch "b'anl{ .ca~ 
ried on. It is expected that they shall obs~rv.e: expc!timent s~tioq, hQure 
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during the term of appointment except for such time as is required for 
the minor and supporting work. 
SPECIAL RF..sEARGH AND INDUSTRIAL FELLOWSHIPS. Each year several 
research fellowships are offered either by the College. or by other 
agencies for the study of special industrial problems. Th stipend varies 
with the nature and importance of the work and the preparation of the 
fetlow. 
Tnm OF AWARDING. Application should, in general, be filed before 
March 1st of each year. • 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS 
Graduate assistantships have been established in many of the college 
departments for the enc:;ouragement of graduate work and the promotion 
of research. Similar positions have been established in several sections 
of the Agricultural and Engineering Experiment Stations. These assist-
antships are open to graduates of approved colleges who have the requi-
site undergraduate, and in some -cases, graduate preparation. 
A graduate. student may enroll in graduate work not to exceed two-
thirds of a full schedule (a ma?timum of eleven credit hours). · 
A prerequisite to appointment as a graduate assistant is the successful 
completion of some previous graduate work or evidence of ability suc-
cessfully to carry oni resear~h and the ability successfully to serve the 
department in which the appointment is made as assistant instructor. 
A graduate assistant in the college' is required to teach in class or 
laboratory one-half of the standard teac;hing schedule assigned to an in-
structor in the department in which he is employed or perform equivalent 
allotted duties. 
A graduate assistant in the experiment station observes experiment 
station hours, except for such time as is allowed for minor and support-
ing graduate work. In general major graduate work undertaken is con-
nected with the research being carried forward by the section in which 
he is employed. 
Appointments to college graduate assistantships are for one college 
year, beginning on the Tuesday preceding the opening of the Fall Quar- · 
ter and ending on the day after the corresponding day next June. Gradu-
ate assistants are eligible to reappointment. 
Graduate assistantships pay from $540 to $700 per year, depending 
upon tlie character of the work to be done, and special qualifiations of the 
appointee. 
Applicatipn should, in general, be filed before JNfarch 1st of each year~ 
GRADUATE STUDY BY MEMBERS OF STAFF 
ifEMBERS OF STAFF' ON FULL Turn EMPLOYMENT. Any member of the 
instructional or extension staffs of the grade of assistant or instructor. 
subject to the approval of the head of his department. or any member of 
the invcstigational staffs of corresponding grade, subject to the approval 
of the chief of his section, may carry not to exceed five credit hours of 
graquate work oer quarter. provided such does not interfere with his 
other duties. This privilege may be extended to members of the in-
structional staff of the grade of assistant professor or to members of 
investigational staffs of equivalent grade, upon approval of the Dean 
concerned and of the President. 
ifD.IBERS OF STAFF ON PART TIME EMPLOYMENT. All adjustments as to 
a.mount of work to be taken for credit by members of the staff on part 
ttme. shall be fixed at time of employme.nt. In general, one additional 
credit hour of graduate work may be carried for each diminution by one-
twelfth from full time employment. 
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SUMMER ScHOOL. Other members of the staff may enroll in graduate 
work during the Summer Quarter if not on duty and not receiving salary 
from the college during this time. If holding the rank of professor or 
associate profess*or ·they cannot become candidates for a degree from this 
institution. 
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION 
AGRICULT"C:JRAL ECONOl\UCS (For description, See Economics, 
page 117) , 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in drainage and irrigation, farm machinery, farm power, and farm struc-
tures ; and minor work to students taking major work in other depart-
ments. The department certifies for the professional degree of Agri-
cultural Engineer. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an under-
graduate curriculum in agricultpral engineering substantially equivalent 
to that required of undergraduate students at this institution. 
The modern language requirement for the degree of 1.faster of Science 
may be waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
For description of courses, see page 315. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 324, 345, 346, 375, 425, 427, 447, 476, 481. 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 528, 536, 546, 
577 587. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. (i09, 628, 636, 646, 661, 662, 6631 671, 
687. 
AGRICULTURE 
The department offers minor work to students taking major \york in 
other departments. 
For description of courses, sec page 139. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 404. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in animal nutrition, animal production, animal breeding, meats, dairy 
husbandry, and poultry husbandry (poultry breeding and poultry nutri-
tion); major work for the degree of Doctor of Philosopliy in animal 
breeding and animal nutrition, dairy husbandry, and poultry husbandry 
(poultry breeding and poultry nutrition) ; and minor work to students 
taking major work in other departments. The department certifies for 
the professional degree of Master of Agriculture. -
The fields of major work listed above will include courses listed in 
other departments when such courses are appropriate to the student's 
previous training, major interests, and thesis problem. l'hus, those takiQg 
major work in all the above fields will often include courses in mathe-
matics (statistical methods); those taking major work in animat and 
poultry breeding will include courses in genetics and zoology: and those 
taking major work in animal and poultry nutrition will include courses 
in physiology, chemistry, etc. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion 0£ an under-
graduate curriculum in animal husbandry, dairy husbandry, or poultry 
husbandry, substantially equivalent to one of those required of under-
graduate students at this institution and should include prerequisite un-
dergraduate courses necessary for the particular line chosen. The stu-
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·dent<should have a general knowledge ·of zoology; and chemist~' ~both 
inorganic and organic). · · · 
For description of courses, ace page 143. , 
.Open fo graduates for minor only. .318, 335,. 350, 409, 410;'' 424, 425; 421. A29, 
.. 36, 460, 475. M • • . '535' f!"At Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. aJor or mmor. , ;>'I , 
54~ 543, 546, 548. 
vpcn to graduates only. l\tajor or minor. 600, 605, 614, 615, 63.0, 638, 640, 650, 
651, 653, 653, 670, 680. 
APPLIED ART , , 
The department offers major wdrlk for ;the degree of Master of Science, 
and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of undergradu-
.ate work in applie~ art su~stantiaJly equivalen~ t~ th.at .~equired in -the 
undergraduate curriculum m apphed art. at this msbtut1on . 
. ]!.or description of courses, see. page 212. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 305, 434, 445. 
Open to ·graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 504, 507, 
524, 535, 546',. 547, 565, 566, SSS, 586. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 604, 614. 
ARCHiTECTURAL ENGINEERING 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in architectural engineering, and minor work to students taking major 
work in other departments. The department certifies for the professional 
degree of Architectural Engineer. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a standard 
curriculum in architectural engineering substantially equivalent to that 
required of undergraduates at this institution. 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science 
may be waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
For description of courses, see page 148. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 325, 491. 492, 493, 494. 
Open to graduates only. Major· or minor. 600, 604. 
BACTERIOLOGY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science 
and Doct~r of Philosophy' in/hY.siqlqgica1, systematic, soil, dairy, veter-
inary, samtary, aqd tiouseho1 bacteriology; and minor work to students 
taking major work , Jn other departments. 
Specific pr~r~quisite to ·major gradu~te work in bacteriology is the 
completiof\ o{ .a_t J'east one· thorough course in general bacteriology, chem-
istrY JOncl~ding inorganic and or:ganic), and physics. Physiological and 
bio-pnysical chemistry a,re. adv.iseJi. Students taking major work in soil 
,b.act~riologr, .. ~ltQu\d l)ay~ completed cours.es in soils .substa~tially equiva-
i~qt)1ff? .• thq~.~ reJq~!r~<J. o,f .µµ9e,rgradpa~es 1q. the ~~,rr1culum 1.n. far!11 crops 
.~n~ .. §
1 
o].~~,,.~hr ~~.1_~·1.m~~.1~qf,1R~: ;> .. ~~P~~M t~~~i;i_g. rp~~pr dwqrJ.t .. m (1~1~r !w·c~­
~~~~9r9:gx; s. J?.1!1f! .. p~~~.-~qptP.1,~tc;,d','cours:e~ =~n ./9a~r! m u~try s.ubs~aqt1aJly 
~1}11~J~~!t{~{ii\~~~e ~equ'r~4 of undergraduate students m darry mdu~ry ..... HI . r.. . . .. , . . . 
.- .,_M.i,ll9r. woi;k fo rec;oµlmended .in veterinary pathology and histology.; 
physiological, 'bio-physical, and sanitary chemistry; plant physiolo&"¥ and 
~~mf?lo~; s~i!s, d.airy in4~try, or diet~tics . 
.. ,}'.qr <lcs~ipUo.n. ,9, co.urses, !i~ page JSO. 
Qpen to "3'duatcs for minor 'only. ·226, 3~. 4SO. 
• '"9J>'!ti to· -zra·dtfa-tc~ :ind· advanced untlcrgraduat~. M'ajor or minor. 534, S3S, 
·$~ #7~ · ~4,; ·~ §~,· 5~7• ~j .561, ·S62t .;;63• 564. Sil. 572, 573, 574, 575. 
-~!~;\~t:J4f.~~t~:·· ~-11~~r. ~Qr ~n10.r. 604, 615, 624, 625.. 631! 63~. 633, -~· 
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»O'rAN~! , 
Th~ ·departµicl).t pffers majot WQrk {or the degrees o,r'.M'.aster.oJ.:~~i~~C1? 
and p.octor of Phtlos.ophy in. ecology, morphQlogy •. , my~9l9gy;qPflth.QlQ,g¥m~ 
physiol.ogy; · .~n4 sy~tem~tic a~d econos;nic. t>ota~Y1'1 ~qd ~i_1;1~r ,}Vft~~i~Q.r:~ 
students t.a\c~ng maJor wodc .m other deP.artm~nt~-;. :: .. .... ,~ i nr. .fb):a·~dq 
~J;"erequ.1site ~o maJor gradu~te work ~s the ,co~Dl~t\Qnt Q~ ~t11;le.~~.1 
thirty undergraduate credit hours in botany. In certain cases, un~f;frr.1i 
gr3:d}l.ate. ~o~r~es _in l>act~riology'- .f~rm ~(~.\>:SI ?~ .hq(tiR~l'tp"~ iW;\i~~~1!11 
par.t su.bstittJted fori botany. Stu(l~nts d¢s,1~11ut .. to.,tai<ie .ma)1?F. w.bf~ .\'1;u 
plqnt :P.hY.~iototf .. shqutd· ptese.n'.t ·u.nd.ergrad"at.e ttieditsl :in'.'~tuirkantc;J:n~ ~f 
organic c~~mistry, and if practicable. in pbysl?.~o~w~ , ~cll~\ffis~t;::.i ::,~14i:m 
dents desiring to take maJor work m plant pathology slioiita !?resent 
undergraduate credits .in bacteriology,. organic · chernistor, :·a.o;~; "«rh,enexer) 
practicable in either horticulture or. farm crops ... "Student~·.ideSir.ingr.lo.:~ 
take major work in, systematic· botany should··have. p~ere_q~iS.it,es jJt ~n'..? 
eral morphol<;>gy. . . . L• •• .~ • ., ':;.. .-:~~ ··-~: • 1 '":~ 
Students with maJor m botany. will usually .s:elect· thell' mwor:.:fr.om) 
one of the following: bacteriology, physiological and physical ·chemistry:; • .. : 
physics, zoology and entomology, genetics, farm crops, horticulture, for-
estry, or ~e~logy. '. . , . , . . · . t· , ) 
For description of c9urses, see page 152. 
Open to graduates for minor only~ 'ot04, 405}·400, 414,~·415, 416,..-42"~··445,11455, .. ~2:! f 
Open: to graduates a-1d ~dvanced µndergraduates, Major .;of. minpr .. '-.SOSb546.i1SS4,:11 
~~: 556, 557, 559, 564, 565, 571, 572, 573, 574, 575, 576, 584, SSS, 59411 ~~m~~''ls~, f~:u 
Open to Graduates btilyJ Majot o·r minor. 'fi0i!,;.f10S.J. .606,• 61J-. • 612; •\613;: 61~>1~1. 
618, 634; 635, 636, 641;. ().12, 643, 644, 645; (i54, 655, e>:XJ, '<>5i, , , • ) .. , f ;.•J 11( llJ 
'C~RA~t¢ ENGI'.NEERJ~G I • :.·~) ' ,:~.·. :', ~;~;,;~~··.·: 
The department offers major work for the degree of> M~ster. of 1·Soiencer i. 
in ceramic engineering, and minor work to students taking .. majo.- ·work1itt 
other departments. The department certifies for the professiQnal •de«re~ 
of Ceramic Engineer. · · · · '.., · ' ·· · 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of .a· cui:riculutn 
substantially equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in 
ceramic engineering or ch~mical engineering .~t,. ~his instit~tion. 
For description of courses. sec page 158. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 416, 427. " · : · ·~ ' ,; • -:dT 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor.. ro1. 602, .603,, oos. ' ' : ; ·, . i I .• rt 
CHEMICAL··~:Np MINING ~N'.OlN)~~lUN~ : ;,: .:.;·~·~::i'·i.::.~ 
The department offers major work for the degrees of .Master.of Science~-! 
in chemical engineering and mining· engineering; and1 Doctor of:·Philoso~m 
phy in chemical engineering; and minor ·w.ork · td student~i takibg l majot-:i i 
work in other -departmehts~ ·The department.oertiaes foritlie pl'ofessional 
degrees of Chemical Engineer and Engineer of Mines .... · .. , • ·, : ! t; 1!"r.1ed1; ~ 
Prerequisite to major graduate.. work is· the; completion !oLa. ·satisfactory · 
undergraduate cur.ticuluin ·in chemicat ·engineering substantia11Yi. 'CCj,uiv;mJ, 
lent to that offered at' tbisr institution·. · ., , '· -. 'rl u :.•w;buJ~ 
Minor ·work will -.usually. be,.::s.electedufrom1 chemistry;;.m~nicalr!eitgi!n I 
neering, civil engineering; r~ledrical.~-engineermg. ·ceramio~engineer,itig,?·3 
mathematics, mineralogy, physics, economics,, geology •.. o.r ibactedology ... .., 1 
F d f t• f ' . ' 1~" ' . . . ;t ' l ""·'!') ot' escr1p ion o courses, see pajt.e w... • . • • t. <> • ,. , • - • Jo 
01>en to gr.adqates for minor obly. · · .. · ·. · ·•· · ·" J•. 
Chemfcal Engineering: · 351, 352,· 353; 41I, 412, 413, 421, .. 422, · ~23, 441~'. .uz: .'43/!~11,. l 
472 473. ' . . ,,. ~ ., .''·. ". 
Min?ng Engineering. 351, 352 353 415, 417. ''' · · r ' ·'~ • 
Open tCJ gradua!es a!ld advance:\ undew.aduatefh , ~ajor or minor. 
Chemical Engineering. 586. t !l I ' • · · · • ' · • t l 
0~~5 ~~~~~fj~~~I;r~1,~~~!~r "'minor.' I • ' t-r-• "1')·;1 I t: ') r Jii;q')b ~>rIT 
~emical' Ehiinecr.ihg. • ti00,·6lo, 614,'615, "616, 620,r651;.:652f~i167J)1~, 61J:r.b m 
1 Mbdii.ir-~n&lnemn,c~, @~ 11.i : . ,. •• : ,,.J, .. , 1 1. 111.:1 l-> ')lIJJ'Jr.tunnm 
116 DIVISIONS 
CHEMISTRY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science 
and Doctor of Philosophy in analytical, inorganic, physical, organic, food, 
sanitary, textile, soil, plant, enzyme, physiological, nutritional, dairy, bio-
physical, and special agricultural chemistry; and minor work in these 
fields and in biochemistry to students taking major work in other de-
partments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of undergrad-
uate work in chemistry, mathematics, and physics, substantially equiva-
lent to that required of undergraduate students at this institution whose 
major is in chemical technology. 
For description of courscst sec pa'6c 166. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 314. 321, 322, 323, 345, 346, 347, 348, 411, 412, 
41~ 427, 431,, 432, 433, 4411 442, 443, 4(J6, 474, 495. upen to graduates ana advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 501. 502, 
503, 511, s12, 513, 515, 516, 521, 522, 523, 525, 526, 531, 532, 533, 535, 536, 537, 545, 565, 
571, 572, 573, 574, 575, 576, S84t. .585, 586. 
Open to graduates only. .Major or minor. li01, 602, 603, 005, 606, 616, 617, 625, 631, 
632, 63}, 655, 656, GS7, 6S8, 659, 671, 672, <1l3, 686, 687, 688, 695. .. 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in child development, and minor work to students taking major work in 
other departments. . 
Students desiring to major in child development must meet the prereq-
uisites for courses giving graduate credit, and must present 35 under-
graduate quarter credits in home economics (including foods and nutri-
tion, applied art, textiles and clothing, and child care and training), 
and 6 credits in psychology (general and child psychology). 
For description of courses, see page 214. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 435, 440. 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 536, 54S, 550, 
SSS. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 614, 665, 666, 667. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in all of the principal subdivisions of civil engineering such as sanitary, 
structural, municipal, highway, railway, and transportation engineering; 
and major work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in structural, 
sanitary, and highway engineering ; and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. The department certifies for the pro-
fessional degree of Civil Engineer. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a curriculum 
substantially equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in 
civil engineering at this institution, and should· include prerequisite un-
dergraduate courses necessary for the particular line chosen. 
Students who major in civil engineering will usually select minor work 
from. the departments of mathematics, physics, chemfstry, bacteriology, 
geology, economics, or other engineering departments. 
For description of courses, see page 174. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 33S. 336, 354, 355, 356, 364, 404, 405, 414, 41S, 416, 
417, 418, 419, 436, 437, 438, 432i. 444, 445, 456, 477,J_ ;485. 490 • 
. Open to, graduates only. Major or minor. 004, ro5, (i()6, (IJ7, 608, 614, 615, 616, 617, 
634, 635, ~ ... 637. 638, 639, 654, 655, 656, 657, 658, 659, 664, 665, 666, 667, 674, 677, 678, 
679, 685, OlSO, 687, 690. 
DAIRY INDUSTRY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in dairy plant management, dairy bacteriology, dairy chemistry, and 
manufacture of dairy products ; major work for the degree of Doctor of 
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Philosophy in dairy bacteriology ; and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. The department certifies for the pro-
fessional degree of Master of Agriculture. 
Students expecting to major in dairy industry should have under-
graduate training substantially equivalent to that required of under-
graduate ~tudents in the curriculum in dairy industry at this institution. 
For description of courses, see page 181. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 3?0, 404, 450. 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 504, 505, 
506, 507, 508, 554, 555, 556. 557. -
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 600, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 625, 650, 
654, 655, 660. 
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in agricultural economics, applied economics, and rural sociology; major 
work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in agricultural economics ; 
and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Students desiringt to major in agricultural economics, applied econom-
ics, and rural sociology must present at least tqirty undergraduate quar-
ter-credit hours in this general field, nine of which may be in economic 
history. Those desiring to major in agricultural economics and rural 
sociology should present additional credits in agriculture. 
Each student taking major work in agricultural economics, applied 
economics, or rural sociology, before being admitted to candidacy for an 
advanced degree, must show proficiency in economic theory, finance, and 
statistics, and at least one of the following: sociology or accounting. It 
is assumed that a part. of this work will have been covered in under-
graduate courses, and that the balance will be carried as graduate work 
in addition to work in the field of his major choice in which his thesis 
shall be chosen. Graduate work in one or more of these lines shall be 
construed to satisfy the requirement of a minor. Arrangements are made 
for such students as wish to select a minor outside of the department. • 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science 
may be waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
For description of courses, see page 183, 
Open to graduates for minor only. 
Applied Economics. 304, 374, 375, 376, 406, 474. 
Rural Sociology. 484. 
Open to ~aduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 
Agricultural Economics. 530, 531_, 535, 536, 537, 53; 539_, 540, 545, 546, 547. 
Applied Ecottomics. SOO, 504, 50:>, 507, 508, 514, 51:>, Slo, 517, 518, 560, 564, 568, 
575, 576, 579. 
Rural Sociology. 580, 585, 586, 587t 588, 589. 
Open to graduates only. Major or manor. 
Agricultural Economics. 631, 632, 633, 641, 642, 643, 650, 659. 
Applied Economics. 600, 604, 609. 
Rural Sociology. 684, <>89. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of $cience 
and Doctor of Philosophy in electrical engineering, and minor work to 
students taking major work in other departments. The department certi-
fies for the professional degree of Electrical Engineer. 
Minor work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy is limited to mathe-
matics, physics, physical chemistry, and chemical engineering. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in electrical engineering is the 
completion of undergraduate wor~ substa~tially ~quiv~lent to ~ha~ rc:-
quired of undergraduate students m electrical engmcermg at this mst1 .. 
tution. 
The modern language requirement for the degree Qf Master of Science 
118J I ·.1, J'fDWISIGN.S 11 I/ ,.j. I 
~i;hei w.aiiyediiupon r.ecommendation·;0£ the1.head1}>f the 1departQ1ep.t; bit~l 
a .reaping knowfedge>·of1 eithen:Ftenchl or .German 1shstr.ongly.iutged., . 1 .. ;1 
For description of courses, see pager lSk. · 1. / 1 • • 1·: : ; · · ,, , • . 1 '; ! .; .~ · ·..i: 
47~i'?~}fs9.Y,'~pat~}?f' DlJ~pr. ~J)ly •. ;JJJ!. 3~2~ 3~~. +u, .112, t.J5, 4¥' ,451 .. !_~~~, ~~· 
Qpen-~ :to ·; gr-aaua:te• · .nnd adyanced ~nder~!l~ua.ies. Major or 'Dlittot'. ' 595• .. ·: > ? ~ 
Q.eP.tkt.Q 1~Adtt1~ia;s P.~llf•i: M,Jof qr nm10,i:;. ~. ~·w.>,,. 647,: 6$P, 65~1 J -: ; ,, •• • ,. : • 
t ) , ,,,. • ,, - • ' , 
' ; f. +. t ~ • J. ' . ' ,.,. , I 1 J J ~ • ,, • , • .) ; I I I i < ) 
v I· , m . i.' EN'GlN . 1;1,.E.RlNG. , : ' · t ": ,, ,~, I 
·;!~e~~1epa~t~~nt pff~~; m~j~r. 'Vqfk f~r Jh~, 4«7~~ees 9(f4~~!,er o! ~pie~ft;' and Doctor of ·Pn11osophy 1il engmeermg valuatto!Y,""an<l mmor work, to . 
students taking major work in other departments. The department certi-
fies for the professional< degree· of htdustrfaJ JEitginee.l'.; 
P.retequisite, .to:.ru-ajor _graduate ·workris. jhe. ~ompletion of) a: icur;dcuhim 
sub~tanUaIJy, f ,enuivale.ntt to iihat · ·r.equired > t>f, underigraduate: Jstudents:~ Jin:. 
eqgineermg .at .thisi dnst.itution1~ apd shotild include ttlie prerequisite 1uhder. ... ·' 
grad\late) ·cour~es necessary for. the particu1ar . line ·chosen.: . . . .. 11 •• 1 : • : ~ 
F.or •. ~~~iP.~i{>~;o,~:co,11r:11es_,,1$t;eJ1>age 191"?. .1 ... ~ •. :.r"'' !_,1 .:.:1 , .11 . ~,:1 .. 1;: Qpe~ t«? .8fa~q{ltes .f9r. m1por, ,oqly, , 3S1, 404.. 4()~, tlOO"t·;1~"~;1,!.G11 A.~~ • • 4~S., , · rr r. ~ . trpeltl'to'·gradtiales"only/ MaJot or nunot. {J()4~ (:IJ'S, wo1--~1. 69!(. · " • Jo 
--.~ :· ) I • 1 ' ! • .• I t -\· .... ,,.,,~ :..:111 d' 'ii I~ ~UJ•J; J-"'?~J 
T! : • ''II. , ••·. ;': ·.~~~M ·c~OP~! ~n.·:~pji,~~~·:,=-,;=):.( . .',:,.r . !' ·;r)I]':.'»! 
. ~e:.41:P~rJrp.~~· .offer~ .major ~ork f~r the ~.~sr~e 9~ ~~~~r.:Qf :~~~~c~ 
m, .F.ro». P,tq~,UFP,~n, ~r!>~ J ~ri~~dmg,. ~?!l ,phys~~,'. sq~f, r~~~~ittY,,. sp1J, I Pa.~r, ) 
ter,~o!o~,·!~~ .~wi.~apf1gCffil~!lt;.19aJo,... .~ork J~~~h!Jg .tp .ihe_ .~egJ/!,ft:,:,qf,. 
!JPFf?:!"r~o~. f,~!9~9Jiliy .m· ,sQ1l ferb,1f7~, ~9ilJ~ac.tenol<?gx1 ,aq~ ~F.9.P, .qf1!J19.t:·. 
m~;.i~P.§. ~npx-.. wprk~tq-~tu~eµ_ts tak.m~. l'!laJor:wo);'k,~~ piher..4~P~~t.w,~~~·.· i 
Th~. qepa~~,«;~t c~~tifi.es, for the profess1oqal de~re~ ,9f ¥a,s~r. 9£, ~gf.)~:-.. 
culf!lf.Cr :1 , · . · 11 • , • ,, .. r : , . 1 f · L h .: : . 
·:Rtetequisite ·to·· major gi:aduate. work in the•, department is: the' contple~: · 
tiQJ). of undergr.aduate··work substantially equivalent to ithat. '.l"equfoedr.of 1 
µndergraduate ', stude·nts ·in the curric.ulumi in iarm crops· and 1 .soils:,. at . 1 
th!~ ipstit1:1~ioq":. Students. in. ~arm croJ>~ shou~q. hav:e. q~4 ?.-~.J.e~§t .#\e 
eqmval~~t :O~ 10,~e ycrar,,s wo.rk i11; farm crop,s, one cpurse ,\n: g~1;wr,al.:,J>~.t::.: 1 
any, courses in genera1 agriculture and g-enerq.l science, anq .sfi.ouiji ui1 
elude special l\V'ork in soils and usually advaric~d ~ourses,' in. ·'Ial\n1. ;eri0p.sJ 
Students in soils should have had at least the equivalent 'Ot one·)yeal,"'s 
work in .soils. ancJ in chemistry,. ~ cQu..rse in ba~~ir~ology,. ~o.u~seS- ip. · .s'~9'1 
eral agrJcultur~ ·and, gener~l science, and· \!S\la ly ~advam~ed counsesi r1n 
soil!f. :,,· ,· . I . ·- ., . r• I .-··1. ·1/ 
Students taking major work in fa.rm- c.rops. will usuaUy minor in s.eils, 
genetics, or botany, especially in piant J>lJysiology, or plant ·pathology/ 
Students taking major work in soils wiU tisually tni~or 'il;l' ~heroisti;r, 
farm crops, botany, bacteriology, agricultural"engineering, or. geofogy; 
For description of courses, see page 196. 
Oe_en to _graduates for ~inoi:. only. . 
· Far.m. Crops. 304, 305, · 410,.: 414• .\24, · 445~ . 
~ill.•,. ~4."<4~. t • • "' • • , • I • ,. 
OJi~l.to 18Taauaics. and aavancca undel'dl"aduates. M,ajot I pr tnin·or.'· . )j) •},' • 1 
<1F'~··G!.9J>IIi ··504~··S46.: '" ·, · . 1 r ' _. ,., ' - • • .. ,. 
~iJIJ• ~ ~· ,555. ~- I • ' 
O~n to graduates o~ty. Ma)O.~ ~r minor. , , 
Farm CZ.ops. 604, 605, 606, ros, 009, 618, 619. 
~i\_s., · ~.: ~811 6$9, 664, 6(j8, 66'.?1 674, 678, <>79, :68:4,, GSS, 689, 
I I "I 
I ' ' ' t f I 
·.!· _,., · . FOODS ·AND N.UTRIT·ION 'l ; ~. I 
The aei1attinettt; <>ffer.s··m~)or work for· :the" d.egree. of Ma's fer•()£' :scl~'ot:e. I 
in -foods ·add hutritiott-r major··work·1or the degre·e <if Doctc>r '.df 1Phi18s6.1.: , 
phy in nutrition; and minor work to students taking major work ''in·' i 
othcn~epar.tments.l..' '" 1 '. ·:, .: , ·., i· ,1 ,_ ... r •..• 1JLv ... .,,1 f 
GRADUA~E ·col.LEGE 
' 
Prerequisite to major grclduate work in foods or· nutrition, is the, com-
pletion ·of at lea.St SO quarter credit hours of undergraduate work which 
should include courses ·in food preparation, dietetics, physics, general 
biology, human physiology, bacteriology, and chemistry (general, organic. 
physiological, and quantitative methods). Students desiring to take 
major work in foods should present in addition, if possible, µndergraduate 
credits in experimental cookery. It is recommended that in addition :to 
the courses specified the student should have a general ba~kground in 
home economics although students well trained in the fundamental sci-
ences may quaJify. 
Students takiqg major work in foods will usually select their minors 
from economics, food chemistry, colloidal chemistry, or bacteriology. 
Students taking major work in nutrition for the degree of Doctor· of 
Philosophy will usually select their minors from economics, physiological 
chemistry, nutritional chemistry, or physiology. · 
For description of course!', .sec P-agc 218. 
Op~p ta graduates for m,uiot; o~ly. 305, 404, 405. • 
Open to graduates and advan·ced undergraduates. MaJor or minor. ·504, SOS, 
506, 507, 511, 512, 513. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 604, 605, 609, 614. 
FORESTRY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in fore st management, forest products and marketing; and minor work 
to students taking major work in other departments. The department 
certifies for the professional degree of Master of Forestry. 
Students desiring to major in this department should present forestry 
credits substantially equivalent to those required of undergraduate stu-
dents at this intsitution. 
Minor work is usually-recommended in botany, particularly plant path-
ology, agrostology, ecology, dendrology, or plant physiotbgy, entomology, 
'chemistry, soils, landscape architecture, or economics. 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Sc'ience 
may be waived upon recommendation of the head of the depart~ent. 
For description of courses, sec page 200. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 301, 302, 303, 388, 396, 397. 398, 494. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 600, 606. 634, 688. 689. 694, 697-. 
GENETICS 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science 
and Doctor of Philosophy in genetics ; and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a thorough 
undergraduate curriculum, -either in a biological science or in agricul-
ture, which should include one year's work in botany and in zoology, 
mathematics (including statistics), chemistry, and foreign langu~ge {pref~ 
erably German). In the biological sciences, courses in physiology1 mp~­
phology, and cytology are highly desirable. One year of physics ts also 
sugges'e~. , k. • k . . "11 d" , 'I : •.. ·, • I b4 
SJudents ta ·mg Il!aJOf wo~ JJt s:~nettcs .w1 qr J:'l!J.rt, ~- npp~r .. !1,n·.,, c;>t:; 
any, zoology, bacteriology, b1ochem1stry, mathematics, animal hustianClry, 
farm crops, OJ; horticulture. 
For description of courses, see page 205. • • 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. 1\fa)Ot or manor. 530, 535, 
540, 550. • • 
Op~n to graduates only. MaJor or minor. 8XJ, 605, 651. 652, 653, 600. 
GEOLOGY 'M 
The department offers maj.or work for the degree of. Maste~ of Scien~e 
in economic geology, and mmor work to students takmg ma1orr;wotk>·1n 
other departments. : · · "?•'l h'lt11?1t.>rli; ~ 
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Students desiring to major in geology should have completed the 
equivalent of the following courses: 201, 202, 203, 354, 355, 356; and 
434, 435, 436 or 454, 455, 456. , 
Minor work is ustJally recommended in mining engineering, chemistry, 
or zoology. 
For description of courses, see page 190. 
Open to '6Taduatcs for minor only. 434, 435, 436, 454~ 455, 456, 467, 477. 
Open to graduates and advanced under.Iraduates. .l\fajor or minor. 557, 558, 566. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 664, 665. 
HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
TJ1e department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in economic hi~tory ; and minor work in economic history and govern,. 
ment to students taking major work in other departments. . 
Students desiring to major in economic history must present a mini-
mum of thirty' undergraduate quarter credit hours in the general field of 
history, nine of which may be in political science and in economics. 
For description o( coursest see page 208. 
Op~n to ,graduates for minor only. 
Economic History. 401, 402, 403, 421, 422, 423, 496. 
Government. 424, 435, 436, 446, 468, 476, 495. 
Ot!_cn to graduate11 .and a1vanced undergraduates. 1\Iajor or minor. 
Economic Histor:>•. 534, 564, 565, 5~t 595. 
O~n to 1rraduatcs only. Major or mmor. · 
Economic History. 604. 
HOME MANAGEMENT 
The. department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science, 
and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of one year's 
work in elementary design, textiles and clothing, and economics and 
sociology; foods and nutrition,. including elementary foods and dietetics : 
one course each in child development, home management, and general 
psychology. 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science 
may be waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
For description of courses, see page 224. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 474, 475. 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. l\Iajor or minor. 517, 518, 
s~ 584. 
upcn to graduates only. Major or minor. 614, 6'77. 684. 
HORTICULTURE 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in general horticulture, pomology, vegetable crops, floriculture, and. 
plant breeding; major wdrk for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in 
horticulture; and minor work to students taking .major work in other 
departments. The department certifies for the professional degree of 
Master of Agriculture. 
Prerequisite to maj<;>r graduate work is the completion of courses cov-
ering the general field of horticulture and 'the underlying sciences. Stu-
dents with major problems in pomology, floriculture, vegetable crops, or 
plant breeding should present the equivalent of 15 quarter hours (10 
semester hours) of undergraduate work in their respecth·e fields, one 
course in general horticulture, and at least one course in one of the other 
branches of horticulture mentioned above. The student should also have 
a working knowledge of inorganic and organic chemistry, botany, and 
soils equivalent to the requirements outlined in the general curriculum · 
for horticultural students in this institution. In certain cases under-
graduate courses in farm crops,. soils, botany, and chemistry may be 
substituted for ·horticulture. . 
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Students taking major work in horticulture will usually take minor 
work in soils, genetics, botany (physiology, pathology, or morphology), 
entomology, chemistry, agricultural economics, or vocational education. 
For description of courses sec pa~e 234. 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. SOI, 5141 5161 
518, 521. 522, !i23, 524, 525, 526, 527, 528,. 546, 547, 564. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. <iOO, 601, 602, 603, 604. 
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science, 
and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work for the degree of Master of Sci-
ence in household equipment is credit in beginning food courses, 12 
quarter credits in advanced physics (covering in detail mec~nics, 
electricity, heat, and light), 9 quarter credits in household equipment, 
and chemistry (general, organic, and quantitative methods). It is rec-
ommended that the student should have a general background in home 
economics, but students· with fundamental training in chemistry, physics, 
and bacteriology may be accepted. · 
Students taking major work in household equipment will usually select 
their minors from economics, foods and nutrition, institution manage-
ments, or physics. ... · 
For description of courses, see page 226. 
Open to ~raduates for minor only. 404 405, 435. 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. s~. 507, 
508, 509, 514, 521, 522, 523. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 604, 614. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in industrial arts, and minor work to students taking major work in 
other departments. 
Students desiring to major in industrial arts must be graduates of the 
undergraduate curriculum in industrial arts, or of a recognized four-year 
collegiate curriculum in industrial or manual arts, or they must present 
with the Bachelor's degree, thirty-six quarter-credits in industrial arts 
(including manual training), and fifteen credits in psychology and educa-
tion, or offer a substantial equivalent. 
Major work is td be selected from the courses in industrial arts· and 
·certain courses in mechanical engineering which relate to industrial arts 
education. Minor work is recommended to be selected from courses in 
vocational education and psychology. · 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master 9£ Science 
may be waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
For description 0£ courses, see page 238. 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 504, 510, 
SIS, 516. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. (JOO, CiOS, Ci07, 608, 609, 610, 614, 615, 616, 
617, 618, 650. 
INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT 
The department offers joint major work in co-operation with other 
departments for the degree of Master of Science, and minor work to 
students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of at least 
twenty-three quarter credits of undergraduate work in home economics, 
thirteen of which should be in instituiton management (large q!lantity 
cookery, purchasing, institutional equipment, and catering), seven in 
foods and nutrition (nutrition and dietetics, and meal planning), and 
three in nousehold equipment. 
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The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science 
may ·be :waived upon recommendation of the head of the department .. 
For description of courses, see page 228. 
Open. to graduates for minor only. 484, 485. 
Open. to graduates and advanced undergrjlduates. Major or minor. 587, 588. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. fJ04, 614. 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in landscape architecture, and minor work to students taking major work 
in other departments. The department certifies for the professional de-
gree of Master of Landscape Architecture. 
Students desiring to major in this department should present credits in 
landscape architecture substantially equivalent to those . secured by un-
dergraduate students in the curriculum in landscape architecture' at this 
institution. 
For description of courses, sec page 249. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 334, 335, 343, 401, 402, 403, 411, 412, 413, 421, 
4~ 423, 436. 
upen to graduates only. Major or minor. 000. 
LIBRARY 
The department offers courses designed particularly to meet the de-
mand .for university librarians and assistants who have had considerable 
·work in scientific and technical fields. The courses taken should be sup-
plemented by a year's work at a graduate library school and are not to 
be considered as a substitute for such work. The courses offered below 
leading to the degree of Master of Science must be taken as a divided 
major with certain selected departments. Satisfactory library experience 
under appr.oved conditions· and a reading knowledge of both French and 
German will be required. 
In ad<Jition, the library extends facilities of bibliographic research in 
the sciences and technical literature of the departments ·giving graduate 
instruction. The course, "Bibliographic Research" (Library 614) may be 
aUowed as either major or minor credit in any department. 
For description of courses, see page 251. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 614, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619. 
MATHEMATICS 
The department offers major work for tbe degree of Master of Science 
in mathematics and statistics; major work leading to the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy in special fields of applied mathematics ; and minor 
work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Students desiring- to major in this department should present at least 
fifteen quarter-credit hours of work in mathematics beyond calculus. It 
is desirable that this should iµclude differential equations, solid analytic 
geometry, and theory of equations. 
Minor work is usually required in physics, chemistry, engineering, or 
certain phases of agriculture. 
For description of courses, sec page 252. 
4 
Open to ~aduatcs for minor only. 300, 314, 315, 330, 334, 400, 405, ~ 441, 442 
44~ 444,. 445, 4fR. . 
vpen __ to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 514, 515 
516. 53:>, 536, 540, SSO, 554, 555, 599. 
OP,en to _graduates. onlyi Major or minor. 600. fJ04, liOS, 606, 007, 614, 615, ,616 
617. 63>. 624. 625, 626, 627. 631, 632, 633, 640, 651, 652, 653, 654, 655, 656, 657; 658, 659 
'64. <.65. 666, 6i'l, C2. 6:~1. 6i'4. 6.-s. ~1. ~. 683, 699. '· 
GRABUATE C<OLLEGE Jl23 
I 
--:n ."J 1rrr:- .-·111 ~ •.:b:NflE~NIG.AL .ENGl'N·EERING> ._1 .1-111 u: ;tivw 
-;~~t'i.eJd~P~f~ii,t~n;~~.t?-ff~r~ .~.aj~r wor~ lor ~he.·-~~g~c~:~~~~~¥t:<>£:.~iC~~e 
1n ·m~dhati1ca1' eri~meeriJig, 'gas anct~ stea:m· ·engmeermg; lieatin·g.ranct ven-
tilatio1f'-!~'irtat:hitt~ :ifeslgiiing, traflwa~ mechanical" engin~enn~ 1 'iiiaU,sttU11 
. e~&1~~ting( ~~fyrif,o~ve •: erl~µee~n~/. an~ i~r.~n~uti~al.' ep~~~~~~.t:. i and 
mmbr work to- 'StuClents takmgl ma1or work: 1n oth~r··aepartmentS'. >::J?He 
department cer~i~es for th~ pr?fessi~J)~l (leID-~~·:~f Meelt.~~!~~! '.~tj~n~er. 
1 ··Students; desu-mg to· !llaJ.or in·:this· c!~pa~tm~!· ~hou~~:h,~ve ~co~plc:~ed 
an undergraduate c_urri~':1lum, . subst~!1~l~~.'. ~qu1va1e!1~:, ~o ·th~~~ r~~lfed 
of undergraduates m mechanica1 engineering· at· tli1s 1rtsbtut1on.1 • 
Minor work is usually recommended in civil engineering, electrical 
engineerin&", 'ag'.r..idt.ilfutal engln'eering, mathematics,, .physics; psychology, 
-.or .. e~ono.~tc.s., .. : - . . . . . ) .i· .• ·, '),; r 
; rt. t.Qe ·n;t.QQ.er:~ lC\nguage requjr~ment .{Qr· the. degte~ ;Qf .M~~t~r. ;Qf,Sf:1ieu~c 
may be waived upon recommendation of the head of the 1 depar.tm~~ts. 1 
• ·; .. F.Q!'I, dc~riptipn nf, coar,ses, see page 256. . . . .J 1 , , • i 
I , Qn~ 1~0-raduatc~ for, .minor only. 326, 328, 344,. 354, ~6, 358,. 415, 419, ,424 • .425,., . .u.t, 446.'5"~54~ 45, 484• 485;'486' 488 .489, 497. ,, . . ' ..•• '"".ti!' 
· Open 'lb· gradu'atc'S a·n-d' aav'anccd undergraduates. Major- or minor.· ·Srs; 516;~ ·517, 
518, 519, 526, 5281 .529,.1 534., 556, 557, SSS, 564, S99. .., , . : :: ·. ! , ~ •. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 625, 627, 628, 644, 6451 616, .647.,. 61$, 655, 
67&, 685, 686, 688; fl)~. f/)9. ' ' . : ; .,, : ) 
•. I ' I 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN 
The department offers minor work to students taking major work in 
other departments. 
For .d~scri11tiou of courses, see page 264. 
~- ~op1:m to graduates for minor only. 314, 315, 316, 317, 424; 491,. 4921' 493tl "li: r . . . . ' 
1 ., 
PHYSICS . ' : ; : . .. ') 
The department offers major work for the degree 'of Master ·Qf ·Science 
in physics and for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in· :special. !fields 
of applied physics, and minor work to students taking m~jor :Worlc ·in 
other departments. ., 1: ,fi,) ·: ."":.:;rrr 
Prerequisites to major graduate work in physics are; ~-co,llege. c.ourse 
in general physics, at least a year's laboratory course hi' mtroductory 
physical measurements, and additional courses in physics witli ~·· total 
of at least ten credit hours. Mathematics through calculus, and chem-
istry are also required. 
Minor work is usually recommended in mathematics, .chemistr.y .. r;me-
chanics, or various phases of engineering. . . . , . ., 
For description of courses, see page 267. • , , ... ;l 
Open to graduates for minor only. 311, 312, 313, 316, 321, 322, 323, 4P4, 4.sd, .~98:.,,h 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor~ 501~; soz,,·.)~w, 
504, SOS, 5()6, 514, 515, 516, 519, 520, 524t 525. 534. •" '> ' I 
Open to f.aduates only. Major or minor. fl04, 6>5, <IJ7, 610, 611, 612, 61$,1 614; 6\5, 
6201 624, 62 I 637, 638, 640, 650, 651, 652, 653, 681,. 682, 683, , , • l 
PSYCHOLOGY "nn 
The department offers minor work. to students taking 1major wor~ in 
other departments. 
For description of courses, sec page 269. 
Open to graduate& for minor only. 410, 414, 415. 416, 420, 424, 426, 434, 438, 444, 
454, 4164, 468, 474, 484, 485, 488, 496, 820, 634, 635, 636. 
TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 
· The department offers major 'Yo~k for the degr~e of Ma_ster of Science, 
and minor work to students takmg ma1or work m other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the ·completion of· one .. yeat's ,, 
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work in history and in economics, chemistry (including inorganic, or-
ganic quantitative, and textile), household physics, applied art (includ-
ing c~mposition, design, and drawing), and textiles and clothing (includ-
ing general t~tiles, clothing construction, and costume design). . 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science 
may be waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
For description of courses, see page 229. 
Open to 'it"aduates for minor only. 444. 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 504, 514, 
S21z 525, 526, 527, 544, 545, 554, 564. 565, 590. 
vpen to graduates only. Major or minor. 610, 614. 
THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in theoretical and applied mechanics, and minor work to students taking 
major work in" other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a curriculum 
substantially equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in 
engineering at this institution, and should include the prerequisite under-
graduate courses necessary for the particular line chosen. 
For description of courses, see page 275. -
Open to graduates for minor only. 324, 327 334, 338 344, 378, 498. 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 514, 515, 516, 
521z 594, 595. 
vpen to graduates only. Major or minor. 600, 606, 614, 664, 665, 666. 
VETERINARY ANATOMY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science 
and Doctor of Philosophy in microscopic and gross anatomy;· and minor 
work of students taking major work in animal husbandry, biological 
chemistry, pathology, physiology, zoology, and bacteriology. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an under-
graduate curriculum leading to the degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medi-
cine. Exceptions to this rule must be approved by the Dean of Veter-
inary Medicine. 
For description of courses, see page 279. 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 215, 216. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 614, 615, 616. 
VETERINARY HYGIENE 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in veterinary bacteriology and veterinary hygiene ; major work for the 
degree of Doctor of Philosophy in veterinary bacteriology ; and minor 
work to students taking major work in other departments.· 
The research facilities of the Department of Veterinary Research are 
available to approved and qualified students. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an under-
graduate curriculum substantially equivalent to that in veterinary medi-
cine. 
For description of courses, see pa-cte 279. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 226. 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 524. 
Open to 'it"aduates only. Major or minor. 624. 
VETERINARY PATHOLOGY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science 
and Doctor of Philosophy in ·veterinary pathology, and minor work to 
students taking major work in other departments. 
The research facilities of the Department of Veterinary Research are 
available to approved and qualified students. 
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Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an under-
graduate curriculum leading to the degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medi-
~ine. Exc~.tions to this rule must be approved by the Dean of Veter-
inary Med1cme. 
Minor work is recommended in bacteriology, chemistry, zoology, ento-
mology, physics, botany, or genetics. 
For description of courses, see page 282. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 255, 354. 
{)Pen to graduates and advanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 256. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 650, 655. 
VETERINARY PHYSIOLOGY' AND PHARMACOLOGY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in veterinary physiology, and minor work to students taking major work 
in other departments. 
The research facilities of the Department of Veterinary Research are 
available to approved and qualified students. 
Students expecting to do major work should have a fundamental 
knowledge of physiology, zoology, anatomy, histology, and chemistry. 
The exact requirements will depend upon the particular line of work the 
student expects to pursue. 
For description of courses, see page 283. 
Open to graduates for minor only. 661, 662, 663. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 665. 
VETERINARY SURGERY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in veterinary surgery, and minor work to students taking major work in 
other departments. 
Students enrolled for work in this department must be graduates of a 
recognized veterinary college. Exceptions may be made upon special rec-
ommendation of the head of the department and the Dean of Veterinary 
Medicine. 
For description of courses, see page 284. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 677. 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science 
in agricultural education, home economics education, and vocational 
education. 
?\{AJOR IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION: Prerequisite to enrollment in this 
group is .graduation from a curriculum in technical agriculture substan-
tially equivalent to one of the undergraduate curricula in Iowa State 
College. This should have included elementary courses in psychology 
and education. 
MAJOR IN HoME EcoNOMICS EDUCATION: Students enrolling in this group 
must have graduated from a technical and professional curriculum sub-
stantially equivalent to that required of undergraduate students at Iowa 
State College. Vocational Education 561, 56Z, 563, 6 credits, are in-
cluded in the major. Minor work may be taken in any department of 
the Division of Home Economics or in any closely related departmentJ; 
or it may include courses from several home economics departments. 
MAJOR IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION: See Industrial Arts, page 121. 
MAJOR IN VoCATIONAL EouCATION: Prerequisite to enrollment in this 
group is graduation from a non-technical curriculum in a standard col-
lege, and the presentation of credits in psychology and education amount-
ing to 30 quai:ter (20 semester) credits. 
::.tz6 
. -r-:i$hc modern··language requirement fot the. degree of Master of';Science 
may"~ iwaived 1upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
~·:For. description. of cot1rses1 see page 289. · Open to graduates for minor only • 
. . A8f}wltw:al ~4, Vocati.onal Education. 305, 494, 495, 496, 497, 498, 499. 
· Home ECOnoni1cs Education. 406, 407. 
Physical Education for Men. 491, 492, 493. 
Open to graduates and advanced undergraduates. :MaJor or min.or. 
Agricultural and Vocationals Education. 501, 502, 503, 521, 522, 523, 544, 545, 554, 
561, sg 563, 584. l. . 
Home EConomic!I Eaucation. SU4, :5051 506, 507, 508, 509, 514, 517. Industrial Arts Education. 510, 515, :>16. 
Open to graduates only. Major or minor. 
A~cultt,atal llPd. ·~-0eatiq11al EdQcation~ . 604, 624, 625, 626, 644, 645, 664, 665, 684. 
Home Econom,cs .r.(Jucatlon. ()QS, 606, f:IJ7, 610, 614. 
"· ~ ~Induitrial Arts Edu~tion. (JOO, 608, 609, 615, 6161 617, 618, 6SO. 
. . . . ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 
· T.he department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science 
~P~.J!Q.C~<;>r Qf PhUos.ophy in the fields of animal biology, morphology, 
e~Ql9.~ t~xopo.my, physiology (comparative and insect), protozoology, 
p~ras.ttofogy,, enton191ogy, a~ic1,1lture, and economic zoology; and minor 
work to students taking ma1or work in other dep!J,rtments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of at least two 
years of zoological courses, for part of which credit in other biological 
sciences may be substituted. Comprehensive courses in general zoology 
and general chemistry (and in most cases also organic chemistry) are 
required of all students. Specific requirements, in addition to the ele-
. n1cntary uµdergraduate courses along the lines of major. work, depend 
uP.pn ptevious trai~ing and professional experience. 
For description of courses, see page 294. .. 
,Open to Jl1lduates for minor only. 405, 424 454, 456, 484, 499. 
·O~tl to :graduates and aavanced undergraduates. Major or minor. 514, SIS, 516, 
511:, ~20, S25, 1526. 527, ·534, SSS, 557 •• 558, 564,, 565, 566. 575, 576, 5i7, 585, 594. 
M9;~;J3. :graau.at~s only. MaJor or minor. 617, 624, 629, 659, 665, 669, 674, 676, 
r:·l~,""l •!, .. ·:··,; .. •• - 1.· • 
~- . ..... 
, ... , . 
1· 
. 'f . .. 
Collegiate Instruction 
AIP'fcultural Economics. - ------------P· 128 llyatene •• _____ -------------------'!'p.186: 
A2ricultura1Education (see Industrial Artll------- .. --------....... p.181. 
-Vocational Education) .. ------------P· 28i> Industrial Sclence.--------------·--P•MO Agricultural Englneering _____________ p. JSS Institution Management-------~-- .. ,.P:. 218~ 
AKriculture ------------------------P· 186 Lands=pe Archltecture .. ----------•.:.p. U'l. 
ADimal Husbandry ____ --------------i>· 140 Lihl'arl'---------------------------P· ·261, 
AppJ,ied At"t------------------------P· 211 Mathematics_. -------------------.:p .. 261..' ArChltectural Engineering. ___________ p. 146 Mechanical Engineering •••• ---------P· 26' 
Bacteriology ________________________ p. 149 Military Science and Tactlcs ........... p •. 260' 
Botany ..... -------------------------P· 162 MlnlruiEnglneerlng (See c•tcat , . .' . Ceramic Engineering _______________ .,p.155 and"Mlning EnglneerlniV--------~-p.160 
Chemical and Mining Engineering ----P· 160 Modem Languages _________________ p. 262 
Ohenrlstry __________________________ p.164. Music ---------------------------P·268 
Child Development ••• ---------------P· 218 Ph~sical Education for Men ............... p. 26' 
CivilEnglneering ••• ----------------P· 1'11 Ph~sical Education for Women ......... p •. 265 Dalryindustry _____________________ p.178 P~sics .............................................. p.267 
Economics.-----_ ------------------P· 182 PS)'choloo ............................ p. 269 
Electrical Engineering. __ ------------P· 186 Public Speaklng ____________ ~-------P· 2'10 
Englneering ________________________ p.190 ltellgiousEducation----------------P·2'll 
English ________________ .. __ ---------P· 193 Rural Socloloo-------------------·P· 182 
Farm Crops and Soils ________________ p.194 Soils (See Farm Crops and Solla) ...... p: 19' 
Foods and Nutrition _____ ---·--------P· 215 Technical J'ournallarii_,. _____________ p. 2'12 
Forestry --------------------------P· 198 Textiles and Clothlng ______________ .:, .. p. 228 
General Englneering _________________ p. 202 Theoretical and Applied Mechanics .... p. 2'16 
Genetfcs ___________________________ p. 205 Veterinary AnatoIDY-------------·--P· 2'18 
Geology _________ ., __________________ p. 206 Veterinary ~den, .... - .. ------------P· 2'19 
Government---------------------- .. -P. 209 Veterinary Medicine. --------------P· 280 
History----------------------------P·207 VeterinaryOb1tetrics.----------·---P·28l 
Home Economics. ------------------P· 209 Veterinary Patbology .................... p. 281 
Home Economics Education----------P· 219 Veterinary Phyaioloey. _____________ p..282 
Home Management .... --------------P· 222 Veterinary Surgery ............................. p. 288 Horticulture ________ _. _______________ p. 281 Vocational Educatlon ............ _ .......... p. 285 
Household Equipment. ___ .. _._ ... _ ••• -P· 224 Zoology ...................... - ----- --- ----P· 298 
Definition of a Credit. The vatue of each course is stated in quarter-
credits. A credit requires one recitation (involving two hours of prep· 
aration), or one three-hour laboratory period or other combination. of' 
teacher contact and outside preparation involving a total of three clock 
hours per week for twelve weeks. 
Course Numbers: In each department the courses, for convenience of 
reference, are given in numeric;il order. Non-collegiate courses are 
numbered from 1 to 99. Junior College courses are numbered fro~ 100 
to 299. Courses 300 to 399 ate primarily for junior students. .Cou~ses 
400 to 499 are for senior students. Some courses numbered from 300 to 
499 are also available to graduate students for minor credit. Under-
graduate courses open to graduate students for major credit are. num-· 
bered from 500 to 599, inclusive. Courses for graduate students only 
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T .Jl.-Technical Journalism 
T.&C.-Textiles and Clothing 




Ve ed.-Veterlnaey Medicine 
Vet.Ob.-Veterinaey Obstetrics 
Vet.Patb.-Veterinaey Pathology 





(Including Farm Management and Rural Sociology) 
(Administered jointly by the Divisions of Industrial Science and Agri-
culture as a part of the Department of Economics.) 
*A. G. BLACK, Head of Department 
T. W. SCHULTZ, Acting Head-of Department · 
Professors Miller, Peck, Von Tungeln; Associate Professors Harter, 
Hopkins, Murray; Assistant Professors Shepherd, Wakeley; Instructors, 
Hudson, Schrampfer; Extension Workers, Allbaugh, Arthur, Cady, Cow-
den, *FitzGerald, Galloway, Robotka, Soth, Stacy, *Termohlen, Thompson 
The staff in Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology seeks to 
analyze and present to students the nature of economic and social forces 
as they affect the value of agricultural commodities and the well-being 
of the farming population, and to teach the principles underlying the 
farmer's adjustment to these forces. Major work is offered in three 
curricula: Agricultural Business, Farm Organization and Management, 
and Rural Sociology. 
The curriculum in Agricultural Business is designed to meet the grow-
ing demand for training in co-operative marketing of agricultural pro-
ducts, rural banking, and other business closely associated with agri-
culture as well as to train for research anp teaching in this field. Suffi-
cient work in agricultural science and technique is provided to give the 
student a scientific view of the industry. . -
The curriculum in Farm Organization and Management is designed to 
train students for actual farming as either proprietors or managers. 
While the economic and business side is stressed, a large amount of 
natural science and technical work is required, and the elective privilege 
enables the student to specialize to a considerable extent in some par-
ticular scientific or technical line. This course of study is also designed 
to serve as foundation training for professional work in the field of pro-
duction economics. · 
The curriculum in Rural Sociology is designed to meet two urgent de-
mands of our present rural life : (1) To train young men and women as 
leaders and investigators who can serve as salaried experts in the numer-
* Absent on leave. 
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ous community institutions and organizations whose aim is to develop a 
farger, happier, and more efficient life for all on the farm; and (2) To 
enable those students whose major work is taken in a limited and purely 
technical curriculum to get some work that offers a larger community 
outlook. Rural Sociology courses taken in conjunction with technical 
courses prepare the student to be a broadminded citizen and a leader in 
general community improvement. 
Curricula in Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociolou 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical experience is required before graduation. Sec 
page 139. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
Aertcutturat Business Group 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
/ Credits2 Credit.a Credlta 
Gen. Agr. Economics Gen. Agr. Economics Gen. Agr. Economics 
Ee. 2811 3 Ee. 282 3 Ee. 288 3 
Livestock Problems Livestock Problems Livestock Problems 
A. II. 101 2 A. H.102 2 A.H. 103 2 
Crop Production 
F. C. 104 4 
Crop Production 
F. C. 105 
· Industrial History 
4 Hist. 285 3 
Comi:osition Composition Composition 
3 Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 108 
General Chemistry General Chemistry General Chemistry 
Chem.101 4 Chem. 102 · 4 Chem. U.18 4 
Milltary 121 1 Military 122 1 Military 128 1 
17 17 16 
Ir addition to the courses listed above, each student will be requiredto int'ludf. h hla schedule: 
Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Tech. Leet., Ee. 181, 182, 188; Orientation, Ag. 101, 102; Ag. 104, aee 
page 189. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
El. Economic Statistics Gen. HorticultW"e A)filled Sociology 
Ee. 234 4 Hort. 114 3 c. 884 3 
Math. for Students of Agr. P~cs for Agr. Stud. Business Law 
Math. 20.5 4 byll. 204 3 Ee. 866 a 
American Govt. Argumentation Farm Mach. & Motors 
Govt. 214 3 Engl. 206. 3 A. E. 884 4 
General Botany Farm Dairying Extempore Speaking 
a Bot.101C 3 D. I. 114 4 P. S. 311 
Military 221 1 Military 222 1 Mllltary 228 1 
Electives 3 Electives 8 Electives 3 
18 17 17 
In addition to the courses list<.d above, each student will be required to include in hla schedule 
Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 208. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Money and Banking Money and Banking Advanced Accounting 
Ee. 804 3 Ee. 604 3 Ee. 376 8 
Technical J ournallsm Rural Sociology Technical Jourrallsm 
T. JI. 226 3 Ee. 886 3 T • .JI. 886 3 
General Genetics Element. Accounting Fiction 
}a Gen. 800 or 810 3 Ee. 870 .a Engl.464,455,456 or General Psychology Ee. Hist. Mod. Europe Drama Paych.204. 8 Hlat. 402 a Engl. 464, 46~. 
Technical Agr. 3 466, 467 
tTechnlcal Agr. 6 Technical Agr. ' •Electives 3 •Electives 4 
18 17 17 
lTbe number refers to the description of the course. 
IFor definition of a credit, see page 127. • 
tMay he omitted by students admitted to the Reserve Omcera• Tralnfng Co!1>1• See page 260 
~he following coursea are auuested u desirable electives for this eroup: Ee. 880, 876, 41', 
606, 580, 689, 646, 647, 664; F.-c. 805, Hist. 684; Govt. 424, 485; Pqch. 424, 484,,488. 




Ee. 545 3 
International Ee. Policies 
lllat.668 3 
Economic Geo~pby of Agr. 
Ee. 640 3 
Land Economics 






Value & Distribution 
Ee. 507 3 . 
Co-operation in Agriculture 
Ee. 386 8 
Agricultural Finance 





Value & Distnoution 
Ee. 508 3 
Farm Accounting 
Ec.584_ 4 




Farm Orga111%atlon and Management Group 
(Freshman year ls same as in Agricultural Business Group) 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
El. Ee. Statistics Gen. Horticulture Ap~lled Sociology 
Ee. 28-i 4 Hort.114 8 c. 884 3 
Math. for Af. Studenta Ph/Jsics_ Farm Mach. A Motors 
Math. 20 " bys.204 3 A. E. 884 4 O~ic & auant. Organic & Quant. Fertility & Fertilizers hem. 25 8 Chem. 256 8 Soils 254A 3 
General Botany Gen. Plant Pathology Breeds of Beef and 
Bot. 101C 8 Bot. 207 4 Dual-Purpose Cattle 
MWtary221 1 American Govt. A.H. 203 2 
Electlvea 2 Govt. 214 8 Farm Dairyin~ 
Military 222 1 D. I. 114 4 
Military 223 1 
17 17 17 
In addition to the coul'lfeS listed above. each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Ph) 1. Ed. 201, 202. 208. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Rural Sociology Land Economics Farm Accounting 
Ee. 886 8 Ee_. 884 8 Ee. 534 4 
General Genetics Money & Banking Animal Feeding 
Gen. 800 or 310 8 Ee. 804 8 A.H. 860 s 
Entomology General Bacteriology Pasture & Hay Cropa 
ZooL 274 4 Bact. 804A. 5 F.C. 404 8 
Breoda of Dairy Cattle Cereal Crops Argumentation 
&Hop F.C. 204 3 Engl. 205 3 
A.H. 201 8 *Electives 3 •Electives 4 
*Electives 4 
17 17 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
' 
Adv. Farin Organ. Value & Dlstributio'1 Value & Distribution_ 
& MJlt· Ee. 507 8 Ee. 608 8 
Ee.. o 8 Co-operation in Agr. Prices of Fann Products 
Buatnesa Law - Ee. 886 8 Ee. 686 8 
Ee. 866 8 A~. Finance Animal Feeding 
Soll Management c. 635 8 A.H. 414 6 
Solla 45o& 8 *Electives 8 *Electives 6 
*Electives 8 -
17 17 17 
n'he followin_sr_courses are auggested as desirable electives for this curriculum: Paycb. 204; 
Enid. 26,, 255; lllat. 568; Govt. 42'; Zool. 111, 584; Vet. Byg. 427; Vet. Arist. 21'1; A. E. 806; 
A. H. 837; Hort. 621, 864; F. C. 41', 604; Soils 254. 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 131 
Rural Soclotoey Group 
{Freshman and Sophomore years same as ln the Agricultural Business Group) 
JUNIOR YEAR 




Ap~lied Sociology Money & Banking 
)a 
Rural Sociology 
e.886 s Ee. 804 or Ee. 886 3 
Heredity Agricultural Finance Prine. Sec. Education 
Gen. 810 s Ee. 685 Voe. Ed. 806 8 
Prine. of Education Gen. Bacteriology Human P1:f slology 
Voe. Ed. 804 8 Bact. 804A 5 Zool. 25 • 5 
General Biology Co-operation in Agr. *Electives 6 
Zool. 104 8 Ec.886 3 , 
*Electives 6 *Electives 6 
17 17 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Beg. Tech. Journalism Social Legislation Public Finance 
T.Jl. 226 8 Ee. 588 . a Ee. 506 s 
Rural Social Organization 
Ee. 687 S 
Plfc and Recreation 
c. 484 8 
Rural Po/ulatlon 
Ee. 58 a 
Agricultural Policy Land Economics l Leadership Ee. 647 a Ee. 384 or Ee. 586 8 *Electives 8 Value & Distribution 8 Ap~lied Soctolo1Y Ee. 507 c. 580 8 
*Electives 8 *Electives 5 
.--
17 17 1'1 
Description of Courses 
For additional courses in Economics and Sociology, sec page 182. 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
131, 132, 133. Technical Lecture. The field of agricultural economics and rural 
sociology. Fall, Winte·r, Spring, respective.Iy. Leet. 1. P.eqbired each course. 
135. Principles of Economics. For Forestry Students. Forces and institutions 
of modern economic society with special reference to forestry. Valuation and 
taxation of forest land; stare ownership and economics of forest conservation. 
Spring. Rec. 3. C~dit 3. 
-231, 232, 233. General Agricultural Economics. (231) Farm or(fanization and 
management. The economic factors involved in the successful orzanintion and 
operation of a farm. Fall, Winter. (232) Principles of value. and price developed 
in connection with farm marketing problems; marketing methods; market pnce·a 
supply and demand and their determinants; elasticity of demand and supply. 
Prerequisite: 231 or permission "Of instructor. Winter, Sprin(f. (233) Principles 
of distribution developed around "the problems of farm income, coat of production 
and price, labor and wages, savings and interest, land and rent, 1!_rofit1 as a 
reward for busintss enterpri~ and risk taking. Prerequisite: 232. Fall, Sprin(f. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
234. Elementary Economic Statistics. The principles and methods af pthuing, 
analyzin~. presentinl', and interpreting economic data. Fall, Winter. · Rec.· 3. 
Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1 or 4. Stude.nts who have classified in 01! have received 
credit in Math. 441 may enroll in the laboratory of this course for 1 credit. 
In all other cases both recitation and laboratory is required. -
330. Creamerr Accounting. 'A spe.c_ialized accounting system for creameries. . Con· 
struction and tntcrpretation of creamery operating· statements and balance aheebl. 
Prerequisite: 370 or equivalent. Spring. Leet. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
334. Land Economics. Problems in land ownership. Land tenure. Factors af· 
fecting the value of farm land. Selling practices. Regfonal changea. in land 
utilization. Prerequisite.: 233 or equivalent. Fall. Rc'Y 3. Credit 3. 
335. Co-operation in Agriculture. The co-operative type of business enterprise 
with particular refuencc to its aIJplication in farm marketing. Prerequisite: 233 
or equivalent. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
336. Fafm. IIanagement and Accounting. Principles of farm organization and 
management applied to Iowa farming. TechniQue of farm management including tlJc 
•Electives are to be chosen in consultation with tho Jlead o! the major work and In the main 
Crom departments offerin~ major work. • 
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use of farm accounting data. Prerequisite: 223 or equivalent. Spring. Rec. 2. 
Lab. 1, J hr. Credit 3. . 
430. Practice Course In Marketing. Study of the methods and practices of a 
market aJency while the student is in its employ. Written plans and reports. 
Prerequi1ute: permission of instructor. Credit 1 to 3. 
435. Prof>lems in Advanced Agricultural Economics. Individual study • o~ special 
problems in marketing, farm organization, land tenure, etc. Prerequisite: per· 
mission of the instructor. Credit 1 to 3. 
530. Advanced Farm Organization and Manageme!lt· Technique. of farm orga.n!za-
tion and management, particularly as developed m Iowa farming. Prerequisite.: 
233 or equivalent. Fall, Spring. Lectures 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
534. Farm Accounting. Principles of accounting ada·pted to the farm busin~ss. 
Application of accounting data to farm management. Prerequisite: 233 or equiva-
lent. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 br. Credit 4. 
535. Acrlcultural Finance. Financial requirements of individual farmers and 
of farmers' marketil1'6 and purchasing .organizations. Credit institutions serving 
farmers and their organizations. Prerequisite: 233 or equivalent. Winter. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. 
536. Prices of Farm Products. Agricultural prices including an analysis of their 
characteristic movements and their position relative to the general price level 
ln the business cycle. Prerequisite: 507. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
537. Statistical Analpls. Correlation analysis; methods of analysis of prices, 
production data and similar series of time variables. Prerequisite: 234 or Math. 
441. Winter. Rec. 3. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 5. ' 
538. Market Price Determination. Price making in the market place. Rela· 
tionship among farm wholesale and retail prices. Speculation and prices. Pre· 
requisite: 233 or equivalent. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
539. Structure of Agricultural Markets. Relation of the middleman system to 
farmers on the one hand and processors or consumers on the other. Prerequisite: 
233 or equivalent. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
540. Economic Geography of Agriculture. Geographic and economic survey of 
the conditions under which the world's supplies of agricultural products are ob· 
tained; trade routes: centers of trade in agricultural products. Prerequisite: 233 or 
equivalent. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
545. Transportation. Development of means of transportation including high· 
ways, waterways, and railways; relation of transportation to agriculture. .teneral 
industry, and the formation of market centers. Prerequisite: 233 or equivalent. 
Fall, Spring. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3. 
546. Railway Tra1ffc and Rates. Theory and practice of rate making and regu· 
lation; traffic practice and problems; effect of rates on production and trade. Pre· 
requisite: ·545. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. · 
547. Acrlcultural Polley. The relation of agriculture to the. economic Hfe of the 
nation. Problems arising out of the agricultural and industrial development. Pre· 
requisite: 233 or equivalent. Fall. !4t. 3. Credit 3. 
631, 632, 633. A¢.cultural Marketing. By arra_n_gement. Falt, Winter, Spring, 
respectively. Credit 3 each course. Mr. Miller. Mr. Shepherd. 
641, 642, 643. Economics .of Production. Including farm accountino;I and land 
economic,. By arrangement. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively: Credit 3 ~ch 
course. Messrs. Black, Peck, Schultz. 
650. Seminar. Staff and graduate student conference. 1\fay be taken for not to 
exceed three hours' credit in any quarter. Mr. Black. · 
659. Research in Agricultural Economics. Messrs. Black, Miller, Murray, Peck, 
Hopkins, Sbeph~d, Schultz. 
RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
384. ~pplled Socl.otou. Means and mea.sures of social assimilation, social 
adaptation, and social control as related to social progress. Fall, Wintc.r, Spring. 
Rec. 3. Ctedit 3. 
385_. Applied Sodology. History, development, and status of the family with 
spc~1al refere.ncc to ~nfluences affecting American family life. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
386. Introc1ttctlon to Rural Sodology. Rural social problems. Development and 
functioning of basic rural social institutions. Cultural back'Zfounds standards 
and. methods as relat~d to co-operative efforts and social change. F~lt, Winter, 
Spnng. Rec. 3. Credit 3. · 
• 4'8<?· Industz?I So~otogy. Study a~d eyaluation of leadership and welfare work 
in induatry-industnal health, housing, reett.ation. retirement pensions unem· 
ploymen~ insurance, joint·r~presentation ~nd management, stabilization, et~. Win-
ter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINE$RING 133· 
'484. Play and Recreation. Theory and W\,.~ctice in ieisure time nctivities for 
the groupt.. home, club, n!ld community. herequisite: one course in sociology. 
Winter. .Kee. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
580. Applied Sociology. Sociologlcal thought and problems. Prerequisite: 9 
credits in sociology. Spring. R~. 3. Credit 3. 
SSS. Rural Population. Composition. characteristics, and movement of rural popu· 
lation as compared with urban. Prerequ"isite: 9 credits in sociology. Spring. 
Rec. 3. Credf t 3. • 
586. Rural Leadership. Specific problems of rural life; selection, development, 
tasks, obligations, and opportunities of rural leadership. Prerequisite: 9 cr~itll 
in sociology. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
587. Rural Social Organl%atlon. Place and function of farmer movements and 
organizations in a changing rural order. Obj~tives and role of formal and in· 
formal organization in neighborhood, community and rural-urban groups. Pre· 
requisite: 9 credits in sociolozy. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
588. Social Legislation and Social Problems. Analysis of existing, proposed and 
needed social legislation and study of methods of attack on social problem.a·. 
Prerequisite: 9 credit in sociology. Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
589. Special Problems. Conferences. Prerequisite: 9 credits in sociology. Fall, 
Winter, Spring. Credit l to 6. 
684. Social Surveys. Surveys of school districts, church parishes, or rural com· 
munities. Credited ais partial renuirements for an advanced degree. Dy ar· 
rangement. Credit 2 to 10. Mr. Von Tunaeln, Mr. Wakeley. 
689. Research In Rural Sociology. Mr. Von. Tungeln, Mr. Wakeley. 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
See Vocational Education, page 285. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
(Administered jointly by the Dean of Agriculture and the Dean of 
Engineering.) 
J. B. DAvmsoN, Head of Department 
Professor Giese ; Associate Professors Ayres, McKibben, Sharp; Instruc-
tor Carter; Exten.sion Workers Peterson, Virtue 
For information concerning the division of AgricuUure, see page 88; for 
the Division of Engineering, see page 92. ,, 
The department of Agricultural Engineering offers instruction in 
courses. involving the application of engineering knowledge to the solu-
tion of farm problems. The most important of these subjects are farm 
machinery, farm motors, farm buildings, farm sanitary equipment, drain-
age and irrigation. All students in agricultural curricula take one or 
more of these courses. 
The department also provides for students who wish to specialize in 
Agricultural Engineering. A four-year curriculum leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science in Agricult1:1ral Engineering was establ,ished in 
1909. This curriculum includes mathematics, sciences, and fundamental 
subjects in the different engineering departments ; agricultural courses 
selected to familiarize the student with the methods of modern scientific 
agriculture ; and thorough treatment of agricultural engineering courses. 
Graduates from this ~urriculum have taken up work along the foUow-
ing lines : College, extension, experiment station and government work 
in agricultural engineering; advertising, sales and development wor~ with 
manufacturers of various lines of farm equipment and farm building 
materials ; engineering and contracting on farm buildings and drainage; 
editorial work on farm and trade journals; and farming where drainaget 
farm structures, and the use of machinery are important factors. 
f 
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Speciai Curriculum for Engineering Students 
The degree of Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering (B.S. in 
A.E.) is given to students who have completed a four-years' curriculum 
in Civil, Mechanical, or Electrical Engineering, followed by one year's 
prescribed work, approved by the Committee on Advanced Standing and 
the General Faculty. 
Curriculum in Agricultural Engineering 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work in agriculture or engineering. under, the 
direction of this department is required before graduation. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
For graduate work, see page 113. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter _Spring Quarter_ 
Credlts2 Credits Credi ta 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Ap&lied Chemistry 
Chem-1011 4 Chem.102 4 hem.107 4 
Composition Composition Composition 
Engl.101 3 Engl. 102 3 Engl.108 3 
College Algebra Plane Trigonometry Analytic Geometry 
Math. lOlA 6 Math.102C 4 Math.108A 6 
En~. Problems En<fe. Problems Carpentry 
n. E. 104 1 en. E. 105 1 A. E. 155 2 
Livestock Problems Livestock Problems Livestock Problems 
A.H.101 2 A.H.102 2 A.H.108 , 2 
Mechanical Drawing Projective Drawing Military 123· 1 
M.E, 115 1 M.E.117 2 
Military 121 1 Military 122 1 
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be repuired to include in his sched-
ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Tech. Leet., A.E. 101, 102, 108. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fann Machinery 
A.E. 286 3 
Crop Production 
F.C. 104 4 
Crop Production 
F.C. 105 4 
Economic Hlstcry Integral Calculus Applied Calculus 
Hist. 824 8 Math:212 4 Math. 218 4 
Differential Calculus Elec. & Magnetism E~. Problems 
Math. 211 4 Phys. 222 6 en. E. 206 1 
Mechanics and Heat General Horticulture Sound and Light 
Phys. 221 6 Hort. 114 3 Peya.223 5 
Working Drawings Mechanical Drawing Statics of Engr. 
M.E.118 2 M.E. 217 1 T. & A.M. 274 8 
Military 221 1 Military 222 1 Military 228 1 
18 18 18 
-in addition to tho coul'Sf'8 listed above, each studen_t will be required to include in bis ached-
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 208. 
Rural Structures 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Machine Construction Farm Power 
A. E. 375 8 A. E. 359 2 A. E. 846 4 
Surv~g survrag Farm Drainage c .. 321 3 c .. 322 3 A.E. 824 8 
Materials Lah. Dynamics or Engr. Surveying 
T. & A.M. 827 1 T.& A.M. 844 4 C.E. 828 3 
Pr~es or M:iterlals Steam & Gas Lab. Hydraulics 
• & A.M. 884 2 M.E. 356 1 T. & A.M. 878 4 
Mech. or Materials Gen. Agr. Economics Dairy Principles 
T. &A.M.824 6 Ee. 281 3 D.I. 810 2 
Machine Work Rural Landscape Design Electives 2 
M.E.884 2 L.A. 208 3 
Steam and Gas I.ab. tExtempore Speaking 
M.E. 854 1 P. S. 311 2 
17 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Seminar, A.E. 801, 302, 303. 
lThe number refers to the description of the course. 
. SFor definition of a credit, see page 127. 
l 1Mayttbe omitted by students appointed to the Reserve Officers' Trainin1 Corps. For fu t 1 Dionna on, tee pap 261. 








Seminar Seminar Seminar 
A.E. 401 1 A..E. 402 l A.E • .COS 1 
Land Development Irrigation Rural Structures 
A.E. 425 4 A.E. 427 3 A.E. 476 8 
Engr. Contracts Farm Power ETn. Valuation 
Engr. 405 3 A.E. 447 3 ngr. 407 8 
Direct Current Alternating Cunents Mech. Lab. 
E.E. 485 3 E.E. 487 8 M.E. 868 1 
Direct Current Lab. Alternating Cunent Lab. Feeds and Feed.Inc 
E.E. 486 1 E.E. 488 l A.H. 416 s 
Soils Fertility & Fertlllzera Farm Utilltlea 
Soils 254A s Solis 85:4 5 A.E. 487 8 
Electives 3 Electives 2 Electives • 
18 18 18 
Description of Courses 
For description of non-collegiate courses, see page 297. 
101/ 102, 103. Technical Lecture. General and agricult'ural engineering subjc.cts. 
Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. 1. Re~uired each course. 
155. Carpentry. Care and use of tools; construction and repair of farm buildings, 
self-fe.eders, garages, etc.; framing, lumber bills; drawing. Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 2. 
157. Dairy Mechanics. For dairy industry students. Sanitary and common pipe 
fitting, soldering, tinning, belts, J>Ulleys, bearings, painting, valves, and repair of 
dairy equipment. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. Fall. 
205. Graphic Methods. Plotting and charting agricultural statistics. Presenta· 
tion, analysis and illustrations of experimental data. Spring. Lab. 1. 3 hr. 
Credit 1. 
236. Farm Machines. Mechanics and materials. Construction, adj~tments, opera· 
tion, testing, selection, and cost of use of farm machines. Prercqu11ite: credit or 
classification in Phys. 221. Fall. Re.c. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
2J8. Horticultural Machinery. Construction, adjustment, operation, and care of 
tillage, potato, garden, and spray machinery and gas engines. Winte.r. Rec. 2. 
Lab. 1. 3 hr. Credit 3. 
239. Dairy Machinery. Construction, adjustme.nt, operation, and care of dairy 
machines and equipment, boilers, engines. motors, refrigeratin-z and power ma· 
chincry. Winter. Rec. 4. Lab. 1, 3 .hr. Credit S. 
254. Farm Shop. Includes elementary forge work, soldering, harness repairinc, 
pipe fitting, roJ>e splicing, e.lementary electric wiring, repair of farm machinery. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit .2. 
301, 302, 303. Seminar. Preparation, presentation and discussion of paper1 on 
agricultural engineering subjects. Rec. 1. Required each course. 
~ 306. Farm Surveyin1 and Draina1e. For students in Agriculture. Design_, Joca· 
hon and construction, drainage, surveying. Land surveyine for area an<l ,map· 
ping. Land descriptions. Drawing maps. Fall, Sprine. Rec. 2, Lab. 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 3. 
324. Farm Drainage. Drainage problems of the individual farm; design loca· 
tion and construction of laterals. Protecting farms from overflow and soh ere>· 
sion. Prerequisite: credit or classification in C.E. 323. Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 
3 hr. Credit 3. 
334. Farm Machinery and Power Ma~ement. M«hanics and materials Con· 
struction, adjustment, operation, and testin-z of farm tnachinerr'; measurement and 
transmission of power. Prerequisite: Physics 204 or equivalent, cxc~t for A__Bfi· 
cultural Journalism and Two·ycar Collegiate students. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 
3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. • · 
345. Gas Engines ancl Tractors. Construction, OJ?eration, adjustmen!,e. and care of 
gasoline and oil engines and tractors. Prercqui:S1tc: 334 except for ·.l·wo-year Col· 
leaiatc stude.nts. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
346. Farm Motors. Construction, adjustment, ~eration, care, testing, aclectfon, 
and cost of use of farm ~gines and tractors. The horse as a motor; windmill11t 
small water wheels, etc. Prerequisite: Phys. 222. Sprin;. Rec. 3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 4. 
356. Farm Buildinc Construction. Similar to ktrlcultural Engineerinl' 155 but 
more advancc.d. Includes the planninJr, construction and repair of farm bulldlnr1 
and appliances. Prerequisite: 155. Winter. Rec. 1. Lab. z, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
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359. Machine Construction. Repair of mechanical farm equipment and construe· 
tion of experimental machines. Oxy-acetylene and electric welding. Winter. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
374. Concrete and Masonry. Materials, specification, .and tests; .mi.xturcs, forms, 
reinforcement; UdCS of concrete on• the. farm. Other fireproof building materials. 
Fall, Spring. Leet. 1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
375. Farm Structures. Arrangement of buildingis. Planning farm buildings with 
special regard to live.stock requirements, economy, convenience, sanitation, and ap· 
pearance, nnd materials used. Prerequisite-,: T.&A.M. 3ZJ. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 
3 hr. Credit 3. 
401, 402, 403. Seminar. Preparation, prese.ntation and discussion of papers on 
agricultural engineering subjects. Rec. 1. Credit 1 each course. 
425. Land Development. Reclamation by drainage, flood protection, and pumping. 
Community outlet problems. Analysis of hydrographic data and flood control. 
Lnnd clearing. Prerequisite: 324. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
427. Irrigation. Water supply, rights, duty, conveyance., pumping. Effects of 
over· irrigation; remedies; seepage flow. Distributory systems. Irrigation struc· 
tures. Prerequisite.: C.E. 323, Soils 254A, T. & A.M. 378. Winter. Rec. 3. Credi_t 3. 
447. Farm Machinery and Power. Design problem.s peculiar to farm mechanical 
equipment. Selection and manage.ment of equipment for meetin•.J specific farm 
conditions and for producing specific crops. Prerequisite: 236. Winter. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. 
476. Farm Struatures. Continuation of 375. Details of construction, cost e.stimat· 
ing1 apecificatio~ and bills of materials. Special problems. Perspective drawini anu sim1>le rendering. Prerequisite: 375. Fall. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Cre-,clit 3. 
487. Farm Utilities. Lighting, heating, ventilation, water supp9', plumbing; 
sewage disposal. Prerequisite: 375, Phys. 223. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 3. _ 
489. Farm Bulldlngs and Equipment. For Animal Husbandry :;tudents. Pfans, 
materials, construction, lighti~. heating, and ventilation of farm buildings; water 
supply, sewage. disposal. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
528. Special Topics. Land development; drainage and irrigation. Mr. Ayres. 
536, 546. Special Topics. (536) Machine problems. (546) Power problems. Mr. 
Davidson, Mr. McKibben 
577, 587. Special Topics. (577) Structures. (587) Utilities. Mr. Davidson, Mr. 
Giese. 
<i09. Airport Drainage. Design, location, and construction of drainage systems 
to in,6ure proper surface and sub-surface water control. Special soil treatment 
methods to promote growth and maintenance of turf. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. or 
as arranged. Credit 3. Mr. Ayres. 
628. Land Reclamation Problems. Soil water, drainage practice, engineering and 
institutions. Irri-zation practice, construction, and organization. Cutover land 
problems. Mr. Ayres. 
636. Research. Design, testing, and efficiency of farm implements and ma· 
chines. Messrs. Davidson, McKibben, Collins. 
646. Research. Power problems, including application, efficiency, and e.conomy 
of power. Messrs. Davidson, McKibben, Collins. 
661, 662, 603. Seminar. Discussion of research problems, methods, procedure and 
reports. Required of all graduate students in agricultural engineering. No c~edit. 
Jifr. Davidson. 
677. Research. Design 0£ farm structures, mate.rials for farm structures Messrs. 
Davidson, Giese, Collins. . • 
687: Research. Sanitary equipment, including sewage disposal water supply, 
lae.atlng, liihting, and ventilation. Messrs. Davidson, Giese, Collin's. 
AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM 
See T eclmical Journalism, page 272. 
AGRICULTURE 
H. H. Kn.oEE, Dean of Agriculture 
For information co11cerning tire Division of Agric11lti1re, see page 88. 
. AGRICULTURE 137 
Curriculum in General Agriculture 
' -
Leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work in agriculture under the direction of 
the division is required before graduation. Sec page 139. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
The curriculum in General Agriculture is planned to provide training 
for students who wish a broad, general knowledge of Agriculture, and 
also the opportunity for special study in certain related fields in the 
natural sciences, the social sciences or the applied sciences. Those 
who are looking forward to finding their life work on the farm, will 
secure in this <:urriculum the courses which will fit them in the broad-
est way for useful, well-rounded, successful careers. 
While the curriculum is very similar to that of certain other agri-
cultur~l curricula in the first two years, in the junior and senior years 
emphasis has been placed upon courses which provide fundamental 
knowledge necessary for the attainment of the objectives of agriculture 
as formulated and approved by the Faculty of the Division of Agricul-
ture in 1933. 
Sufficient elective opportunity is provided in the junior and senior 
years to permit students to select sequences of courses in lines of work 
in which they are particularly interested. Electives are to be chosen 
in conference with the Dean. In general at least one-half of the total 








Composition Comi:os1tfon Composition 
Engl. 101 l 3 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 103 3 
General Botany General Zoology Botany or Zootog 
Bot. 101C s Zool. 114 3 Bot. 108C or ool. 116 8 
Crop Production 




4 4 D.I. 114 
Livestock Problems Livestock Problems Livestock Problems 
A.H. 101 2 A.H. 102 2 A. H.108 2 
General Horticulture General Chemistry General Chemistry 
Hort. 114 8 Chem. 101 4 Cbem.102 4 
Military 121 1 Military 122 1 Military 128 1 
16 17 1'1 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in hi.a sched-
ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Orientation, Ag. 101, 102; Ag. 104, seo paie 189 • 
• 
Gen. Agr. Economics 
'Ee. 231 3 
Qualitative Analyais 
Chem. 103 1 4 
Mathematics 
?datb.206 4 
Breeds of Livestock 
A.H. 205 4 
Military 221 1 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Gen. Agr. Economics 
Ee. 232 3 
Organic & Quant. 
Chem. 255 8 
PhYBics 
Phys. 2u4 8 
Rural Lan~~ Design 
L.A.208 3 
Extempore Speaking 
P. S. 811 3 
Military 222 1 
16 
Gen. Agr. Economics 
Ee. 288 3 
Organic & Quant. 
Chem. 256 3 
Farm Mach. & Power Mit. 
A. E. 834 4 
Solla 
Soils 264A 3 
Technical Joumali.am 
T. Jl. 225 8 
Military 228 1 
17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his ached· 
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
IThe number refera to the description of the course. 
2For definition of a credit, see page 127. · 
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• 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credi18 
Land Economics Co-o~tfon in Agric. Farm Mgt. & Acctg. 
Ee. 88'· 3 Ee. 886 8 Ee. 886 8 
General Genetics General Bacteriology' Hay and Pasture Crops 
Gen. 800 3 Bact. 304A 6 F. C. 404 3 
Fertility & Fertilizers Ee. Hist. of Agric. Nineteenth Century 
Solla 854 5 Hist. 824 3 Engl. 254 3 
Rural Sociology 
8 Ee. 886 
Electives 8 Eled;ives 6 Electives 8 
17 17 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Agricultural Polley Agricultural Finance American Govt. 
Ee. 54'1 3 Ee. 685 3 Govt. 815 3 
Soll Management Farm Bldga. & Equip. Animal Feeding 
Bolla 464 8 A. E. 489 3 A.H. 414 5 
International Ee. Policies Gen. Plant Patholou 
Hist. 568 8 Bot. 207 4 
Rural Soc. Organization 
Ee. 68'1 8 
Electives 6 El,ctivea 7 Electives 9 
17 1'1 17 
Two-Year Collegiate Curriculum in Agriculture 
The two-year collegiate curriculum in agriculture is offered fo students 
who can meet the requirements for admission to the regular four-year 
college curricula· but who do not wish to take more than two years of 
college work. 
On the satisfactory completion of this curriculum the student is 
granted a certificate. 
In case a student decides later to return to complete the full four-
year curriculum, he will receive credit toward his degree for the two 
years of work already completed. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
FIRST YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits2 Credits Credits 
Livestock Problems Livestock Problems Livestock Problems 
A.H. 1011 2 A.H. 102 2 A.H. 103 2 
Crop Production Crop Production Farm Dairying 
F. C. 104 4 F. C. 105 4 D. I. 114 4 
General Botany Gen. Chemistry Gen. Chemistry 
Bot. 101C 3 Chem.·lOlA 4 Chem.102A 4 
Composition Composition Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Eni 102 8 Engl. 108 3 
Farm Mach. & Motors Gen. orticulture Farm Mechanics 
A. E. 834 4 Hort. 114 3 A. E. 254 2 
Military 121 1 Military 122 1 Military 123 1 
17 17 16 
In addition t.o the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 103; Orientation, Ag. 101, 102. 
lTbe number refers to the descrir tion of the course. 
IFor definition of a credit, see page 127. 
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SECOND YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Sprln1 Quarter 
Credits Credits Credtta 
Breeds of Livestock Breeds of Liv£Stock Breeds of Livestock 
A.H. 201 3 A.H. 202 or 3• A.H. 208 2 
Poultif. Husbandry Home Landscapes or ~ lfi Pasture Crops 
A. .144 3 L.A. 206 2 . c. 404 8 
Organic & auant. Farm Bldgs. and Equii:. Animal Feeding 
Chem. 25 8 A. E. 489 8 A.H. 414 6 
Soils Prine. of Breeding Gen. Agr. Economics 
Soils 2o4A 8 A.H. 254 8 Ee. 288 8 
Gen. Agr. Economics Fertility & Fertilzers Military 228 1 
Ee. 231 8 Soils 854 6 Electives 8 
Military 221 1 Gen. Agr. Economics 
Ec..282 8 
Military 222 1 
16 17 or 18 17 
Ir, addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his ached· 
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 208. 
A student desiring a slightly different grouping of courses from that 
prescribed above will have the prhdlege of substituting with the ap-
proval of the heads of the departments concerned and the Dean of the 
Division, provided he can meet the standard prerequisites for that work. 
A student desiring to take A.H. 270 or A.H. 409 should substitute Vet. 
Anat. 217 for one of the three credit courses during the Fall Quarter. 
Practical Work 
Administered by the head of the department in which the student 
elects to take the work. 
Students of the Division of Agriculture must have at least six months 
of practical experience before graduation. This requirement should be 
met before the beginning of the junior year. No credit in a college 
curricula will be given for the first six months. Additional practical 
work will be credited for students who, by previous arrangement with the 
head of the department, work on farms, in horticultural, feeding or 
breeding establishments, in beet sugar factories, in national or private 
fores ts of recognized standing, or in any kind of technical work which 
belong to the Division of Agriculture, during their course of study. 
Students must take this practical work under the direction of the pro-
prietor and render competent and faithful service. On their return to 
college they must present a 'concise written report of their observations 
and experience. 
Description of Courses 
101, 102. Orientation. Lectures and class work dcsiancd to aid the first-year 
student to .adjust himself to his environment, and to present a survey of the 
fields and opportunities in Agriculture. Library Instruction (Lib. 106A) will be 
given as a part of 101. Fall, Winter. Required. 
104. Practical Work. Six months required. 
305. AdcUtional Practical Work. Three months in addition to 104. Credit 3. 
306. AdcUtional Practical Work. Three months in addition to 104 and 305. 
Credit 3. 
404. International Aspects of Agriculture. World production of agricultural prod· 
ucts. World markets. Conditions affectin-z cost of production and marketin8'. 
Transportation costs. Com{!etitlon and market requirements. International trade 
policies. Winter, Spring. Leet. 2. Credit 2. 
AGRONOMY 
See Farm Crops and Soils, page 194. 
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
H. H. Ka.DEE, Head of Department 
Professors Cannon, Cochran, Helser, Henderson, LaGrange, Lush, 
Shearer, Thomas ; Associate Professors Anderson, Caine, Hansen; As-
sistant Professors Beard, Espe, Holbert, Waters; Extension Workers, 
Arnold, Beresford Johnston, McDonald, Quaife, Shultz, Vernon, Whit-
, ' field 
For information concerning t/ie Division. of Agricultnre, see page 88. 
The department of Animal Husbandry offers instruction and carries 
on experimental work in the selection, breeding, feeding, management, 
and marketing of the various breeds and classes of farm animals, and in 
the killing, cutting, and curing of meats. 
The woJ;k of the department is· divided in~ three main groups : Ani-
mal Husbandry, Dairy Husbandry, and Poultry Husbandry. Students 
have the opportunity to make a choice of their line of work. 
Because of the importance of the livestock industry to the welfare of 
the state and because of the demand ior instruction in this work, the 
equipment for instruction and experimental work has been made as com-
plete as possible. The College Farms are stocked with excellent repre-
sentatives of the leading breeds of livestock. 
Graduates in Animal Husbandry find employment in many lines of 
work. A few of the many branches open to such graduates are : stock 
farm management, college work, experiment station work, government 
work, extension work for colleges, railroads, and breed associations, posi-
tions as county agents, agricultural high school work, agricultural jour-
nalism with particular reference to livestock, sales positions with com-
mission firms, buying for packers, selling feed stuffs and stock farm 
equipment. 
Some of the openings for graduates who have specialized in Dairy 
Husbandry are: dairy farm management, college and experiment station 
work, positions in United States Department of Agricultu.re, extension 
work, breed association work, agricultural journalism with particular 
reference to dairy cattle, management and sales positions with firms 
handling !eed stuffs and dairy farm equipment. 
Graduates who have specialized in poultry husbandry obtain employ-
ment in government research work, colleges, experiment stations, hatch-
ery management, produce packing plants ; as poultry and game farm 
managers and technical specialists with poultry feed, equipment or incu-
bator manufacturers, or railroad companies. · 
Curriculum in Animal Husbandry 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work in agriculture, under the direction of the 
department is required before graduation. See page 139. 
For Two-year Collegiate Curriculum in Agiculture, see page 138. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
\ 
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FRESHM&"'l YEAR 




Livestock Problems Livestock Problems Livestock Problems 
A.H. 1011 2 A. H.102 2 A. H.108 2 
Composition Composition Composition 
Engl. 101 8 Engl.102 8 Engl.108 8 
Livestock Management General Chemistry General Chemistry 
- A. H.125 2 Chem.101 4 Chem.102 4 
General Botany Cr?. Production FarmShoie 
Bot. lOlC 3 . c. 105 4 A. E. 2 4. 2 
Crop Production General Horticulture Farm Daleying 
F. C. 104 4 Hort.11' 8 - D. I.114 " Military 121 1 Military 122 1 Military 128 1 
15 17 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to includelnhis1ched· 
ule: Pbys. Ed. 101, 102, 108; T6Ch. Leet., A.H. 121, 122, 128; Orientation, Ag. 101, 102; Ag. 104, 
a ee page 189. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Breed3 of Live3tock Breeds of Llve.1tock Breeds of LiveJtock 
A.H. 201 3 A.H. 202 3 A.H. 208 2 
(1) Poultry Husbandry 
A. H.144 8 
Or~ic and Quant. 
hem. 255 8 
(4) Farm Meats 
A.H. 270 8 
General Chemistry General Zoology Solla 
Chem.108 4 Zool.114 3 Solla254A 3 
(2) Anat. Dom. Animals 
Vet. Anat. 217 8 
Geri. Agr. Economics 
Ee. 282 8 
O~c and Quant. 
hem. 256 8 
Gen. Agr. Economics 
Ee. 281 8 
(8) Mathematics 
Math. 205 4 
General ZoololY 
Zool. 115 8 
Military 221 1 Military 222 1 (5) Physics 
Phys. 204 8 
Military 228 1· 
17 17 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include ln his sched-
ule: Phys. Ed. 201..l 202, 208. 
(1) A. H. 144-vJfered Fall and Winter. · 
(2) Two-thirds of Sophomore students will take Vet. Anat. 217 ln Fall and one-third in 
Winter. 
(8} Two-thirds of the students will take Math. 205 ln Fall and one-third in Winter. 
(4) A.H. 270-0fl~d in Winter and Spring Quarters of Sophomore year and Fall Quarter 
of Junior year. 
(&J One-third of the students will take Phys. 204 in Winter Quarter and two-thirds In Spring 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Animal Nutrition General Bacteriology Livestock Judging 
A.H. 818 8 Bact. 804A 5 A.H. 805 2 
Comparative Physiology General Genetics Animal Breeding 
Vet. Phys. 864 8 Gen. 800 8 A.H. 850 8 
Embryology Fertility & Fertilizers Extempore Speakln1 
2 Zool. ~84 ..... 8 Soils 854 6 P. S. 811 
Gen. Agr. Economics tElectivea 4 Farm Machinery 
Ee. 288 8 A. E. 884 ' fElectlves 6 tElectlvea 6 
17 17 1'1 
SENIOR YEAR 
Feed. & Mktg. of Horses Prod. & Mktg. of Beef Cattle Herd Book Study 
8 A.H. 424 2 A.H. 427 8 A.H. 460 
Milk Production Farm Bldgs. & Equlp. Market Claase1 & Grades 
A.H. 484 2 A. E. 489 8 of Livestock 
Soil Management Prod. & Mktg. of Sheep A.H. 409 2 
Solla 454 8 A.H. 429 2 Paature & Hay Crops 
Economic History Pork Prod. & Mkt1. F. C. 404 8 
Hist. 824 8 A.H. 425 8 American Govt. 
tElectlves 7 Rural Soclolou Govt. 816 a 
Ee. 886 3 tElectlvea 6 
tElectivea 8 
17 17 17 
IThe number refers to the description of the courae. 
'For definition of a credit. see paiie 127. 
tThe curricula in Animal Husbandry, Dairy Husbandry and Poultry Hu.sbandl')'offer a con-
siderable number of electives in "Junior and Senior years. This provision enables a student to take 
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Curriculum in Dairy Husbandry 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of. Science. 
For freshman and sophomore years, see Animal Husbandry Curriculum, 
page 141. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
General Bae:t. Animal Nutrition Adv. Stud/i Dy. Breeds 4 Bact. 804A 5 A.H. 818 s A.R.8 EA 
Comparative Physiology - Feed. & Mktg. Horses Rural Sociology 8 Vet. Phys. 864 s A.H. 424 2 Ee. 886 
Embryology Dairy Bacteriology Fertility & Fertilizers 5 Zoot. 534 8 D. I. 850 4 Soils 854 
Gen. Aff{. Economics General Genetics Economic History 3 Ec.2 8 3 Gen. 800 3 Hist. 824 
Electives 8 Electives 5 Electives 2 
17 17 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Milk Secretion Dairy Fatm Problems Pork Prod. & Mktg. 3 A.H. 585 2 A.H. 436 5 A.H. 425 
Commercial Dairy. Animal Breeding Market Milk 
D. I. 406 4 A.H. 850 3 D. I. 805 3 
Soll Management Seminar Pasture & Hay Crop• 8 Soils 464 3 A.H. 489 1 F. C. 404 
American Govt. Electives 8 Electives 8 
Govt. 816 8 
Extempore Speaking 
2 P. S. 811 
Electlveo 8 
17 17 17 
Curriculum in Poultry Husbandry 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of .Practical work in agriculture, under the direction of the 
department is required before graduation. See page 139. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits! Credits Credits 
Poulti, Husbandry Management or Poultry Packing Plant Prob. 
A. • 1441 8 A.H. 146 2 A. H.146 3 
Livestock Problems Livestock Problems Livestock Problems 
- A~H. 101 2 A.H. 102 2 A.H.108 2 
Composition Composition Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 8 Engl. 103 8 
FarmSbo~ General Chemistry General Chemistry 
A. E. 2 & 2 Chem. 101 4 Chem.102 4 
General Fann Crops General Botany General Horticulture 
F. C. 124 4 Bot. lOJC 8 Hort. 114 3 
MWtary 121 1 Military 122 1 Military 128 1 
16 15 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Tech. Leet., A.H. 121, 122, 128; Orientation, Ag. 101, 102; AK· 
1°', aee page 189. 
ileveral electives In some other line of agriculture or allied science and thus prepare himself for 
special work in a chosen field, or for work for an advanced degree in that field. Electives are 
to be chosen in conference with the senior college counselors and the head of the department. 
The Department has prepared groups or elective sequences leading to definite objectives: as 
for example, a grou1> of courses in Vocatlolial Educatiob and Psychology, Chemistry and Physi-
olou, Agricultural Economics, English, Technical Journalism, Entomology, etc. Where such 
aequence requires as much as 80 credits, the student with the consent of his counselor and class-
lfyinsr oftlcer, and the approval of the Substitutions Committee may substitute for enough 
eredlta to make the sequence 1>9ssible. 
For lnf ormatlon concerning the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, S£e page 261. 
lThe number refers to the description or the course. 
IFor definition of a credit, eee pap 127. 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credi ta 
PoulY. Judging Hatchery Operation Brooding 
A. • 244 3 A.H. 246 2 A.H. 246 8 
General Chemistry O~nlc & Quant. O~anlc & Quant.. 
Chem. 103 4 hem. 255 3 hem. 266 8 
Anat. Dom. Animals General Zoology General Zoology 
Vet, Anat. 217 8 Zool. 114 8 Zool. 116 8 
Farm Meats Mathematica P~cs A.H. 270 8 Matb. 205 4 ~.204 8 
Gen. Agr. Economics Gen. Agr. Economics Farm Dairying 
Ee. 281 3 Ee. 232 3 D. I. 114 ' Military 221 1 Milltary222 1 Military 228 1 
17 16 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include in hia ached• 
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Spl. Poultry Problems Incubation Poult[ Nutrition 
A.H. 344 8 A.H. 345 3 A. 646 3 
Comp. Physiology General Bacteriology Spl. Poultry Bacterioloa:y 
Vet. Phys. 864 3 Bact. 804A 5 Bact. 574 · · 8 
Emb~ology General Genetics Solla 
Zoo. 684 3 Gen. 800 8 Solla 254A 8 
Animal Nutrition Rural Socloloey Gen. A~. Economics 
A.H. 818 8 Ee. 8S6 8 Ee. 2 8 a 
Extempore Speaking 
P. S. 311 2 
Electives 8 Electives 8 Ekctlves 6 
17 17 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Mkt. Poultry 
A.H. 440 4 
PoulV. Breeding 
A •• 648 3 
Commercial Poultry PrnrJ. 
A.H. 449 a 
PoulV, Seminar 
A. • 541 1 
PoutV. Seminar 
A •• 642 1 
PoulV. Seminar 
A. 648 1 
American Govt. Fertility & Fertilizers Poult.ey Sanitation 
Govt. 816 3 Soils 864 6 Vet. Hyg. 428 2 
Fish& Game Economic History Tech. Advertlalnir 
Zoo!. 405 8 Hist. 824 8 T. JI. 326 2 
Electives 6 Electives 6 Electtvea 9 
17 17 17 
Combined Currteulum in Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Medicin 
Sec the Dean of Veterinary Medicine and the Head of Animal Husbandry. 
Description of Courses 
For description of non-collegiate courses, seer page 300. 
101. Livestock Problems. Beef and dual-purpose cattle. SeJectio11t judging, car .. 
cass studies, markets, market classification, feeding, breeding, and management. 
(A) For stude.nts who have notj had one year of vocational or .._.H Club training. 
Fall. (B) For students who have had at least one year of 4-H Club or voca· 
tional training. Fall. Rec. and lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
102. Liv-estock Problems. Sheep and horses. Selection, judging, carca11 studies, 
markets, market classification, feedin,, brcedingz. .. and mana,iement. (A) For students 
who have not had ono year of vocational or 4-n Club traminJ. (B.) For students 
who have had at least one year of 4·H Club or vocational traininir. Winter. Rec. 
and lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 2. . 
103. Livestock Problems. Dairy cattle and hogs. Selection, judging, carca11 
studies. markets, market classification, f ceding, breeding, and management. Spring. 
Rec. and Jab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
104. Livestock Problems. Beef, dairy and dual-purpos(\ cattle, sheep, horse1y and 
hogs. Selection, judging, carcass studies, markets, market cfanification, feedin8', 
breeding, and manag~ent. Summer. Rec. and Jab. 6, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
107. Market and Breed Types of Beef, Dairy and Dual·Purpose Cattle, Sheep, 
Horses and Hogs. l"or Veterinary Medicine studentis. Judging. Fall. Rec. and 
Jab. 6, 2 hr. Credit 6. • 
For information concerning the Reser\'e Officers' Training Corps, see page 261. 
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121, 122 123. Technical Lecture. A survey of the field of Animal Husbandry. 
For Fres~an Animal Husbandry students. Fall, Winter, Spring, respective,ly. 
Leet. 1. Required each course. 
125. Livestock. :Management. Fitting for show and sale. Fall, Spring. Leet. 
and lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 2. . fl k s t t• 
144. General Poultry Husbandry. Principles of manaamg a farm oc • e ec ion 
of breeds, culling, fitting, judging, and housing. Fall, Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 
hr. Credit 3. 
145. Management of Poultry. Includes studies of turkeys, ducks, geese, ,Pheas· 
ants and other fowl; their origin, habits, and utility. Winter. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
146. Poul~ Packing Plant Problems. Factors affecting the pr~d.q.ction of quaJity 
market poultry and ens. Grading and candling eggs. Prerequisite: 144. Spring. 
Rec. 2. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 3. · 
201, 202, 203. Breeds of Livestock. 'Dree.ds, their use and adaptability in com· 
mercial livestock production. (201) Dairy cattle and hogs. Prerequisite: 103. 
Fall. Leet. 1. Rec. and lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 3. (202) Sheep a.nd horses. Pre· 
requisite: 102. Winter. Leet. 1. Rec. and lab. 2J. 2 hr. Credit 3. (203) ~eef 
and dual purpose cattle. Prer~uisite: 101. Spring .Kee. aqd lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
205. Breeds of Livestock. Their use and ada_ptabi.ity in commercial livestock 
production. Prerequisite: 101, 102, 103. Fall. Leet. 1. Rec. and lab. 3, 2 hr. 
Credit 4. • 
2#. Poultry Ju4glng. History and development of breeds and varieties. Pre· 
requisit~: 145, 146. Fall. Rec. J,. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 3.-
245. Hatchery Operation. Practice in operating mammoth incubators. Prin· 
ciples of modern hatchery management. Selecting, boxing, and shipping chicks. 
Prer~uisite: 146. Winter. Rec. and lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
246. Broo4Jng. Principles and practices: study of brooder stoves and principles 
and practices of artificial brooding. Prerequisite: 146. Spring. Rec. 2 for first 8 
weeks of quart.e.r. Lab. 4 weeks, 1 hr. daily. Credit 3. 
254. Principles bf Breeding. Physical basis of heredity: Mendelism; livestock 
breeding. Prer~uisitc: 201, 202, 203, or 107, except for Two-year Agricultural 
students. Winter. Leet. 3. Credit 3. 
270. Farm Meats. The selection and killing of meat animals and the cutting and 
curing of farm me.ats. Prerequisite: Vet. Anat. 217. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 1. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
305. Livestock Judging. Horses, beef cattle, sheep, ancl hogs. Prerequisite: 201, 
202, 203, and Vet. Anat. 217. Spring. Leet. and lab. 2, 2 hr. CreAit 2. 
315. Animal Feeding a.nd Management. Composition and digestibility of feedin'i 
stuffs; preparation: {ceding standards, calculation of rations, manageme.nt of herds 
and nocks. Summer. Leet. 6. Credit 3. · 
318. Animal Nutrition. Fundamental basis of nutrition;; practical methods: 
nutritive ratios and feeAing standards. Prerequisite: Chem. 253 or 256, and Vet. 
Annt. 217. Credit or classification in Vet. Phys. 364. Fall, Winter. Leet. 3. 
Credit 3. 
JJ.4. Dairy Farm Practice. Practical problems of breeding1 feeding, and manage,. ment. Open by perntission to men doing cow testing association work. Credit given 
aft.e,r satisfactory completion of one year's work as tester in a cow testing associa· 
tion in Iowa. Prerequisite: 101, 102, 103, and D. I. 114. Credit 6. 
335. Advanced Study of the Dairy Breeds. Judaing, compiling pediJrees, selec-
tion of bre-.eding animals, studies o( important strains and families, trips to dairy 
cattle farms. Prerequisite: 201, Vet. Anat. 217. (A) Spring. Rec. 2. Leet. and 
lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 4. (D) Spc-ing. Leet. and lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 2 • 
• 337. Dairy Cattle Feeding and Management. For Dairy Industry students. Feed-
mg, car~ •. mannge~ent, and development of dairy cattle; methods of milk production. 
Prcrequts1t<\: Chem. 175 or 251. l'all. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
,344. Special Poultry Problems. Experimentation, technique, practice. Prerequi-
site:. credit or classification in 15 hrs. of poultry husbandry. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
Credit 3. 
345. Incubatfo!l·. Factors affecting the development and hatching of 3:vian em· 
bryos. Prerequisite: 245, Zool. 201. Rec. 2. Lab. 5'2 hr. daily. Credit 3. ' 
{ 350. A!1fmat Breeding. Application of principles of genetics to improvement of arm animals; meth~ds and pr~blems of. the breeder. Prerequisite: 201, 202, 203, 
Zool. 534, and Genetics 300. Wmter, Spring. Leet. 3. Credit 3. 
374. P'UDl Keats. For Home Economics students. Selectin-z cutting, a~d curing 
of meat in the farm and city home. Spring. Leet. 1. Lab. 1,' 3 hr. Credit 2. 
}.7~. Farm Meats •. For Junior and Senior Veterinary students. The selection and 
kilh!ltt of meat animals. and the cuttinr and curing of farm meats. PrerC#luisite: 
107, Vet. Anat. 214. Spring. Leet. 1. Lab. l, 3 hr, Credit 2. 
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405. Aclvancecl Live Stock Judging. Horses, beef cattle, sheie~ and hogs. Trips 
to shows and stock farms. Prerequisite: 305. Fall, Winter. Lab. 6 hrs. as at• 
ranged. Credit 2. · 
409. Market 'Classes and Grades of Livestock. Classifying, grading, and valuin1 
horses, cattle, sheep and hO'lS from the standpoint of the open market. Prerequi· 
site:. 101, 102, 103, and Vet. Anat. 217. Fall, Spring. Li.ct. and lab. 3, 1 hr. 
Credit 2. 
410. (F. C. 410.) Agricultural Travel Course. A tour and study of th~ major 
livestock and crop regions of the United States. The inftuenu. of climate, soil, 
topography, markets, and other factors on the livestock and crops produced. Meth· 
ods of production and manage.ment. A few days prior to and at the end of the 
tour will be required for preliminary study, summary, and review. Summer, first 
term. Q-edit 8. · 
414. Animal Feeding. For Farm Crops and Soils students. Composition and 
digestibility of feeding stuffs; preparation; f ceding standards and calculation of ra· 
tions; management of herds and flocks. Prerequisite: Chem. 255, or equivalent. 
Spring. Leet. 5. Credit 5. 
416. Animal Feeding. Similar to 414. Prerequisite: Chem. 107t 174, 251, or 255. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. Winter, Spring. For D. I., A. E., Vet. Mca., and Voe. Ed. 
students. 
424. Feeding and Marketing of Horses. Problems. Prere.quis,ite: 318 and Vet. 
Phys. 364. Fall, Winter. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
425. Pork Production. and Marketing. Prerequisite: 318, V~. Phys. 364. Win· 
ter, Spring. Leet. 3. Credit 3. 
427. Beef Cattle Production. llnd Marketing. Prerequisitt-,: 318, Vet. Phys. 3~. 
Winter, Spring. Leet. 3. Credit 3. 
429. Mutton and Wool Production and Marketing. Prerequisite: 318, Vet. Phys. 
364. Winter, Spring. Leet. 2. Credit 2. 
430. Special Problems in Dairy Husbandry. For senior college students who 
can show· satisfactory preparation for the problem chosen and who have earned a 
quality point average of 2.5 or above for the two _preceding quarters. Individual 
topic, conferences, and preparation of a thesis. Fall, Winter, Spring. Crc.dit 3 
each quarter, 
434. Milk-Production and Herd Management. For Animal Husbandry students. 
Preparation of feeds; computing rations for milking herd, youn~ stock, and sire. 
Management of specialized and general dairy farms. Prerequisite: 318, Vet. Phys. 
364. J.<'all. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
436. J>alry Farm Problems. Production of milk; care, feeding, housing, and man· 
agement of dairy cattle with experimental results and their application to dairy 
husbandry. Prerequisite: 318, Vet. Phys. 364. Winter. Rt,c. 5. Credit 5. 
439. Dairy Husbandry Seminar. For Seniors. Selected subjects; recent in.ve,sti· 
gations. Winter. Credit 1. -
440. Marketing of Poultry and Begs. Fattening, killing, dreHin'l, grading, and 
shipping market poultry and candling, grading, and packing eggs for shipment .. 
Studies of poultry packing plant operation. Prerequisite: 146. Fall. Rec. 2. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
449. Commercial Poultry Production. Practical problems. Plans, development, 
and OJ."'6anization of commercial poultry farms. Visits to se,veral commercial poultry 
farms required. Prerequisite: !!enior college class!fication in Poultry Hus6andry. 
Spring. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. as arrang~d. Credit 3. 
460. Herd-Book Study. Pedigrees, blood lines and families in various breeds o-f 
livestock. Prerequisite: 201, 20~, 203; credit or classification in 350. Fall, Sprin&'. 
Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. -
475 • . Meats and Meat Products. For Home Economics students. Special ptob· 
le.ms in the judging, buying, and handling of meats. Prerequisite: 374 or equivalent. 
Spring. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. CredJt 3, 
480. Animal Husbandry Seminar. For Senior Animal Husbandry students. Prac· I.. 
tical investigations covered. Selected re\'iew topics. Winter, Spring. Rec. 2; 
Credit 2. 
490. Special Problems fn Animal Husbandry. For Senior college. students who 
can show satisfactory preparation for the problem chosen and who have earned 
a quality point averaae of 2.5 or .above for the ~wo P.reced~~H. quarters •• Individu'l 
topic, conferences, ancl preparation of a thesis. l;aJJ, Winter, Sprmr. Credit 
3 each quarter. .. 
535. Milk Secretion. Principles of nutrition in theiz: relation t~ milk secretion. 
Prerequisite: 318, Vet. Phys. 364. Fall. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
541, 542, 543. Poultry Seminar. Reviews and reports of current litttature and 
investigations. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Credit 1, each course. 
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546. Poultry liutrltton. Ex_pe.rimental work; p~ultry rations; egg production, de· 
velopment of young stock. Prerequisite: 146, Chem. 256, Vet. Phys. 364. Sprin~. 
Leet. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
548. Poultry BreeclinJ. Principles of genetics as applied to poultry. Inheritance 
of commercial factors mcluding size of body, size of egg, egg production, hatcha· 
bility of e-zgs, and viability of chicks. Breeding records and pe.digreeing. Selec· 
tion and mating of breeding hens. Prerequisite: 146, 345, Gen. 300. Winter. Leet. 
2. Lab. 1,. 3 hr. as arranged. Credit 3. 
600. Research in Animal Nutrition. Mr. Thomas, Mr. Culbertson. 
605. Conference in ·Experimental Meth~ds in Animal Husbandry. Research meth· 
ods, selection of problems, planning of eJC;perimental work, execution of program, 
interpretation of results and presentation of material. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
Crecht 2. Mr. Culbertson. 
614. Seminar in Anfmal Nutrition. Selected subjects involving advanced studies 
of proteins, minerals, energy, vitamins, and allied subjects in relation to animal 
production. Prerequisite.: Chc.m. 575 or equivalent. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 
1. Mr. Thomas. 
615. Research in Animal Proc!uction. Messrs. Kildee, Shearer, Caine,, Anderson, 
Culbertson. 
630. Dalr.v Husbanc!ry Experimentation. Experimental methods, criticism of 
problems. Fall. Credit 1. Mr. Cannon. 
638. Research in Dairy Husbandry. Messrs. Kildee, Cannon, Hansen, Espe. 
640. Research in Poultry Husbandry. Mr. Henderson, Mr. Waters. 
650. Research in Animal Breecllng. Mr. Lush, Mr. Shearer .. 
651, 652, 653. (Gen. 651, 652, 653.) Conferences on Animal Breeding Systems. Bi· 
ometric relations between parent and offspring, inbreeding and outbreediniz, as• 
sortative mating1 the effects of selection. Application of these principles to progeny tests, selection indices, records of performance, etc. Prerequisite: 350, Gen. 600, or 
equival~t. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 2. Mr. Lush. 
670. Research in. Heats. Mr. Helser. 
680. Seminar. Weekly meetings with staff to report and discuss current lit· 
~.raturc and__problems. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 1. Messrs. Cannon, Hender· 
son, Lush, Thomas. 
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 
A. H. Kn.mALI., Head of Department 
Assistant Professors Phillips, Bowers, Pratt; Instructors, Woody, Ayres 
For information concerning the Division of Engineering, see page 92. 
The curriculum in Architectural Engineering is designed to meet the 
growing demand for training in the fundamentals of engineering prob-
lems found in connection with architectural work and a knowledge of 
the aesthetic treatment of structures. It gives a groundwork in mathe-
matics and applied mechanics, and includes such studies as strength of 
materials, mill, and tall building construction, reinforced concrete, etc. 
The principles of these subjects are applied to all forms of building 
construction 'in the work of the junior and senior years. While spe-
cializing in construction, this curriculum includes also the study of th~ 
. forms and principles of architecture through such courses as freehand 
drawing, architectural history, architectural drawing and 'architectural 
design. 
In all professional work, the methods of instruction are, as far as pos-
sible, i!ldividual. Design is taught on the basis of problems requiring 
a solution, development and presentation by the student under criticism, 
.. accompanied by short problelJls to be carried out, with no criticism until 
all problems are turned in. The problems are treated from three stand-
points ; namely : practical planning, economic use of materials, and 
aesthetic treatment. From time to time the problems of the Beaux-Arts 
Institute of Design are given and the student drawings sent to New York 
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fof1udgment. In all cases, student design problems are gra8ed by a jury 
consisting of the entire staff of the Department. 
Nine quarter credits of elective work are permitted in both the junior . 
and senior years. The choice of the electives is to be made in consulta-
tion with the student's counselor and the head of the department. Cer-
tain sequences will then be arranged ,to fit the individual requirements of 
the student and care will be exercised in order to use the time to the 
best advantage. ... 
The training' offered in the curriculum is such as to provide men with 
the best possible foundatiOn for responsible positions in the profession. 
Graduates in architectural engineering are holding positions of highest 
responsibility in nearly every state in the Union. 
All drawings and designs made during the curriculum become the prop-
erty of the Department to be retained, published, exhibited or returned at 
the discretion of the Department. 
Curriculum in Architectural Engineerin1 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For graduate work, see page 114. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 




Arch. Drawing Freehand Drawing Arch. Drawl ng 
Arch. E. 107 1 2 Arch. E. 115 1 Arch. E. 108 2 
Freehand Drawing Projective Drawing Shades, Shadows, 
Arch. E. 114 2 Arch. E. 164 3 Pcrspectlvo 
Oral Reading General Chemistry Arcti. E. 109 2 
P. S. 254 3 Chem. 101 4 General Chemlstry 
Composition Composition Chem.102 4 
Engl. 101 3 Er.gl. 102 8 ComP<?sitlon 
Encfe. Problems Engr. Problems Engl. 108 8 
en. E. 104 1 Gen. E. 105 1 Plane Analytic Geom. 
College Algebra Plal'e Trigorometry Math. lOSA 5 
. Math. lOlA 5 Math. 102C 4 Military 123 ·1 
Military 121 1 Military 122 1 
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In bl.a ached· 
ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Tech. Leet., Arch. E. 101, 102, 108. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Elements & Composition Arch. Engr. Design Arch. Engr. De1lrn 
Arch. E. 271A 2 Arch. E. 272A 8 Arch. E. 278A 8 
Freehand Drawing Freehand Drawing Freehand Drawini 
Arch. E. 221 1 Arch. E. 222 2 Arch. E. 282 1 
Surveying Freehand Drawing Statics of Enltr. a C. E. 825 8 Arch. E. 281 1 T. & A. M. 274 
Invest. Writing Extern.Kore Speaking Encfe• ProblelDll 
*Engl. 204 2 •P. . 811 2 en. E. 206 1 
Dilrerential Calculus In~al Calculus Ap~ed ·caicu1ua 
Math. 211 4 ath. 212 4 th. 218 4 
Mechanics & Heat Elec. & Magnetism Sound & LJght 
5 Phys. 221 5 Phys. 222 5 PJiya.228 
Military 221 1 Military 222 1 MlliWY223 1 
18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his sehed-
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 208. 
lThe number refers to the descrfptio11 of the course. 
2Vor definition of a credit, see pa1e 127. 
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JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credit! 
Hfatory of Arch. History of Arch. History of Arch. 
Arch. E. 851 8 Arch. E. 852 8 Arch. E. 858 8 
Arch. Enif.. Design Arch. Engr. Design Arch. Engr. Design -Arch. • 881A 4 Arch. E. 882 4 Arch. E. 888 4 
Mech. c:f Materials Elements of Structures Industri.U..Buildings 
T. & A. M. 824 5 C. E. 835 5 C. E. 886 5 
Materials L'aboratory Prine. of Economics Cement and Concrete 
T. &. A. M. 827 1 Ee. 261 8 T. & A. M. 888 8 
PrV.. of Materlala Electives 8 Electlvea s 
• & A. M. 884 2 
Electives 3 
18 18 18 
SENIOR YEAR 
Commercial Bldg. Des. Building Construction Seminar 
Arch. E. 491 4 Arch. E. 492 4 Arch. E • .(95 R 
Reinforced Concrete Multistory Buildings Special Bldg. Problems 
4 C. E. 487 5 C. E. 438 8 Arch. E. 498 
Prof esslonal Relations Heating and Ventilation Heating Designing 8 Arch. E. 494 8 M. E. 424 2 M. E. 518 
Cfw or Town Planning Building Sanitation Adv. Struct. Analyses 5 L.A. 401 s C. E. 419 8 C. E. 489 
Electives s El'gr. Contracts Engineering Valuation 
E'Wv:. 405 8 En~.407 8 
Elec vea 8 Elect ves 3 
18 18 18 
.. 
Description of Courses 
101
1 
102, 103. Technical Lectures. Elementary principles of Architectural Engi· 
necr1ng. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. ~t. 1. Required each course. 
107. Architectural Drawing. Lc,ttering (vertical letters). Elementary principles 
of drafting. Measured drawin2'S of doorways and other architectural elements, 
drawn in orthographic projection with shadows. Fall, Winter. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 2. 
108. Elemen~ Design. Preparatory course in architectural design. Wash 
renderings. Design of single umt buildings or structures, rendered. Prerequisite: 
credit or classification in 109. Winter, Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
109. Shades, Shadows, and Perspective. Shades and Shadows,-first half 
quarter. Architectural perspective,-second half of quarter. More complicate.d 
architectural forms measured and drawn in orthQ2'raph1c projection. Prerequisite: 
164. Fall, Spring, Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
114. Freehand Drawing. Elementary drawing of form in relation to space. 
Casts and solids arc drawn in pencil and charcoal. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 1 
to 3, 3 hr. Credit 1 to 3. .. 
115. Freehand Drawing. Form construction in charcoal of heads and archi· 
tectural ornament. Prerequisite: 114. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 1 to 3. 3 hr. 
Credit 1 to 3. 
164. Projective Drawing. Elementary analyses of principles and problems in· 
volved in technical architectural drafting. Theoretical proble.ms with applications. 
Winter, Spring. Quiz. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
221. Freehand Drawing. Construction of movement, volume and space in drawing 
cast fig\ircs in charcoal; embodying p_roblems suited to individual needs. Pre· 
requisite: 115. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 1 to 3, 3 hr. Credit 1 to 3. 
· 222. Freehand :Prawing. Advanced drawing and composition. CreatinJ{ p'ictorial, 
docorative and architectural form. Casts, models, still life, ~tc., in Charcoal or 
color. Prerequisite: 221: Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 1 to 3, 3 hr. Credit 1 to 3. 
231, 232, 233. Freehand Drawing. Water color painting from landscape1, models, 
and still life. Color theory and composition of color and form. Stressing in· 
dividuatity of creative work in various fields. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 1 to 3, 
3 hr. Credit 1 to 3. 
234, 235, 236. House Design. Aesthetic principles of planning as applied to 
domestic architecture. Special consideration given to economic use of materials, 
methods of construction, and mechanical equipment. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 
2 or 3, 3 hr. Credit 2 or 3 each course. 
211. Elements and Composition. Problems in the orders and elementary composi· 
tion and planning rendered in wash and water color. 
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A. (For Arch. Engr. students.) Prerequisite: 109. Fall, Winter. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 2. 
B. (For :{.andscape Architecture students.) Fall. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
Z/2, 273. .Architectural Englneerin1 Design. Continuation of 271. Conventional 
rend~ring. Problems illustrating the principles of architecture as applied to en~d· 
neermg structures. 
A. (For Archite,c.tural Engineering students.) '\Vinter, Spring, respectively. Lab, 
3, 3 hr. Credit 3 each course. 
B. (For Landscape Architecture students.) Winter, Spring, respectively. Lab. 
3, 3 hP. Credit 3 each courSt'., 
324. Freehand Drawing. Drawing and picture orpnization in pen and ink from 
landscape and architectural subjects. Winter, Spring. Lab. 1 to 3, 3 hr. Credit 
1 to 3. 
325. Freehand Drawing. P~,ncil sketching. Individuality and originality in 
the study of technique and compositioi:l of creative work in sketchinai landscape, 
etc. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab," 1 to 3, 3 hr. Credit 1 to 3. 
326. Freehand Drawing. Mediums sui~~a to student needs in different dep_art• 
ments, including lithography, etching, wood engraving, linoleum block, etc. Fall, 
Winter, Spring. Lab. 1 to 3, 3 hr. Credit 1 to 3. 
3'0. Freehand Drawing. Advanced painting and drawin'l from manr subjects, 
embracing plastic qualities giving specific appreciation in creative, pictorial, decora· 
tive and architectural-thinking. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 1 to 3, 3 hr. Credi~ 
1~& . 
351, 35.2, 353. History of Architecture. Influence of past civilization. Evolution 
of architectural forms from the EgyJ>tian period to modern times with their relation 
to and influence on allied arts. Readingsz sketches, and reports: Fall, Winter, 
Spring, respectively. Leet. 2. Rec. 1. Creait 3 each course. 
381,. Architectural Engineering Design. Continuation of 273. Lab. 2 or 4, 3 hr. 
Credit 2 Cir 4. 
A. (For Architectural Enaineering students.) Fall. Credit 4. 
B. (For Landscape Architecture students.) Winter. Credit 2. 
382. Architectural Engineering Desfp.. Continuation of 381. Prerequisite: 381. 
Winter, Spring. t.ab. 4, 3 hr, Credit 4. 
383. Architectural Engineering Desip.. Continuation of 382, Prerequisite: 382. 
Spring. Lab. 4, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
384, 385, 386. Principles of Architectural Design. Elective for students other 
than those registereA ID the Curriculum in Arch. E. Problems in design dealin1 
with simple architectural forms. Methods of presentation. Fall, Winter, Spring, 
respectively. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3 e.ach course. 
491. Commercfal Building Design. Planning of commercial structures with _par· 
ticular reference to industrial occµpancy. Prerequisite: 383, C.E. 335. Fall. Lab. 
4 to 7, 3 hr •. Credit 4 to 7. 
492. Building Construction. An extended study of scale and F. S. details of 
designs produced in 491. Pr~.rcquisite: 491. Winter. Leet, 1. Lab. 3 to 6, 3 hr. 
Credit.._ 4 to 7. 
493. Special Building Design. Advanced commercial and industrial structures 
treated 'from an aesthetic standpoint. Prerc.quisite: 49Z. Spring. Leet. 1. Lab. 3 
to 6, 3 hr. Credit 4 to 7. · ' 
494. Professf.onal Relations, S,PecWcations1 and Estimatfnc. Relations of archi· 
tect, owner, and builder. Office organizations; building ordinances; p_!"ofesaional 
ethics. Methods of estimating. Prerequisite: classification in 491. Fall. Lee· 
ture 3. Credit 3. 
495. Seminar. Preparation and extempore delivery of reports on buildinj' con• 
struction or other assigned topics. Prerequisite: senior classification, Sprin1. 
Required without credit. 
(JOO. Advanced Design. Design for graduate. students in Architectural En1i· 
neering. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 1 to 15 per quarter. Mr. Kimball. 
604. Research. Mr. Kimball. 
BACTERIOLOGY 
R. E. BuCHANAN, Head of Department 
Professors Brown, Hammer, Levine,_ Werkltlan; Assistant Professor 
Me9rchant; Instructors, Burns; McCleskey; Fellows, Altstatt, Epstein, 
Porter, .Vaughn 
For information concerning the Division of Industrial Science, see page 98. 
The department is housed on the first and second floors and the 
basement of Science Hall. This building was planned to furnish the best 
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possible accommodations to bacteriological laboratories. The large 
general laboratory located on the second floor is well equipped with 
standard tables, ··Jockers, sterilizers, autoclaves, incubators and micro-
scopes. Well equipped laboratories for advanced work in general, food, 
sanitary, and physiological bacteriology and immunity are provided, with 
dispensing rooms, offices, class rooms and research laboratories. The 
general laboratory on the second floor is designed for the needs of 
students in general bacteriology in such curricula as agronomy, dairy 
indµstry, forestry, horticulture, home economics, and sanitary engineer-
ing. 
Research laboratories in sanitary bacteriology and for the Engineer-
ing Experiment Station are located on the second floor. 
Research laboratories for the Agricultural Experiment Station and for 
the study of fermentations and immunity are located on .the first floor 
and in the basement. Two large electrically controlled incubation rooms, 
especially constructed inoculating room and high te111-perature incubators 
are ava'ilable. Equipment desirable for fermentation ·studies is adequate 
for fundamental and applied research. 
Well equipped laboratories in soil bacteriology are housed with ,the 
Department of Soils on the first floor of Agricultural Hall and in dairy 
bacteriology on the second floor of the Dairy Industry Building. 
The laboratories in veterinary bacteriology are well equipped for both 
undergraduate and graduate courses in bacteriology in its relationship 
to the diseases of animals. ~ 
Curriculum in Industrial Science-Major Bacteriolou 
This curriculum is designed to give fundamental training in general 
and technical bacteriology such as will fit students to be agricultural 
bacteriologists, soil bacteriologists, dairy bacteriologists, veterinary bac-
teriologists, sanitary experts, sanitary bacteriologists, and experts in 
bacteriology as related. to the home and to the industries. 
For freshman and sophomore years, see page 241. 
For junior and senior years, see page 242. 
Description of Courses 
224. (Vet. Hyg. 224.) General and Pathogenic Bacteriology. Morpholo8'Y· classi· 
fication, cultivation1 and physiological characters of bacteria; principl~s of infection and immunity. Fail. Rec. 4. Lab. 4, 3 hr. Credit 7. 
226. (Vet. Hyg. 226.) Immunology. The.orics of immunity and immunization; 
preparation of ba~t~rins, vaccine.a, and antiscra_; scrum tests in th!= diagnosis of 
disease. Prerequ1s1te~ 224. Spring. Rc,c. 3. Lab, 2, 3 hr. Credit 5. 
304. General Bacteriology. Morpholoay, classification, physiology, and cultiva· 
tion of bacteria; relation of bacteria to health of man, animals. and plants, the 
home, sanitation, and industry. 
A. For students in animal husbandry, dairy industry, farm crops and soils, 
horticulture, technical journalism, and industrial science. Perequisite: or· 
c_anic chemistry. Fall, Winter. Leet. and demonstrations S. Lab. 2, 2 hr. 
Credit S. 
B. For students in home economics. Prerequisite: organic chemistry. Fall, 
Winw, Sprinlf· Leet. and demonstrations S. Lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit S. 
C. For students in forestry and chemical cngincciing. Prerequisite: organic 
ch~istry. Fnll, St>ring. Leet. 3. Lab; 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. • 
D. For students in engineering. Prerequisite: general chemistry. Winter. Leet. 
2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit J. 
350. (D.I. 350.) Dairy Bacteriology. Bacu.ria in milk and its derivatives; the 
~duction and handling of dairy products from the h)"Zienic viewpoint. Prerequi· 
site: Bact, 304A. Winter. Leet. 4. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credjt 4 or 6. 
-t04. Special Problems. Credit 1 to S. 
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405. Special Problems In Sanitary and Teclmfcal Bacteriology. Prerequisite: 304A 
and 534 or equivalent. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 3 to 8. 
450. (D.I. 450.) Special Dairy Bacteriology. Laboratoq investigations, as· 
signed readings and reports on bacteriological problems relating to dairying. Pre· 
requisite: 350. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 2 to 6. 
534, 535. Sanitary and Technical Bacteriology. (534) Micro·orzanisms iti water 
supplies. Prerequisite: 304D or equivalent. Fall. Spring. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 3. (535) Bacteria, yeasts and molds in food products and the industries. 
Prerequisite: 534 or equivalent. \Vinter. Leet. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Cre4it 4. 
536. Laboratory Methods and Diagnosis. Prerequisite: 304A or eqpivatent. 
Spring. Le.ct. 2. Lab. 6 or 9 br. Credit 4 or 5. 
537. Municipal and Rural Sanitation. Principles of water supply, sewage and 
garbage disposal, disinfection, air conditions, control of contagious diseai~s. Pre• 
requisite: 304D or equivalent. Spring. Leet. 3. Credit 3. · 
554. CD.I. 554.) Bacteriology of Milk. The various problems in connection with 
the handling and supervision of milk supplies. Prerequisite: 350. Sprini. Leet, 
2. Credit 2. 
555. CD.I. 555.) La~oratory work accompan)'in1 554. Spring, Lab. 3, 2 hr. 
Credit 2. 
556. CD.I. 556.) Bacteriology ot Butter and Cheese. The de.sirable and un .. 
desirable orzanisms encountered in the manufacture and handlin_g of butte.r and 
cheese, with special refere.nce to the butter culture organisms. Prerequisite: 350. 
Fall. Leet. 2. Credit 2. • 
557. CD.I. 557.) Laboratory work accompanying 556. Fall. Lab. 3, 2 hr. 
Credit 2. 
560. Systematic Bacteriology. History of bacterial classification, the Inte.r• 
national Rules of Nomenclature as applied to bacteria; developmant of a clasai• 
fication of bacteria based upon relationships. Prerequisite: 304A or equivalent. 
Fa.JI. Leet. 3. Credit 3. 
561, 56& 563. Seminar. Required of all students taking major work in bacteri· 
ology. .1rall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Credit 1 each quarter. 
564. (Soils 564.) Soll Bacteriology. Occurrence and activities of soil bacteria and 
their influence. on soil fertility. Prerequisite: Bact. 304A, and credit or classi• 
fication in Soils 354. (A.) Spring. Rec. 3. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit S. (B.) Spring. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
571, 572, 573. Seminar In Fermentation. FaJJ, Winter, Spring, respectively. 
574. Special Poultry Bacteriology. Bacterial diseases in p_oultry, relationships of 
bacteria to storage of poultry and poultry products. Prcrequ11ite: General Bacterl· 
ology. Sprin'a'. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 2 hr. credit 3. 
575. Immunity and S.erum Therapy for Advanced Students. Theories of im· 
munity and immunization; preparation of vaccines and antisera. Prerequisite: 
J04A. Winter. Leet. 3.-Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. · 
604. Research In General or Systematic Bacteriology. Messrs. Buchanan, Levine, 
Werkman. 
615. Research In Pathogenic Bacteriology. Prerequisite: 224 or equivalent. Mr. 
Werkman. 
624. (Vet. Hyg. 624.) Research In Pathogenic Bacteriology. Prerequisite: ·224 
or equivalent. Mr. Murray. . 
625. Research In Sanitary and Technical Bacteriology. Prerequisite: 304 and 534 
or equivalent. Mr. Levine. 
631, 632, 633. Physiology of Bacteria. Characteristics of bacterial t:nvironmentl. 
influence of physical and chemical environment on changes produced by micro· 
organisms; enzymes; fermentations. Winter, Spring, Fall, respectively. Leet. 3. 
With or without lab. 3 to 9 hr. Credit 3 to 6. 
634. Research In Physiology of Bacteria. or Fermentations. Mr. Buchanan, Mr. 
Werkman. 
644. Research in Household Bacterloloay. Prerequisite.: 304~ or equivalent. 
Messrs. Buchanan, Levine, Werkman. 
654. (D.I. 654.) Research in Dairy Bacteriology. Prerequisite: 350. Mr. Ham· 
mer, Mr. Hussong. 
655. (D.I. 655.) Conferences In Dairy Bacteriology. Discussions of bacterioto~cal 
problems relating to the various phases of dairying. Sprill'Z· Leet. 2, Credit 2. 
Mr. Hammer. 
674. (Soils 674.) Advanced Soll Bacteriology. The occurrence and activities of 
bacteria, molds, protozoa, and algae in soils and their functions. Wi~ter. Rec. 
3. Lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 5. Mr. Walker. 
678. (Soils 678.) Research In Soll Bacteriology. Messra. JJrown, Smith, Walker. 
079. (Soils 079.) Conferences in Soll Bacterlolop. Reports and discussions on 
current investigation. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 1 each quarter. Mr. Brown. 
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BOTANY 
I.E. MELHUs, Head of Department 
Professors Bakke, Martin; Associate Professors Aikman, Dietz, Gilman, 
Loomis, Porter; Assistant Professors Hayden, Sass ; Instructor Hum-
phrey; Graduate Assistants Hershey, Simonds, Kreutzer; Fellows Barr, 
Kent; Extension Workers Porter, Layton 
For informatioh concerning the Divisio11 of bzdt1StriaJ. Scietree, see page 98. 
The Botany Department offers instruction in all lines of scientific en-
deavor pertaining to plant life. This provides a foundation for work 
in horticulture, farm crops, forestry, landscape architecture, home eco-
nomics, and genetics. It also prepares men' and women for teaching the 
various pha$es of Botany and for doing research in the plant sciences. 
Many of the students majoring in the department .find employment as 
teachers in high schools and colleges and as investigators in the United 
States Department of Agriculture, State Experiment Stations, and com-
mercially and privately endowed research -institutions. 
The department is housed in the Botany J3uilding.and in two rooms in 
the Physics Building. It is well equipped with laboratories for both 
undergraduate and graduate work in alt the different phases of the 
botanical sciences. The department has 9,000 square feet of greenhouse 
space available for growing class. material, student laboratory work with 
growing plants, and research by graduate students. Excellent equipment 
is available for research including a splendid herbarium of 180,000 speci-
mens containing many rare collections among the flowering plants and 
fungi. 1n addition, the college and agricultural experiment station 
grounds, consisting of 1990 acres, offer a wide range of living plant 
material.. growing in its native condition in the college wo,ods, planted 
for ornamental purposes on the campus, and for experimental purposes 
on the experiment station plots. 
Curriculum in Industrial Science-Major Botany 
For freshman and sophomore years, see page 241. 
For junior and senior years, see page 242. 
Description of Courses 
101, 102, 103. General Botany. (101) Growth response. of seed plants. How seed 
plants make food, grow, diffecentiate, and reproduce. Fall, Winter, Spring. Group 
conferences 3, 2 hr. Credit 3. (102) The lower _plants as to their structure, func-
tion, and sequence in development. Winter. Group conferences 3, 2 hr- Credit 
3. (103) Plants in the-, field, their ways of living, relationship, and identifica· 
tion. Spring. Group conferences 3, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
A. For students 1n industrial science ancl landscape architecture. 
B·. For students in forestry. 
C. For students in agriculture. 
D. For students in home economics. 
205. Elementary Plant Physiology. Principles of absorption, conduction, trans· 
11iration, photosynthesis, respiration, growth, movement, and reproduction. Pre· 
requisite: 101. Fall, Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. or lab. and rec. 2, 2 
hr. Credit 4. 
3>6. Systematic Botany. Sprin~ and Summer Flora. Historical survey of var-
ious. s7stems of cla.ssification; principal groups by me~ns of representatives. Pre· 
requ1s1te: 101. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. . 
207. General Plant Pathology. Nature, cause, and control of diseases of field, 
orchard, and forest crop9. Prerequisite: 205 e.xcept for Farm Management students. 
Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
254: .Native Tree~ ali4 Shrubs. Identification in field and laboratory. Pre· 
re-qU1s1tc: 101. Spring. Rec. l. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3 • 
• 255 •• Na~r_e S.tu4y. Materials, method.!! acsthet!c and economic aspects of plant 
hf«;; tdenhhcahpn. of co~on weeds, trees, fungi and fl~wering plants; life his· 
tortes; plant societies. Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit J. 
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256, 257. Dendrology. Families, genera and species of North American trees. 
(256) Angiosperms. Pre.requisite: 101. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 2 hr. and 2 hrs. in 
field. Credit 4. (257) Gymnosperms. Prerequisite: 101. \Vinter. Rec. 2. I.ab. 1, 3 
hr. Credit 3. 
. 344. CF. C. 344.) Seed Analysis. Principles and practices of purity analyses; 
iden.tification, classification, and characteristics of seeds in different families. 
Prerequisite: 102. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
354. Weed Identi1icatlon and Control. Economic importance and identification 
of we.eds; principles and methods of control. Prerequisite!. 205. Fall. Rec. 2. 
Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
404. Embryogeny. Cell structures, cell division. and the structural and functional 
relationships of the four divisions of the plant kingdom. Prerequisite: 101. Fall. 
Rec. 1. Lab. and ret:. 2, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
405. General Histology. Origin and cellula& structure of the tissues of the vegeta· 
tive organs of seed plants. Prerequisite: 205. Winter. Rec. 1. Lab. and confer. 
2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
406. Plant Cytology. Structure of the cell. Cytoplasm and its inclusions. The 
nucleus and its relation to genetic problems. Prerequisite: 404. Fall. Rec. 1. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
414, 415. Applied Mycology. The fungi in re.lation to industry and agriculture. 
Fall, Spring, respectively. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3 each course. 
416. Forest Pathology. The life histories, influence of environmental conditions, 
pathO'lenicity, and control measures of forest disease pathogens, and micro-organ· 
isms attacking lumber. Winter. Pre1equisite: 205. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
424. Ecology. Native· and crop vegetation in relation to factors of the environ· 
ment; application to forestry, grazing, and general plant production. Prer~uisite: 
205. Fall. Rec1 2. Lab. 1 or 2, 3 hr. Credit 3 or 4. 
445. CF. C. 445.) Seed Viability. Principles and practices of seed ge.rmination. 
Factors affecting viability; physiology of germination. Prerequisite: 205. Winter. 
Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
455. Botany of Weeds and Poisonous Plants. Classification and biology of weeds; 
toxicology of plants; medicinal plants. Prerequisite: 206. Winter. Rec. 2. 
Lab. 1, 3- hr. Credit 3. 
494. Methods in T-eaching Botany. Prerequisite: 205 or equivalent. Sprin41. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
505. Methods In Cytology. The paraffin method as applied to c1tological ma• 
terial. The smear method, temporary and permanent. Living cells. Prerequi· 
site: 406. Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
546. (F. C. 546.) Seed Borne Diseases. Detection, identification, and control of 
parasitic organisms carried by crop seeds. Prerequisite: 207. Spring. Rec. 2. 
Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
554. Morphology of Crop Plants. Structure and structural dt"ivelopment of the 
more imi>.ortant crop plants as related to their cultivntion. Prerequisite: 205. 
Spring. Rec. and lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
555. Methods in Histology. Methods of ~illil!g" imbedding, sc.ctioning, and 
stainina plant material. Prerequisite: 205. Fall. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
5561 557. Advanced Histology. (556) Origin, development, and structure. of repro· duchve orians, seeds, and fruit of seed plants. Prerequisite: 405, 555. (557) Com· 
parative h1stol0'6Y of the wood of vascular cryptogams and seed plants. Prcrcqui· 
site: 405. Spr:,ing. Lab. and confer. 3, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
559. Advanced :Morphology. One or more groups of the plant kingdom. Prerequi· 
site: -400, 555. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. and lab. , Credit 2 to S. 
564. Physiology of Seeds and Special Problems. Factors involved in the storage 
and germination of seeds. Prerequisite: 205. Falt, Winter, Sprina. Rec. 2. Lab. 
2, 3 hr. <;redit 4. 
565. Advanced Field Botany. Plant li£e in the field, biologic and humanistie 
aspects. Selection of materials and methods of field prt'.Sentation. Prerequisite: 
205. Summer. Confer. 2, 1 hr. 12 hours field work. Credit 3. 
571, 572, 573. Advanced Plant Pathology. Disea!Jes of special crops. Vjrus, 
bacterial, and fungous diseases of field and horticultural crops. Prerequisite: 2'J7. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit' 3 each course. 
574. Plnt Pathology. Specific problems in the diseases of plants. Prerequisf te.: 
2JYI. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
575. Field Mycolog. Collection and taxonomy of fungi, and relation of their 
occurrence to environmental factors. Preparation and utilization of ~ycological 
exsiccati. Prerequisite: 'll.17. Rec. 2. Lab. 4, 3 hr. Credit 3. Summer. 
576. Field Pliult Pathology. Techniq_ue and interpretation of fidd plots, methods 
of preparation and application of fungicides; surveys and estimates of crop los"1e1. 
Prerequisite: 2<11. Rec. 4. Lab. 4, 3 hr. Credit 4. Summer. 
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SSf. Advanced Plant Ecoloey. Origin, development and reactions of vegetation, 
cla11ification of vegetation units, plant indicafors. Prerequisite: 424. Fall. Rec. 
2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
SSS. EsperimentaJ Field Ecology. Quantitative investigation of environment; 
methods and instrumc.nts used. Prerequisite: 424. Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 3. ' 
594. Advanced S:1Btematfc Botany. Special grou_P-s: (1) Algae, (2) mosses, 
(3) ferns, (4) seed plan.ts. Prerequisite: 206. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 1 or 2. 
Lab. 2 or 3, 3 hr. €redat 3 to 5. . 
595. ~crostoloey. Systematic position and economic: uses of important grasses. 
Prerequasite: ~. Fall. R~c. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
~ 597. .Advanced EconomJc Botany. Phylogeny taxonomy, geouaphy and 
agricultural uses. of plants.· Prerequisite: 205. Fall, Spring, .respectively. R~. 2. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4 each course. -
598. Sem«nars. Meetings of the. botanical staff and students to discuss recent 
literature, problems being investigated, and other topics of botanical interest. 
A. For the staff and all studc.nts in botany. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
B. For .all students ta~ing major work in plant pathology. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
Credit 1. 
C. For all students taking major work in physiology and ecolO'lY· Fall, Winter, 
Spring. Credit 1. 
D. For all students taking major work in morphology and taxonomy. Fall, 
Winter, Spring. Credit 1. 
599. Bistory of Botany. Prerequisite: 205. Spring. Leet. 3. Credit 3. 
604. Research in llorphology. Mr. Martin, Mr. Sass. 
605. (Gen. 605.) Cytogenetfcs. Chromosome association and segregation, and the 
bearing of chromosome behavior on inheritance and evolution. Prerequisite: 406 
and Gen. 300. Winter. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. Mr...~ Humphrey. 
fi06. Morphology of the Algae. Structure, reproduction, and systematic position 
of the algae. Prerequisite: 205. Fall. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. Miss 
Hayden. 
6it1 612. Plant Physiology. The water relations of plants, mineral and organic nutrition, and phy.aiolo_gy of growth. Prere.quisite: 205, Chem. 256. Fall, Winter, 
reapectivel7. Re~ 3. Lab. 1 or 2, 3 hr. Credit 4 or S each course. Mr. Loomis. 
613. Advanced Plant Physiology. Growth correlations, tropisms and physiol!>iY 
of reJ?roduction. Prerequisite.: 612. Springr Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. Mr. 
Loomis. 
614. Research fn Plant ~ysfology. Prerequisite: 205. Mr. Bakke, Mr. Loomis. 
617. ~lologfcal lletho~ and Technique. Winter. Rec. 1. Lab. 2 to 4, 3 
hr. Credit 3 to 5. Mr. Bakke, Mr. Loomis. 
618. Plant ·Enzymes. Role of enzym~ in plants, their secretion, preparation. 
isolation, and specific action. Summer. Conf. Credit 1. Mr. Loomis. 
6.14. Bacterfal Diseases of Plants. Symptoms, environmental influences, host 
reactions~ laboratory and greenhouse cultural studies. Prerequisite: 207. Spring. 
Rec. 2. i...ab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. Mr. Reddy. 
635. Disease Control. Exclusion, c-radication, l?rotection, and methods of selec-
tion for disease resistance. Preparation of fungicides and theories of fungicidal 
action. Prerequisite: 573. Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. Mr. 
Melhus, Mr. Dietz. 
636. Advanced Plant Pathology. Cultural, physiological and histological tech-
nique. Laboratory practice in isolation of parasites, _germination, inoculation, and 
carrying stock cultures. Prerequisite: 207. Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 
5. Mr. Melhus, Mr. Gilman. 
641, 642, 643. General Kycology. Taxonomy, morphology, and phJrlogeny of 
slime molds and fungi (phycomycetes, ascomycetes, fungi imperfecti, and basi-
diomycetes). Prercquisit~: 207. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. 2. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4 each course. Mr. Gilman. ' 
644. Advan~ed llycology. Some specific group of the fungi as related to 
~plied agriculture, pat.hology, bactcriolog}", soils and dairying. Prerequisite: 643. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 3 to 5. Mr. Gil.man. 
645. Research in Plant Pathology and Applied Mycology. Messrs. Melhus, Dietz, 
Gilman, Porter, Reddy. 
654. .Advanced Plant Ecology. Relation of environmental conditions to growth 
and competition in plants. Prerequisi~: 584. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 3. Mr. Aikman. 
655. Research in Systematic Botany. Prerequisite 205, 594. Miss Hayden. 
656. RueaR!l ln Plant Ecology. Mr. Aikman, Miss Hayden. 
-. 657. Research in EconomJc Botany. Mr. Dietz, Mr. Porter. 
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Associate Professor Moulton; Instructors Harman, Petersen 
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The potter and his wheel were the beginnings of ceramic engineering. 
The worker in glass and in enamelled metals, the Romans with their 
volcanic cements·, and the primitive metallurgists with their needs for 
fire bricks, all laid foundations for the present day interests in the 
engineering incident to the manufacture of such products. 
Ceramic engineering curricula, dealing with the application of chem-
istry, physics, mathematics, and the mathematical sciences to the solu-
tion of the problems of manufacture of brick, tile, terra cotta, pottery, 
glass, enamelled metal goods, certtent, electrical insulators, spark plug 
porcelains, grinding wheels, fire resisting furnace parts, and countless 
other articles essential to civilization, are strictly American in origin and 
are so recent that the first graduate from such a curriculum is still ac-
tively engaged in the pursuit of his profession. Foreign countries have 
patterned schools after those of America. 
Iowa State College is one of the pioneer institutions to offer a curricu-
lum so that special work in the silicate industries could be enjoyed. The 
~ourse of study gives adequate preparation in the sciences so that new 
!>roblems can be met and solved, and sufficient contact with industrial 
processes so that a choice of the final field may be made wisely, accord-
ing to the talents of the individual. The work appeals to any sort of 
temperament, there being demand for research workers, business execu-
tives, sales force men, analysts, glaze and body experts, kiln designers, 
and in fact, every sort of talent. 
Salaries are good and promotions are rapid for the capable. 
Continual effort is made to foster Iowa industries to make use of the 
abundant supplies of certain valuable raw materials-. Citizens are in-
vited to .make use of the very complete facilities for tests and of the 
opinions afforded by the staff and equipment of the department. 
Curriculum in Ceramic Engineering 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For graduate work, see page 115. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spril'lg Quarter 
Credits2 Qredfts Credit-
General Chemistry General Chemistry Qualitative Analysis 
Chem. 1011 " Chem.102 4 Chem. 108 4 EnSO". Problems EnSO". Proble1ru1 Composition 
8 ·Gen. E. 104 1 Gen. E. 105 1 Engl.108 
Composition Composition Plane Analytic Geom. 
Engl. 101 • 3 Engl.102 3 Math.108A 6 
College Al1tebra Plane Trigonometry Working Dra'f!np 
2 Math. 101A 5 Matb.102C 4 M. E.118 
Mech. Drawing Prof ecttve Drawing DJe Correction 
M.E.115 1 M. E. 117 2 Cer. E. 106 2 
Fabrication of Ceramic Routine Test Methods MUltary 128 1 
Wares Cer. E. 107 2 
Cer. E. 104 2 MWtary122 1 
Military 121 1 
17 17 17 
- In addition to the counes listed above, eit.ch student will be required to include In hll scbed-
ute: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106C (Winter). 
1The number refers to the description of the couran. 
2For definition of a credit, see page 127. 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Quant. Analyaia Quant. ~nalyaia Quant. Analysis 
4 Chem. 211 4 Chem. 212 4 Chem. 218 
Processing Raw Materials E1osltory Description E'We. Problems 
Cer. E. 216 S ngl. 204 2 en. E. 206 1 
Differential Calculus In= Calculus Applied Calculus 4 Math. 211 4 th. 212 4 Math. 218 
Mechanics & Hea't Detail Drawing Statics of Engr. 
3 Pb.ya. 221 6 M. E. 214 2 T. &A. M. 274 
MWtary221 1 Elec. & Magnetism Sound & Light 
6 Phya. 222 6 Phys. 223 
Military 222 1 Military 223 l 
17 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each studf:nt. will be required to include in his scbf:d-
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 208; Seminar, Cer. E. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Pi'lnc. of Economics Ceramic Calculation Refractories 
Ee. 261 8 Cer. E. 806 6 Cer. E. 806 3 
Geology Geology Geology 
4 Geol. 201 4 GeoL 202 4 Geol. 208 
f P~cal Chemistry tP~cal Chemistry tP~cal Chemistry 
4 C em. 821 4 C em. 822 4 C em. 823 
Mechanisms Dynamics of Engr. 
}' 
ExtemP,ore Speaking 
2 M. E. 216 2 T. & A. M. 844 or P. S?811 
Mech. of Materials Materiall Lab El. of Structures 
T. & A. M. 824 6 T. & A. M. 827 C. E. 836 6 
PW.. of Materials 
• & A. M. 834 
18 17 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Seminar, Cer. E. 801, 802, 808. 
SENIOR YEAR 
Kilns & Dryers Plant Desfgr- Special Proble1D8 
6 Cer. E. 414 6 Cu. E. 416 ' Cer. E. 426 El. of Engr. Desip Engr. Valuation E\fn. Contracts 
Engr. 404 2 Engr. 407 8 ngr. 406 8 
Concrete Structures PVh!cal ogt1cs 
}t' 
fPhysical Chemistry 
C. E. 487 4 bys. 61 or Cer. E. 427 4 
D.C. Cir. & Mach. 
}t' 
A.C. Cir. & Mach. Pyrometry 
E. E. 485 E. E. 487 Cer. E. 416 3 
D. C. Laboratory A. C. Laboratory Electives 8 
, E. E. 486 or E. E. 488 
Geometrical Optics Electives 8 
Phys. 614 
Mineralogy iiurvet.ng 
C. • S26 8 Geol. 856 ' 18 18 18 
In addition to the couraes listed above, each atµdent will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Seminar, Cer. E. 401, 402, 408. -
Curriculum in Orna~ented Ceramics 
Leading to the de~ree of Bachelor of Science. 
For entranc(' requirements, see page 73. 
Public demand for better design and better taste in the coloring and 
decoration' of ceramic wares has developed a need for persons who com-
bine a thorough knowledge of the chemistry and physics of the raw ma-
terials used in the manufacture of ceramic products and of the processes 
of manufacture, with facility in drawing and design, and a cultural ap-
preciation of the developments in fields of the fine arts which may be 
:nade applicable to ceramic decoration by mechanical means. Fine Arts 
schools can not include the sciences, and the usual engineering curricula 
do not include the necessary drawing and desigil V{Ork. 
f May be omitted by students appofntM to the Reserve Officers' Trafrlng Corps. For full 
Information, eee page 261. 
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In the main the directors of the work of mechanical decoration of 
ceramic wares must be secured from abroad. Genius is not required_, but 
ingenuity and resourcefulness in mechanical methods, coupled with good 
taste in choice of decorations and a liking for beauty in manufactured 
articles are essential. Persons with a knack at freehand drawing and 
interest in factory operations should find this curriculum both interesting 
and profitable. It does not provide training of a type that will lead to a 
career in the field of Ceramic Engineering. 
The course of study is of such nature that the graduate may expect 
to find a place in the pottery, glass and enamelled metal industries, and 
on equal terms with the engineer. His particular fields would be in .the 
technical processes employed in decorated glass, porcelain, white table· 
ware, and terra cotta factories, in the manufacture of pottery decorative 
supplies, and art potteries, and in the sales organizations of industries 
that furnish building materials to architects and builders. 
This course of study is peculiarly adapted to the training of men and 
women for the handling of retail businesses which sell pottery, glass, 
lamps, and floor and walt tiles. Likewise, graduates wilt be well equip-
ped with the technical background now required of buyers for large 








Free Hand Drawing Free Hand Drawing Qualitative Analysis 
' Arch. E. 114 t 1 Arch. E. 115 1 Chem. 108 General Chemistry General Chemistry Composition 8 Chem.101 4 Chem. 102 4 Engl.108 
Composition Composition Plane Analytic Geom. 
6 Engl.101 8 Engl.102 8 Matb.108A 
College Algebra Plane Trigonometry Working Drawings 
2 Math.101A 5 Math.102B 4 M. E.118 
Met".banlcal Drawing PrAtectfve Drawing Die Correction 
M. E.115 1 • E. 11"1 2 Cer. E. 106 2 
Fabrication of Routine Test Methods Military 128 _l 
Ceramic Wares Cer. E. 107 2 
Cer. E. 104 - 2 Military 122 1 
Military 121 1 
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his sched-
ule: Phya. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Library 1060 (Winter). 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Motita E'Woaitory Description Decoration Technique 
' Cer. E. 214 ~ 8 ngl. 204 2 Cer. E. 216 Quantitative Anal la Quantitative Analysis Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 211 4 Chem. 212 ' Chem. 218 ' Differential Calculus Integral Calculus A1>1>lled Calculus Math. 211 ( Math.212 ' Math. 218 ' Mechanics & Heat Elect. & Magnetism Sound & Light 6 Phys. 221 6 Phya. 222 6 Phys. 228 
Mflitary221 1 Mill~222 l MWtary228 1 
Detail raWlnga 
M. E • ..21' 2 
17 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his sched-
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 203; Seminar, Cer. E. 201, 202, 208. · 
lThe number refers to the description oi the coune. 
2For defialtlon of a credit, see page 127. 
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JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
•P~cal Chemlatey *Phh:icat Chemistry *P~sical Chemistry 






}~ C em •• 881 Chem. 382 Chem.888 or or or Freehand Drawing Freehand Drawing Freehand Drawing 
Arch. E. 281 Arch. E. 282 Arch. E. 288 
Ceramic Calculations Commercial Pottery Decoration Media 
Cer. E. 806 6 Cer. E. 817 2 Cer. E. 818 4 
Block Molds Decalcomanla Pro- Decalcomania Pro-
Cer. E. 814 4 duction ductf on 
Cer. E. 816 4 Cer. E. 816 4 
Mineralogy Extempore Speaking 
2 Geol. 856 4 P. S. 811 --
16or17 17or18 17or18 
In addition to the courses listed above,. each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Seminar, Cer. E. 801, 802, 808. 
SENIOR YEAR 
Kilns and Dryers Production Prob!ems 
Cer. E. 414 5 Cer. E. 428 5 
Pht!. Chemistry 
er. E. 427 4 
El. Engr. Design Engr. Valuation Engr. Contracts 
8 ~.404 8 Engr. 407 8 Engr. 406 
tQ tative & ~uan- Modern Language or }4 Production Problems titatlve Organ c Anal. Adv. Quant. Analysis Cer. E. 429 4 
Chem. 581 or s Chem. 512 . Modern Language or 
}4 Freehand Drawing Electives 6 Adv. Quant. Analysis 
Arch. E.826 Chem. 518 
Modern Language or Electives 3 
Adv. Quant. Aniilysl.s 4 
Chem. 611 
Electives 8 
18 18 18 
Jn addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his ached· 
ule: Seminar, Cer. E. 401, 402, 403. 
Description of Courses 
104. ll'abricatfon of Ceramfc Wares. Potter's wheel; i;>laster of Paris molds; jig. 
9'ering, pressing and casting wares; glaze dipping; placmg and firing small wares. 
Fall. Lab. 2, 3 hr •. Credit 2. 
106. Die Correction. Makin'l dies for forming heavy clay products.· Elimination 
of die troubles. Effect of speed changes, wate.r content and other variables en-
countered in heavy J!roducts manufacture. Dry pressing processes. Behavior of 
clay during drying. Nomenclature of machines and parts. Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 2. 
107. Routine Test Methods. American Ceramic Society standard tests of raw 
materials and finished products. Winter. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
201. 202, 203. Seminar. A weekly meeting for the transaction of campus and off· 
campus student business. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. • Required each 
course. .... 
214. Motifs. · Freehand drawing from plant and other life as tbe basis of motifs 
for designs to be used in the ornamentation of ceramic products. Pre.requisite: 
Arch. E. 115 or equivalent. Fall. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
215. Decoration Technique. Lining and ~ilditl'l. Copper and ste.el plate en· 
&Taving. Fill in. Ground laying. Prerequs1te: 214 or equivalent. Spring. Rec. 
2. Lab. Z .3 hr. Credit 4. 
•Advanced Quantitative Analyais,Chem.511, 512, 518, 4 credits each, may be substituted 
for P~ Chem. in which case Phys. Chem. must be taker~ instead of Modern Langua~e in the 
Senior Year. -
tMay be omitted by students appointed ta the Ra3erve Officers' Training Corps. For ful I 
lnf ormation, see page 281. . 
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216. Processing Raw Materials. Processes of winning raw materials; prepara• 
._ tio~1 handling, and storing materials; discussion of tests. of materials and products: mat:!lines and plant layouts for ceramics products production. Prerequisite: 104, 106, 
107. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
301, 302, 303. Semlnar. Weekly me.eting. Fall, Winter •. Spring, respectively. R_e• 
quired each course. 
305. Ceramic Calculations. Co!_!!poundinl[_ bodie,s, _glazes, glass and enamels. Pre· 
requisite: 216, Chem. 213. Fall, Winter. Rec. 3. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 5. 
306. Reftactorfes. Nature and source of raw materials. Tests for raw matulale 
a!ld finished products. Consume.rs' requirements for finished products. Prerequi· 
site: 305. Spr1n~. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
314. Block 14olcts. Design of dinner service and other pottery shapes; pro· 
duction of block mold; embossfog. Prerequisite: 104, 214. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 
3 hr. Credit 4. 
315. Dacalcomanla Production. Lithography and similar processes, pr~erties 
of the papers employed, plant requirements. Prerequisite: 314. Winter. Rec. 2. 
iab. 2, 3 hr. Credit' 4. 
316. Decalcomania Production. Continuation of 31Si and including practice in 
the production of finished decalcomania. Prerequisite: 315. Spring. Rec. 2. 
J .. ab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. -
317. Commercial Pottery. Faience, red wares, yellow wares, jets, earthe.nware1 soft and hard porcelain, hotel china, bone china, floor and wall tile,s. Glazes ana 
bodies suitable for such wares. Prerequisite: 305. Winter. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
318. Decoration Media. Ceramic colors, golds. lustres,, crystalline gla.zes, slip 
paints, art cnar.iels. Prerequisite: 317. Spring. Rec. 2. .1..ab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
324. Hand Hade Pottery. Avocational 11ottery making, coiling and modelint 
of forms and desi~n and ~ecution of simple decorations. Dipping of glaze1. 
Simple mold making. For public school teachers, occupational therapy workers, 
and persons who crave to do creative work. Freehand drawing a deslrablQ pre· 
requisite but not required. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 1 to S, 3 hr. Credit 1 to S. 
401, 402, 403. Seminar. Fall, \Vintcr, Spring, respectively. Weekly meetln1 to 
transact student business. Required each course. 
414. Kilns and Dryers. Types of kilns, furnaces and dryers used in the manu· 
facture of clay products, glass and enamels. Heat balance calculations, contr0l 
devices, chemistry of kill!t, and dryer operation, applied pyrometry and' 'thermom• 
etry. Prerequisite: 306. .rall. Rec. S. Cre.dit 5. ' 
415. Plant Desfgn. Preparation of plans and specifications for a ceramic plant 
suitable for a branch of the industry selected by the student. Prerequisite; 414, 
C.E. 437. Winter. Lab. 4, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
416. Pyrometry. Theory and practice of high temperature measuring de.vices, in· 
eluding electrical, optical, and pyro·chemical types. Prerequisite: Math. 212, 
Phys. 223. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3, 
421, 422, 423. Ceramfc Arts and Crafts. Avocational work in china and glass 
paintin~, leaded glass work, art enamels1 clay modeling and pottery making. For Industrial Arts teachen, occupational tncrapy workers, home makers, and those 
intc:reste,d in avocational pursuits that can be carried on with limited equipment in 
the home. (Student must supply himself with brushes, colors, :md all other sup· 
plies except clay.) Prerequisite: 214, or equivalent. Fall, Winter, Sprin~, re• 
spectively. Lab. 1 to S, 3 hr. Credit 1 to S each course. 
424. Decorated and Decorative Structural Materials. Made from clays. Exer· 
cise,s in mode Jin~ and decorating terra cotta, garden pottery, faience tiles. etc. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
425, 426. Special Problems. A problem is selected in conference with the In• 
structor, carried throu'h to completion under direction and finally written up in a 
form suitable for publication. Prercquisi'te: Chem. 323, and senior classification In 
Ccr. Engr. Winter, Spring. Credit 4 to 7. 
427. (Chem. 427.) PhySfca,1 CJlemlstry. A_pplied to proce.Sses in ceramic .. mania· 
facture. Prerequisite: Chem. 323, Spring. Rec. 4. Credit 4. 
428, 429. Production Problem. The production of one type of ceramic product 
is carried from the material bin to commercial perfection. Stude.nt must select 
some type of product that involves use of a decorative process. A full written 
report is rc!tuired •• Prerequisite: 316, 318. Winter. Lab. 5 or 4, 3 hr., respcc. 
tively. Credit 5 or 4. 
601, 602, 603. Ceramic Technology. Research problems with ceramic materlata. 
Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. and Jab. S. Credit S each course. Mr. 
Cox, Mr. Moulton. 
1 
608. Research. Mr. Cox, Mr. Moulton. 
.. 
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CHEMICAL AND MINING ENGINEERING 
O. R. SWEENEY, Head of Department 
Professor Vilbrandt; Associate Professor Webber; Instructor Bird; 
Graduate Assistant Harris 
For information concerning the Division of Engineering, $ee page 92. 
The department of Chemical and Mining Engineering was established 
to supply men for those industries which require engineers with a thor-
ough knowledge of chemistry. The department gives degrees in chemical 
and in mining engineering. 
Besides the work given~ in the department, the student studies theo-
retical and applied chemistry, physics, mechanical drawing, mathematics, 
theoretical and applied mechanics, electrical engineering, and English. 
At no period in the world's history has there been such a consistent 
demand for chemically trained engineers. Because of the unprecedented 
demand for the production of every sort of material in the cheapest pos-
sible manner, it is onJy natural that the winning of the primary materials 
from the earth should demand a large number of trained engineers. 
Likewise, since these raw materials are being elaborated into such a 
large variety of materials by means of chemical processes, there is a 
large and constantly increasing demand for men trained in the funda-
mental operations of chemical engineering. _ 
To list only a few of the demands for these men, there is cited the 
manufacture of heavy chemicals, dyes, sugar and foods in general, soap, 
electro-chemical products, paints, varnishes, lacquers, gas, tar, coke, and 
coal tar products. In the mining field such materials as coal, clay, 
gypsum, and metal ores demand their quota of trained engineers. 
Two units of a building devoted exclusi:vely to the departmental work 
have been completed. The departmental equipment consists of crushers, 
grinders, tube and pebble mills, jigs, classifiers, ore dressing machines, 
thickeners, Wilfley tables, vanners, hydraulic presses, extractors, filter 
presses, furnaces, centrifugal machinery, and water softeners; a large 
assortment of vacuum, atmospheric and pressure machinery, such as di-
gestors, evaporators, distillation equipment, driers, and reaction vessels ; 
also art electro-chemical laboratory supplied with direct and alternating 
current, with a very complete assortment of electro-chemical machinery; 
and control laboratories, fitted with the necessary testing and control 
apparatus. 
Curriculum in Chemical and Mining Engineering 
Leading to t}J.e degree of Bachelor of Science. 






General Chemistry General Chemlatry 
Chem. 1011 
Engr. Problems 








M. E. 186 
MfUtary 121 
4 Chem. 102 
EnKf. Problems 
1 Gen. E. 105 
Composition 







2 M. E. 286 













Plane Analytic Geom. 
Math.103A 
Working Drawings 
M. E. 118 
Machine Work 








17 17 17 
In addition to the COW'8e8 liated above, each student will be required to include io hia ached· 
ule: Phys. Ed.101, 102, 108; Tech. Leet., Chem. E.101, 102. 108. 
lTbe number ref era to the description of the course. 
tFor definltiol' of a credit. see page 127. 
... 









M. E. 214 




















Engl. 204 2 










Chem. 218 8 
Statics of Enif. 
T. & A. M. 274 8 
Applied Calculus 
Math. 218 4 
EnKr. Problems 
Gen.E.206 1 
El. of Chem. Engr. 
Cl:em. E. 216 1 ~ 
Light & Soul'Jd 
Phys. 228 5 
Mllltary 228 1 
18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include In hla ached-
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 208. 
Summer Shop or Mine Praetice, 170 hours • 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING · 
JUNIOR YEAR 
P~sical Chem. 
hem. 821 4 
Ph~sfcal Chem. 
hem. 822 4 
Ph~lcal Chem. 
hem. 828 ' Organfo Chemistry Chem. 881 5 Organic Chem. Chem. 882 5 Or~nlc Chem. hem. 888 S' 
Meeh. of Materials Dynamics or Engr. Extempore Sp1akf n1 
T. & A. M. 824 5 .T. & A. M. 344 4 P.S. 811 2 
Mechanical Lab. Mechanical Lab. Chemical Tech. 
M. E. 854 1 M. E. 856 1 Chem. 814 4 
tPrinclples tPrinclples tPrlnclptes 
Chem. E. 861 3 Chem. E. 352 3 CJtem. E. 858 8 
Materials Laboratory 
T.& A. M. 827 1 -




Industrial Chemistry Industrial Chemistry Industrial Chemiatry 
Chem. E. 411 s Chem. E. 412 3 Chem. E. 418 3 
Chem. EnKr. Lab. Chem. Engr. Lab. Chem. ET.'. Lab. 
Chem. E. 421 3 Cliem. E. 422 s Chem •• 423 8 
EnKr. Valuation A.C. Maehlnea EnKo. Contracts 
En~ 40'1 3 E. E. 487 3 ngr. 405 3 
D.C. aehlnes A.C. Laboratory bRestrfcted Electlvea 2 
E. E. 486 3 E. E. 488 1 hem. Enir· Dealp 
D.C. Laboratory Chem. Engr. Desi~ Chem. • 4'18 2 
E. E. 486 1 Chem. E. 472 2 Special Problems 
Chem. EnKr. Design Special Problems Chem. E· 466 2 
Chem. E. 4'21 2 Chem. E. 465 3 
Electives 3 Electives 3 Electives 8 
18 18 18 
'In addition to the coUl'BeS llated above, each student will be required to Include In hla 1ched-
ule: Seminar, Chem. E. 401, 402, 403. 
tFor students appointed to the Reserve Omcers' Training Corps (see page 261), thla course 
may be omitted in the junior year; substitution will be allowed In such manner that the coune 
may be taken in the senior year. 
frwo credits chosen from: Engr. 404, (2); Mu.ale ~44, (1); Engl. 404, (1), 406, (U. 
*See next page. 
.. 
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American Govt. Engr. Contracts 
Govt. 816 3 
Mech. of Materials 
T. & A. M. 824 6 
Engr. 406 3 
Dynamics of Materials 
T. & A. M. 344 4 
Principles 
Mn. E. 851 or 8 
Principles 
Mn. E. 852 or 3 
Electives Electives 
General Geology 
Geol. 201 4 
.General Geology 
Geol. 202 4 
Surveying 
C. E. 825 8 
Ml11~alogy 
Geol. 855 " 
18 18 
SENIOR YEAR* 
D.C. Machines A.C. Machines 
E. E. 485 3 E. E. 437 3 
D.C. Laboratory 
E. E. (86 1 
A.C. Laboratory 
E. E. '88 1 
Mn. Enf.'. Deaip 
Mn. • '71 2 
Mn. Engr. Design 
Mn. E. 472 2 
Mn. Engr. Laboratory 
Mn. E. 421 8 
Mo. Engr. Laboratory 
Mn. E. 422 3 
Econ. Geology 
Geo}. 484 ' 
Econ. Geology 
Geol. 455 4 
Struct. Geology 
Goo1. 864 4 
Treatment of Ores 
Mn. E. 415 2 
Assaying 
Mn. E. 417 2 
S~ecial Problems 














T. & A. M. 378 
Extempore Speaking 
P. S. 311 
Mn. Engr. Design 
Mn. E. 473 
Mn. Engr. Laboratory 
Mo. E. 42~ 
Mn. Enterprises 





















In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Seminar, Mu. E. 4.01, 402, 403. 
•Each student la expected to make an inspection trip during the senior year, in charge of an 
engineering Instructor. 
Suggested Electives: Bacteriology; Ceramics; Chemistry; Chemical Engineering 466, 686 : 
Civil Engineering; Economics; English; General Engineering; Geology; Government 315; 
Hydraulica; Mechanics; Mechanical Engineering; Mineralogy; Modern Language. 
Description of Courses 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING GROUP 
101, 102, 103. Technical Lectures. The fields of Chemical and Mining En~ineer· 
ing; the relation of the chemical engineer to industry; the use of technical liter&· 
ture. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. 1. Required each course. 
161, 162, 163. Chemical En&tneering Laboratorian. An approved assignment as 
laboratorian on special problems. Open only to students permanently excused from 
military training. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1 
each course. 
216. Elements of Chemlcal Engineering. Introduction to Olemical Engineerin~. 
Typical processes. Problems •. Spring. Leet. 1. Credit 1. 
351, 352, 353. Principles of Chemlcal Engineering. Industrial stoichiometry; raw 
matwals; fundamental ~perations. Prerequisite: Chem. 213. Fall, Winter, Spring, 
respectively. Leet. J, Credit 3 each course. 
401, 402, 403. Technlcal Seminar. Technical reports. Fall, \Vinter, Spring, re· 
speotivel7. wt. I. Required each course. 
411, 412, 413. Industrial Chemistry. Chemical engineering and chemical engineer• 
ing machinery. Discussion of chemical processes, raw materials and their elabora· 
tion. Industrial chemical and electro-chemical operations. Prerequisite: 353. Fall, 
Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
CHEMICAL AND MINING ENGINEERING 163 
421, 422, 423. Chemical Engineering Laboratory. Elaboration of raw materials 
and the use of chemical machinery. Calculation of costs and efficiencies. Control 
of operations. Physical and pbysico-chcmicai methods of plant control. To parallel 
411, 4ta, 413. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3 each 
course. ' 
441, 442, 443. Elements of Chemical Engineering. For chemical technolo~y, In· 
dustrial science, and graduate students. Industrial stoichiometry, raw materials 
fundamental chemical engineering operations. chemical cnginee.rini equipment, and 
chemical industrial processes. Prerequisite: Chem. 333. Fall, Winter, Spring, re• 
spectively. Leet. and rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3 each course. 
465. Special Probletns. On an a~proved topic to be sctecte,d before the end of the 
fall quarter of the senior year. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 2 or 3, 3 hr-. Credit 
2 or 3. ' 
466. Special Problems. Continuation of 465. Fall, Winter, Sprinr. Lab. 2 to 9, 
3 hr. Credit 2 to 9. 
471, 472, 473. Chemical Engineering Design. Design and layout of chemical 
plants and chemical machinery. .Prerequisite: 353. Fall, Winte.r, SprinK", re• 
spectively. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2 each course. 
586. Advanced Applied Electro-Chemistry. Electro-chemical industrle1. Pre· 
requisite: 411. Spring. Leet. 3. Credit 3. 
600. Chemical Engineering Research. Messrs. Swe.cney, Vilbrandt. Webber. 
610. Chemical Engineering Investigations. Prerequisite: 413. Alternate :reara.' 
Fall, Winter, Spring, 1934-1935. Leet. and conf. 3. Credit 3. Messrs. Sween~, 
Vilbrandt, Webber. 
614. Advanced Industrial Chemistry. Special advanced topical studies on chem· 
ical manufactories, such as foods, fertilizers, ..rayon, fixation of nitrogen, utiliza• 
tion of by-products, etc. Prerequisite: 413 or 443. Alternate years. Fall 1935. 
Leet. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Vilbrandt. · 
615. Organi%ation of Chemical Engineering Industries. The development of the 
chemical eni-ineerin~ industry based upon the fundame.ntal principles of plant 
location, design, unit operation costs, power utilization, manaicmcnt, and OPC!ra· 
tion. Prere,quisite: 353. Alternate years. Winter, 1936. Leet. 3. Credit 3. Mr. 
Sweeney. 
61(?. Cellulose Industries. The cellulosic raw materials, their chemistry, phy1ic1, 
economics and indulftrial uses. Prerequisite: 443 or 413. Alternate 7ear1. Sprinc, 
1936. Leet. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Webber. 
620. Advanced Technical Seminar. Weekly conference. Discussion of curre.nt 
topics. Presentation of original papers. Prerequisite.: graduate major in chem· 
ical engineering. Fall, Winter, Sprin1r. One hour per week r~uired without 
credit. Mr. Sweeney. 
651, 652, 653. Advanced Chemical Engineering. Selected advanced studie1 ·on 
chemical engineering unit operations. Prerequisite: 353. Alternate years. Fall, 
Winter, Spring, 1934-1935. Leet. 3. Credit l each course. Mr. Vilbrandt. 
671, 672, 673. Advanced Chemical Engineering Desip. Desip and layout of 
chemical plants and machinery. Planning industrial chemical laboratories. Pre· 
requisite: 473. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Lab. 1 to 3, 3 kr. Credit 1 to 3 
each course. Mr. Sweeney, Mr. Vilbrandt. 
MINING ENGINEERING GROUP 
351, 352, 353. Principles of Mining Engineering. Selected studies on excaTattng, 
boring, shaft sinking, minin~, mining apparatus, st_o_t?ing, hoistin'l, ventilation, 
transportation, etc. ·Prerequisite: Chem. 213. Fall, Wintu, Sprin1r, rcspectiTely. 
Leet. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
401, 402, 403. Technical Seminar. Technical reports. Fall, Wintu, Sprin2', re· 
spectively. Leet. 1. Required each course. -
415. Treatment of Ores. Ore dressing and amalgamation. Prercqui1ite: 351. 
Winter. Rec. l. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
416. Mining Enterprises. Prospecting. Developing mineral deposits. Prercqui• 
site: 415. Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. I, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
417. Assaylnc. . Fire assay methods for determination of gold, silver, and lead 
values in ores. Prerequisite: 351. Winter. Rec. 1. Lab. 11 3 hr. Credit 2. 
421, 422, 423. Mining Engineering Laboratory. Elaboration of raw materials and 
th~ use of minin~ machinery. Calculation of costs and efficiencies. Control of 
operations. Physical and physical chemical methods of mining plant control. 
Fall, Winter, Sprina, respectively. Lab. 31 3 hr. Credit 3 each course. 
424. Mfne Surveyfnc. Reviewing and advanced method. Sprinr. Rec. 2. Lab. 
2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
465, 466. Speclal Problems. On an approved mininr enK"ineerinr topic. Fall, 
Winter, Sprinr. Lab. 2 or 3, 3 hr. Credit 2 or 3. 
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471 472 473. KfDinc Engineering ])eslgn. l\line plant design and selection. of 
min~ pla~t ·equipment. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Lab. 2, 3 hr. ~red1t 2 
each course. 
561, 562, 563. Ketallura. The winning of iron, steel,. copper, go!d, silver, lead, 
zinc, etc. Prerequisite: Chem. 333. Fall, Wmtcr, Spring, respectively. Leet. 2. 
Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 3 ('.aCb course. 
fOO. Klnln1 Englneerlnc Research. Messrs. Sweeney, Vilbrandt, Webber. 
CHEMISTRY 
W. F. CoovER, Head of Department 
Prosfessors Wilkinson, Brown, Fulmer, Gilman, Nelson, Hixon, 
Buchanan; Associate Professors Clark, Naylor, Edgar, Jennings; As-
sistant Professors Borgeson, Johns, King, Bird, Christensen; Instructors 
•Lowman, Smith, Wilhelm, Lykken, McGlumphy, Moore, Mcintosh, 
Goodhue, Greer, Bickford, Eichinger, Menzel; Graduate Assistants Pen-
nington, Greenwood, Keil, Catlin, Kendall, Ruby, Setzer, Franz, ·Van Ess, 
·Marple, Carr, Bywater, Apple, Andes, DeWitt, Bryner, Walde, Kirby, 
:Mehltretter, Ireland, Young, Brown, Miller, Stavely, Kempf; Teaching 
Fellow Martin 
For information concer11ing the Division of Industrial Science, see page 98. 
' . 
The department of Chemistry occupies a building which is one of the 
largest of its kind, having a floor space of one hundred and thirty thou-
sand square feet. It is modern in its arrangement and building equip-
ment. In addition to the large laboratories it contains many special and 
research laboratories, in which a number of research students are ac-
commodated. -
The department is organized to meet the demands for chemical train-
ing in a highly technical institution. Its work is therefore comprehen-
sive and is grouped under the following heads : · Inorganic Chemistry 
and Qualitative Analysis, Analytical, Bio-physkal, Enzyme, Food and 
Sanitary, Organic, Physical, Plant, Physiological and Nutritional, Soil, 
and Textile Chemistry. . 
The equipment for carrying out the above lines of work is good. It 
is being increased as the developments in chemistry demand it. -
The following curricula are offered : 
a. Chemical Technology. 
b. Industrial Science with major in Chemistry. 
c. Graduate courses leading to the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees. 
Chemical Technology 
The field of chemical technology, which involves teaching, govern-
ment, and research work, as well as industrial work, is becoming in-
creasingly intportanf as industry expands and is placed more c.ompletely 
under scientific control. It is a recognized fact that the economic utiliza-
tion of our resources is a necessity. The trend in industrial development 
is toward diversification, quality, and economy in production. These are 
factors which are making obsolete many of the processes of industry 
and rendering imperative the employment of scientifically trained men. 
T~is curri~ulum gives the ·basic training desired for positions as con-
sulting chemists; as superintendents of factories of the industries based 
on chemistry or under chemical control, such as the manufacture of 
*Deceased February 10, 1934. 
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glass, pigments, p~ints and varnishes, oils and fats, soaps, sµgar, glucose, 
explosives, dyes, gas, iron and steel alloys, petroleum ·products, paper, 
leather, iine chemicals, perfumes, drugs, foods ; as chemist~ in govern-
ment, state, municipal, experiment station, research or factory labora-
tories; or as teachers of chemistry. 
Curriculum in Chemical Technology 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
For freshman· year, see curriculum in Industrial Science, page 241, 
which is to be followed, except that Chem. 101 C, 102C, and 103C shaU ·be 
taken. tt' "~ J. 
Students taking the curriculum in Chemical Technology should elect 
Zool. 104, 105, and Bot. 101 in their freshman year. 
' 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credita2 Credits Crediis 
Advanced Inorganic Advanced Inorganic Quatltativo Arialyafs 
Chem. 2011 2 Chem.202 2 Chom. 203 3 
Quantitative Analysis Quantitative Anaty.sis Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 211 4 Chem. 212 4 Chem. 213 3 
Differential Calculus lni?.:;al Calculus Apa:lfed Calcuh.:a 
Math. 211 4 ath. 212 4 ath. 218 4 
Mechanics & Heat Elect. & Mngnetism Sound & Light 
Phys. 221 5 Phys. 222 I 5 Phys. 228 6 
Mfiitar;r221 1 MiUtary222 1 Military 223 1 
16 16 16 
In addition to tho courses listed above, each student will t.e required to include in his ached· 










El. of Chemical Engr. 
Chem. E. 441 
German 
M. L. 441 
















hem. 822 4 
Or~nlc Chemistry 
hem. 382 5 
Machine Drawing 





Chem. 412 3 
El. of Chemical Engr. 
Chem. E. 442 3 
German 
~.L. 44.2 3 
Accounting 




Chem. 823 4 
Orpnlc Chemistry 
Chem. 888 5 
Americari Govt. 
Govt. 315 3 
Read. Work. Drawings 




Chem. 413 3 
El. of Chemical Engr. 
Chem. E. 448 3 
German 
M. L. 448 3 
Btll!linesa Law l . Ee. 866 or 3 
Spec. and Contr. 
Engr. 405 
Ell'Ctives · 4 
16 
lThe number refCl'll to the description of the course. 
2For definition of a credit, see ,page 127. 
•Electives. It Is urged that eleCtivca.b«i chose" l&!&ely in counes other than chemistry. 
For inf ormatlon concemlng the Reserve Officer.a' Tnunlng Corps, ~e page 261. 
•*Elective courses approved by the Head of the Departmtnt aod the Dean of the Divf•fon 
may be substituted for counes 411, 412, 413. 
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Curriculum in Industrial Science-Major Chemistry 
This curriculum is offered in order to co-operate with other depart-
ments of the institution in preparing students for responsible. positions in 
industries which require fundamental training in other sciences along 
with intensive training in chemistry. These fields are important. N ota-
ble examples are found in the demand for bacteriological chemists in 
the canning, preserving, and packing industries, and for chemists with 
special training in the baking, photographic, wholesale food, feed a~d 
dairy industries, and for water survey and board of health work. This 
curriculum is also important for training teachers for science work in 
high schools and colleges. 
For freshman and sophomore years, see the general curriculum in In-
dustrial Science, page 241. ... 
For the junior and senior years the student must fulfill all the re-
quirements as given on page 242. 
Graduate Curricul« and Degrees 
Graduate work in chemistry is also offered leading to the degrees of 
Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy. A full description of 
courses will be found in the Graduate Bulletin. 
Description of Courses 
Index to course numbe.rs: 
(a) Inorganic Chemistr.Y and 
Elementary Oualitat1ve An· 
alysis l to 9 
(b) Anatrtical Chemistry 11 to 19 
(c) Physical Chemistry 21 to 29 
(d) Organic Chemistry 31 to 39 
(e) Food and Sanitary Chem· 
istrr 41 to 49 
CO Agricultural (including 
Plant and Soil) Chemistry 51 to 59 
(g) HQ.usehold (including Tex· 
tile) Chemistry 61 to 69 
(b) Physiolc:>gical and Nutri· 
tional Chemistry 71 to 79 
(i) Bio-physical (including En· 
zyme and Zymo·) Chem· 
istry 81 to 89 
(j) Research 91 to 99 
For description of non-collegiate courses, see page 301. 
101. General Chemistry. Principles and the non-metallic elements. 
A. For students who have not had high school chemistry. FaU, Winter, Spring. 
Leet. and demonstration 2. Rec. and conference 2. Lab. 1, 3 hri. Credit 4. 
B. For students who have had high school chemistry. Fall. Leet. and de.mon· 
stration 2. Rec. and conference 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
C. For students desiring a more exte,nded study. Fall. Leet., demonstration. 
and rec. 2. Conference l. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
102. General Chemistry. Metallic elements. 
A. For students who have not had high school chemistry. Prerequisite: 101. 
Fail, Winter, &pring. Leet. and demonstration 2. Re.c. and conference 2. 
Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
B. For students who have had high school chemistry. Prerequisite: 101. Win· 
ter. Leet. and demonstration 2. Re.c. and conference 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 4. 
C. For students desiring a more extended study. Prerequisite: 101. Winter. 
Leet., demonstration and rec. 2. Conference 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
103. Genera} Chemistry. General principles and analytical relationships in· 
eluding separation of common ions. Prerequisite: 102 or 106. Fall, Spring. Leet. 
and demonstration J. Rec. and conference 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
C. For students desiring a more extended study. Spring. Leet., demonstration 
and rec. 2. Conference l. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
105, 106. General Chemistry. For Home Economics students. Principles and 
the non-metallic elements. (105) Fall, Winter, Spring. Leet. and demonstration 2. 
Rec. and conference 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. (106) Metallic elements and their 
compounds. Fall, Winter, Spri~ Leet. and demonstration 2. Rec. and conference 
2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. (A) For those who have not bad high school chemistry. 
(B) For those who have ha<L high school chemistry. 
107. Apptfed Chemistry. For Agricultural and Civil Engineering studonts. The 
che~iatry of materials with ~ome work in qualitative analysis. Purequisite: 102. 
Spnng. Leet. ·and demonstration 2. Rec. and conference 2. Lab. l, 3 lir. Credit 4. 
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174. Applied Organic Chemistry. For Veterinary students. Attention riven to 
organic compounds of biological importance. Prerequisite: 103 or equivalent. in 
general chemistry. Winter. Leet. 2. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit S. 
175. Physft>logical Chemistry. For Veterinary students. Chemistry of the animal 
body; digestion; metabolism; nutrition. Prerequisite: 174. Spring. Leet. 2. Rec. 
l. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit S. 
201, 202. Inorganic Chemistry. PrinciJ>les and theories in detail. Prerequiane: 
103. (201) Fall, Winter. (202) Winter, Sprin'<l'. Leet. 2. Credit 2 each quarter. 
203. Qualitative Analysis. Systematic analysis for ions except those of rare etc• 
·ments, with special attention to theory and the detection of negative ions. Pre• 
requisite: 103. Spring. Leet. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
211t 212, 213. Quantitative AnalYBis. Theory and _practice of elementary gravl· 
metric and volumetric analysis. Prerequisite: 103. ' FaJJ, Winter. Rec. 2. ·~ab. 2 
or 3, 3 hr. Credit 4 or 5. Spring. Re~ 1. Lab. 2 or 3, 3 hr. Credit 3 or 4. 
215. Quantitative Analysis. For Mechanical Engineering students. Coat, flue 
gas, boiler water, metallography. Prerequisite: 103. Fall. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
216. Quantitative Analysis. For Me.chanicat Enfl'ineering students. Analysis of 
iron and steel and the effect of chemical composition and heat treatments on the 
microscopic structure. Prerequisite.: 215. \Vinter. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
217. Quantfta.tlve Analysis. Analysis of brass, bronze, babbits and other alloys, 
their composition and structures. Prerequisite: 216. Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
251, 252. Applied Organic CheDtlstry and quantitative Analysis. For Dairy In-
dustry students. Principles of organic chemistry and methods in ~avimetric and 
volumetric analysis with applications to the dairy industr)".. Prerequisite; 103. 
l"all, Winter. Leet. and demonstration 2. Lab. 1, 4 ltr. Credit 3 each course. 
253. Bio-Chemistry. Survey of bio·chemistry and bio·chemical methods of general 
interest to agricultural students. Prere.quisite: 252 or 256. Leet. and Clemon· 
stration 2. Lab. 1, 4 hr. Credit 3. 
255 256. Applied Organic Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis. Fundamentals 
of the two fields with applications to agriculture. Prer~uisite-: 103. (255) Fall, 
Winter. (256) Winter, Spring. Leet. and demonstration 2. Lab. 1, 4 hr. Credit 
3 each course. 
257. Appllecl Organic Chemistry.. For Forestry students. Organic chemistry with 
applications to the fields concerned. Prerequisite: 102. Spring. Leet. and demon· 
stration 3. Lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 4. 
258. Appliecl Organic Chemistry. For Horticultural students. Continuation of 
255 involving applied work specially adapted to the field concerned. Winter. Leet. 
1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
259. Chemistry of Forest Proclucts. PJa·nt metabolism and plant products. Spring'. 
Prerequisite: 257. Leet. or rec, 2. ·Credit 2. 
264. Organic Chemistry. For Home Economics students. The fundamental prin· 
ciples of orzanic chemistry. Prerequisite: 106. Fall, Winter, Spring. Leet. 3. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 5. 
265. Food Analysis. For Home Economics students. Elementary gravimetric and 
volumetric analysis and the methods of food analysis. Prerequisite: 264. Fall, 
Winter, Spring. Leet. 3. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 5. 
266. Food Analysis. For Home Economics students. An elementary course de· 
voted to methods of analysis. Prerequisite: 264. Fall, Winter, Spring'. Leet. and 
rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
267. Food Al1alysfs. For Home Economics students. Com_pletes the work of 
course 265 omitted in course 266. Prerequisite: 266. Spring. Rec. and demonstra· 
tion 1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
274. Physiological ancl Nutritional Chemistry. Fundamental principles of _p!Jyafo· 
logical chemistry and the chemistry of nutrition. Prerequisite: 266. Falt, Winter, 
Spring. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Cre.dit 3. , 
275. Physiological and Nutritional Chemistry. Clemical composition of living 
mattei:t digestion; fundamentals of nutritional chemistrr. Prerequisite:· 253, 265, or 
266. J.'aII, Winter, Spring. Leet. ,3.. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 5. · 
314. Chemical Technology. Technical examination of cements, fuels, oils, gas, 
road materials, boiler waters, qnd the treatment of boiler water. Prerequisite: 213. 
Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
321, 3~ 323. Physical Chemistry. Properties of _gases, liquids, . and solids; 
solutions, thermo-chemistry, reaction velocit}J electro·cbemistry, equilibrium. Pre· 
requisite: 213, Phys. 223. Math. 2121 and \.,;Jlem. 331 as parallel. ~ll, Winter. Rec. 3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. Sprmg. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
331, 332, 333. Organic Chemistry. For -Chemistry and Chemical Engineerill'Z stu· 
dent!I,. and students &J>ec,iaJizing ii!- pre-medi~l a.,nd a_pplied biological sciences. Pre· 
requ1s1te: 103. FaII, Winter, Spring, respect1v:.y. Leet. 2. Rec. t. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 2 to 5 each course. 
• 
. 
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345. Food Analysis. Methods of analysis, detection of 1 ad~lterations and inter· 
pretation of r.esul~s. Prerequisite: 253, 265, or ?.66. Fatl, Wmter.. Leet. 2. Lab. 
0 to 3, 3 hr. ·Credit 2 to 5. 
346. Manufacture of F40d Products. Discussion 0£ raw materials and. chemical 
riroc~ses involved. PrerequisHe: 253, 265, or 2ti6. Alternate years. Spring, 1935, 
l..cct. 3. Credit 3. 
347. Dairy Chemf!stry. Annlysi~ of pure and adulter~t~d dairy products and de-
tection of pr~servahves and colorang matters. Prer<-qmsite: 253', 265, or 20/. Fall. 
Rec. 2. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 5. 
348. Advanced Dairy Chemistry. Advanced analytical methods; detail<-.d stu~Y. of 
compoaition and changes of composition occurring in manufacture. Prerequisite: 
347. Winter. · Rec. 3. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credi! 5. 
411, 412 413. Chemical ·TedmoloCY. Gas analysis, calorimetry. Application of 
analytical methods and commercial tests to industrial materials, control of plants 
and purchase of sup_plics. Prerequisite: ~13, 322, 333. Fall, Winter, Sprina, re· 
spcchvely. R~. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3 each course. 
421. (Ccr.E. 4'27.) Physical Chemistry. A~plied to processes in ceramic manu· 
facture. Prerequisite: 323. Spring. Rec. 4. Credit 4. 
431, 432, 433. Organic Chemistry. For chemistry students and those speciaUz:ing 
in applied biological sciences. Principles of organic chemistry, including a brief 
introduction to qualitative organic analysis, and training in the use of chemical 
literatur~ Prerequisite: 103. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. 2. Conf. 1. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr'. Credit 3 to 5 each course. 
441, 442, 443. Sanitary Chemistry. Elements of quantitative analysis; analysis 
and :purification of potable waters; sewage analysis; interpretation of r.e-.sults; 
planning and organization of sanitary survey work. Fall, Winter, Sprin~ re· 
spectively. Prerequisite: Qualitative Analysis. Rec. 2. Lab. 2 or 3, 3 hr. Cre.clit 
4 or 5 each course. 
465. Textile Chemistry. For Home Economics students. The microsCOl!Y and 
cb~istry of textile fibers. Prerequisite: 265 or 266. Winter, Spring. Rec. 1. 
Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
'466. Textile Chemistry. For students specializing in Textiles. Quantitative, 
physical and chemical analysis of yarns and fabrics; scouring-, bleaching, and fin·"' 
1shing processes. Prerequisite: 265 or 266. Fall, Spring. Leet. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 4. 
474. Physiological and Nutritional Cb.emlsU,. Fundamentals of chemistry in 
life processes. Prer~uisite: elementary organic and analytical chemistry. Fall, 
S,Pring. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
495. (Voe. Ed. 495.)· Teachinc Chemis~. Methods of presentation and study of 
subject matter supported by class and laboratory demonstration. Prerequisite: ~en· 
eral chemistry. Leet. and rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
501, 502, 503. Inorpnlc Preparations. Preparation of inorganic compounds~ 
May be taken ns laboratory to accompany <iOS, 606. Falt, Winter, Spring, resp<'~· 
tively. Lab. 1 or more, 3 hr. Credit 1 or more each course. 
SU, 512, 513. .Advanced Quantitative Analysis. Intensive study of analytical- -
processes in the light of modern theories, including difficult separations, electro-
metrio titrations, indicators, nephclometry, etc. Prere_guisite: 213. Alternate years. 
Fa111 Winter1 SP.ring, respectively, 1935-1936. (511) Leet. 3. Lab. O to 3, 3 hr. 
Creait 3 to <>. (512, 513) Lab. 2 or more, 3 hr. Credit 2 or more. 
515, 516. .Advanced Ketallography. More advanced and extensive than 215. Treats 
of iron, steel, and other alloys. Prerequisite: Quantitative Analysis. Alternate 
years. Fatl, Winter, res~tively, 1934-1935. Rec. 2. Lab. 2 or 3, 3 hr. Credit 
4 or 5 each course. 
521, 522, 523. Advanced Physical Chemistry. The more important phases of 
physical chemistry from tlte standpoint of thermodynamics. Prerequisite: 323. 
Leet. 2. Lab. -0 to 3, 3 hr. Credit 2 to 5 each course. · 
525, 526. Colloids and Catalysis. (525) A systematic survey of the properties 
of colloidal systems. (Sai) Spe.cial topics in colloid chemistry; catalysis . in homo-
geneous and hetero}reneous systems, Prerequisite: 213, 323. Fall," Spring, respec· 
lively. Leet. 2. Lal>. 0 or 1, 3 hr. Credit 2 or 3 each course. 
531. Qualitative and Quantitative Organic .Analysis. Prerequisite: 213 3jJ Fall. 
Leet. 1. Lab. 2. 3 hr. Credit 3. ' • 
532, 533. ~ntermedfate. Organic Chemistry. Problems, abstracts and reports on 
.se.lec~ed to11cs of apehed and t!ieoretical. i~portance. • Traininj in the use of 
chenucal literature. Laborator7 in quantitative Ot'lanic analysis. Prerequisite: 
531, and rcAding knowledge o German. (532) Winter. Leet 2 Lab 1 3 hr 
Credit 3. (533) Spring. Leet. 2. Credit 2. • • • ' • 
• 535, 536, ~37. Advanced Organic ~aboratory. Involves preliminary research work 
!n aynthests and a !lt~dy of reactions ,of compo~nds of theoretical and industrial 
aPiportance •• Prerequisite: 333. Fan, \Vint<-.r, Spring, respectively. Lab. 2 or more, 
J hr. Credit 2 or more each course. 
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545. Special Topics In Food Chemistry. Recent denlopmcnts in food themistry; 
detailed study of various food products. Prerequisite: 345. Fatt, Winter, Spring, 
Conference 2 or more. Credit 2 or more each quarter. 
565. Special Tb.¥1CS fn Textile Chemistry. Recent developments in textile che.m· 
istr~ along technical Jines. Prerequisite: 466. Falt, Winter, Spring. Conference 
J. Lab. ~ or more. 3 hr. Credit 3 to 5. 
571, 572, 573. Advanced Phnlolodcal and Nutritional Chemistry. Ctemistry of 
ihternal secretions, oxidation, metabolism, nutrition1 urine, blood, and tissues. Prerequisite: Z/5 or 474, and 321, and 531 as parallel. (571, 572) \Vinter, Spring, 
respectiv~y. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3 each course. (573) Fall. Leet. 3. 
Credit 3. 
574, 575. Physfologfcal and Nutritional Chemistry. Chemistry of di~estion, as• 
similation, and metabolism; advanced nutritional chemistry. Methods of chem· 
ical diagnosis. Prerequisit~: 275 or 474. Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. 2. 
Lab. 0 or J, 3 hr. Credit 2 or 3 each course. 
576. S{H!Clal Toelc:s In Phyafolodcat Chemistry., Physiological chemistry ap,Plied 
to dietetics, veterinary medicine, animal nutrition, bacteriology, etc. · Preregutsite: 
275 or 474. Fall, Winter, Spring. Conference. Lat>. 2, 3 hr. or more, Credit 2 or 
more. 
584, 585. Industrial Zymo-Chemlstry. Otemistry of fermentations \Vith especial 
reference to the elaboration of chemicals and other industrial materials from agri· 
cultural products. Prerequisite: 525, Bact, 560. Alternate years. Winter, Spring, 
respectively, 1936. Rec. 2. Lab. 1 or more, 3 hr. Credit 3 or more each course. 
586. Bio·Chemfstry. A series of courses from which sequences may be chosen by 
graduate students in Soils and the biolofical 11ciences as minors for the M.$. and 
Pli.D. degrees or as a part of their maJors for either of these degrees. 
Soils sequence. 
(a) Minor for the M.S. dC'6fee: 
586C, F and A. 
(b) Minor for the Ph.D. d~ree: 
S86C, F, A, G, D, H and I. 
Biological Science sequence. 
The following is a suggested sequence: 
(a) Minor for the M.S. de.gree: 
586C, F and A. 
(b) Minor for the Ph.D. degree: 
S86C, F, A, B, D, E and G. 
Laboratory work. 
All laboratory work i~volved in courses listed as 586, with the possible . .exception 
of 586], will be scheduled in one laboratory which \Vill be o_pen each forenoon and 
afternoon, excepting Saturday afternoon, that there is a sufficient number of stu· 
dents to meet the minimum requir~ments. · 
A. Bio-organic Chemistr7. Brief review of the fundamentals followed by more 
advanced bio-organic chemistry; training in the use of the literature. Prerequisite: 
255. Spring. Leet. and rel!. 3. Lab. 1 or 2, 3 hr. Credit 3 to 5. Mr. Hixon. 
B. Bio-organic Chemistry. Continuation of A. Fall. Leet. and rec. 3. Lab. 1 
or 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. Mr. Hixon. 
C. Bio-physical Chemistry. Interpretation and eresentation of Dio·chemical data. 
Electro-chemistry as apptit'll to biol~y. Prerequtsite: 253, 256, 265, or 267. Fall. 
Leet. 3. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 3 or 4. Mr. Fulmer. 
D. Bio-physical Chemistry. General properties of solutions. Colloid chemistry. 
Prerequisite: 253~ 256, 265, or 267. Winter. Leet. 3. I.ab. 0 to 2, 3 hr. Credit 
J to S. Mr. Fulmer. 
E. Bio-phyaical Chemistry. Special topics. Prerequisite: S86D. Spring. Leet. 2. 
Lab. 0 to 3, 3 hr. Credit 2 to 5. Mt. Fulmer. 
F. Bio-inorganic Chemistry. Laws and theorie.s relating to elements of special 
importance in plants. animals, and soils. Prerequisite: 25G or equivalent. Fall. 
Leet. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Clark. 
G. Analytical Dio·chemistry. Advanced quantitative analysis involving mt'.thods 
for inorganic constitutents of biological material. Prerequisite: 586F. Winter.· 
Leet. l. Rec. l. Lab. 2 or 3, 3 hr. Credit 4 or 5. Mr. Clark. 
H. Soil Chemistry. The soil organic matter and its composition. Prerequisitt',: 
S86G. Alternate years. Spring, 1936. Leet. 2. Lab. J, 3 hr. Cre'dit 3. Mr. 
Clark. f, • , I =I 1 i 
I. Physical Chemistry of Soils. Reactions and colloids of the soil. Preregui· 
site: S86G. Alternate years. Spring-, 1935. Leet. 2. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 3. Mr. 
Clark. 
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]. Bio-chemical I.aboratory. For the co-operative develOpment of bio·chemical 
phases of research problems or the co-operative devel~pme.nt o~ theses i~ border-
·1and fields for the l\l.S. and Ph.D. degree.s. Falt, Winter, Spring. Credit as ar· 
ranged. Messrs. Fulmer, Hixon, Clark. 
001, 002, 603. Selected Topics In Inorganic Chemistry. Atomic structure. periodic 
law, vale.ncy, ionization, rare earths, radio activity, etc. Prerequisite: 202. Fall, 
Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. 2. Credit 2 each course. Mr. Brown. 
(i()S, 606. Systematic Inorganic Chemistry. Prerequisite: 202. Fall, Winte.r, re-
spectively. Leet. 3. Credit 3 each cour~e. Mr. Wilkinson. 
616, 617. Advanced Qualitative Analysis. From the standpoint . of mass law 
and equilibrium. Se.J>aration of common and rare elements. Prerequisite: 203, 213. 
Alternate years. Winter, Spring, respectively, 1935. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 
3 eacb course. Mr. Wilkinson. 
625. Applied Physical Chemistry. Advanced course on the theoretical consid· 
erations and industrial applications of free energ_y data, and other advanced 
topics. Prerequisite: 323. Fall, Winter, Spring. Leet. 2. Credit 2 each time 
elected. Mr. Jennings. 
631, 632, 633. Advanced Organic Chemistry. Description and theoretical con· 
sideration of advanced reactions. Problems, abstracts, and thesis. Pre.requisite: 
531, readin.J. knowledge of German. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Le.ct. 1 
or 2. Credit 1 or 2 each course. M;-. Gilman. 
655. Specfal Topics in Plant Chemlstey. Carbohydrate chemistry. Isolation, 
analysis, synthesis, etc.1 of carbohydrate compounds or their fermentation prod· 
ucts. FaJI, Winter, Spring. Conference and lab. as arranged. Cre.dit 3 or more. 
Mr. Hixon. 
656, 65?. Advanced Plant Chemistry. Chemistry of plant metabolism, analysis 
of plant tissue, phytochcmical preparations, preparatory trainin'l for re.search in 
plant growth plienomena.. Prerequisite: 323, 333, and Botany 102. Winter, 
Spring, respectively. Le.ct. and conference! 3. Credit 3 each course. Mr. Hixon. 
658. Soll Chemistry. Physical, analytical, and bio-chemical methods; topic as· 
signmcnts. Prerequisite: 213, 323, 333. Fall, Winter, Spring. Leet. and confer . .2. 
Lab. l or more. Credit 2 or' more. Mr. Clark. · 
659. Soll Chemistry. Soil reaction and solution; colloids of the soil; organic 
matter; biometric methods. Prerequisite: 608. Fall, Winter, Spring. Leet. 2. 
Credit 2 or more. Mr. Clark. 
6i'J, 672, 673. Bio-Chemical Preparation. Isolation, preparation and study of 
substances from Jiving matter. Development of the experimental viewpoint of 
nutritional chemistry through animal feeding. Prerequisite: 275 or 474. Fall, 
Winter, Spring',_ respectively. Conferences and lab. as arranged. Credit 2 or more 
each course. Mr. Nelson. 
686, 687. Bio-physical Chemistry. Topic course dealin¥ with the application of 
the principles and' methods of physical chemistry to biology. Prerequisite: 525, 
and courses in biology. Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. 2. Lab. O or 
more, 3 hr. Credit 2 or more eacb course. 
688. Buyme Chemistry. Purification of enzyme material, enzymic action upon 
fats, carbohydratc.s, protein and other food substances. Preliminary training for 
research. Prerequisite: 525, and classification in 686. Winter, Spring. Conference 
I. Lab. 1 or more, 3 hrs. Credit 2 or more. Miss Naylor. 
695. Research. 
A. Inorganic Chemistry. Messrs. Wilkinson, Brown, King. 
B. Analytical Chemistry. Mr. Wilkinson. 
C. Physical Chemistry. Mr. Jennings. 
D. Organic Chemistry. Mr. Gilman. 
E. Food and Sanitary Chemistry. Mr. Buchanan. 
F. Bio-Physical Chemistry. Mr. Fulmer, Mr. Christensen. 
G. Physiological and Nutritional Chemistry. Mr. Nelson. 
H. Household and Textile. Chemistry. Miss Edgar. 
I. Soil Chemistry. Mr. Clark. 
]. Plant Chemistry. Mr. Hixon, Mr. Johns. 
K. Enzyme Chemistry. Miss Naylor. 
L Dairy Chemistry. Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Bird. 
M. Special Agricultural Chemistry. Mr. Hixon, Mr. Thomas. 
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CIVIL ENGINEERING 
A. H. FULLER .. Head of Deparbnent 
Professors Caughey, Foster, Kerekes; Associate Professors Dodds, 
Moyer, Stewart; Assistant Professor Galligan; Instructor, Paustian 
~ .... ....- .._.. .._,. . ___, ., -..... 
For information conGerni11g t11e Division o/ Engineering, see page 92 • . 
Engineering has been aptly described as the science and art of apply-
ing, economically, the laws, forces, and materials of nature for the use, 
convenience, and enjoyment of man. 
Civil Engineering consists of the economic application of the laws, 
forces, and materials of nature to the design and construction of high· 
ways; railways; bridges; large buildings; water· supply, sewe~age, irri-
gation and drainage systems ; river and harbor· improvements ; and other 
works which are a part of the present day civilization. 
An analysis of the positions of the C.E. graduates of Iowa State Col· 
lege show about one-tlµrd of them to be in public work in U. S. Govem-
ment, State, City and County positions. The others are widely scattered 
throughout the many phases of civil engineering in positions of all 
grades of engineering and administrative responsibility • .. 
The curriculum in Civil Engineering has been planned with a founda· 
tion of English, mathematics, physics and chemistry combined with draw-
ing, surveying, mechanics, hydraulics, and economics and with a super-
structure consisting of the applications of these subjects to the many 
phases of Civil Engineering. Emphasis is given to an understanaing of 
the principles of engineering and of economics and the relation of these 
principles to .efficient engineering practice. 
The work on the campus is supplemented by a six-wee~ summer camp, 
which follows the sophomore. yea.r ; and by three informal inspection. t~ips 
for the purpose of .making a first-hand study of engineering work and of 
industrial plants of particular interest. 
The summer camp has been located · in the Minnesota State Forest 
Preserve on Rainy Lake. The camp site is one of America's few re-
maining spots of unspoiled natural wilderness. In this location is afford-
ed an opportunity for th~ best possible combination of engineering 
experience and camp life. As an economy measure the camp will not 
be offered in 1934, but will be offered _in 1935. 
For the inspection trips, the sophomores spend three days at Saint 
Paul, Minneapolis and Duluth, and on the Mesaba Iron Range, while en-
route to summer camp. The juniors make one-day trips to Des Moines 
and adjacent places of engineering interes~ The seniors speµ~ a week 
in Chicago, St. Louis or. other large centers of engineering activity. All 
of these trips are carefu11y planned in advance and are carried out under 
the joint direction of the faculty and of representatives of the work 
whi~ is being ins~e~ted. .1 , 
Curriculum in Civil Engineering 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For graduate year, see page 173. 
For professional degree, se~ page llO. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
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FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits' Credits Credits 
E°B.neerinf Drawing Engineering Drawing Elementary Surveyir1g 4 • E. 10 l 2 C. E. 105 3 C. E. 114 
General Chemiatry General Chemistry A~Ued Chemistry 4 Cbem.101 4 Chem.102 4 hem.107 
Coms:oaltlo1• ComJ>C?Sitio11 Composition 3 End.101 3 Engl. 102 s Engl. 103 
Coll~e Algebra Plane T~onomet.ry Plane Analytic G«;om. 5 Matb:101A 5 Math. 02C 4 Math.108A. 
E'(fe. Problems Engr. Problems 61Uitary l 03 1 
en. E. 104 1 Gen. E. 105 1 
Mititary-101 1 Military 102 1 
16 16 17 
In addition to the courses listed above. each student will hr required to include in his sched-
ule: Phya. Ed. 10~,, 102, 108; Tech. Leet., C. E. 191, 192, 193. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Togogra~hic Surveying Working Drawinr.s Curves & Earthwork 
• E. 15 5' C. E. 206 3 C. E. 264 • Hydrology & Drainage Statics of Engr. \ 
C. E. 220 8 T.&A.M.274 3 
DUrerenUal Calculus Integral Calculus A1>1>lled Calculus 
Math.211 4 Math. 212 4 Math. 218 4 
Mechanics & Heat Elect. & Magnetism Sound & Light / 
Phys. ~1 5 Phys. 222 5 Phys~ 228 5 
Extempore Speald11g Extempore Speaking Engr. Problems 
P. S. 811 8 P. S. 812 2 Gen. E. 206 1 
Mllltary 201 1 Military 2U2 1 MUitary208 1 
18 18 18 
Summer Field Work In Topographic and Route Surveying, six weeks 801, 802.-9. · 
In addition to the couraes listed above, each student Will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202. 208. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Roads & Pavements Railway Engineering Hi~h•ay Adm. & Deslgn 
C. E. 365 4 C. E. 864 4 • E. 856 S 
Mechanics of Materials D)'namics of Engr. Elements of Struct. 
T.& A. M. 824 5 T. & A. M. 844 4 C. E. 885 5. 
Encfe. Geology Materials Laboratory Cement & Concrete 
eol. 8'14 3 T. & A. M. 827 ' 2 T. & A. M. 888 3 ' Prine. of Economics Prop. or Materials H~draulfcs 
Ee. 261 3 T. & A. M. 884. 2 • & A. M. 378 4 
Electives 3 General Bar.teriology .. Electives 8 
Bact. 804D 3 
Electives. s· 
18 18 18 
lb addition to the COU1'11E8 lfsted above1 each student will be required to include in his 11ched-ute: Seminar, C. E. 394, 895, (Fall, Sprmg). . 
The junior electives ma~advanced COW11CS in any of the non-civil engineering required 
subjectft or any approved t uartera sequence in a new subject. The electives must include 
Eqliah 204 unless a quality po et average of 2 bas been attained in the req1Pf'ed courses in 
Endiab and a correspondlngJ.Y high standard has been maintained in aubseq.uent written re-
ports. See pare 193. 
•The number refent-to the description or the course. 
'For definfUon of a credit. aee J!&ge 127. . 
For Information concerning the Reserve·Offieers' Training-Corps, see page'261. 
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SENIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter .. Winter Quarter 'Spring Quarter 
Bridge Analysia 
Credits Credits ' Credits Reinforced Concrete -Structural Analysis 
C. E. 486 6 C. E. 487 6 C. E. 489 6 
Sewerage Water surEly Water Power 
C. E. 414 5 C. E. 4 3 C. E. 416 8 
Ene.oeering Reports Engineering Valuation E~n-eerlnf Contracts 
• E. 484 2 Engr. 407 8 ngr. (0 3 
Engr .. Construction Accounting Corporation Finance 
C. E. 485 3 Ee. 874 4 Ee. 474 8 
Electives s Electives 3 Electives 3 
...--
~8 - ,18 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his 1ched-
ule: Seminar, C. E. 496, Fall: 497, Winter: Int1pectlon Trip, C. E. 499, Sprinir. 
Elective courses shall be choser after consultation with the counselor. Amon1 the approved 
sequences for ·junior electives are: 
Credlta 
Architectural Engineering 881, 882, 888 
Electrical Entrlrieeririg 485, 486, 487, 488 
Government 316, 424, 485 
History 284, 285, 421 
Mllltary Science 801, 802, 803 
Modem Language 411, 412, 418 
Moder~ Language 441, 442, 443 
Psychology 204, 884, 424 
Technical Journalism 225, 88&, 435 
The senior electives will be chostn from: 
Const. Materials Bridge Design 
T. & A. M. 498 or C. E. 444 or 
Pub. Works Management Sewerage 
C. E. 405 or C. E. 417 or 
Highways Railroads 
C. E. 456 or C. E. 466 or 
Military Science 401 Military Science 402 
GRADUATE YEAR 
Leading to the Degree of Master of Science. 




C. E. 690 
•Minor Courses 










Rein!. Cone. Deairn 
c.·E. 446 or 
Water Supply 
c. E. 418 or 
Transportation Surveys 
C. E. 4'17 or 













Optional Major 'I 
Research 
C. E. 690 8 
•Minor Courses 6 
lG 
Optional majors for the various lines <?f work have been arranred as Collowa: 
SANITARY 
Sanitary Engineering Water Treatment Sewa~ Treatment 
Practice c. E. 615 3 c •. 616 8 
C. E. 614 4 
Sanitary Chemistry Sanitary Chemistry Sanitary Chemlatey 
tChem. 441 3 fChem. '"'2 4 fC~ea;n.~4~~, .. t.t· ...... < 4.: ,,,. -7 7 7 
STRUCTURAJ., 
RiS,d Frames Office Buildings Secondary Streuea ,.-! 
• E. 634 4 C. E. 686 4 C. E. 686 .. 4 
Industrial Buildings Adv. Meeh., Materials StoraLe Structures 
C. E. 637 3 T. & A. M. 514 a c. . 638 . a 
7 7 7 --
; 
*These electives are subject to the-reatJ]ations governinc vaduate work. . . 
tChem. 441, 442, 448 may be used for major graduate credit In Sanitary Englneerfnf. 
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MUNICIPAL 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Landscape Architecture Public Utilities City Planning · 
L.A. 600 8 C. E. 604 4 C. E. 605 4 
Municipal Improvements Municipal Improvements City Manager Probls. 8 C. E. 606 4 C. E. 607 8 C. E. 608 
7 7 7 
HIGHWAY 
Hl~hway Design Highway Administration Highway Jurisprudence 
• E. 654 4 C. E. 655 4 C. E. 656 4 
Highway Materials Design of Street Imp. Highway Specifications 
8 C. E. 657 3 C. E. 658 8 C. E. 659 
7 7 7 
RAILWAY 
Economics of Rwy. J..oc. Economics of Rwy. Railway Signaling 
C. E. 664 4 Operation C. E. 666 8 
Trantportatlon C. E. 665 4 Terminal Facilities 
Ee. 645 8 Railw~ Traffic & Rates C. E. 667 8 
Ee. 46 3 
7 6 
TRANSPORTATION 
TtanW.rt Surveys Inland Water Co-ordinated Transportation c .. 677 4 Trans~ortation Systems 
Tranaportat.ion c .. 678 3 C. E. 679 " Ee. G45 8 Railwa~ Traffic & Rates Terminal Facilities 
Ee. 46 8 C. E. 667 8 
' 
7 6 7 
Description of Courses 
• 
104. Englneerinc Drawing. Freehand lettering and the use of instruments as 
applied to enaineering drawing; orthographic projection. Fall, Winter. Lab. 2, 
3 hr. Credit 2. 
105. Engineering Drawing. Development of the fundamental principles of pro· 
jection as used in engineering drawing; applications to practical problems. Pre· 
requisite: 104. Winter, Spring. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
114. Elementary Surveyfnr. Theory and practice of surveying including chain· 
ing, care and use of compass, level and transit; field proble.ms. including profiles, 
traverae•.i mapping, and area determinations. Prerequisite: Math. 102. Spring. 
R~ 2. i..ab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
116. Surveyinc. Elementary surveyin~ problems; use of compass, level and 
transit; field methoda and notes. Prerequisite: credit or classification in Math. 102. 
Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
191, 192, 193. Technical Lecture. A discussion of the various phases of civil 
cngin~ring. Lectures by staff members and practicing civil engineers. Instnic· 
tion in the use of the Library for five periods in the winter quarter. Fall, Win· 
ter, Spring, respectively. wt. 1. Required each course. 
206. Working Drawings. Sketching; dimensioning; detail and assembly drawin~s 
of machine parts, pipe layouts, timber framing and steel structures. Pre.requisite: 
105. Winter. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
215. Topoaraphlc Surveying. Theory and practice of topographic surveying. Tri: 
angulation, meridian determination, centerline surveys; maps, plans, profiles, and 
quantity calculatio!l• Aerial surveys. Prerequisite: 114 or 325. Fall. Rec. 2. 
Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit S. · 
217. Topographic Surveyinc. Levelina, trave.rsing; plane table and other topo· 
graphic surveys. Prerequisite: 116. Fall. Rec. 1. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
218. Surveylnr. Calculations and office work. Prerequisite.: 217. Winfer. Rec. 
J. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
220. Hydroloey and Drainage. Principles of hydrology and land drainage. Pre· 
requi1itc: 215. Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Cre,dit J. 
264. Curves and. Earthwork. Theory and practice in the location of curves on 
l'011tc;: ~e7a and in the measurement of earth work on construction projects. Pre· 
requ1Slte: 114. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
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301, ~2. Summer Camp. Six-weeks engineering field practice taken in camp 
during summer vacation following the sopho-more year. The student pays his own 
transportation and livi&.? expenses and the regular summer session re,istration fee. 
Prerequisite: ~ and 264. (301) Land, topographic and hydrograph1c surveybs1r. 
(302) Route surveying. Credit 4~ each. Not offered in 1934 •. 
311, 312, 313. Surveying. (311) Le.vet, transit and J.>lane table work. Prere~i· 
site: 116. Fall. Rec. 1. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 4. (312) Calculations and office 
work. United States Land Survey: hydrographic surveyinB'. Prerequisite: 311. 
Winter. Re.c. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. (313) Topographic Sutveying. Solar and 
stellar determination of meridian i triangulation; topographic surveying. Pre· 
requisite: 312. Spring. Lab. 3, 3 nr. Credit 3. 
321, 32:?, 323. Surveying. (321) Elementary surveying. Pacing; uses of chain, 
tape, hand lev~l, compass, engineer's level and transit; field methods and nott.S. 
Prerequisite: .Math. 102. (322) Mapping, calculations, and office work based on 
the work of 321; United States Land Subdivision; general surveying metltods; the 
stadia. Prerequisite: 321. (323) Topographic surveyi!l_I{; uses of the plane table; 
meridian determinations. Prerequisite: 322. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. 
Rec, 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Cre.dit 3 each course. 
325. Surveying. Pacing; chaining; leveling; trave.rsin_g; simple topograph~; care 
and use of instruments.. Prerequisite: Math. 102. Fall and Sprinr. Rec. 1. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
330. ll/Une Surveying. Especially adapted to mines and tunnels; use of the aux• 
iljary telescope. Prerequisite.: 325. Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
335. Elements of Structures. Stresses in beams, girders, and trusses; algebraic 
and grapl!ic methods. Introduction to the design of ste-.el structures. Prerequisite: 
T. & A.M. 324. Winter, Spring. Rec. 3 Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 5. 
336. Industrial Buildings. Stress analysis and design of the main features of 
st"4Cl industrial buildings; design of timber truss and mill construction framing. 
Prerequisite: 335. Spring. Rec. 3. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 5. 
354. Roads and Pavements. Types of roads and pavements, methods of con· 
struction and maintenance, spe.cia:l machinery, costs, comparisons. Prerequisite: 
218 or 325. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. . 
355. Roads and Pavements. Theory and practice in design, construcfton, and 
maintenance. Road materials 'testing. Pre.requisite: 215, Chem. 107. Fall, Win· 
ter. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
356. Highway Aclmfnfstratfon and Design. Desi~n and f inancinr of rural high• 
ways and city pavements. Elements of traffic control. Pre'it'equisite: 264. Sprlnr. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
364. Railway Engineering. Railway location using the topographic. maps made 
at summer cam~. Construction, maintenance, and operation problems of the rail· 
way engineer. Prerequisite: 264. Fall, Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credi~ .f. 
394. Seminar. Oral re11>orts and discussions on engineering organization1 a~d 
related topics. Fall. 1 hr. Required. 
395. Seminar. Oral reports and discussions on notable engineerinl' projeet1. 
Sprin-z, 1 hr. Required. 
404. Engineering fn City Planning. The relation of sanitary works, transport&• 
tion and other utilities to city planning; housin1r, buildin~ code~ real .estate, sub· 
division, land titles. Prerequistte: Credit or classification in L.A • .fOl or senior 
C.E. classification. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
405. Public Works Management. City and county finance, ordinances, 1peclal 
assessments, building codes, budge.ts, public relations, public health, public .afety,, 
zoning and planning, _parks, cemeteries. Prerequisite: credit or cla11ification an 
414. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3, 
414. Sewerage and Sewage Disposal. Principles of seweraae and sewage treat· 
ment. Elements of design of sewage works. Correlated hydraulic laboratory ex• 
periments. Prerequisite,: Bact. 3040, T. & A.M. 378. Fall. Rec. 3. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 5. 
415. Water Supply. Fundamentals of the collection, treatmentl· and distribution 
of water for public, domestic, and industrial uses. Elements o design of wate'r 
supply works. Prerequisite: Bact. 304D. T. & A.M. 378. Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. 1. 
3 hr. Credit 3. 
416. Wat~r Power. Rainfall, run-off, and stream flow and their application to 
water power developments; general principles of water power plant location and 
design; correlated hydraulic machinery laboratory tests. Prerequisite: T. & A.H. 
378. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
417. Adv.ed Sewerage and Sewage Disposal. Princiytes of a aewag~ work• 
plan, methods ~~ plant cont~ol and value of experimenta wor~ in. se.wase treat• 
ment. P.rerequ1s1te: 414. Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
418. Advanced Water Supply. Statistical methods applicable to study of su#,ace 
sources. Quality of water trends, financ~!I, Board of Fire Underwriters require• 
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ments and utilization of electricity as re.lated to water supply. Prerequisite: 415. 
Spritt&'• Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. . 
419. ltull4ing Sanitation. Piping syste!11s for water, supply an.d d~ainage. Prin· 
cipleJ of wafer treatment and waste. ~isposal. Dc:sign of swimming J?Ools and 
protection of bathing places. Prerequisite: 438. \Vmter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
4f30. Kine Suneylnc. Review and advanced methods. Prerequisite: 330. 
Sprin&'. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
436. Brlqe Analysis. Stresses, investigation . o! design, and eco~omic features 
of simple apan steel highway bridge,s. Prerequisite: 335. Fall, Winter. Rec, 3. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit S. 
437. Reinforced Concrete Structures. Mechanics of rei~forced conc~cte.; designs 
and estimates of concs:ete structures; earth pressure theories and a brief treatment 
of foundations. Prerequisite: 335. Fall, Winter. Rec. 2 or 3. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 4 or 5. _ 
438. Kutttstory Buildings. Analysis and ,design of steel frame. co~mercial bujld· 
i~a· for which plans have been prepared in Arch. E. 491; preparation of typical 
framing plans. Prerequisite: 336, Arch. E. 491. Winter. Re.c. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 3. 
439. A4vance4 Structural Analyses. Deflection of bridges; introduction to 
atresses in statically indetermittatt" structures; design of reinforced concrete 
arches. Prerequisite: 336 or 436, and 437. Spring. Rec. 3. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit S. 
4'4. Brldce Deafen. Stresses for railway loadings; dt".sign of steel highway and 
railway bridges: bridge specifications. Prere.quisite: 436. Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. 
l, 3 hr. tre.dit 3. 
445. Rehlforced Concrete Design. Theory, design, and economics of concrete and 
masonry structures such as buildinz frames, culverts, tanks, storm se.wers, and 
brldsres. Prerequisite: 437. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
456. Bf&hways. Advanced highway design; economics of location and economic 
(ll'ades; super-highway projects; city street improvements; traffic control. Prerequi· 
site: 355, 356. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
466. Rallroa4s. En&'incering and related problcmsi in rail way maintenance and 
operation. Prerequisitt'.: 364. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
477. Trans~rtatfon Suneys. Survey and analysis of the traffic problems of a 
spedific Jocahty with especial emphasis on the co-ordination of the transportation 
facilities. Prerequisite: 356, 364. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
484. Encfneerfng Reports. Practice in outlining and writin~ engineering' papers, 
reports, and correspondence. Prert".quisite: senior college classification. Fall. Rec. 
2. Credit 2. . 
485. Encfneering Construction. The application of some of the principles of 
scientific management to engineering construction. Prerequisite: senior college, 
cla11ification. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
490. A4vance4 Cfvll Enctneerlng. Any phase of civil engineerin'6 in which the 
student has done exceptionally strong work. Prerequisitt".: permission of the de· 
partment. Fall, W.intcr, Spring. Conferences. Credit 3 to 6. 
496. Seminar. Oral re.ports on personal engineering experience. Supplemental 
biographic!al sketches of prominent engineers. Writte.n outlines required. Fall. 
l hr. Required. 
491. Seminar. Oral reports on modern construction methods and equipment. Writ-
ten outlines required. \Vinter. 1 hr. Required. 
499. Se•lor Inspectfbn Trip. An i~spection trip of one wet".k about the first of 
May to Clticago, St. Louis or other suitable place. Prerequisite: Senior C.E. 
classification. Spring. Require.cl. 
(i()f, Public 'Utilities._ A study from the standpoint of the city manaier of tlte 
utilities which serve the modern city such as transportation, sanitation, light, 
heat and power, te,lephone, telegraph, and radio. Winter. Credit 4. Mr. Dodds. 
(,05. Clty Plannfnc. City planning from the view point of engineering im· 
prov~f!lents and their relati~n to oth~r factors in promoting civic welfare. Pre· 
requ1s1te: 414, L.A. 401_. Spring. Credit 4. Mr. Dodds. 
<iqti. Kunl~pa1 ~mprovements. ?rocedurc to be. followed in planning and exe· 
cubng municipal improvements: lncludes lectures by resident and non-resident 
authorities on finance, auditing, legal procedure, and c,ngineering. Fall. Credit 4. 
l{r. Dodds. 
n:%is. Jlunfclpal Improvements. Continuation of 606. Winter. Credit 3. Mr. 
a. City Jlanace~ Proble!ftS. Ps:oblcms .fJJ the man who has chara-e of the engi-
n~er{nr work of a ~tty as ~1ty cng1n~er, ci.ty manager, advisor to a city plan com-
m1111on or consulting engineer deahng wath the relation of the engineer to the 
J)~~IJ:: to th~ other city officials, and to other en'lineers. Spring. Credit 3. Mr. 
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614. Sanitary Engineering Practice. Organization and o_p~ration of sanitary enai•li 
neering bureaus and health administration 'units. Fall. credit 4. Mr. GalHran. '· 
615. Water Treatment. Analysis' of th~ design of modern water treatment PJanta 
with critical. study of hydraulic features and plant performance. \Vint.Cr. Cre(,tit 
J. Mr. Galhgan. 
616. Sewage Treatment. Analysis of the desi'lfl of modern sewage treatm~nt 
plants with critidal ~udy of hydraulic features and plant perfontlaµc~ .SprJ""S· 
Credit J. Mr. Galligan. 
617. Hydro-electric Project Analysis. Controlling factors in a hydro·electrlc de· 
velop'ment, including market, financing, design, construction, operation, main· 
tenance, administration. Winter. Credit 4. Mr. Galligan. 
634. Rigid Pram.es. Theory and application of various methods of rigid frame 
analysis fncluding c:urved beam , theory, slope deflection, and moment distribu· 
tion. Fall. Credit 4. M'r. Caughey. 
635. Office Buil41ngs. Problems peculiar to the de-.sign of office buildings such 
as stresses in. wind braci!!g, design of spandrel ~irders, grillage foundations, and 
floors of various types. Winter. Credit 4. Mr. Caughey, Mr. Kerekes. 
636. Secondary Stresses. The underlying principles of secondary atress~s In 
framed structures and the design of structures to avoid excessive secondary streu~s. 
Spring. Credit 4. Mr. Fuller. 
637. Industrial Buildings. Problems peculiar to the design of industrial build· · 
ings., such as eccentrically loaded members of framed bc.nts, framed bents with 
side sheds, and balconies attached to main columns. Falt. Credit J. Mr; Caughey, 
Mr. Kerekes. 
638. Storage Structures. The design of grain elevators and other stora-;re atruc· 
tures, including a study of the bcha vior of various materials in bin a and tanks. 
Spring. Credit 3. Mr. Caughey. 
639~ Airport Structures. Stress analy~i11 and design of hangars, shops and ter· 
minal buildings. Prerequisite: 335 or M.E. 526. Credit 5. Mr. Kerekes. 
654. Rural Highway Design. Economic studies in rural highwa}' location, aUg_n-
ment, and .,rrades. Economic comparisons of roadway surfaces. Design of tr~fffo 
control devices. Fall. Credit 4. Mr. Moyer. 
655. Highway A4mfnlstratlon. Engineering considerations involved in the ac1ec• 
tion, improvement, and maintenance of highway systems. Winter. Credit 4. Mr. 
Moyer. 
656. Highway Jurisprudence. Relation of highway laws and systems of finance 
to the work of the highway engineer. Spring. Cre-,dlt 4. Mr. Moyer. 
657. Highway Materials. Selection. testing, and utilization of materials for high· 
way construction. Fall. Credit 3. Mr. Moyer. 
658. Design of Street Improvements. Desi-;tn of pavements, curbs, drainage ae• 
cessories, intersections, marking systems, lighting, and devices for traffic repla· 
tion. Winter. Credit 3. Mr. Moyer. 
659. Highway Speclffcatlons. Prepar~tion of specifications for highway improve• 
ments in accordance with state and nation;il standards. Spring. Credit 3. M~ 
Moyer. • • 'Iii .• .., 
ti64. Economics of Railway Location. Economic study of a railway location 
taking into account rise a"d fall, distance, curvature, type of power and traffic 
possibilities. Fall. Credit 4. Mr. Fostc.r. 
665. Economics of Railway Operation. Operating organizations; economic a~ed 
and train toad, methods of increasing track capacity, labor methods, locomotive eft'i· 
ciency. Winte.r. Credit 4. Mr. Foster. 
666. Railway Signaling. Fundamentals of railway signaling; effect of a_lgnaUnr 
on operating conditions. Spring. Credit 3. Mr. Foster. 
U1. Terminal Facllftles. Freight and passenger terminals; freight. handlin&' 
methods; stations and yard!I. Spring. Credit 3. !fr. Foster. 
674. Airport Design. Selection of site, layout of airports, design of coverare for 
rumyays and fields, air and surface traffic aids. Prerequisite: 325, 355. Credit .f. 
Mr. Stewart. 
6'11. Trauport Surveys. Analysis of operation of transportation agciiclcs. ·FaU. 
Credit 4. Mr. Moyer. 
678. Inland Waterway Transportation. Engineerill'.J and related problems in· 
volved in the devd_!>pment of waterway transportation within the United States. 
Winter. Credit 3. Mr. Foster. . 
6i9. Co-ordfnated Transportation Systems. Engineering and transJ!(Jrt problettti 
encountcre-.d in the co-ordination of railway, highway, waterway and airway traffic. 
Spring. Credit 4. Mr. Foster, Mr. Moyer. 
685. Construction Plan.ts. Design and operation of construction plant1. Credit 
3 to S. Mr. Foster. 
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686. Cott Keeping and Estimating. Methods of keeying and analyzing construc-
tion co.sts: methods of _p_reparing estimates on construction work. Cost reports. 
Winter. Credit 3 ta S. Mr. Foster. 
681. Construction Organization an.4 Administration. Organization of construction 
operations; labor probl~s; housin~; purchasing and storing; financing a construc-
tion job. Spring. Credit 3 to 5. Mr. Foster. 
690. Research. Messrs. Fuller, Foster, Caughey, Dodds, Kerekes, Galligan, Moyer, 
Schlick, Spanrl~. 
DAIRY INDUSTRY 
... , .. M. Ai!oRTENSEN, Head of Department 
Professors Hammer, Iverson; Associate Professor Goss; Assistant Pro-
fessors Baker, Bird; Instructors Ause, Fabricius, Hussong; Assistant 
Beck; Extension Workers Rudnick, :Meier, Weaver, Wester, Willey 
For information concerning the Division of Agricult11re1 see page 88. 
The d~J,l~~me!lt of Dairy Industry offers a four-year curriculum which 
qu·alifies stuaents to become competent teachers and investigators in agri-
cultural colleg~s and experiment stations : inspectors of dairy products 
and dairy establishments in municipal, state, and government service; or 
superintendents and managers of cream~ries and other dairy establish-
ments. The· ~aify Industry Department occupies a new building with 
modern lat:>oratories and equipment. The milk from the college herd, 
together with the milk and· cream shipped and hauled to the college, sup-
plies all needs of the manufacturing laboratories. 
'' 
. Curriculum in Dairy Industry 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work in agriculture, under the direction of the 
department is required for graduation. See page 139. 
For entrance requirements, see .page 73. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits2 Credits Credits 
Livestock Problems Livestock Problems Livestock Problems 
A.H. 1011 2 A.H. 102 2 A.H. 103 2 
Composition Composition Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 103 3 
General Chemistry Gereral Chemistry General Chemistry 
~Chem.101 4 Chem. 102 4 Chem.103 4 
D~ Mechanics General Botany Physics 
~A •• 157 2 Bot. 101C 3 Phys. 204 3 Yann Dairying ••Mathematics General Horticulture 
,D.I .• 114 4 Math. 205 4 Hort. 114 3 
Military 121 .. 1 Military 122 1 Military 123 1 
·. '16 17 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Tech. Leet., D.I. 111, 112, 113; Orientation, Ag. 101, 102; Ag. 
UM, see page 189. 
• ·~tCollege Algebra, Math. lOlA (6), may be substituted for Math. 205. 
lThe number refers to the description of the coill'Se. 
2For definition of a credit, see psge 127. 








Cheese Making Milk Test. & Inspect. Poultry Husbandry 
D.I. 115 5 D.I. 116 3 A.H. 146 8 
Breeds of Livestock Poultry Husbandry Blochemis~ 
A.H. 201 8 A.H.144 8 Chem .• 26 8 
Organic & Quant. ·3 Organic & Quant. Amerlcan Govt. Chem. 251 Chem. 252 3 Govt. 214 8 
Gen. Farm Crops Gen. Agr. Economics Gen. A~. Economics 
F.C.124 4 Ee. 231 s Ee. 2 2 8 
Extempore Speaking 
2 
Dai~ Machinery Economic History 
P.S. 811 A .. 289 5 Hist. 824 8 
Military 221 1 Military 222 1 Extem~ore Speaking 
P.S. 12 2 
Military 228 1 
18 18 18 
In addition to the course.Jlisted above, each student will be required to include In hit ached· 
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Gen. Agr. Economics 
Ec.233 3 
Judging Dairy Prod. 
D.I. 807 
General Bacteriology 
Bact. 304A 5 
Dairy Bacteriology 
D.I. 850 
Dairy Chemistry Dairy Chemistry 
1 






Chem. 847 5 Chem. 848 5 








tFeeding & Management 







Eo. 865 3 
Mgt. of Dairy Plants 
D.I. E04 
Condensed Milk Prod. 
D.I. 404 4 
Feature Writing 
T. JJ. 885 
Tech. Journalism 
T. JI. 226 3 
Prin'if.les of Breeding 
A •• 254 
Argumentation ) 
Engl. 205 or 
















Dairy Ind. Review 
D.I. 506 
Agl'l. Advertising 




Curriculum in Dairy Industry and Chemistry 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 










Six months of practical work in agriculture, under the direction .of the 
department is required before graduation. See page 139. · i 
. The.re is an ,increasing demand for iµen who are quali}ied to .do_;i:~.s.~~~. i 
m Dairy Industry. Such men should be well prepared m the fundamebtal 
sciences, such as Chemistry; Bacteriology, Physics, and Mathematics. In 
order to prepare students for that field of work a four-year curriculum is 
offered by the Departments of Dairy Industry and Chemistry. 
tMay be omitted by students appointed to the Reserve 0.Blcera' Tralnlns Corp1 •.. Fo~ fuU 
information see page 261. · · 
Advised Electives-L.A. 206·(2J; F.C. 40( (8). · • · . •· ·~ 
The following elective subjects are suggested for ltlldents eoeclallzlns·fn cominerdaf work: 
A.H. 440: D.L 308, 309, 654, 665, 556, 567; Ee. &04, 865, 640; Engl. 4u4,·406;Psych. 20' 

















4 4 Chem.108 
Livestock Problems Farm Da1rylng Livestock Problems 
A.H.101 2 D.I. 114 4 A.H. 108 2 
Coll~e AJrebra Plane Trigonometry Plane Analytic Geometry 
Math.101A 6 Math.102A 6 Math. 108A 5 
Composition Composition Composition 
8 Engt.101 3 Engl.102 8 ~-103 
Geneiat Botany Military 122 1 S Training ' 
Bot.101C 8 P.S. 104 2 
Military 121 1 Military 128 1 
18 17, 17 
In addition to the couraea listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Phya. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Tech. Leet., D.I. 111, 112, 118; Orientation, Ag. 101, 102; Aa;. 











Quantitative Analysis Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 212 4 Chem. 213 4 
5 
·Milk Test. & Inspect. American Govt. 
D.1. 116 8 Govt. 214 3 
Calculus Calculus 
Math.212 4 Math.218 4 
Gen. Physics Gen. Physics 
4 Phys. 212 4 Phys. 213 4 
1 Military 222 1 Military 228 1 
18 ur 1s 
In addltfon to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
O~c Chemlltry 






D •• 850 
Tech. J'ournallsm Judging Dy. Prod. 
T. Jl. 225 8 D.I. 307 
tFrench or "German tFrench or German 
M.L. 201 or 231 4 M.L. 202 or 232 
17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Condensed Milk Prod. Manaiement or Dairy 
D.I. '°' 4 Plants Bact. or Butter & Cheese D.I. 60~ 
D.I. 656 2 Dairy Chemistry 
Lab. Bact. of ·Butter Chem. 348 
A Cheese Electives 
D.f. 66'1 2 
naw~ch9bUstry 
Chem~:-8'7· 6 
Eleetlvea " 17 
1The number refers to the descripUon or the course. 




hem. 888 5 
Mfg. of Butter 
6 D.I. 304 5 
Ice Cream & Ices 
1 D.I. 806 4 
tFrench or German 
4 M.L. 203 or 233 4 
16 18 
Market Milk 
D.I. 805 3 
6 Seminar 
D.I. 505 2 
6 •Early Nineteenth 
6 Century • 
Enttl· 254 3 
Electives 9 
17 17 
tMay be omitted by students appointed ·to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. For Cull 
Information, "88 pap 261. French or German must be taken later in the curriculum. 
49r ·.nyf-ouier·eourae In Literature. 
Students dealrinK to major ln dairy chemiat.ry ahould elect Physical Chemistry 321, 322, 
328 ln iheir 1181li9r year. 
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Description of Courses 
For description of non-collegiate courses, sc'ei page 301. 
1111 112, 113. Technical Lecture. The field of dairy industry, its opportunities, 
requirements and organization. Fall, Winter, Spring. Leet. 1. Required each 
course. 
114. Farm Dairying. Dev.elopment and organization of the dairy industry, com• 
position and properties of milk, methods of manufacturing dairy products and im• 
proving their quality. Fall, Winter, Spring. Leet. 3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
115. Cheese 'Making. Selection of milk; manufacture and curi11g raw and pas• 
teurized milk cheddar; cream, neufchatel and cottage; marketing. Prerequisite: 114. 
Fall. Le.ct. J. Lab. 1, 6 hr. Credit 5. 
110. Testing and Inspection of Milk and Its Products. Tests for fat, solids, acid· 
ity preservatives, etc., used in the dafrr plant and milk control laboratoryd· use. of 
Mojonnicr tester. Prerequisite: 114. Winter. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Cre it 3 .. 
304. Manufacture of Butter. Separation of milk for buttermaking, preparation of 
starters, and ri~pening and churning of cream. Prerequisite-: 116. Spring. Leet:. 3. 
Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 5. 
305. Market Milk. Sanitary production and processing of the milk supply; milk 
inspection systems and marketing of milk. Prer~.quisite: 116 and 350; 350 for Dairy 
Husbandry students. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. . 
306. Manufacture of Ice Cream and Ices. Care and preparation of materials used. 
Plain and fancy ice creams and related products. Prerequisite: 116. Spring. Lt~t. 
3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
307, 308, 309. Judging Dairy Products. Milk, cheese, butter, and ice cream. (307) 
Winter. (308) Sprin-z. (300) Fall. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1 each· course. 
310. Dairy Prlnclples • .r:;oThe obtaining of milk, processing and handling of milk 
and other dairy products from the viewpoint of the agricultural engineer. Spring. 
Leet. 2. Credit 2. 
350. (Bact. 350.) Dairy Bacteriology. Bacteria in milk and its derivatives; the 
production and handling of dairy products from the hygienio viewpoint. Prerequl· 
site: Bact. 304A. Winter. Leet. 4. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 4 or 6. 
404. Condensed Milk Products. Manufadure of condensed and powdered milks, 
casein, milk sugar, whey butter and oleomargarine. Prerequisite: 116. Fall. Rec. 
J. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
405. KUk Inspection. Te.sting of milk and cream by the Babcock methods. In· 
spcction of milk and milk products. Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
406. Co~erclal Dairying. Control tests and methods used in the operation 
of commercial dairy plants; inspection work; construction, operation, and man· 
ag~en~ !>f dairy l!!ants from the viewpoint 0£ the producer ;md country ageµt~ 
Prerequisite: 114. Fail. Rec. 3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. . , 
407. Special Problems In Dairy Manufacturing. Advanced work in some •Pe· 
cial phase of dairy products manufacturing. Prerequisites according to the topic 
selected. Spring. Lab. 2 or 3; 3 hr. Credit 2 or 3. 
450. (Bact. 450.) Speclal Dairy Bacteriology. Laboratory investigations, a11irned 
readings and reports on bacte.riological probler:ns relating to dairying. Prerequisite: 
350. Fall, Winter, Spril1'6. Credit 2 to 6. • 
504. Management of Dairy Plants. Organization construction, and operation of 
dairy establishments. Prerequisite: 304, 305, 306. Winter. Rec. 5. Lab. 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 6. 
505. Seminar. Advanced work in dairy problems and reviews of experiment ata• 
tion work. Prerequisite: 504. Winter, Spring. Leet. 2. Credit 2. 
506. Dalrf Industry Review. A review of technical subj~ matter followed by a 
final examination. Prerequisite: 350, 504, Chem. 348. Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. 
Credit J. 
507. Butter Cultures. Judging and propagating; development from J!Urc cultures 
of O!'IZanisms. Prerequisite: 350. Spring. Rec. and lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 2. . 
508. Foreign Varieties Of Cheese. Selection of milk, manufacture curing,' and 
marketing of. Swiss, brick, Limburger, R.."Qu~fort, Camembert,. etc.· .Special atten• 
tion given to culture and control of curing. Prerequisite: 115. Spring. Leet. ·z. 
Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
554. (Bact. 554.) Bacterloloey of Milk. The various problems in connection 
with the handling and supervision of milk supplies. Prerequisite: 350~ Spriq. 
Leet. 2. Credit 2. 
SSS. (Bact. 555.) Laboratory Work In Bacterloloey of Hilk. To accompany 554.· 
Spring. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 2-
556. (Bact. 556.) Bacteriology of Butter and Cheese. The desirabJe and undeair~ 
able orzanisms encountered in the manufacture and handling of butter and" cheese 
with special reference t<> the butter culture organisms. Prerequisite: 350. ·· Falt 
Leet. 2. Credit 2. · · 
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551. (Bact. S57.) I.aboratory Work In Bacteriology bf Butter and Cheese. Out· 
lined to accompany 558. Fall. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
600. Dafry Production bl Foreign Countries. Development of dairying in the vari· 
ous countries and the world markets for dairy products. Prerequisite: 504. Spring. 
Rec. 2. Credit 2. Mr. Mortensen. 
<i04, 605. Conference In Dairy Manufacturing. Recent develo~mcnts in the man• 
ufactur~ of butter and ice cream. (<i04) Fall. Leet. 1. Credit I. (605) Spring. 
Leet. I. Credit I. Mr. Mortensen, Mr. Iverson. 
606. •search fn Xan~cture of Butter. Prerequisite: 304. Mr. Mortensen, Mr. 
B~ -
(1:1/. Research in llanufacture of Ice Cream. Prerequisite: 306. Mr. Iverson, 
Mr. Bird. 
608. Research in Market Hilk. Prerequisite: 305. Mr. Hammer. 
609. Research bl the Manufacture of Cheese. Prerequisite: 115. Messrs. Goss, 
Hammer, Bird. 
625. Research in Management of Dairy Plants. Prerequisite: 504. Mr. Mortensen, 
Mr. Goss. 
650. Conference In Dabylng. Reports and discussions 011 current 1nvcstigations •. · 
Mr. Hammet. 
654. (Bact. 654.) Research in Dairy Bacteriology. Prerequisite: 350. Mr. Ham· 
mer. Mr. Hussong. . 
655. (Bact. 655.) Conference in Dairy Bacteriology. Discussions of bacteriologi· 
cal _p_roblems relating to the various phases of dairyin'6'. Spring. L~t. 2. Credit 
2. Mr. Hammer. 
660. Seminar. Reports on investigational work at Iowa State College and else· 
where. Spring. Leet. 1. Credit 1. Mr. Hammer. 
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY 
*A. G. BLAcx,, Ht:ad of Department 
_ G. M. Fuu.ER,, Acting Head of Department 
Professors Hoyt, Miller, Peck, Von Tungeln; Associate Professors Bene-
dict, Harter, Hopkins, Murray, Schultz, Wright; Assistant Professors 
Manning, Reid, Shepherd, Wakeley; Instructors Cook, Hudson, Schram-
pfer, Sweeney; Graduate Assistants Heitman, ] ohnson, Ludwig; Exten-
sion Workers Allbaugh, Arthur, Cady, Cowden, *FitzGerald, Galloway, 
Robotka, Soth, Stacy, *Termohlen, Thompson 
For information concerning the Division of Industrial Science,, see page 98. 
The department offers major work in the following fields: Agricul-
tural Ecooomics (including agricultural business and farm organiza-
tion and management); General Economics (including consumer's eco-
nomics); Industrial Economics (including engineering economics); Rural 
Sociology. . 
The department seeks to analyze and present to students the nature 
of economic and social forces as they affect the value of agricultural and 
industrial commodities and the well-being of the farming and urban 
population, and to teach the principles underlying individual and social 
adjustment to these forces. Major work is offered in the following four 
curricula: 
Curriculum in Agricultural Economics. See Page 129. 
Curriculum in General Science-Major ·in General Economics 
This curriculum is designed for those students who desire an education 
that is well balanced in respect to the sciences and general studies, ·par-
ticularly as ·,the.Y relate to the home, teaching, intelligent citizenship, and 
further scientific or professional study. 
•Absent on leave. 
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For fre~hmau and sophomore years, see page 243. 
For junior and senior years, see page 244. 
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Curriculum in Industrial Science-Major in Industrial Economics 
This curriculum is designed for those students who are interested 
in certain specialized fields of scientific activity, particularly as they re-
late to the practical aspects of industry, commerce, and engineering. 
For freshman and' sophomore years, see page 241. 
For junior and senior years, see page 242. 
Curriculum in Rural Sociology. See page 129. 
*Description of Courses 
On the basis of the above curricula, the courses are classified as follows: 
Agricultural Economics, see page 131. 
Engineering and In4ustrlal Economics: 261, 262, 263, 365, 366, 370, 374, 375, 376, 406, 
474, '479, 560, 564, 568, 575, 576. 579. 
General Economics: 201, 202, 203, 211, 212, 213, 304, 500, 504, SOS, 507, 508, 514, 
515, 516, 517, 518, 545, 546, <ioo, 609. . 
Rural Sociology, see page 132. 
131, 132, 133. Technical Lecture. Tlie field of agricultural economics and rural 
sociology. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. 1. Required each course. 
135. Principles of Economics. For Forestry students. Forces and institutions of 
modern economic socie.ty with special reference to forestry. Valuation and taxation 
of forest land; state ownership and economics of forest conservation. Spring. Rec. 
3. Credit 3. 
201, 202, 203. Principles and Problems of Economics. For rDdustrial Science 
students. Not open to freshmen. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3 each course, 
211, 212, 213. Principles of Economics. Including consumption. For Home Eco· 
nomics students. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
231, 232, 233. ~neral Agricultural Economics. (231) Farm Organization and Man· 
agement. A consideration of the economic factors involved in the succenful 
01'6anization and operation of a farm. Fall, Winter. (232) Principles of value 
and price de,veloped in connection with farm marketing problems; marketinr 
methods; market price; supply and demand and their determinants; elasticity of 
demand and supJ'lly. Prerequisite: 231 or pe.nnission of instructor. Winter, 
Spring. (233) Principles of distribution developed around the problems of farm 
income, cost of production and price, labor and wages, savings and int~est, land 
and rent, profits as a reward for business enterprise, and risk taking. Pre· 
requisite: 232. Fall, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
234. Elementary Economic Statistics. The principles and methods of 8'atherinr, 
analyzing, presenting, and interpreting economic data. Fall, Winter. Rec. 3. Lab. 
1, 3 hr. Credit 1 or 4. Students who arc classified in or have received credit in 
Math. 441 may .e.nroll in the laboratory of this course for 1 credit. In all other 
cases both recitation and laboratory will be required. 
261, 262, 263. Principles and Problems of Economics. For Engineering; students. 
Not open to freshmen. (261) Fall, Winter, Spring. (262) Winter, Spring. (263) 
Spring.· Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
304. Money and Banking. Principles of money and credit; survey of American 
financial institutions ~_practical operations of commercial banks. Pre.requisite: 201 
or equivalent. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
330. Creamery Accounting. Specialized accounting system for creame.ries. Con· 
struction and interpretation of creamery operating statements and balance sheets. 
Prerequisite: 370 or equivalent. Spring. Leet. I. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
334. Land Economics. Prob~.ms in land ownership. Land tenure. Factors affect· 
ing the value of farm land. Selling practices. Regional changes in land utiliza· 
tion. Prerequisite: 233 or equivalent. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
335. Co-operation. In Agriculture. The co-operative type of business enterprise 
with particular reference to its application in farm marketing. Prerequisite: 233 
or equivalent. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
*Only one of the fottowing Economic courses may count for credit toward gradua• 
tion: 201, 211, and 261; and the same role applies to 202, and 262; 203, and 263. 
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336. Farm Management and Accounting. Principles of farm organization and 
management applied to Iowa farming. Technique of farm management including 
the use of farm. accounting data. Prerequisite: 233 or e,quivalent. Spring. Rec. 2. 
Lab. 1, 3 h~. Cred.it 3. 
365. Business Law. Fundamental principles of law as applied to business trans· 
actions. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3 • ...,Credit 3. 
366. Advanced Business Law. Continuation of 365. Emphasis on credit trans· 
actions. employment relations, non-contractual rights and liabilities. Prerequisite: 
365. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. , 
370. Elementary Accounting. Fundamental accounting principles common to all 
business enterprises. Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1 or 2, 3 hr. Credit 3 or 4. 
374. Accounting. Preparation and analrsis of balance. sheet and profit and lQss 
statement. Double entry bookkeeping, si'6tlificance of assets, liabilities, expenses, 
and incomes. Prerequisite: 261 or equivalent and senior college classification. 
li'alJ, Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
375. Advanced Accounting. Analysis of financial statements, application of ac· 
counting methods as an instrument of business control. Prerequisite: 370 or 374. 
Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
376. Cost Accounting. Methods of determining and analyzing costs of ma· 
terials-; processes of labor and machines; distribution of direct and overhead 
costs; preparation, of cost reports. Prerequisite: 370 or 374. Fall, \Vinter~ Rec. 2. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
384. AppUed Socf ology. Means and measures of social assimilation, social adap-
tation, and social control as related to social progress. Fall, \Vinter, Spring. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. . 
385. Applied Sociology. History, development )and status of the family with 
11pccial reference to influences affectin~ American family life. Fall, \Vinter, 
Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
386. Introctuctron to Rural Sociology. Rural social probl~s. Development and 
functioning of basic rural social institutions. Cultural backgrounds, standards 
and methods as related to co-operative efforts and social change. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
406. Industrfat Relations. Relations of employe,r and employee under present 
conditions of industry. Matters of public policy such as labor legislation and 
social insurance. Prerequisite: 202 or equivalent. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
430. Practice Course in Mazketlng. Study of the methods and practice.s of a 
market att:ency while the student is in its employ. Written plans and reports. 
Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Credit 1 to 3. 
435. Ptoblems in Advanced Agricultural Economics. Individual study of spe· 
cial problems in marketing, farm organization, land tenure, etc. Prerequisite: 
permission of the instr.uctor. Credit 1 to 3. 
474. CorporatiODt Finance. Principles of financial organization and manaaement. 
Types of corporate securities, financing of new corporations and• their later man-
agement, and reorganizations. Prerequisite required: 261 or equivalent. Prerequi-
site suggested: 262, 374. Fall, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
479. Pri»blem.s in Inctustrlat Economics. Conferences as arranged. Prerequisite: 
permission of the instructor. Credit 1 to S. 
480. Inclustrlal Sociology. Study and evaluation of leadership and welfare work 
in industry-industrial health, housing, recreation, retirement pensions, unemploy· 
mcnt insurance, joint-representation and management, stabilization, etc. Winter, 
Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
484. Play and Recreation. Theory and practice in leisure time activities for 
the grouJ>, home, club, and community. Prere.quisite: one course in socioloozy. 
Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
500. International Economics. International division of labor, comparative costs, 
distinguishing features of international transactions, comparative price levels, 
foreign exchanges, balance of trade, tariffs. Prerequisite: 233 or equivalent. 
Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. · 
504. Money and Batiking. American banking history; structure and operations 
of the Federal Reserve System; American monetary and banking policies; credit 
control. Prerequisite: 304. Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
SCS. Public Finance. Taxation, public debts, and {>Ublic expenditures witb spc· 
dal reference to state and local finance. Prerequisite: 202 or equivalent. Fall, 
Wi11tcr. Rec. 3. Credit 3. • 
'507. ~- Value and Distribution. Value determining forces as applied to both 
general commodiHes and production goods and services. Prerequisite: 202 or 
equivalent. Winter, Spring, respecti\'ely. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
514. Economics of the Household. Economic significance of productive services of 
household and problems of household as a field of national production. Prerequisite: 
211. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
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515. Consumers' Marketing. Economic forces affecting the market, with special 
reference to consumers' goods. Prerequisite: 211. \Vinter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
516. $tanclar4s of Llvlnr. American and foreign scales and standards of living. 
The influences creating th'em, their cultural significance. Prert'.quisite: 212. Spring. 
Rec. 3. C~dit 3. · 
517. (H. Mgt. 517.). Housing. Expenditu'res, factors affecting <lt',mand for and 
supply of housing, rc-6Ulations J!ertainin2 to 11ousing, house ownership1 organiza• tions promoting better housing. Prerequ{site: 211. Spring. Rec. 3. Cr~it 3. · 
518. (H. Mgt. 518.) Family Finance. Earning and spending income to increase 
its adequacy and insure economic security. Dud~eting, accounting, consumer's credit, 
investments, control of property. Prerequisite: credit or classification in 213. 
Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
530. Advanced Farm Organization and Management. Technique of farm o~aniza· 
tion and management, particularly as developed in Iowa farming. Prerequisite: 233 
or equivalent. Falt, Spring. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
534. Farm Accounting. Principle.s of accounting ndapted to the farm business. 
Application of accounting data to farm management. Prerequisite: 2.33 or equiva· 
lent. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
535. Agricultural Finance. Financial requirements of individual farmus and of 
farmers' marketing and purchasing orzanizations. Creait institutions servin1r. farm· 
ers and their organizations. Prerequsite: 233 or equivalent. Winter. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. 
536. Prices of Farm Products. Agricultural prices including an analysis of their 
characteristic movements and their position rclativc to the general price level in 
the busincsSI cycle. Prerequisite: 507. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
537. Statistical Analysis. Correlation analysis· methods of analysis of 1>rice1, 
production data and similar series of time variai>tes. Prerequisite: 234 or Math. 
441. Winter. Rec. 3. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 5. 
538. Market Price Determination. Price makin_g in the market place. Relation· 
ship among farm wholesale and retail prices. Speculation and prices. Prerequl· 
site: 233 or equivalent. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. -
539. Structure of Agricultural Markets. Relation of the middleman system to 
farmers on the one hand and processors or consume.rs on the other. Prerequisite: 
233 or. equivalent. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
540. Economic Geography of Agriculture. Geographic and economic survey of the 
conditions under which 1the world's supplies of agricultural products arc obtained; 
trade routes; cente.rs of trade in agricultural products. Prerequisite 233 Ol" equiva· 
lent. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
545. Transportation. Development of means of transportation including high· 
ways, waterways and railways; relation of transf>ortation to agriculture, ge.neral 
industry, and the formation of market centers. Prerequisite: 202 or equivalent. 
Fall, Spring. Rec. and le.ct. 3. Credit 3. 
546. Railway Traffic and Rates. Theor~ and practice of rate making and regu• 
lation; traffic practice and problems; effect of rates on production and trade. Pre· 
rt',quisite: 545. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
547. Agricultural Policy. The relation of agriculture to the economic life of the 
nation. Problems arising out of the agricultural and industrial development. 
Prete,qoisitc: 233 or equivalent. Fall. Leet. 3. Credit 3. 
560. Economics of Public Udllties. To acquaint the student with the develop· 
ment, economic characteristics, and management of public utilities. Pre.requisite: 
374 or equivalent. Fall, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
564. Corporate Organization. Organization and control of corporations and other 
forms of business. Procedure of incorporation, relationshit>s of the parties in the 
corporation, and combinations of corporations in large industries and utilities. 
Prerequisite: 261 or equivalent, 365, 374. Fall, Winte,r. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
568. Industrial Marketing. From the standpoint of the manufacturer. Mer· 
chandising channels, salea orij'anization, sales cns!!leering, and co-ordination of 
sales and production. Prerequisite: 263, 365, 374. Winter. Rec. S. Credit 5. 
575. Investments. Security prices and yields; essential investment featuers· of 
various corporate securities-risk, income, control, etc.; methods of testing bonds 
and stocks; individual investment programs. Prerenuisite required: 262. Pre· 
requisite &11'6gested: 374, 474. Fall, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
576. Investment Analysis. Class and home practice in analyzing and e.valuatlng 
the securities of twenty or more corporations; cyclical movements of security 
prices. Prerequisite: 575. Winter. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
579. SpecW Topics in Industrial Economics. Conferences as arranged. Fall, 
Winter', Spring. 
580. Applied Sociology. Sociological thought and problems. Prerequisite: 9 
credits in sociology. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
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585. Rural Population. Composition, characteristics, and movement of rural popu-
lation u compared with urtian. Prerequisite: 9 credits in sociology. Spring. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
S86. Rural Leaclerahlp. Specific problems of rural lifer, selection, devclopment, 
tasks, obligationst and opportunities of rural leadership. Prerequisite: 9 credits 
in sociolorzy. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit:. 3. 
587. Rural Socfal Orpnlzatfon. Place and function of farmer movements a,nd 
organizations in a cbangini rural order •. Objectives and role of formal and in· 
formal organizations in ne1gbborhood, community, and rural-urban groups. Pre· 
- . requisite: 9 credits in sociology. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
588. Socfal Legislation. and Socfal Problems. Analysis of existing, proposed and 
needed social legislation and study of the methods of attack on social problems. 
Prerequir,ite: 9 credits in sociology. Winter., Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
Sf19· Spec!d Topics. Conference;. Prcrcquisi~: 9 credits in sociol01y. Fall, 
Winter, Sprmg. 
600. Semln.a.r. Historical study of economic doctrines. As arranged. Credit 
3 each quartq. Mr. Fuller, Miss Hoyt, Mr. Benedict, Mr. Wright. 
604. Kon.ey and Bankfnc. Advanced monetary and banking theory· the foreign 
exchanges; central banking; the gold standard. Prerequisite..: 504. Spring. Rec. 
3. Credit 3. Mr. Wright. • 
li09. Research In Applied Economics. Mr. Fuller, Miss Hoyt, Messrs. Miller, 
P«k, Black, Wright, Benedict. 
631, 632, 633. Agricultural Harketln.r. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Credit 
3 each course. Mr. Milter, Mr. Shepherd. 
641, 64Z, 643. Economics of Production.. Including farm accounting and land 
economics. FaU, Winter, Spring, re.spectively. Credit 3 each course. Messrs. 
Black, Peck, Schultz. ,. 
650. Seminar. Staff and graduate student conferences. May be taken for not 
to cxc~ three hours' credit in any quarter. Mr. Black. 
659. Research In Agricultural Economics. Messrs. Black, Miller, Murray, Peck, 
Hopkins, Schultz, Shepherd. 
684. Social Surveys. Surveys of school districts, church parishes, or rural com· 
munities. ~it 2 to 10. Mr. Von Tungeln, Mr. Wakeley. 
689. Research fn. Rural Sociology. Mr. Von Tungeln, Mr. Wakeley. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
F. ELLIS JOHNSON, Head of Department 
Professor Fish; Associate Professors McClain, McKee ; Assistant Pro-
fessors Willis, Brown, Anderson; Instructor Hessler; Graduate As-
sistant Doonan 
For information concerning tlie Division of Engineering, 1see page 92. 
The curriculum is designed to give a thorough and exacting training in 
the fundamentals of mathematics, science, and electrical engineering. In 
addition, it gives sufficient freedom of· choice to permit the student to 
make it the proper foundation for: 
(a) The most advanced scientific and technical graduate study leading 
to research and development work, 
(b) The more specialized professional engineering fields, 
(c) Or, the business and management opportunities in connection with 
manufacturing, sales, or public utilities. 
With a reasonable acquisition of the proper practical experience after 
graduation, our engineers are qualified to hold any of the various posi-
tions of professional responsibility in connection with manufacturing or 
the operation of public utilities. They may become managers of rail-
way, lighting, or telephone properties; sales engineers ; valuation en-
gineers ; consulting engineers ; or fill" many other positions requiring 
high professional training. . 
The equipment of the electrical engineering laboratories has been 
chosen and kept modem with great care. Few, if any, similar college 
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1aborat-0ries are superior in facilities or methods employed. For the 
students' use there are in the general laboratory seventy generators and 
motors with all necessary auxiliaries ; several transformers ; over two 
hundred accurate instruments ; six oscillographs and other special pieces 
of equipment besides twenty-five test tables with switchboard backs; 
loading rheostats, variable inductances and other apparatus, including a 
very complete assortment of vacuum tubes. The equipment of the com-
munication laboratory for telephone and radio work is also varied and 
ample. The special laboratories for research of graduate students are 
provided with adequate facilities for the work undertaken. 
Elective Courses. . 
Merely an accumulation of odd credits will not be accepted in fulfitl-
ment of the elective requirements in the electrical engineering curriculum, 
but each student should prepare, with the advice of his counselor, a pro-
gram of electives subject to the approval of the head of the department. 
The twenty-two hours of electives in the junior and senior years provide 
an opportunity for the student to satisfy a desire or need for some in-
terest quite outside engineering and also to specialize in his technical 
training. From six to nine credits should be chosen outside engineering 
in fields such as literature, religious education, history, sociology, bi-
ology, or geology. The balance of the program should be planned ac-
cording to the special interests of the student. For example, those who 
desire to prepare for research, or development work or highly technical 
service should plan on graduate work and in preparation should take a 
modern language, more mathematics and more advanced courses in chem-
istry, physics, or electrical engineering. Those interested in business, 
management or sales should elect from economics, sociology, history and 
government, and technical courses. Those who prepare for city mana-
gership, government commission, or bureau work should elect from his-
tory and government, economics and from civil engineering, or me-
chanical or electrical engineering or physics. Similarly, major interests 
in manufacturing industrial applications, public utilities or communica~ 
tion should define the series of electives chosen. 
Students appointed to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps will fill 
three hours elective each quarter with courses in Military Science. For 
them, in the fall quarter of the senior year, Mil. Sci. will replace Com-
munication, E.E. 487. 
Curriculum in Electrical Engineering 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Far professional degree, see page 110. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Wint.er Quarter Spring Quart.er 
Credits2 Credits Credits 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Qualitative Analysis 
Chem. 1011 4 Chem.102 4 Chem.108 4 
Composition Comp<)Sitfon Composition 
Engl.101 s Engl. 102 8 Engl.108 8 
College Algebra Trigonometry Plane Analytic Geom. 
Math.101A 5 Matb.102C 4 Math. 108A 6 
Mechanical Drawing Projective Drawing WorkJng Drawings 
M.E. 11.5 1 ~- 2 ~-~~--.-2-ForgeWOik Fo ry ork Ii ne ork 
M.E.184 2 M.E.186 2 M.E. 884 2 
En<fe. Problems En<fe. Problelllii Military 123 1 
en. E.104 en. E. 105 1 
Militar:Y 121 1 Military 122 -1 
17 11 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to faclude in his sched-
ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 103; Tech. Leet., E.E. 101, 102, 103. 
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J)OPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quart~r 
Credits Credits Credits 
Elect. ApW'ratus Elect. and Mag. Circuits D. C. Machines 
E.E. 20 1 E.E.212 4 E.E. 213 5 
Edempore Speaking Extempore Speaking Electrical Laboratory 
P.S. 311 2 P. S. 812 2 E.E. 214 2. 
Differential Calculus Integral Calculus Ap~Ued Calculus 
Ma~h.211 4 Math. 212 4 atb. 218 4 
Mechanics and Heat Elect. and Magnetism Li~ht and Sound 
Phys. 221 5 Phys. 222 5 ~.223 ·6 
Working Drawings Mecliimlsms E~. Problems 
M.E.214 / 2 M.E. 216 2 en. E. 206 1 
Enrr. Economics / Military 222 1 Military228 1 
Ee. 261 • Cf Y Military 221 
18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required lo include in his sched-
ule.: .Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 208. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
A.C. Theory 
E.E. 881 5 
Electrical Lab. 
E.E. 841 2 
Physical Measurements 
Pbys.811 1 
Statics of Engr. 
T. & A.M. 274. 3 
Accounting 
Ee. 874 4. 
A.O. Theory ~ A.O. Machines 
E.E. 832. '31"" E.E. 883. 4 
Electrical Lah. v£lectrfca1 Lab. 
E.E. 342 ( r1'.1\ E.E. 848 1 
Physical Measurements ~~PhY&ical Measurements 
Phys. 812 ' uv--· Phys. 818 1 
Mecli. of Materials ~D,ynamica of Engr. 
T. & A.M. 824 &~. T. & A.M. 844 4 
Materials Lab. hermodynamics 
T. & A.M. 321 1 M.E. 848 4 
*Electives 3 Prop. of Materials ecbanical Lab. 
T. & A.M. 884 M. E: 858 1 




/.f .i":; z 18 18 
•See paragraph on "Elective Courses", page 187. 
SENIOR YEAR 
A.O. Machinery Vacuum Tube and fAdvanccd Elect. Engr. 
E.E. 441 4 Control Devices E.E. 448 8 
Electrical Lab. E.E. 442 3 Power and Transmission 
E.E. 451 2 Power and Transmission E.E. 446 8 
tCommunication E.E. 445 8 Electrical Lab. 
E.E. 487 3 Electrical Lab. E.E. 453 2 
Power Plant Engr. E.E. 452 2 Engr. Valuation 
M.E. 446 5 Engr. Contracts E'Wi. 407 3 
Gu & Oil Eng. Test. Engr. 405 3 Elec ves 7 
M.E. 45' 1 Steam Engine Turbine 
Sclentlftc Papers Testing 
Engl. 414 3 M.E. 566 1 
Electives 6 
18 18 18 
In addit.ion to tho courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Seminar, E.E. 471, 472, 473; Inspection Trip, E.E. 400 {Fall). 
Description of Courses 
101, 102, 103. Technical Lectures. The field of electrical cn·~inccring, its oppor· 
tunities and requirements. One lecture per week. Required. Fall, Winter, Sprattg, 
respectively. 
2111. Electrical Apparatus. Instruction in the fundamentals of report writing, 
in manipulation of electrical apparatus and. in laboratory routine. Prerequisite: 
credit or classification in l\latti. 103A. Fall. Lab. 1, 3 br. Credit 1. 
lThe number refers to the desc:ripUon of lhc course. 
2For definition of a credit, see page 127. 
tNot required of students appon~ted to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps nor of those 
who elect 488 or 490. 
lN ot required of those who elect 444, 494, or 595. 
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212. Electric and Magnetic Circuits. The laws of electric and magnetic circuits, 
with especial reference to their application to electrical ~ttrineering. Prerequisite: 
Math. 211 and credit or classification in Phys. 22Z. Winter, Spring. . Rec. 4. 
Credit 4. · · 
213. Direct Current Machines. Characteristics of direct current apP,aratus and 
machinery. Prerequisite: 212. Spring. Rec. 5. Credit S. " ' 
.214. Electrical L~boratory. Exee!imental ~etc.i:m~Jt~tion of the. Qharacteristics of 
direct current machines. Prerequisite: classdicatton' an 213. Sprang. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 2. · 
331, 332. Alternating Current Theory. Mathematical and irrapbical anal)rais of 
current and voltage relationshiP-s in single and polyphas~ circuits. .Prerequisite: 
213, Math. 213. Fall, Winter. Rec. S, 4, respectively. Credit 5, 4. · · ·· 
333. Alternating Current ·Machines.. Principles of design, construction, and 
operation of altetnatin~ current machines. PrerC11uisite: 332. ·Sptinr~ ·Rec •. 4. 
Credit 4. 
338. Direct Current Machines. Fundamental Jaws of electric and magnetic cir· 
cuits. Ge.neral_,principles of construction and operation of direct current machines. 
Prerequisite: Phys. 232, Math. 212. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
339. Alternating Current Circuits and Machines. Pr.inci~fes of alternating cur: 
rent circuits and machines. Must be accompanit.d by 349. Prerequisite: '338~ · Win• 
ter. R~c. 4. Credit 4. 
340. Alternating Current llachines. Continua.tion of 339. Must be accompanied 
by 350. Spring. Rec. 5. Credit 5. ' · ' 
341. Electrical Laboratory. Continuation of 214. Prerequisite: 214. Fall. ~b. 
2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
342. Electrical Laboratog-. Alternating current circuits and machin~s. l'i:e· 
requisite: 3lt1 and classification in 332. Winter. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. 
343. Electrical Laboratory. Continuation of 342. Prerequisite: 342, and classi· 
fication in 333. Spring. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. 
349. Direct Current Laboratory. To accompany 339. Winter. Lab. 1, S hr. 
Credit 1. 
350. Altenta,ting Current Laboratory. To accompany 340. Prerequisite: 349. 
Spring. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. · · 
355. Electrica\ A.t>pllcations In Bulldlnc. Circuit requirements in modem bulld· 
ings and characteristics of the electrical equipment installed. Prerequisite: Arch. 
E. 383. .Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. • 
400. Senior Inspectfon Ttip. One week spent in Chicaao and other industrial 
centers. Prere.quisite: Senior E.E. classification. Fall. 'Required. 
435. Direct Current Circuits and Machines. Prerequisite: Physics 222, and 
Math. 211. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
436. Direct Current Laboratory. Must be accompanied by 435. Falt. Lab. 1, 3 
hr. one week; report writing, 3 hrs. following week. Credit .1. 
437. Alternating Current Circuits and Machines. PrerC11uisite: 435. Winter. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
438. Alternating Current Laboratory. Prerequisite: 436. Must be accompanied 
by 437. Winter. Lab. 1, 3 hr. one week; report writing, 3 hrs. f.ollowing week. 
Credit 1. 
+u. Alternating Current Hach.Ines. Continuation of 333. Fall. Rec. 4. C~dit 4. 
442. Vacuum Tube and Control Devices. Theory, characteristics and engineer· 
ing applications o'f vacuum tubes and photo-electric devices. Prer~uisitc: 332. 
Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
443. Advanced Electrical Engineednc. A survey of more advanced electrical 
engineer.ing practice· involving networks, stability, and transients. Prerequisite: 
441. Spring. R~. 3. Credit 3. 
444. Vacuum Tube EngineerlnJ. Ma.thematical analysis of vacuum tube circuits 
as used in engineering applications. Prerequisite: 442. Spring. ~ec. 2. Lab. l, 
3 hr. CrMit 3. 
445, 446. Po'!er and TranSJ!llSSlon. Electric!ll equipmc:nt .of PC?~«:" ·pl~ntl. ··'.'})~:. 
sign, construction and C!J>eratton of transm1ss1on and d11tr1buhon 1y1tem1. -.Pre• 
requisite: 441. Winter, :spring, respectively. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3 e~ch 
course. • 
451, 452, 453. Electrical Laborafory. Experimental dcterminatiott of the char· 
acteristics of alternating curre.nt ~achines. Pfcrequisitc: 343, and credit or cta111i· 
fiq'ation in 441. Fall, Wnter, Sprang, respectively. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2 !!;lCli 
course. 
471, 4i2, .fi3. Seminar. Preparation, presentation, 
selected or assi';IDed topics in electrical engineering. 
senior electrical engineering studies. Fall, Winter, 
Required each course. 
and discussion of pa~1 on 
Prerequisite: cla11ification in 
Spring, respectively. Rec~ 1. 
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476. Electric Railways. Electric railway systems and apparatus, design of fecde.r 
and trolley· systems, and det~rmination o.f pr~per equipment for spe.cified service. 
Prerequisite: 441. Spring. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3. 
487. Elements of Communication. The fundamental principles of communication 
systems. Prerequisite: 332 or 339. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
488. Telephone Transmission. Fundamental principles. Prerequisite: 332. Win-
ter. Rec. 3. Lab. 0 or l, 3 hr. Credit 3 or 4. 
489. Telephone Transmission. Al!Plication to communication circuits and equip-
ment. Prerequisite: 488. Spring. Rec. 3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3 or 4. 
490. Radfo Communication. The fundamental principles of radio communication 
systems. Prerequisite: 332. Sprhig. Rec. 3. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 3 or 4. 
494. Elementary Transient Phenomena In Eleetiic Circuit's. Mathematical de-
velopment of expressions of common voltage and current transients, with experi-
nicntal check by means of osciltograph. Prerequisite: 441 or equivalent. Spring. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
498. Thesis. Students especially qualified and desiring to do so may prepare and 
submit a thesis. This will consist of an original investigation and a com~lete re-
port. The subject must be approved by the head. of the department, but wide lati-
tud~ will be given in the choice. Prerequisite: senior classification. Credit 3 to 5. 
595. Special Topics. Formulation and solution of theoretical or practical prob-
lems connected with electrical circuits, apparatus, machines or systems. Fall, 
Winter, Spring. Credit 2 to S 'each quarte.r. 
626. Transmission and Distribution Engineering. Design of electric transmis-
sion, substation, and distribution systems. Prerequsite: 446. Spring. Leet., re.c., 
and design periods. Credit 3 to 5. Mr. Johnson. 
636. Transient Phenomena. Study of transient eft'~ts in the operation of 
electric machines and systems. Prerequisite: 646, 650. Winter. Leet., rec., and 
lal;>. Credit 3 to 5. Mr. Brown. 
646. Advanced Theory of Electrical Phenomena. Fundamental means of solving 
circuit problems, including the classic method, the superposition theorem, the 
Heaviside expansion theorem, the Heaviside operational calculus. and the Fourier 
integral. Prerequisite: 441 or equivalent. Fall. Credit 3 to 5. Mr. Anderson. 
647. Telephonic Communication. Circuits. Methods of analysis and design of 
transmission circuits for telephonic communication. Prerequisite: 489, or equiva-
lent. Rec. 3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. Mr. McKee. 
650. Advanced Alternating Currents. Mathematical study of alternatin-z cur-
rent theory. Prcrt"A_Uisite: 44! or equivalent. Fall. Credit 3 to S. Mr. Fish. 
656. Researcib.. Mr. Johnson. 
ENGINEERING 
< 
GENERAL SUBJECTS AND APPROVED ELECTIVES 
ANSON MARSTON, Head of Department 
For information concerning the Division of Engineering, see page 92. 
A certain number of general courses, listed below, are given by the 
Dean of the Engineering Division and by other members of the engineer-
ing faculty for the service of the entire division. 
A certain amount of Engineering Economics is required in each of the 
several engineering curricula, and in addition engineering students who 
desire can elect more advanced work from the Engineering Economics 
courses listed below. 
For the student who desires a fult four-year curriculum which com-
bines the fundamental principles of engineering with the principles of 
business administration, see page 202 for the outlined course in Gen-
eral Engineering. 
In each of the curricula in engineering there is provision for elective 
subjects during the Junior and Senior years. It is recommended that 
the electives be selected with a view to broadening the knowledge in 
some field other than those directly related to engineering. Suggestions 
of appropriate electives are given on page 192. 
ENGINEERING 
Description of Courses . . 
354. Employment Methods and Emptoyee Dev~topment. Princ.iples and t~chnlque 
of employment methods and their relation. to industrial development. Prerequiaite: 
senior college classification. Fall. ~cc. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit -3. 
404. Elements of Engineering Design. Principles of aesthetic design as applied 
to structures. A critical analysis of builditigs and bridges with p~rticular refer· 
c.ncc to architectural treatment. Readings, reports and laboratory, .PNblems. Pre· 
requisite: senior college or graduate college classification. Fall, ·Winter, Sprinsr. 
Rec. 2, Optional lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2 or 3. , 
405. Engineering Contracts. The engineer in business; contract essentials and 
principles; agent and independent contractor; contracts involvinir real and per· 
sonal property, sale and trtlnSQOrtation: corpbration engineering; legal and 
equitable jurisprude'nce. Prerequisite: senior colleg~ or graduate college classifica· 
tion. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
406. Alfgnment Charts for Engineering Formulae. Construction of converaion 
scales, ali3'Qment charts and similar devices for solving various en,ineerin1 
equations. Prerequisite: Math. 213. Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
407. Engineering Valuation. The principles of valuation work by engineering 
experts. Prerequisite: senior college or graduate college classifiCBtiOn. Fall, Win· 
ter, Spring. Rec. 3. €redit 3. n"'ll. r. ·, 
'416. Graphical Analysis of Engineering Problems. Studies df 'it!nilical meth· 
ods of solving various experimental problems arisin',l in cn~rfiig practice. 
Prerequisite: .Math. 213. Winter. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
417. Engineering Valuation. The application of the principles of engineering 
valuation including field work; collection and use of mortality data; study of 
court practices regarding the valuation of utilities. Prerequisite: 407. Fall, Spring. 
R~. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
425. Prlnc~les of Personal Supervision. Discussion of a series of cases of the 
general variety of human contacts which arise in the course of .e,mployment, with 
the desirable methods to meet such conditions when they occur. Prerequisite: senior 
classification in Engineering. Sprin',l. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
604. Engineering Valuation Research. Mr. Marston. 
E ..t- rln L E ' . J • f . 1 li ..,,a~.i'• .d 605 •. n6 ....... ee g aw •• ngmeerm_g re ahOIJS; pro essiona et A~~f;.,Vl ence; ex· 
pert witness; contract lettm',l, advertisement, instructions, proposal, contract formsf· 
workmen's compensation, and employer•s liabilit7 laws; mechanics and materia 
man's liens. Prerequisite: 405. Fall, Winter, Sprmg. Rec. and lab. 3 to 5. Credit 
3 to 5. Mr. .Meekc.r. 
606. Engineering Education Research. .Mr, .Marston. 
607. History of Engineering. Development of each ·of the modern branches of 
engineering from its origin to the present. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 3 to S. 
Mr. Marston. 
ENGINEERING ECONOMICS 
261, 262, 263. Prlncfples and Problems of Economics. Not o~en to freshmtn. (261) 
Fall, Winter, Spring, (262) Winter, Spring. (263) Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each 
course. 
365. Business Law. Fundamental principles of law as applied to business trans• 
action. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. , 
366. Advanced. Business Law._ Continuation of 365. Emphasis on credit trana· 
action, c,mployment relations, non-contractual rights and liabilities. Prerequisite: 
365. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
370. Elementary Accounting. Fundamental accounting principles common to all 
business ente.rprises. Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1 or 2, 3 hr. Credit 3 or 4. 
374. Accounting. Preparation and analysis of balance sheet and profit and loss 
statement. Double entry bookkeeping, significance. of assets, liabilities, exj>enses, 
and incomes. Prerequisite: 261 or equivalent and senior college classification. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
375. Advanced Accounting. Analysis of financial statements, applications of ac· 
counting methods as an instrument of business control. Prerequisite: 370 or 374. 
Spring Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. ' 
376. Oost Accounting. l\lethods of determining and analyzing costs of matorials; 
processes of labor and machines; distribution of direct and overhead costs; ptep·ara· 
tion of cost re.ports. Prerequisite: 370 or 374. Fall, Winter. Rec. 2. La1;. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 4. 
479. Problems in Industrial Economics. Conference as arranged. Prerequisite: 
permission of the instructor. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 1 to 5. 
560. Economics of Public Utilities. To acquaint the student with the develop· 
ment, economic characteristics, and manaaement of public utilities. Prer("4ui11te: 
374 or equivalent. Fall, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
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564. Corporate Or1anlratfon. Organization and control of corporations and other 
!onnt of tiusinr.ss. Procedure of incorporation, relationshit>s of the parties in the 
carporatlon, and combinations of corporations in large industries and utilities. 
Prerequisite: 261 or equivalent, 365, 374. Fall, \Vinter.. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
515, l11n1tmenb. Sel:urity ~rices and yields; essential investment features of 
various corPQrate securities-risk, income, control, etc.; methods of testing bonds 
and stocks; individual inYestment programs. Prer~,quisite required: 262. Prcrequi· 
site aurrested: 374, 474. FaJJ, Sp'ring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
516. Investment Analysis. Class and home practice in analyzing and~ evaluating 
the securities of twenty or more corporation-s; cyclical movements of security prices. 
Prerequisite: 575. Winter. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
For the student who desires to elect courses as suggested on page 
J 90 the following Hst is recommended from which electives may be 
chosen: 
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 
Arch. E. 494: Elements of Con· Eng-r. 404: El. of Engr. Desirn 2 or 3 
ttacting 2 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
C. E: 484: Engr. Reports 2 C. E. 485: Enginc.cring Con· 
struction 3 • 
ECONOMICS 
Electives in this group should include Ee. 261, Principles and Prob-
lems of Economics; Ee. 374, Accounting; Ee. 474, Corporation Finance; 
foJlowed by such additional courses as may be desired, selected from 
the following: 
Ee. 232: General Agricultural 
Economics 3 
Ee. 234: Economic Statistics l or 4 
Ee. 262, 263: Principles and Prob· 
lcm1 of Economics 
Ee. 304, 504: M.'oner and Banking 
Ee. 365: Business Law 
Ee. 366: Advanced Business Law 
Ee. 406: Industrial Relations 
Ee. 375: Advanced Accounting 
Ee. 480: Industrial Sociology 









Ee. 507, 508: Value and Distribu· 
ti on 
Ee. 534: Farm Accounting 
Ee. 535: Agricultural Finance 
Ee. 545: Transportation 





Cost Accounting . 
Corporate OrJanization 
Economics of Public Utili· 
tics 
ENGINEERING 











Engl. 304: Advanced Composition 




Engl. 364: American Mastcrpi~es 3 
Engl. 404, 405: Business Corrcs· 
pondcnce each 1 
GOVERNMENT 
Govt. 315: American Government, and 6 credits from the following: 
Govt. 424: State and Local Gov- Govt. 435: Municipal Government 3 
crnment in the U. S. 3 Govt. 436: Municipal Proble.m1 3 
HISTORY 
Hist. 234, 235: Industrial History of the Unite.cl States, followed by 3 credits from 
the following: 
Hist. '402: Economic History of 
·' Modern Europe 3 
Hist. <t03: European Expansion and 
World Politics ~ 3 
Hist. 421, 422, 423: History of the 
American Nation 9 
Hist. 565: The United States and 
Latin America 
Hist. SGS: History of International 
Economic Policies 






ENGLISH I lt3 
MATHEMATICS 
Math. 206, 207: Math. Theory of Math. 540: Mathematical Statiatlca 3 
lnvestmdlts S and 3 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
M.E. 304: Reports and Papers 
M.E. 404: Engineering Writings 




M.E. 486: Industrial Engineering 
M.E. 488: Scientific Management 
M.E. 481: Factory Planning 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Psych. 204: General Psychology 
Psych. 464: Industrial Psychology 
3 Psych. 484: Psychology of Advc.r• 
3 ti sing 
Psych. 424: Socinl Psych~.logy 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
P.S. 311, 312: Extempore 
Speaking 
P.S. 334: Argumentation and De· 
4 or 6 bate 
ENGLISH 







Professors Nob le, Raymond, Jones ; Associate Professors Starbuck, Ho-
grefe, Tompkins, Cooper, Lange, Lorch ; Assistant Professors Atkinson, 
Mitchell, Fuller; Instructors Safford, MacArthur, Fleming, Kirkman, 
Wallace, Dudley 
• 
For information concerning tlie Division of Industrial Science, see page 98. 
The Department of English undertakes to· provide for technical stu-
dents a training that will secure for them the maximum of accuracy 
and facility of expression, and to familiarize them with the best thought 
of the world's greatest men as it has been preserved in literature. Such 
training is both practical and' cultural. 
In composition, students are encouraged to write .an technical topics 
whenever they have special information about such topics or special in-
terest in them. This practice relates the work in composition to the 
fields in which the students are being especia11y trained and helps to 
give reality to writing. The prescribed courses in E~glish offer only the 
minimum of training. In view of the growing recognition of the irtt-
portance of English, many students, not satisfied with the minimum re-
quirement, are electing additional courses. Some choose further work 
in composition-English 204, 205, 304, 305, 404, 405. Others prefer courses 
in literature, such as 254, 255, 354, 364, 374, 454, 455, 456, 464, 465, 466, 467. 
Description of Courses* 
101, 102, 103. F11eshman Composition. (101) Fundamental principles. Sentence, 
paragraph, short papers, pr~cis-writill'Z. (102) Exposition. Short and Jong papers. 
(103) Literary types related to composition. Short and long papers. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
104. Composition. For' students who come from other colleges and bring partial 
credit in required composition, or who for other reasons need to supplement this 
requirement. Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
204. Expository Writing. Reading of essays and a current periodical as a baaia 
for discussion and writing. Prerequisite: 103, Lib. 106. Fatl, Winter, Sprin~. 
Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
ros. Argumentation. Basic principles. Gathering and evaluating evidence; rea· 
soning; detecting fallacies; analyzing persuasive clements in ma,Jrazinc articles, 
editorials, advertisements, etc. Short and long papers. Prerequisite: 103, Lib. 
106. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
*For description of vocational courses, see pa3'c 302. 
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254, 255. Bfneteenth Centu17. British masterpieces of the nineteenth century and 
their relation to- scientific thought and to the tendencies of the present day. Pre· 
r~ufafte: 103. (254) 1775 to 1833. Fall, Winte.r, Spring. (255) 1832 to 1890. Winter, 
Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. each course. 
304, 305. Advanced Compo1ltlon. For students who already write with sQme skill. 
Prerequiait~: 103. (304) Writing adapted to the needs and interests of the indi· 
vidual student. (305) Stress upon a single type of writing selected by the in· 
dividual student. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Cr~it 3 each course. 
354. Kuterpfece1 vf World Literature. Primarily for students desiring a short 
but comprehenlive view of literature. Wide reading-, literary appreciation~ f amil· 
iarity with sev~ral world masterpieces. Prerequisite: 103. Spring. i<ec. 3. 
Credit 3. ' 
364. American llasterpfece·s. ReadinoZ course in nineteenth-century American 
1>9etry and prose, with particular attention to the recogniZed masterpieces. Pre· 
requisite: 103. Winter, Spring. Rec. 2 or 3. Cre,dit 2 or 3. 
374. British Kuterpleces.. Prior to 1775. Significant works of the great Eng· 
liah writers prior to the Romantic era. Prerequisite: 103. Spring. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. 
394. (Voe. Ed. 394.) The Teaching of Encllsh. For students preparing to teach 
English in addition to other subjects. The teaching of litc.rature and composition. 
Prerequisite: a quality-point average of 2.5 in 255, 364 or 464, and 205 or 304. 
Spring. Rec.· 3. Credit 3. 
399. The Ap~reclation of Literature. For senior-college students who desire a 
short introduction to literature. Reading and inter_pretation by the instructor. 
Prerequisite: 103. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Crc.dit 1. 
'404, 405, 404-S. Business Correspondence. O_pen to senior-college studc.nts only. 
(404) Principles which govern the writing of business Jette.rs. Winter, Spring. 
Rec. 1. Credit l. (405) Types of business letters. It is desirable but not' pre· 
requisite that 4().J should precede 405. Winte.r, Spring. Rec. 1. Credit 1. (404-S) 
Combiuation of 404 and 405. Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
414. Writing of SclenWlc Papers. • For juniors atid seniors in any technical 
de~artmc.nt wis~ing to co-operate. Projects in technical exposition. Required and 
collateral readings. Prerequisite: 103. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
454, 455, 456. P.lctfon. Prerequisite: 103. (454) The short story. Its growth as a 
distinct literarr ty~ with emphasis upon the modem period. SprinoZ. (455) Repre· 
aentative novefs by Jane Austen, Scott, Dickens, Thackeray, and George Eliot. 
Not offered in 1934-1935. (456) Reprc.sentative novels by Meredith, Hardy, Henry 
James, Conrad, and Galsworthy. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3 ·each course. 
464, 465, 4<i6, 467. Drama. Prerequisite: 103. (464) Shakespeare. Rapid read· 
inc of histories, comedies, and tragedies1 for intelligent appreciation., Fall, Spring. (465) British drama (c.xclusive of Shakespeare) to 1860. Relation of drama to 
social background. Not offered in 1934-1935. (4li6) Recent British and American 
drama. Representative plays illustrating the principal tendencies of the stage 
aince Ul60; appreciation of the drama as a literary type. Wintc.r. (467) Modern 
Continental drama. Ibsen, Maeterlinck, Hauptmann, Chekhov, and Rostand; study 
of innovations in technique and theme.. Sprmg. Rec. 2 or 3. Credit 2 or 3 each 
course. 
FARM CROPS AND SOILS 
P. E. BROWN, Head of Department 
Professors Stevenson, Hughes; Associate Professors Wentz, Firkins, 
Henson, Smith, Walker, Porter; Assistant Professors Dorchester, 
Eldredge, Peterson; Extension· Workers Boatman, Hauser, Dyas, 
Watkins 
For information concerning the Division of .Agricultt11e, see page 88. 
The curriculum in Fann Crops and Soils is especially adapted for men 
who desire broad training in agriculture to enable them to carry out gen-
eral farming operations successfully or who wish to IU"epare themselves 
for more or Jess highly speciali~ed lines o~ work which require a funda-
mental working lmowledge of general agriculture, particularly crop pro-
duction and soil management. 
Sufficient elective hours are provided so that in addition· to his training 
in Farm Crops and Soils, any student may specialize in some closely al-
. lied science line such as Planf Pathology, Economic Entomology, Chem-
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i$try, Botany, Bacteriology, Geology, Rural Sociology, or Economics, 
or in any agricultural line such as Agricultural Economics, Farm Man-
agement, Animal Husbandry, Horticulture, Agricultural Engineering, 
Technical Journalism, or Vocational Education. Carefutly outlined 
groups of courses along any of these various lines are prepared for in-
dividual students so that elective hours may be utilized to the best ad-
vantage. 
Over two hundred acres of land devoted to experimental work in farm 
crops and soils are available for use as laboratories in the various 
courses offered in the department. These laboratories afford students an 
unusual opportunity to study important problems in crop production 
and soil management. . 
There is an increasing demand for men well trained in crops 
and soils, and each year the department is asked to recommend men for 
desirable positions as county agents, farm managers, extension workers 
for colleges and railroads, instructors in agriculture in colleges and high 
schools, investigators in government and state experimental work, as-
sistants in seed houses and similar commercial concerns, and assistants 
on the editorial staffs of agricultural journals. There are many openings 
also for men who, with a fundamental knowledge of crops and soils, 
have specialized in Plant Pathology, Entomology and other tines. 
Curriculum in Farm Crops and Soila 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work in agriculture, under the direction of 
the department, are required, before graduation. Sec page 139. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 







Crop Produ.ctlon Soils 
F .C. 105 4 Soils 254.A 
Livestock Problema 
A.H.101 
Farm Shop Farm Dairying 







LI vestock Problems Livestock Problems 
A.H. 102 2 A.H. 108 
General Chemistry General Chemistry 







8 Engl. 102 8 En1l. 108 8 
1 Military 122 1 Milltary 123 • 1 Military 121 
u u u 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to lnclud_e In hls ached· 
ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Tech. ~ct., F.C. & S. 1'01, 102, 103; Orientation, A1. 101, 102: 






















Or~nfc & Quant. 
Chem. 255 













Orp.nlc & Quant. 
~Chem. 256 










1 -H H H 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include In bla ached· 
ule: Phya. Ed. 201, 202, 208: Tech. Leet., F.C. & S. 201, 202, 203. 
I The riumber ref era to the description of the coune. 
tFor deftnltfon of a credit, aee page 127. 
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JUNIOR YEAR 
Winter Quarter Spring Quarter Fall Quarter 
· Credits Credits Credits 
Gen. Bacteriology Crop Breeding Gon. Plant Phyafology 4 Bot. 205 ' Bact. 804A 5 
F.C. 504 
Agr. GeolofY Gen. Plant Pathology Soil Bacterfoloi)" 6 Geol. 37 8 Bot. 207 " Soils 664A Embryogeny Gen. Genetics Fann Insects 
Bot. 404 8 Gen. 800 8 Zool. 874 4 
Technical Journalism Electives 6 Electives 4 
T. n. 225 8 
Electivea' 4 
17 17 17 
Ia addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include ir. his 1cbed-
ule: Tech. IA!ct., F.C. & S. 801, 802, 803. 
SENIOR YEAR 
Soil Management Farm Machinery .Animal FeedinK 5 Soils 45• a A.E. 884 4 A.H. 414 
Rural SocloloKY Economic History American Govt. 
Ee. 386 8 Hist. 824 s Govt.·815 3 
Nineteenth Century Elective• 10 Electives 9 
Enfil. 254 3 
Elect vea' 8 
17 17 17 
Jn addition to the couriies listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Toeh. Leet., 401, 402, 408. 
Description of Courses 
-For ... de1criJ,>tio11 of non-collegiate courses, see page 302 . 
Farm Crops and Soils 
101, 102, 103. Technical Lecture and Seminar. Problems in Farm Crops and Soils 
are presented and discussed. Freshman Year. Required. 
201, 202, 203. Technical Lecture and Seminar. Continuation of 103. Sophomore 
Y car. Required. 
301, 302, 303. Technical Lecture and Seminar. Continuation of 203. Junior Year. 
Required. 
401, 402, 403. Technical Lecture and Seminar._ Continuation of 303. Senior Year. 
Required. 
Farm Crops Group 
104. Crop Production. Fundamental underlying principles of crop production; 
world crop distribution with causes; ~rowth processes; crop plant response to en· 
vironment .• Fall, Winter. Rec. 3. Rec. and lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 4. 
105. Crop Production. The principles conside.red: in 104 are applied in a specific 
study of corn and the small grains includin¥ their distribution, use, improvement, 
lrfOWth, harvesting and marketing. Prerequisite: 104, cxce.p_t for unclassified stu-
dents in the Summer School. Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Rec. and lab. 1. 2 hr. 
Credit 4. 
124. General Farm Crops. For Dairy Industry and Poultry Husbandry stu-
dents. Growing, harvesting and uses of corn and small grain crops. Fall. Rec. 3. 
Rec. and lab. J, 2 hr. Credit '4. 
204. Crop Seed. Seed as related to yield. Selection, improvement, showing, judg-
ing and identification of farm seed. Prerequisite: JOS. Winter. Rec. 1. Rec. 
and Jab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
•Tha curriculum In Farm Crops al'd Soils oft'era a considerable number of electives in the 
unlor and senior years. This provision enables a student to take several elective courses in 
aome other line of alriculture or allied science and thus prepare himself for special work in a 
chosen fleld or for an advanced degree in that field. Electives must be chosen in consultatlon 
with the head of the department, and the student should elect at least 10 hours in Farm Crops 
and Solla and at leut Ui hours in aome closely allied science lines such as Entomology, Chem-
~. Plant Pathology, Geology, Rural Sociology, etc., or in some agricultural lines such as 
Vocational Educatlon, Asrricultural Economlca, etc. Groups of courses are prepared for stu• 
denta alonri the lines deatred so tha~ the work may be secured in proper sequence and with the 
ne~ prerequbite courses. 
Free eleCtlves ID&J' be chosen for the remaintnri 16 hours available. Courses desirable will 
be sunested by the bead of the department. 
~ 
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214. Forage Crops. Grasses, legumes and other plants used for forage, p_asture, 
silage, soiling and green manures. Prerequisite: 105. Fall, Spring. Re.c. 3. 
Rec. and lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 4. • 
304, 305. Commercial Crop Judging and Grading. Judging and grading cereal 
and forage crops, with particular c.mphasis on market classes and gTades. (304) 
Prerequisite: 2X>4. Spring. Rec. and lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 3. (305) Prerequisite: 
304. Fall. Rec. and lab. 2. 2 hr Credit 2. 
344. (Bot. 344.) Seed Analysis. Principle.s and practices of purity analyses; 
identification, classification, and characteristics of seeds in different families. ~ 
Prerequisite: Bot. 102. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
404. Hay and Pasture Crops. Major problems connected with meadow and pas· 
ture management. Specific grass, legume, and miscellaneous crops for forage 
purposes. Prerequisite: 105. Spring. Rec. 2. Rec. and lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
410. (A. H. 410.) Agricultura,l Travel Course. A tour and study of th'! major 
livestock and crop regions of the United States. The influence of climate, soil, 
topography, markets, and other factors on the livestock find crops produced. 
Methods of production and management. A few days prior to and at the end of 
the tour will be required for preliminary study, summary, and re.view. Summer, 
first term. Credit 8. • 414. Crop Mana~ement. Solution of practical crop problems thr(!~_gh the ~plica-
tion of investi2'at1onal data available. Prerequisite: 214. Fall, Winter. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. -
424. Fiber, Sugar, and Root Crops. Production and manufacture of cotton, flax, 
sisal, and other fibers; also sugar beets, sugar cane, mangels and other root crops. 
Pre:equisite: 105. Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
431, 432, 433. Problems In Crop Production and Breeding. Prerequisite: 204, 214. 
Fall, Winter, Spring, respectiveli. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3 each course. 
445. (Bot. 445.) Seed Viability. Principles and practices of seed germination. 
Factors affecting viability; physiology of germination. • Pre.requisite: Bot. 205. 
Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
504. Cereal and Forage Crop Breeding. The application of principles of gene.tics. 
and allied subjects to the improvement of field crops. Prerequisite: Gen. 300. 
Spring. Rec. 3. Rec. and lab. l, 2 hr. Credit 4. 
546. (Bot. 546.) Seed Borne Diseases. De,tection, identification, and control of 
parasitic organisms carried by crop seeds. Prerequisite: Dot. 207. Sprin'.f. Rec. 
2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
604. Research Methods in Crop Investigations. Plannina, conducting, and inter· 
preting research work in field crops. Winter. Ree 3. Credit 3. l\lr. Wentz. 
605. Taxonomy of Field Crops. The identff yi_f!g characters of field cropw and 
the.it varieties with practice in classification. Winter. Rec. and lab. 2, 2 hr. 
Credit 2. Mr. Hughes. 
606. Principles of Crop Production. A critical survey of the theories and sci· 
entific principles involved in the growing and improvement of farm crops. Spring. 
Re.c. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Henson. 
608. Research fn Crop Production. Mr. Hughes, Mr. Henson. 
6W. Conferences in Crop Production. Reports and discussion on current in· 
vestigations. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 1 each quarter. Mr. Hughes. 
618. Research fn Crop Breeding. Messrs. Wentz. Burnett. 
619. Conferences fn Crop Breeding. Reports and discussion on current in· 
vestigations. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 1 each quarter. Mr. Wentz. 
Soils Group 
254. Soils. Identification, mapping, and descri_ption of soil types; origin and 
classification. Soil areas, types, and problems in Iowa. (A.) Fall or Spring. Rec. 
2. Lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 3. (B.) Fall or Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
354. SoU Fertility and Fertillzem. General principles of fertility. Studies on 
samples of soil from the home farm; commercial fertilizers, incomplete and com· 
• plete, infiuence on soil fertility. Prerequisit~: 254, Chem. 255, or equivalent and 
credit or classification in Chem. 256 or 253 when required in the curriculum. 
Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 5. 
364. Solis and Soll Fertmt,y. Oriffin and classification of soils; principles of 
fertility and a study of fertilizer requirements of soils. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 
3. Credit 3. 
374. Forest Soils. Physica.1 chemical, and biological soil factors affecting forest 
growth. Prerequisite: 254. .rall. Rec. 2. Rec. and Jab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
454. Soll Management. Productiveness of __particular types or class~ of soils; 
utilization; soil conservation; special soils. Prerequisite: 354. Fall, Spring. Rec. 
3. Credit 3. 
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471 472 473. Probl.ems hl Soll Fertlltiy and Bacteriology. E?Cperiments deal!ng 
with' the 'problem of maintaining and increasinJ the crop producing power of sotl~. 
Prerequisite: 354. Falt, Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 
J each course. 
554, SSS. Advanced Soils. Advanced theories. !lf soil fertil!tf and the princip!es 
underlying the maintenance of permanent fertility. Prerequ1s1te: 354. Fall, Wm· 
ter, respectively. Rec. 3. Credit 3 eacb course. 
564 (Dact. 564.) Soll Bacteriology. Occurrence and activities of soil bacteria 
and 
0
their influence on soil fertility. Prerequisite: Bact. 304A and credit. or classi· 
fication in 354. (A) Spring. Rec. 3. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 5. (B) Sprmg. Rec. 
3. Credit 3. 
654. Advanced Soll Physics. Physical characteristics of soils. Sprin'6. Rec. 2. 
Lab. I, 2 hr. Credit 3. Mr. Smith. . . 
658. Research in Soll Physics and Soil Surveying. Mr. Brown, Mr. F1rkms. 
659. Conference in Soll Physics. Reports and discussion on current invc.stiga· 
tions. Falt, Winter, Spring. Credit 1 each quarter. Mr. Brown. 
664. Advanced Soll Fertility. Influence of various factors on the, productive 
(>OWer of soils. Fertilizing materials and their effect on soils. Fall. Rec. 3. 
Lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 5. Mr. Smith. • 
668. Research hl Soll Fertility. Mr. Brown, Mr. Smith. 
669. Conferences in Soll Fertility. Reports and discussion on current investiga· 
lions. ll'all, Winter, Spring. Credit 1 each quarter. Mr. Drown. 
674. (Dact. 674.) Advanced Soll Bacteriology. The occurrence and activities 
of molds, protozoa, and algae in soils and their functions. \Vinter. Rec. 3. 
Lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 5. Mr. Walker. 
678. (Dact. 678.) Research ln Soll Bacteriology. Messrs. Brown, Smith, Walker. 
679. (Dact. 679.) Conference in Soil Bacterlolo~. Reports and discussion on 
current inves'tigations. .Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 1 each quarter. Mr. Brown. 
684. Advanced Soll Management. Systems of soil management and management 
problems. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Brown. 
688. Research in Soll Management. Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Drown. 
689. Conferences in Soll Management. Reports and discussion on current in· 
vestigations. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 1 c.ach quarter. Mr. Brown. 
FLORICULTURE 
Sec page 233. 
FORESTRY 
(Administered in the department of Horticulture and Forestry. See 
page 231.) 
B. S. PICKETT, Head of Department 
PROFESSOR G. B. MACDONALD 
Associate Professor Demeritt; Assistant Professors Larsen and Horning; 
Fellow Bateman; Extension Associate Professor --------
For information concerning tlie Division of Agriculture, see page 88. 
Curricula Offered. The department offers a four-year undergraduate 
curriculum in Forestry, permitting the student to specialize either in For-
est A!anagement or Lumber Afarketing. An additional year's work is 
provided for those who desire to take advanced work, leading to the 
degree of Master of Science in Forestry. 
Opportunities for Foresters. The rapid development of forestry in · 
the past few years has created an increasing demand for trained for-
esters. Although forestry is a comparatively new profession in this 
country, positions for trained men are now open in a number of littes 
covering a wide field of activity. Positions are now open in state and 
national . forestry work; with lumber companies, railroads, and other 
corporations. The development of forestry on private timberlands dur-
ing the next few years will require the services of many additional 
technically trained men. 
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Summer Camp. In addition to the laboratory and field work at the 
College, the students are required to spend ten weeks in summer camp 
in some good forest region of the country. The entire time is spent in 
field operations, consisting of estitl'lating timber, mapping the forest 
types, making volume tables, and the studying of logging and milling 
operations. The general equipment for the camp, such as tents and 
field instruments, is furnished by the College; the student is required to 
furnish bedding and personal effects. These camps, during the past few 
years, have been established in some of the best stands of timber in 
the country located in :Minnesota, Colorado, California, Oregon, Wash-
ington, Idaho, Montana, North Carolina and Michigan. 
Curriculum in Forestry 
Leading to the degree of Bache~or of Science. 
Forestry students are required to complete three months of practical 
forestry work before graduation in addition to the summer c·amp. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits! Credits Credi ta 
General Forestry 
For. 1011 3 
General Forestry 
For. 102 2 
General Forestry 
For. 103 I 
General Botany 
Bot. 101B 8 
Genf;ral Botany 
Bot.102B 3 
SurvELlnfi c .. 1 6 8 
Composition Composition Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 8 Engl. 108 8 
College Algebra Plane Trigonometry Systematic Botany 
Math. 101A 5 Math. 102A 5 Bot. 206 " Forest Zoology Economics Zool. 124 4 Ee. 186 8 
Military 121 1 Military 122 1 Military 128 1 
15 18 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to lncludo in hluched· 
ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 103; Seminar, For. 111, 112, 113: Orientation, Ag. 101, 102; Ag. 104, 
see page 189. 
SUMMER CAMP 
The following courses of instruction are carried on in the summer camp for forestry students. 
The camp curriculum occupies ten weeks during the summer between the freRhman and sopho-
more years. Summer camp is prerequisite for entrance to the junior year. 
Silviculture 
For. 214 5 
Lumbering 
For. 234 6 
Camp Technique 
For. 274. 8 
Forest Mensuration 
For. 24-& 5 
18 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Lumbering Forest Mensuration Forest Mensuration 
For. 224 5 For. 241 " For. 242 2 Forest Mapping Agr. Geology Forest Planting For. 246 3 Geol. 876 3 For. 206 5 
Debdrology Dendrology 
Bot. 266 4 Bot. 257 3 
Or~anlc Cliemlstry 
hem. 267 4 
Gen. Chemistry Gen. Chemistry American Govt. 
Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 Govt. 214 3 
P~ca Soils bys.204 3 Solla 264A 3 
Military 221 1 Milltary222 1 MWtary228 1 
17 18 18 
In addition to the couraes listed above, each student wlll be requlred to Include ir hla ached· 
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 208; and For. 211, 212, 219. 
lThc number refers to the description of the course. 
2For definition of a credit, see page 127. 
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•JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credi ta 
Gen. EcololY Sllviculture Silviculture 
Bot. 424 8 For. 801 3 For. 802 s 
tFJah& Game Wood Technology For. Admin. & Protection 
Zool. 405 3 For. 888 4 For. 897 5 
surv;r.tnr survrag Surv~ng 3 c .. 811 4 c .. 812 4 c .. 813 
Forest Solla Timber Preservation Forest Valuation 
Solla SH 3 For. 885 8 For. 896 4 
1'ech. Journalism f Plant Physiology tFeature ArtJcles s T • .n. 226 3 Bot. 205 " T • .n. 886 16 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-




















Forest Management Group 
Forest Products 
4 For. 487 5 
Plant Pathology 
3 Bot. 416 4 
3 
History ~ Policy 





Lumber Marketing Group 
Forest Products 
4 For. 487 5 
Lumber Markets 
3 For. 438 4 
s 
tPlant Pathology 
Bot. 416 4 
3 
History & Policy 
For. 899 5 
5 


























18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Seminar, For. 411, 412, 413. 
tMay be omitted until the senior year by students appointed to the Reserve Officers' Train-
ing Corpa. 
• The student should choose either the Forest Management or the Lumber Marketing Group 
at the beginning or the.tsenior year. 
Students who wish to prepare for special work in Grazing Management, Forest Protection, 
Reforestatio1'1, Forest Products, Research, or other special lines or forestry ~ork may sub-
stitute l!_gl'oup of courses or equivalent credit hours in the junior and senior years as formulated 
by the Head·or the Department and approved by the Dean. Students who expect to go into 
research work in forestry are advised to take at least a year of foreign lanpage, preferably 
German. 
Description of Courses 
100. Farm Forestry. Identification and uses of trees "and commercial woods; 
forest i>!antingi woodlot management; shelterbelt installation and fence post treiat· 
ment. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
101, 102, 103. General Forestry. A general survey of the field. (101) Fall. 
Leet. and rec 2. Rec. and lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. (102) Winter. Lcct. 2. Credit 2. 
(103) Spring. Lab. 3, 3 hr. credit 3. 
111, 112, 113. Forestry Seminar. Current forestry topics. R~.quired. 
200. Forest Conservation. The status of forestry in the United States. A gen· 
eral survey of private, state and federal forestry with reference to the needs of 
the country. Not open to Forestry students. Winter. Rec. and lectures 3. 
Credit 3. 
206. Forest Planting. Collecting and storing tree seeds. Nursery practice, in· 
eluding seed bed methods, transplanting, and field planting. Spring. Lecture 
and rec. 2. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit S. 
FORESTRY 201 
2ll, 2J,2, 213. Forestry Seminar. Current forestry topics. Required. 
214. Silviculture. Field studie.s of forest stands; types, zonations and forma· 
tions; harvesting and rcgeneratin_g the mature crops, improving the young st.ands; 
forest ecology. Summer camp. Field work 5, 3 hr. Credit S. 
224. Lumbering. Detailed study of logging and milling operations. Fall. Rec. 
and lect. 5. Credit S. 
234. Lumbering. A detailed study of logging and millinl: operations in an im· 
portant forest region. Summer forestry camp. Field work S, 3 hr. periods. 
Credit 5. 
241, 242. Forest Mensuration. (241) Measuring the fore.st and forest products 
including log scaling and timber estimating. Winter. Rec. and lect. 2. Lab. 2, 3 
hr. Credit 4. (242) Continuation of 2411 elementary consideration of forest growth. Spring. Rec. and lcct. 1. Lab. 1, 3 nr. Credit 2. 
244. Forest Mensuration. Field practice in scalinR logs, estimating timber, and 
preparing various forest maps. Summer camp. Field work 5, 3 hr. periods. 
Credit 5. 
245. Forest Jllapplng. Actual construction of topographic and type maps from 
field data. Prerequisite: 103. Fall. Lab. and field 3, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
274. Camp Technique. \Personal equipme.nt for camp life; ration lists for trips. 
Useful knots, packing hitches and emergency equipment. Summer forestry camp. 
Cre.dit 3. 
301, 302, 303. Sllvlculture. (301) Factors determining form and powth of trees; 
distribution of forest types and formations; forest influences. \Vmtcr. (302) De· 
velopme.nt of forest stands as to composition and age classes; application of sci• 
entific systems of harvesting and reproducing the forest crops; improvement of im· 
mature forests. Spring. (303) The practice of silvicultur.ei in the United States. 
and abroad. Fall. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
311, 312, 313. Forestry Seminar. Current Forestry topics. ~,quired. 
343. Forest Mensuration. Advanced forest measurements, the de~.rmination of 
standards for growth and yield measurement in fore.sts. Fall. Leet. and rec. 2. 
Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
385. Timber Preservation. Seasoning and durability of woods. Kiln dryinr. 
Methods of preserving railroad tics, timbers, paving blocks, poles, and post•· 
Winter. Lectures 3. Credit 3. 
388. Wood Technology. Structural, physical, and mechanical __properties of com· 
mercial woods; their identification and chief uses. Winter. Rec. 1. Lab. 3, 3 
hr. Credit 4. 
396. Forest Valuation. Determination of the cost, sale, rental and expecta· 
tion values of forests. Assessment of damages. of forest property. Spring. Re.c. 4. 
Credit 4. 
397. Forest Aclmlnistration and Protection. Orzanization of national forests. 
Construction of permanent improvements. Grazing, reforestation, timber sales, 
etc. Fire protection. Spring. Leet. and rec. 5. Credit 5. 
398. Forest Range Management. History of the National Forest Range, types of 
forage, poisonous plant control; range rC'ieneration, grazing, reconnaissance, graz· 
ing policies and range manaiz~ment plans. Fall. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3. 
· 399. History and Policy. Development in the different countries from the earli· 
est periods to the present. State and national law. Municipal forestry. Winter. 
Rec. 5. Credit 5. 
411, 412, 413. Forestry Seminar. Current forestry topics. Required •• 
438. Lumber Markets. Wholesaling and retailing. Exports and imports of lum· 
her and other forest products; prices; lumbermen's associations; freight rates, etc. 
Lectures and readin~s. Winter. Rec. 4. Credit 4. 
440. Special Problems. Original investigations in advanced technical work, 
the subject to be chosen after consultation with the Forestry faculty. Fall, Win· 
ter, Spring. Credit 2 to 6 each quarter. 
487. Forest Products. Production of paper _ _P-ulp, veneer, ties, lath, shingles, tan· 
bark, naval stores, etQ. Wood distillation. Winter. Rec. and lect. 5. Credit 5. 
488. Commercial Woods. For Engineering students. Se.asoning and kiln dryin~; 
defects and grading; characteristics and identification of timberS'; preservation of 
timbers, poles, tie,s, etc. Winter. Lectures and rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
494. Forest Management. Regulation for a sustained yield. Working plans for 
national, private, and European forests. Present pr:actice of forestry. Fall. Rec. 
4. Credit 4. 
600. Research. Mr. MacDonald, Mr. Demeritt. 
fi06. Advanced Planting. Detailed studies of forest nurseries. Special J>rOb· 
lems in timber planting and reforestation work. Leet. and readings. Prerequisite: 
206. Spring. Credit 2 to 5. Mr. MacDonald. 
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634. Advanced Lumberblg. Special investigations and reports on logging;. mill· 
il}G't transportation •• ~nd marketing fores~ products. Conference and special as· 
s1gnmcnts. Prcrequunte: 224. Fall. Credit 2 to S. Mr. MacDonald. 
688, 689. Forest Industries. Industrie.s dceending on f?rc:st l?roducts, inch~d_ing 
paper and pulp,. veneer, CO!Jperage, turpentine, wo?d d1shllatton •. Prerequisite; 
481. \Vinter, Sprang, respectsvcly. Lectures and assignments. Credit 2 to 5 each 
quarter. Mr. Mac1Jonald. , .. 
·694. Advanced Forest Management. Special probJ~pts 'ln the re\rulation of yield 
in the forest. Study of working plans. Prer«iui!itc~ 494. ..Fall •. Conference, 
readings, and laboratory. Credit 2 to S. Mr. Demeritt .. ~ . · 
697. Advanced Forest Protection. Injuries to foi:,c-sts, ... ~sli&~,J,~·.:ftll' fire. Study 
of detailed fire plans. Timber protective associations )\nd ~1ri' ' rk.~. Conforences 
and readings. Prerequisite: 397. Winter. Credit 2 to S. ·~ ~J!. ;smet1tt. 
Dendrology. Botany 256, 257. See page 153. 1 •• _ 
Suneying. C.E. 116, 311, ~12, 313. $ee page 174. . ';. . 
Forest Insects. Zoo]. S77. Sec p:ige 294. ~ 4 , • ~ 
Plant Pathology. Dot. 416. See page 153. .,<i = 
Chemistry of Forest Products. Chem. 259. Sec }>age 161-.i;~ ... -. . :.:r! 
Forest Soils. Soils 374. Sec pa'le 197. 
GENERAL ENGINEERING 
FRANK D. PAINE, Head of Department 
Professor Dana; Associate Professor Willmarth; Assistant Professor 
Hempstead; Instructor, Ernst 
For information concerning tlze Division of Engineering, see page 92. 
The cttrriculum in General Engineering provides training for men who 
expect.~Uiu.i.ately to undertake the management of manufacturing, com-
merdi~.#! £lr utility enterprises which demand a knowledge of scientific 
and ~n~eering principles. Consideration is: given to industrial organi-
zatic:>il and management and engineering economics. There is 'an ever 
. widenin~opportunity for engineers in managerial fields. 
~ ··-The Gilneral Engineering curriculum does not differ materially in the 
fir~t two years of work from that of the other engineering curricula; 
students ~will receive the same thorough and rigid preparation in funda-
men~al~ ~£~ engin~ering and in the scienc~s. I.n the. place . of the more 
§'t>~c1~T1zca work m only one branch of engmeermg tlus curriculum offers 
the l>.asl~~ courses in engineering so that graduates will have a thorough 
knO\vfudie of the essentials of engineering. · 
Opportunity is given in the last' two years of this curriculum to elect 
,majors in some one branch of engineering, teclmical journalism or en-
Rineering economics. It is possible for the student to elect minors in 
,general subjects or in certain other departments of the college. 
The department also offers a group of cours.es, three of which are re-
quire~ of all engineers, known as Engineering Problems. The instruction 
supplements that of certain mathematics courses by showing the practical 
JlpptiC!atiqn of various mathematical principles. Students are also trained 
..fo pro~ucc neat, clear, systematic computation sheets which wi11 meet a 
typical set of specifications . 
.. 14o 
J • 
Curriculum in General Engineering 
Leading to the degree ot Bachelor of Science. 
For professional degree, see page 110. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 








General Chemiatey General Chemistry Qualitative Analy1l1 
Chem.1011 4 Chem. 102 4 Chem.108 4 
Coll~ Algebra T~onomf.try Plane Anal. Geom. 
Math.101A 5 atb.102C 4 Math.108A G 
Composition Compoaltlon Composition 
E:J!· 101 3 En1l. 102 3 Engl.108 a 
Dra ng Industrial Hist. Industrial History 
M.E.116 2 Hist. 28' 3 Hlst. 281» 3 
E~. Problems 
on. E. lo.& 1 
EWe. Problems 
.en. E. 105 1 
Military 101 1 Mllltary 102 1 Military 103 1 -
16 16 16 
In addition to the course.listed above, each student will be required to Include ln hl1 1ched· 
ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Tech. Leet., Gen. E. 101, 102. 103 • 
• 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
DUf erentlal Calculus Integral Calculus AP-J)tled Calculus 
Math. 211 ' Math. 212 ' Math. 218 .( Mechanics and Heat Elect. and Magnet.lam Sound and Lhrht Phys. 221 5 Phys. 222 5 Phya. 228 6 
Projective Drawin1 Working Drawings Statics <>f Enf. 
M.E. 11'1 2 M.E.118 2 T. & A.M. 74' s 
En~. Economics 
c. 261 3 
E~r. Economics 
c. 262 8 
Buaineu Mana1ement 
Ee. 268 8 
General Psychology EiosltofK. Description E~. Problems 
Paych. 204 3 n1l. 2 .& 2 en. E. 206 1 
Military 201 1 Mllitary 202 1 Milltary 208 1 
18 17 1'1 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include In hl11ched· 
ule: P~ya. Ed. 201, 202, 208; Seminar, Gen. E. 213 (Sprin1). 
Required Summer Coune• 
Mechanical El'lgineerlng 83.&, 836, 888 or General Engineerln1825, 826, 827. Credits S. 
JUNIOR YEAR a 
Dynamics of Engr. Hydraulics Mech. of MaterJaJa 
T. & A.M. 844. " T. & A.M. 878 " T.&A.M. 82' 6 Mechanical Lab. Mechanical Lab. Mechanical Lat.. M.E. 854 1 M.E.866 1 M.E. 868 1 
D.C • Machines A.C. Circuits & Mach. Materials Lab. 
E.E. 888 8 E.E. 839 ' T. &A.M. 827 1 Accountin& D.C. Laboratory Prop. of Material• 2 Ee. 874 4 E.E. 849 1 T. &A.M. 38' 
E~loyment Meth. & Coat Accountfn& A.C. Macblnea 
mpl~ee Develop. Ee. 3'16 4 E.E. 840 5 
Gen. • 35' s A.C. Laboratory 
E.E. 860 1 
Electives 8 Electivu 8 Electives 3 
18 17 18 
In addition to the courses Hated above, each 1tudent will be required to lbdude In hla ached• 
ule: Seminar, Gen. E. 811, 812, 818. 
1The number refers to the description of the course. 
tFor definition of a credit, see pqe 12'1. 
Civil Enlrineering 801 and 302, summer camp, may be; 1ubatituted for the 1hop work pl'O* 
vided that the •tudent hu credit in the required prerequialtea. 
'Before clasalflcatfon at the be&lnnlng of the junior year, each 1tudent must choose a definite 
course of atudy chosen from any of the Enlfneerlng Departments. from the department of 
Engineering Economics or the department of Technical Joumallam. Thia coune of atudy 
must have the approval of the bead of the department. 
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SENIOR YEAR 7 
Spring Quarter Fall Quarter , ..., - ._ ' Winter Quarter 
Credits Credits ., - Credits 
En~. Valuation Money and Banking Personnel Supervision 
ngr. 407 3 Ee. 804 8 Gen. E. 426 3 
Extempore Speaking Industrial Engr. Engr. Contracts 
8 P.S. 811 8 M.E. 486 8 Engr. 406 
Surveying Elements of Structura Scien. Management 
3 C.E. 826 3 C.E. 885 6 M.E. 488 
Indus. Organization Time Studies Industrial Relations 
M.E. 484 3 M.E. 456 2 Ee. 406 3 
Corporate Finance Business Correspond. Writing, Sci. Papers 
3 Ee. 474 8 Engl. 404 & 405 2 Engl. 414 
•Electives 8 •Electives 3 •Electives 8 
18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student wilt be required to include in his ached· 
ule: Seminar, Gen. E. 411, 412 (Fall, Winter). 
7Courses In the junior year not required as prerequisite to courses taken in the senior year 
may be shifted to the senior yehr. . 
*Two credits may be chosen from: Music 144, (1); Engl. 899 (1). For full information con-
cerning the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, see page 261. 
, Description of Courses 
101, 102, 103. Technical Lectures. Lecture.s and conferences designed to aid 
the freshman student in adjusting himself both in his course and in college en· 
vironmcnt. Fall, Winter, Sprill'6', respectively. Leet. l, Required each course. 
104. Engineering Problems. Cl>mputation forms and methods, training in 
recording engineering computations in a clear and systematic manner. Funda· 
mentals of th~ slide rule. Practical applications of algebra and arithmetic to 
problems in engineering. Su,Pplementing the instruction in Math. lOlA. Pre· 
requisite: credit or classification in Math. 101A. Falt, Winter, Spring. Lab. 1, 
3 hr. Cr®it 1. 
105. Engineering Problems. Practical problems based upon enaineering ap· 
plications of plane trigonometry, supplementing instruction in Math. 102C. Fur· 
ther training in organization of computations, computation forms and methods. 
Prerequisite: Credit or classification in Math. 102C. Fall, Winter, Sprin•,I. 
Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. · 
204. Engfneerine Problems. Primarily for students who ente.r with advanced 
standing, and who are not required to take Gen. E. 104 and 105. The course is 
intended to familiarize these students with the slide rule, and to train them to 
record their work in clear, systematic form. Elementar)' problems in quantity 
surveying and estimating. Prerequisite: Math. 102C. Fall, Winter. Lab. 1, 
3 hr. Cre,dit 1. 
206. Engineering Problems. Practical problems based upon some of the en· 
gineering applications of the calculus. Supplementing the. instruction in Math. 
213, and co-operating with mechanics. Problems dealing with centroids and 
second moments, graphic and semi-graphic methods of integration and differ-
entiation. Simpson's Rule, etc. Prerequisite: credit or classification in Math. 
213. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. 
213. Seminar. Required of all Sophomore students. Spring. 
311, 312, 313. Seminar. Fall, Winter, Sprin2', respectively. Rec. 1. Required 
each course. 
325, 326, 327. Summer Work. Appfoved summer work in an industrial plant. 
Credit 2 for each course. 
354. Employment Methods and Employee Development. The principl.e.s and 
technique of em{>loyment methods and their relation to industrial development. 
Prerequisite: semor college classification. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
406. Alignment Charts for Engineering Formulae. Construction of conversion 
scales, alignment charts and similar devices for solving various engineering 
equations. Prer.equisite: Math. 213. Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. i Credit 2. 
411, 412. Seminar. Fall, Winter, respectively. Rec. 1. Required each course. 
416. Graphical Analysis of Engineering Problems. Studies of graphical meth· 
ods of solving various e~p~rimental problems arising in engineering {>ractice. 
Pr~equisite: Math. 213. Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. l,;ab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
425. Principles of Personnel Supervision. Discussion of a series of cases of 
the general variety of human contacts which arise in the course of employ· 
ment, with the desirable methods to meet such conditions whe.n they occur. Pre· 
requisite: Senior classification in Engineering. Spring. Rec. 3. Cr.edit 3. 
494. Special Problems. Formulation and solution of theoretical or practical 
problems which relate to manufacturing, public utility ope.ration, operation of 
communication systems or other industrial methods. Credit 1 to S. 
694. Inctu1trfal Engfneerfnc Research. Mr. Paine. 
GENETICS 205 
GENETICS 
E. W. Lnmsnou, Head of Department 
Assistant Professor Lambert; Instructor Humphrey; Graduate Assist-
ants Hetzer, Kopf 
For information concerning the Division of Agriculture, see traie 88. 
The department of Genetics offers instruction in the science of heredity 
parti~ularly in relation to plant and animal breeding. Students· planning 
to specialize in animal or plant breeding will find it essential to obtain 
a detailed knowledge of Genetics. In addition to emphasizing the applied 
or practical phases of genettcs, the courses are also designed to stimulate · 
the broader cultural and philosophical aspects of this biological science. 
The relation of genetics to mankind is brought up for serious consid-
eration. 
Experimental work in Genetics is under way at alt times, and proYidcs 
facilities for advanced study for those interested in Geneti'cs, or in sim-
ilar problems in the allied fields of Animal Husbandry, Bacteriology, 
Botany, Farm Crops, Horticulture, or Zoology. 
Offices, classroom, laboratory, and research rooms of the d~partmcnt 
are located on the third floor of Agricultural Hall Greenhouse space, an 
animal breeding laboratory, and experimental field-plots are available 
for -advanced work. 
Applied courses in genetics are also given in various departments as 
follows: Animal Husbandry 350 (Animal Breeding), 548 (Poultry Breed-
ing); Farm Crops 504 (Cereal and Forage Cro_p Breeding), 619 (Con-
ferences in Crop Breeding); and Horticulture 518 (Breedina- of Horti-
cultural Plants). 
Description of Courses 
300. General Genetics. Elementary ~rinciples of .heredity and their l{eneral 
bearina- on p_lant and animal breeding. Prerequisite: A course in biolou (botany 
.or zool~y). Fall, Winter. Leet. 3. Credit 3. 
305. Elementary Laboratory. Breeding experiments illustrating the principles 
of heredity. Should accompany or follow 300. Fall, Winter. Lab. 1. Credit 1. 
310. Human Heredity. Elementary principles of gene.tics with ~articular 
reference to eugenic problems. Not open for credit to students takina" or havinar 
had Genetics 300. Prerequisite: elementary biology (botany or zoology). Fall. 
Leet. 3. Crc.dit 3. 
530. Advanced Genetics. Modern con~tions of genetics, includina" Mendel· 
ism, linkage, mutation, selection, inbreeding, disease re~istance, and biometry. 
Prerequisite: elementary genetics. Winter. Leet. and problems, 3. Credit 3. 
535. Animal Genetics. Advanced study of inheritance in animals, Prerequi· 
site: elementary genetics. Spring. Le,ctures and problems 3. Credit 3. 
540. Specfal Topics. Written problems in laboratory greenhouse, field, or 
library work. Pre.requisite: elementary genetics. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 
1 to 3 as arranged. · 
SSO. Seminar. Weekly meeting with staff to report and discuss current litera· 
ture. Fall, Winter, Spring, Credit l. 
(j()(), General Genetics. An orient'ation course inc-Juding a comPt:ehesuive 
problem in Drosophila genetics. Fall, Winter. Leet. 3. Lab. 1. Credit 3. 
Mr. Lindstrom, Mr. Lambert. 
005. (Bot. 605.) Cytogenetics. Detailed study of chromosome associzition and 
~ega~i~n, and the bearing __ 9f chromosome behavior on inheri!ance and evolution. 
Preregws1te: 300, Bot. 406. Winter. Rec. l. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. Mr. Humphrey. 
651, 652, 653. (A. H. 651, 652, 653.) Conference: bn Animal Breedf.ac Systems. 
Biometric relations between parent and offspring inbreeding and outbreedinl', 
assortative mating, the effects of selection; AppJication of these principles to 
prog«=_ny tests, selection indices, records of performance, etc. Prerequisit~: (i()(), 
A. H. 350, or equivalent. FalJ, Winter, Spring. Credit 2 each course. Mr. Lu1b. 
660. Research. Mr. Lindstrom, Mr. Lambert. 
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GEOLOGY 
C. S. GWYNNE, Acting Head of Department 
Assistant Professor Smith 
For information concerning the Division of Industrial Science, see page 98. 
The department offers fundamental courses in geology designed to 
give the student a knowledge of the composition of the earth, the pro-
cesses wltich arc at work upon it, and its history. For thos~ who plan 
to engage in professional work in the field of geology a sequence of 
more advanced courses in the various sub-divisions of the science is 
provided,. continuing through the Junior and Senior years. In the 
Senior year such students may take courses particularly applicable either 
to the field of petroleum geology or of mining geology. At least one 
year of graduate work is essential for those planning to engage' in pro-
fessional geological work. 
The advanced courses in geology offered for the majors include those 
in mineralogy, petrology, petrography, paleontology, ~tructural geology, 
economic geology, and mineralography. Various ones of these are in-
cluded in the curricula in Mining Engineering and in Ceramic En-
girtce{ing,' andi may be take11 by others who are qualified. One quarter 
courses in elementary geology, mineralogy, and meteorology, suited to 
the diverse needs of students in agriculture, landscape architecture, civil 
engineering, and chemical engineering are also offered by the depart-
ment. Fundamental work in geography is given .for those wishing to 
gain a knowledge of the relation of agriculture and industry to the 
geographic environment. 
The quarters. of the department are located on the second floor of the 
Chemistry Building, and include a well-equipped museum containing 
many valuable collections of minerals, rocks, and paleontological speci-
mens. The department is· also well supplied with maps and models es-
~ential in geological study. Actual work in the field is included where 
necessary and possible. 
Curriculum in Industrial Science-Major Geology 
Students may major in one of two phases of applied geology, one lead-
ing to a knowledge essential to the discovery and exploitation of oil 
and gas occurrences, and the other to that essential to the initiation 
and proper development of mining enterprises. 
For freshman and sophomore years, see page 241. 
For junior and senior years, see page 242. 
Description of Courses 
201, 202, 203. General Geology. Fundamentals. (201) Composition of the earth; 
gradation. Fall. Winter;i Spring. (202) Diastrophism, vulcanism; introduction to 
earth history. Winter, :spring. (203) Historical geology. Spring. Rec 3. Lab. 1, 
3 hr. One rec. optional. ·Credit 4 or 3 each course. 
311, 312, 313. Industrial Geography. Principles of the science. (311) Af plication• 
to human relations in the fundamental industries of the world. (312 Ap1>1ica-
tion1 to human interests in international affairs. (313) Applications to world re-
source1 and human welfare. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. 3. Credit 3 
each course. 
314.. Acrlcultural Geography. The distribution of the agricultural lands, in-
dustr1e1, products and l>COPll'.S of the world and the geographic causes of this dis· 
tribution. \Vinter, Sprtng. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
324. Physlocraphy. Evolution of the physical features of the earth; funda· 
mental processes aff~ting their development. Fall, Spring. Rec. 4. Credit 4. 
354. Structural Geoloey. The primary and secondary structures of the rocks of 
the earth's cru1t. Prerequisite: 3>1, 202, 203. Fall. Rec. 3. Lab. 1. 3 hr. Credit .f. 
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355. Kllleralogy. The fundamentals of crystallograp!t1: and of determinative 
and descriJ>tive mincral~y. Prerequisite: Chem. 102. Winter. Rec. 3. Lab. 1. 
3 hr. Credit 4. 
356. Petrology. The physical, mineralogical, textural, and structural charac• 
teristics of rocks; their origin and distribution. Prerequisite: 355. Spring. Rec. 
3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
374. Engineering Geology. The f)lndamentals of the science nnd en1ineerfns 
applications. Fan. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
375. Agricultural ~ology. Principles of the science used in solution of. 1co· 
logical problems met with in aa!'icultural industries. Geologic control of vege· 
tation •. Fatl, Winter. Rec. 2. Field and lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
376. Meteorology. The air, winds, wc.ather, and climate. Winter, Spr1nr. Rec. 
3. Credit 3. 1 or 2 labs. for additional credit. 
434. Economic Geoloa-Non.-Ketalllcs. Manner of occurrence origin and uses 
of the principal non-metallic mine.rat deposits. Prerequisite: 354, 356. Fall, Win· 
tcr. Rec. 3. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
435. Invertebrate Paleontology. Characteristics and relationships of the ln· 
Ycrtebrates of the fossil r~cord: their use in historical g_eol<?gy. Prerequisite: 201, 
~. 203; Zool. 104, 105. Winter. Rec. 3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
436. Petroleum GeoloCY. Origin and manner of occurrence of oil and gas; 'eo· 
logical characteristics of important producitrZ regions. Prerequisite: 354. Spring. 
Rec. 3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
454. OJtlcal Kllleralogy. Principles involved in the studf of minerals with 
the polarizing microscope; the characteristics of the principa rock-forming min· 
erals. Prerequisite: 355. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
455. Economic Geology-Metalllcs. The charactc.r and oria'in of ore deposits. 
Prerequisite: 354, 356. Fall, Winter. Rec. a. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
456. Mfn.eralography. Ore minerals and their relationships; the metallo«raphic 
microscope applied in the study of .Polished sections. Prerequisite: 454. Sprinr. 
Rec. 2. Lab •• 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. -
467. Geology of l'fbrth America. The stratigraphy, history, structure, and 
phrsiography of the orographic provinces of North America. Prerequisite: 354. 
Wm ter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
477. Chemical :Mineralogy. The chemical and btow·_pipe characteristics of th• 
common minerals. Prerequisite: 355. Winter. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
478. MfneraloCY. Crystallography and physical properties of the mineral• used 
in the industries. Prerequisite: Oiem. 102. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
557, 558. Petrography. Rock sections and powders studied with the polarizlnc 
microscope. (557) Igneous rocks. Winter. (558) Sedimentary and metamorphic 
rocks. Spring. Prerequisite: 454. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4 each course. 
566. Seminar. Prerequisite: 8 credits in geology. Fall, Winter, Sprinr. Ctedit 
1 each quarter. 
664. Advanced Geology. Prerequisite: 36 credits in gcoloiy. Yr. Gwynne, 'Mr. 
Smith. 
665. Research. Mr. Gwynne. Mr. Smith. 
HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
L. B. SCHMIDT, Head of Department 
Associate Professors Ross, Rutherford, Moody, Cook; Instructor 
*Kallenbach 
For information concerning tlze Division of Industrial Science, see .paie 98. 
The department provides basic courses of instruction in history and 
government for students in all divisions of the college; fundamental and 
specialized courses for teachers ; and research work in economic history 
along either major or minor lines. These subjects are intended: first, to 
furnish such knowledge and training as it is believed should be part of 
any college education; second, to provide advanced work for those stu· 
dents who need a more thorough knowledge of history and govern-
ment for teaching or for public service; and, third, to train men and 
women for intelligent citizenship. The college library offers good facili-
ties for both undergraduate and sraduate students in these subjects. 
*Absent on leav~. 
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Curriculum in Industrial Science: Major Economic History 
Curriculum in General Science: Major Economic History · 
For freshman and sophomore years, see page 241. 
For general instructions regarding the junior and senior years, see 
page 242. 
Description of Courses 
HISTORY 
201 202, 203. The Development of Western Civilization._ (201) European civi-
lization; factors in civilization and culture; development of western culture; 
descent of economic, political, domestic, educational, and reJi~ious institutions; 
and ethical 1tandard1, (202) American civilization: contributions of European 
civilizations: influences of the frontier; growth of institutions; inter-relations 
of civilization and culture; institutional changes and j>roblems. (203) Inter-
Fall, Winter. Sprin&', respectively. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
211, 212, 213. Introduction to tho Social Sciences. The development of institu-
tion1 and of probleDlS selected both for their immediate importance to an in-
telligent citizenship and for the representation ·the.y give to each of the social 
sciences. (211) The development of institutions. (212) Problems of contemporary 
ci•ilization. (213) Problems of the individual and the state. No prerequisite. 
Fall, Wint~.r. Spring, respectively. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
234, 235. Induafrial History of the United States. (234) To 1860: methods of 
study; European and environmental foundations; colonial origins; national founda· 
tions; expansion and sectional division. Falf. Winter. (235) Since 1860: national 
unification and con1olidntion; the new industrialism. Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3 each course. 
324. Economic History of American Agriculture. Colonial origins; frontier and 
p~l~ntation; the agricultural revolution; reorganization and readjustment. Fall, 
Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
401, .f02, .f03. Economic History of Europe. (401) Enaland: English agriculture, 
industry, nnd commerce from the Anglo-Saxon conquest to the present, with 
emphasis on the development of economic institutions. Prerequisite: 3 credits 
of history. (402) Modern Europe: the leading countries of continental Europe 
since 1760. Prer~uiaite: 3 credits of history. (403) European Expansion and 
World Politics: the causea, motives, workings, and effects of contemporary Euro· 
pean imperialism in Africa, the Near East, the Middle East, the Far East, and 
the Pacific Islands. Prerequisite: 3 credits of history. Fall, Winter, Spring, re· 
spectivc.ty. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
421, 422i 423. History of tho American Nation. (421) Foundations to 17&9: colo· 
nial beginnings; the winning of independence; the establishment of the Con· 
stitution. Prerequisite: 6 credits of history. (422) The Micldle Period, 1789-
1865: sectionalism and nationalism. Prerequisite: 6 credits of history. (423) Re-
cent Period, 1865 to the {>resent: the historical background of contemporary life 
and problems. Prerequisite: 6 credits of history. Fall, Winter, Spring, re· 
spectively. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
496. (Voe. Ed. 496.) Methods of Teaching the Social Studies. Methods of 
teaching history, government1 economica, and sociology in the hiah school and the junior college. Prerequisite: Govt. 214 or 315; Ee. 201, 202; and 15 credits of 
history. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
S~. The Trana-14'.ls1lsslppl West. European and aboriginal backgrounds; ac· 
quisitions, settlement, and organization; economic, social, and political develop· 
ments. Sp_ecial emphasis on the Prairie Plains and the Great Pl?.ins in American 
history. Prerequisite: 6 credits of history. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
564. History of American Foreign Policies. Nature of the foreign policies of 
the . United States i diplomacy of the American Revolution; the struggle for neu-
trahty; the Monroe Doctrine; territorial CXJ!.ansion; the Mexican War; the 
Civil \Var; Latin American policies; the Far East and problems of the Pacific; 
intervention in Europe; present problems and policies. Prerequisite: 9 credits of 
histor>:. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
565. • Th~ Unlted S~tes and Latin America. Economic, political, stratC'Zic, and 
humanitarian factors in our relations with the countries composing Latin Ame.rica 
and pie forc;ign policies of the United States as they have been adap~ to ex· 
p_~!\dtng national interests .• Prerequisite: 9 credits of history. Alternate years. 
Wmter, 1936. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
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568. History of International Economic Policies. International· politics with 
emphasis on the economic foreign policies of the Great Powers as they have 
been adapted to expanding interests. The bearing of the~e policies on inter· 
national relations and on the problem of international organization. Prerequisite: 
6 credits of history, 3 credits of government, and 3 credits of economics. Fall. 
595. Seminar In Historical st·udy an.d Interpretation. Schools of historical ln· 
terprctation; sources of information; historical criticism: methods of note·takinr: 
preparation of manuscripts. Prerequisite: 15 credits of history. Credit 2 or 3 
each quartar. 
604. Research In Economic Blatory. Messrs. Schmidt, Ross, Moody. 
GOVERNMENT 
214. American. Government. An introductory course. Historical origins; funda· 
mental principles; organization, functions, and workings of the federal syst~; 
examination of the Constitutions of the United States and of Iowa; prin·ciples 
of a republican form of governme.nt; relation of, the national government to agri· 
culture, industry, business, and commerce. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
315. American. Government. Similar to 214. For upper-class atud®ts. Fall, 
Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
424. State ancl Local Government• in. the United States. Historical foundations; 
pres~nt organization and functions; special problems, including the reorganiza· 
tion of· state and local administration; financial and budgetary proposals; civil 
service principles. Prerequisite: 214 or 315. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
435. Municipal Government._ Historical foundations of American city !JOVcrn• 
ment; city manager form of city government and city manager problems; efficiency 
in oity government. Prerequisite: 214 or 315. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
436. Municipal Problems. The city in action; problems of administrative organi· 
zation and personnel; legal aspects of city plannina and zoning; municipal finance· 
regulation of public utilities; municipal owne.rship; special problems of municlpaf 
administration arising out of the depression. Prerequisite: 214 or 315. Spring. Rec. 
3. Credit 3. 
446. European Governments. Comparative examination of the governments of 
England, France, Germany, Itallt. and Switzerland; political problems of these 
countries; comparisons with the United States. Prerequisite: 214 or 315. Spring. 
Rec. 3. Ci-edit 3. 
468. Political Parties and Party Problems. Historical development of political 
parties; bases of par-ty affiliations; party organization; seJected J>arty prob· 
lems, including the direct primary, party finance, and the conduct of elections; 
party issues. Prerequisite: 214 or 315. Alt~rnate years. Fall, 1934. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. 
476. Public Administration. Principles applied to national, state, and local gov· 
ernments; problems of organization, personnel, equipment, and financial pro· 
cedure; reorganization of government; current problems and tendencies in Iowa .... 
Prerequisite: 6 credits of government. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
495. SJ)eclal Topics. State or rural governments; the recovery administration 
of the national governme,nt; current party problems. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
GENEVIEVE FISHER, Dean of Home Economics 
For general information concerning the Division, see page 96. 
All students in Home Economics are required to take certain basic 
courses. The courses in the first year are the same for all. At the be-
ginni'ng of the sophomore year the student makes a choice of one of the 
following curricula : 
Page 
Applied Art - - - • - - .• - - . - . - . - .•.•.• - .211 
Child Development •.. - ___ - - - - - • - . - - .214 
Dietetics •• ____ -• - - - - . - - - - - ... - - • - - - .216 
Foods, Nutrition and Chemistry ______ .218 
Home Economics Education_ .. _ • - - • - .220 
Home Economics with major in: 
Extension . ___ • _ - - -•. __ - . - . - - - - - - .221 
Technit'.al Joumalliun ••.•• - .• - • - • - .230 
Page 
Home Management •••.• - •••••••••• - .222 
Home Management and Economlca •••• 228 
Household Equipment ••• _._-·_ •••••• 225 
I natitution Management. _ •. _ .••• _ ••. 227 
Nutrition. ______ ·-.-·. - ••••••• -- •••• 217 
Textiles and Clothing ____ •• __ -- __ •••• 228 
Textiles and Chemistry. - _ . _. - •• - • _ •• 229 
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Home projects in foods and nutrition (F. & N. 207) and textiles and 
clothing (T. & C. 225), designed to supplement the students laboratory 
e.xperience in these two fields are required of all students preceding regis-
tration in advanced courses. 
192 credits are required for graduation. 
Graduate work leading to the degree of Master of Science is offered 
by all departments in the division. See page 113. 
Courses in the Divisions of Agriculture, Engineering, and Industrial 
Science are open to Home Economics students as electives. 
Curriculum in Home Economics 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 








Elementao'l Design Elementary Design Household Equipment 
A.A.1 1 2 A.A. 105 8 H. Eq. 154 8 
General Chemistry General Chemistry tGeneral Physics 
Chem. 105 4 Chem.106 4 Phys. 106 4 
Composition Composition fCom~osition 
Engl. 101 3 E~l. 102 3 Eng. 108 s 
Penonat Health Tex es Food Preparation 
~.10• s T. & C. 104 3 F. & N. 204 4 
Am can Govt. Biology 
Govt. 21' 3 Zool. 104 8 
Pb~cal Education Ph~cal Education Physical Education 
bys. Ed. 101 Ra bys. Ed. 102 R Phys. Ed. 108 1•• 
16 16 15 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be rcquirEd to include in bar 5ched-
ule: H. Ee. 101, 102, 108. Psych. 110 and Lib. 106B make up the requirement or H. Ee. 101 
ln the Fall Quarter. 
•The number refers to the description of the course. 
·2For definition of a credit ,see page 127. 
IR Indicates that the course is required, without credit, for graduatio~. 
tThose who plan to elect the curriculum in Foods and Nutrition and Chemistry (see page 
218> must Elect Chem. 103 in place of Physics 106. 
•~ne credit ls given upon the completion or three quarters' work. 
tstudenta making-less than a quality point average or 1.5 in Freshman English will be re-
qutred to enroll for additional work in English Composition.· 
SOPHOMORE, JUNIOR, AND SENIOR YEARS 
At the beginning of the Sophomore year each student must choose one 
of the fotlowing curricula : Applied Art, Child Development, Dietetics, 
Nutrition, Foods and Nutrition and Chemistry, Home Ec.onomics Educa-
tion, Home lfanagement, Home Management and Economics, Household 
Equipment, Institution Maqagement, Textiles and Clothing, Home Eco-
nomics (with major in Home Economics Extension, or Technical Jour· 
na1ism). 
For details of the above curricula see pages following. 
• 
DescriptioD. of Course 
101, 102, 103. Orientation. (101) Social ethics and library. (Psych. 110 and Lib. 
106B.) Fall. (102, 103) Survey of opportunities in the field of home economics 
aa a basis for choice of major. Winter, Spring. Required of '111 fr~shmen in 
home economics. Leet. 1. Required each course, 
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APPLIED ART 
JOANNE M. HANSEN, Head of Department 
Associate Professor Fisher ; Assistant Professors Henderson, Russell, 
O'Bryan; Instructors Kitt, Lepley, Ness, Rhoads, Waugh; Extension 
Workers Workman, Garner, Gibson, Wilson 
The department of Applied Art offers instruction involving the use of 
art elements and the application of fundamental design principles to the 
needs of the individual and the home. 
The courses are planned with the' objectives of creating a more sensi-
tive consciousness of good design and of beauty ; of promoting a strong 
desire to eliminate or transform ugliness into beauty; of acquiring cer-
tain skills and appreciations that will enrich life and make leisure more 
profitable ; of developing good judgment, wise selection and discrimina-
tion in the buying and use of material things in relation to daily living 
and' to the home; of realizing the importance which the general public, 
periodicals, daily papers and advertising give to art qualities found in 
the things of every day life. 
There is a growing demand in vocational and commercial fie.Ids for 
women trained in applied art who have the home economics viewpoint. 
For teachers and extension specialists in home furnishing; for merchan-
dise advisors, buyers and designers ; for assistant designers and con-
sultants in interior decoration ; for the many phases in commercial de-
sign, broad training is highly desirable. 
Students may supp~ment the hours of required work by selecting 
courses along their chi~f lines of interest. . 
For those students who demonstrate to the Applied Art department 
that they have more than average ability in this field the curriculum out· 
lined below is open. Advanced credit students are requested to brin&' 
representative work. 
Curriculum in Applied Art 
For Freshman Year, see page 210. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credi ta Credit. 
Draw. & Composition Draw. & Composit.lon Draw. & Composition 
A.A. 221 2 A.A. 222 2 A.A. 228 2 
Food Preparation House Planning lnterJor House Design 
F. & N. 205 4 A.A. 260 2 A.A. 264 8 
Ap&ilied Organic Food Chemistry Ph~fol. & Nutr. Chem. 
hem. 264 5 Chem. 266 3 hem. 274 3 
Dev~p:ent of West. General Psychology Clothing 
Ci tion Psych. 204 a T. & C. 224 8 
Hist. 201 3 Develnf:ent of West. Develo~ment of West. 
Costume Design Civ' tion Civil atlon 
T. & C.144 3 Hist. 202 3 Hist. 208 8 
Phyalcal Education Plan. Home Landscapes Music Appreciation 
Phys. Ed. 201 R L.A. 206 2 Mwdc 14( 1 
Physical Education PhlJsical Education 
Phys. Ed. 202 R hya. Ed. 208 1** 
17 15 16 
••One credit ia given upon tho completion of t.bree quarters' work. 




Bact. 804B 6 
Pri.Dc. of Economics 
Ee. 211 8 
Craft Design 
A.A. 845 2 
Draw. & Composition 
A.A. 624 2 
Nineteenth Century l 
Engl. 25' or 8 
Tech. J'ournalism 


































H. Mgt. 474 
Home Mgt. House 
H. Mgt. 475 
Historic Textiles 




















Nutr. & Dietetics 
F. & N. 305 4 
Ee. of Consumption 
Ee. 218 3 
British Masterpieces ) 
Engl. 874 or 8 
Ninteenth Century 
•Engl. 254 or 256 
Child Care and Training 










Home Made Pottery 











Curriculum in Occupational Therapy 
A curriculum for the training in Occupational Therapy has been plan-
ned by the Applied Art Department in co-operation with the State Uni-
versity of Iowa. Students in this curriculum will spend the first semester 
of the senior year at the State University of Iowa, where training will be 
given in psychiatry and in teaching under the supervision of an occupa-
tional therapist in university hospitals. Those interested in this cur-
riculum should confer with the Head of the Applied Art Department at 
the beginning of their sophomore year. 
'-
Description of Courses 
104. Elementary Design. Elements of design, and the development and applica-
tion of fundamental art principles and color theories through problems tn art 
structure. Fall, Winter. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
105. ~sip. Problems and J?rojects in design requiring creative work in the 
use of liner form, dark and hght, color and texture. Prerequisite: 104. Falt, 
Winter, Sprin~. Rec. 1. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
221, 222, 223. Drawing and Composition. (221). Rapid sketching and free ~pres­
sion with wide range of subjects and mediums. (222, 223) Perspective, landscape 
and figure sketching in1 lin"- form, and color with emt>hasis upon dark and l!ght, 
and unity in composition. Prerequisite: 221. (223) Prerequisite: 222. Fall, 
Winter, Spring, respectively. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 2 ~ch course. 
260. House Planning. The exterior and interior of the home _planned for con-
venience, economy, 3nd beauty. Prerequisite: 105. Fall, \Vinter, Spring. Lab. 3, 2 
hr. Credit 2. 
264. Interior House Design. The furnishing of a home of moderate means, as 
planned in 260, considering convenienc~ comfort, simplicity and beauty. Pre-
requisite: 260, except for majors in Textiles and Clothing. Fall, Winter, Sprin~. 
Rec. 1. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 9. 
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305. Commercial Design. Lettering and design in dark and light and color' in 
relation to advertising art with mediums suitable for reproduction. Prerequisite: 
105. Winter. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
344. Constructive and Decorative Design. Problems in wood carving, basketr7, 
weaving, and rug desi~. Prerequisite: 105. Fall, Winter. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
345. Craft Design. Book-binding, leather, and metal. Prerequisite: 105. Fall, 
Winter, Sprina-. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
400. Special Problems. Credit and hours as arranged. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
434. Textile Design. Tie.·dyc, batik, and block printing, with a study of the 
historic design of textiles. Prerequisite: 105, T. & C. 104. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
Leet. and lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
445. Constructlv& and Decorative Design. The development of original pattern 
and color tombinations through textile weaving. Prerequisite: 344. Spring. Lab. 
3, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
484. Art Appreciation. A survey of architecture sculp~urc, and painting from 
prehistoric to modern times. Prerequisite: 105. Fall, Winter, Sprang. Leet. 3. 
Credit 3. 
504. Seminar. Credit and hours as arranaed. Winte.r. Miss Hansen. 
507. Manuscript Decoration. Decorative motives and ancient styles of lettering, 
with em_phasis upon original modern adaptations. Pre.requisite: 305. Alternate 
years. Spring, 1936. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
524. Drawing; and Composition. Decorative composition in dark and light and 
color, based upon previous sketches and assigned subjects. Prcre.quisitc: 223. Fall. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
535. Textile Design. Creative de.sign appropriate for batik and decorative stitch· 
cry, with emphasis upon composition, color, and technique. Prerequisite: 434. 
Spring. Lab. 2J 3 hr. Credit 2. 
5461 547. Craft Design. (546) Metal working, silver smithing, and jewelry. Pre· requisite: 345. Spring. (547) Constructive application of dcsian to leather, metal, 
wood, and other materials. Prerequisite: 344, 345. Spring. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 
2 ~,ach course. 
565, 566. Interior House Desfgn. Scale, form, value, texture, and color in the 
selection, use and adaptation of t>eriod furnishings of distinctive strles to modern 
homes. (565) Spring. Prerequisite: 264. (566) Spring. Prerequisite: 565. Rec. 
1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Cre.dit 3 each course. 
SSS, 586. Art Appreciation. Prcre_guisitc: 484 and also Hist. 201 for majors in 
Applied Art. (585) Medieval and Renaissance Art. Winter. (586) Modern and 
Contemporary Art. Spring. Rec. 2. Cret.lit 2 each course. 
604. Advanced Design. Fall, Winter, Spring. Miss Hansen, Miss Henderson. 
614. Research. Miss Hansen, Miss Henderson. 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
LuLu R. LANCASn:R, Head of Department 
Professor Vance; Associate Professor Swanson; Assistant Professor 
Lowenberg; Instructor Sandstrom; Graduate Assistant Knockel; Fel-
low Stephenson; Extension Worker Jones 
The purpose of this department is to give students a better under-
standing and appreciation of children under school age. The two nur-
sery schools with forty children from two to five years of age, and the 
four home management houses with an infant in each house, together 
with the co-operation of the departments of nutrition, hygiene, physiology, 
psychology and physical education offer opportunity for study of the 
varied aspects of child life. 
Specialization in this department prepares students for nursery school 
teaching and leadership in parent education programs. Through affilia-
tion with the Merrill-Palmer School of Home Making, every quarter two 
senior college students of high scholastic rank showing special ability 
in the field of child development are elected to study at that institution. 
This privilege gives the student opportunities to study many varied 
phases of child life which a college cannot offer. 
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Curriculum in Child Development 
For Freshman Year, see page 210. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spriflg Quarter 
Credi ta Credits Credits 
A~lfed Orpnic Food Chemistry Ph~iol. & Nutr. Chem. 
hem • .26' 5 Chem. 266 3 hem. 274 3 
Food Preparation Nineteenth Century 
Ja 
Interior House Design 
P. & N. 205 4 End. 25' or A.A. 264 3 
Costume Dellen Tech. Journalism Clothing 
T. 4: C.14' 8 T. JI. 225 T.&C.224 3 
General Psychology Activities in N.S. 
Psych. 20'4 3 C.D. 230 3 
House Planning 
2 A.A. 260 
~hoiceA 3 or 4 ~hoice B 3 or 4 *Choice C 3 or 4 
Pb~cal Education Physical Education Physical Education 
hy1. Ed. 201 R Phys. Ed. 202 R Phys. Ed. 203 l*"' 
15 or 16 14 or 15 16 or l'.{ 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Ruman P~aiolou Nutrition & Diet. Oral Reading 
Zool. 25 5 F. & N. 305 4 P.S. 254 3 
HoUlebold Bact. Child Physiology Nutrition of Children 
Bact. 804B 5 Zool. 558 3 F. & N. 506 3 
Child ~cholOKY Child Care & Train. Aptilied Sociology 
Ply~416 3 C.D. 4.35 3 c. 884 3 
Extempore Speaking Nineteenth Century 
ls 
Prine. of Economics 
P.S. 811 s Engl. 254 or 255 Ee. 211 8 
or Ph~ical Development 
•••Enrl. Electives .D. 645 2 
Electives 3 Electives 2 or 3 
16 16 16 or 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Art Appreciation Home Management Textile Economics 
A.A. 484 8 H. MJ:.474 3 T. & C. 564 2 
Meal Plannlnf Home gt. House Children's Clothing 
F. 4: N. 40 3 H. Mgt. 475 4 T. & C. 526 3 
Pl~ 4: Play Materials Home Relationships Tech11iques of Guidance 
.D. 440 2 H. M~ 584 3 C.D. 550 4 
Prine. of Economics Ee. of onsumption Advanced Child Psych. 
Ee. 212 8 Ee. 218 s Psych. 416 3 
Adv. Child Care 
C.D. E86 3 
Eleetlvea 8 Electives 3 or 4 Electives 4 or 5 
17 16 or 17 16 or 17 
*Choice A, B C. The same subject must be continued throughout the year. Choice may 
be made from the followin1: El. French, Mod. Lan1r. 201, 202, 203; El. German, Mod. Lang. 
281, 282, 283: Hiltory 201, 202, 203; Botany 101D, 102D, toSD; Zoology 105, 234, 224; 
Pbjal~ 801, 802 808. 
•~ne credit ri1 be Elven upon the completion of three quarters' work. 
••~tudenta who elect T. JI. 225 in sophomore year take Engl. 254 or 255. 
Suneated electives for Child Development: A.A. 221; Engl. 804, 805;F. & N. f04; I.A. 106; 
I. Mrt. 688: Ee. 885: Gen. 810; P.S. 104; Phys. Ed. 80-&, 805; Cer. E. 824; Zool. 105, 234, 224; 
Ph)'8: 301, 802, 808. I 
Description of Courses 
230. ActlTltles hl the Nunery SchooL An introductory course planned espe· 
ciall1 for Child Development majors. Observational studies on activitit'.s earned 
on by children of pre-aChool age. Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit J. Not 
open to Freshmen. 
435. Child Care and Tra.lnfnr. Factors involved in physical, mental, social, and 
emotional development of children, with discussion of problems in the home. Ob· 
~tion and participation. in nursery school. Fall, Winter, Sprin~. Prerequi-
site: credit or classification in Zool. 255, Psych. 415, F.&N. 205. Rec. 3. Lab. 2, 
1 hr. Credit 3. 
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440. Play and Play Materials. An investigation of literature, music, art, cta:r 
modelinfr,. together with play equipment suitable for pre·achool children. Fa11. 
Prerequ1s1te: 43S. Rec. I. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
S36. Advanced Child Care and 'l'ralnlng. For students majorin'- in child de· 
velopment, home economics education and other fields concerned with younr chil· 
dren. Additional e.xperience with young children and a survey of literature to 
give a better understanding of child life. Fall, \Vinter, Spring. Prerequisite: 
435. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
S45. Physical Development. Emphasis on environmental factors as the)" influence 
health of infants and young children. Prerequisite: Credit or classification in 
435. Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
SSO. Techniques of Guidance. Observation and practical experience in guidance 
of children in nursery school. Emphasis on ic;rowth promoted through children's 
interests and activities. Fall, Winter. Spring. Prerct1uisitc: Credit or classifica• 
tion in 440. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
SSS. Spe~ial Tbpics. Fall, Winter, Spring. Prerequisite: 43S. 
614. Research. Mr. Vance, Mrs. Lancaster. 
665. Seminar. Fall, Winter, Spring. Mrs. Lancaster, Mr. Vance. 
666. Nursery School Organization. Administration of nursery schools with cm· 
phasis on budget, housing, equipment; staff, parent and student participation. 
Pre.requisite: 43S. Winter. Credit and hours as arranged. Mrs. Lancaster. 
667. Infant Care. :for those preparing to direct home management houses. 
Emphasis on the twenty-four hour care of infants. Prcrequisitt\: 43S, H. Mgt. 47S. 
Summer, first term. Rec. 2. Lab. 4, 3 hr. Credit 3. Mrs. Lancaster. 
FOODS AND NUTRITION 
P. MABEL NELSON, Head of Department 
Associate Professors Lowe, Swanson: Assistant Professors L'Englc, 
Shilling, Lowenberg; Instructors Kirkpatrick, Bywater, Plagge; Fel-
lows Dyar, Storvick; Extension Workers Petersen, Cessna, Swinney 
The department offers courses designed to acquaint the student with 
the principles underlying the selection, preparation, and use of foods in 
the proper nutrition of the individual. Students electing a curriculum 
in Foods and Nutrition may prepare themselves for appointments in 
dietetics, nutrition, social welfare, commercial foods service, and.research. 
The sequence of required courses for Home Economics is specified on 
page 210. The choice of electives in the junior and senior years will vary 
with the major interest of the student. 
The curriculum in· dietetics is designed to prepare the student for hos-
pital training. Following graduation, a post-graduate curriculum of 8-12 
months must be takeh in a hospital approved by the American Dietetic 
Association. After completion of this training and six months of ex-
perience, the student is eligible to membership in the American Dietetics 
Association. 
The curriculum in nutrition is designed for nutrition specialists and 
social welfare workers, or those preparing for commercial foods ap-
pointments. Courses in education and animal nutrition are advised for 
nutrition specialists; sociology, psychology, and child development, for 
welfare workers ; large quantity cookery and catering for those preparing 
for commercial food appointments. 
The curriculum in foods and nutrition and chemistry is designed to pre-
pare the student for research in foods or nutrition. The home economics 
curriculum is supplemcntrd with outlined courses in chemistry, physics, 
mathematics, and foreign language which are taken instead of the in· 
dicated electives. 
Transfer students must satisfy the home experience project, F. & N. 
207, one quarter before registering for advance courses in foods. Prac-
tical examinations for credit in home and previous experience are given 
once each quarter. 
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Curriculum in Dietetics 






Food Preparation Geo. Psychology 
fF. & N. 205 4 Pfich.204 8 
Ap&lied Organic Foo Chemistry 
hem. 264 5 Chem. 265 5 
Costume Design House Plan11ing 
T. & C. 144 8 A.A. 260 2 
Nineteenth Century ls Eogl. 254 or 
Tech. Journalism 
J T. JI. 225 
•Choice A 8 or 4 *Choice B 8 or 4 
Physical Education Physical Education 
Phys, Ed. 201 R Phys. Ed. 202 R ---
15 or 16 16 or 17 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Lar\i Quant. Cookery 
I. ·gt. 880 4 
Phdsiol. & Nutr. Chem. 
hem. 275 5 
Inter. House Design 
A.A. 264 8 
*Choice C 8 or 4 
Physical Education 
1** Phys. Ed. 203 
16 or 17 
*Choict A, B C. The same subject must be continued throughout the year. Choice may 
be made from the following: El. French, Mod. Lang. 201. 202, 208; El. German, Mod. Lang. 
231, 232, 233; History 201, 202, 208; Math. lOlB, 102B, 108B; Botany lOlD 102D, 108D; 
Zoology 105, 234, 224; Physics 301, 302, 808. 
••One credit Is given upon the compl~tion of three quarters' work. 
tHome Experience, F. & N. 207, required upon completion of F. & N. 205. See page 218. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Human Pysiology Nutr. & Dietetics Meal Planning 
Zool. 25 5 F.&N.305 4 F.&N.405 3 
Household Dact. Clothing Nineteenth Century 
}3 Bact. 804B 5 T. & C. 224 3 Engl. 255 or Prine. of Economics Prine. of Economics **Elective in Engl. 
Ee. 211 3 Ee. 212 3 Ee. of Consumption 
Child Psychology A~lted Sociology Ec.213 3 
Psych. 416 3 c. 884 3 Nutr. of Children 
F. & N. 606 3 
Electives 8 or 4 Electives 6 
16 16 or 17 17 
••Students whC\ elected T. JI. 225 in the sophomore year take Engl. '254 or 255. 
SENIOR YEAR 
Ex3erimental Cook. Art Appreciation Home Management 
• & N. 611 3 A.A. 484 3 H. Mgt. 474 3 
AccounUn1t Child Care & Traf r.fng Home Mgt. House 
Ee. 874 4 C.D. 485 3 H. Mgt. 475 4 
Purchasing Child Physiology Institution Admin. 
I. Mgt. 484 3 Zool. 558 3 I. Mgt.. 587 3 
Nutr. & Dietetics Textile Economics • Methods in Teaching 
F. & N. 404 2 T. & C. 564 2 H. Ee. Ed. 8 
Extempore Speaking 
P.S. 311 3 
Abnormal Nutr. & 
ElecUvca 2 or 4 
Dietetics 
F. & N. 504 8 Electives 3 
14 or 16 17 16 
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Curriculum in Nutrition 
For Freshman Year, set: page 210. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter 
Credits Credits 
Food Preparation Gen. Psychology 
tF. & N. 205 4 Psych.204 8 
ApC:lled Organic Food Chemistry 
hem. 264 5 Chem. 266 6 
Costume Design House Planning 
T. & C. 144 s A.A. 260 2 
Nioeteenth Century 
/a Engl. 264 or Tech. Journalism 
J.\ Jl. 225 
*Choice A 3 or 4 *Choice B 3 or 4 
PhlJsical Education 
bys. Ed. 201 R 
Physical Education 
Phys. Ed. 202 R 
lf> or 16 16 or 17 
Spring Quarter . Credlta 
Inter. House Design 
A.A. 264 3 
Ph~siol. & Nutr: Chem. 
hem. 276 6 
••Engl. 255 or 3 
Nineteenth Century } 
:t.Electlve in English. 
*Choice C 8 or 4 
Physical Education 
Phys. Ed. 208 1••• 
15 or 16 
*Choice A, B C. The same subject must be conth,ued throughout the year. Choice may 
be made from the following: El. French, Mod. Lang. 201, 202, 208: El. German, Mod. Lal!J[. 
281, 282, 288: History 201, 202, 208; Math. 101B, 102B, 10SB; Botany 101D, 102D, 108D; 
Zoology 105, 284, 224; Physics 801, 802, 808. 
**Stud~ts who elected T. Jl. 225 in the Winter Quarter take Engl. 254 or 256. 
tEngl. 864, 864, 456, 464, 466. 
***One credit is given upon the completion of three quarters' work. 
tHome Experience, F. & N. 207, required upon completion of F. & N. 206. See paie 218. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Human Physiology Nutrition and Dietetics Meal Plannln/ 
Zool. 255 5 F. & N. 306 4 F. & N. 40 8 
Household Bact. Child Psychology Textile Economics 
Bact. 804B 5 Ps6Jch. 415 8 T. & C. 664 2 
Ap~lied Sociology Clot og 
8 c. 884 3 T. & C. 224 
Prine. of Economics Prine. of Economics Ee. of Consumption 
Ee. 211 3 Ee. 212 8 Ee. 218 3 
Electives 3 or 4 Electives 8 or 9 
16 16 or 17 16 or 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Child Care and Training Nutr. of Children Field Work ln Nutr. 
C.D. 486 8 F. & N. 606 3 F. & N. 606 3 
ExGerimental Cooking Child Physiology 
3 
Extempore Speaking 
8 • & N. 611 3 Zool. 658 P.S. 812 
Extempore Speaking Nutr. & Dietetics Home Manaicement 
P.S. 811 8 F. & N. 404 2 H. M~.474 3 
Art Appreciation •s~ecial T6'Qics la . Home gt, House A.A. 484 8 • & N. O? or H. Met. 476 4 EW,erimental Cook. 
• di: N. 612 
8 Electives 4 or 6 Electives 6 Electives 
16 or 17 17 16 
•Consult Head of Department. 
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Curriculum in Foods and Nutrition and Chemistry 
For Freshman Year, see page 210, Chem. 103 instead of Phys. 106. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credi ta ,Credits Credi ta 
Food Pre~ratlon Gen. Psychology Child Psychology 
•F. 6 • 205 ' Psych.204 3 Psych. 415 
3 
Quant. A11alyllb Quant. Analysis Quant. Analysis 
Chem. 211 ' Chem. 212 4 Chem. 218 s Ala bra Plane Trigonometry Anal. Geometry 
ath. 101B ' Math. 102B 4 Math. 103B 4 Human P:flloloo Nineteenth Century js Prine. of Economics Zool. 25 5 Engl. 254 or Ee. 211 3 Tech. Journalism 
T. JI. 225 
Extempore Speaking 
3 Phpsicnl Education P.S. 811 
P~llcal Edu~tlon Pb/Jslcal Education hf,s. Ed. 203 1*• 
hya. Ed. 201 R bys. Ed. 202 R Elect ves 2 
17 17 16 
•Home~erience, F. & N. 207, re~uired ucon completion of F. & N. 205. 
••One it Is given upon complet on of t ree quarters' work. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
O~lc Chemistry O~ic Chemistry Organic Chemistry 
hem. 881 6 hem. 882 5 Ch£m. 883 5 
Dlt?. Calculua Integ. Calculus Applied Calculus 
Math. 211 4 Math. 212 4 Math. 213 4 
Gen. Phyalca Gen. Physics Gen. Physics 
" 4 Phys. 803 4 Phya. 801 Prine. of Economics Phys. 802 Ee. of Consumption Child Care & Training Ee. 212 8 Ee. 218 3 C.D. 485 3 
16 16 16 
SENIOR YEAR 
P13s1cat Chem. 
hem. 821 ' 
Ph&alcal Chem. 
hem. 322 ... 
Phdsical Chem. 
h£m. 328 4 
P~oloifcal Chom. Food Analysis Seminar 
h~m. -&7' 8 Chem. 346 4 F. & N. 404 2 
German German German 
M.L. 441 8 M. L. 442 3 M.L. 443 3 
Household Bact. Nutr. & Dletet1ca Art Appreciation 
Bact. 80'8 6 F. & N. 806 ( A.A. 484 3 
Textile Economics 
T. & C. 564 2 Electives 4 
15 17 16 
Description of Courses 
204, 205. Food Preparation. Composition, selection, and preparation of food; foe· 
tors of cookeryi· analysis of recipes and standard products. (204) Prerequisite: 
Chem. 106. Fal , Winter, Spring. (205) Prerequisite: 204. l"all, Winter, Spring. 
I~ect. 1. Rec. 1. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 4 each course. 
21J1. Home Bzperlence. All students must have, in addition to the prescribed 
foods subjects, some practical experience before graduation. The home experience 
project has been des1aned for this purpose. It should follow F.&N. 205. Com· 
pletion of the proj~t and the practical examination are prerequisite to regis· 
tration in dietetics, F.&N. 305. 
304. Advanced F.ood Preparation. Factors affecting the preparation of standard 
food products from the cx~rimental viewpoint. Prerequisite: 205 or 207. Fall, 
Winter, Spring. Leet. l. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
305. Nutrition. and Dfetotfcs. Principles of normal human nutrition. Applica-
tion of practical feedinji'. problems of the individual. Calculation and preparation 
of dietaries. Prerequisite: 205, 2111, Practical Examination, Bact. 304B, Chem. 274 
or 275, and Zool. 255. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
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404. Seminar In Nutrition and Dietetics. Prerequisite: 305t Fall, Winter, 
Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
405. Meal Planning. Individual planninl{ and preparation of meals for famit:r 
groups including adaptation to needs of chtld. Aesthetic phase and social Ol!l>Qr• 
tunity in meals emphasize,d. Prerequisite: Credit or classification in 305. Falt, 
\Vinter, Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
406. Fundamentals of F4od Selection and Preparation. Principles of cooker:y, 
meal planning and preparation adapted to forestry, engineerina, scout cam_ps, and 
organized houses. Open to Juniors and Seniors in forestry. Spring. Leet. 1. 
Rec. 1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1 to 3. 
504. Diet In Dfseas&. Impaired digestive or metabolic conditions and dietetic 
treatment. Prerequisite: 305. Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
SOS. Field Wprk In Nutrition. Malnutrition, its causes and prevention; obse.rva· 
tions of school children: contacts with school nurse, city social work director, 
parent-teacher groups. Prerequisite: 506. Fall, Spring. ~.ct. 1. Lab. l or 2, 3 
hr. Credit 2 or 3. 
506. Nutrition of Children. Infant feeding, development of food habits didar.v 
standards, food requirements of various ages and indices of nutrition. P.:erequi· 
site: 305. Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Lab! 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. · 
507. Special Topics. Prerequisite: JOS. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
SU, 512, 513. Experimental Cookery. (511) Sugar cookery; heat penetration; 
veze.table and egg cookery; batters and doughs. Prerequisite: 20S, and Chem. 
26S. Fall, Winter, Spring. (512) Emulsions, fats, and oats; meats; gelatin and 
milk. Prere!J.uisite: 5U. Winter, Spring. (513) Special problems. Prerequisite: 
511. Fall, Wante.r', Spring. (511, 512) Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3 each course. 
(Si3) Credit and hours as arranged. 
604. Laboratory Methods In Nutrition. Em~hasis on nitrogen, calcium, iron, 
and phosphorous determinations. Vitamin studies. Prerequisite: 305, and classi· 
fication in Diem. 474. Fall, Spring. Leet. 1. Lab. S, 3 hr. Credit 6. Mi11 
Swanson. 
605. Advanced Nutrition and Dietetics. Recent developments in nutrition with 
selected problems. Precequisite: 604. Winter. Leet. 2. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit S. 
Miss Swanson. 
,,, 609. Seminar. Falt, Winter, Spring. Misa Nelson, Miss Swanson. 
614. Research. (A) Nutrition. (B) Foods. Misses Nelson, Swanson, Lowe. 
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
(Administered jointly by the Home Economics Division and the De-
partment of Vocatiomil Education.) 
CoRA B. :MILLER, Head of Department 
Associate Professors Friant, Turner; Assistant Professors Chadderdon, 
Lyle; Instructors Dahlen, McKibben ; Graduate Assistant Wherry 
The work in this department is planned to meet the state requirement 
in education, psychology, and home economics for a teacher's standard 
secondary certificate in Iowa. Opportunity is offered for supervised 
teaching in Home Economics in typical Iowa schools. 
The standard secondary certificate requires also the completion of 
at least 15 quarter credits in each of two additional subject matter fields. 
The "choice" in the sophomore year should form the basis of one of these 
fields. 
The following subjects, in addition to those required for all students 
in the department, are suggested for those desiring to be recommended 
for teaching in the specified minor fields : 
English : 255, 205 or 304, 464, 394. 
History : 201, 202, 203, 534, 564. 
:Mathematics: 101B, 102B, 103B, 300, 497. 
General Science-Botany: 101D, 102D, 1030 . . 
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• Curriculum in Home Economics Education 








Food Preparation A~lied Organic Food Chemistry 
F. & N. 205 4 hem. 264 5 Chem. 266 8 
Costume Deaip 
T. & C.144 3 
Clothin~ 
T. & • 224 3 
Ee. of Consumptiol\ 
Ee. 213 3 
Prine. of Economics Prine. of Economics Interior House DesigP 
Ee. 211 3 Ee. 212 3 A.A. 264 8 
General Psychology House Planning Educational Psychology 
8 Psycb.204 3 A.A. 260 2 Psych.334 
*Choice A 3 or 4 *Choice B 3 or 4 *Choice C 3 or 4 
Ph~cal Education 
bys. Ed. 201 R 
Physical Education 
Phys. Ed. 202 R 
Physical Education 
Phys. Ed. 208 1** 
16 or 17 16 or 17 16 or 17 
*Choice A, B, C. Students are advised to elect some aubject which they desire to teach. 
The sam'• subject must be continued throughout the year. Choice may be made from the 
following: El. French, Mod. Lan~. 201, 202, 203; El. G£rman. Mod. Lang. 231, 282, 288; 
History 201, 202, 208; Math. 101B, 102B, 108B; Botany 101D, 102D, lOBD; Zoology 105, 
284, 224; Physica 801, 802, 808; Engl. 255, 464, 205 or 304. 
*•One credit will be given upon the completion of three quarters' work. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Household Bacteriology Nutr. & Dietetics Meal Planning 
Bact. 804B 5 F. & N. 805 4 F. & N. 406 8 
Humar P1p'81ology Adv. Clothing Ap:£lied Sociology 
Zool. 25 5 T. & C. 324 4 c. 884 3 
P~ol. & Nutr. Chem. Child Psychology Child Care & Training 
hem. 274 8 Psych.415 3 C.D. 435 3 
Pri11c. of Education Methods of Teaching Methods, Teaching Home Ee. 
Voe. Ed. 304 3 Voe. Subjtcts H. Ee. Ed. 406 4 
Voe. Ed. 305 4 Electives 8 
Elect.iv es 2 
16 17 16 
SENIOR YEAR 
Suiervised Teachln1 Home Management Prine. Second. Education 
• Ee. Ed. 407 " H. ~t. 474 8 Voe. Ed. 806 3 Textile Economics Home anagPment House Masterpieces of World T. & C. 664 2 H. Mgt. 475 4 Literature 
Extemi:ore Spuldng American M .. terpieees l Engl. 854 8 P.S. 811 8 Engl. 864 or 3 Adv. Child Care & Train. 
Art Appreciation Tech. Journalism C.D. 586 8 
A.A. 484 8 T. JI. 225 Electives 7 
Electives 4 Electives 6 
16 16 16 
Vocational Certificate 
The department is approved by the Federal Board for Vocational Edu-
cation for the training of teachers of Homemaking. Students who de'sire 
to teach in the federally aided (Smith-Hughes or George Reed) schools 
of the state must complete the curriculum in Home Economics Education, 
plus the following subjects : 
Home Economics Education 514 
Home Economics Education 507 
Home Economics Education SOS 
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Extension Major 
Mature students who are interested in receiving training which will 
prepare them for work in the Extension field may omit from the Home 
Economics Education curriculum, Vocational Education 304 and 306; 
and Psychology 334. The following courses must be added : 
F.&N. SOS-Field Work in Nutrition 
Ee. 38~Rural Sociology 
Ee. S87-Rural Community Organization 
T. Jl.& 435-Technical Publicity 
H. Ee. Ed. Sl7-Methods in Extension 






406 •. (Voe. Ed. 406.) Methods of Teaching Home Economics. Objectives for home 
t",COnomics courses in high school. Selection of problems for realizing objectives. 
Methods of presenting problems. Uses of objective material. Directed observation 
and participation in teaching. Prere.quisite: Voe. Ed. 305, and comJ.>letion of two 
quarters of junior year. Rec. 3. Lab. 1, 2 hr. and 1, 1 hr. Credit 4. 
407. (Voe. Ed. 407.) Supervised Teaching in Home Economics. Supervised teach· 
ing in public schools having co-ope.rative agreement. Prerequisite: Credit or 
classVication in 406. Fall, Winter, Spring. Labs. as arTanaed. Credit 4. 
S04. (Voe. Ed. S04.) Special Topics in Home Economics Education. Prerequi· 
site: 406. 
SOS. (Voe. Ed. 505.) Methods of Teaching Clothing. Prerequisite: T.&C. 324, or 
equivalent, and Voe. Ed. 305. Summer, first term. Not offered 1934. Rec. 5. 
Lab. -1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
506. (Voe. Ed. S06.) Teaching Human Relationships in the Public Schools. Ob· 
jectives, selection of material, and problem organization of courses in human reln· 
tionships, including family and community relationships, child care, and _per· 
sonality development. Prerequisite: 407, C.D. 435, H. Mgt. 474, or equivalent. Rec. 
6. Credit 3. Summer, second term. 
507. (Voe. Ed. 507.) Method of Teaching Related Art. Objectives fM .related 
art courses in vocational schools. Selection of problems for teaching and methods 
of presenting problems. Use of reference.s and ittustrative materials. Prerequi· 
site: Voe. Ed. 305 and A.A. 264. Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
508. (Voe. Ed. S08.) Methods for Evening School Classes. Methods of Ot'lanizing 
and teaching evening school classes. Planning units of work. Observation of 
class work. Prerequisite: Credit or classification in 406. Winter. Rec. 2. Re.c. 
and lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
509. (Voe. Ed. 509.) The Home Economics Movement. The devt'Jopment of home 
economics in relation to the education of women. Reports of presc.nt day fields in 
which home economics is active. Fall, Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
514. (Voe. Ed. 514.) Methods for Vocational TeacJiers. Organization of voca· 
tional program. Home projects. TeachinJ. of related science. Prerequisite: Voe. 
Ed. j()5, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
517. Methods in Extension and Home Demonstration Wor'k. Organization of 
Farm Bureau and groups of farm women; work of home demonstration agents; ~ro· 
jects: co-operUin~ age.ncies; relationship to the college; reports. Prerequisite: 
406. Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 2 as arranged. Credit 3. 
60S. (Voe. Ed. 605.) Home Economics Curricula. Survey of public school home 
economics curricula and recent curriculum studies. Techniqut' of curriculum 
building. Objectives and problems for specific courses. Prerequisite: credit or 
classification in Voe. Ed. S62. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Miss Turner. 
606. (Voe. Ed. 606.) Technique of Su~nisfon. Objectives, techniques, and or· 
ganization of teacher training supervision and state supervision. Prerequisite: 
407 or equivalent. Spring. Credit 3 to 6. Miss Friant. 
607. (Voe. Ed. 607.) Survey Course in Methods for Teachinc Home Economica in 
the Public Schools. Investigation and reports of present day trends in methods of 
teaching home economics. Prerequisite: teaching experience. Summer, first term. 
Rec. S. Credit 2. Miss Milter. 
610. (Voe. Ed. 610.) Seminar. Credit and hours as arranged. Miss Friant. 
614. (Voe. Ed. 614.) Research. Misses Miller, Frlant, Turnu, Cbadderdon. 
COLLEGIATE INSTRUCTION 
HOME MANAGEMENT 
HELEN A. BISHOP, Head of Department 
Professor Hoyt; Graduate Assistants Hunter, Shell, Sulzbach; Exten-
sion Workers Gannon, Cookinham, Spiedel " 
The purpose of the Home Management curriculum is to give the stu-
dent an appreciation of the value of good management in the various 
phases of home life. It offers to those who do not wish to specialize in 
any one field of Home Economics, a more general training. Class dis-
cussion and residence in one of the home management houses give op-
portunity for gaining some experience with the managerial and social 
problems of the home and the care of a child in a home situation. Spe-
cial provision is made by the department for the mature student who 
wishes to prepare for a teaching position in Home Management. 
Curriculum in Home Management 








Food PW.aratlon Costume Design House Plannin1 
F. ct • 205 4 T. & C. 144 3 A.A. 260 2 
A~Ued Organic Food Chemistry 
hem. 26' 5 Chem. 266 3 
Ph~ol. & Nutr. Chem. 
hem. 274 s 
Gen. ~choloa Clothing Prine. of Economics 
Paych.204 3 T. & C. 224 3 Ee. 212 a 
Prine. of EconomiC!I Nineteenth Century 
la Ee. 211 3 Engl. 254 or Technical .Journalism 
•choice A 
T. JI. 225 
8 or 4 •Choice B 3 or 4 *Choice C Sor 4 
P~cal Education 
bys. Ed. 201 R 
Physical Education 
Phys. Ed. 202 R 
Physical Education 
Phys. Ed. 203 1•• ---
15 or 16 15 or 16 15 or 16 
~holce A, Br C. The same subject mu!lt be continuPd throughout the year. Choice may 
be made from tnc. following: El. French, Mod. Lang. 201 202, 208; El. Spanish, Mod. Lantt. 
261. 262, 263; El. German, Mod. Lanst. 231, 282, 233; History 201, 202, 203: Math. lOlB, 
102B, 1038; Botany 101D 102D, 1030; Zoology 105, 284, 224; Pnysics 801, 802, 808: 9 
era. from Enid. 454 455, 456, 464 465, 466, 467. 
•*One credlt will be l{ven upon the completion of three·quarters' work. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Ee. of Consumption 




8 F. & N. 405 8 
Child Psychology Nutr. & Dietetics •••Elective in 
Paych.415 3 F. & N. 305 4 English 8 
Human P~ology Adv. Clothing Art Appreciation 
Zool. 26 5 T. & C. 324 4 A.A. 484 8 
Gen. Bacteriology 
Bact. 804B 5 
Child Care & Trai11ing 
C.D. 436 8 
Music Appreciation 
Music 144 1 
Inter. House DE-sign 
A.A. 264 3 
P~a. Development 
.D. 546 2 
Electives 4or 6 
16 17 16 or 17 




H. Mitt. 474 
Home Mgt. Houae 







6 or 7 






T. & C. 664 2 
Extempore Speaking 
P.S. 811 S 
tPlan. Home Land-
scapes 
L.A. 206 2 
Home Relationships 
H. Mgt. 58~ S 
tChtld Pbysl9logy 
Zool. 558 3 
Electives 3 or 4 





H. Met. 679 1-& 
tstandarda of Llvlng 
Ee. 616 S 
Family_ Finances 
H. Mgt. 518 2 
Electives 
tAlternativea in the above sequence are as follows: L.A. 206 or Hort. 146, Home Florlcul· 
ture; Zool. 558 or F. & N. 506, Nutrition of Children; Ee. 516 or Ee. 515, Con1umera Market.. 
Ing or Ee. 517, Housing. Suggested electives for Home Manag~ment Curriculum: Cer. E. 
824: Engl. 864 or 404, 414, 455, 465; I.A. 105; T. JI. 225 or 385: Ee. 385. 
Curriculum in Home Management and Economics 
For those who are interested, especially in the economic aspccta- of 
Home Management. For Freshman Year, see page 210. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credi ta Credits Credltl 
Food Preparation Costume Design House Planning 
F. & N. 205 4 T. & C. 144- 3 A.A. 260 2 
Ap&lled Organic Food Chemistry Phdalol. & Nutr. Chem. 
hem. 264 6 Chem. 266 3 hem. 274 8 
General Psychology Clothing Nineteenth Century 
Ja 
Psych.204 s T. & C. 224 s Engl. 254 or 
Prine. of Economics Technical Joumallam 
Ee. 211 8 T. JI. 225 
Prine. of Economlca 
Ee. 212 s 
•choice A Sor 4 ~hoice B 8 or 4 ~holce C 8 or 4 
Phyaical Education 
Phys. Ed. 201 R 
Ph~ical Education 
bys. Ed. 202 R 
Ph~ical Education 
hy1. Ed. 208 ••1 
15 or 16 15 or 16 16 or 16 
~hoice A, B C. The samP subject mus~ be continued throughout the year. Choice may 
be made from the folll)wlng: El. French, Mod. I.ang. 201,i.202, 203: El. Spanish, Mod. Lani(. 
261. 262, 268; El. German, Mod. Lang_. 231, 282, 288; .nlstory 201, 202, 208; Math. lOlB. 
102B, 108B; Botany 101D, 102D, 103D; Zoology 106, 284, 224; PbyalCll 801, 802, 808; U 
<'.r&, from Enid. 464f 4fi5, 456, 464, 465, 466, 467. 
**One credit wi I be fiven upon the completion of three quarters' work. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Ee. of Consumption 
Ee. 218 3 
Al)fclled Sociology 
c. 884 3 
Meal Plannln/ 
F. &N. 40 8 
Child Psychology Consumers' Marketing Nutr. & Dfetetle1 
Psych.416 3 Ee. 616 3 F.&N.805 ' Human P~slology 5 Art Appreciation Child Care & Ttalnlnr Zool. 25 A.A. 484 3 C.D. 435 s 
General Bacteriology Inter. House Design tElectlves tn Enif. 8 
Bact. 804B 6 A.A. 264 3 
•••Electives 4 Electives a or 4. 
16 16 Hor 17 
!Students who elected T. JI. 225 in the Sophomore year take End. 254. or 266. 
"**Advlaed electives: any other course in Economie1, Socloloay, Government, History, 
Home Manapment, English, Genetics 810. 




Ee. 614 3 
Home Management 
H. Ml\r· 474 8 
Home gt. Houae 
H. Mf.47& 4 
Money Banking 
js Ee. 804 or Public Finance 
Ee. 606 
Electives 3or4 





H. Mgt. 679 1-5 
Textile Economics 
T. & C. 564 2 
Extempore Speaking 
P.S. 811 8 
El. Ee. Statistics 
l: Ee. 284. or Labor· Problems Ee. 406 Electives 
16 
Description of Courses 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Standards of Living 




H. Mgt. 511 
Family_ Finance 
H. Mgt. 618 
Electives 8 or 9 
16 or 17 
474. General Home Management. The home as it is influenced by trainin~ and 
by expenditure of time, energy? and money. Prerequisite: F.&N. 305, C.D. 435, 
Ee. 212, 384, and classification 1n H. M~. 475. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3, 2 
hr. periods for aix weeks, alternating with 475. Credit 3, 
475. Home Management House. Six weeks' residence with actual experience in 
such phases of homemaking as food preparation and serving, child care, housekeep-
ing, household finance, hospitality, and group relationships. Prerequisite: claasi· 
fication m 474. Reservation require.d previous to beginning of quarter. Falt, Win-
ter, Spring. Credit 4 for six weeks' residence. ' 
517. (Ee. 517.) Housing. Expenditures, factors affecting de.mand for and supply 
of housing, regulations pertaining to housing, house ownership, organization~ pro· 
moting better housing. Prerequisite: Ee. 211. Spring. Rec. 3. Cr~,dit 3. 
518. (Ee. 518.) Family Finance. Earning and spending income to increase its 
adequacy and inaure '.conomic security: budgeting, accounting, consumer credit, in· 
vestments, control of property. Prerequisite: credit or classification in Ee. 213. 
Winter, Sprin~. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
579. Special Topics. Prerequisite: 475. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
584. Home Relationships. Relationships among family members and present day 
influences affecting them. Prerequisite: 474, or consent of head· of department. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. Winter. 
614. Research. Miss Dishop, Miss Hoyt. 
677. Seminar. Winter. Miss Bishop, Miss Hoyt. 
684. Supervision. Organization, supervision and methods of conducting Home 
?tl'anagcment Houses. Prerequisite: 475. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. Fall. 
Mias Bishop. · 
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
LoUISE ] • PEET, Head of Department 
Associate Professor Brashear; Assistant Professor Sater; Fellow 
Beveridge 
The field of household equipment is one of the newest developments of 
home economics. Beginning as a general subject which aimed to give 
an understanding of the principles and techniques which the homemaker 
should know .about the selection, operation, care and convenient arrange-
ment of equipment in the house, it has grown to a course preparing for 
both the professional and commercial fields. There is an increasing de-
mand for trained women as home economics directors in firms manufac-
turing household equipment; home service directors in gas and electric 
companies ; research workers in college and commercial laboratories ; 
college teachers ; and extension workers. 
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
~ 
Cu-rriculum in Household Equipment 












T. & • 224 
225 
Credits 
8 Picll~ 204 
Ap&Ued Organic Foo Che!Jlfatry Ph~ol. & Nutr. Chom. 
hem. 264 6 Chem. 266 6 hem. 274 s 
Food~tlon House Plannlr g Inter. House Deaign 
F. & • 206 4 A.A. 260 2 A.A. 264 8 
General P~cs General Ph{81rs General P~cs 
Phys. 80 4 Phya. 80 4 Phys.SO 4 
Nineteenth Century 
}a 
Prine. of Economics 
Engl. 254 or 265 Ee. 211 8 
or 
Tech. Journalism 
T. JI. 226 
Ph~cal Education Ph~cal Education Ph~ical Education 
bys. Ed. 201 R bys. Ed. 202 R bys. Ed. 208 t• 
.L:.. 
16 17 17 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Ap:lilied Sociology Prine. of Economics Ee. of Consumption 
c. 88' 8 Ee. 212 8 Ee. 218 8 
Child Psychology Household Bact. ET.rimental Cook. 
Psych.416 8 Bact. 804B 6 • & N. 6U 8 
Human Pftr81ology Extempore Speaking Nutr. & Dietetics 




• Eq. 404 - Eq. 406 8 
Electives 8 Electives 8 Electives 6 
17 17 16 
SENIOR YEAR 
Advanced Textiles Textile Economics Seminar 
T. & C. 604 8 T. & C. 664 2 H. E~ 425 2 
Child Care and Training Meal Plannln/ Home anagement 
C.D. 486 8 F. & N. 40 8 H. Md:. 474 8 
Art Appreciation Tech. Journalism 
}a 
Home gt. Houso 
A.A. 484 8 T. JI. 226 H. Mgt. 475 4 
or 
Nineteenth Century 
Elective in H. Eq. 3 **Engl. 254 or 255 
Electives 4 Electives 7 Electives G 
16 15 15 
~ne credit ja given upon comgletion of three quarters' work. 
•*Students who elected T. JI. 22 in the Sophomore year take Engl. 254 or 255. 
Since the curriculum in household equipment is designed to prepare 
the student for commercial and professional appointments, 10-15 credits 
are to be selected in oonference with the head of the department. Sub-
jects suggested as essential for students desiring commercial positions in 
equipment are business correspondence, technical advertising, feature 
writing, public speaking, catering, and business psycJtology. 
COLLEGIATE INSTRUCTION 
Description of Courses 
154. Fundamentals of Household Equipment. Prerc,quisite: Phya. 106 or equiTa-
lent. Fall, Winter, Spring. Leet. and lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
404, 405. Equipment !alechanics. Fundamentals of electricity and of he.at. Sim-
ple circuits. Operation and use of laboratory testing and measuring instruments; 
materials used in e,quipment construction; thermostats, (404) Prerequisite: 154 
and credit or classification in Phys. 301, 302£ or 303. (405) PrcrlCquisite: 404. 
Fall, "Winter, respectively. Leet. 1. Lab. t2, 3 nr. Credit 3 each course .. 
425. Seminar. Recent developments in tha equipment field. Prerequisite: 405. 
Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
435. Equipment Testing. Use of measuring and testing instruments to dc:-
terminc efficiency and cost of QPeration of iaas and electric equipment for insti-
tution use. Prerequisite: 154. Fall, Spring. Leet. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Cre.dit 3. 
506. Gas and Eleetrle Cooking Appliances. Construction and efficient o~era­
tion of ranges and small appliances. Prerequisite: 405. Spring. Leet. 1. Lab. 
2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
507. Equipment for Cleaning. Laundry equipment, vacuuma, waxera, bru1he1. 
Prerequiaite: 405, T.&C. 504. Winter. Leet. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
SOS. Non-electric Equipment. Tyt>_es on the market, methods of manufacture, 
factors .zovcrning their efficiency. Prerequisite: 404. Winter. Leet. 1. Lab. 2, 
3 hr. Credit 3. 
509. Home· Utilities. Construction and operation of ice and mechanical refrig-
erators; principles of electric circuits as applied to home wiring; lighting fixtures. 
Prerequisite: credit or classification in 405. Fall. Leet. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
514. Special Topics. Prerequisite.: 154. Fall, Winter, Spring. , 
521, 522, 523. Training for Home Service Directors. Practical experience in 
Home ~vice. Work. Demonstrations, ~reparation of publicity material, radio pro· 
~rams, approved business procedure. Prerequisite: 4 credits in advanced equip· 
ment. Spring, Fall, Winter, respectively. Conference 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3 
each course. 
604. Seminar. Fall, Winter, Spring. Mrs. Peet. 
614. Research. Mra. Peet. 
INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT 
FERN W. GLEISER. Head of Department 
Instructors Sulliv~n, Gribskov 
The curriculum in Institution Management is planned to prepare stu-
dents for managerial positions in the field of institutional administration. 
Graduates of this department fill positions as managers of- food and hous-
ing departments of clubs, hotels, and college dormitories, and direct the 
food service in tea rooms, restaurants, cafeterias, school lunch rooms, and 
college dining h·aus. 
Experience has proved that students completing this curriculum should 
plan to serve a period of apprenticeship in an approved institution. An 
apprenticeship period of from six months to one year under the super-
vision of an experienced manager should be completed before the gradu-
ate accepts a position requiring managerial responsibility. It is sug-
gested that the student spend the summer vacation following the junior 
year working in either the food or housing department of an institution. 
Training in large quantity food preparation and service is afforded 
through the Home Economics Tea Room in whicq luncheon is served tq 
faculty and students, and catering is done for special occasions. The 
Memorial Union, through the food and room services, offers laboratory 
experience in management to advanced students. 
INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT 227 
Curriculum in Institution Management 








Food P~aration Gen. Psychology Clothlnf; 
F. & • 205 4 Psycb..204 3 T~ & • 224 8 
Ap&lied Organic Food Chemistry P~ol. & Nutr. Chem. 
hem. 264 5 Chem. 265 5 hem. 274 8 
Costume Design 
T. & C.144 8 
House Planning 
A.A. 260 
Inter. House Design 
2 A.A. 264 8 
Tech. J ournallsm Prine. of Economlca 
T. JI. 225 8 Ee. 211 8 
*Choice A Sor 4 *CholceB 8 or 4 *Choice C 8 or 4 
Physical Education Physical Educatf on 
Phys. Ed. 201 R Phys. Ed. 202 R 
Physical Education 
Phys. Ed. 203 1•• 
15or16 16or17 16or17 
*Choice A1 B1 C. The same subject must be continued throughout the year. Choice may be made from tne following: El. French Mod. Lang. 201, 202, 208: History 201, 202, 208; 
Math. 101B, 102B, 108B; Botany 1010, 1020, lOSD: Zoology 105 284, 224; Physics 801, 
802, 808; Engl. 264, 266, 205, 804. French le recommended for etud~ntelwho do not have 
entrance credits in French. 
••one credit will be given upon the completion of three quarters' work. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Prine. of Economics Ee. of Consumption Meal Planning 
Ec.212 8 Ee. 218 8 F. & N. 406 8 
Human Physiology Large Quant. Cookery Catering 
Zool. 255 5 I. Mgt. 880 4 I. Mgt. 486 3 
Gen. Bacteriology Nutr. & Dietetics Child Psychology 
Bact. 804B 6 F. & N. 806 4 Psy~416 8 
EWP· Testing Textile Economics Nineteenth Century 
• Eq. 486 3 T. & C. 564 2 Engl. 264 or 266 8 
Business Engllah 
Enfv· 404. 1 
Electives 8 Elect vea 8 
16 16 16 
SENIOR YEAR 
Purchasing Institution Equip. Ir.et. Administration 
I. Mgt. 484 3 I. Mgt. 486 3 I. Mgt. 687 3 
Accounting Applied Sociology Special TofiiCI 
8 Ee. 874 4 Ee. 884 8 I. Mgt. 88 
ExG,er. Cookery Home Management Extempore Speaking 
8 • & N. 611 8 H. Mp.r· 4.74 8 P.S. 811 
Child Care & Training Home gt. House Art Appreciation 
8 C.D. 485 8 H. Mgt. 476 4 A.A. 4.84 
Electives 8 or 4 Electiv£S 8 or 4 Electives .(or 6 
16or17 16 or 17 16 or 17 
Students who plan to engage in commercial food service are advised 
to elect Experimental Cookery, F. & N. 512; Industrial Psychology, 
Psych. 464; Training for Home Service Directors, H. Eq. 521 ; Farm 
Meats, A.H. 374. 
Students whose major interest is the administration of a hospital 
dietary department should major in Foods and Nutrition and elect I. 
Mgt. 380, 484, 485, and 587. 
Mature students interested in the management of college residences and 
dining halls are advised to elect Experimental Cookery, F. & N. 512;, 
Diet in Disease, F. & N. 504; Training for Home Service Directors, 
H. Eq. 521 ; Gas and Electric Cooking Appliances, H. Eq. 506; and fur-
ther work in Economics and Psychology. If the student plans to teach 
institution management, she should elect Methods of Teaching Co11ege 
Subjects, Voe. Ed. 561, 562, 563. 
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Description of Courses 
380. Large Quantity Cookery. Standard methods. of food product~on in quanti.ty; 
menu planning for institutions; f~od cost ~ccountmg; experience in food s~rv1ce. 
Prerequisite: F.&N. 207. Fall, Winter. Spring. R~. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
484. Purchasing. Factors determining the selection of foods and general sup· 
plies. Methods of buying. Pre.requisite: 380. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. and rec. ~ 2 
hr. Credit 3. · 
485. Instftutfon Equipment. Selection, arrangement and care of equjpment and 
furnishings for the food and housing department. Prerequisite: 380, H. Eq. 435. 
Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. and rec. J, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
486. Catering. Food preparation and service for special occasions. History of 
cookerr.. Contribution of foreign nations to the American· cookery of today. Pre· 
requisite: 380, credit or classification in F.&N. 405. FaU, Winter, Spring. Rec. 1. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr Credit 3 • 
• 58~. ~nstltutfon.. '!-dml~fstratlon. Prjnciples of scientific . managemen~ aeplied to 
a:nstituhonal adm1nistrahon. Emphasis on forms of business organization, em· 
ployu and employee relationship, and keeping of records. Prerequisite: 484 or 
485. Spring, Rec. 3. Credit 3, 
588. Special Topics. Observation and practical experience in the food service 
and housing departments of sel~ted institutions. Study of a particular managerial 
problem. Prerequisite: 484, 485, 486. Fall, Winter, Spring. -(]04. Seminar. Miss Gleiser. 
614. Research. Miss GleJser. 
TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 
RosALIE RATHBONE, Head of Department 
Professors Brandt, Cranor, Sims ; Associate Professors Settles, Stephens ; 
Instructors Gabrielson, Hopkins_, Potgieter, Rhoads; Extension Workers 
Mcilrath, Brown 
The department of Textiles and Clothing has for its aim the furnishing 
of such knowledge and training as it believes essential for the consumer 
in order that she may intelligently provide clothing and household fabrics 
for her family and her home. It further aims to prepare students for 
the teaching of clothing in schools, colleges, and extension divisions ; to 
provide a background for mer<:handising and other commercial positions; 
and endeavors to stimulate interest in investigations and research in this 
field. Work is offered in textiles, textile economics, design, selection and 
construction of clothing. 
Curriculum in Textiles and Clothing 
For Freshman Year, see page 210. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 




Ap&Ued Organic Food Chemistry Ph0siol. & Nutr. Chem. hem. 264 5 Chem. 266 8 hem. 274 8 
Prine. or EcoDomi~ Prine. of Economics Nineteenth Century 
Ec.211 s Ee. 212 s Engl. 254 3 
DrawinL& Comp. Food Preparation Gen. Psychology 
A.A. 1 2 F. & N. 205 4 Psych.204 3 
Costume Design Drawing'& Comp. Clothing 
T. & C. 144 s A.A. 222 2 T. & C. 224 3 
Dev~~f!ent of Modern Development of Modern Dev:ent of Modem Cl tlon Civilization Ci tlon 
Hist. 201 8 Hist. 202 3 Hist. 203 8 
P~cal Education Physical Education Physical Education 
bys, Ed. 201 R Phya. Ed. 202 R Phys. Ed. 203 1•• 
16 16 lS 
*.-One credit will be given upon the completion of three quarters' work. 







T. &C. 824 
Electives 
Meal Plannirig 
F. & N. 405 
Art Appreciation 
A.A. 484 
History of Costume 
T. & C. 56' 
Advanced Textiles 
T. & C. 604 
Textile Economics 



































H. Mgt. 474 3 
Home Management House 
H. Mgt. 475 4 
Ap__plied Dress Design 
T. & C. &24 3 
Historic Textiles 





Nutr. & Dietetics 
F. & N. 805 4 
Ee. of Consumption 
Ee. 218 3 
Child Care & !!'raining 
C.D. 485 8 
Interior House Design 




P.S. 811 3 
Tflxtile Chemistry 
Chem. 465 2 
Textile- Design 
A.A. 484 3 
Applied Dress Design 
T. & C. 525 8 
Adv. Composition I 
Engl. 804 or 8 
Tech. Journalism 
T. JI. 226 
Electives 3 
17 
Curriculum in Textiles and Textile Chemistry 
For students who wish to prepare for research in Textile Chemistry a 
special arrangement of courses is provided which will give a combination 
of Textiles and Clothing and Chemistry. The curriculum is similar to 
that prescribed in the first two years for all Home Economic students but 
will require some substitution of chemistry courses in the sophomore year 
and the use of electives in Physics and Mathematics.. In the junior and 
senior years advanced work in chemistry and textiles will be required. 
This and other sequences may be arranged under the direction of the 
head of the department. 
Fre~hman-Substitute for Phys. 106 (4) Chem. 103 
Sophoiuore-S11bstitute for Chem. 264, 266, 274 (11) Chem. 211. 212, 213 
Substitute for Hist. 201, 202, 203 (9) l\tath. lOlB, 102B, 103D 
Junior-Chem. 331, 332, 333 
Phys. 301, 302, 303 
)fath. 211, 212, 213 
Senior-Chem. 321, 322, 323 
Chem. 465, 466. 565 
Mod. Lang. 441, <f.12, 443 
Omit-A. A. 264 
F & N. 305 . J.f. Mgt. 475 
ZooJ. 255 











104. General Textiles. Fundamental weaves, yarns, fibres, color, and finishes 
with reference to selection of fabrics for clothing and house. Falt, Winter, Spring. 
Leet. and Jab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
144. Costume Design. The essentials of designing and selection of costumes for 
the individual. Based on pcrRonal design, line, color, indivirluat and figure prob· 
lems. Prerequisite: A.A. 105. Fall, Winter, Spring. Leet. and Jab. 3, 2 h~. 
Credit 3. 
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224. Clothfnc. Desipiing and making patterns of dress and details by model-
ing and draping: fitting and construction to evaluate. individual sewing skills. 
Prerequisite: 144. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
225. In4epen.clent Work. Students will be required to plan and complete a 
ctotliing problem after the completion of 224 and before registration in 324, and 
pass an examination. 
324. A4vance4 Clothing. Development of the foundation pattern; fiat patte.rn de-
signi~R'. and the .!Jelection and construction of a wool garment. Prerequisite: 
224, 225. Fall, Winter, Spring. Leet. and lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
444. Costume Design. Creative problems based on source material commonly 
used in designing clothing. Prerequisite: ZZ4. Winter. Leet. and lab. 3, 2 hr. 
Credit 3. 
504. Advanced Textiles. Specific studies of different groups of clothing and 
houst".hold textiles in relation to modern 11ractical needs. Prerequisite: 104 and 
classification in 324, or equivalent. Fall. Leet. and lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
514. Bfstorfc Textiles. Development of textiles from ancient times; e.xisting 
sources compared with modern commercial products. Development of appreciation 
with reference to materials, old or new. Prerequisite: 104, Hist. 201. Winter. 
Sprin.z. ~t. and Jab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
524., 525. Applied Dress Design. (524) Draping and modeling dresses of original 
designs with emphasis upon the technique of the handling of different fabrics 
and the finishing techniques. Prerequisite: 324, 444. Winte.r. Leet. and lab. 3, 
3 hr. Credit 3. (525) Pattern requirements of designs in diff e.rent materials and 
different types of costumes. Prerequisite: 524. Spring. Le.ct. and lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 3. 
526. Children's Clothing. Selection and construction of suitable clothing for 
children. Pre.requisite: 324. Winter, Spring. Leet. and lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
527. Tailoring. Tailored construction applied in the making of coats and suits. 
Prerequisite: 324. Winter. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
544. Costume Design. Selection and cre.ative work in ensemble building with 
emphasis upon detail. Prerequisite: 444, 524, 554. Spring. Leet. and lab. 3, 2 
hr. Credit 3. 
545. Costume Selection. Selection of ready-to-wear clothing and accessories, with 
emphasis on appropriate use and value. Prerequisite: 564. Spring. Leet. and 
lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
554. History of Costume. Pre.requisite: History 201. Fall. Leet. 3. Credit 3. 
564. Textile Economics. Economic phases of the production and distribution of 
textile and clothing commodities which directly or indirectly affect the consumer. 
Prerequisite: 104, 224, Ee. 213. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
565. Textile Economics. Prerequisite: 564. Spring. Credit 2. 
590. Special Topics. Prerequisite: 324. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 2 to 4. 
610. Seminar. Fall, Winter, Spring. Miss Cranor. 
614. Research. Misses Rathbone, Cranor, Brandt, Settle.s. 
Curriculum in Home Economics with Major in Technical Journalism 
A variety of positions is open to women with combined training in 
home economics and technical journalism. Such positions fall into two 
classes, editorial and advertising. The first class includes editorial work 
or free l~nce writing for women's magazines, farm journals, d~ily papers 
and syndicates. The second class includes advertising and publicity posi-
tions with magazines and with industries associated with the home. 
Studen.ts in home economics with a major in technical journalism have 
'!PPO~mty for practical experience through work on campus publications 
mcludmg The Iowa Homemaker, published by home economics students. 
M.any. young wom~n also lay a foundation for active careers by con-
trabutmg to magazines and newspapers during their training. 
For Freshman Year, see page 210. 










F. & • 206 4 
Costume Design 




hem. 264 6 
Food Chemistry 
Chem. 266 8 
P~ol. & Nutr. Chem. 
hem. 27' 8 
Gen. Psychology Clothln~ Nineteeuth Century · 
Psych.204 3 T. & • 224 3 Engl. 254 8 
Prine. of Economics Prine. of Economics 
Ee. 211 s Ee. 212 8 
*Choice A Sor 4 *ChoiceB Sor 4 *Choice C Sor 4 
Physical Education Physical Education 
Phys. Ed. 201 R Phys. Ed. 202 R 
P~cal Education 
bys. Ed. 208 1•• 
15 or 16 15 or 16 16 or 15 
*Choice A, B C. The same subject must be coontinued throughout the year. Choice may 
be made from the following: El. French,_ ~od. Lanst. 201, 2og, 208; El. German, Mod. Lan_K. 
281, 282, 288; History 201, 202, 208; Math. lOlB, 102B, lOB; Botany lOlD, 102D, 108D; 
Zoology 105, 2841 224; Physics 801, 802, SOS; Engl. 255, 804 and elective. **One credit will be given upon the c()mpletion of three quarters' work. 
Technical Writing 
T. Jl. 221 







T. Jl. 821 
Pract. Copy Writing 
T. Jl. 841 
Home Management 
H. Mgt. 474 
Home Mgt. House 
















T. Jl. 222 8 
Ap~lied Sociology 
c. 884 8 
Nutr. & Dietetics 
F. & N. 805 ' Child Psychology 8 P~ch.415 
Inte or House Design 




T. Jl. 322 8 
Pract. Copy Editing 




T. Jl. 228 8 
Child Care & Training 
C.D. 485 3 
Meal Planning 
F. & N. 405 S 
Extempore Speaking 





Pract. Copy Editing 
T.Jl.848 2 
Textile Economics 
T. & C. 564 2 
Extempore Speaking 
P.S. 812 S 
Electives 6or1 
16or17 
HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY 
For information concerning the Divjsion of Agriculture, see page 88. 
This department includes these major lines of work: 
FORESTRY. See page 198. 
HORTICULTURE. See below. 
HORTICULTURE 
B. S. PICKETT, Head of Department 
Professors Cunningham, Richey, Volz, Erwin, Maney; Assistant Profes-
sors Schilletter, Haber, Lantz; Assistants. Plagge, Stoutemyer; Graduate 
Assistants Snyder, Grove ; Extension Workers Holsinger, Fitch, Nichols 
It is the aim to teach in a logical way the fundamental principles 
underlying horticultural practice, supplement this freely with demon-
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strations, and bring the student into contact with the practical operations. 
The technical courses are well supported by work in fundamental sci-
ence and cultural courses. 
Directly connected with the campus are orchards, nurseries, vineyards 
and gardens. The department has a large and well equipped plant 
laboratory building together with greenhouses 'having over 30,000 feet 
under glass. Thus the department is able to furnish good opportunities 
for the student in horticulture to become acquainted with various horti-
cultural operations as carried on both under glass and in the field. 
There are good openings for horticultural graduates in fruit growing, 
truck farming, floriculture, managing and superintending commercial 
fruit, flower and vegetable establishments. Positions are also open for 
managers of co-operative associations, for teachers in colleges, acade-
mies, and high schools, and for extension experts in agricultural col-
leges, railroads, land companies, and horticultural associations. Gov-
ernment and experiment station lines of work also afford desirable em-
ployment. 
Curriculum in Horticulture 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits2 Credits Credits 
General Horticutti.re Greenhouse Mgt. Vegetable Growing 
Hort.114 l 3 Hort. 164 3 Hort. 164B 8 
General Botany General Botany Systematic Botany 
Bot. 101C 3 Bot. 102B 3 Bot. 206 4 
Composition Composition Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 103 3 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Qual.Analysis 
Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 Chem.108 4· 
•Llvestock Problems Gen. Ari· Economics *LivU1tock Problems 
A.H. 101 2 Ee. 2 1 3 A.H.108 2 
Military 121 1 Military 122 1 Military 123 1 
16 17 17 
~tudenta in Floriculture and Nursery Management may substitute for coW'SEB in Animal 
Husbandry. 
I.n addition to the courses listed above, e1'ch ~ent will. be required to include in his sched-
ule. Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Hort. 111, 112, U-a;· Orientat1on,· A'i. 101, 102; Ag. 104, see p&ie 
139. . 
I The numbtr ref era to the description of the cowde. 




Greenhouse Const ruction Plant P;opagq.tion 
Hort. 246 3 Hort. 214 s 
Plant Ph/ialology Hort. Machinery 
Bot. 2 5 4 A.E. 238 3 Solla Soll Fertility and Fertilizers 
Soils 264A s Soils 354 6 
Or~c & auant. A'CJlied Organic 
hem. 26 3 hem. 258 2 Crop Production Mathematica 
F.C. 104 4 Math. 205 4 Mllltary 221 l Military 222 1 

















u ~ " 
ln addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
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JUNIOR YEAR 
At the beginnll,!g o( the Junior Year, the student muat choose a major in Pomology, Flori· 







Orcharding Orcharding Orchard.log 
Hort. 621 8 Hort. 622 3 Hort. 628 3 
Economic History 
Hist. 824 s 
Gen. Bacteriology 
Bact. 804A 6 
Gen. A~. Economics 
Ee. 2 2 3 
General Genetics ~. Landscai:o Deaign American Govt. 
Gen.800 3 L.A. 208 3 Govt. 316 3 
Genetics Lab. El. Accounting Plant Pathology 
Gen. 806 1 Ee. 870 3 Bot, 207 4 
El. Entomology Electives 3 Electives 4 
Zool. 27• 4 
Electives 3 
17 17 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Seminar Seminar Seminar 
Hort. 401 l Hort. 402 1 Hort. 408 1 
Hort. Problems Hort. Problems Hort. Problems 
Hort. 411 2 Hort. 412 2 Hort. 418 2 
Elective in Engl. 8 Hist. &: Lit. o( Hort. Electives 14 
Electives 11 Hort. 614 8 
Electives 11 • 
17 17 17 
Majors in Horticulture* 
POMO LOGY 
Students desiring to major in Pomology are required to take the fol-
lowing, courses during their junior and senior years: Marketing Horti-
cultural Products, Hort. 414, 3 credits; Systematic Pomology, Hort. 524, 3 
credits; Exotis: Fruits, Hort. 424, 2 credits; Fruit Farm Management, 
Hort. 426, 3 credits; Inspection Tours, Hort. 301, required; Fruit Pests, 
Zool. 375, 5 credits. 
FLORI CULTURE 
Students desiring to major in Floriculture are required to take the fol-
lowing courses during their junior and &enior years : Commercial Flori-
culture, Hort. 546 and 547, 6 credits; Floriculture Practice, Hort. 341, 
342, and 343, 3 credits ; Conservatory Plants, Hort. 444, 3 credits ; Floral 
Arrangement, Hort. 344, 3 credits; Vegetable Forcing, Hort. 468 and 469, 
4 credits; Greenhouse Pests, Zool. 378, 2 credits; Inspection Tours, Hort. 
301, required; Plant Materials, L.A. 231 and 232, 5 credits. 
VEGETABLE CROPS 
Students desiring to major in Vegetable Crops are required to take the 
following courses during their junior and senior years : Commercial 
Vegetable Crops, Hort. 366, 3 credits; Systematic Olericulture, Hort. 464, 
3 credits ; Vegetable Crops Practice, Hort. 364 and 365, 2 credits ; In-
spection Tours, Hort. 301, required; Vegetable Forcing, Hort. 468 and 
469,
0 
3 credits; Greenhouse Pests, Zool. 378, 2 credits. 
*The curriculum in Horticulture offers a considerable number of free electives in 
the junior and senior years. It is suggested that each student prepare a sequence 
of desirable electives leading to a definite objective, as for example a B!.~Up of 
courses pre~arin~ him to teach agriculture in high school or a group in History, 
Economics, English, Religious Education,. Botany, Entomology, Cliemistry, Poultry, 
Soils, or one of the other majors in Horticulture. 
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NURSERY MANAGEMENT 
Students desiring to major in Nursery Management are required to 
take the following courses during their junior and senior. years : Tax-
onomy of Horticultural Plants, Hort. 525, 526, 527, credit 9; Nursery 
Methods,. Hort. 316, credit 3; :Maintenance, Hort. 315, credit 3; Plant 
Materials, L.A. 231, 232, 333, credit 8; Business Management, Ee. 263, 
credit 3; Business Law, Ee. 365, credit 3. 
Description of Courses 
lll, 112, 113. Introduction t'o Horticulture. To acquaint first year students with 
the field of horticulture and to assist them in learnina bow to use the facilities 
of the Coll~e and the department to advantage. Fall, Winter, Spring, re-
spectively. Leet. 1. Required each course. 
114. General Horticulture. For Agricultural students. A discussion of the field 
of horticulture, Jimiting factors in production of hortiCultural crops{· propagation, 
planting and trainin'l, soil manag_ement, blossom bud formation, pol ination, stor-
age, and pruning. Fall, Winter, Spring. Leet. 2. Demonstration and lab. 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 3. 
146. Home Florfculture. Principles and methods of wowing house plants and 
garden flowers and arrangement of cut flowers in the home. Fall, Spring. Leet. and 
lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
JS4. Greenhouse Management. Principles and methods of plant growing under 
glass. Winter. Leet. 2. Rec. and lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
J64A, J64B. Vegetable CfoJ>s. Areas of production and culture of the more 
important vegetable crops. Special emphasis is given to the potato. (A) Fall. 
Leet. 2. Credit 2. CB) Spring. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
214. Plant Propagation. Fundamental principles underlying the sexual and 
asexual propagation of plants and practice in reproducing __plants by the use of 
seeds, leaves, stems, orl roots. Prerequisite: 114. Winter. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 3. 
224. Grapes and Small Fruits. Principles and practices involved in handling 
home and commercial plantin_gs of ~apes, raspberries, blackberries, gooseberries, 
currants, and strawberries. Prerequisite: 114 or 214. Spring. Leet. 3. Lab. 1, 
3 hr. Credit 4. 
344. Garden Flowers. Description, nomenclature, classification, and culture of 
important garden flowers including annuals, _perennials, bulbs, fiowerino;?; vines, 
rock and water garden plants. Prerequisite: Botany lOlC or equivalent. Spring. 
Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
246. Greenhouse Construction. Various types of greenhouses; principles and 
methods of beating; preparation of plans and specifications for commercial and 
private ran'les. Fall. Leet. 1. Leet. and lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
301. I11Spection ~ours. Required of Horticultural students during Junior or 
Senior year. Depending on the major line of work the student will visit fruit 
growing, ve~etable crops, floriculturc and nursery establishmet\ts under the per-
sonal direction of an instructor and make a formal written report qf the trip. 
These trips will require from four to ten days depending on the places visited. 
Time to tie arran'led. Required, but requirement may be met by electing Hort. 501. 
314. General Horticulture. For teachers. Survey of the field of horticulture. Lit-
erature, materials, laboratory exercises and practice. Summer. Leet. 4. Lab. 2, 
3 hr. Credit 3 
315. Maintenance. Care of lawns, shade trees, ornamental shrubs, fruit, vege-
table and flower gardens1 walks, drives, and garden accessories. Spring. Leet. 2. Demonstration and lao. l, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
316. Nursery Methods. Equipment, including land, packing sheds, storage 
~beds, frames, glass houses, irrigatio~ devi~es; large scale propagation; transplan~­
mg and management of plants; relations to other fields of horticulture; protection 
of nursery plants from climatic, disease, and insect difficulties. Sprin'6'. Leet 2. 
Rec. and lab. 1, 2 hr. • Credit 3. ' 
318. Hoz:ttcuttural Crops f~r Iowa Farms. Prod!Jction, storage and marketing of 
those hort1cultural ci:oPl} which can be used profitably to supplement incomes on 
large farms or as prmcipal S«;?urces of revenue on small farms. Prerequisite: 114. 
Fall. Leet. 2.. Rec. 1. Credit 3. 
341. 342, ~3 •• Flori.culture Practice. Pr~nciples of and actual practice in green-
hoqse fum1!{Bt1on; hgbt. demands and light control for plants; humidity regu-
Jataon; feeding plants; IJl!Proved methods of plant and cut flower merchandisin~. 
Seasonable labor~tory ass~gnments S\!PPlcmenting other laboratory wor-lJ' in flon· 
culture. FalJ. \Vinter, Sprmg, respectively. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit l each course. 
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344. Floral Arr!U1$ement and Judging. Principles and methods of cut flower ar· 
rangement and design; interior decoration; exhibiting and Judging .flowers and 
plants. Prerequisite: 154 or 244. Enrollment limited to 10 students. Sprinl'• 
Leet. 1. Leet. and lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 3. • 
364, 365. Vegetable Crops Practice. Practical work in tnick crops and market 
~ardening. Prerequisite: 164. (364) Spring. Lab. l fo 3, 3 hr. Credit l to 3. 
(365) Fall. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. 
366. Commercfal Vegetable Crops. Production of crops on a commercial scale in 
tr:uck farming and market gardenin'6. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. Prerequi· 
site: 164. Spring. 
401, 402, 403. Seminar. Fall, Winter, Spring, res~ectively. Credit 1 each course. 
411, 412, 413. Horticultural PNblems. Special investigation for undergraduate 
students. Thesis required. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Ctedit 2 each 
course. 
414. Marketing Horticultural Products. Areas of production of horticultural 
crops, standardization, inspection, transportation, stora•iie, price trends, agents of 
distribution, market news service, foreign markets, co-operative markets. Pre· 
requisite:1 114. Alternate years. Winter, 1936. Leet. 2. Conf. 1. Credit 3. 
424. Exotic Fruits. The propagation, growino;t, shipping, and selling of tropical 
and . subtropical fruits are discussed. Alternate years. Winter, 1935 • ., .Leet. ~-· 
Credit 2. 
426. Fruit Farm Management. The total, prorated and percentage costs of the 
various operations involved in growing a commercial apple orchard and producing 
a bushel of apples. Prerequisite: 521 or equivalent. Fall. Leet. 2. Lab. l, 3 hr. 
Credit 3. 
444. Conservatory Plants. Identification, classification, propagation and culture 
of palms, ferns, orchids, begonias and other greenhouse exotics. Prerequisite: 154. 
Winter. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
464. Systematic Olerlculture. History and classification of ve~etable groups, 
types, and varieties; vegetable exhibits and judaing. Prerequisite: 164. Fall. 
Leet. 2. Leet. and lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
466. Truck Farm Management. Special emphasis is placed on grading and mar· 
keting, as well as on labor saving machinery for production of vegetable crops on 
a commercial scale. Prerequisite: 164. Alternate years. Winter, 1935. Leet. 1. 
Rec. 1. Credit 2. 
468, 469. Vegetable Forcing. Management and culture of vegetables under 
glass. (468) Prerequisite: 164. Winter. Leet. 1. Lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 2. (469) 
Prerequisite: 468. Spring. Leet. 1. Leet. and lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
SOI. Travel Study. Conducted in alternate years as follows: (1) throuah the 
principal horticultural re~ions of the eastern part of the United States and Canada 
and (2) through the principal horticultural regions of the western part of the United 
States. Outstanding examples of ftoriculture, fruit growing, truck farmin'6, gi:een· 
house mana_f'ementJ. nursery management, public perks and experiment stations, 
will be visited. Keports in regular classroom and laboratory style will be re· 
quired. First or second summer session aa arranged. Credit 8. 
514. History and Literature of Horticulture. Origin of horticultural plants and 
practices. Prehistoric evidences of horticultural operations. Early historic refer· 
ences to the arts of 1ardening. Greek and Roman authors. Development 0£ Euro· 
pean and American hterature of horticulture. Winter. Leet. 3. Credit 3. 
516. Sforage of Horticultural Products. Control of temperature and humidity in 
fruit, vegetable, flower, and plant storages; types of refrigeration; pre-cooling; 
changes of product in storage; management. Alternate years. Winter, 1935. Leet. 
1. Lab. 1, 3 hr Credit 2 
518. Breeding of Horticultural Plants. Status; rrogress; application of the prln· 
ciples of genetics to improvement of horticultura crops. Prerequisite: Gen. 300. 
Alternate years. Fall, 1934. Rec. and lab: 2, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
521, 522 523. Orchardlng. Po.mological re-zions, propagation, planting, var· 
icties, cuiturez~· fertilization, pollination, pruning, winter injury, protection from 
insects and aiseases, thinning, harvesting, _grading, packing, storage, and by· 
products. Prerequisite: 114. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. 2. Rec. 
and lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 3 each course. 
524. Systematic Pomoloq. Deseriftion, nomenclature, and classification of 
native and sub-tropical fruits; critica descriptions and identifications with spe· 
eial reference to relationship and classification of varieties. Prerequisite: 114. 
Fall. Leet. 2. Lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
525, 526, 527, 528. Taxonomy of Horticultural Plants. Identification, description 
and classification of horticultural plants. Prerequisite: Bot. 594. (525) Fruits. 
Fall. Leet. 2. Leet. and lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 3. (526) Greenhouse ornamentab. ,. 
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Winter. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. (527) Ou.tdoor ornamentals. Spring. 
Leet. 2. Rec.· and Jab. 12 2 hr. Credit 3. (528) VeoletabJe crops. Summer, second term. Leet. 4. Leet. anu lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
546 547. Commercial Floriculture. (~ Culture and propaBation of florist 
hench crops and potted plants. Prerequisite: 154, 246. FaJJ. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 
3 hr. Credit 3. (547) Culture of tender bedding plants; marketing cut Bowers: 
i>rganization and manag_ement of greenhouses and the retail store. Prerequisite: 
546. Winter. Leet. 2. Leet. and Jab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
564. Canning Crops. Production of canning crops, study of seed strains, seed 
production, acreage contracts, grading. Prerequisite: 164. Alternate years. }'all, 
1934. Leet. 2. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
<iOO.. Research. Messrs. Pickett, Erwin, Maney, Richey, Schilletter, Volz, and 
Haber. 
(j()J, <>02, (J()3. Experimental Horticulture. (Ci01) Principles of research as applied 
to horticulture. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Richey. (602) Methods, equie,ment 
and technique in horticulture research. Winter. Rec. and lab. 3, 2 hr. t;rcdit 
3. Mr. Richey. ((i()J) Organization, support, trainin3', publication and relation-
ships in horticultural research. Spring. Leet. 3. Credit 3 Mr. Pickett. 
(i().f. Graduate Conference. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 1 each quarter. Mr. 
Pickett. 
HYGIENE 
J. F. En\VARDS, Head of Department 
Assistant Professors Kalar, Schanche, Grant, Goulding 
For information concerning the Division of lnd11Stria/. Science, see page 98. 
For the Student Health Vv. ork of the department, see page 64. 
The purpose of this department is to conserve and improve the health 
of students while in college and to give them such training and instruc-
tion as will enable them to maintain high health standards for them-
selves and for the community, after leaving college. 
Hygiene instruction is given all first year women in industrial science 
and home economics. 
• 
Description of Courses 
104. Health Education. Required of all women students. The principles of 
healthful living both individually and as a~plied to the home gr_oup. The labora-
tory work qualifies for an advanced Red Cross Certificate in Home Care of the 
Sick. Fall, Winter, Spring. Leet. and rec. 2 or 3. Lab. 11 2 hr. .Credit 2 or 3. (Administered by the Department of Hygiene and the Division of Home Eco· 
nomics.) 
404. Applied Hygiene. The principles of general and personal hygiene and their 
application to the individual and tlie community. For those who wish to have a 
practical knowledge of health principles and their application to themselves, 
from the _point of view of good citizenship, and to their vocation. Falt, Sprin';J'. 
Leet. 2. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
• 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
WILLIAM L. HUNTER, Head of Department 
Professor Lynn; Assistant Professor Livingston 
The pu~p~se of the curriculum in Industrial Arts is to offer an ade-
q~atc: trammg program for teachers of manual training in Iowa. Its 
aim is to p~epare teachers for jun}~r and senior high schools, and for 
the schools m the smaller commumt1es ; and to train for high grade re-
r 
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lated subjects, teachers and administrators in vocational and industrial 
schools, especially those established under the Smitll;.Hughes Act. 
An examination of the outline of the Industrial Arts curriculum will 
show a fairly well balanced program of courses in shopwork, drawing, 
mathematics, English, sciences, and education. The special courses con-
nected with the problems of Industrial Arts teaching are deferred to the 
latter part of the curriculum. Not infrequently requests come from 
schools for men who are prepared to teach twQ kinds of subjects-such 
as Industrial Arts and Coaching, Industrial Arts and Agriculture, Indus-
trial Arts and Mathematics, Industrial Arts and Sciences, etc. 
The technical part of the course is given in classes of the Engineering 
Division. The basic courses in education are given by the Department of 
Vocational Education. Graduation f1 om this curriculum will entitle' the 
student to a five-year first grade certificate in Io.wa, without examination. 
This will also secure a teacher's certificate in most of the other states. 
Curriculum in Industrial Arts 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For graduate year, see page 121. 




Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits 
Elementary woodwork Ornamental Metal work Ornalile11tal Concreto 
I.A. 1061 2 I.A. 104 2 I.A. 107 2 
Elem. Ind. Arts Draw. Adv. Ind. Arts Draw. Woodfinishing 
I.A. 108 2 I.A. 109 2 I.A. 105 2 
General Chem. General Chem. Freehand Drawing 
Ch<m.101 4 Chem.102 4 Arch. E. 114 1 
Composition Composition Hand Made Pottery 
Engl. 101 8 Engl.102 3 Cer. E. 824 2 
College AIKebra Tri~onometry Composition 
Math. 101A 5 ath. 102A 5 Engl. 108 3 
Military 121 1 Mllf tary 122 1 Elem. Teach. Prob. 
I.A. 110 3 
American Govt. 
Govt. 214 8 
Military 128 1 
17 l'i 17 
In addition to the course1 listed above, each atildent will be required to include In his ached• 
ule: Phys. Ed. 1011 102, 108; Library 106C (Winter). lThe number rcrers to the description of the course. 
tFor definition of a credit, ~ page 127. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
FoI.f.8 work Woodtuming Foundry Work 
.E.184 2 I.A. 204 2 M.E. 136 2 
Sheet Metal Work Advanced Woodwork Pi~ Fittfn/ 
M.E. 284 2 I.A. 205 2 .E. 28 2 
Mechanics & Heat Elect. & Magnetism Sound & Lfght 
P~ll 4 Phm· 212 4 Phys. 213 4 Free d Drawing Ind. st. of U. S. Prine. ,Education 
Arch. E. 112 1 Hist. 285 3 Voe. Ed. 304 3 
Invest. Writing P8Jch. of Leaming Psicb. of Motivation 
Engl. 204 2 ~ch. 334 8 sych. 835 8 
General PsycholOKY Ap~l ed Bocioloo lndust. Sociology 
3 Psych. 204 3 c. 884 8 Ee. 480 
Enl:. Economics Milltary 222 1 Military 223 1 
c. 261 3 
Military 221 1 
u u u 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in bis Hhed· 
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 208. 
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JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
House nes1rs Machine Work Electrical Constr. 
Arch. E. S' 2 M.E. 834 2 I.A. 804 2 
Ind. Arts Design Care of E9uipment • Carpentry· 
I.A. 805 2 I.A. 806 2 I.A. 156 2 
Methods of TeachinK Commercial Woods Psych. of Employ. 2 Voe. Ed. 805 4 For. 488 3 Psych.438 
Apaued Hntene Trade Analysis Shop Planning 8 y~ene 404 8 I.A. 808 s I.A. 809 
Soc. S faff. Ind. Ed. Ext.empore Speaking Tech. of Teach. Trades 
I.A. 07 8 P.S. 811 2 I.A. 510 8 
Bellin. Tech. Journalism tElectives 6 tElectives 6 
T. JI. 225A 2 
tElectivea 2 
18 18 18 
SENIOR YEAR 
Prine. Sec. Ed. 01: Ad. Ind. Arts Business Law 
Voe. Ed. 806 s .A. 405 s Ee. 865 3 
lnduat. Guidance General Shop Found. of Ind. Ed. 
I.A. 504 3 I.A. 406 2 I.A. 408 3 
History of Ind. Arts Industrial Relations Elem. of Engr. De.sign 
I.A. 404 8 E'c. 406 s Engr. 404 8 
Teach. Ind. Arts Teaching Ind. Arts tElectives 9 
I.A. 616 8 I.A. 516 s 
tElectlvea 6 Mental Tests 
Psych.484 3 
tElectives 8 
18 17 18 
tElectives are chosen in consultation with the head of the department. Opportunity is 
given to elect c:ourses in agriculture, physical education mathematics, etc. 
For Information concerniiig the Reserve Officers' Tr;J;tlng Corps, see page 261. 
Description of Courses 
104. Ornamental Metalwork. The use of metal in the construction of useful house-
hold articles; peening, twisting, forming, bending, and riveting. Winter. Lab. 2, 3 
hr. Credit 2. 
105. Wood1lnJshing. Filling, staining, waxing, varnishing, and enamelin~; re-
finishing of furniture. Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
106. Elementary Woodwork. Care and adjustment of tools, elementary tool 
operations, construction of simple projects. Fall. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
107. Ornamental Concrete. Mixing pouring, and curing of concrete; the con-
struction of useful articles of garden furniture. Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
108. Elementary Industrial Arts Drawing. Orthographic prQjection learnin'l to 
read shop drawings, drawing of elementary shop proJects. Fall. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 2. 
109. Advanced Industrial Arts Drawing. Drawing of shop projects, pictorial 
representation, tracings and blueprints. Prerequisite: 108. Vhnter. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 2. 
110. Elementary Teaching Problems In Industrial Arts. Objectives, organization, 
methods, projects and equipment. The object of this course is to furnish a founda-
tion for teaching the industrial arts. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
!SS. (A.E. 155.) Carpentry. Elements of building construction; care and use of 
carpenters' tools. Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
204. Woodturnlng. The use of the woodturning lathe in the making of useful 
furniture. Winter. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
205. Advanced Woodwork. Cabinet making and joinery; use of power tools and 
machinery. Prerequisite: 106. Winter. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
304. Electrical Construction. Winding of motors, making of battery chargers, wir-
ing bell circuits, construction of transformers and other useful electrical apparatus. 
Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
305. Industrial Arts Design. Proportion. balance, harmony, and gracefulness in 
the design of shop projects; period furniture. Prerequisite: senior college classi-
fication. Fall. Rec. 1. Lab. 11 3 hr. Credit 2. 
306. Care of Equipment. Saw filing, band saw brazing, setting jointer knives, 
splici114l of belts, etc. Winter. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
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307. Social Sfinfficance of Industrfal Education. The social influences bearing 
on industrial education and the reaction of this form of education on society itself. 
Prerequisite: senior college classification. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
308 Trade Analysis. Basic types of analyses. Preparation of instruction sheets 
for teaching trade subjects. Prerequisite: Senior college classification. Winter. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
309. Shop Planning. Planning of school shops; selection and location of e@ip· 
ment; estimates of cost. Prerequisite: Senior College classification. Spring. Rec, 
3. Credit 3. 
404. History of Industrial Arts. An historical background of the present de· 
velopment of the industrial arts, essential to an understandinff and appreciation of 
present problems. Prerequisite: Senior College classification. Fall. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. 
40S. Organization and Administration of Industrial Arts. Supervision, orzaniza· 
tion, ~urchaso of su.J>plies, development of subject matter. Prerequisite: 110. Win· 
ter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
406. General Shop. Construction of general shop projects; organization and 
methods of presentation suitable for the junior higli school. Winter. Lab. 2, 3 
hr. Credit 2. 
408. (Voe. Ed. 408.) Foundations of Industrial Education. Development of the 
movement; the Smith-Huahes Act, state plans and laws relating to industrial 
education. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
S04. Industrial Guidance. Methods of application; statistics and'" trends in in· 
d:!-Jstry. For the teacher'- counselor, ~nd guide of adolescent pupils. Prerequi· 
site: Psych. 438. Fall. ..t<ec. 3. Credit 3. 
510. (Voe. Ed. SIO.) Technique of Teachi~ Trades. The teaching processes, 
methods of presentation and testing, lesson planning, organization for instruction. 
Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
515, S16. (Voe. Ed. SIS, S16.) Teaching Industrial Arts •• Curricula, observation, 
supervised teaching, demonstrations, organization, and administration. Prer~ui· 
site: Voe. Ed. 305, or equivalent. Fall, Winter, respectively. Rec. and lab. 3. 
Credit 3 each course. 
600. (Voe. Ed. 600.) ProbleDlSI fn Industrial Arts Education. Summary of recent 
findi~_gs of research; methods of attack on new problems. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
Mr. Hunter. 
60S. Tests and Measurements fn Industrial Arts. Special application oE test• 
and measurements techni@e to the industrial arts. Prerequisite: Psychology 434, 
or equivalent. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Hunter. 
607. Problems In Organization. Typical problems in shop layouts and cur· 
ricula for industrial arts in representative communities The general shop, Its 
purpose and organization. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Hunter, Mr. Livingston. 
608. (Voe. Ed. 608.) Advanced Teaching Problems fn Industrial Arts. Super· 
vision, teaching, and 11_romotion of industrial arts, includina a study of successful 
systems now in use. Prerequisite: Undergraduate major or minor tn education or 
psychology. Summer. Rec. 6. Credit 3. Mr. Hunter. 
600. (Voe. Ed. 609.) Hlstorfcal Research in Industrial Education. Original 
sources for historical research, individual problems, appreciation of the historical 
foundation of industrial education.,r. significant movements in Europe and America. 
•Alternate years. Summer, 193S. .Kee. 6. Credit 3. Mr. Livingston • .. 
610. Analysis and Organization of Written Instruction. Construction and method 
of use of instruction sheets. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Livingston. 
614. Objectives of Industrial Arts Education. The purposes of the several phases 
of industrial arts education; historical background and an analysis for the future. 
Alternate years. Summer, 1934. Rec. 6. Credit 3. Mr. Hunter. 
61S. (Voe. Ed. 615.) Industrial Conference l'rletho4s. Use of the conference 
method in instruction. Study and practice of conference procedure, devices, and 
technique. Prerequisite: industrial or industrial teaching experience. Summer. 
Rec. 6. Credit 3. Mr. Lynn. 
616, (Voe. Ed. 616.) Problems in Part-Time Ed?.fation. Demands upon sueer· 
visors, principals, teac~ers. and. co-ordinators work'!ng in the field of part•timc 
schools for tmployed mmors. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Lynn. 
617. (Voe. Ed. 617.) Curriculum Building fn Industrial Education. Orzaniza· 
tion of curricula for shop and related technical instruction in trade technical 
schools or classes. Prerequisite: 308, or equivalent. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
Mr. Lynn. 
618. (Voe. Ed. 618.) Problems In Industrial Education. Administration and 
supervision of industrial education programs in public schools. Sprin&. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. Mr. Lynn. 
650. (Voe. Ed. 650.) Research in Industrial Arts Education. Messrs. Hunter, 
Lynn, Livingston. 
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INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE 
C. E. FRJLEY, Dean of Industrial Science 
The Division of Industrial Science offers the following curricula: 
I. The Curriculum in Industrial Science is designed for those students 
who are interested in certain specialized fields of scientific activity, par-
ticularly as they relate to the practical aspects of industry, commerce, 
agriculture, engineering, home economics and veterinary medicine. It 
also provides thorough fundamental preparation for r~search in the 
sciences and for college and university teaching. The student's major 
work may be taken in one of the following fields : 
Bactedology: General and systematic; dairy; soil; veterinary and 
pathogenic; sanitary; household; physiological. .. (p. 149.) 
Botany: Plant ecology; plant morphology; mycolozy; plant path .. 
ology; plant physiology; systematic botany. (p. 152.) 
Chemistry: Analytical·; bio-physical; enzyme; food and sanitary; in-
organic and qualitative analysis; organic; physical; plant; physio-
logical and nutritional ; soil; textile. (p. 164.) 
Economics and Sociology: Agricultural economics; consumer's econo- -
mies; engineering economics; general economics; rural sociology. 
(p. 182.) 
Genetics: Heredity in relation to the improvement of animals and 
plants. (p. 205.) 
Geology: 
(~. 206.) 
General geology; agricultural geology; economic geology. 
-
Economic History: Agriculture; industry; commerce. (p. 207.) 
Mathematics: Applied (mechanics and physics); biometrics; analy-
sis and geometry. (p. 251.) 
Physical Education: For men, in combination with a major in another 
science. (p. 264.) 
Physics: Electricity and magnetism; mechanics and heat; illumina-
tion. (p. 267.) 
Zoology: Economic zoology; entomology; cytology, embryology and 
histology; parasitology; physiology; protozoology; apiculture. (p. 
293.) . 
TJ1c curriculum in Industrial Science is outlined on page 241. 
Preparation for Medicine and Veterinary Medicine-In connection 
with the curriculum in Industrial Science, special programs are 
offered for Pre-lfedical and Pre-Veterinary students. See page 244. 
2. The Curriculum in General Science is planned to meet the needs 
of the following classes of students : 
(a) .Those who have not made a definite decision as to their vocation, 
and who. desire an education that is strong and well-balanced in respect 
to the sciences and general studies, as a foundation for further scientific 
or professional study, or as a preparation for intelligent citizenship. 
(b) Those who expect to teach in the high schools and junior colleges 
?f the sta!e. The pr?vision of a major and two minor fields of study 
m the J umor and Semor years enables the student to qualify as a teach-
er in at least two of the principal scientific fields represented in the 
Division of Industrial Science. 
I 
• 
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The student's major work may be taken in one of the fields listed in 
the preceding description of the curriculum in Industrial Science. The 
two minor studies are to be chosen from any of the departments in the 
Division of Industrial Science, aside from the department in which the 
major work is taken, or, for sufficient reason, from departments .in other 
divisions. 
Such a program presents many advantages in view of the ever-increas-
ing inter-relations of the various sciences. 
The curriculum in General Science is outlined on page 243. 
3. Curriculum in Chemical Technology. See page 164. 
4. Curriculum in Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Sec 
page· 128. 
5. Curriculum in Industrial Science and Veterinary Medicine. Sec 
page 246. ~ 
11) 
Curriculum in Industrial Science 
LeJding to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For entrance requirements, ~ee page 73. \ 
FRESHMAN YEAR 






Composition Composition Composition 
·' Engl. 1011 8 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 108 8 
'./ College Algebra PJane Trigonometry *Analytic Geometry 
1 Math.101A 5 Math. 102A' 5 Math.108A 6 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Qualitative Analyala 
tchem.101 4 tchem. 102 4 tchem. 108 ' Botany or Gen. Biology Zoology or Gen. Biology Botany tBot. 101A or tZool. 114 or 105 8 tBot. 108-A or 101A 8 
Zool. 104 3 Personal Health 
Hyg. 104 (women) 2 
Military 121 {men) 1 Military 122 (men) 1 Military 128 (men) 1 
16 or 16 15 or 16 16 or 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include In 1WJ ached-
ule: I.S. 104, 105, 120., Orientation; Phys. Ed., each quarter, (For women, 1 credit for the year; 
required of men without credit); Psych. 110, Social Ethic,, {Women, six lectures, fall quarter). 
lThe number refers to the description of the course. 
2For definition of a credit, see page 127. 
•students planning to maJor in Economics may substitute Mathematics of Investment, 
Math. 206, for Math. 103A. 
fFor sufllclent reason a student may postpone one of these sequences until the Sophomore 
year and take Modern Language io its place. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Nineteenth Cent. Lit. Nineteenth Cent. Lit. •Argumentation · 
EnJf!· 254 3 En~. 255 8 En~. 205 8 
Fren or German Frenc or German Frenc or German 
M.L. 201 or 281 3 M.L. 202 or 232 3 M.L. 203 or 288 8 
General Phyilcs General Ph:r"cs General Phlslcs 
Phys. 211 4 Phys. 21 4 Phya. 21 ' **Options 6 ••Options 6 **<>fttlons 6 Military 221 (men) 1 Military 222 (men) 1 Mil tary 223 (men) 1· 
16or17 16 ot 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include in hla sched-
ule each quarter: Phys. Ed. (For women, 1 credit for the year; required of men without credit). 
*For sUftlcfent reason another course in English, or a course In Technical 1oW'Dallsm or 
Histoey may be substituted for Engl. 205. 
HOPTIOHS 
The student will choose one of the following optiona. which will constitute the immediate 
b~the field of bis major study in the Junior and Senior Years.~ --- -..... -- - --
:I' 
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BACT!lRIOLOGY 
Credi ta Credits Credits 
O~lc &-Quant. 
hem. 266 8 
O~ic & Quant. 
hem. 256 8 
Biochemistfl 
Chem. 26 8 
American Government 




8 Bact. 804A 5 
General Botany 
BO'f ANY 
Plant Physiology Systematic Botany 
4 Bot.102 8 Bot. 206 4 Bot. 206 
The ~oclal Sciences The Social Sciences The Social Scierces 
BISt. ~11 8 Hist. 212 3 Hist. 213 8 
J CHEMISTRY 
Ad~ancea Inorgautc Advanced Inorganic Qualitative Analysis 
8 Chem. 201 2 Chem. 202 2 Chem. 208 
Quantitative Analysis Quantitative Analysis Quantitative Analysis 
8 Chem.'211 4- Chem. 212 4 Chem. 218 
... 
ECONOMICS 
Prille. of·Economics Prine:. of Economics Prine. of Economics 
Ee. 201 3 Ee. 202 3 Ee. 203 8 
The Social Sciences The Social Sciences The Social Sciences 
Hf.st. 211 8 Hist. 212 8 Hist. 218 8 
GENETICS 
o~c&Ruant. 
hem. 25 8 
Organic & Quant. 
Chem. 266 8 
Biochemistry 
Chem. 253 s 
Botany or Zoology 8 Botany or Zoology 8 Botany or Zoology 8 
GEOLOGY 
General Geology General Geology General Geology 
Geol. 201 4 G1tol. 202 4 Geol. 203 4 
Surv~ng Surv~nl: Surve3ing -c .. 821 3 c .. 8 2 8 C.E. 823 8 
ECONOMIC msTORY 
Western Civilization Western Civilization Western Civilization 
. Hist. 201 8 Hist. 202 3 Hist. 203 8 
The Social Sciences The Social Sciences Tha Social Sciences 
Hist. 211 3 Hist. 212 s Hist. 218 3 
MATHEMATICS 
Differential CalculWJ Integral Calculus Applied Calculus 
Math.·211 4 Math.212 4 Math. 218 4 
The Social Sciences The Social Sciences The Social Sciences 
Hist. 211 8 Hist. 212 8 Hist. 218 8 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN 
(In combination with another scienceh 
P~ Ed. Techniques PhlJs.. Ed. Techniques P ya. Ed. Techniques 
bys. Ed. 804 2 h~ Ed. 805 2 Phys.. Ed. 806 2 
General Psychology P8Jc oloYs of Learning Prine. of Education 
Psych.204 8 sych. 4 8 Voe. Ed. 804 s 
PHYSICS 
Diflerentlal Calculus Integral Calculus Applied Calculus 
Math. 211 4 Math. 212 4 Math. 213 4 
The Social Sciences The Social Sciences The Social Sciences 
Hist. 211 8 Hist. 212 3 Hist. 218 s 
ZOOLOGY 
P~ology or Entomology Embryology Comparative Anatomy 
ool. 265 or 274 6 'Or' Zool. 234 4 Zool. 224 4 
The Social Sciences . The Social Sciences The Social Sciences 
Hist. 211 8 Hist. 212 3 Hist. 218 8 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
1. The program of the Junior and Senior years will cover a minimum 
of- ninety-six credits, sixteen each quarter, and will be planned to carry 
forward and expand the field of the student's major study as represented 
by the Option chosen in the Sophomore year. During the . Spring 
quarter of the $9phomore year the complete program will be worked out 
by the student in conference with the Head of the Major Department, 
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subject to the approval of the Dean of Industrial Science. Duplicate 
copies are to be filed in the Dean's office. 
2. The subjects making up the program of the Junior and Senior 
years must ordinarily be of Senior college rank. 
3. The following subjects must be included as indicated, unless 
completed previously : 
(a) French or German, M.L. 301, 302, 303; or 331, 332, 333. Junior 
year. 
(b} Pdnciples of Economics, Ee. 201, 202. Junior year. 
(c) American Government, Govt. 315. Junior year. f-- )-? 1 
(d) Extempore Speaking, P. S. 31'1. Senior year. -
4. A minimum 'of thirty credits shall be chosen from the field in which 
the major work is taken. In most cases it is desirable that this mini-
mum be exceeded. In addition, such supporting subjects from a11ied 
departments shall be included as are necessary for the proper develop-
ment of the major field. 
5. The remaining credits may be selected from other departments 
in the Division of Industrial Science, or from other Divisions of the 
College. It is strongly urged that the student include additional work 
in English, Government, History, Music, Physical Education, Psychology, 
Public Speaking, or Religious Education. 
Curriculum in General Science 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
The freshman year is identical with that of the Curriculum In Industrial Sclenco. See pap 
241: 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 




Nineteenth Cent. Lit. Nineteenth Cent. Lit. •Argumentation 
Engl. 264 8 Engl. 266 8 Engl. 206 a 
The Soclal Sciences The Soclal Sciences The Soclal Sclencea 
Hist. 211 8 Hist. 212 8 Hist. 218 a 
French or German French or German French or German 
M.L. 201 or 281 8 M.L. 202 or 282 8 M.L. 208 or 288 a 
mectives 7 ~lectives 7 ~lectlves 7 
itary 221 (men) 1 illtary 222 (men) 1 iltary 223 (men) 1 
;..I• 
16 or 17 16 or 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his ached· 
ule each quarter: Phys. Ed. (For women, 1 credJt for the year: required of men without credits). 
*For sufficient reason another course ln English, or a course In Technical Journallsm or 
History, may be substituted for Engl. 205. 
tElectlves 
The student will choose one sequence from each of two of the following voup. It fa 
expe-cted that the major 1'/ork of the Junior and Senior years will be taken in tho fleldrepre-













Chem. 266, 8 er.: Chem. 256, 8 er.; 
Bot. 102AJ 8 er.; Bot. 205, 4 er.; 
Chem. 261>, 3 er.; Chem. 256, 8 er.; 
Bact. 804, 6 er. 
Bot. 2061.~ er. 
Chem. 2C>D, 8 er~ 
Phys. Ed. 804, 2 er.; Phys. Ed. 806, 2,cr.; Phya. Ed. 806, 2 er. 
and Psych. 204, 8 er.; Psych. 884, 8 er.; Voe. Ed. 804, 8 er. 
Zool. 208, 4. er.; Zool. 284, 4 er.; Zool. 255, 5 er. 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS 
Chem. 211, 4 er.; Chem. 212, 4 er. Chem. 218, 4 er. 
or Chem. 881, 4 er.: Chem. 882, 4 er.; Chom. 888, 4 er. 
Geol. 201, 4 er.: Geol. 202, 4 er.; Geot. 2081. 4 er. 
Math. 211, 4 er.: Math. 212, .& er.; Math. 21u, 4 er. 
Phys. 211, 4 er.; Phys. 212, 4 er.; Phys. 218, 4 er. 
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SOCIAL SCIENCES 
ECONOMICS 
AND SOCIOOOGY: Ee. 201, 3 er.: 
WSTORY: Hist. 201, 8 er.: 
PSYCHOLOGY: Psych. 204, 8 er.; 
Ee. 202, 8 er.: 
Hist. 202, 8 er.: 
Psych. 88i, Ser.: 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
Ee. 203, 8 er. 
Hist. 208, 8 er. 
Psych. 886, 8 er. 
1. In the Spring quarter of the Sophomore year the student will select 
a major and two minor fields of study, which will form the basis for the 
program of the Junior and Senior x_ears. This program will cover a 
minimum of ninety-six credits, sixteen each quarter. The complete 
program will be worked out by the student in conference with the Head 
of the Major Department, subject to the approval of the Dean of In-
dustrial Science. Duplicate copies are to be filed in the Dean's office. 
2. The field of the major study, covering a minimum of twenty-seven 
credits, shall be one of the Departments (Psychology excepted) repre-
sented by the electives of the Sophomore year. The minor fields, each 
covering a minimum of fifteen credits, may be taken in any other de-
partments of the Division of Industrial Science, or, for sufficient reason, 
from departments in other Divisions. Students preparing to teach may 
count the required work in Vocational Education as a minor. 
3. The subjects making up the program of the Junior and Senior 
years must ordinarily be of Senior college rank. 
4. The following subjects must be included as indicated, unless com-
pleted previously : 
(a) French or German, M.L. 301, 302, 303; or 331, 332, 333. Junior 
year. 
(b) Principles of Economics, Ee. 201.1 202. Junior year. 
(c) American Government, Govt. 31~. Junior year. 
(d) Extempore Speaking, P. S. 311. Senior year. 
5. The remaining credits may be selected from other departments in 
the Division of Industrial Science, or from other Divisions of the Col-
lege. It is strongly urged that the student include additional work in 
English, Government, History, 1fusic, Physical Education, Psychology, 
Public Speaking, or Religious Education. 
Combined Curriculum in Science and Law 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Students planning for the study of law may receive the degree of 
Bachelor of Science from Iowa State College upon satisfying the fol-
lowing requirements : 
1. Completion of the first three years in the curriculu·m in Industrial 
Science with major in e<;onomics; 
2. Completion of the first year of the law curriculum in a recognized 
law school; 
3. Transfer back to this College of.credits earned in the law school; 
4. Fulfilling the quality point requirement; 
5. Formal application for the degree at least three months in ad-
vance of its award. 
PREPARATION FOR THE STUDY OF MEDICINE 
Curriculum for Pre-Medical and Pre-Veterinary Students , 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
Notes: 1. Students preparing for the regular Curriculum in Veteri-
nary Medicine, page 276, for admission to which one year of cotlege 
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work is required, will take the freshman year as indicated below, with 
the modifications suggested in the footnote. 
2. Pre-Medical students will take at least the work of the freshman 
and sophomore years, as outlined below. This program covers the 
minimum requirements for admission to medical school. In this con-
nection attention is called to the Combined Curriculum in Science and 
Medicine, see below. 
3. Students in the six-year combined Curriculum in Industrial Sci-
ence and Veterinary Medicine will take the freshman and sophomore 
years as outlined below. The· requirements for the other four· years 
of this cttrri'culum are set forth on page 246. 
FRESMHAN YEAR I 
Fall Quarter 
Credi tat 
·Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credi ta Credit. 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Qualitative AnaJyaf 11 
Chem.1011 4 . Chem. 102 4· Chem.103 4 
Composition Compositlor Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl.102 3 Engl. 108 3 
Animal Biology Animal Biology Animal Biology 
Zool.111 4 Zool.112 4 Zool.118 " ~oll~ Algebra Mat .101A 5 •Plane Trigonometry Math. 102A 5 •Ind. History or U.S. Hist. 285 8 
Military 121 1 Military 122 1 Military 128 1 -
17 17 16 
*Pre-Veterinary students may substitute one of the following: M.L. 201, 202, 208, French; 
M.L. 281, 232, 238, German; Hist. 211, 212 213, Introduction to the Social Sciences. 
In addition to the courses listed abov~1 each student will be required to include In hl11ched-ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Orientation, I.S. 104, 105, 120. 
1The number refers to the description of the course. 
'For definition of a credit, sec page 127. t 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
O~anlc Chemistry 




4 Chem. 888 4 
French or German French or German French or German 
M.L. 201 or 281 8 M.L. 202 or 282 8 M.L. 208 or 288 3 
General Physics General Prl81cs General Phlalcs 
Phys. 211 4 Phys. 21 4 Phys. 21 4 
*Electives 4 *Electives 4 Vertebrate Zoology 
Zool. 224 4 
Military 221 1 Milltary 222 1 Military 228 1 
16. 16 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include In his sched-
ule: Phys. Ed. 201 202, 203. • 
*The elective subjects are to be chosen with a view to satisfying Rpecial requirements or the 
medical school which the student expects to enter. 
• 
Combined Curriculum in Science and Medicine 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor .of Science. 
Students planning for the study of medicine may receive the degree 
of Bachelor of Science from Iowa State CoIJege upon satisfying the fol-
lowing requirements : 
1. Completion of the two years of the Pre-M:ecf ical curriculum, out-
lined above ; 
2. Compl¢tion of a third or Junigr year at Iowa State College, with 
the principal studies in. the Biological Sciences and Chemistry; 
3. Cotnp,etion of the first year of the medical curriculum in a Class 
A medical coltege; 
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4. Transfer back to this College of credits earned in the medical 
school; 
S. Fulfi11ing the quality point requirement; 
6. Formal application for the degree at least three months in advance 
of its award. 
Curriculum in Industrial Science and Veterinary Medicine (six years) 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science and the degree of Doctor 
of V cterinary Medicine. 
The following curriculum is designed to meet the needs of students 
who wish to secure a thorough foundation in the biological and chemical 
sciences preliminary to the study of veterinary medicine. The degree 
of Bachelor of Science is granted at the end of the fourth year, and the 
degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine upon the completion of the 
sixth year. The longer curriculum gives the student an opportunity to 
prepare himself thoroughly for investigational work. .,.,... . 
At the present time the better colleges granting degrees in hurttan 
medicine require two years of collegiate preparation. Veterinary Medi-
cine is quite as exacting in its requirements, particularly in the case of 
those students who wish to go into governmental or research work. The 
opportunities open to students well grounded both in science and in 
veterinary medicine are excellent. Many positions in -the Bureau of 
Animal Industry of the Department of Agriculture, in the experiment 
stations of the land-grant colleges, and in the teaching staffs of the 
various veterinary schools and agricultural colleges, are open every year. 
In the past it has been difficult to secure men with proper training. 
This curriculum is designed to prepare men for such positions. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
~ 
FIRST AND SECOND YEARS 
The first and second years are identical with the freshman and sopho-
more years of the Curriculum for Pre-Medical and Pre-Veterinary stu-
dents. See page 244. 
THIRD AND FOURTH YEARS 
The student will classify with the Dean of Veterinary Medicine as a 
senior college student in Industrial Science and Veterinary Medicine. 
In the quarter in which he completes the requirements for the Bachelor's 
degree, he will also register with the Dean of Industrial Science. He 
will outline his curriculum, guided by the following rules : 
1. A minimum of 16 hours per quarter must be carried. 
2. AU courses of the first and second years of the curriculum in Vet-
erinary Medicine not already taken must be completed, excepting Chem-
istry 174, 175. 
3. English 205 or E;nglish 304 and at least fifteen hours of elec-
tives, i.e., courses not required of students pursuing the four-year cur-
riculum in Veterinary Medicine, must be completed. The electives 
should include the second year of the foreign language begun previously, 
unless already completed. , 
The degree of Bachelor of Science will be conferred upon the fulfill-
ment of the preceding requirements. 
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FIFTH AND SIXTH YEARS . 
The student will classify with the Dean of Veterinary Medicine as a 
senior college student in Veterinary Medicine. His program wiU•cover 
the work as outlined for the third and fourth years of the curriculum in 
Veterinary Medicine. A minimum of 18 hours per quarter must be car-
ried. 
The degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine will be conferred upon 
the fulfillment of the preceding requirements. 
INDUSTRIAL SC!ENCE 
Description of Courses 
104, 105. Orientation. Lectures and class work designed to aid the first year atu· 
dent in adjusting himself to his environment both in college and afterward&. 
(104) College Problems. Fall. (105) Survey of the Sciences. Winter. Lectures 
2. Required each course. 
120. ' Personal Development. The personal, social, and occup_ational relationships 
that are of importance in the development of personality. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
Leet. 1. Required. 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
P. ~- ELwooo, JR., Head of Department 
Assistant Professors Rothacker, Ross; Extension Workers Fitzsimmons, 
Morris; Fellow Ashwell 
The most important function of Landscape Architecture is the adap-
tation of land areas to human service whether in urban regions or in the 
broad rural countryside. Its relation to the location of buildings and the 
treatment of their surroundings requires a consideration of architectural 
and engineering features. The materials used are mainly included with-
in the fields of horticulture, forestry, geology, and civil engineering, to 
which it bears much the same relation that architecture does to struc-
tural engineering and similar technical subjects. 
Landscape Architecture includes the design, construction, planting, 
and maintenance of home grounds, estates, parks, cemeteries, school 
grounds and sub-divisions, town and regional planning, including recre-
ational landscape design, and other planning problems. 
There are opportunities for competent professional men, both in pri-
vate practice and in public employ as landscape architects, city plan-
ners, park superintendents, landscape recreational engineers for large 
state and national holdings and public reservations as well as in phases 
of government service. 
This department is accredited by the American Society of Landscape 
Architects and graduates are eligible for competition for the two-year 
traveling Fellowship at the American Academy in Rome. Each year 
two graduates are selected for competition for the Ryerson European 
traveling fellowship of the Lake Forest Foundation valued at approxi-
mately $1,200. 
Students in Landscape Architecture who wish to take a five-year cur-
riculum are advised to inform the head of the department as early as 
possible so that their classification may be somewhat broadened and 
liberalized. 
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Curriculum in Landscape Architecture 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six p1011ths of practical landscape work is required before graduation. 
See page 139. 








Arch. Design Arch. Design Prine. Land. Design 
Arch. E. 271B 3 Arch. E. 27~B 3 L.A.106 1 
Freehand Drawing Freehand Drawing Arch. Design 
Arch. E. 1141 1 Arch. E. 115 1 Arch. E. 278B 3 
General Botany General Botany Freehand Drawing 
r Bot. 101B 3 Bot.102B 3 Arch. E. 825 Composition Com~sitlon Gen. Horticulture Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 Hort.114 or College Algebra Plane Trigonometry Gen. Botany Math. lOJA 5 Math. 102A 5" Bot.108B 
Mllltary 121 1 Military 122 1 Composition 
Engl. 108 3 
Surveying 
C.E. 116 3 
~ Military 128 1 
16 16 16 
In addition to the courses listed above. each student will be required to include in hia sched-
ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 108; L.A.· 105; W'mter; Orientation, Ag. 101. 102; Ag.104, see page 189. 
•The number refers to the description of the course. 
2For definition of a credit, see page 127. 
SOPHOMORE. YEAR 
Hist. Land. Design 
L.A. 201 2 
Hist. Land. Design 
L.A. 202 3 
Hist. Land. Design 
L.A. 208 3 
El. of Land. Design El. of Land. Design 
L.A. 211 2 L.A. 212 2 
El. of Land. Design 
L.A. 218 2 
Prine. Land. Design Plant Materials Plant Materials 
L.A. 107 3 L.A. 231 2 L.A. 232 8 
Freehand Drawing Arch. Design Freehand Drawing 
Arch. E. 221 1 Arch. E. 881B 2 Arch. E. 281 2 
Freehand Drawing General Chemistry Garden Flowers 
Arch. E. 222 1 Chem.102 4 Hort. 244 3 
General Chemist_ry Surveying Business Law 
Chem.101 4 C.E. 218 3 Ee. 865 8 
Surv;r.ing Military 222 1 Military 223 1 c .. 21'1 4 
Military 221 1 
18 17 17 
In addition to tho couraea listed above, each student will be required to include in his ached-
ule: Phya. Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Landscape Design Landscape Design Landscape Design 
L.A. 811 3 L.A. 812 3 L.A. 813 8 
Plant Materials PlantinLPesign PlantinLDeaign 
L.A. 888 8 L.A. 4 3 L.A. 6 8 
Detalla of Conatr. Details of Constr. Adv. Land. Constr • 
L.A.801 3 L.A. 802 3 L.A. 808 2 
Technical Journalism American Govt. Landscape Practice 
T. JI. 225 3 Govt. 816 3 L.A. 841 R 
tGeneral Psychology 
3 
tFeature Writing tGeneral Pbyaics 
PBych.204 T. JI. 835 3 =.204 8 Extempore Speaking Soils Pb grapby 
P.S. 311 2 Soils 864 8 • 82, ' Farm Forestry 
For. 100 8 
l'l 18 18 








· Adv. Land. Design Adv. Land. Design Adv. Land. Design 
L.A.411 4 L.A. 412 4 L.A. 418 4 
City or Town Planning Institutional Planning Rec. & Reg. Plannin1 
L.A. 401 s L.A. 402 2 L.A. 408 8 
.Planting Composition Writing Sci. Papers tMaintenance 
3 L.A.486 3 Engl. 414 3 Hort. 816 
Hlstoey of Arch. History of Arch. History of Arch. s Arcll. E. 851 3 Arch. E. 852 s Arch. E. 853 
tRoads & Pavements tEn~. City Planning Landscape Practice 
C.E. 854 3 c .. 404 8 L.A. 842 R 
Freehand Drawing Freehand Drawing El. Entomology 
4 Arch. E. 827 2 Arch. E. 824 _ 2 Zool. 2'14 
18 17 17 
Park and Construction Option for Senior Year 
Park Plan., Constr., Plant. Park Plan., Constr., Plant. Park Plan., Constr., Plant. 
L.A. 421· - 4 L.A. 422 4 L.A. 428 4 
City or Town Planning Institutional Planning Rec. & Rog. Planning 
L.A. 401 S L.A. 402 2 L.A. 408 
Planting Composition Writing Sci. Papers Landscape Practice 
L.A. 486 8 Engl. 414 S L.A. 842 
Roads & Pavements Engr. City Planning tMalntenance 
C.E. 854 S C.E. 4M S Hort. 815 







tMay be omitted by students appointed to the Reserve omcers' Training Corps. See pa1e 
261. 
Description of Courses 
105. Introduction to Landscape Architecture. The field of landscape archi· 
tecture, its scope and methods. Winter. Leet. 1. Required. 
106, 107. Theory and Principles of Landscape Deslp. Lectures, recitations, as· 
.tigned readings and reports. (106) Spring. Leet. 1. Credit 1. (107) Fall. Leet. 1. 
Rec. 2. Credit 3. 
201. History of Landscape Architecture. Introduction to the study of the great 
examples of landscape architecture throtl'lhout the world. Special em1>_hasis on the 
relations of the arts to each other and to landscape architecture... Readings, re· 
ports. No prerequisite. Fall. Lectures 2. Credit 2. 
202, 203. History of J..anclscape Design. Development of landscape architecture 
from antiquity to modern times, with its relation to and the influence of allied 
arts. Lectures, readings, abstracts, and reports. Winter, Spring. respectively. 
Lecture 3. Credit 3 each course. 
206. Plamlinc Home Landscapes. Ap.Preciation of our native and humanized land· 
scapes, with special attention to the improvement of the ·home grounds. Open to 
all students. Fall, Winter, Spring. Leet. 2. Credit 2. # 
207. Plant Haterials for the Home Landscape. Identification, use, and care or 
the common and best plants for the home grounds, both rural and urban. Spe· 
cial emphasis upon arrangement of trees, evergreens, shrubi;._ flowers, and vines. 
Open to all students. F~ll, Spring. Leet. 1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
208. Rural Landscape DeslgU. Preparation of plans ior farmsteads, small 11ouse 
Jots, home and school grounds, as well as other public areas. Especially -dcsi~ed 
to meet the needs of Agricultural Engineering and Horticulture students, and 
those interested in County Agent work. Winter. Leet. 1 or 2. Lab. 2 or 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 3. • 
211, 2121 213. Elements of La.ndscap& Deslcg. Simple problems in design and presentation. (211) Fatl. Prerequisite: 106, C.E. 116. (212) Winter. Prerequiaite: 
211. (213) Spring. Prerequisite: 212. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2 each course. 
231, 232. Plant Haterlals. (231) An introduction to the study of plant materials 
as used in landscape architecture. Classification: nomenclature, requirements, 
sources, with winter twig identification. Winter. uct. 1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 
2. (232) Continuation of 231. Applied to deciduous trees and shrubs with special 
emphasis on their seasonal landscape character and usage. Spring. Leet. 1. Lab. 
2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
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301, 302, 30J. Details of Construction and Office Administration. Lecturc!t. read· 
ings, drawings, and problems. (301) Fall. Prerequisite: C.E. 116. (302) winter. 
Prerequisite: 301. Leet. 3. Credit 3 each course. (303) Prerequisite: 302. Theory 
and drafting room problems in landscape construction mcluding gradin..r, drainage, 
and utility plans, estimate of cuts, fills, and cost data. Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 2. 
311, 312, 313. Lan~cape Deslp. Design of private and Pl!b.lic properties ~a.sed 
on actual topographies. Drafting, field work, reports, criticisms. Prerequ1s1te: 
213. Fall, Wmter, Spring, respcct1vcly. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3 each course. 
333. Plant Materials. Continuation of 232. Trees and shrubs, vines, evergreens, 
and herbaceous material. l~icld trips and reports. Fall. Leet. 1. Lab. 2,' 3 hr. 
Credit 3. 
3341 335. Planting Desfp. Arrangement and use of plants in landscape and architectural design with drafting and field practice. Prerequisite. 311, 333. Win· 
ter, Spring. Leet. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3 each course. 
341, 342, 343. Travel and Practice. Study of notable works in landscape design 
and observation of actual construction and operation in the field. (341) In· 
spection tour. Spring. Junior year. Required. (342) Inspection tour. Spring. 
Senior year. Required. (343) Foreign or domestic travel course. First hand study, 
under direction of Mr. Elwood1 of the masterpieces of landscape architecture and allied arts in Europe and Asta as well as America. Not required but recom· 
mended for aJl advanced students or graduates. (341) (342) No credit. (343) Sum· 
mer. Credit 3 to 10. 
366, Speclal Problems. Selected problems for balancing or completing individual 
student requirements. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
401. City or Town Planning. Lectures and text on functional planning of the 
city includin~ the fundamentals and historical development of civic desig_n, with 
r>articular attention to the broader phases of city planning. Fall. Leet. 1. 
Rec. 2. Credit 3. 
402. Institutional Planning. Desig_n of school, airport, and other public and 
semi-public institutional properties. Prerequisite: 401. Winter. Leet. 1. Rec. 1. 
Credit 2. Engl. 414 taken 10 collaboration. 
403. Recreational and Regional Planning. Recreational aspects of landscape 
architecture including parkst.. playgrounds, waterfronts, and public reservations. 
Prerequisite: 402, except for .r·orestry students, or by special permission from head 
of department. Spring. Leet. 1. Rec. 2. Credit 3. 
411, 412, 413. Advanced Landscape Design. Design of public, semi-public, and 
private properties. Prerequisite: 313. Lab. 4, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
421, 422, 423. Park Planning, Planting, and Construction. Prerequisite: 303, 
313, 335. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lah. 4. 3 hr. Credit 4 each course. 
436. Advanced Planting Composition and Design. The principles of desian ap-
plied to the use of Rlants in various types of landscape problems. Prerequisite: 
335. Fall. Leet. 1. Lab. 2. 3 hr. Credit 3. 
600. Research. Mr. Elwood. 
LIBRARY 
CHARLES H. BROWN, Head of Department 
Associate Prefessor Dunbar ; Assistant Professor Warner ; 
Instructors Crawford, Ford 
For information concerning the Division of Industrial Science, see page 98. 
INSTRUCTION IN LIBRARY USAGE AND METHODS 
Courses required of all freshmen are designed to give facility in ·the 
use of books and the use of libraries. 
In addition, the library affords facilities for bibliograpbic research in 
the sciences and technical literature of the departments giving graduate 
instruction. "Bibliographic Research" (Lib. 614), may be allowed as 
either major or minor credit in any department. 
Graduate Work in Library Science 
The department also offers courses designed particularly to meet the 
demand for university librarians and assistants who have had consider-
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able work in the pure and applied sciences. These subjects are open only 
to those holding some position on the library staff. They should be 
supplemented eventually by a year's work at a graduate library school 
and are not to be considered as a substitute for such work. Courses 614 
to 619 may be taken as a divided major with certain selected depart-
ments and wiII lead to the degree of Master of Science. A reading 
knowledge of both French and German will be required. 
Description of Courses 
106. Library Instruction. Use of books. use of library. and a su~vey of lit· 
erature of major curricula. 
A. For students in agriculture. One half of the course on Orientation, (Ag. 
101). Fall. 
B. For students in home economics. One half of the course on Orientation. 
CH.Ee. 101). Fall. 
C. For students in en11ineering. Five weeks of the freshman technical lectures 
in the various curricula. 
D. For students in industrial science. Three weeks of the course on Orienta· 
tion. (l.S. 104). Fall. 
614. Bibliographic Research. Lectures and i>ractice on the location of _printed 
material and otl the )!reparation of bibliogi:_aphiea of technical and scientific sub· 
jects. Fall. Winter. Summer. Credit 1. Mr. Brown. Mr. Dunbar. 
For members of library staff only 
615. Bibliographic Research, Advanced. Primarily on trade and subject bibli·. 
or~hies, especially in foreign langua.l{eS. Prere_guisite: 614. reading knowledge 
o French and German. Winter. Credit 1. Mr. Brown. 
616. Order and Accessions. Ordering books. serials. book buying. emphasis on 
methods and tests to determine effectiveness. Fall. Lab. 2. 3 hr. Conf. 1. 
Credit 3. Mr. Brown. 
617. Classl1lcatlon of Books. Dewe~ Decimal classification and Library of 
Congress classification. book numbers. Emphasis on methods and tests. Winter. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Conf. 1. Credit 3. Mr. Dunbar. 
618. Cataloging. Dictionary cataloging. subject headin,s, serials. Emphasis 
on methods and tests. Spring. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Conf. 1. Credit 4. Mr. Dunbar. 
619. Research. Investi$ation testing library methods or the use of library such 
as .. cost factors in various departments of library work," or "time factors In 
library service... Winter. Spring. Mr. Brown. 
MATHEMATICS 
E. R. SMITH, Head of Department 
Professors Roberts, Snedecor; Associate Professors Colpitts, McKelvey, 
Allen, Gouwens, Herr, Holl, Turner, Robinson; Assistant Professors 
Fleming, Daniells, Hinrichsen, Atanasoff, Brandt; Instructors, H. Smith, 
•Catlin. Robertson, Anderson; Graduate Assistants Wells, Hurd 
For information concerning the Division of Industrial .Science, see page 98. 
The work of the Department of Mathematics is directed to the follow-
ing ends: 
1. The development of intellectual strength. 
2. Accuracy in presentation of mathematical truths. 
3. The acquiring of such command ~f the subject matter of mathe-
matics as wiII make it a valuable instrument in higher scientific and 
technical study and research. 
4. The specialized application of mathematics to industry and in-
dustrial education. 
•Absent on leave. 
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Curriculum in Industrial Science-Major Mathematics 
Fpr freshman and sophomore years, see .page 241. 
For junior and senior years, see page 242. 
Description of Courses 
For description of non-collegiate courses, see page 301. 
101. Collece Alcebra.* Prerequisite: three semesters secondary school algebra. 
A. For all students except home economics. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 5. 
Credit 5. 
B. For students i'n home economics. Fall. Rec. 4. Credit 4. 
102. Plane Trigonometry. Prerequisite: 101. 
A. For students in industrial science, forestry, and landscape architecture. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 5. Credit S. 
'B. ·For students in home economics. Winter. Rec. 4. Credit 4. 
C. For students in engineerina. Must be preceded or accompanied by Gen. Engr. 
105. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 4. Credit 4. 
103. Plane .Analytic Geometry. Prerequisite: 102. 
A. For all students except home economics. Fall, \Vinter, Spring. Rec. 5. 
Credit 5. 
D. For students in home economics. Sprin:z. Rec. 4. Credit 4. 
136. SoU4 Geo.metry. Prerequisite: plane geometry. Fall, Winter. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. 
205. Mathematics for Students of Agriculture. Prerequisite: entrance algebra. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. Ree. 4. Credit 4. 
206, 207. llathematfcal Theory of Investments. Prere9uisite: 102. (206) Rec. S. 
Credit S. (207) A second quarter in life insurance will be given occasionally. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
211, 212, 213. Calculus. Prerequisite: 103. (211) Differential calculus. (212) 
Integral calculus with applications. (213) Applied calculus. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
Rec. 4. Credit 4 each course .. 
300. Theory of Equations. Complex numbers, general solutions of the cubic and 
biquadratic. Horner's and Newton's methods of approximating roots, s_ystems 
of equations, and elements of determinants. Prerequisite: 213. Winter. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. 
314, 315. DUferentlal Equations. (314) The formulation of practical problems 
as solutions of differential equations, methods of solvin~ type forms. Fall, Spring. 
(315) Systems of equations, singular solutions, theoretical considerations and an 
introduction to partial differential equations. Prerequisite: 213. Winter. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3 each course. 
330. Collece Geome~. Geometrical constructions, properties of trianales, trans· 
versals, harmonic sections, and systems of circles. Designed for students who 
expect to teach secondary school geometry. Prerequisite: 213. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
334. Analytic Geometry of Three Dimensions. Particular emphasis on surfaces of 
the second degree. Prerequisite: 213. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
400. Numerical Computation. Interpolation, numerical solution of equations, ap· 
~roximations, numerical intezration, and construction of tables. Prerequisite: 314. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
405, 406. Bfomathematfcs. A general course including applications of calculus to 
biology. Prerequisite: WS. Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each 
course. 
441, 442, 443. Statistical Methods. Biometrics. Primarily for students doing 
major work in the biological sciences. Prerequisite: 103. Fall, \Vinter, Spring, 
respectively. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
444, 445. StaUstfcs Laboratbry.. May accompany or follow 441 or 442 respectively. 
Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1 each course. 
•Freshman students who show deficient· preparation in mathematics may be as· 
signed by the Dean of the Junior College and tl!e Dean of the Division to special 
classes if! pre-technical mathematics until they are prepared to take up college 
mathematics. 
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490. History of Mathematics. Prerequisite: 213 and senior classification. \Vin· 
tel". Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
497. (Voe. Ed. 497.) Tea~ng Vocational Mathematics in Junior and Senior 
Hiah Schools. Several practical aspects of teacbinff mathematics such as organiza· 
tion of subject matter, methods of presenting typical topics, nnd tests for meas· 
uring results. Spring. Leet. and otiservation 3. Credit 3. 
514, 515.. Advan.ced Calculus. General derivatives, rationalization, reduction 
formulas, num~rical evaluation of integrals, partial derivatives, line integrals. 
Green's Theorem with applications to geometry, physics, nnd mechanics. Pre· 
requisite: 213. Fall, Winter, respectively. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
516. Definite Integrals. The impor.tant integrals which appear in applied math• 
ematics, including the elliptic type. Prerequisite: 213. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
535, 536. Projective Geometry. Prerequisite: 213. Lect.3. Cr.edit 3 each course. 
540. Mathematical Statistics. Prerequisite: 213. Leet. 3. Credit 3. -550. Vector Analysis as Applied to Physics. and Mechanics. Prerequisite: 213. 
Rec. 4 or 5. Credit 4 or 5. 
554, 555. Analytical Mechanics. Statics of a yarticle, force, impulse, momentum, 
velocity and acceleration, kinetic and potentia energy, central forces'"- harmonic 
motion, and other topics in theoretical mechanics. Prerequisite: 213. .r.all, Win· 
ter, respectively. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
599. Special Topics. Mr. Smith, Mr. Snedecor. 
600. Finite Groups. Leet. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Allen. 
ro4, <ioS. Introduction to Higher Algebra. Leet. 3. Credit 3 each course. Mr. 
Robinson. 
606, 607. Theory of Numbers. Leet. 3. Credit 3 each course. Mr. Turner. 
614, 615. Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable. Leet. 3. Credit 3 each 
course. Miss Colpitts. 
616, 617. Theory of Functions of a Real Variable. Leet. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
Mr. Smith. 
620. Calculus of Variations. Leet. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Gouwens. 
624, 625. Differential Equations of Mathematical Physics. Prerequisite: 314, 
and Phys. 222. Leet. 3, Credit 3 each course. Mr. Hinrichsen. 
626, 6Zl. Integral Equati!ons. Leet. 3. Credit 3 each course. Mr. Allen. 
631, 632, 633. Advanced Geometry. (631) Co-ordinate geometry· and higher plane 
curves. (632) (633) Differential_ geometry. Fa11, Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. 
3. Credit 3 each course. Mr. McKelvey. 
640. Probability. The application of the theory in the solution of scientific 
and technical problems. Prerequisite: 213. Leet. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Allen. 
651, 652, 653. (Phys. 651, 6521 653.) Introduction fo Mathematical Physlc1. Basic mathematics used in theoretical physics. Fundamental topics of classical and 
modern physics using_ mathematical concepts and methods. Prerequisite: 314, Phys. 
504, 516, ros. FalJ, Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3 each 
course. Mr. Atanasoff. 
654, 655. Dynamics. Motion of a particle and of a rigid body. Prerequisite: 314 •. 
Leet. 3. Credit 3 each course. Mr. Turner. 
656, 657. Hydrodynamics and Mathematical Theory bf Alrfoll1. Elementar1 
hydrodynamical theory with applications to aeronautics. J.ect. 3. Credit 3 ·each 
course. Mr. Turner. 
658, 659. Celestial Mechanics. Leet. 3. Credit 3 each course. Mr. Turner. 
664, 665. (T. & j\. M. ~. 665.) Mathematics of El!'stlclty. Applica~ion ::of:~ 
general stress strain analysis to flexur~ of beams, torsion of rods, elastic ·energy 
of strain, deflection of plates, vibration phenomena, and elastic impact. Pre· 
requisite: 314. Leet. 3. Credit 3 each course. l\lr. Holl. 
666. (T. & A. M. 666.) Vibration Problems. Ha.rmonic and. non-~armoni~ vibra· 
tions; generalized co-ordinates and J.aarange equauo~s of ~otion with aP.p!1cations 
to vibration of beams, columns, plates, and rotating disks. Prerequisite: 314, 
T. & A. M. 324. Leet. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Holl. 
671, 672 673. Advanced Mathematics as Relptecl to Pn>blems in Chemlatry._ DH· 
ferential 'equations, and mechanics with especial reference to their al)pJications in 
chemistry. Prerequisite: 213. Leet. 3. Credit 3 each course. Mr. Alten. 
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674, 675. Mathematical Theory of Relativity. Prerequisite: 314. Leet. 3. Credit 
3 each course. Mr. Allen. 
681 682, 683. (Phys. 681, 682, 683.) Quantum Mechanics. 'Newer developments 
in the qua,ntum theory and their application to problems in physics and chem· 
iatry. Prerequisite: 315, Phys. 323. I:cct. 3. Credit 3 each course. Mr. Atanasoff. 
flJ'). Research. Messrs. Smith, Snedecor, Allen, Atanasoff, Holl, Turner. 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
W. H. MEEKER, Head of Department 
Professors Bevan, Cleghorn, Norman; Associate Professors Brown, 
Hummel, Major, Roudebush; Assistant Professors Daasch, Hug, Miller, 
Olson; Instructors Breckenridge, Gesser, Hines, A. Maitland, Wm. 
Maitland, Miller, Reinholz, Spangler 
For information concerning the Division of Engineering, see page 92. 
The curriculum in Mechanical Engineering is developed around and 
supported by a good workin~ knowledge of English and the funda-
mental sciences of mathematics, physics, and chemistry. The curricu-
lum has been arranged to give its graduates the best possible funda-
mental training, which, when combined with the experience and judg-
ment gained in e_ractical work, will open to them positions in the 
profession as consulting engineer, contracting engineer, heating and 
ventilating engineer, aeronautical engineer, sales engineer, efficiency 
engineer, works manager, purchasing engineer, machine designer, chief 
draftsman, foundry superintendent, machine shop superintendent, railway 
engineer in charge of motive power and rolling stock, superintendent 
and manager of electric light and power plants, gas works superintendent 
and engineer, refrigerating engineer, telephone engineer, valuation engi-
neer, patent office expert, mine operator and manager, teacher in trades 
and engineering schools, and many other positions of equal magnitude 
and responsibility. Graduates in mechanical engineering are holding 
positions of highest engineering responsibility in every branch of the 
profession in every state of the Union and in many countries of the 
world. 
The department desires to render atl service possible t~ the mechani-
cal engineering interests in Iowa. To this end correspondence is in-
vited from those interested in the generation of power, heating of 
buildings. and the operation of shops and manufacturing plants of all 
kinds. Special investigations wilt be made, if possible, when the in-
quiries ate of a nature to indicate the need of the technical skill and 
equipment of the department. 
Curriculum in Mechanical Engineering 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For graduate year, see page 123. 
For professional degree, see page 110. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 








Mechanical Drawing l Prg!ective Drawing Working Drawings 
M.E. 1141 or 1 .E. 117 2 M.E.118 2 
Advanced Mech. Draw. 
M.E.115 
Foif.e Work Foundry Work El. Pattern Work 
.E. 184 2 M.E.186 2 M.E.188 2 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Qualitative Analysis 
Chem.101 4 Chem.102 4 Chem.103 " En<fe. Problems en. E.104. 1 En<fe. Problems en. E. 105 1 
Composition Composition Composition 
Engl. 101 s Engl.102 8 Engl.108 8 
College Algebra T1.ionometry AnalYtlc Geometry 
Math. lOlA 5 ath.1020 4 Math.108A 5 
Military 10~. 1 Military 102 1 Military 10!. 1 -
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In b1s ached• 
ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 103; Tech. Leet., M.E. 104, 106, 108. 
lThe number.refers to the description of the course. 
SFor definition of a credit, see page 127. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Detail Drawings Mechanisms Jl\j>eslgn 
M.E. 214 2 M.E. 216 2 .E. 218 2. 
Pi~Fitting Sheet Metal Work Statics of Engr. . 
.E. 285 2 M.E. 286 2 T. &A. M. 274 8 
Ex,Roeitory Description Extem~re Speaking Engr. Problems 
l Engl. 204 2 *P.S. 811 2 Gen.E.20~ 
Quant. Anal/sis Quant. Analysis Quant. An81.y' · 
2 Chem. 21 2 Chem. 216 2 Chem.217 , 
Dllferentlal Calculus Integral Calculus A1>1>lled Calculul 
Math. 211 4 Math.212 4 Math.218 ' Mechanics & Heat Elect. & Magnetism Lfiht & Sound Phys. 221 5 Phys.222 5 hys.228 5 
Military 201 1 Military 202 1 Military 203 1 
' - -18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to {Delude ln hfs ached· 
ule: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 208. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
tValve Gears Boller Designing Machine Designing 
M.E. 814. 2 M.E. 816 2 M.E. 818 2 
Mech. of Materiala Dynamics of Engr. Aerodynamics of 
}4 
T. & A.M. 824 6 T. &A.M. 844 4 AJr~lane 
Machine Work fMachine Work M. .828 
M.E. 884 2 M.E. 886 2 or 
Mech. Laboratory Mech.Laboratory Hydraulics 
M.E. 854 1 M.E. 366 1 T. &A.M. 878 
Thermodynamics Machine Design fMachine Work 
M.E. 844 4 M.E. 826 4 M.E. 888 2 
tR3.orts & Papers A.C. Circuits & Mach. Mech. Laboratory I 
.E. 804 1 E.E. 839 4 .M.E. 858 1 
Dir. Current Machines 
E.E. 888 a 
D.C. Laboratory, 
E.E. 849 1 
E~. Economlca 
c. 261 a 
A.C. Machines 
E.E. 840 6 
A.O. Laboratory 
E.E. 850 1 
18 18 18 
*One-half of the students will take P.S. 811 fn the Fall, and Engl. 204 ln the Winter. 
tMay be omitted by students appointed to the Reserve Oftlcera' Tralnln1 Corp1. See page 
261. 
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SENIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Thesis Subject tTheais tThesis 
8 M.E. 474 ., R M.E. 477 3 M.E. 479 
Gu. & Oil Eng. Steam Ergine, Turbine Air & Gas Compressor 
Testing Tes ti~ TestinJ1 
M.E. 464 1 M.E. 56 1 M.E. 58 1 
tE~. Writlnp Engr. Valuation Accounting 
4 .E. 404 2 Engr. 407 3 Ee. 374 
Ent,;· Contracts 
ngr. 405 3 
Materials of Machines American Govt. 
M.E. 485 4 Govt. 315 3 
Not Elective 10 Not Elective 10 Not Elective 8 
• { Heat Englnea Power Plant Engr. 
: }8 
Railway Meeh. Engr. } 
M.E. 444 8 M.E. 446 M.E. 628 5 
A Heat & Vent. 8 Heating Design Steam Power 8 
M.E. 424 2 M.E. 618 Plant Designing 
Crane D~nlng M.E. 519 3 
M.E. 51 8 or 
or Theory of Automo-
; f 8 
or 
Heat Engines tive Eng. Design Automotive Engine 
M.E. 444 8 M.E. 564 Designing 
Airplane Struc- Aif£lane Structures M.E. 517 3 
B tu res 8 .E. 626 Aerial Propellers 
M.E. 425 8 Airplane Designing M.E. 529 4 8 
Ai~lane Design- M.E. 516 2 J Ai!}!lane Engine 
~ eating .E. 415 2 M.E. 468 1 
or or or 
HeatE~nes Automotive Eng. Manufacturing 
M.E. 4 8 Designing Methods 
Theory of Automo- M.E. 617 3 M.E. 599 6 
0 tlvA Eng. Design 8 Automotive Chassis 8 Transmission De- 8 
M.E. 564' 4 M.E. 497 4 ~ing 
Automobile Eng. Automobile Eng. .E. 419 2 
Construction Testing Transmission Test. 
M.E. 584 1 M.E. 557 1 M.E. 469 1 







M.E. 444 M.E. 486 M'..E. 488 
D Ind. Organiza. Heating & Vent. Business Psych. 
M.E. 484 M.E. 424 Psych.484 
Time Studies Heating Design Factory Planning 
M.E. 455 M.E. 518 M.E. 489 
Group Electives 8 Group Electives 8 Group Electives Sor 9 
18 18 16 or 17 
In addition to the courses listed above. each student will be required to include in bis sched-
ule: Seminar. M.E. 405, 406, 408. 
*Students electing either group In the first quarter will continue in the same group through-
out the year • 
.... Technlcal° Credits may be chosen Crom any of the .. Group Electives" offered in the 
senior year In Mechanical Engineering. 
Description of Courses 
104. Technical Lecture. Discussion of enginecrinJt profession; student problems 
of houaing, living and study: Freshman shop materials and methods. Fall. Leet. 
1. Required. 
106. Technical Lecture. Construction and operation of steam entrines, turbines, 
boilers, and auxiliary power plant apparatus, statement and solution of illustra· 
tive problems. Winter. Leet. 1. Required. 
108. Tedanfcal Lecture. Discussion of sources and properties of materials of 
construction. Principles of industrial organization and management. Spring. Leet. 
1. Required. 
114. llechanlcal Drawing. Use of instruments practice in letterin~ and de· 
tailing. For students who have not had high school mechanical drawmg. Fall, 
Winter. Spring. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. 
115. Advanced lilecllanfcal Drawing. Plane projection, auxiliar7 and sectional 
views; plane curves, generation and platting; free hand lettering and dimen-
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sioni~g!. For -students who have had one year of high school mechanical ·drawlnc:-
Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. ~ . 
116. Keclwllcal Drawlnc. Use of drawing instruments, practice in let'terlng and 
detailing. Fall, Winter, Spri~. Lab. 2,. 3 hr. Credit 2. .. 
117. ProJectl..-e Drawing., Projection of the J?Oint, line, and _plane as applied in 
the preparation of general and detail engineering drawings. Frerequisite: 115 or 
116. 'Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 1, 3 Jir. Credit 2~ • 
118. Workln& Drawing. Interpretation and reading of ortho~aphic sketches of 
machine details and assemblies; _preparation of workin_g drawings, tracin~, and 
blue printing. Prerequisite: 117. Fall, Winter,. Spring. Lab .• 2, 3 hr. Ciedit 2. 
119. ProJectlve Drawing. Projection ·of the point, tine and plane as applied in 
the preparation of general and d tail eng_ineering drawings. Prerequisite: 114, 115, 
or 116. Wint~r. Rec •. 1. Lab. 3 ]µ'. Credit~ 3. 
134. Po1ge Wlork. Forgi and welding iron: foJ'Zing, ·dressing, hardenlng, and 
tempering steel tools. Fall, inter, Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
136. Foundry Work. Molding in green and dry sand, making cores, char;ing 
cupola: casting in iron, brass, aluminum, and alloys. ·Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 2, 
3 hr. Credit 2. · 
138. Elementary Pattem Work. Simple patterns and core boxes for cast' iron, 
brasit, and aluminum castinas. Prerequisite: 136. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 2, 
3 hr. Credit 2. . 
214. Detail Drawings. Orthopaphic and pictorial sketchinJ of machines; prepara• 
tion of ,shop dra~ings~ letter1ng1 tracing~ and blue prinbng. Prerequi~~te: 118. Fall, Winter, Spnng. Lab. 2, 3 nr. Credit 2. · 
216. Kechan.fsms. S~udy of mechanisms, cams, and 1inkage1; location of virtual 
centers, construction of velocity and acceleration diagrams. Prerequisite: 2114, ·or 
equivalent. Fall, Winter,· Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. · 
217. Working Drawings. Orthoirat>hic sketches of apparatus and machines: 
i>_reparation of detail drawingsi tracing and blue printing. Prerequisite: 118. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 1, 3 nr. Credit 1. 
218. Jig Design. Design and detail drawings of jigs and fixtures. Prerequisite: -
214. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. credit 2. 
234. Sheet Metal Wcrrk. For Industrial Arts students. Use of sheet metal tools 
and machines; soldering, sweating, and brazing; use .of patterns and templates. Pre• 
J:1Cquisite: I.A. 109. Fall. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. • 
235 Pipe Fitting. Making up threaded, flanged, and leaded joints in steel, cast 
iron, and lead pipe; installation and maintenance of heating, water suppl_y, and 
drainage system; reading plans and specifications. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. a, 
3 hr. Credit 2. 
236. Sheet Metal Work. Use of sheet metal tools and machines; soldering, 
sweating, and brazing; pattern and template developments. Prerequisite: 117, or 
I.A. ~09. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
304. Reports and Papers. Study and analysis of engineerin~ descriptive writ• 
ings 1 preparation of outlines, essential clements, deductive conclusions in ensi• 
neenng reports. Prerequisite: credit or classification in 354. Fall. Rec. 1. Credit 1. 
314. Valve Gears. Study of gas and steam eng!ne valves and valve gears; de: 
velopment of diagrams and displacement curves. Prerequisite: 216. Fall. Lab. 2, 
3 hr. Credit 2. 
316: Boller Desln!ng. Determination of dimensions and complete general and 
detail drawings ot shell boiler and setting. Prerequisite: classification in 326. 
W,inter. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. · · 
317. Elements of Machine Drawing. For Juniors in Chemical TechnolO'.fY and 
Chemistry. Principles of projection; main, auxiliary, and sectional views; reading 
orl:hographic1 isometric, and perspective sketches; reproductions and completion of partial sKet~hes of machine parts. Winter. Lab. z, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
318. Machine Design.Ing. Study of form, strength, and proportion of frames, and 
moving _parts of machines and machine tools. Prerequisite: 326. Spring. Lab. 2. 
3 hr. Credit 2. , 
319. ~eadlng Working Drawings. For Juniors in Chemical Technology and 
Chemistry. Readinl{ of blue prints, rules for dimensioning, conventional 'symbols; , 
preparation of pencal drawing_s; blue printing, filing, and indexing •• Prerequisite: 
317. Spring. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
326. Kachlne Design. Elements of machines, designs of fastenings, joints, gear· 
ing, belting. lubrication, machine frames, and attachments. Prerequisite: 216. 
clasification in T. & A. M. 344. Winter. Rec. 4. Credit 4. 
328. Aerodyn._mfcs of -the Airplane. Mechanics of the air• elementary Jaws, study 
of stability; control surfaces; performance of propellers; dynamic load. Prerequl• 
site: T. & A M. 324 and 344. Spring. Rec. 4 Credit 4 
334. Machine Work. ChiJ>ping, filing, scraping, babbitti!lHi and fittin~ bearings: 
mill wrighting; plain turning and thread cutting. Fall, Wanter, Sprin~. Lab. 2, 
3 hr. credit 2. 
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336. l!achlne Work. O_peration and manaaement of boring mills, millers, and 
2_laner1 •• repairin8' and building machines and machine parts. Prerequisite: 334. Fall, winter, SprinB'. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. · 
338. Kachine Work. Use of lathe, miller, and grindi~Jl machine in making cut-
ters, taps and special tools. Prereuuisite: 336. Fatl, Winter, Spring. Lab. 2, 3 
hr. Credit .2. 
344. Thermod7Damlcs. Fundamental laws and equations; heat generation and 
transfer; saturated and s®_erheated vapors and gases; heat engines and thermal 
apparatus. Prerequisite: Math. 212, Phys. 221. Fall. Rec. 4. Credit 4. 
348. Thermodynamics. For Electrical Engineers. Fundamental laws and general 
c9uationsi heat generation and transfer; transformation and utilization in heat en-
a'lllea ana thermal apJ>aratus. Prerequisite: Math. 212 and Phys. 221. Winter, 
Sprinr. Rec. 4. Credit 4. 
354. IQChallfcal Laboratory. Calibration of fauges, indicators; weirs and meters; 
spark timing of gas enl{ines; determination o bearing_ friction; tests of hydraulic 
ram. Prerequisite: ]un1or engineering classification. Fall. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. 
356. Kechantcal Laf>oratory. Indicator practice; flue gas composition and corre· 
Jation with conditions of furnace; steam calorimeters; economy tests of gas en-
&'ines. Prerequieito: 354. Winter. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. 
351. Kechamcal Lf'boratory. Calibration of gatl'Zes, weirs, and meters; flue l{as 
analysis; steam calori~try; ecog.omy test of gas engines. Prerequisite; Junior 
E.E. classification. Winter. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. 
358. Mechanical Laboratory. Efficiency of heat balance tests of steam engines, 
injectors, boilers; determination of operating characteristics of water wheel. Pre· 
requisite: 356 or 357. Spring. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. · 
404. Bnglneerfnc Writings. Analytical study of intensive descriptive writings; 
preparation of catalogue material and simple specitications,.t business letters and 
letter reports. Prerequisite: senior classification. Falt. .Kee. 2. Credit 2. 
405. Seminar. Preparation and extempore delivery of rej>ort on selected or as· 
signed topics. Prerequisite: sep.ior classification. Fall. Rec. 1. Required. 
406. Seminar. Preparation and extem_P,ore deliv~!".>." of rel!_ort on selected or as· 
signed topic. Prerequisite: senior classification. Winter. Rec. 1. Required. 
M>S. Seminar. Preparation and extempore delivery of reports on plants, _pro· 
cesses, or methods of production. Prerequisite: senior classification. Spring. Rec. 
1. •Required. . 
415. Alnlane Designing. Design and specifications of a commercial airplane; 
study of Department of Commerce rules for stress analysis. Prere9uisite: 328, 
T. & A. M. 344, classification in M.E. 425. FaJl. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
419. TnnsmfRSlon Designing. Calculation of stresses, determination of dimen· 
iions and preparation of a set of design drawings of a transmission for automobile 
or truck. Prerequisite: 497. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
424. Heating and Ventilation. Air conditioning of buildings·; air washing and 
moiateningt heat losses; hot air, steam and hot water systems; heat control. Pre· 
requsitc: rhys. 221. Fall, Winter. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
425. Airplane Structures. General theory of design of airplanes i determination 
-0£ forces and calculation of stresses In beams and trusses. Prerequisite: 328, T. & 
A. M. 344. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
444. Heat Bngfnes. Application of thermodynamics; heat energy and its trans-
formation into work in tlie steam engine, steam turbine, internal combustioti en-
(ine1, air compressor, and refrigerating machine. Prerequisite: 344. Fall. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. 
446. Power Plant Bn&Lneerlng. Combustion of fuels, principal and auxiliary 
macbiner_y for power, heating, and pum.P._lng plants, comparison of types, cost of 
power. Prerequisite: 344 or 348. Fall, Winter. Rec. 5. Credit 5. 
454. Ou and Oil Bnabut Testlnr. Thermal tests on internal combustion engines; 
performance, thermal And mechanical efficiencies, and cost of power. Prerequi-
site: 358, and either 344 or 348. Fall. Lab. 1; 3 hr. Credit 1. 
455. Time Studies. Elements in shop operation; quality of labor and time re· 
quired..r rearrangement and improvement of equipment. Prerequisite: credit or 
classincation in 434. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
458. ~lane Engine Testing. Study of performance of airplane engine; de· 
termination of power, fuel consumption, thermal" and mechanical efficiencies as 
measured by electric dynamometer and torque stand. Prerequisite: 564. Spring. 
Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 1. 
459. Transmission. Testlnc. Tests on cone and plate clutches; ball and roller 
bcuings; gearing_; )?lain, semi, and full floating axles. Prerequisite: 497 and classi· 
fication 1n 419. Spring. Lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 1. · 
414. Thesis Subject. Approved subjects for graduating thesis selected during 
Fall Quarter. Required. 
4TI. Thesis. Investigation or research work continued for two quarters on an 
appl'Qved topic selected before the end of the first quarter of the senior year. Ex· 
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penses of the thesis are adjusted by special arrangement in each case. Prerequi· 
site: Senior classification. Winter. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
479. Thesis. A continuation of 47'1, which is prerequisite. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
484. Industrial Organl%ation. Industrial tendencies, ownership; types of organ• 
ization, executive control; wage systems, time studies, inspection methods, em· 
ployment problems, labor turnovcri, personnel work, industrial relations. Pre· 
requisite: Ee, 261. Fall, Winter. .i..ect. and rec. 3. Credit 3. 
485. Materials of Machines. Manufacture, vroperties and uses of iron, carbon 
and alloy steel, non-ferrous alloys, wood, brick, cement and concrete; physical 
properties, composition and beat treatment. Prerequisite: Chem. 217, T. & A. M. 
324. Fall. Rec. 3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
486. Industrial Engineering. Factory location, arrangement of machinery apd 
service equipment, orders and records, purchasin~, storing, planning._ routin1r, 
schedulin_g, dispatching, costing, general management theories. PrerequlBite: 484. 
Winter, Spring. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3. 
488. Scientific Management. Taylor's system of management; results secured; 
opposition of labor; bonus, piece rate, and undeterminate wage systems. Pre• 
requisite: 486. Spring. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3. 
489. Factory Planning. Selection of machinery, power apparatus, heating, venti· 
Jating, and li"Zhting systems; location of machinery, size and type of building. 
Prerequisite: 424, 486, 518, and classification in 488. Spring. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
497. Automobile Chassis. Study of stresses and theory of design of frames. 
clutches, transmission, gears, sprin_gs, brakes, and steering gears with calculations 
for determination of dimensions. Prerequisite: 326. Winter. Rec. 4. Credit 4. 
515. Crane Desf~nlng. Com_putation and design of crane; assembly and detail 
drawings. Prerequisite: 326. Fall. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
516. Advancect Airplane 'Designing. Desiozn of an airplane for a specific purpose. 
Layout; drawings; stress analysis and performance estimate. Prerequisite: 415, 
and classification in 526. Winter. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
517. Automotive Engine Deslgnlng. The calculation of stresses and determina· 
tion of dimensions required for preparation of a set of design drawings of an auto· 
mobile or airplane engine. Prerequisite: 564. Winter, Spring. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
518. Heating Designing. Air requirements, heat losses, heating systems, loca· 
tion of apparatusi layout of pipin"Z. Prerequisite: credit or classification in 424. 
\Vinter, Spring. ab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
519. Stealil Power Plant Deslgnlng. Size and type of boilers, prime movers and 
auxiliaries; building, location of apparatus: steam lines, water lines. Prerequi· 
site: 444, 446. Spring. Lab. 3, 3 h.r. Credit 3. 
526. Airplane Structures. A continuation of 425. Calculations for and {>ropor· 
tioning of parts subjected to combined stresses: practical and structural con· 
siderations. Prerequisite: 425. Winter. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
528. Railway Mechanical En~eerlng. The locomotive; calculations of tractive 
effot1 ,and tram resistance; freight and pas~cnger car air brak~ equipment. Pre• 
requisite: 344 or 348, T. & A. 1\1. 344. Sprin-z. Rec. 5. Credit S. 
529. Aerial Propellers; Theory and l>ractice of prQPeller design· stress analysia 
and design of metal l!_ropeller for sl!_ecific service. Prerequisite: J28, T. & A. M. 
344. Spring. Rec. 3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
534. Automobile Engine Construction. Study of design and construction of auto· 
mobile engines; determination of and report on princi_pal dimensions and condition 
of parts. Prerequisite: classification in 444 and 564. Fall. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. 
556. Steam Engine, Turbine Testing. Thermal study of compound steam en1ine 
and turbine; reJ>orts on efficiencies and cost of power. Prerequisite: 454. Winter. 
Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. 
557. Automobile Engine Testing. Study of performance of automobile engine; 
determination of power, fuel consumption, thermal and mechanical efficiencies as 
measured by electric dynamometer. Prerequisite: 564. Winter. Lab. 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 1. 
558. Air and Gas Compressor Testing. Characteristics of fan blowers; thermal 
studies of air compressorsb· ammonia compressor and refri'6erating plants. Pre· 
requisite: 556. Spring. La • 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. 
564. Theory of Automotive Engine Design. Thermodynamics and dynamics of 
the airplane and automobile ty1>e of internal combustion engines. Study and com· 
parison of cycles and types; balancing; design, calculations of parts. Prerequisite: 
326, 344. Fall, Winter. Rec. 4. Credit 4. 
599. ltanufacturlng :Methods. Study of automobile manufacture; labor aavinir 
and cost reducing methods: standardization of product; repair part service; sales 
organization. Prerequisite: 497 •. Spring. Rec. or lect. S. Credit S. 
625. TJieory of StabWty and ControL Theory of stability based on small oscilJa· 
tions; effects of prescribed motions on control surfaces: effect of alipatream and 
downwash. Prerequisite: 328, T. & A. M. 344, and Math. 213. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 
3. Mr. Bevan. 
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611. Advanced Propeller Theory. Extension and development of the blade ele· 
ment; Drzewiecki, Froude and vortex theories; effect of fuael@.ge and wings. Pre· 
requisite: 529, and Math. 657. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Bevan. 
628. Advanced ~Cl of Bngfneerlnc. Acceleration and velocity diagrams; 
balancing' of reciprocating and rotating parts, static and dynamic balance; impulse 
and momentum;.. .. the gyroscope and its application. Prerequisite: 326. Spring. 
Credit 3. Mr. ~otman. 
644. Afr Conclltlonfq. Ventilation; air washing, humidifying, cooling, and dry· 
ing,; electrical and chemical purification; legislative requirements. Fall. Credit 3 
to :i. M.1r. Norman. · 
645. Applied ThermodynamJcs. Thermal analysis of engines, turbines, air and 
ammonia compressors; heat _generation, transmission and absorption, study and re· 
search. Prerequisite: 4144. Fall. Creait 3 to 5. Mr. Cleahorn. 
646. Industrial Heating. Study of modern practice, as determined by buildina 
construction and special requirements; exhauster and drying systems; plans and 
specifications. Winter. , Credit 3 to S. Mr. Norman. 
647. Refrlpratlu Bnefneerlng. Coms>ression and absofPtion system; ice making 
aiid cold atoraget plants; research and aesign with plans and specifications. Win· 
ter. Credit 3 to S. Mr. Cleghorn. 
648. District Heating. Cltoice and location of plant; steam and hot water; design 
of distributlna-_ systems; detailed plans and specifications. Spring. Credit 3 to 5. 
Mr. Meeker, Mr. Norman. 
655. Research. Messrs. Meeker, Cleghorn, Norman, Roudebush, Bevan, Hummel. 
678. Central Stations. Location 1md types; choice and arrangement of apparatus; 
coal conveying and storage system!! economics and cost of power. Prerequisite: 
519. Spring. Credit 3 to S. Mr. Meeker, Mr. Cleghorn. 
685. Shop PersonneL Employment departments; time and wa_se \lroblems; shop 
committees; housing conditions and industrial relations. Fall. Credit 3 to S. Mr. 
Roudebush. 
686. P'actory DepreclaUon. Detailed study of depreciation; fundamental methods 
of determining and calculating industrial "ov.erhead." Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 
3 to S. Mr. Roudebush. 
688. Hanufacturfnc Costa. Prime costs, shop orders; machine hour rate in dis· 
trlbution of burden; departmental reports; graphical analysis. Fall, Winter, Sprin·.t· 
Credit 3 to S. Mr. Roudebush. . 
694. Aircraft Instruments an4 AvlgaUon. Meteorology in relation to aircraft. A 
study of construction and ~Cration of aircraft instruments. Pter~quisite: Math. 
102C, Phys. 223, Geol. 376. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. Mr. Bevan. 
699. .Advanced AutomoUve Engine Design. Advanced thermodynamics of the 
hiah·speed internal•combuation engine; problems of detonation, cooling and oil· 
ing;.~lculation of stresses; selection of materials a~d propgrtioning of parts. Pre· 
requ1s1te: 517. Spring. Rec. 3. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit S. Mr. Bevan. 
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS 
LT. CoL. Pmr.LIP W. Booxm, Head of Department 
Associate Professors Major Juzek, Major Wightman, Capt. Hitt; As-
sistant Professors Capt. Matlack, Lieutenants Lewis,. Foreman, Andrews, 
Day ; Instructor Warrant Officer Lotz 
For information concerning the Division of InilustriaJ /Science, see page 98. 
Under the provisions of the National Defense Act, Iowa State Col-
lege has secured from the United States Government authorization for 
the establishment of two units of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, 
namely, Engineer and Field Artillery. 
The primary object of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps is to train 
selected students so that they may qualify for appointment as reserve 
officers in the Army of the United States. The training given will not 
only place the student in a vosition to be of service to his cduntry in 
a national emergency, but will be valuable to him in his industrial or 
professional career. 
The four-year course is divided into two parts. The first two years 
are known as the Basic Course and the last two as the Advanced Course. 
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Classification of Students. All students taking Mechanical, Civil, or 
General Engipeering Curriculunt are classified in the Engineer ·unit; 
all others in the Field Artillery Unit. .... 
Basic Course. The Basic Course i; required by the College as a pre-
requisite to graduation, of all physically fit male students who are citi-
zens of the United States. Students who are excused from Military 
Science on account of physical disability must elect six credits of other 
wor~ to take the place of Military Science. Upon the successful com-
pletion of the Basic Course the student may be enrolled in the Advanced 
Course, provided his application is approved by the Professor of Military 
Science and Tactics and the President. 
Advanced Course. In the junior and senior year of each collegiate 
curriculum given in the catillogue. certain courses are marked with a 
dagger (t). If a student is enrolled in the Reserve Officers' Training 
Corps, he may omit all or part of the courses thus marked, in each quar-
ter, provided that in omitting these courses he does not omit more .crecUt 
hours than the Reserve Officers' Training Corps requires of him for the 
same quarter. It the omitted courses would exceed the number of hours 
required for the Training Corps, an elective must be taken which will 
bring the total number of hours for the quarter up to the requirements 
specified for that quarter in that curriculum. 
Members of the Basic Course have their uniforms furnished by the 
Government; the uniform for the Engineer Unit consists of one cap, 
wool, overseas: one pair of chevrons ~nd other sleeve insignia; one coat, 
wool, olive drab, with lapel of sky blue, (blue dress trousers shade) ; one 
cravat or black tie; one insignia, collar, set; one shirt, flannel or cotton, 
olive drab; one pa·ir trousers, wool ; and one waist belt. The uniform 
for the Field Artillery Unit consists of one pair breeches, wool; one cap, 
wool, overseas; one pair of ithevrons and other sleeve insignia; one coat, 
wool, olive drab, with lapel of sky blue (blue dress trousers shade); one 
cravat or black tie; one insignia, collar, set; one leggings, mounted; one 
shirt, flannel or cotton, olive drab ; and one waist belt. 
Members of the Advanced Course are allowed a cash commutation for 
the purchase of a tailor-made uniform. This is intertded to cover the 
cost of a cap, coat, breeches. woolen shirt and leather belt. Advanced 
Course students are also paid commutation of rations or twenty cents 
a day throughout the year, except for the 42 days they are at a required 
Summer Camp. At Camp, they receive seventy cents a day, free rations, 
medical attention and five cents per mile travel allowance to camp and 
return, from the place ft()m which they were authorized to proceed. 
Description of Courses 
ENGINEER 
101, 102, 103. Organization of the Army: military discipline, courtesy and cu1· 
toms of service; military sanitation and first aid: national defense act; military 
history and nolicy; military obliiµtions of citizenship; current international situa· 
tion: leadership; rifle marlCsmansbip; wea_pons and musketry; sc;outinir and patrol· 
ling. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Lecture 1. Dritls 2. Credit t each course. 
201, 202, 203. Organization and duties of engineers; map and aerial photograph 
reading; military sketching: map making; rigsting; leaderAhio and command: 
· scouting and natrollin~; combat nrinciples, the nfie squad. Fall, Winter, Spring, 
respectively. Lecture 1. Drills 2. Credit 1 each course. 
301, 302. 303. Interior guard dutr; care of animals and stable management: milt· 
tary roads. location and construction: military roads, maintnance and repair; mill· 
tary hridging, general; military bridging, floating bridges; military explosives and 
demolitions; field fortifications, trenches; field fortifications, emplacements; neJd 
fortifications, obstacles; field fortifications. protected shelters; combat orders and 
solution of problems, engineer; combat principles of infantry units; combat t!_rin· 
cinles of en_gineer units; mechanization; leadership; military bridges, fixed. Falt, 
Winter, Spr1~, respectively. Lectures 2. DriJJs 3. Credit 3 each course. 
/ 
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401, 40; 403. Suppl1 and mess management; emcriency procurement and _funds; 
orJanizatlon and duties of engineers; construction m war; fixed bridges; combat 
principles, the company; organization of the ground; defense against chemical-
warfare; the Jaw of military offenses· courts-martial; administration; military 
history and ~licy; leadership. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Lectures 2. 
Drills 3. Credit 3 each course. 
FIELD ARTILLERY 
121 •. 122, 123. Military fundamentals: Orientation, national defense act and 
R. O. T. C.i obligations of citizenship; military history and policy; current in-
ternational situation; military discipline, customs and courtesy of service; military 
11anitation and first aid; military org_anizations nnd organization of the field 
artillery. Leadership (Practical drills). Field artillery instruction: Elemcn· 
tary gunnery; duties of cannoneers and firi~ battery; field artillery ammunition 
and material. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Lecture 1. Drills 2. Credit 
1 each course. 
221, 222, 223. Leadership. Transport: Care animals, stable management; -equita· 
tion; driving and draft; automotive vehicle operation. Field artillery instruction: 
Fire control instruments; map and aerial pliotograph reading; battery communi-
cations: battery detail and reconnaissance, selection. and occupation of position. 
Fall, Winter. Spring, respectively. Lecture l. Drills 2. Credit 1 each course. 
lll, 32'2, 323. Leadership. Gunnery: Elementary ballistics and dispersi.oni 
preparation of fire; conduct of fire. Reconnaissance, selection and occupation ot 
position: Duties of battery officers; the battery detail; field artillery communi· 
cations• liaison with infantry. Transport:· Eg_uitation; driving and draft; automo· 
tive vehicles. Pistol marksmanship. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Lectures 
2. Drills 3. Credit 3 each course. 
421, 422, 423. Leadership: Command and instruction student organizations; trans· 
port (animal). Tactics; military history and policy; militarr. law and administra· 
tion. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Lectures 2. Drills 3. Credit 3 each 
course. 
MINING ENGINEERING 
Sec page 160. 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
L. DE VRIES, Head of Department 
Associate Professor Arville; Assistant Professors Lommen, Towne, 
Marlow 
For information concerning the Division of Industrial Science, ser. page 98. 
No country can afford to rely upon its domestic stores of knowledge. 
The whole civilized world is a co-operative manufactory of knowledge. 
In science, technical and pure, in history, antiquities, law, politics, eco~ 
nomics, and philosophy, new researches are constantly leading to new 
discoveries. New and fruitful ideas are giving new pointers to thought, 
new applications of old principles are being made, old stores are being 
rearranged, classified, and made available for new purposes. In this 
work all the civilized countries of the world collaborate, and in no 
branch of knowledge, abstract or concrete, disinterested or applied to 
the uses of man, can the specialist negle.ct the work of foreign students. 
Description of Courses 
201, ~2. 203. Elementary French. PrinciJ:,les of pronunciation; grammar; read-
ing of modem prose. Fall, Winter, Spri~. Rec. 3 to 5. Credit 3 to S each course. 
231, 232, 233. Elemen~ German. Grammar, reading, composition and con-
versation. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3 to S. Credit 3 to 5 each coutse. 
261, .262, 26.t •E~emen~. Spanhh. Grammar, r~ading, composition, and con· 
\'ersat&on. Falt, \Vanter, Spring. Rec. 2 to 5. Credit 2 to 5 each course. 
•:\fay not be off ercd in 1934-1935. 
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301, 302, 303. Intermediate French. Reading of modern French prose, plays, 
and some verse; grammar review and composition; conversation. Prerequistte: 203. 
Rec. 3 to 5. Credit 3 to 5 each course. 
311, 312, 313. Contemporary French Literature. Prerequisite: 203. Rec. 2 to 4. 
Credit 2 to 4 ea~h course. 
331, 332t 333. Selected German Readlng. Prose reading followed by a drama. 
Prerequisite: 233. Rec. 3 or 4. Credit 3 or 4 each course. 
361, 362, 363. *Intermediate Spanish. Reading of modern S11anish t>rose: gram· 
mar review and composition; conversation. Prerequisite: 263. Rec. 2 to 4. Cre1tit -
2 to 4 each course. 
371, 372, 373. •commercial Spanish. Reading of Spanish·Amcrican commercial 
literature. Writing commercial letters and reports. Conversation. Prerequisite: 
263. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. , 
401, 402, 403. Modem French Kaaterpleces. (401) The Short Story. (402) The 
Novel. (403) The Drama. Prerequisite: 303. Rec. 2 to 4. Credit 2 to 4 each course. 
411, 412 413. 'Reading Knowledge of French. No prerequisite. Credit 2 to 4 each 
quarter for undergraduates. May be taken by graduate students without credit. 
431, 432, 433. Advanced German Prose. Varied texts. Prerequisite: 333. Rec. 
3. Credit 3 each course. 
441, 442, 443. Reading Xnowlectce bf German. No prerequisite. Crcditi 2 to 4 
each quarter for undergraduates. May be taken by graduate students without 
credit. 
- MUSIC 
TOJ.BERT MAc:RA£, Head of Department 
Associate Professor Hawley, Instructors Cook, Schneider, Schroeder 
For information concerning the Division of lndtutrial Sci.ence, see page 98. 
The aim of the Department of Mu-sic is to afford .students who have 
interest in music a means oi developing their musical ability. An o~­
portunity is offered for active participation in various branches of music 
according to the interest of the individual. 
The Department of Music is housed in a brick building, situated near 
the center of the campus. This .building· contains teaching studios and 
practice rooms. Each practice room is equipped with a piano and is 
we11 lighted. Rehearsals of the various musical organizations are held 
in Music Hall, Morrill Hall and in Room 403, Botany Building. 
Description of Courses · 
Iowa State College Festival Chorus. Glee Clubs. All members of the student body 
and the faculty are eli"Jible. Interpretation of choral work, secular and sacred. 
101, 102, 103. Auricular Harmony. Ear training and sight reading. Course de· 
signed to teach pupils scales, intervals1 chords, and rhytllms used in composition. Each course is two periods weekly. This will prepare students for writing melodies 
and makin3' their own harmonization without use of 'Piano or other instrument and 
should prepare them to do sight reading either instrumental or vocal. Credit 1 
each course. See page 303 for fee. . 
111, 112, 113. Ban4. Open to all students by comJ>ctitive examination. Con· 
certs are given bl' the organization in addition to playing for convocations and for 
athletic events. l\lembera doing satisfactory work receive 1 credit per course" 
121, ·122, 123. Tralnln& Band. Open to all students by competitive examination. · 
\Vork done in this band is preparatory to entrance to the concert band. Members 
will play at athletic events. 
131, 132, 133. Ensemble Class. For band and orchestral instruments. A valu· 
able course for students as they will Jeam through ensemble practice the ·relation 
of instruments to each other and the absolute rhythmic value of all combinations 
of notes. This course is dcsianed to prepare students for advattccd band and 
orchestra. See page 303 for fee. • · -
1411 142, 143. Glee Club. (lien and women.) Open to all students by com· petittve examination. The clubi give several concerts each year and assist at 
college £unctions. Three rehearsals are required -each week. Members doing sat· 
isf actory work will receive one credit each course. 
*May not be offered in 1934-1935. 
, 
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144. lluslc Appreciation. Designed to acquaint the stu!lents wit~ the form and 
meaning of gooii music. Lectures demonstrated by musical selections. Open to 
all students. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 1. 
151, 152, 153. Orchestra. Designed for students who have. mad~ a beginning • on 
an orchestral instrument. Standard orchestral works are given in concert during 
the year. Fall, Winter, and ~pring, respectively. Credit 1 each course. 
311, 312, 313. Private Hualc Lessons. Open to all students. Satisfactory wor}c 
being done in private instruction in any branch of music will be ~iven one credit 
each course. See page 303 for f cc. 
Not more than 8 total credits in music will be allowed toward graduation. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (For Men) 
G. F. VEEN~, Head of Department 
Associate Professors Otopalik, Simpson, Menze; Assistant Professors 
Daubert, Schmidt; Instructors Nelson, Truskowski 
For information concerning tlie Division of Industrial Science, ste page 98. 
The work of the· department includes required courses for freshmen 
and sophomores, elective courses for upperclassmen, intramural athletics, 
and intercollegiate athletics. The department is committed to the prin-
ciple that its work should be mainly for the many rather than the few, 
and that the development of special teams is of secondary importance to 
the dev~lopment of the student body as a whole. 
The required courses for freshmen and sophomores aim to remedy 
common physical defects, with special attention to faulty posture, to 
foster a condition of vigorous health and proper health habits, and to 
give a fundamental training which will develop motor skill, endurance, 
strength, self-control, and self-confidence. It is intended also to. give 
a knowledge of and an interest in forms of physical activity in which 
one can participate after graduation, as well as during the later years 
of college life. 
Through the intramural athletics, every man is given an opportunity 
and an incentive to participate in competitive athletics. The intramural 
program includes football, touch football, playground ball, basketball, 
volleyball, wrestling, tennis, indoor and outdoor track, handball, horse-
shoe pitching, baseball, golf, and swimming. 
Intercollegiate athletics are under the control of the Athletic Council. 
The Iowa State College is a member of the Missouri Valley Intercollegi-
ate Athletic Association, and the intercollegiate athletics are subject to 
the rules of this conference. 
The College is also a member of the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association and is committed to tolerate only clean and wholesome sport 
and to promote good sportsmanship among contestants and spectators. 
The College is represented by intercollegiate teams in football, cross 
country, basketball, wrestling; swimming, indoor and, outdoor track, base-
ball, tennis, and golf. 
Curriculum in Industrial Science. Major in Physical Educati~n (in 
combination with another major). 
Athletic coaches and teachers of Physical Education in Iowa high 
schools are usually required to teach some academic subject in addition 
to their athletic work. The department offers a Major in Physical Edu-
cation combined with a Major in another Industrial Science Department. 
For the freshman and sophomore years, see page 241. 
For general instructions as to junior and senior w.ork, see page 24Z. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Description of Courses 
101, 1021 103. Physical Education. Mass activities, corrective exercises, swim· 
ming~ atnletics and games. Fall, Winter, SprSng, respectively. Lab. 2, 1 hr. 
Required each course. 
101C, 102C, l03C. IndlvJdual Physical Education. On recommendation of the Hy· 
giene Department in substitution for 101, 102, 103. Fnll, Winter, Spring, respectively. 
Lab. 2, 1 hr. each.course. 
106, 107, 108. J!irst Aid and Safety. (106) First aid to the injured. O~en to men 
and women. The First Aid Certificate of the American Red Cross will be given 
to those who satisfactorily complete this course. Spring. (107) Advanced first aid 
and safety. (108) ".reacher training in first aid and safety. Leet. 2. Credit 2 
each course. 
201, 202, 203. Physical Education.. Advanced work. Prerequisite: 101, 102, 103. 
Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Lab. l, l hr. Required each course. , 
201C, 202C, 203C. Individual Physical Education. On recommendation of the Hy· 
giene Department in substitution for 201, 202, 203. Fall, \Vinter, Spring. Lab. 1, 1 hr. 
ench course. 
304, 3051 306. Physical Education Techniq,ue. Instruction and _practice in funda· mental sJCills of ~l!Ysical education activities. (304) Football. Spring. (305) Bas• 
ketball. Fall. (306) Track. Fall. Lab. 3 or 6. Credit 1 or 2 each course. 
309. Athletic Training. Principles ~overning conditioning for various s~rts; 
diet,, !!leep, bathing, massa~e; overtrainmg; prevention and care or injuries. Pre• 
requunte: 201, 200. 203. Fall. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
314, 315, 316, 317. Coaching ~f Athletic Sports. Bisto~y_, rules, theorY.t_ coaching 
methods. Prere_guisite: 2011 202, 203. (3t4r Football. Winter. (315) .uasketball. Winter. (316) Track. Spring. (317) Baseball. Spring. Lecture and demonatra· 
tion 3. Credit 2 each course. , 
411, 412, 413. (Voe. Ed. 41ll 412, 413.)· Sup~rvfsed Teaching in Physical Education. 
Practice with school and co leze groups. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Lab. 
6. Credit 2 each course. 
424. Special Topics. Credit and hours as arranged. 
491. (Voe. Ed. 491.) Principles of Physical Educatl'on. Interpretation of ob· 
jectives of physical education and health education. Analysis of Activities in 
terms of developmentat objectives. Prerequisite: Zool. 255, Voe. Ed. 304. Fall. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
492. (Voe. Ed. 492.) Methods of Teaching Physical Education. Application of 
general education methods to physical education. SP.ecial methods of teaching 
activities not covered in 314, 315, 316, 317. Prerequisite: Psych. 334, 335. Win· 
ter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. ~ 
493. (Voe. Ed. 493.) Organization and Administration. Organization and ad· 
ministration of physical edui:ation and athletics. Program for required and elec• 
tive courses, intramural and interschool athletics. Athletic management, Pre· 
requisite: 201, 202, 203. Spring. Leet. 3. Credit 3 • 
• 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (For Women) 
WINIFRED R. Tlr.DEN, Head of Department 
Assistant Professor Foster; Instructors HiU, Moorehouse 
For information com:enZ:ng the Division of Home Economics, see page 96. 
Two years of Physical Education are required of all women students 
in three one-hour periods. Classification in any of the courses listed in 
the group which may be taken for the required work will be determined 
by the abilities and skiUs of each student. 
Physical Examination. After matriculation each student has a physical 
examination and has her silhouetteograph taken. The type of work per-
mitted will depend upon the result of these examinations. 
Individual Physical Education. Those students whose physical exam-
inations and silhouetteographs indicate they should be restricted in some 
activity will be assigned to Individual Physical Education, and will re-
main so . classified until released from the restrictions. The Department 
of Hygiene co-operates closely with the Department of Physical Educa-
tion in making these assignments. 
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Swimming. Every student is required to pass a swimming test (Phys. 
Ed. 400) before her graduation unless excused by the College Physician 
or Head of the Physical Education Department. Opportunity for ad-
vanced swimming is given in the Women's Athletic Association, Red 
Cross Life Saving Corps and the honorary swimming club-The Naiads. 
Women's Athletic Association. The Women's Athletic Association is 
affiliated with the National Athletic Conference of American College 
Women, the National Field Hockey Association and the Women's Divi-
sion of the N. A. A. F. 
Intramurals. Intramural activities, volley ball, deck tennis, basket-
ball, swimming, ping pong, etc. are offered to the girls in all houses and 
dormitories who like to participate in some sport after four o'clock in 
the afternoon. The enjoyment aerived· is its reward. 
Uniforms. The uniform shall consist of a one-piece sleeveless romper 
suit, of any color and of any washable material, white tennis shoes and 
socks. This may be used for all physical education activities except 
swimming and individual gymnastics. For swimming, a -cotton tank suit, 
any color except red, and a bathing cap are required. For individual 
physical education a cotton tank suit, white tennis shoes and socks. 
These articles may be purchased before or after matriculation. 
The req_uired courses have a three-fold purpose: (1), to correct com-
mon physical defects; (2), to develop co-ordination and bodily control; 
and (3), to give each student a fundamental training in motor skills 
and abilities which she may use for her own enjoyment and develop-
ment and for those with whom she may work and live. 
' Description of Courses 
Six quarters of work from courses 101, 102, 103; 201, 202, 203, may be chosen for 
the; required work. One credit will be given for each three quarters of the re-
quired courses. 
20. Beginning Swimming. Summer, first term. Lab. 3, 1 hr. No college credit. 
2L. Intermediate Swtmmfng. Summer, first term. Lab. 3, 1 hr. No college 
credit. 
•101, lOZ, 103: 201, 202, 203. Physical Education. •*Elementary rhythm; **gym-
nastics, folk dancing and games; natural dancing; clogging; archery; badminton; 
basketball; golf: hockey; deck tennis; kittenball; swimming; •life saving; ten· 
nis; Hvotley ball. 
IOlC, )02C, 103C; 201C, 3>2C, 203C. Individual Physical Education. On recom· 
ll}endatton of the departments ol Hygiene and Physical Education in aubstitu· 
hon for 101, 102, 103; 201, 202, 203. I 
400. Swimming Test. Required of all women for graduation unless excused by 
the CollC"Je Physician or the Head of the Department of Physical Education. 
Elective Credit Courses 
304. Physical Education. Any activity in 101, 102, 103 may be taken for 1 credit 
if the activity l1as not been taken as a required course. 
305 •. Playcround. Psychology of play. Study of the ages af childhood. Practice of 
activatiea suited to the different ages. Organization, equip_ment, and management 
of playgrounds. Fall. Leet. 2. Leet. and lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
306. Camp Fire. History, administration and J.>rogram of the Camp Fire Girls 
organiz~ti.on. Discussion and practice of the activities included in the program. 
Prer'tqu1s1te: three quarters. of required physical education or equivalent. Spring. 
Leet. 1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
307 •• (Voe. E~. 307.) Th~ry ~4 Practl~e ~f Coaching. Survey of coaching field. 
~ach1na_~~hn1que and oft'1c1attng. Apphcatton of rulee, plays and coaching prin· 
caples. Wanter. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
Lec
30S. (Voe. Ed. 308.) S~clal Problems In Teachlnc Physical Education. Spring. 
t. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
*101, 102, 103 ref er to the first yeu of required work, 201, 20Z 203 to the second 
YN~ ' 
.. To be chosen if not previously taken here or elsewhere. 
PHYSICS 'l67 
PHYSICS 
]. W. WOODROW, Head of Department 
Professor Spinney; "Associate Professors Carr, Fox, Kunerth, Plagge, 
Stiles; Assistant Professors Benedict, Butler, Willson; Instructors *Mc-
Cracken, Miller, Pinney; Graduate Assistants Brown, Philipson, Wilson, 
Wissink; Fellows Countryman, Fraser,. Needham, Underwood; S'cholars 
Bachman, Deming, Gorham, Halverson; Instrument Maker Hayes ; 
Technician Baughman 
For information concertzing the Division of lnd11Strial Science, see page 98. 
The Physics building has been designed and ·constructed to meet the 
special requirements of lecture, class room and laboratory work in 
physics. It provides more than fifty thousand square feet of floor area 
and is equipped with modern conveniences and facilities for instruction 
~nd investigation in this field. 
C11;rriculum in Industrial Science-:M_~j9r Phy~ics 
For freshman and sophomore years, see page 241. 
For general instructions as to senior coltege work, see page 242. 
Description of Courses 
106. Physics for Home Economics Students. The principles of physics a.s ap· 
plied to the home. Fall, Sprin8'. Leet, 2. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Cr'edit 4. 
· 204. Physics tor Acrfcultural Students. The various kind of energy involved 
in plant and animal production and some of the newer methods of energy con· 
trot. Prerequisite: Math. 102 or 205. Winter, Spring. Leet. 2. Rec. 1. Credit 3. 
211, 212, 213. General Physics. For students in Industrial Science. Prerequi· 
site: Math. 102. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. and rec. 3. Lab. l, 
2 hr. Credit 4 each course. 
221, ~. 223. General Physics. For Engjneerintt students. Mechanics, heat, 
magnetism, electricity, sound, and light. Prerequisite: Math. 102. (2211 Fall, 
Winter. (222) Winter, Spring. (223) Sprinz, Fall. Rec. and demonstration 4. 
Lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit S each course. 
301, 302, 303. General Phyalca. For Home Economics students. An advanced 
course in fundamental physics with Opecial applications to household problems. 
Sufficiently fundamental to afford thorou~h training for teachers. Prerequisite: 
H. Eq. 154. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. 1. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 4 each course. 
311, 312, 313. P~ical Keuurements. Precise measurements in mechanics, heat, 
optics, and electricity. (311) Mechanics. C312) Heat, opti<:.!t. and electricity. 
(313) Electricity. Prerequisite: 213 or 223, Math. 213. Fall, winter, Spring, re· 
spectively. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 1 each course. 
316. PhotOIJ'&Jhy. Methods and practices in photottraphy. Composition and 
lighting. Corrective treatment of negatives. Prere({uasite: 204, Cliem. 103, or 
their equivalents. Fall, Spring. Leet. and rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
321, 322 323. Advanced General Physics. Mechanics, beat . optics, and elec· 
tricitr. Prerequisite: 213 or 223J Math. 213, Chem. 103. Fall, Winter, Spring, re· 
spechvely. Leet. and rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3 each course. 
404. History of Physics.. Prerequisite: .213 or 223. Spring. ·Credit 2. 
405. Laboratory Glu1bto~. Methods "of cutting tubing. Exercises with the 
table blast lamp, qsing soft glaas and Pyrex. Use of special glasses. Prcrequi· 
~ite: senior college classification. Fall, Wanter, Spring. Lab. 2. 1~ hr. Ci:cdit. 1. 
450. .,_dvanced ?hyalcs ~bora.fory. Prerequisite: 313, or equivalent •. FalJ, Win· 
ter, Sprang. Cr~dit 1 to 9 1n any one year. ---:: , , 
498. (Voe. Ed. 498.) Teachf.nc of Phyalcs. A technique course. To acquaint 
prospective teachers with the recent .educational advances in methods as they ap· 
ply to the teaching of physics. A study of the content of the high school phy1ic1, 
and practice in p'resentation of various topic1. Prerequisite: 211, 212, 213, or 
equivalent. Winter. Leet. and rec. 3. Cr~dat 3. , 
501, 502, 503. Industrial Physics. Discussion of recent physics research as .ap· 
~lied to industrial problems. The current topic is the thermionic. vacuum tube. 
Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. and rec. 2. Credit 2 each course. 
504. Beat. Temperature, expansion, s~ific heat, convection, conducµon, gas 
laws, kinetic theory, change of 1tate, radiation, isothermal and adiabatic changes, 
•Absent 011 leave. ·· 
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measurement of high and lo\'7 temperatures. Prerequisite: 213 or 223, Math. 213. 
Sprin8'• Leet. and rec. 3. Lab. 0 or J, 3 hr. Credit 3 or 4. 
SOS, 506. Wave-Motion and Sound. General theory of wave-motion and vibrating 
systems, resonance and interference; physical characteristi~s of some m~sical in· 
squmenta; acoustics of seeech and hearing; measurement of sound absorpt1on1 acou-
stic correction of auditoriums. Prerequisite: 213 or 223, Math. 213. Winter, :spring, 
respectively. Leet. and rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3 each course. 
514. Geometrical Optics. Optical constants of mirrors and lenses,• image forma· 
tion, vision through a lens, aberrations, 01>tical instruments, lens combinations. 
Prerequisite: 213 or 223, Math. 213. Fall. Leet. and rec. 3. Lab. 0 or 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 3 or 4. 
515. Dluminatlon. Illuminants, methods of production of light, photometry, ii· 
lumination measurements, 0 lif{hting design, briahtness, glare, color, the eye1 prac· 
tical applications. Prerequisite: 223 and 313. Fall. Leet. and rec. 2. Lao. 1, 3 
hr. Ciedit 3. • 
516. Physical Optics. Wave theory absorption, dispersion, interference'-.. dif· 
fraction, gratings, resolving powerb polarization. Prerequisite: 213 or 223, .oo.ath. 
213: Winter. uct. and rec. 3. La • 0 or 1, 3 hr. Credit 3 or 4. 
519, 520. Modern Experimental Physics. (519) Physical units theory of meas· 
urements, formulation of physical eq__uations. Measurement ol electronic mass 
and charge. Fall. Leet. and rec. 2. Lab, 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. (520) Special prob· 
Jems in electron phenomena; conduction of electricity -fhrough gases, add spec· 
troscopy. Prerequisite: 313, 4051 or equivalents, and permission of the instructor. Winter. Leet. and rec. 1. Lao. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. , 
524, 525. Biophysics. Electromagnetic waves and other physical J!}J.enomena and 
their relation to plant and animal life. Prerequisite: 213 or 223. Winter, Spring, 
respectively. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
534. X-rays.· Sources, absorption, scattering, reflection by crystals, continuous 
and line s~ectra, quantum relations and energy levels, spectral series, X-ray spec· 
trometry. Prerequisite: 223, or equivalent. Sprina. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3. 
<i04, ros. Electricity and Magnetism. Ele~tro.statics, magnetostatics, steady cur· 
rents, networks, chemical and thermal effects, electromagnetism, electric and 
magnetic instruments, induction, dielectrics, maJtnetic materials, electromagnetic 
waves. Prerequisite; 323. Fall, Winter, respectively. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 
3 each course. Mr. Carr. 
(UJ. Theory of Alternating Currents. Analytical, graphical and complex quan· 
tity methods for a.c. circuit problems. Series and branched circuits having re· 
aistance, inductance, and capacitance. Resonance potentials and other frequency. 
effects. Prerequisite: <i04. Spring. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Spinney. 
610. Seminar. Mr. Woodrow. 
611, 612, 613.. Applied Lfght and Raclla*n. Polarized light and applications, 
spectroscopy, Balnier aeries, Zeeman effect, nature of light, mechanical equiva· 
lent of light, cosmic rays, black body laws, radiation, pyrometry. Prerequisite: 
516. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. Mr. Kunerth. 
614, 615. Kin.et.le Theory. Ideal gases, Maxwell's velocity law molecules with 
dimensions, transport problems, chanac. of state, equation of Van der Waals, 
vaporintion, solutions, dissociation, condensation. Prerequisite: 504, Chem. 625, 
or equivalent. Fall, Winter, respectively. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3 each 
course. Mr. Fox. ,,., 
620. Research. Messrs. Woodrow, Spinney, Carr, Fox, Kunerth, Stiles. 
6241 625. Electron. Theory. Theory of conduction through gases, glow, arc, and 
a par JC discharges; ionization processes and im{>act phenomena; atomic and mo lee· 
ular energy levels. Prerequisite: 605 or· equivalent. Spring, Fall, respectively. 
Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3 each cqurse. Mr. Fox. 
6371 638. Advanced Theory of Electric Osclllationfl and Electric Waves. Pre· 
requisite: <111. Fall, Winter, respectively; Leet. and rec. 2. Credit 2 each) course. 
Mr. Carr. 
640. Advanced Technfcal Physics. Recent developments in the various fields of 
modern physics, with special emphasis on their a~Jications. Prerequisite! 504, 
51~ (J()S, or equivalent. Credit as arranged. Messrs. Woodrow, Carr, Fox, Kunerth, 
Stde1r • 
650. PhotocraDhY In SclenWlc Work. Methods of photography in s_pecialized 
fields: choice ol -fitters and plates: photomicrofP1lphy; color phot6'41!aphy. Pre-
requisite: college physics an<! j)ermission of the instructor. Winter. La.b. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 2 each time taken. Mr. Carr. 
651, 652, 653. (!.lath. 651, 652 653.) Introduction. to l'rlathematfcal Physics. Basic 
mathematics used in theoretlcal physics. Fundamental topics of classical and 
modern physics using mathematical concepts and methods .• Prerequisite: 504, 516, ros, Math. 314. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3 each 
course. Mr. Atanaaoff. ~ 
681. 682, 683. ·(Math. 681, 682, 683.) Quantum l'rlechanics. Newer developments in 
the quantum theory_ and their application to problems in physics and Chemistry. 
Prerequisite: 323, Math. 315. Leet. 3. Credit 3 each course. Mr. Atanasoff. 
PSYCHOLOGY 269 
PSYCHOLOGY 
J. E. EVANS, Head of Department 
Professor Vance; Associate Professors Lauer, Gaskill, Fritz; Assistants 
Watts, Allgaier -
For information concerning the Division of Industrial Science, see 1age 98. 
Every vocation that involves the human element is of necessity found~ 
ed on psychological principles. It is for this reason that the various 
courses offered by the department are formulated from the point of view 
of the practical needs of students in the industrial and vocational fields. 
Psychology has the following aims: 1. To give fundamental infor-
mation concerning one's self. 2. To aid in a more accurate understand-
ing of other people. 3. To present the essential psychological principles 
underlying effective teaching and give a scientific appreciation ... of child 
behavior in its relation to parental problems. 4. To apply the principles 
of psychology to the human element in business and industry. 
Description of Courses 
Note. Psychology 204, 334 or 634, 335 or 635 are required toward the state teach· 
ers' certificate. See State Teachers' Certificate, page 292. 
105. How to Study. M"thods of mental efficiel}C1• Principles underlylna euc· 
cessf ul stud.Y, class room procedure, and examinations. A help class for those 
needing assistance. Fall and Winter for one-half term with two recitations and 
one _period each week for conference. For freshmen and sophomores only. Rec. 
2. Credit 1. 
110. Social Ethics. Application of standards of social conduct to daily life. 
Fall. Six lectures. Required. For freshman women. Miss Sims. 
204. General P"chology. Stud..l of normal human behavior. Fundamental to 
all othe11 courses in Psychology. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
206. Laboratory in GeneJal Psycholo~. A laboratory course parallelin1 or fol· 
lowing 204. Latioratory l, 3 hr. Credit 1. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
309. Men.tat Principles. Applications of psychol~ical principles to student life. 
Mental health, mental efficienctt_. methods of study. Of importance to those di· 
recting students. Prerequisite: ~. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
33>. Spedal Problems. Prereguiaite: 5 credits in paycholo1y, includl!!Jf ele· 
mentary psychology, and permission of the head of the department. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. Credit 1 or 2 each quarter. Limit S credits. 
334. Educational Psycholoo. The various concepts of learning and i!J:!prove· 
Dient. Psycholog)" of high school subjects. Prerequisite: 204. Fall, Winter, 
Sprin1. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
335. Educational Psycholo1Y. The treatment of the psychological factor• in· 
volved in motivation and educational efficiency. Prerequisite: 334. Fall, Win· 
ter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
410. PS,.cho101Y of Skill. The development of skill and skill techniques. Habit 
making and breaking; transfer of tra1ninJ and its principles; mechanical apti· 
tudes and intelligence. Principles of motivation effective in the shoe; develop· 
ment of muscular co-ordination. Laboratory methods and demonstrations. Pre· 
requisite: 204. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
414. Psycholoa of the J!amUy. A study of the develo_pment of the affections, 
mutual 'relationships; analysis of personal likes and dislikes; emotional develop· 
ment and _psychological maturity- a consideration of conservation of enern, and 
personal efficiency, analysis of family leisure. Prerequisite: 204, Ee. 385. Alter• 
nate years. Spring, 1935. Rec. 3. Credit 3. , 
415. Child P~cholol)". Behavior of children with special reference to the pre· 
school age; critical changes of early adblescence. Developed from the point of 
view of the_ parent. One hour each week of observation of Children required. Pte• 
requisite: 204. Fall, Winter,· Sprinl'• Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
416. Advanced Child Pqcholo1Y. PsycboIO'Zlcal technique necessar1 to handle 
the. pre-school child. "f 9r those dealing with the you~I' Child either indlvidusll7 
or in groups. Prerequ1S1te: 415. Winter. Rec. 3 •. Credit 3. 
420. SPecfal To_pfc:s. Prerequisite: 9 credits of psycho Jou and permi11lon of 
the head of the department. 
424. .Social P"cholou:. Psychology of people In• consequence of their aaaocla• 
tions; the crowd min~ the mob and' other crowds; ~blid opinion aud propapnda. 
Prerequisite: 6 credits of p17ch0Jogy lnciudiDI' P17cb. 204. Sprlnl'• Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. · · 
• 
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426. Paycholoa of Personality. Principles under17ing personality developJnent, 
and personality measurement. Analysis of l:?ersonahtr traitst development of in-
terest. Personality in its relation to effechv:e speakin'.I anel writing. Prerequi· 
site: 204. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. • 
· 428. Paycholoa of Relfcfon. The facts of psychology which relate to religion. 
The contributions of psychology to a working faith. Prerequisite: 204. Alternate 
years. •Winter, 1936. Rec. 2. Credit 2. See also Reli',Iious Education, page 271. 
434. Teats and Educational Measurement. Treatment of tests and their appli-
cation in educational, vocatidnal, and industrial guidance and selection. Im· 
~rtant for teachers, employers, and vocational counselors. Prerequisite: 204. 
Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
438. Psychology of Guida.nee and Vocational Selection. General analysis of 
work, principles of self ·analysis for vocational gu.idance. Principles of guidance 
for teachers. Prerequisite: 204. Sprin-i. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
4#. Abnormal P!7:chology in Relation to Industrial P.roblems. The various types 
of abnormal mentahty and mental disorders in their relation to industry; the sig-
nificance and importance of mental hygiene and occumitional therapy i11 modern 
life. Prerequisite: 6 credits of psychology. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
454. PsycholoCY and its AJpllcatlon. A survey of the applications of -psy-
chology. Individual differences, character and temperament, diso.rdered minds, 
crime, mental efficiency, integration of self, emotions, tests and test results, group 
min4st public OJ!.inion, leadershi_p, s,uccess, psychology and the professions. Pre· 
requas1te: 204. Fall. Rec. 4. Credit 4. · 
464. Industrial Psychology. The human element in industrial and vocational 
p_rablemst.. classification and handling of men. Prerequisite: 204. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. .Kee. 3. Credit 3. · 
'468. Laboratory Course In Industrial Psychology. Laboratory investigation of 
fatigue, rest periods, optimum p~riods of work, habit formation, and motor co-
ordinatioJ?, industrial tests, etc. Prerequisite: 6 credits of psychology. Fall, 
Spring. Laboratory 2. Rec. 1. Credit 2. 
474. Psy~holoCY of Safety. Safety anal7zed from the standpoint of the indi-
vidual. Observation of techniques used m diagnosing accident-proneness. The 
relation of fatii1cle, health, attitudes& sensory defects1 emotional instabilityt and in-telligence to accident causation. Educational methoaa for reducing accidenta. De· 
signed for educational directors, safety engineers, industrial workers, and others 
interested in public safety. Prerequisite: 6 credits of psychology. Spring. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. 
484. PaycholclJY. of Advertfslnc. _ '.Principles of t!_sychology that relate to adver-
tising. Prerequisite: 204. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3·. Credit 3, 
485. Ps7cholo1Y of SalesmaJlshlp. The principles of psychology that relate to 
selling. Prerequisite: 6 credits of psyclfology including Psych. 484. Winter. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
488. Paycholodcal In1luences Underlying Economic Problems. Analysis of the 
{undam~ntal motives and wants in economic problems. Prerequisite: 204, and 
6 credits of Economics and History. Alternate years. Fall, 1935. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. 
496. Seminar In Industrial Psychology. Investigation of problems. Seniors and 
vaduatcs only. Prerequisite: 6 credits of Psychology, and permission of the head 
of the department. Fall, Winter, SpriO'l. Credit 1 to 4 each quarter. Limit 9 
credits. 
620. Research. Messrs. Evans, Vance, Fritz, Lauer, Gaskill. • 
634. Educational Psychology. The various concepts of learning and i!J!prove-
ment. Psychology of high school subjects. Prerequisite:· 204. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Graduates who have not had 334. 
635. Educational Psychology. The treatment of the psychological factors in· 
volved in motivation and educational efficiency. Prerequisite: 334 or 634. Fall, 
Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Graduates who have not had 335. · 
636. Educational Psyc.!J.ology. A critical view of the psychology of mass edu· 
cation as it concerns group action, crowd behavior t.. co-operation, social _participa· 
tion; psychology of modern leisure and culture. rrerequisite: 334 or 634. FaU, 
Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Mr. ·Evans. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
GUY S. GREENE, Head of D.epartment 
Professor Shattuck; Assistant Professors Lenrow, Wallace, }Vhan; 
Instructor Stone 
For information concinzinJJ the Division of lnd11strial Science, see page 98. 
The instruction· offered by this department is designed to give the 
student a knowledge of the principles underlying effective oral com-
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munication and an opportunity for frequent practice in the a~plication 
of those .principles. To this end the department offers courses of two 
main types : those dealing with the composition and delivery of original 
speeches, and those dealing with the oral Interpretation of literature. 
Courses of the first type are 311, 312, 313, 334, 335, 424, and 434; courses 
of the second type are 254, 255, 361, 362, 363, 474, and 475. 
Graduates often find opportunities to direct the work of school and 
community aramatic organizations or' debating teams. For students 
who wish to fit themselves for such work, the department suggests the 
following sequences: for dramatic production, 104, 254, 361, 474, 475; 
for debating, 104, 311, 312, 334, 335. 
Description of Courses 
104. Voice and Speech. Principles of voice production and enunciation·: stand• 
ards of pronunciation. Practice for improvement of habits of speech based upon 
needs of individual students. Fall, Winter, Sprin~. Rec. 2 or 3. Credit 2 "Or 3. 
254, 255. Oral Reaclfng. (254) Principle!f of oral interpretation of literature: 
practice in reading aloud. (255) Methods of interpretation of poetry; p~actice in 
critical analysis and oral interpretation of lyric and dramatic poems. Fall, Wip· 
ter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
311, 312, 313. Extempore Speaking. Prerequisite: Engl. 103. (311) Fundamental 
principles of public speaking; frequent practice in composition and deliver)" of 
short extemporaneous speeches; emphasis uron methods of exposition. (312) Con· 
tinuation of 311; emphasis upon methods o persuasion and P.roblems of delivet)'. 
(313) Study of various types of speeches; practice in composition and delivery of 
types suited to needs of individual students. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 2 or 3. 
Credit 2 or 3 each course. 
·334, 335. Argumentation. and Debate. Prerequisite: 3111 or permission of in· structor. (334) Study and application of principles of conviction; practice in com• 
position and delivery of debate s~eches. Fall, Winter, Spring. (335) Continua• 
tion of 334; study and application of principles of persuasion; practice in debatin1r. 
Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
361, 362, 363. Play Selection. Study of plays with attention to principles of 
production. Practice in reading plays to develop appreciation and to aid ln 
selecticn for amateur production. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. F.all, 
Winter, Spring. Credit 3 each course. 
424. Group Discussion. Principles of ~roup discussion, including parliamentary 
procedure; practical aJ)plication of principles through discussion of ~rrent prob· 
lems of local and general interest. Prerequisite: 312, or permission of instructor. 
Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 3. 
434. Debating. Preparation for and participation in intercollegiate debates •. 
ppen only to me~b.ers of intercollegiate. debating. teams recommended by the 
instructor. Prereqms1te: 335. Winter, Spring. Credit 3. 
474, 475. Dramatfc Production. Pre~quisite: 254 or 361, Q.t.. pe.rmitsion of in· 
structor. (474) Principles of play production, including casting, rehearsing, acting, 
stagin~. lighting, and make-up; practice in presenting play~. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
(475) Theory and practice of stagecraft: design and construction of scenery and 
technique of lighting. Spring. Ciedit 3 each course. 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
Nu.soN P. HoRN, Head of Department 
The work of this department is carried on in co-operation wi~ the. , 
various religious organizations r~resented about the campus. · The ' 
studies offered are open only to students regularly enrolled in the col-· 
Iege. Elective credit of not to exceed fifteen quarter hours is allowed . 
for work done in this department. 
Description of Courses 
324. An. Introduction. to the Bible. The message of the Bible in the lisht of its 
historical background and development. Fall, Spring. Rec. J. Credit 3. . 
326. Tlie Growth of Chrlstlanlty. An appreciation of some of the leading per· 
sons and the siR"Dificance of the _principal event& and trends in th~ cJ~velopment ~f ' 
Christfanftr: Wint~r. Rec. 3. Credit 3. · . • '· 
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329. The Religlou of !tanklnd. A study of the various reliaions of the world. 
Fall, Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
434. Sodal and Ethical Teachinp of Jesus. Present da.1, Chris~ianity-i~s relation 
to the teachings of Jesus and it#I beanng upon modern life. Winter, Spring. Rc!c. 
2. Credit 2. . 
437 Tho Jrleanlnc and Purpose of Life. The guiding principles of human life. 
How· discovered. How used as possibilities for promoting the greatest values. Fatl, 
Winter. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
439. Kethocls of ReUaloUI! Work. A. study of typical pro~a~s of th~ present ~fay 
Church to-zether with practical work in Church program budding. Winter, Spring. 
Rec. 2. credit 2. 
RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
For work in Rural Sociology, see Agricultural Economics, page 128, 
and Economics, page 182. 
SOILS 
~Sub-Department of Farm Crops and Soils.) 
For description of courses, see page 197. 
' 
TECHNICAL JOURNALISM 
BLAIR CONVERSE, Head of Department • 
Associate Professor Charnley; Assistant Professor Beckman; Graduate 
Assistants Soth, Acheson 
For information concerning the Division of Agriculture, see page 88. 
Instruction in technical journalism is offered to all students and 
adapted as far as possible to their various needs. Its purpose is two-
fold: to serve those professionally interested in technical journalism 
a~d to aid those wishing less extensive work. 
To "profe$sional" students it offers training for editorial positions 
. with the technical, business and trade press, for advertising positions 
with such publications and with industries, and for rural community 
journalism. To these ends it offers: 
1. A four-year curriculum in Agricultural J oumalism. 
2. A major sequence in journalism for students of Home Economics.* 
3. A sequence of journalism subjects which may be elected by stu-
dents of Engineering.** 
4. Groups or journalism subjects which may be elected by students of 
Industrial Science. 
Students who desire to take a smaller amount of work, but enough 
to give them facility in writing for the press and in dealing with adver-
tising problems, may elect suitable studies. 
The tlepartment maintains a periodical reading room, a writing labora-
tory and a type laboratory. Excellent opportunity for practical experi-
ence is offered through work on such publications as the Iowa Agricul-
turist, the Iowa Engineer, the Iowa Homem~ker, and Iowa State Student 
(three-time a week newspaper), and other publications issued at the 
College. The Collegiate Press, Inc., established to print these news-
papers and magazines, gives opportunity to students to get contact 
and experience with the printing side of journalism. 
:for tourn!'lism sequence for H9me Economics students, see page 230. 
Encaneerang e~udents who desare to elect a sequence in TeChJ'lical Journalism 
may substitute Journalism courses for required engineering courses upon the 
consent of the head of their department and their dean. 
TECHNICAL JOURNALISM Z/3 
Instruction in Agricultural Journalism was instituted in 1905 through 
the generosity of Mr. John Clay of Chicago. It was the first w9rk of 
its kind. The John Clay agricultural journalism gifts have been ac-
cumulated in a scholarship fund, the income from which makes possible 
the offering each year of the John Clay graduate assistantship. 
Many former students are in positions of prominence in the farm 
journalism and other technical fields. 
Curriculum in Agricultural Journalism 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Students are required to spend the summer following tl)eir sophomore 
year in pr~ctical farm work on an approved farm and to spend the 
summer following their junior year in practical work with some ap· 
proved farm journal or otner paper. . 
There shall be a total of 15 hours oi electives taken in one major line 
of agriculture. Thirty hours in all must be elected in courses in 
agriculture or related to agriculture. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quartet 
Credits2 Credits Cr.edits 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Qualitative Analysis 
Chem.1011 4 Chem.102 ' Chem.108 4 Livestock Problems Livestock Problems Livestock Problema A.H. 101 2 A.H. 102 2 A.H.108 2 
Composition • Composition Composition 
En~. 101 3 EnJl. 102 8 Engl. 108 8 
Crop roduction Ame can Govt. General Horticulture 
F.C. 104 4 Govt. 214 8 Hort. 114 8 
General Botany Crop Production Mathematics 
Bot. lOlC 3 F.C. 105 4 Math. 205 ' Military 121 1 Military 122 1 Military 128 1 -
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include ln hfa ached· 
•ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Tech. Leet., T. JI. 101, 102, 108; Orientation, Ag.101, 102.;,Ac. 
104, see page 189. 
lThe number refers to the description of the course. 
tFor definition of a credit, see page 127. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Technical Writing Technical Writing Technical Writing 
8 T. JI, 221 3 T. JI. 222 8 T. Jl, 228 
Organic & Quant. •orrer1c & Quant. Fora~e Crops 
4 Chem. 256 8 C em. 256 8 F •• 214' 
Breeds of Livestock Breeds of Livestock Breeds of Livestock 
A.H. 201 8 A.H. 202 8 A.H.208 :9 
Farm Dairying Farm Machinery Solll 
D.I .. 114 ""- 4 A.E. 884 4 Solls26U 8 
Gen. Agr. Economics Gen. Agr. Economle1 Gen. Agr. Economics 
Ee. 281 8 Ee. 282 8 Ee. 288 s 
Milltaty 221 1 Military 222 1 Military 228 1 
Electives 1 -
17 17 17 
Jn addition to the courses listed above, each mtdent will be required to Include ln hfa ached· 
ule: Phys. Ed. 201r 202, 203; Seminar, T. JI. 201, 202, 203. , 
*Students who Clo not plan to. take their minor work ln animal huabandey or 'farm CfOJ>I 
and soils may substltute.1 With the consent of the Department of Tecbnfeal .Journallam, another 
coune for Chemistry 2b6. 
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JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Technical Writing Tech .. ical Writing Technical Writing 
T. JI. 821 3 T. JI. 822 3 T. JI. 828 8 
C~diting and Copy Editing at.d Co~y Editing and 
ograrby .,,. Ty~ography :y.ograchy 
T. • 84 2 T. • 842 2 T. • 84 2 
General Bacteriology Economic History Farm Forestry 8 Bact. 304A 5 Hist. 824 3 For. 100 
A'Centation General Psychology American Nation 
~l. 205 3 Psych.204 3 Hist. 428 8 
Elec ves 4 Electives 6 Electives 6 
17 17 17 
In addition to ,the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his ache~­
ule: Seminar, T. JI. 801, 802, 808. 
For information concerning the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, see page 261. 
SENIOR YEAR 
Mechanics of Printing Technical Writing Management of Technical 
and Illustrating T. JI. 422 8 Journals 
T. JI. 465 s Technical Advertising T. Jl. 455 8 
Technical Writing T. Jl. 445 3 Technical Writing 
T. JI. 421 3 Rural Sociology T. Jl. 428 3 
Business Psychology Ec.886 8 Technical Advertising 
Paych.484 3 Electives 8 T. JJ. 446 3 
Money and Banking Electives 8 
Ee. 804 3 
Electives 5 
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will he required"'to include in his 11cbed-
ule: Seminar, T. Jl. 401, 402, 408. 
Description of Course·s 
For description of non·collegiate courses, see page 302. 
101, 102, 103. Technical Lecture. Survey of the field of agricultural and tech· 
nical journalism. Required each course. 
201, 202. 203. Seminar. Survey of the field of agricultural and technical jour· 
nalism. Required each course. 
2211 222, 223. Technical Writing. News values, news style, news l@theriJ18'. and writmg, historr of technical journals. Prerequisite: Engl. 103. Fall, Winter, · 
Spring, respectively. Rec. and confer. 3. Practice wor)( as arranged. Credit 1 
to S each course. Students enroII for 3 hours. Quality of work determines the 
number of credits earned. Open to professional journalism students. 
225, 225A. Beginning Technical Journalism. News values, news qathering and 
writin~, with special reference to technical subject matter. Prerequisite: Engl. 
103. Fall, Winter, SJ>ring. (225) Rec. 3. Credit 3. (225A) For engineering stu· 
dents. Rec. 2 or 3. Credit 2 or 3. · 
301, 302, 303. Seminar. Continuation Df 203. Required each course. 
321, 322, 323. Technical Writing. Gatherin~ of material and preparation of arti· 
cles for technical mag!J.zines, editorial writing. Prerequisite: 223. Fall, Winter, 
Spring, respectively. Rec. and confer. 3. Practice work as arranged. Oedit 1 
to S each course. Students enro11 for 3 hours. puality of work determines number 
of credits earned. Open to professional journahsm students. 
325. T~chnical Advertising. Same as 445. For other students than those pro· 
fessionally interested in advertising. Fall, \Vinter, Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
335. Feature Articles for Technicil Journals. Writing of the longer feature and 
magazine articles dealing with agricufture, engineering, or home economics. Pre-
requisite: 225. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
341, 342, 343. Practice in Copy Eclltlng and Typoeraphy. Co~y editing, headline 
writi111. and make·up. Tlpe type setting and design of printed matter. Pre· 
requisite: 223 or 225. Fal , \Vinter, Spring, respectively. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2 
ca.ch course. . 
401, 402, 403. Seminar. Continuation of 303. Required each course. 
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42ll 422, 423. Technical Writing. Practice with various types of news writintr, 
prob em~ and readings in .f.!>urnalism ethicst · law and the ps~chology of· pubhc 
QPiniC?n· Prerequisite: 323. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. and confer. 3. 
Practice work as arranged. Credit 1 to 5 each course. Students enroll for J 
~ours •• Quality of work determines number of credits earned. - Open to profesaional 
Journalism students. 
435. Technical Publicity. For prospective agricultural teachers, county attents, 
extension workers., students in agricultural journalism and others. Prerequisite: 
223 or 225. Winter. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
445, 446. Tedmlcal AdvertlslnJ. Fundamental principles and practice of ad· 
vertising. Application to industr1ep related to agriculture, enaineerinf, home eco· 
nomics and tll.e sciences. (445) Wmten. Rec. 3. Credit 3. (446) Spring. Rec. t. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. Both courses open to .professional journalism students 
4SS. Management of Technical Journals. Editorial,· advertising and circulation 
problems: Leg__al and ethic~l phases of technical journalism. Prerequisite: 223 or 
2'25. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. · 
465. Mechanics of Printing and Dlustrating. Study of mechanical phases of mak· 
ing of a newspaper or technical journal. Prerequisite: 223 or 335. Fall. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3. · 
THEORETICAL AND APPLIED l\fECHANICS 
HERBERT J. Grr.xEY, Head of DeJ>i-rtment 
Professor Griffith; Associate Professor Dunagan; Assistant Professor 
Jensen; Instructors Light burn, McDowell, Murphy 
For information concerning the Division of Engineering, see page 92. 
The courses in mechanics are intermediate between those in physics 
and mathematics and the professional and design courses of the several ' 
engineering curricula. In the wprk of this department the student 'is 
expected to acquire an elementary conception of the principles under-
lying the technique of analysis and a knowledge of those properties of 
materials which influence the manner and exte"nt of their use for en-
gineering purposes. He is expected to gain some insight into the back-
ground of purchase and design specifications. Physical properties of 
engineering materials are studied in the classroom and are determined 
in the laboratory. General laws, such as those of Newton, are given 
mathematical expression and are made suitable for use in the solution 
of specific problems in machine and structural design and in the flow 
and measurement of liquids. Rigorous training is supplied in the simpler 
applications of the laws of me.chanics. 
Description of Courses 
274. Statics of Engineering. Force systems, resultants, eq~!libriu~ frictio12t cen· 
troids, moments of inertia. Prerequisite: Math. 212. Fall, Winter, :::ipring. .Kee. 3. 
Credit 3. 
324. Mechanics of Materials. Elements of 11tress analysis as applied t" boil· 
era, beams, shafts, sprinast columns, etc. Includes simple stress, combined 
stress~!'/ defie~tions, eccentric loadin~ impact, and fatigue. Prerequisite: 274. 
Fall, winter, Spring. Rec. 5. Credit ~. 
327. Materlals Laboratory. Experimental determination of physical pro_perties 
of steel, cast-iron, timber, concrete and/ or other engineering materials. Studies 
of specifications. PreP.a~tion of reports. Prerequisite: credit or classification .in 
324. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 1 Qr 2, 3 hr. Credit, 1 or 2. . "' 
334~ .Properties Of :Materials. Properties, uses, and manufacture of metals; tim· 
her, stone, clar. productst cements, concrete, and other engineering materials. Pre· 
requisite: credit or classification an 3~. Fall, \Vinter, Spring. Rec. 2 or 3, Credit 
2 or 3. 
338. Cement and Concrete. Design and control of concrete mixtures. TesUn&' of 
cement, aggre-a'ates, and plain concrete. Factors influencing the strength and use• 
fulness of concrete. Prerequisite: 334, credit or classification in 327. Spring'. Rec. 
2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. · 
344. ~cs of EnglneeriDg. :Moments of i.uertia of masses; kinematics; mo-
tions of pa~icles and of rigid bodies. Kin«:t!cs; force'--. mas!z •• acceleiati.on; work 
and energy; impulse and momentum. Prerequ1s1te: 214. .a.<alJ, winter, SprJD&'• Rec. 
4. Credit 4. 
• 
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378. ~74raullcs. Mechanics of liquids. Static pressure on tanks.,, .. dams; and 
ph>es. Flow through orifices. nozzles, pipe tines, canals, weirs, etc. .Measurement 
oC water. Elementary hydro-dyna1111cs. Prerequisite: 344. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
Rec. 3. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
498. Construction Materfals. Field ins_pection .... Sampling, testing methods; ad· 
vanced studies relating to the structural use of such materials as timber. con· 
crete, clay products, ana metals. Prerequisite: 324, 3Zl1 334 (also 338 when the work ia to be la!'Zely with concrete), Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
-Credit 3 to 6, 
514. .Advanced Mechanics of Materials. Special problems met in engineering. 
Limitations of ficxure and torsion formulas, unsymmetrical bending, curved beams, 
combined stresses, thin tubes, thick hollow cylinders, flat plates. Prerequisite: 
324. Rec. 3. Credit 3, 
515. Develo1ment of MechaJilcs. Historical study of the development · of the 
principles of mechanics. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
516. .Advanced Pro1ertles of Engineering Materials. Properties in relation to 
use; factors that influence working stresses; basis of standard specifications. Pre· 
requisite: 324, 334. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
524. .Advanced Technical Statics. Principle of virtual work; moment distribu-
tion; the column analogy; applications to engineering problems. Prerequisite: 
324. Rec. 3. Credit 3, 
594, 595. Applied Blastldty. The fundamental relations of elasticity; uniform 
and non-uniform states of stress; AirY's function; applications to engineering prob· 
lema. Prerequisite: 324. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. 
600. Research. Messrs. <f'ilkey, Griffith, Dunagan • 
606. HfOer Mechanics of Engineering. Application of the general dynamic equa: 
tions to the analyses of such structures as retaining walls tunnels, beams, and 
columns; general laws of distribution; structure of matter. Prerequisite: 324. Rec. 
1. Leet. l. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
614. A.nabttlcal Stucly ot Experimental Work In Concrete. An interpretative sur· 
vcy of the background of present concrete practice. Prerequisite: 338, C.E. 437. or 
equivalent. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Gilkey. 
664, 665. (Math. 664. 665.) Mathematics -of Elastldty. An application of a 
general stress strain analysis to flexure of beams, torsion of rods, elastic eneriY of 
strain, deflection of plate.!z vibration phenomena, and elastic impact. Prerequisite: 
Math. 314, 315. Leet. 3. uedit 3. Mr. Holl. • 
666. (Math. 666.~ Vibration Problems. Harmonic and non-harmonic vibrations; 
generalized co-ordinates and Lagrange equations of motion with applications to 
vibration of beamsl columns, _plates, and rotating disks. Prerequisite: 324, Math. 
314. Leet. 3. Cred t 3. Mr. Holl. 
• 
VEGETABLE CROPS 
See Horticulture, page 231. 
VETERINARY MEDICINE 
For general statement concerning the Division of Veterinary Medicine, 
see page 100. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
See also Entrance Requirements by Divisions, page 73. 
Applicants for admission to the Division of V ~teririary Medicine must 
present a total of not less than 1 year (45 quarter or 30 semester credits) 
of work in an approved college or university. The college credits mus~ 
include: 
1. English ---- ------------ --- 9 quarter credits ~ 6 semester credits) 
2. Chemistry -----------------12 quarter credits 8 semester credits) 
3. Biological Sciences -------- 9 quarter credits 6 semester credits) 4. Electives -----------------15 quarter credits (10 semester credits) 
It is recommended that the biological science be zoology and that the 
electives be selected from German, French, mathematics, and physics. 
VETERINARY. MEDICINE •. 
For those who wish to take their pre-veterinary work at Iowa State 
College, the Division of Industrial Science offers excellent facilities. 
Deficiencies in entrance credits can be made up here not only during 
the college year but also during the summer sessions. 
Curriculum for Pre-Veterinary students, see page 244. 
GENERAL PLAN OF INSTRUCJ;ION 
The fundamental veterinary sciences are studied during the first two 
years and in all subjects the work is <:oncentrated with an increased 
efficiency in methods of instruction. Much of the instruction is given 
as laboratory exercises and forms the foundation for the practical work 
which follows. 
The third and fourth years are devoted to the practical clinical courses 
which are taught by lectures, quizzes and use of clinical cases. A 
feature of the cqrriculum is provision for the privilege of selecting work 
on ~the basis of departmental programs. This makes it possible for the 
student to select a group of courses which will prepare him for any 
branch of veterinary science in which he may be particularly interested. 
At least one .. half of the time of the senior year is devoted to these 
special programs which are atranged for the student in consultation 
with the head of the department concerned. While the student in veteri-
nary medicine usually does not care to become a specialist in a narrow 
fie-Id, ~ost students desire to· pursue additional courses in some depart-
ment which will better fit them for a career in some branch of ero-
fessional service. The af'rangement of the curriculum makes this possible. 
Curriculum in Veterinary :Medicine 
Leading to Degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine. 








Gross Anatomy Gross Anatomy Groa Anatomy 
6 V.et. Anat. 211 6 Vet. Anat. 212 6 Vet. Anat. 218 
General Chemistry Organic Chemistry Ph~. Chemist!')' 
6 Chem. 101, or 102, or 108 Chem.17• 6 hem.176 
(or aubstitut.e) 4 Microscopic Anatomy Microscopic Anatomy 
8 Animal Husbandey Vet. Anat. 215 8 Vet. Al18t. 218 
A.H.107 6 I 
Millta~ 221 1 Military 222 1 Mill~228 1 
Phys. d. 201 R Phys. Ed. 202 R Ph11. d. 208 R 
' -
17 18 18 
SECOND YEAR 
Groa Anatomy General Patbolop S~al Pathology 
Vet. Anat. 2H 6 Vet. Path. 25 8 Vet. Path. 266 8 
Bacteriology Gen. Pharmacoloa s~ Pharmacoloa 
Vet. !fLg· 22' 7 Vet.P~267 ' Vet. Phys. 268 6 Mamm_an Phya. Mammalian Phys. Immunoloa Vet. Phys. 266 6 Vet. Phy& 266 6 Vet. B1'1· 228 ti -18 18 18 
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THIRD YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credit. 
Medicine Medicine Medicine 
Vet. Med. 881 6 Vet. Med. 332 6 Vet. Med. 388 a 
GeneralSureery S~al Surgery Speclal Surgery 
'1 Vet. surr. 8'11 6 Vet. Burg. 872 5 Vet. Burg. 8'18 
Animal Paiaaltes Obstetrics Small AnJmal Medicine 
Vet. Path. 854. 6 Vet. Obst. 845 5 Vet. Med. 886 8 
Clinics Clinics _ Clinics 
Vet. s~. 881 
- ) 2 
Vet. s~. 882 
)2 
Vet. Su!t 388 
)2 Vet. M • 881 Vet. M • 882 Vet. M 383 
19 18 18 
FOURTH YEAR 
Infect. Diseases Infect. Diseases Infect. Diseases 
Vet. llyr. 421 6 Vet. llyr. 422 6 Vet. Hyg. 428 6 
CllnJcs Clinics Clinics 
Vet. s~. 481 ], Vet. Su~. 482 ], Vet.S~. 489 ], Vet. M • 481 Vet. M • 482 . V.et.,M • 488 
Electives 8 Electives 8 Electives .. 8 
18 18 18 
Curriculum in Industrial Science and Veterinary Medicine 
When possible, students are encouraged to take the combined six-year 
curriculum in Industrial Science and Veterinary Medicine. By including 
not less than the minimum amount of required credits prescribed for 
entrance to the· Veterinary Division, and by careful selection of courses 
taken within the two years spent in pre-veterinary study, it is possible 
to secure sufficient credit by the end of the second year of the Veterinary 
Curriculum to receive the Bachelor of Science degree. 
Administered jointly by the Dean of the Division of Industrial Science 
and the Dean of the Division of Veterinary Medicine. For curriculum, 
see page 246. 
VETERINARY ANATOMY 
H. L. FousT, 'Head of Department 
• 'I 
Assistant Professor Leith; Instructors Whitlock, Ritchie; ' 
Assistant Calhoun 
For information concerning the Division of Veterinary Medicine, see page 
100. 
The department of Anatomy gives instruction to students in both 
Veterinary Medicine and Animal- Husbandry. The laboratories are well 
equipped. In histology each student is assigned an individual desk and 
a microscope, 100 permanent mounts of tissue and laboratory not~s. The 
dissecting room is modern.: - All cadavers ate preserved. Students in 
Animal Husbandry prepare for their work in nutrition and stock judg-
ing. Veterinary students should have a detailed knowledge of the struc-
ture of the domestic animals to properly understand Physiology, Path-
ology. Diagnosis, Surgery, and Medicine. -
The following method$ are used in teaching anatomy : didactic in-
struction, quiz, specimen demonstration, specimen study, lantern slide 
demonstration, dissection~ sketching, the use of the living animal for 
palpating a!1d outlining the ·st"!ctures. A Jai:ge and well selected num-
ber of specimens and lantern slides are .used m the class and laboratory 
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demonstrations to emphasize the most important structures and their 
relations from a clinical standpoint. These are also available for student 
use. In the laboratory special attention is given to fascial compart-
ments, joint pouchings, vaginal sheaths, bursae, and topography. 
The class work is mostly quizzes, with supplemental statements and 
demonstrations by the instructors to fix the knowledge of the structures 
of the animal body gained in the laboratory by the student. 
Description of Courses 
211, 212, 213, 214. Gross Anatomy. Systematic and topographic study and dis· 
section of horse, ox. shceP-, pig, dog, fox, cat, chicken, and laboratory animals. 
(211) Fall. (212) Prerequisite: 211. Wint~..r. (213) Prerequisite: 212. Spring. 
Rec. 2. Lab. 4, 3 hr. Credit 6 each course. (214) Prerequisite: 213. Fall. Rec. 2. 
Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit S. 
215, 216. Mfcroscoplc Au.atom;y and- Hlstolop-. Cetls, tissues and organs, histo· 
genesis, organogenesas, and structure. (215) Winter. (216) Prerequisite: 215. Sprirtg. 
Leet. 2. Lab. 4, 3 hr. Credit 6 each course. 
·211. Anatomy of Domestic Animals. For Animal Husbandry students. Skele• 
ton, muscles, and visceral organs of the horse and ox, including the common un· 
soundnesses of the horse. Fall, Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
414, 415t 416. Specfal Problems. Problems in gross and microscopic anatomy. 
Prerequisite: First three years of Veterinary Curriculum. Fall, Winter, Spring, 
respectively. Credit 3 c,r 5 each course. 
614. Research fn Anatomy. M'r. Foust. 
615. Research fn lrlicroscopfc Anatomy. Mr. Foust. 
616. Research. Mr. Foust. 
VETERINARY HYGIENE 
C. H. STANGE, Head of Department 
Professor Murray; Assistant Professor :Merchant 
For information concerning the Division of Veterinary Medidne, see page 
100. I 
The Department of Veterinary Hygiene includes instruction in : 
1. General hygiene measures which assist in promoting health such as 
proper ventilation of buildings, drainage, influence of soil, feeding, 
etc. 
2. Food hygiene which· includes studies of methods of inspecting the 
various food products of animal origin, regulations and control of 
inter-communicable diseases. 
3. The causative factors of the numerous diseases of animals known as 
contagious or infectious diseases. 
4. The principles of immunity and methods of producing vaccines, 
serums, and other immunizing agents; indications and contra-indica-
tions for the use -tof various immunizing agents are studied. 
5. Infectious diseases, their cause, manner of spread, diagnostic· meth-
ods employed in their recognition, and means of prevention. 
Description of Courses 
224. (Bact. 224.) General and Pathocentc Bacterfotoq. Morpbolon;, c!aasifica· 
tion, cultivation and P-hysiological characters of bactcna; i>rinclples of 1nfectlon 
and immunity. Fall. Rec. 4. Lab. 4, 3 hr. Credit 7. 
226. (Bact. 226.) Immunotou. Theories of immunity and immunization: prcpara· 
tion of bactcrins, vaccines, and antisera: serum tests in the dia-;tnosis of disease. 
Prerequisite: 224. Spring. Rec. 3. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 5. 
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421, 422. Infectious Diseases. Diagnosis and methods of control. General hy-
giene and sanitation. Fall, Winter, respectively. Rec. 6. Credit 6 each course. 
423. Foocl Hygiene. Designed• to meet the re<J.uirements of federal, municipal and 
rural meat ins_p_ection; also milk .and .dairy snspecti~n and hygiene. Prerequi-
site: 224, and Vet. Path. 256. Spring. Rec. 6. Credit 6. 
424, 425, 426. Special Problems. For senior veterinary students by consultation 
with the head of department. Work is advanced beyond that taken during the 
first three years in general or food hyl{iene, bactcriolo~y, immunit_x, or in· 
fectious diseases. The number of students in each section 1s limited. Fall, Win· 
ter, Spring, respectively. Credit 3 or S each course. 
427. Livestock Sanitation. (For Agricultural students.) Prerequisite: Dact. 304. 
Spring. Leet. 3. Credit 3. 
428. Poultry Sanitation. (For Poultry Husbandry students.) Spring. Leet. 2. 
Credit 2. . 
524. Special T.ot>lCS. Advanced work in general or food hygiene, veterinary bac· 
teriolo3y, immun1t{ to disease, epj~emiology or other studies concerning in· 
fectious diseases o animals. Fall, Winter, Spring. Mr. Murray, Mr. Merchant. 
624. (Bact. 624.) Research in Pathogenic Bacteriology. Mr. Murray. 
' 
VETERINARY MEDICINE 
C. H. CovAULT, Head of Department 
Instructor Smith 
For information comerning the Division of Veterinary Medicine, see page 
100. 
The study of medicine summarizes and shows the application in prac-
tice of the training previously received in Anatomy, Physiology, Path-
ology, Bacteriology, and Therapeutics. The work is given in the form 
of lectures, quizzes and clinical demonstrations and extends throughout 
the junior and senior years. Diagnostic methods employed in the de-
tection of animal diseases are carried out by each student on the various 
organs and systems of the different species of animals. The surrounding 
community furnishes an abundance of material for such work. When 
cases cannot be brought to the hospital, students are taken to the farms 
and given actual practice in the diagnosis and treatment of the cases 
under supervision of an experienced member of the faculty. The latter 
arrangement provides a large variety of cases and gives opportunity to 
observe both healthy and diseased animals under natural farm condi-
tions, and the student is taught how to overcome difficulties frequently 
met with on farms where facilities are restricted . . 
On completion of the senior year the student has not only the theo-
retical knowledge, but some of the most practical methods of applying 
such knowledge. The .transition from the student to the practitioner 
presents little difficulty after such training. 
Description of Courses .. 
331, 332, 333. Kedfclne. Methods employed in the diagnosis of animal diseases 
and a consideration of diseases not widely spread. Prerequisite: Vet. Anat. 214; 
Vet. Hyg. 224; Vet. Path. 256; Vet. Phys. 266, 268. Fall, Winter, Spring, re· 
spectively. Rec. S. Lab. I, 3 hr. Credit 6 each ~ourse. 
336. Small Animal Kedlclne. Treatment and prevention of diseases of small 
domestic animals. Prerequisite: Vet. Anat. 214; Vet. Hyg. 224; Vet. Path. 256; 
Vet. Phys. 266, 268. Spring. Senior. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
381, 382, 383; 481, 482. 483. Clinics. From nine to eleven a.m. each day of the week 
except Sunday. Credit 1 each course. 
434, 4'35, 436. S~clal Problems. Special and advanced work in small animal 
medicine, diagnostic and therapeutic methods. Fall, Winter, and Spring. Credit 
5 or 3. 
VETERINARY PATHOLOGY 
VETERINARY OBSTETRICS 
F. E. W ALSB, Head of Department 
Instructor Wicker 
281 
For information concerning the Division of Veterinary M ediclne, see ~g' 
100. 
The significance of a thorough knowledge of the structure, function 
and diseases of the reproductive organs is becoming increasingly ap-
parent. The most important problem in many of ·our herds is the ques-
tion of production, both in offspring and food products. The department 
of obstetrics presents not only the work in obstetrics but considers the 
entire reproductive life of our domestic animals and the diseases asso-
ciated therewith ; it also provides many opportunities for observation 
and tJ::eatment of such cases through the ambulatory clinic. While this 
clinic is not restricted to obstetrical cases, their emergency hature makes 
it necessary in most cases to treat them at the farm. The ambulatory 
clinic is therefore unusually adapted to the teaching of obstetrics and 
diseases of the genital organs. Numerous charts and specimens have 
been prepared to assist in the instrumental work. The lectures and 
recitations are given in the winter quarter of the junior year, but the 
clinical work continues throughout the year • 
.. 
Description of Courses 
345. Principles and Practice of Obstetrics. Care of pregnant animals. Causes 
and treatment of sterility. Winter. Prerequisite: First two years of Veterinary 
Curriculum. Leet. 5. Credit 5. 
444, 445, 446. Special Problems. Elective in senior year. Designed for those 
who are interested in more detailed problems in breeding disturtiancea as they 
arise in the domesticated animal. Number of students limited to 3 or 4 in a sec· 
tion. Fall, Winter, Sprin-z, respectively. Credit J each course. 
VETERINARY PATHOLOGY 
E. A. BENBROOK, Head of Department . 
Associate Professor Runnells : Jnstructor Lee; Assistant Sloss 
For information conceming the Division of Veterinary Medicine, see page 
100. 
Tile department of Veterinary Pathology occupies the northeast build .. 
ing of the veterinary quadrangle. A large general student laboratory 
facing north, east and west is supplied with individual equipment for a 
section of thirty students. A bacteriology preparation room and a room-
incubator open into the main laboratory. A class lecture room to ac-
commodate sixty students is equipped with projection apparatus. Office 
and laboratory facilities are provided for the staff and for graduate 
students. 
In the basement, four rooms are equipped for the diagnostic laboratory. 
Thousands of specimens are received here yearly from veterinarians 
and livstock owners of Iowa for the diagnosis of animal diseases. This ' 
material is also available for research and instructional purposes. The 
basement also contains a well-equipped preparation room for pathology 
and -parasitology, including photomicrography, and an extensive pathology 
and parasitology specimen collection. . 
The work of the department consists of a systematic study of the 
causes of disease and the manner in which these causes bring about 
alterations in the anatomical structure and chemical and physiological 
activities of animal tissues. The application o.f this study makes diag .. 
nosis more accurate and forms the foundation for rational therapeutics. 
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Description of Courses 
255. Oeneiat Patholoa. Causes and. effects of diseases =!~plied to the body_, as a 
whole. Prerequisite: Vet. Hyg. 224; Vet. Anat. 213, 216; Vet. Phys. 265. \Vmter. 
Leet. and rec. 4. Lab 4, 2 hr. Credit 8. 
256. Special Pat:holou. Etiology, patho({enesis, lesions and termination of dis· 
ease in organs or systems of organs t specific infectious diseases and _post mortem 
technic. Prerequisite: 255. Spring. Leet. and rec. 5. Lab. 3, 3 hr. Credit 8. 
354. Vete~ Paraaltotou. Parasites and parasitic di~eases of domestic ani· 
mats. frerequislte: 255. Fall. Leet. and rec. 3. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 5. -
454, 455, 456. Special Problems. Literature and methods in 1>atholop- and para-
·aitolon of value to those students who intend to enter fields of vetermary science 
other than the laborator~ field. Prerequisite: 256, 354. Fall, \Vinter, Spring, re• 
si>ectively. Credit 3 each course. 
457. 458, 459. S,ecfal Problems. Literature and methods used in advanced path· 
ology and paras1tol0'.J')". Plannect for those who intend to enter the laboratory 
field. Prerequisite: 256, 354. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Credit 5 each 
'course. 
650. Research. Mr. Benbrook, Mr. Runnells. 
655. Seminar. Meetings of the staff and graduate students to discuss pertinent 
literature. and problems under investigation. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 1 Mr. 
Den brook. 
Autopsies and clinical laboratory examinations are conducted for the De~artments 
of Me<licinc, Surgery, and Obstetrics and are supplementary to Vet. Path. 256 
and 354. 
VETERINARY PHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY 
H. D. BERGMAN, Head of Department 
Associate Professor Hewitt 
For information concerning the Division of Veterinary Medicine, see page 
100. 
The southeast building of the Veterinary group is devoted to work 
in Physiology, and Pharmacology. . This building was planned for the 
investigation and teaching of physiological and pharmacological sub-
jects, and is admirably arranged and equipped for the pursuance of 
general and research work. 
In the general laboratories, students are provided with individual 
equipment as far as possible, and thus self reliance and individual re-
sponsibility are developed. The laboratories have been newly equipped 
and are thoroughly modern. The latest apparatus for physiological and 
pharmacological teaching and research is available. 
Before attempting a proper ~conception of disease it is necessary to 
have an understanding of the normal functions of the body structures. 
The purpose of the work in Physiology is to make a detailed study of 
the normal functions and activities of the cells, tissues, organs, ·and 
systems constituting the animal body. The work is ·conducted by lec-
tures, recitations, demonstrations,' and laboratory work in which the 
chemical and physical processes of the animal body are considered in 
logical order. The lecture work is supplemented by the use of dissected 
specimens, demonstrations, and drawings. The laboratory work is de-
voted to the study of the respiratory, circulatory, muscular, and nervous 
systems ; also digestion and absorption, and the circulating fluids of 
the body. · 
The subjects of Pharlt}acology are presented as lectures, assignments, 
laboratory and demonstration work. 
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Description of Courses 
~· Mammalian Physiology. Blood, lymP.hi organs of circulation, mechanism of 
respiration and respiratory exchange; the alimentary tract. Fall. Leet. and rec. 4. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 6. 
~ Mammalfan. and Avlan PhysloJoey. General metabolism; excretory organs; 
ann~a! heat; endo~rine or_gans; reproduction; muscular and nervous systems. Pre• 
requ1s1te: 265. Winter. Leet. and rec., 4. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 6. 
2£(1 •• ?~cology. Pharmaceutical processes and principles; metrology, pre• 
sc,1P,tlon writing; origins and properties of drugs: drug ~oups and actionst.~hera· 
~euhc methods. Prerequisite: 265, and credit or classification in 2(;6. winter. 
Leet. and rec. 3. Lab. I, 3 hr, Credit 4. • 
• 268. Pharmacology and Therqeutlcs. Detailed study of drugs important in veter· 
1nary medical pr:i.cticc. including physiological actions, therapeutic indications and 
posology. Prerequisite: 265, 266, 267. Spring. Leet. and rec. 5. Credit S. 
364. · Comparative Physiology. For Agricultural students. Pbysioloay of the • 
blood, lymph, circulatory and respiratory &)'stems, organs of digestion and ab· 
L
sorption as related to animal production. Prerequisite: Vet. Anat. 217. Fall. 
ect. and rec. 3. Credit 3. 
365. Comparative Physrology. Elective for Agricultural students. Continuation 
of 364 including general metabolism, ductless glands and internal secretioas, kid· 
neys. and skin, animal beat, reproauction, and milk secretion. Sprin·z. Leet. 3. 
Credit 3. 
464, 465, 466. Advanced Therapeutics. Special courses in clinical therapeutics 
covering the more recent developments in therapeutic practice and techniques. 
Selection of toP-ics will be correlated as far as practicable with the special problem 
courses taken in other major departments. Prerequisite: Senior classification in 
veterinary medicine. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Leet. 2. Lab.1 conference, 
or seminar, as arranged. Credit' 3 · each course. · 
467, 468, 469. Special Problems. Selected problems in either physiolOi:{Y or rbar· 
maco1&6Y to be pursued by the individual student and involving review o lit· 
crature, study and development of experimental methods, experimentation, tabu· 
lating and recording of findings and applications. Prerequisite: Senior classifica• 
tion in veterinary medicine. FaU, Winter, Spring, respectively. Conference and 
lab. as arranged. Credit 5 each course. 
ti61, 662, 663. Comparative Mammalian. Physiology. A series of courses especially 
adapted for graduate students as minor work for the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in 
the fields of animal, dairy, or poultry husbandry; in the biological sciences, chem• 
is try, and home economics. 
The courses arc conducted by lecture. laboratory work, and mammalian dem· 
onstrations covering the physiology of the body fluids and organs of circulation; 
respiration and respiratory exchange; the alimentary tract and related orzans, 
gastro-intestinal motility, digestiop, absorption, and general nutritionj beat pro· 
duction and regulation; excretory organs and body excretions; the enaocrine_~ys· 
tem; muscular and nervous system; reproduction and milk secretion. FaU, Win· 
ter, Spring, respectively. Credit 3 or S or more each course. 
665. Researcb. Mr. Bergman, Mr. Hewitt. 
VETERINARY SURGERY 
G. R. FOWLER, Head of Department 
Instructor Johnson 
For inf ornzation concerning the DitJision of Veterinary Medicine, see page 
100. 
The Department of Surgery is especially well equipped for teaching 
the surgical .diseases and surgery of the domestic animals. The equip;:-
meilt includes 1Jre~erved museum specimens, charts, photographs, lantern 
slides and modern surgical instruments, both for classroosp and labora-
tory instruction. 
The large variety of clinical material available throughout the year 
makes it possible to supplement the class room discussion with daily 
laboratory demonstrations. In the surgica! clinic, patients are suitably 
anaesthetized either by local or general anaesthesia for practically alt 
operations, thus emphasizing the importance of humane methods . of 
treatment and giving students much practical experience in the use of 
these agents. 
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Each patient upon entering the -hospital is assigned to a senior stu-
dent. The student examines the case and makes a report pf his findings 
and conclusions to the professor who also examines the pnimal and 
discusses the case with the students. The senior student assists the 
professor in charge and is responsible for keeping an accurate record 
of the treatment, daily progress of the case, and the amount and cost 
of materials used. Each senior student has one or more junior student 
assistants. The junior students assist especially in the sterilization and 
preparation of instruments, surgical dressings and the field -of operation. 
·They also assist the senior students in the general handling and care" 
of· the animal. , 
A spacious hospital with modern equipment is maintained for this 
work. There is ample provision for housing horses, cattle, sheep, swine 
and small animal patients. AU the classroom work in surgery is con-
ducted in the amphitheatre in the hospital building where animals af-
fected with diseases under discussion, as well as instruments, and appa-
ratus . to be used in diagnosis, treatment or restraint can be brought 
before the class. Clinic cases are constantly used to correlate the theo-
retical and the practical. 
A special laboratory is conduct~d in which students are required to 
perform practically every operation employed upon both large and sma11 
animals mcluding poultry. By this means the student acquires a prac-
tical surgical training. 
Description of Courses 
371. General Surgery. Fundamental _principles. Prerequisite: First two years 
of the Veterinary Cun'iculum. Fall. Rec. 6. Credit 6. 
372, 373. Special Surcerr.. Surgical diseases of the horse ox, sheep, swine, dog, 
cat, and fowl. Prerequisite: 371. (372) Winter. Rec. 4. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 5. 
(373) Spring. Rec. 6. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 7. 
381, 382, 383. Surgical Cllnlcs. Practice in the general principles of surger1 
and observation of surgical diseases, their treatment and progress. Prerequ1· 
site: First two years of Veterinary Curriculum. Fall, Winter, Spring, respec· 
tively. Lab. 6, 2 hr. Credit 1 each course. 
481, 482, 483: Surclcal Clinics. Continuation of 383. Practical application of spe-
cial surgical technique. Prcrequisife: 383. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. 
Lab. 6, 3 hr. Credit- 3 each course. 
474, 475, 476. Sp_eclal Problems. For se~ior students in veterinary medicine who 
desire special training in some branch of veterinary surgery. Assi~ed reading, 
special laboratory work, and group discussions. Subject matter will be arranged 
on consultation with head of department. Most of these problems will require 
sup~rtinJt work taken in other departments. Prerequisite: First three years 
of Veterinary Curriculum. Credit 3 or S. 
Gfl. Research. Mr. Fowler. 
VETERINARY CLINICS 
C. H. STANGE, Chairman 
Professors Covault, Walsh, Fowler; Instructors Wicker, Smith, Johnson . 
Veterinary Clinics include both surgical and medical clinics for large 
and small animals. The hospital building is well lighted and accom-
modates 36 liorses, 48 sma11 animals, 8 sheep and swine at one time. A 
cattle wing of a new clinic building has been completed with staU 
capacity for 35 animals as we11 as clinic rooms and stocks. Two clinic 
rooms and two 'Operating rooms are contained in these buildings and 
are well equipped with operating tables, stocks, mats and other modern 
equipment. A dispensary and instrument room conveniently located is 
in charge of a graduate pharmacist during clinic hours. 
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AU operating rooms are equipped with steam sterilizers, operating 
instruments and other modern equipment. The floors and walls are of 
such construction as to enable the best possible sanitary conditions to 
be maintained. 
For those cases which cannot be brought to the hospital, two auto-
mobiles are maintained so that students may be taken to the farms and 
help with the treatment of the var.ious diseases under actual farm con-
ditions. From ten to twelve thousand cases are visited in this way each 
year. Two or three thousand cases are brought to the hospital annually. 
The rich livestock producing area about the college provides an abun-
dance of clinical material of a variety usually found in the veterinary 
practitioner's work. 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION .... 
W. H. LANCELOT, in Charge of Teacher Training, Agricultural. Annex,· Room 108 
Professors F. E. Brown, Evans, Hunter, Lynn Cora B. Miller, Tilden, 
Vance, Veenker; Associate Professors Dietz, J. E. Foster, Fox, Friant, 
Fritz, Gaskill, Hamlin, Lauer, Morgan, Otopalik, E. D. Ross, Sexauer, 
Sharp, Starrak, Turner; Assistant Professors Byram, Chadderdon, 
Daniells, Myrtle H. Foster, Fuller, Hendricksoni. ... Livingston1 Lyle, H. J. Schmidt; Instructors Dahlen, Hau&rath, nill, McKiboen, 
Moorehouse, Truskowski, Wherry 
For information concerning the Division of Agriculture, see page 88. 
The department of Vocational Education administers two curricula 
especially designed for the training of teachers; namely, the curriculum 
in Agricultural Education and the curriculum in Agriculture and Science. 
The courses for the special training of general and vocational teachers 
of Home Economics are administered ln the Division of Home Eco-
nomics, but the general teacher training work is provided by this de-
partment. In like manner the special courses needed by those preparing 
to teach the Industrial Arts are organized in the Division of Engineering, 
the general teacher training work being provided by this department. 
Graduation from a vocational education curriculum, or the completion 
of 22~ credits of approved work in psychology (9 credits) and voca-
tional education (13~ credits), taken in connection with an~ four-year 
_,.college curriculum will entitle the student to a standard secondary 
certificate in Iowa without examination. For Teacher's Certificates, 
see page 292. 
The work in education at Iowa State College was organized in the 
Division of Agriculture after the passage of the Nelson Amendment to 
the Morrill Act, which provided funds for the training of secondary 
teachers of Agriculture and Home Economics. More recently the Smith-
Hughes and the George-Reed Acts relating to vocational'" education 
have provided for the training of secondary teachers and supervisors ~in 
the three vocational fields, Agriculture, Home Economics, and Industrial 
Arts. 
, Curriculum in Agricultural Education 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For entrance requirements, see page 73. 
Six months of practical work in agriculture are required before grad-
uation. See page 139. • 
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FRESHMAN YEAR 
' Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credftat Credits Credits 
Uveatock Problems Livestock Problems Uvestock Problems 
A.H.1011 2 A.H. 102 2 A.H. 108 2 
C~ Pro~uctfon Crop Production Carpentry 
2 · .C.104 4 F.C.105 4 A.E. 155 
Composition . Composition Composition 
Engl.101 3 Engl.102 8 Engl.108 8 
Geoeral Biology . General Biology General Botany 
3 Zool.10' 3 Zool.105 3 Bot. lOlB 
Farm Forestry General Horticulture Mathematics 
4 For.100 3 Hort.114. 8 Math. 205 
MWtary 121 1 Military 122 1 Military 128 1 
16 16 16 
In addition to the cotu'SEs listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Ph.YB. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Fresh. Probs., Voe. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Orientation, Ag. 101, 102. 
Ar. 104, see page 189. 
I 
1The number ref era to the descriptio11 of the course. ,,,. 
tFor definition of a credit, see page 127. 
, 
SOPHO.MORE YEAR 
Voe. Drawing Farm Shop Breed Studies 
I.A. 108 2 A.E. 264 2 A.H. 208 2 
Breed Studies General Chemistry Farm Dairying 
A.H. 201 3 Chem. 102 4 D.I. 114 4 
Gen. Poultry· Husbandry P8¥ich. or Learning Qual. Analysis 
A.H.144 3 sych.384 3 Chem.103 4 
General Chemistry Physics Psich. of Motivation 
Chem.101 4 Phys. 204 3 sych. 885 8 
General Psychology Cereal Crops Prine. of Education 
Psych.204 3 F.C. 204 3 Voe. Ed. 804 3 
MUftary221 1 Military 222 1 MWtary 228 l 
16 16 17 
Jn addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Phys. E-a. 201, 202, 208; Voe. Ed. 201, 202, 203 • 
• 
JUNIOR YEAR 
f Forage Crops 
F.C. 214 4 
Fertility & Fertilizers 
Soils 864 6 
Concrete & Masonry 
A.E. 874 2 
Solla Animal Feeding tGen. Agr. Economics 
Solla 254A 3 A.H. 416 8 Ee. 282 8 
o~c&suant. Gen. Agr. Economics A~Ued Hygiene 
, hem. 25 3 Ee. 281 8 yg.404 8 
Rural Sociology · Farm Bldg. ConstrucUon Technical Journalism 
Ee. 386 3 A.E.356 3 T. JI. 226 8 
Methods of Teaching Electives a Teaching Man. Train. 
Voe. Ed. 805 4 I.A. 515 3 
Teaching Agriculture 
Voe. Ed. 501 8 
17 17 17 
Jn addition to the ~urses listed above, each student will be required to include in his sched-
ule: Voe. Ed. 801, 802, 803. 
tMay be omitted by students appoiRted to the Reserve· Officers• Training Corps. For full 
lntormatf on, see page 261. · 




Voe. Ed. 602 . 8 
Teaching AlrfcuTtilre 





Farm Mach. & Motors 
A.E. 384 4 
Farm Bldgs. & Equip. 
A.E. 489 3 
General Genetics 
Genetics SOO 3 
Extempore Speaking 






Bact. 537 8 
Gen. Agr. Economics 
Ee. 288 • 8 
Extempore Speaking 
P.S. 812 2 
American Govt. 
. Govt. 815 8 
Prin. Sec. Educ. 
Voe. Ed. 806 8 
Electives 8 
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his ached· 
'" ule: Voe. Ed. 401. 402. 408. 
I • 
Note 1. Electives in Agriculture may include the following in addition to courses regularly 
given in the Division of Agriculture: 
Botany 207. 854, 455, 571, 572, 673, 674; Chemistry 251, 252, 258, 256, 259; GeololY 876; 
Veterinary Anatomy 217; Veterinary Hygiene 427 428; Zoology 816, 877, 878, ·884. 
In addition to the above •. Chemistry 255, which Is included in the curricUlum, Is reprded aa 
Agriculture. · , 
Note 2. In all cases it Is desirable that the student confer with the head of the department 
before making his choice of electives. 
Note 8. Any student entering with advanced cr£dita will be expected to earn at leaat 1lx 
quarter credits in education before graduation. 
Curriculum. in Agriculture and Science 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For entrance requirements, see page 7.3. 
This curriculum provides training suited to the needs of men desiring 
to work in rural consolidated schools, or in other schools· attended by 
relatively large numbers of rural pupils. It includes a major, amount-
ing to 45 credits in agriculture, a required sequence of 30 credits in rural 
social science, and a minor of approximately 24 credits, selected by the 
students from a list of 14 such sequences offered by various depart- · 
ments of the College. As a result, students completing this curriculum 
will be. able to teach at least two other subjects in addition to agricul-
ture. It leads to the standard secondary certificate. t 
FRESHMAN YEAR . 
Fall Quarter ~ Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits2 Credit.a Credit1 
Livestock Problems Livestock Problems Livestock Problems 
A.H. 1011 2 A.H. l02 2 A.H. 108 2 
C1op Production Mathematics Crop Production 




Engl.101 Engl. 102 s Engl. 103 8 
General Biology General Biology tPh&sfcs 
Zool. 104 3 Zool. 106 3 P Yt. 204 8 
General Horticulture American Govt. International Relations 
Hort. 114 3 Govt. 214 3 Hist. 203 8 
Military 121 1 Military 122 1 Military 123 1 -
16 16 16 
In addition to the colll'Sel listed above. each student will be required to include In hie 1eJied· 
ule: Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 103; Voe. Ed. 101, 102, 108; Orientation, Ag. 101, 102= Ag. 104, see 
pap 189. 
tAt the beginning of the sophomore year the student will choose a minor of 2-i credit.a to 
be completed during the sophomore, junior and senior years. In certain instancea·counea 
which would otherwise be included in the mfnor are listed among the required counee·above. 
In IUch cases, the minor is cofrespondingly r~uced. The asential character of these elective 
minors Is shown on page 288. 
tMay be omitted by atudenta who expect to elect a minor in Physlca. The number re!era to the description of the cour&te. 
!For definition of a credit. see page 127. 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR 
.Winter Quarter Spring Quarter Fall Quart.er 
Credi ta Credits Credits 
Gen. Agr. Economics Gen. Agr. Economtcs Gen. Agro. Economics 
8 Ee. 281 8 Ee. 282 8 Ee. 233 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Qualitative Analysis 
4 Chem.101 4 Chem.102 4 Chem.108 
General Psychology P~ch. of Learning Psych.of Motivation s P"ch.20' 8 sych. 884 8 Psych. 886 
Technical Journalism Extem1>ore Speaking Extempore Spe1king 
T. JI. 225 8 P.S. 811 8 P.S. 812 2 
Mllltary 221 1 Military 222 1 Military 228 1 
Electives a Electives 8 Electives s 
• l'l 17 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student wlll be required to include In his ached· 
ule: Phya. Ed. 201, 202, 208; Voe. Ed. 201, 202, 208. 
• 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Solis General Bacteriology Soil Fertility & Fertilizers 
Soils 254A 8 Bact. 804A 5 Soils 854 6 
O~lc & ~uant. Co-operation in Agr. Fann Mitt. & Accounting 
he!D. 2 5 a Ee. &>5 8 Ee. 886 . 8 
Land Economics Methods of Teaching Teaching Gen. Agr. 
Ee. 83' 8 Voe. Ed. 805 4 Voe. Ed. 521 8 
Prine. of Education 
Voe. Ed. 804 8 
Electives 6 Electives 5 Electives 6 -
l'l 17 17 
*In case a minor in Chemistry Is elected, Chem. 255 will not be required. 
In addition to the ~urses listed above, each student will be required to Include in his ached· 
ule: Voe. Ed. 801, 802, 808. 
SENIOR YEAR 
'l'eacbini Agriculture 
Voe. d. 522 · 8 
Prine. of Secondary Educ. 
Voe. Ed. 806 8 
Animal Feeding 
5 A.H. 414 
Teachl~ Agriculture ~cultural Finance 
Voe. d. 528 a c. 585 8 
~cultural' Polley Rural Landscape Design 
c. 54'1 8 L.A;208 8 
Rural Sociology . 
Ec.886 8 
Electives 5 Electives 8 Electives 12 
17 17 17 
-
In addition to the courses listed above, each student wJll be required to Include in his sched-
ule: Voe. Ed. 401, 402, 408. 
In Bacteriology: 






In Economic History: 
In Journalism: 
LIST OF MINORS OFFERED 
Dact. 304.A_, 5 er.; 350, 4 er.; 534,· 3 er.; 536, 4 or 5 er.; 
537, 3 er.; :>64, S er. 
.Bot. 101A, 3 er. ; 102A, 3 er.; Gen. 300, 3 er.; Bact. 537, 3 
er.; Zool. 374, 4 er. 
Bot. lOlA, 3 er.; 102A, 3 er.; 103A, 3 er.; 206, 4 er.; 2J.11, 
4 er.; 424, 3 or 4 er. 
Chem. 211, 4 er.; 212. 4 er.; 213, 4 er.; 331, 5 er.; 332, 5 .er.; 
333. S er. 
Engl. 254 or 255J 3 er.; 205.J. 3 er.; 304, 3 .er.; 354 or 364, 3 
er.; 455, 3 er.; 4:i6, 3 er.; 4M, 3 er.; 466, 3 er. 
Math. lOIA, 5 er.; 441, 3 er:i Bot. ,404 or Zoot. 534, 3 Cd.; 
Gen. 300, 3 er.; 305, l er.; 5JU, 3 er.; 535. 3 er.; 540, 1 to 3 
er.; Bact. 304D, 3 er.; Zool. 203, 3 er. ~ 
Geol. 324, 4 er.; 375, 4 er.; 202. 4 er.; 434, 4 er.; 455, 4 er.; 
or 311, 3 er.; 312, 3 er.; 3131 3 er. 
Hist. 201, 3 er.; 202, 3 er.; 203, 3 er.; 421, 3 er.; 422i 3 er.; 
4~ 3 er.; 534. 3 er.; 564, 3 er. · 
T. JI. 221, 3 ct.; 222, 3 er.; 223, 3 er.; 335, 3 er:.i 465, 3 er.; 
341, 2 er.; 342, 2 er.; 343, 2 er.; Elective in ·r. JI., 3 er. 
~ 
In Manual Arts: 
In Mathematics: 
In Physics: 
In Public Speaking: 
In Zoology: 
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A. E. 155, 2 er.; 254, 2 er.; 356, 3 er.; 334, 4 er.; 345, 3 er.; 
374, 2 er.; I. A. 106, 3 er.; 108, 2 er.; 515, 3 er • 
• Math. lOlA, 5 er.; 102A, 5 er.; 103A, S er.; 211, 4 er.; 212, 
4 er. 
Phys. 2()1, 3 er.; 211, 4 er.; 212, 4 er.; 213, 4 er.; 524, 3 er.; 
404, 2 er.; 405, 1 er.; 498, 3 er. 
P. S. 104, 3 er.; 254J 3 er.; Electives in P. S., 12 er. 
Zool. 203, 3 er.; 25;,, 5 er.; 274, 4 er.; 374, 4 er.; 534, 3 er. 
Description of Courses 
The work of the department is in the following fields: 
Agricultural Education-10J1 1<>?1 .103, 201, 202, 3'.>3, 301. 302, 303, 401, 402, 403, 501, 502, 503, 521, 522, 523, 544, :>45, WI, 626, 644, 645. 
Vocational Education--304, 305, 306, 554, 561, 562, 563, 584, 624, l>25, 664, CJ6S, 684. 
Home Economics Education-406, 407, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 514, 605, 606, 007, 
610, 614. ' 
Industrial Arts-408, 510, 515, 516, 600, 608, 609, 615, 616, 617, 618, 650. 
Industrial Science courses-Engl. 394, Bot. 494, Chem. 495, Hist. 496, Math. 497, 
Phys. 498, Zool. 499. 
Physical Education-307, 308, 411, 4iz 413, 491, 492. 493. 
Psychology-204, 206, 309, 334, 335, 410, 434, 634, 635, 636. 
101, 102, 103. Freshman Problems. How to study, personal development, improve· 
ment of thinking, reading habits. Required of freshmen majoring in department. 
Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. 1. Required each course. 
201, 202, 203. So~homore Problems. Extra-curricular activities, presidhl'.{ over 
group meetings, training for leadership. Required of s(tl>homores majorinjf tn de· 
partm~nt. Fall, ~inter, Spring, respectively. Rec. 1. Required each course. 
3'.>4. (Psych. 204.) General Psychology. Study of normal human behavior. Funda· 
mental to all other courses in Psychology. Fall, Winter, Sprping. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
206. (Psych. 206.) Laboratory fn General Psychology •• A laboratory course paral· 
leling or following 204. Laboratory 1, 3 hr. Credit 1. Fall, \Vinter. Spring. 
301, 302, 303. Junfor Forum fn Agricultural Education. Rcguired of juniors 
majorin3" in department. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. 1. Required 
each course. 
304. Prfncf_ples of Eclucatlon. Objectives and organization of modern secondary 
schools as they affect vocational and science teaclters. Prerequisite: a quality 
point average of 2.1. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
305. Methods of Teaching Vocational Subjects. Special em_phnsis upon principles 
of motivated problem teaching. Prerequisite: 304. Fall, \Vsntcr, Spring. Rec. 4. 
Credit 4. 
306. Prfncfples of Secondary Education. With special reference to the relation· 
ships sustained by vocational and science teachers m connection with the o~g!lni.za­
tion and management of the senior high school. Prerequisite: 304. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
307. (Phys. Ed. 307 for Women.) Theory and Practice of Coaching. Survey of 
coaching field. Coaching tecb11tque and officiati~. Application of rules, plays, 
and coaching principles. Winter. Leet. 2. Lab. 1. 3 hr. Credit 3. 
308. (Phys. Ed. 308 for Women.) Special Problems In Teaching Physical Edu· 
cation. Spring. Leet. 2. Lab. i, 3 hr. Credit 3. · 
309. (Psych. 309.) Mental Prfncfples. Applications of pslcbological principles to 
student life. Mental health, mental efficiency, methods o study. Of importance -
to those directing students. Prerequisite: 204. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
334. (Psych. 334.) Educational Psychology. The various concepts of teaming 
and improvement. Psychology of high school subjects. Prerequisite: 204. Fall, 
\Vinter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
335. (Psych. 335.) EducaUonal Psychology. The treatment of the psycbolQZjcal 
factors involved in mqtivation and educational efficiency.,.. Prerequisite: 334. Fall, 
Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
394. (Engl. 394.) The Teachfnc of Encllsb. For students preparing to teach 
English in addition to other subjects. The teaching of literature and C()rnposition. 
Prerequisite: a quality point average of 2.5 in Engl. 255, 364 or 464, and 205 or 304. 
Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
401, 402, 403. Senior Forum fn Rural Education. Required of seniors majoring in 
department. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. 1. Required each courae. 
406. (H. Ee. Ed. 406.) Methods of Teachfnc Home Economica. Objectives for 
home economics courses in high school. Selection of {>t'Oblcms for realizing oJ>. 
jectives. Methods of presenting problems. Uses of obJ_ective material. .Directed 
observation and participation in teaching. Prerequisite: 305, and completion 
of two quarters of Junior year. Rec. 3. Lab. 1, 2 hr., and I, 1 hr. Credit 4 •. 
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.f07. (H. Ee. Ed. .f07) Supervised Teachlnc in Home Economics. Supcrviaed 
teaching in public schools having co-operative agreement. Prerequisite: credit or 
classification in 406. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. as arranged. Credit 4. 
408. (I. A. 408.) P'ounclatlons of Industrial Education. . Devel<?pment . of the 
movement; the Smith-Hughes Act, state plans and laws relatmg to industrial ·edu· 
cation. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. • 
• 410. (Psych. 410.) Psychology of Skill. The development of skill and skill 
techniques. Habit making and breaking· transfer of training and its principles; 
mechanical aptitudes and intelligence. Principles of motivation effective in the 
shopi'- development of muscular co-ordination. Laboratory methods and demon· 
strations. Prerequisite:· 204. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit ~. 
411, 412, 413. (Phys. Ed. 411, 412, 413 for Men.) Supervised Teaching in Physical 
Education. Practice with school and college groups. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 6. 
Credit 2 each quarter. .. 
434. (Psych. 434.) Tests and Educational Measurement. Treatment of tests and 
their application in educational, vocational, and industrial guidance and selection. 
ImJ>ortant for teachers, employers, and vocational counselors. Prerequisite: 204. 
Fall, Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
491. (Phys. Ed. 491 for Men.) Principles of Physical Education. Interpretation 
of objectives of physical education and health education. Anab!'_sis of activities in 
terms of developmental objectives. Prerequisite: Zool. 255, Voe. Ed. 304. Falt. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. . 
492, (Phys. Ed. 492 for Men.) Methods of Teaching Physical Education._ Ap· 
plication of gene~l education methods to _physical education. Special methods 
of teaching activities not covered in 314, 315., 316, 317. Prerequisite: Psych. 334, 
335. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
493. (PAYS. Ed. 493 for Men.) Organization and Administration. 01"6anization 
and administration of physical education and athletics. Program for required 
and elective courses, intramural and interschool athletics. Athletic manage-
ment. Prerequisite: Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 203. Spring. Leet. 3. Credit 3. 
494. (Bot. 494.) Methods of Teaching Botany. Prerequisite: Bot. 205, or 
equivalent. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3 .• 
495. (Chem. 495.) Teaching Chemistry. Methods of presentation and study of 
subject matter supported by class and laboratory demonstration. Prerequisite: 
&'eneral chemistry. Leet. and rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
496. (Hist. 496.) Methods of Teaching the Social Studies. Methods of teaching 
history, government, economics, and sociolog7 in the high school and the junior 
college. Prerequisite: Fifteen credits of history, Govt 214 or 315, Ee. 201, 202. 
Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
497. (Math. 497.) Teaching Vocational Mathematics In Junior and Senior High 
Schools. Several practical aspects of teachin~ mathematics such as organization 
of subject matter~ methods of presenting typical topics, and tests for measuring 
results. Spring. Lecture and observation 3. Credit 3. 
498. (Phys. 498.) Teaching of Physics. A technique course. To acquaint pro-
spective teachers with the recent educational advances in methods as ther apply 
to the teaching of phrsics. A study of the content of the hi_gh school physics, and 
practice in p_r_esentatlon of various topics. Prerequisite: Phys. 211, 212. 213, or 
equivalent. Winter. Leet. and rec. 3. Credit 3. 
499. (Zool. 499.) Methods fn Teaching Animal Biology and Physiology. Study 
and observation of methods and practical devices in teaching. Prerequisite: one 
year of zoology. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
501, 502, 503. Teaching Vocational Agriculture. Curricula lesson plans, equip· 
ment, text books, observation, and supervised teaching. Prerequisite: 305, and 
agriculture equal to that required for the completion of the junior year in some 
agricultural course. Any quarter but should be arranged in advance. (501) (502) 
Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. (503) Rec.i S. Credit S. 
504. CH. Ee. Ed. 504.) Special Topics in Home Economics Education. Pre· 
requisite: 406. 
505. (H. Ee. Ed. 505.) _Methods of Teaching Clothing. Prerequisite: T. & C. 
324, or equivalent, and Voe. Ed. 305. Summer, first term. Not offered, 1934. Rec. 
5. Lab. 1, 3 hr. CreCiit 3. 
506. (H. Ee. Ed. 506.) Teaching Human: Relationships in the Public Scholols. 
Objectives, selection of material, and problem organization of courses in human 
relationships, including family and communi!Y relationships, child care, and 
~ersonality development. Prerequisite: 407, C. D. 435, H. Mgt. 474, or equivalent. 
Summer, second term. Rec. ~. Credit 3. 
507. (H. Ee. Ed. 501.) Methods of Teaching Related Art. Objectives for re-
lated art courses in vocational schools. Selection of problems for teaching and 
methods of presentj_ng problems. Use of references and illustrative materials. 
Prerequisite: Voe. Ed. 305, and A. A. 264. Winter, Spring. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
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508. (H. Ee. ·Ed. 508.) Methods for Evening sch·oot Classes. Methods of organ· 
izing and teachinK eveninf{ school classes. Plannina units of work. Observation 
of class work. Prerequisite: credit or classification in 406. Winter. Rec. 2. 
Rec. and lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 3, 
509. (H. Ee. Ed, 509.) The Home Economics Movement. The development of 
home economics in relation to the education of women. Reports of present day 
fields in which home economics is active. Fall, Spritl'6. Rec. 2. Ciedit 2. 
510. (I. A. 510.) Technique of Teaching Trades. The teachin(J' processes, methods 
of presentation and testing, lesson planning, organization for instruction. Sprin1t. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
514. (H. Ee. Ed. 514.) Methods for Vocational Teachers. Organization of 
vocational proEt"am, Home projects. Teaching of related science. Prerequisite: 
305. Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
515, 516. (I. A. 515, 516.) Teaching Industrial Arts. Curricula, observation, 
supervised teachina, demonstrations, organization, and administration. Prerequi· 
site: 305, or equivalent. Fall, Winter, respectively. Rec. and lab. 3. Credit 3 
each course. 
521, 522, 523. Teach.Ing General Agriculture. Curricula in general agriculture, 
methodst observation, and superv;ised teaching. Prerequisite: 305. Fall, Win· 
ter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3 each course. Should be arranged in advance. 
544. Administration of Vfllage and Consolidated Schools. Fiscal administration 
in local school systems, equipment and supplies1 building and grounds, trans· portation, curriculum, school and communitr activities, information service. Spring. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
545~ Supervision of Village and Consolidated Schlools. Improving teachers in 
service through classroom visitations, personal conferences, and teachers' meet· 
ings. Modern methods of teaching certain school subjects. Summer, first term. 
Rec. 6. Credit 3. 
554. Adm.fnlstration of Vocational Education. Development and present beat 
.. practice, P-revocational ~ducation, vocational guidance, and vocational training. 
·Summer. Rec. 6. Credit 3. 
561, 562, 563. Methods of Teaching Colle~e Subjects. With special reference 
to the use of motivated problems in presenting technical subjects. Falt, Winter, 
Spring, respectively. Rec. 1 to 3. Credit 1 to 3, each course. 
584. History of Industrial and Vocational Education. Clrtef emphasis upon the 
modern movement. Winter. Rec, 3. Credit 3. ' 
000. (I. A. 600.) Problems fn Industrfat Arts Education. Summary of recent 
findings of research; methods of attack on new problems. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
604. Administration of Agricultural Education. Objectives, curriculum, re· 
lationships with public schools and with state and federal agencies; and other 
similar problems. Summer, first term. Rec. 6. Credit 3. Mr. Hamlin, Mr. Sexauer. 
605. (H. Ee. Ed. 605.) Home Economics Curricula. Survey of public school 
home economics curricula and recent curriculum studies. Technique of curriculum 
building. Ob~ectives and problems for specific courses. Prerequisite: credit or 
classification in 562. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Miss Turner. 
606. (H. Ee. Ed. 606.) Technique of Supervision. Objectives, techniques, and 
Ol'6anization of teacher training supervision and state supervision. Prcrequisit~ 
.c07 or equivalent. Spring. Credit 3 to 6. Miss Friant. 
607. (H. Ee. Ed. 607.) Survey Course fn Methods for Teachin& Home Economics 
in the Public Schools. Investigation and reports of p1·esent day trends in methods 
of teaching home economics. Prerequisite: teaching experience. Summer, first 
term. Rec. S. Credit 2. Miss Miller. 
608. (I. A. 608.) Advanced Teach.Ing Problems In Industrial Arts. Surervision, 
teaching, and promotion of industrial arts, including a study of successfu systems 
now in use. Prereguisite: undergraduate major or minor in education or psy• 
chology. Summer. Rec. 6. Credit 3. Mr. Hunter. 
609. (I. A. 609.) Historical Research in Industrfat Education. Original sources 
for historical research, individual . problems, appreciation of the historical founda-
tion of industrial education. idg'!lificant movements in Euro_Pe and America. Al· 
ternate years. Summer, 1935. Rec. 6. Credit 3. Mr. Livingston. 
610. (H. Ee. Ed. 610.) Seminar in Home Economics Education. Credit and hours 
as arran2'ed. Miss Fr1ant. 
614 (H Ee. Ed. 614.) Research in Home Economics Education. Misses Miller, 
Friant, Turner, Chadderdon. · 
615. (I. A. 615.) Industrial Conference Methods. Use of the conference method 
in instruction. Study and practice of conf crence procedure, devices, and technique. 
Prer.equisite: industrial or industrial teaching experience. Summer. Rec. 6. 
Credit 3. Mr. Lynn. 
616. (I. A. 616.) Problems in Part-Time Education. Demands upon supervisors, 
principals, teachers, and co-ordinators working in the field of part-time 1chool• 
for employed minors Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Mr. L7nn. 
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617. (I. A. 617.) Curriculum Building i]l IndUf!~ Education. Qrganization of 
curricula for shop and related technical 1nl!truchon in • trade technical schoo~s or 
classes. Prerequisite: I. A. 308, or equivalent. \Vmter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
Mr. Lynn. 
618. (I. A. 618.) Problems in Industrial Education. Admin_istration and supe~­
vision of industrial education programs in public schools. Sprmg. Rec. 3. Credit 
3. Mr. Lynn. 
624. Research Methods in Vocational Education. Adaptation of research tech· 
nique to problems in vocational education. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Hamlin, 
Mr. Starrak. 
625. Research in Vocational Education. Prerequisite: 624. Messrs. Lancelot, 
Hamlin, Starrak, Morgan. 
626. Research fn the Administration or Supervision of Rural Education. Pre-
requisite: 624. Messrs. Hamlin, Morgan. • 
634. (Piycb. 634.) Educational Psychology. The various concepts of learning 
and improvement. Psychology of high school subjects. Prerequisite: 204. Fall, 
Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Graduates who have not had 334. 
635. (Psych. 635.) Educatlonal Psychology. The treatment of the psychological 
factors involved in motivation and educational efficiency. Prerequisite: 334 or 
634. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. Graduates who have not had 335. 
636. (Psych. 636.) Educatf onal Psycholop-. A critical view of the \)Sycbolo,y 
of mass education as it concerns group action, crowd behavior, co-operation, social 
~articij>ation; ~sychology of modern leisure and culture. Prerequisite: 334 or- 634. 
Fall, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
644. A.clmlnfstratlve OrJanizatfon and Finance ot Rural Education. State and 
county school systems, inequalities, centralization and consolidation, state and 
federal aid, plans for raising .and distributing school funds. Summer, second term 
Rec. 4. Credit 2. Mr. Morgan. 
645. A.ctmfnfstraUon and Supervision of Personnel. Ethical relationships and 
management of personnel in village and consolidated schools, including school 
boards, teachers, pupils, bus drivers, and janitors. Summer, first term. Rec. 6. 
Credit 3. Mr. Marzan. 
650. (I. A. 650.) Research fn Industrial Arts Education. Messrs. Hunter, Lynn, 
Livingston. 
664. College A.dmtnfstratfon Problems. J .. ectures and discussions. relating to 
college and university administrations for the general information of gr'aduate 
students expecting to enter the profession of teaching. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
Mr. R. M. Hughes, Mr. Friley. 
665. Seminar fn Problems of College Teaching. For staff members of Iowa State 
College and of other colleges and universities. Fall, Winter, Sprin~. !tee. 1. 
Credit 1. Mr. Starrak. 
684. Current Educatlonal Movements. Major trends and problems in modern 
education, Selection of special courses and problems for__graduate research. Sum· 
mer, first and second term. Rec. 6. Credit 3. Messrs. Hamlin, Starrak, Sexauer. 
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES 
State Certificates. In accordance wit~ the law J?assed by the Forty-
fifth General Assembly, the State Board of Educational Examiners witl 
grant a standard secondary certificate to any graduate of the Iowa State 
CoUege who has completed the following work: 
1. Professional training 
Quarter Credits 
a. Introduction to, history of, or principles of education 
b. Psychology and its application to education 
including measurements 
c. Methods of teaching 







Note. In addition to the above requirements, each candidate for a state certifi· 
cate. must have taken a colle1e course in .the, Fundamental Principles of a Re· 
l!Ubhcan Form of Government and the Conshtuhon of the United States and of the 
State of Iowa. This requirement is met by credit in Government 214 or 315. 
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Teacher Placement 
The Committee on Appointments seek (1) to aid adequately prepared 
students and graduates in securing positions as teachers ; (2) to give 
service to superintendents and school boards who are in need of teach-
ers. Calls for teachers are referred to this committee. The fee for en-
rollm.ent is $2.00 for residents of Ames and $4.00 for non-residents. 
Those wishing to enroll should apply at Room 203, Agricultural Annex. 
' 
• 
ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 
C. J. DRAKE, Head of Department 
Professors Guthrie, Richardson ; Associate Professors Wellhouse, Park, 
Knight_, Becker, Smith, Yeager; Assistant Professors Harris, Hendrick-
son; Graduate Assistants Mills, Hager, :Mack, Myers; Teaching Fellows 
Roudabush, Adamst Simanton, Pearson, Andre, Janes, Deonier, Poor; 
Industrial Fellows Jones, Kagy; Extension Workers Paddock, 
Worthington 
For information concerning the Divisio1i of Industrial Science, see page 98. 
The work in the department as a whole is largely foundation work, 
which gives that knowledge of the biological laws and the data neces-
sary for profitable specialization in the lines of animal husbandry, veter-
inary medicine, and home economics, as well as other lines in industrial 
science and. agriculture. For this work the zoological laboratories are 
well equipped with apparatus and materials. 
The department also offers special training is a number of applied 
lines, such as Economic Zoology, Parasitology, Protozoology; Physiology, 
Entomology, and Apiculture, in which students may specialize and pre-
pare for important positions in government, state, municipa11 or in-dustrial work. For men and women proficient in such lines, tnere has 
always been a greater demand than could be supplied. 
The instruction in zoology, physiology, entomology, and apiculture is 
given in Science Hall. Laboratory work in zoology, embryology, and 
entomology is given in the basement of Physics buildings. The general 
museum is housed on the top floor of Morrill Hall. This museum is 
open during the week days,- and visitors as well as students will find 
that much time can be profitably spent in it. The insect collections are 
kept in proximity to the entomological laboratories. They contain over 
seventy thousand mounted specimens. In them are found many types, 
including those of the collections of Van Duzee and of Osborn and Ball. 
Curriculum in Industrial Science-Major Zoology 
For freshman and sophomore years, see page 241. 
For general directions concerning work of junior and senior years, 
see page 242. 
Graduate CurW:ula 
For general information concerning graduate wirk, sec page 126. A 
full description of this work is given in the graduate catalog. Graduate 
curricula leading to the degrees of Master of Science and Doctor of 
Philosophy are offered in the fields of animal biology, morphology, 
ecology, taxonomy, physiology (compar~tive and insect p~ysiolqgy), 
protozoology, parasitology, entomology, ap1culture, and economic zoology 
..... 
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Description of Courses 
104, 105. General Blolo1Y •• Introduc.ti9n to the. foundatiol!s of lif~; the la~s of 
nature aa revealed in the Blmplest hvm_g_ organisms and in the higher animals. 
(104) Fnll, Winter, Spring. (105) Fall, Winter. Lecture 2 or 3. Lab. 1. 3 hr. 
Credit 3 or 4, each course. 
111, 112 113. Aulmal Biology. General zoology including observfltion and study 
of the ule-actlvitics of representative animals with discussion of the fundamental 
principles of animal life. For Agriculture, Home Ecopomics, and Industrial Sci· 
• enco atudentsf particularl)" majors in zoolO'ZY and Preveterinary and Premedical 
students. Fa I, Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4 
each course. 
114, 115. General. Zoology. For. Agricultural students. (114) Winter. Rec. 2. 
Lab. 1, 3 hr.· Credit 3. (115) Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
124. General Zoology. Animal life of farm, woodland, prairie, and fresh water, 
exclusive of game species and insects. Designed for students in Industrial Sci-
ence, Agriculture, and Forestry. A brief course in the principles of Zoology with 
emphasis on tho higher forms. Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. ~. 3 hr. Credit 4. 
203. Human Biology. An outline of evolution from sub-human to human, the 
fossil recor~l the anatomy and embryonic development of the human body. Pre· 
requisite: lw, or equivalent. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
224. Comparative Anatomy. A comparative study of the anatomy of the verte· 
bratcs. Diss.ection of principal types and demonstration of special structures. Pre· 
requisite: general zoology or biol&lY• Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
234. Embryoloa. Animal development, mainly of vertebrates, principles and 
processes1 germ cell origin and structure, maturation, fertilization, cleavage, cell lnyera, tissue and orgun formation, foetal membranes and their uses. Prerequi-
aitc: 105. Winter. Leet. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
255. Physiology of the Human Body. A general course covering the fundamental 
facts nnd principles of physiology, primarily for students of Home Economics and 
Industrial Science. Prercguisite: 104, 111, or 114; and Chem. 102 or 106. Fall, 
Winter, Spring. Leet. 3. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 5. . 
214. Bntomotoa. Structure, habits, life-histories and classification of insects, de-
signed as n foundation for economic or advanced entomology. Fall, Spring. Rec. 2. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
315. Bird Study. Identification, habits, and economic importance of Iowa birds. 
Birds of the vicinity observed under guidance. Spring. Rec. 1. Lab. 1. 3 hr. 
Credit 2. 
374. Farm Insects. The life history, recognition, and control of the princ!_pal in-
sects •and other arthropods attacking plants and animals. Winter, Spring. Leet. 2. 
Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. An additional laboratory period on insecticides (credit l) 
illustrating the principles of insect control and practice. Credit S. 
375. Fruit Pests. Identification, lite history and methods of control of the more 
in1~rtant insect pests of orchard and small fruits. Prerequisite: 274 or 374. 
Spring. Rec. 3. I..nb. 2, 3 br. Credit 5. 
3'1'1. Forest Insects. Life-histories and habits of the more important insects in-
jurlous to forests, forest products, and ornamentals. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. 
0-cdit 3. 
3i8. Greenhouse and Truck Crop Pests. Pests encountered by the florist and 
nuirket nrdener, with control measures. adapted to their conditions. Prerequisite: 
2'14. Fall. Rec. !. Lab. t. 3 hr. Credit 2. 
3S4. Elementary .Aplcutture. General principles necessary to the successful opera-
tion of a few colonies. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3 • 
.OS PUh and Game. Identification of game species of fish and birds and fur 
bearing animals; propagation methods, _game Jaws control of noxious ~ecies. 
Des~cd for Forestry students. Prerequisite: 105, l13, 115, or 124. Fall. Rec. 2. 
Lab. t. 3 hr. Credit 3. 
424. Blstolo&lcal Tedmlqu~. Methods of ... fixing, sectioning, mounting, a.nd stnin· 
in.a tissues for· microscopic study. Prerequisite: General or animal biology, Fall. 
Leet. 1. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
429. ~ Problems ln Zooloa. Individual problems to begin research and to 
find the literature. Prerequisite: 113, 115, or equivalent. Credit 2 to 5 • 
• 
<Ge: • Applied .Ana!omy and Xlnealology. Physlofogy or mu11cutar cxcrclaes. Pre· 
ttquiStte: 255. Spr1na. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
'456. • lfutrltloual. J?hnlotoay. Di~stlon. absorption, metnbolbm. excretion and 
sterelton. Pr'Crequ\Stte: 255. Fall. Leet. 2. Lab. t. 3 hr. Credit 3. . ' 
'459. SDedal Problems In Pbnloloo-. Individual problems to begin research and 
to find the literature. Prcrcquisltc: 255, or equivalent. Credit 2 to S • 
..c9. ~ Pr~blema In ~llloJ!1oloo-. Indivldunl problems to begin rcscnrclt and 
to find the literature. Prcrcquls1te: 274 and 374, or cqulvatcnt. credit 2 to s. 
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484. Insect Morphology. Gross morphology of typical insecb with special at· 
tention to structure emphasized in economic and systematic entomology, Prerequi· 
site: 274. Fall. Lal>. 3, 3 hr. Crcditi 3. 
489. Special Problems :In Aplculture. Individual problems to begin research and 
to find the literature. Prerequisite: 384, or equiv:ilent. Credit 2 to 5. 
499, (Voe. Ed. 499.) :Methods :In Teaching Animal Biology and Physiology. 
Study and observation of methods and practical devices in teaching. Prerequisite: 
one year of zool0'6Y. Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
514. Parasites and Disease Carrying Insects. Advanced study of pathogenlc 
protozoa, worms, leeches, external parasites and disease-carrying mites and in· 
sects. Prerequisite: 105, 113, or 115. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
515. Protozoology. Free-living and parasitic _protozoa. Prerequisite: General 
biology or zoolgy. Fall. Leet. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
516. Field Zoology. Primarily for students and teachers, to acquaint themselves 
with the fresh water and land fauna of a locality. Methods of collecting, identify. 
inir, and preserving material. Micro _preparations of the smaller invertebrates and 
animal tissues. Opportunity for making a personal collection for teaching pur· 
poses. Prerequisite: general zoology or biology. Summer, first term. Leet. 4. 
Lab. 4, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
517. Invertebrate Zoology. Advanced study of the invertebrate phyla. Economic 
relations, classification and structure. Prerequisite: 105, 113, 115, or equivalent. Win· 
ter. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
520. ' Wild Life Management. Special reference to game birds. The basic prin· 
ciples in the management of wild game birds and fur-bearing animals. Co·ordina· 
tion of such management with timber and farm crop production, recreation, and 
other land uses. Federal and state legislation for the J>rotection of wild life, with 
reference to recent trends. Field work in planning of preserves and other land 
areas; visits to areas under actual management. Prerequisites: 315, 405. Winter. 
Leet. 3, Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
525. Seminar :In Zoology. Reports of original investigations, current literature, 
special lectures. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 1. 
526. Cytology. The animal cell as related to development and inheritance. 
Prerequisite: 424, or equivalent. Spring.~ Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
527. Normal Histology. Microscopic structure of the fundamental -and special 
tissues of the vertebrate in relation to development and function. Prerequisite: 
113. Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. 2 or 3, 3 hr. Creait 4 or 5. 
534. Embryology. Development, principles and processes using vertebrate cm· 
bryos. Germ cell oriain and st~cture, maturation, fertilization, cleavage, dif· 
ferentiation, tissue formation, organogeny. Prerequisite: General biol0'6Y or 
zoology. Fall. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
555. Seminar In P~yslol()gy. Review of recent literature and discussion of physi· 
ological problems. Fall, Winter, Spring. Credit 1. 
557. Applied Physlolow.. Physiology of circulation, respiration, blood and lymph. 
Selective experiments with practice in technical methods. Prerequisite: a55. Spring. 
Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
558. Child Physiology. A surver of the processes of growth and development; in· 
cludi~g racial, dietary, climatic, 1nherited1 and. glandular influences. Prerequisite: 255. Winter. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
564. Physiology of _the Nervous System and Special Senses. The brain, eye, ear, 
etc. Prerequisite: 255. Fall. Leet. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
565. Physiology of Cells, Tissues, and Organs. Life processes of cells and cell 
groups. Prerequisite: 105 or 113, and one year of Chemistry. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 
3 hr. Credit 4 • 
. 566. Insect Physl~}~gy. Life processes of insects and related forms. Prerequl· 
site: 274, 484, 565. vvintcr. Leet. 2. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
• 575. Seminar :In Entomology. Reports of investigations. Reviews and special 
lectures. Required of graduate students each quarter. Rec. 1. Credit 1. 
576, 577. Systematic Entomology. Classification, nomenclature, and taxonomic 
1.>.ractice. Students may select a particular group and make a f.rivate collection. 
Prerequisite: 274 or 374. Winter, Spring, respectively. Rec. • Lab. 2, 3 hr. 
Credit 3 each course. 
585. Field Entomology. A survey of the insect world, including classification, 
life histories, literature, and ecology. Emphasis on field observations and on mak· 
ing and naming a personal collection of insects. Prerequisite: general biology or 
z<rology. Summer, second term. Rec. 4. Lab. 4, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
594. Advanced Aplculture. The biology and behavor of the honeybee together 
with its manastcment for the production of hO'Dey. Prerequisite: 274 or 374, and 
384. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
617. Evolution ot AnfmaJs. Problems and factors in organic evolution, heredity, 
v~riation~ origin, and distribution of life. Prerequisite: General biology or zooloZT. 
Spring. Leet. 2. Credit 2. Mr. Wetihousc. 
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624. Vertebrate Zoology. The chordate animals, placing em_phasis on morphology 
and relationship of _t~pes. Prerequisite: 113, or equivalent. Spring, Rec. 2. Lab. 
2, 3 hr. Credit 4. Miss Smith. 
629. Research fn Zoology. Mr. Guthrie, Mr. Becker .• 
659. Research fn Physiology. Miss Smith, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Yeager. 
(J65, Insect Toxicology. Quantitative methods for the study of insect toxi· 
colo~y; theories of the action of poisons; history of insecticides; preparation and 
apphcation of insecticides. Prerequisite: 274, 374, 566. Spring. Rec. 2. Lab. 2, 3 
hr. Ci:edit 4. Mr. Richardson. 
ti69. Research fn Embeyology. Mr. Guthrie. 
614. Applied Entomology. Identification, ethology, and geography of insect pests. 
Principles and• methods of chemical and natural control. Prerequisite: 105, 113 
or 115, 274, 374. Spring. Rec. 3. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 4. Mi. Drake. 
676. Advanced Economic Entomology. Literature and history; principles of in· 
sect control; methods used in practical field investigations; important' insect pests, 
their ecolC!g_y and control. Prerequisite: 113, 274, 374. Fall. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 3. Mr. Knight. " 
679. Research In Entomology. Messrs. Drake, Richardson. \Vellhouse, Knight, 
Harris. 
684. Advanced Insect Morphology. The structure, development, reproduction, 
and homologies of various ~OUP..!! of insects. PrerequiRite: 484, or equivalent. Win· 
ter. Leet. 3. Credit 3. Mr. Wcllhouse. 





The curricula described on the follow.ing pages are open to young 
men seventeen or more years of age. who have had at least an eighth 
grade preparation. The primary object of these curricula is to train 
young men for definite vocational work. 
CURRICULA IN AGRICULTURE 
DEAN Kn.DEE, Agricultural Hall, Room 123N 
Four-Quarter Curriculum for Creamery Operators. Sec page 298. 
Two-Quarter Curriculum Jor Herdsmen: See page 299. 
l 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO 
NON-COLLEGIATE CURRICULA 
Every applicant for admission to a non-cotlegiate curriculum must ·be 
at least seventeen years of age and must present a certificate signed by 
his county or high school superintendent showing that he has satisfac-
torily completed the eighth grade o{ the public schools or its equivalent. 
If the applicant ha~ attended high school this certificate must also give 
his complete high school or academic record. This certificate should be 
filed with the Registrar as promptly as possible, and at least two weeks 
before the opening of the quarter. Formal application for admission 
must be filed by each applicant. Blank forms can be secured by writing 
to the Registrar. 
These curricula"are intended for the young man who is unable to enter 
the regular four-year. curricula or who wants a short practical prepara-
tion for some special vocation. 
FEES AND EXPENSES 
Sec page 76 • 
. . -· _ Definition of a Credit. The value of each course is stated in quarter-
credits. Instruction is so conducted that students are required to spend 
a total of three clock hours in recitation and preparation, ·or in labora-
tory, each week for twelve weeks in order to earn one credit. 
Course Numbers. In each department the courses, for convenience of 
reference, are given in numerical order. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
PROFESSOR DAvmsoN, Agricultural Engin~ering Laboratory, Room .. 112 . . . . 
Description of Courses 
65. Power and Machinery. Selection, repair, and management of mechanical 
farm equipment. Rec. l. Lab. 2, 3 hr.. Credit 3. . 
<B. Dairy Xachfnery. For Dairymen. Construction and operation of steam 
hoilers and engines, gas engines, refrigerating machines, line·shafting, pulleys and 
b~Jting; pipe fitting and soldering. ~all. Rec. 2. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit ·3. 
iO. :Management of Farm Equipment. Design, selection and utilization of farm 
buildings; selection, operation and utilization of PPWcr and machinery units used in 
crop production and feed proccssina. Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. l, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
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AGRICULTURE 
Curriculum for Creamery Operators 
This twelve·months curriculum includes manufacture of the various 
milk products and the handling of market milk. The laboratories in the 
new dairy industry building are provided with the most modern equip-
ment and the manufacturing work is conducted on a commercial basis. 
The object of this curriculum is to fit the .students for positions as 
butter, cheese, and ice cream makers, market milk operators or managers 
of dairy plants. 
After completing the first two quarters' work each student is required 
to engage in practical dairy work in a commercial dairy plant at least 
five months before returning for the balance of the curriculum. 
At the close of the fourth quarter, one week will be devoted to oral 
and written examinations over the technical dairy subjects. 'Those who 
successfully complete the prescribed curriculum and the final examina-
tions over the technical subjects will be granted a certificate. 
Students are n_ot .9rdinari1}11 admitted to the Winter Quarter unless 
the Fall Quarter's work has first been completed. An exception· is made' 
in the case of men who have had two or more years of practical dairy 
plant experience and who wish to take the second quarter's work as a 
unit or three-months' curriculum. Special permission from the Head of 
the Department of Dairy Industry is required for this. A certificate 
is given only upon satisfactory completion of the full four quarters' 
work. ..., 
First Quarter (Fall) Second Quarter (Winter) 
Credits Credits 
Dfil Practice Dfil Practice 
D •• 11 6 D •• 12 4 
Testing Milk and Milk Products Buttermaking 
D.I. 16 8 D.I. 17 2 
Buttermaking Cheese Making 
D.I. 16 3 D.I. 18 2 
Dalry Chemistry Ice Cream Making 
Chem.88 2 D.I. 20 8 
Creamery Mathematica Dai:J Bacteriology 
Math. 6 2 D •• 51 2 
Pi:actlce of English Cattle Feeding and Management 
Engl. 6 8 A.H. 81 2 
Good Reading 
Engl. 8 3 
18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his ached· 
ule:.Phya. Ed. 11, 12: Tech. Leet~, D.I. 1, 2, 
Third Quarter (Fall) Fourth Quarter (Winter) 
Dal[{ Practice Dai:J Practice D •• 18 2 D •• 14 2 Cheese Makinc Market Milk 
D.I.19 2 D.I. 21 3 Factory Management Condensed and Powdered Milk 
D.I. 23 2 D.I. 22 2 Dal[i ·Bacteriology Factory Management 
D •• 62 2 D.I. 24 • 2 Dtl: Machinery Judging Dairy Products 
A. • 69 8 D.I. 25 1 Creamery Accounting Special Problems 
Ec.2• 2 D.I. 26 2 Breedinl and J'udging Dairy Cattle Dai~ Bacteriology A.H. 0 . 2 D •• 68 2 Farm Crops Production Creamery Accounting 
F.C.1 8 Ee. 26 4 •.AaT. 11 R 
18 18 
•For the Q_reamery Operators' Curriculum. Six montha' experience will be required in a 
~ery or other dairy establlahment between the second and third quarters of the cur-
nculum. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
Curriculum for Herdsmen 
Upon completion of this curriculum and one year of successful work 
with livestock, a statement will be granted showing completion of the 
curriculum. ~ 
The Herdsmen's Curriculum is a two-quarter curriculum designed to 
meet the needs of young men who are primarily interested in livestock. 
Opportunityi is afforded the students for some specialization in the class 
of livestock in which they are most interested. For example, those who 
are more interested in dairy cattle are permitted to omit the beef cattle 
courses and vice versa. 
Instruction will be offered in two periods; the first from January to 
March 1935, the second from January to March the year following, The 
students are expected to spend the time between . the two periods gain-
ing additional experience in their chosen line. 
This course is most practical in nature and includes sufficient general 
work in Farm Crops, Soils, Veterinary Medicine, etc., so as to fit men 
for general livestock farming, dairy farming, herd management or cow-
testing association supervision. · 
FIRST QUARTER SECOND QUARTER 
Credits 
Types of Livestock 
-A.H. 21 
General Livestock F~ding and Mgt. 
A.H. 28 
Farm Crop Production 
F.C. 2 
Poultry Husbandry 
A.H. 40 or 
Farm Sanitation 
Vet. 8 
The Practice ot English 
Engl. 6 or 
The Informational Article 
Engl. '1 . 
M~agement of Farm Equipment 









Advanced Breed Studies 
A.H. 22 


























3. For the Herdsmen's Curriculum, one year's successful work with livestock or 
as cow-test association. supervisor will be required after the completion of the cur• 
riculum before a statement showing the completion of the curriculum will be granted. 
U. For the Creamery Operators' Curriculum. Six months' experience will be 
required in a creamery or other dairy establishment between the second and third 
quarter of the curriculum • 
• 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
PROFF.SSOR W. F. LAGRANGE, Agricultural Hall, Room 105 
Associate Professor Hansen 
_ Description of Courses 
"2D. Production. an.4 Marketfn.g of Livestock. Feeding of different classes of 
livestock for market production. Prerequisite: 28. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
21. Types an4 Market Classes of Livestock. Judging, types, carcasses, markets 
and marxet classification. \Vinter. Rec. and Ja6. 3, 2 hr. Credit 3. 
22. Advanced Breed Stuclles. Judging, ori1tin, development. characteri1tlc1, 
bloodlines, and families. Prerequisite: 21. Winter. Rec. 2. Rec. and lab. 2, 
2 hr. Credit 4. 
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28. General Livestock Feeding and Manacement. Feed ~tuffs, compo!lndin8' and 
balancing rations, practical care, feed and management of hvestock. \Vinter. Rec. 
3. Rec. and lab. l, 2 hr. Credit 4. 
30. Breeding and Jud,lnc of Dain' Cattle. Principles and practices of selec,tion 
and breeding of productive herds. Fall. Rec. 1. Rec. and lab. 1, 2 hr. Credit 2. 
31. Dairy Cattle Feedlnc and Management. Winter. Rec. 2. <:;redit 2. 
40. P4Ultry Management. Cullin1r and selecting, housing, feedin'l, brqoding, 
fattening marketing of poultry, and grading of eggs. Rec. and lab. 2, 2 hr. 
d
. , 
Cre it 2, 
SI. Animal Breeding. Principles of livestock ,breeding, selection and improve-
ment of herds and flocks. Winter. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
71. Farm Meats. Killing, cutti~ and curing of farm meats. Prerequisite: 
21. Rec. 1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
CHEMISTRY 
Chemistry Building, General Office, Room 202 
Instructor P. Moore 
Description of Courses 
38. Dairy Chemistry. For Dairrmen. Chemistry for the dairy and creamery. 
Fall. Rec. 1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
DAIRY INDUSTRY 
AssocIATE PROFF.SSOR E. F. Goss, Dairy Industry Building, Room 102B 
Instrlfctor Ause; Assistant Beck 
Description of Cours~s 
11 2. Technical Lecture. The field of dairy industry, its opportunities, re-quirements, and organization. Fall, Winter. Leet. 1. Required each course. 
11 12, 13 14. Dairy Practice. Buttermaking, cheesemakint?:, ice cream making,· 
market milk, preparation of starters, testin~ milk and mllk products and re-
frigeration plant operation. _$_pecial work in the last 2 quarters. (11) Fall. 
Lab. 5, 3 hr. Credit 5. (12) Winter. Lab. 4, 3 hr. Credit 4. (13) Fall. Lab. 2, 
3 hr. Credit 2. (14) Winter. Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 2. 
JS. KUk Testing. Composition of milk. The Babcock test and various other 
tests employed in the dairy manufacturing plant. Fall. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
16, 17. Buttermaklng. Quality of milk and cream, separation of milk, cream 
ripening. starters, churnin_g. and preparing butter for market. (16) Fall. Rec. 3. 
Credit 3.. (17) Winter. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
18, 19. Cheesemakfng. (18) Principles of cheesemaking and manufacture of soft 
chee9e. Winter. Rec. 2. Credit 2. (19) Cheddar and other curd cheese, manufac· 
ture, curing and marketing. Fall. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
20. Ice Cream and Ices. Selection and preparation of materials, processin-z and 
n1erchandising of plain and fancy ice creams and related products. Winter. Rec. 
3. Credit 3. , 1 •" ! 
21. Karket Milk. Methods used in the preparation of milk and cream for 
market. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
22. Condensed and Powdered Milk. Manufacture of condensed and powdered 
milk. Winter. Rec. l. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 2. · 
;J, 24. Factory ~anagement. Underl~ing principles of. the management of cream· 
cries and 0th.er dairy n}ants. (23) Fall. Rec. 2. Credit 2. (24) Winter. Rec. 2. • 
Credit 2. 
2S. Jucldnc Dairy Products. Milk, cream, butter, cheese and frozen dairy 
products; special attention to score cards. Winter. Rec. 1. Credit 1. 
26. Special Problems. A review of technical subject matter followed by an ex· 
:imination over all technical subjects. Winter. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
27. Separation ~nd. Milk Tes!lnr. For Herdsmen. Sepatation, care of milk 
and cream, and nulk testing. Winter. Rec. 2. Lab. 1, 3 hr. Credit 3. 
5), 52, 53. Dairy Bacterioloey. (51) ,Importance of bacteria in dairy _products. 
\V1nter. Rec. and lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 2. (52) ·Determination' of numbers and 
ty1>es of bacteria i.n dairy produc,ts a~d their significance. Prerequisite: 51. Fall. 
Lab. 3, 2 hr. Credit 2. (53) Conhnuahon of 52. Winter. Lab. 3, 2 bl'.· Credit ·2. 
MATHEMATICS 301 
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY 
AssocIATE PROFESSOR W. L. HARTER, Agricultural Hall, Room 316 
Description of Courses 
24, 25. Creamery Accountllig. _ Bookkeeping: methods and accounting procedure 
for country creameries. Falli Winter, respectively. Fall. Leet. 1. Lab. 1, 3 hr. 
Credit 2. Winter. Leet. 2. ab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 4. 
36. Farm Ka~acement. Factors influencing success in farming. Winter. Rec. 
3. Credit 3. 
37. Farm Kanarement. General principles of farm management. Farm ac· 
counting. Use of farm accounts in farm organization and operation. Winter. Rec. 
3, Lab. 2, 3 hr. Credit 5. 
46. Karketlnc Alffcultural Products, Structure of markets, market practices, 
pdvate and co-operative organization, government agency and regulation. Winter. 
Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
ENGLISH 
PROFESSOR J. R. DERBY, Central Building, Room 18 
Instructor Fleming 
Description of Courses 
4. Pr.opara.tory EncUsh. A review of the fundamentals of grammar. AppU· 
cation of grammar to composition. Fall, Winter, Spring. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
5. Remedial Enclfsh. Additional arill for students who have received a "condi· 
tion~ in English. Remedial work suited to the needs of individual students and 
offered by tutor in private conferences. To be arran~ed. 
6. Com~ltlon, Oral and Written. The practice of English: notetaking: writ• 
in&' of business letters. Fall, Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
7. The Informational Article. Writing of such articles ·as the student ma)". be 
asked to prepare for special occasion, and for publication. Winter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
8. Good Readinc. Training in how and· what to read. \Vinter. Rec. 3. Credit 3. 
FARM CROPS AND SOILS 
AssISTANT PROFESSOR ELDREDGE, Agricultural Hall, Room 304 
Description of Courses 
1. Fann Crop Production. Dairymen. Principles of crop production includ· 
ing choice of crops and varieties: selecting and purchasing seed; seedbed r.epara· 
tion. cultural operations. and harvestin'g. Fall. Rec. 2. Rec. and lab. • Z hr. 
Credit 3, 
2. Farm Crop ProductloJL Principles of crop production including choice of 
crops and varieties, selectin' and J>Urchasing seed. seedbed preparation. care during 
growth, and harvesting. Brief .stuay of soils. includin~ maintenance of tilth, rota· 
tions, manuring, soil acidity, liming, and phosphates. Winter. Rec. 2. Rec. and 
lab. 2, 2 hr. Credit 4. 
MATHEMATICS 
AssOCIATE PROFESSOR HERR, Central Building, Room 201 
Instructor Catlin 
Description of Courses 
.f. Alcebra Review. A special course to which freshman students showing de· 
ficient preparation in mathematics are assigned by the Dean of the }unior COlle&e 
and the Dean of the Division. Fall. Winter, Spring. Rec. S. Credit 5. 
5. Advanced Alpbra. Satisfies the requirements for the third half.unit of 
entrance algebra. Prerequisite: One year of high school al4{ebra. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. Rec. S. Credit ~. 
6. Creamery ltathematiCI. Principles of mathematics needed in practical prob· 
lems of dairy plant management. Fa1J. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 




PROFESSOR MAcRAE, Music Hall, Room 1 
Description of Courses 
11, 12, 13. Band. Oi>cn to all students by competitive examination. Con· 
certs arc given during the year. · 
51, 52, 53. Orchestra. Designed for students who have made a beginning on 
an orchestral instrument. Standard works arc given in concert during the year. 
Credit 1 each course. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (For Men) 
PROFESSOR G. F. VEENXER, Gymnasium 
Associate Professors Otopalik, Simpson, Menze ; Assistant Professors 
Daubert, Schmidt; Instructors Nelson, Truskowski 
Description of Courses 
11, 12, 13. Physical Educatfon. Freshman. Mass activities, corrective cxcr· 
ciscs, swimming, athletics and ~amcs. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Lab. 2, 
1 hour each quarter; required. 
llC, 12C, 13C. Individual Physical Education. Freshman. On recommendation 
of Hygiene Department in substitution for 11, 12, 13. Fall, Winter, Sprin£'. Lab. 
2, 1 hour each quarter. 
21, 22, 23. Physical Education. Sophomore. Advanced work. Prerequisite: 
11, 12, 13. Fall, Winter, Spring, respectively. Lab. 1, 1 hr. each quarter; required. 
21C, 22C, 23C. Indh'idual Physical Education. Sophomore. On recommendation 
of Hygiene Department in substitution for 21, 22, 23. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lab. 
1, 1 hour each quarter. 
TECHNICAL JOURNALISM 
PROFESSOR BLAIR CONVERSE, Agricultural Annex, Room 102 
., Description of Courses 
25. Livestock Advertising. For Herdsmen. Advertisin&: as it relates to live· 
stock selling. Second year. Rec. 2., Credit 2. 
VETERINARY MEDICINE 
Description of Courses 
3. Farm Sanitation and Communicable Diseases. For Herdsmen. General con· 
aideratioti of the causes and spread of diseases, disinfect~nts and their application; 
ccneral hyiiene and stable sanitation. Winter. Rec. 2. Credit 2. 
4. ObstetrfC!I• Anatomy and physiology of the genital orlans of the male and 
female, ovulation, oestrum, fecundation, gestation, parturition, sterility. hyi'iene of 
pregnant animals and care of the new born. Winter. Leet. 2. Credit 2. -
School of Music 
(Affiliated) 
For Department of Music, see page 263. 
Tolbert MacRae, Head of DepartmenL--- ---------.Professor of Singing 
Rosalind Cook--------------------------------- _____ Instructor of Piano 
Ira Schroeder _________ -------------------------- ____ Instructor of Piano 
Oscar Hatch Hawley ______________ ----- --..Associate Professor of Music 
Mrs. Frederick Schneider ____ --------- -------------Instructor of Violin , 
The purpose of the School of Music affiliated is to provide for the 
students proper instruction in vocal and instrumental music and· the 
opportqnity · of the cultural advantage in singing and playing in the 
different ensemble organizations which are under the direction of the 
members of the music faculty. 
Students must register at Music Hall each quarter before they begin 
their lessons. Students who register late will not be charged for lessons 
missed because of late registration. All fees are payable at the Treas-
urer's Office before the registration is complete. Single lessons wi11 be 
charged at the rate of $3.00 and $2.50. 
TUITION FOR EACH QUARTER FOR PRIVATE LESSONS 
Voice---12 lessons per quartet"------------------------ -------------$20.00 
24 lessons per quarter:------------------------------------- 40.00 
Piano-12 lessons per quarter-----------------------------------.. - 16.00 
24 lessons per quarter ____ --------------------------------- 32.00 
Piano-10. private lesso~s } for children under 12 years of age 12.00 
with 10 lessons 1n class 
10 lessons private-for children under ..15 years of age _____ 12.00 
Band Instruments-12 lessons per quarter------------------------- 20.00 
24 lessons per quarter------------------------- 40.00 
Ensemble class of orchestra and band instruments, 
(I-hr. period, once a week) IO to 15 in class, each------- 5.00 
Auricular harmony, ear training, sight reading, · 
·(I-hr. period, twice a tweek) IO to I5 in class, each_.;____ 5.00 
Vio1in-12 lessons per quarter------------------------------------ 16.()0 
24 lessons per quarter------------------------- ___ .,: ______ - 32.00 , 
Piano practice, one hour each day for the quarter----------------- 3.00 
MUS!CAL ORGANIZATIONS 
The following musical organizations are maintained by the Co11egc :· 
a men's Glee Club, women's Glee Club, Festival Chorus, Symphony Or-
chestra, and Concert Band. All of these societies give concerts during 
the year, and the Glee Clubs go on concert tours. 
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I\fUSICAL ATTRACTIONS 
Eminent artists and musical organizations are brought to the College 
each year. Among those who have appeared are the Minneapolis Sym-
phony Orchestra (3), The United States Marine Band, Maud Powell, 
Julia Culp, the New York Symphony Orchestra, the late David Bispham, 
Evan WiIIiams, Louise Homer (2), Mischa Elman (3), Anna Case (2) 1 
Josef Hoffman, Mme. Schumann-Heink (2), Mme. Gadski, May Peter-
son, Casals, the Kneisel String Quartet, the Zoellner String Quartet, 
John McCormack (2), Rudolph Ganz, F.rances Alda, John Philip. Sousa ' 
and his band, Florence Hinkle, Arthur Middleton, Jan Kubelik, Riccardo 
Martin, Frances Ingram, Alberto Salvi (2), Maurice Dumesnil, Amelita 
Galli-Curci (3), Geraldine Farrar, Sergei Rachmaninoff, Fritz Kreisler, 
Louis Graveure (3), Emil Telmanyi, Irene Pavlovska, Forrest Lamont, 
Virgilio Lazarri, Tito Schipa, Tamaki Miura, San Carlos Grand Opera 
Co., Albert Spaulding, Paul Whiteman and Orchestra, Toti Dal Monte, 
Ignatz Friedman, The De Reszke Singers, Lambert Murphy, Merle Al-
cock, Marion Talley, Cyrena Yan Gordon, London String Quartet, 
Russian Symphonic Choir, Jose Iturbi, Heinrich Schlusmus, Claire Dux, 
Kathryn Meiste, Walter Gieseking. 
.. 
The Summer Qll:arter 1934 • 
Raymond M. Hughes, President, Central Building. 
Herman Knapp, Vice President and "'freasttrer, Central Building. 
James R. Sage, Registrar, Central Building. 
John E. Foster, Dean, Agricultural Anne.'C. 
GENERAL STATEMENT 
The twenty-fourth Summer Quarter of Iowa State College .will open 
June 12 and will close August 25, 1934. The college year is divided into 
four periods of eleven to twelve weeks each, designated as the Fall, 
Winter, Spring, and Summer Quarters. For the convenience of students, 
the Summer Quarter is divided into two terms. Since each term stands 
as a unit, subjects taught durfog each term hflve twice as many class and 
la,boratory periods per week as do the same subjects taught during· the 
Fall, Winter, and Spring Quarters. Therefore the student carri.es in ,the 
Summer Quarter only one-half the normal number of subjects that he 
carries in the other quarters. 
SPECIAL BULLETINS 
Summer Quarter bulletins on agriculture, botany, home economics; 
industrial arts, mathematics, 1>sychology, and vocational education will 
be mailed upon request. Address the Dean of the Summer Quarter. 
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEPARTMENT HEADS 
Prospective students desiring special information regarding any cur-




The instruction in the Summer Quarter is given by a corps of 178 
teachers, nearly all of whom belong to the regular staff. The subjects 
taught in the Summer Quarter are· given by the same specialists that 
teach them in the other ·quarters of the college year. Practicatly all Qf 
the heads of the departments and most members of the instructing st.a.ff 
of professorial rank are in residence during one of the ·summer · terms. 
The opportunities for contact with leading educators in· their ~res~ti,ve 
fields are fully as great during the Summer Quarter· _.as. Audnl::~thefi:e­
mainder of the year. , '· , :. , ,
1 
··:!i:;~ 
:::,, ... '"' 
; 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Undergraduate work is offered during the Summer Quarter in most of 
the departments of Iowa State College. The opportunity to secure such 
work should appeal to men and women of the follo\ving groups·: 
*For details of the Summer Quarter sec tlte Summer Quarter Catalogu.e, •a copy 
of which wiJJ be· sent on·requcst. Address the Dean of the Summer Quarter. I<iwa 
State Q>Jlpg~, Amn, Jgwa. -· : i: .. 
... ' ~ . ~ ~ .. ,; ~ 
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Regulat Students. Students in residence during other quarters of the 
coUege year who have become "irregular" because they were not suf-
ficiently prepared . to enter technical courses ?r because they entered 
coUege in some quarter other than the Fall, will be enab!ed to remoye 
their deficiencies. Students who expect to enter a techmcal course 1n 
the Fall Quarter, particularly engineering and industrial science, fre-
quently find it advantageous to atlend a term of the preceding Summer 
Quarter in order to meet fully the entrance requirements. 
Many regular students find it possible to shorten their college c-ourses 
or to lighten work of the other quarters by _Summer (;}uarter attendance. 
Students who plan to teach will find in the Summer Quarter an ex-
cellent opportunity to complete the work in psychology and in voca-
tional education required by law. 
~eachers, :principals, and supervisors who have not compl~ted cotl~ge 
courses leadmg to the bachelor's degree and who are particularly m-
teres.ted in agricultural education, home economics education, or educa-
tion in industrial arts, and in the related sciences and technical subjects 
will be able to advance toward such degrees. 
- Any mature individual who satisfies the department as to his ability 
to carry the work desired will be admitted without meeting the usual 
entrance requirements. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
That the Graduate College has become an important element in the 
make-up of Iowa State College is evidenced by. the fact that during the 
school year 1932-1933 there were enrolled 942 graduate students. They 
came from scores of colleges and universities, not only of the United 
States, but of the world. During the first and second terms of the 1933 
Summer Quarter there were enrolled 402 graduate students. 
It is the primary purpose of the Graduate College to give opportunity 
to carry into the graduate field the work of the various technical and 
scientific departmeqts of the institution, and to encourage and foster 
research. 
It has been only within recent years that enrollment has reached such 
large proportions, but graduate instruction has been offered and graduate 
stupents have been registered for each year of the 62 years since the 
first class was graduated from Iowa State College. 
The Summer Quarter offers an exceptional opportunity to the qualified 
student who plans to pursue graduate work at Iowa State College. Prac-
tically all departments of 'the institution offering major subjects retain 
in residence during one or both terms of the Summer Quarter, teachers 
particularly qualified to direct graduate study in their respective fields. 
In many subjects the Summer Quarter is the most satisfactory for gradu-
ate work. The entire laboratory, library; and instructional facilities 
arc at the disposal of those who can profit by graduate work in the 
technical and related scientific fields. 
The student. expecting to do graduate work in summer school will find 
a more detailed account of method of matriculation and requirements 
for degrees in the Graduate College Catalogue which may be had on 
request from the Dean of the Graduate College. , 
An increasingly large proportion of the Summer Quarter students 
have been those who already have a baccalaureate degree and are in-
terested in advanced or graduate work. Among those who find excep-
tional opportunity to advance themselves toward masters' or doctors' 
degrees are the following: 
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Teachers and supervisors of agriculture, home economics, manual train-
ing, and industrial arts in the public schools, particularly high schools 
and consolidated schools, may pursue advanced courses -relating to their 
particular fields. Those who are graduates in technical courses will 
usually be interested in securing advanced degrees by pursuing major 
work in certain departments in agriculture, engineering, home eco-
nomics, etc., with minor work in vocatiomd education, agricultural edu-
cation, home economics education, or industrial arts; or by carrying 
major work in one of these special educational fields, with minor work 
in a chosen technical department. ' · 
Superintendents, principals, and supervisors. The Summer Quarter is 
serving a most useful end in acquainting superintendents, principals, and 
supervisors with the recent phases of agriculture, home economics, and 
industrial arts, and in affording an opportunity for specialized instruc-
tion in vocational education. 
Agriculture is taught in the high schools of the state by superinten-
dents more often than by any other single group. The Summer Quarter 
gives such superintendents and principals an opportunity to secure work 
of a high character under regular college instruction and under favorable 
, conditions. 
Teachers of the sciences. Excellent opportunities will be offered thos.e 
who wish to pursue advanced courses in the biological sciences and 
in mathematics, physics, anq chemistry. 
Regular graduate students. Many of the graduate students of the 
regular college year find conditions during the Summer Quarter particu-
larly advantageous for continuing their graduate work. MaQ.y research 
problems can be handled most satisfactorily-- during this period. 
Teachers and investigators in technical schools. Particular attention 
should be called to several fields of graduate instruction upon which 
special emphasis will be placed during the Summer Quarter; in the De-
partment of Animal Husbandry the subjects of meats and experimental 
methods ; in the Department of Civil Engineering the subject of highway 
engineering and highway research; in the Department of Agricultural 
Engineering the subject: of research methods; and in the departments of 
the Home Economics Division the subjects of child development, teaching 
home economics, household equipment, foods, nutrition, applied art, 
textiles and clothing, and home management. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
The entrance requirements for the Summer Quarter do not differ from 
those for the other quarters of the college year. 
The undergraduate courses of instruction are open to those who belong. 
to the Jollowing groups : 
a. Graduates of approved high schools or those who have passed the 
entrance examinations. 
Official high school records should be filed with the Registrar by 
June 1, if possible, in order to ~void delays in registration. For 
further information concerning the requirements for admission, 
write to the Registrar for the special bulletin on "Admission and 
Curricula.'' 
b. Students presenting advanced standing from other colleges will be 
admitted upon presentation of certified transcript of record, which 
must include statement of honorable dismissal. Records should be 
mailed to the Registrar by June 1, if possible. 
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c. Mature individuals who are able to profit by the instruction given, 
but who are not candidates for degrees. These are admitted as 
unclassified students. 
The Graduate College is open to those who are graduates of approved 
colleges and universities. 
• 
CREDITS 
Work completed· in the Summer Quarter receives proportionate coIIege 
credit on the same basis as during the other quarters of the coIIege year. 
For graduate students classification in courses carrying full graduate 
credit is limited to a maximum of eight credits per term. For under-
graduates eight or nine credits per term constitute full work; the maxi-
mum number of credits for which any student may register during either 
term is ten, and then only upon previous demonstration of exceptional 
ability. 
I RESIDENCE REQUIREMENT 
Attendance upon five summer terms is considered as meeting the resi-
dent requirement of one year in determining eligibility to the degree of 
Master of Science. 
REGISTRATION FEE 
For each term of the Summer Quarter the registration fee will be as 
follows: 
Graduate College ------------------------------------------------ -$26.00 
Graduate College, Staff Members---------------------------------- 9.00 
Division of Agriculture------------------------------------------_ 23.00 
Department of Agricultural Engineering ____ ----------------------- 26.00 
Division of Engineering----.. ------------------------------------_ 28.00 
Division of Home Economics------------------------------------- 26.00 
Division of Industrial Science------------------------------------ 26.00 
Division of Veterinary Medicine ____ -----------------------------_ 23.00 
The fee per credit hour for less than full time is as follows : engineer-
ing, $5.50; agricultural engineering, home economics1 industrial science, graduate college, $5.00 each; all others, $4.50 eacn, with $8.00 as a 
minimum. · 
The above registration fee is a general fee covering all miscellaneous 
charges such as laboratory fees, hospital fees, admission to the Co11ege 
entertainment series, etc. 
TUITION 
\ 
AU students who are non-residents of Iowa, excepting those in the 
Graduate College, will pay a tuition fee of $7 each term of the Summer 
Quarter. 
BOARD AND ROOMS FOR WOMEN 
Women will arrange for rooms through the office of the Dire'ctor of 
Housing. Undergraduate women students will be assigned to college 
dormitories. One dormitory will be reserved for graduate and mature 
students, but such students, if they so desire, may arrange for accom-
modations other than those provided in the dormitories. 
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Meals wilt not be served in the hall dining rooms during the Summer 
QuarteP. Cafeteria service and dining room service are available at 
reasonable prices in the Memorial Union, which is situated on the main 
campus and hear the residence halls. The price of rooms for each 
term is $16 per person, two in a room; $16-to $30 for a single room. A 
deposit of $5 is required to reserve a room. Mattresses only are fur-
nished for the cots. The students should bring pillows, sheets, pillow 
cases, and an extra blanket. 
BOARD AND ROOMS FOR MEN 
Rooms for men will be available in private homes. The Secretary of 
the Y. M. C. A., Alumni Hall, has a list of approved rooms in private 
homes and rooming houses. The cafeteria in Memorial Union will be 
open during the entire Summer Quarter. 
EXPENSES 
Total expenses will vary with the individual. For each half of the 
Summer Quarter, the fixed expenses consisting of room, board, and the 
registration fee need not exceed $65 to $70 for either men or women. 
The foregoing does not include books. 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE 
The .college hospital and dispensary ~i.11 be opep throug~out the fi~st 
term of the Summer Quarter. The privileges of the hospital and dis-
pensary are extended to all students. 
SOCIAL LIFE AND RECREATION 
Social gatherings of students and faculty, picnics, and informal dances 
will be arranged. The· Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. will sponsor "Mixers" 
each term. A choral society made up of students and faculty members 
will be organized the first term under the direction of Prof. Tolbert 
MacRae. Those interested in tennis, baseba11, track, or indoor gym-
nasium work will find ample facilities for these activities. The swim· 
·ming pool in the men's gymnasium will be open each afternoon. 
CONVOCATIONS FOR CONFERRING DEGREES 
At the close of each term of the Summer Quarter a convocation will 
be held for the purpose of conferring degrees.· 
SUMMER QUARTER NEWS 
The Summer Quarter News is an official weekiy publication of the 
College. Copies may be obtained gratis each ~hursday at the foltowing 
places : Summer Quarter Office, Room 203, Agric\lltural Annex; CampJJs 
Book Store; Memorial Union; Registrar's Office, 107 Central Building. · 
SUMMER QUA~ER CATALOGUE.· 
For details regarding any phase of the Summer Quarter please co·n- · 
suit the Summer Quarter Catalogue, copies of which will be mailed on 
request. Inquiries should be addressed to the Dean of the Summer 
Quarter, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. 
,.,.. 
Short Courses 
President R. M. Hughes 
Dean H. H. Kildee, Agriculture 
Dean T. R. Agg, Engineering 
Dean Genevieve Fisher, Home Economics 
Dean C. H. Stange, Veterinary Medicine 
R. M. Vifquain, Director of Short Courses 
Each year since the first short course was held at Iowa State Col-
lege in 1900, an increasing number of groups have found it of value ta 
come for roundtable discussions and to hear the latest information that 
the college has gathered along the various lines of agriculture, en-
gineering, and home economics. 
The purpose of a short course is two-fold : First, to provide oppor-
tunity for men and women of the same profession, trade, or business 
to meet together to discuss their mutual problems; and second, to enable 
1hese individuals to discuss and study their problems with co11ege 
specialists in the light of most recent research studies. Each course is 
limited in scope and time, and deals directly and practicaUy with the 
field indicated. 
Dates and a brief description of each course are given in the follow-
ing pages. Three or four weeks prior to the opening of each course 
detailed information or program may be secured by writing directly 
to the department in charge. 
FARM AND HOME WEEK 
February 4 to 9, 1935 
(R. M. Vifquain, thairman, Room 104, Agr. Hall) 
A week of both education and recreation is provided J.or Iowa farmers 
and homemakers in the annual Farm and Home Week short course 
which has been held at Iowa State College for the past 34 years. Farm 
and Home Week provides an opportunity for farmers and their wives to 
spend a week of intensive study on whatever subjects they choose 
and to discuss with each other and with men and women on the Col-
lege staff their problems. 
In addition to lectures, demonstrations, and educational features, the 
evenings are given over largely to entertainment of the visitors. Prepa-
rations are made far in advance to assure farmers and homemakers 
an enjoyable and profitable period on the College campus. Talks on 
current farm economic problems are an important part of the program. 
During Farm and Home Week Iowa State College tries to be of 
direct service to the people who attend, to lay before them the infor~ 
mation which its experts have unearthed in their extensive experiments, 
to answer questions and to bring before the visitors as speakers and 
counselors men and women nationa11y known in various fields. 
Visitors will be afforded the opportunity of attending classes, meet-
ings, ·and demonstrations which concern many of the important phases 
of agriculture and home economics. The short course is divided into 
separate programs, one for the farmers and the other for the homemakers. 
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FARMERS' PROGRAM 
AU departments of the Agricultural Division, and some departments 
of the Industrial Science, Veterinary and Engineering Divisions ,which 
deal with work related to farming, will contribute to the farmers' pro-
gram. Scores of lectures, discussions~ demonstrations, and judging con-
tests will present the latest information on different branches of agri-
culture. The nature of the program makes it possible for the farmer 
to plan his short course work in one or the other of two ways. If he 
is primarily interested in some particular phase of agriculture, he can 
"specialize" on that subject by attending throughout the week the daily 
lectures and demonstrations dealing ,·;ith it; or he can choose at random 
an~ select only those classes in which he is p~rticularly interested. 
The Iowa · Corn and Small Grain Show will be held during the 
satne week in the College Armory. More than 10,000 ears of corn will 
be on display. In connection with the show there will be a fine display 
of exhibits by the various departments of the _College. 
The agricultural subjects which will be discussed are as fotlows : 
Agricultural Engineering Hay Grading 
Agricultural Economics Hogs 
Beef Cattle Horses 
Beekeeping Insect and Disease Pests 
Dairy Farming Livestock Judging 
Farm Business Nut Growing 
Fann Machinery Poultry 
Farm Crops Radio 
Farm Forestry .. Sheep 
Farmstead Planning Soils 
Fertilizers - Spraying 
Fruit Growing Tractors 
Gardening Vegetables 
• STATE ASSOCIATION MEETINGS 
The following state associations will hold meetings at the College 
during Farm and Home ·Week: 
Iowa Corn and Small Grain -Growers' Association 
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Association 
Iowa Draft Horse and Mule Breeders' Association 
Iowa Holstein-Friesian Breeders' Association 
Iowa Ayrshire Breeders' Association 
Iowa State Dairy Association 
Iowa Jersey Breeders' Association , 
Iowa Guernsey Breeders' Association 
Iowa Sheep and Wool Growers' Association 
Iowa Beef Producers' Association 
Iowa Poultry Improvement Association 
··.. I "" ;•I 
HOMEMAKER~ PROGRAM 
(Mrs. Zenobia Ness, Ch~innan, Room 309, Home Economics Hall) 
Of interest to housewives are the subjects on the home economics 
program. They include home management, health, both physical and 
mental, and happy home and community relationships. The, i>rogram 
is I>ractical in nature and every woman who attends should bC ,able, to 
take back to her home and community valuable idea.s and 'methods ior 
successful .homemaking. '' ' . .. ' -. ' . 
Discussion groups, which have g;:~wn increasingly successful, wi11 
have a bigger place than ever on the daily program. Groups wilt be 
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organized to take up the subjects of clothing, home management, physical 
education, and home projects.· Other sections will be organized as study 
groups in art in the home, nutrition, household equipment, child develop-
ment, etc. Besides these study groups the program calls for numerous 
other meetings, conferences, and mass meetings. 
AGRICULTURAL SHORT COURSES 
BEEKEEPERS 
November, 1934 
(F. B. Paddock, Room 35, Morrill Hall) 
The Beekeepers' Short Course this year will be held in conjunction 
with the annual meeting of the Iowa Beekeepers' Association, thus af-
fording a combined program which will be of much interest to honey 
producers of the state. , • 
Special emphasis will be placed upon the topic of stock improvement. 
One of the leading authorities on this matter will speak. Local leaders 
in honey production will speak on general subjects. An effort is being 
n1ade to have a large number of educational exhibits on display at 
the Short Course. 
The meeting will be held in conjunction with the State Horticultural 
Society and affiliated organizations and the little Mid-West Horticul-
tural Exposition. These additional features will tend to develop a 
comprehensive program of interest to honey producers. 
4-H BOYS 
Last of December, 1934 
(Agricultural Extension Service, P. C. Taff, Room 25, Morrill Halt) 
The annual boys' short course is intended for 4-H club boys and oth-
ers who may be interested. A complete program of class and laboratory 
work, entertainment, and recreation will be arranged. Counties will be 
asked to send delegates to the annual state organization meeting during 
this week. Club leaders will be welcome and special sessions will be 
held for them. 
Boys will be housed in the College buildings so far as possible. The 
probable expense will be approximately $5 for room and meals during 
the course. There is no registration fee. 
COMMERCIAL FLORISTS 
November, 1934 
(Department of Horticulture, B. S. Pickett, Room 201, Agr. Halt) 
The purpose of this short course is to give commercial florists an 
opportunity for studying the lat~st developments in the growing ot 
co"!mercia~ cut .flowers and. potted plants, designing, retailing, and 
florist business methods. -It is planned to interest all members of the 
trade, inctuaiilg both employer and employees. · · 
Lec.tutes, demonstrations, roundtable discussions, and laboratory ex-
ercises will be held. 
SHORT COURSES 
COW TESTERS 
J uty 26-28, 1934 
(Dairy Husbandry Extension Service, Floyd Johnston, Room 37, 
Morrill Hall) 
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This third annual short course has been planned to meet the need of 
Iowa cow testers for information in the newer developments in dairying. 
Special emphasis will be given to specific problems which confront cow 
testers in their work with members of cow testing associations. 
Testers will attend at their own expense. There is no registration fee. 
DAIRY MANUFACTURING 
February 11 to 15, 1935 
(Dairy. Industry Department, M. :Mortensen, Room 102a, Dairy Industry 
Building) 
This short course is for experienced buttermakers, creamery man-
agers, ice cream makers, operators of market milk plants, and dairy 
field men. , 
Both the laboratory and lecture room work will be in direct charge of 
the regular staff and will consist largely of a presentation of the results 
of recent experimental work at Iowa State College and elsewhere. The 
student thus has an opportunity to become familiar with the very latest 
developments. Last year members of the regular college staff partici-
pated in the instructional work and special lectures were given by na .. 
tionally known authorities in the dairy field who had been invited to 
assist with the course. 
The forenoons will be devoted to demonstrations and work in the 
various laboratories and the afternoons to lectures. Each student will 
be permitted to choose in both laboratory and lectures the subjects in 
which he is most interested. · 
A fee of $5 is charged for the course. 
DRAFTING FOR LUMBERMEN 
• 
March, 1935 
(Agr. Engineering Department, J. B. Davidson, Room 112, 
Agricultural Engineer-ing Building) 
The purpose of this course is to teach the fundamentals of drafting 
to lumber dealers interested in the planning and construction of farm 
buildings. The course is five days in length. It includes the use of 
drafting instruments, orthographic projection, and pictorial representa-
tionl with special reference to farm buildings. . 
Henry Giese, professor of Agricultural Engineering, 118 Agricultural 
Engineering Building, is in direct charge of the course. 
A $5 fee to cover supplies and equipment will be charged. 
FARM 'f0URS AND VISITING DELEGATIONS 
Summer, 1934 
(A. B. Caine, Chairm~n, Room 103, Agricultural Hall) 
For a number of years 'organized county tours have been coming to 
the College to inspect the campus, farms, and experimental plots. Vi~it-
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ors from many of the counties in Iowa have spent a day getting ac-
quainted with the work of Iowa State College. 
Farm people have been able to get some first hand information on 
the different lines of experiment~! work that is in progress on these 
trips. Specialists summarize the results of experiments, and the visitors 
become more folly acquainted with the importance and scope of the 
work at the College. 
FRUIT GROWERS 
November, 1934 
(Department of Horticulture, B. S. Pickett, Room 201, Agricultural Hall) 
Co-operating with the Iowa. State Horticultural Society, which will 
hold its annual convention on the campus at Iowa State College, the 
Department of Horticulture offers a short course to fruit growers · as 
part of the convention program. The general program dealing with 
the production and marketing problems of fruit growers wi11 be con-
tributed by members of the College staff. 
An added attraction at the time of this course is the annual Little 
Mid-West Horticultural Exposition, staged under the directfon of the 
students in the Department of Horticulture. This display takes the 
forml of a very attractive exhibition of fruits, flowers, and vegetables. 
The management of this exposition will be very glad to have visitors 
bring displays either for competition in the open classes or as contri-




(Department of Horticulture, B. S. Pickett, Room 201, Agr. Hall) 
The annual garden short course has become an event of great interest 
to the lovers of every form of gardening throughout Iowa. 
The course includes practical lectures and demonstrations on seeding, 
making of cuttings, varieties of garden plants both ornamental and 
utilitarian1 suggestions for planting and arrangement of plants, inspira-tional talks, luncheons, committee meetings, a banquet, and campus 
visits to interesting places. · 
Speakers of national prominence are brought every year. 
Several departments co-operate to provide the program, including 
Landscape Architecture, Botany, Entomology, Home Economics, and 
Horticulture. 
A registration fee of 50 cents is charged. 
4-H CLUB GIRLS' STATE CONVENTION 
June 25 to 28, 1934 
(Agricultural Extension Service, Mrs. Josephine ~rnquist Bakke, State 
Leader of Girls' Clubs, Room 15, Morrill Hall) 
The program will be presented by the members of the resident Col-
lege staff, outstanding thinkers from other states, 4-H g.irls, and their 
leaders. 
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Delegates for 1934 will again be limited to one member and leader 
from each local club, members winning educational trips to the conven-
tion as awards, and those especiaily invited to contribute to the program. 
Conventi'on meetings wiII be divided into general assemblies attended 
by all; four subject matter divisional meetings to be attended by alI 
delegates ; and leaders' conferences for leaders only. 
GREENKEEPERS 
Early M~rch, 1935 
(Department of Horticulture, B. S. Pickett, Room 201, Agr. Hall) 
The most advanced group of turf experts in the state at this time is 
made up of the greenkeepers of the various golf clubs. · At the request 
of the Iowa Greenkeepers' Association the College offers a short course 
dealing with questions of varieties of grasses, methods of propagating 
and maintaining them, discussions on the uses of fertilizers and irriga-
tion, protection from diseases and insects, and matters pertaining to 
machinery needed in caring for large grass greens. 
The scope of the work rapidly extended to include people interested 
in the care of parks, cemeteries, and large estates. In general this 
course attracts chiefly the professional group, but anyone interested in 
grass maintenance is invited to attend. 
The course has the active co-operation of the Department of Farm 
Crops and Soils, Horticulture, Botany, Entomology, and Landscape 
Architecture. The College has been fortunate in securing national 
authorities on turf maintenance for these courses. 
A registration fee of $1.00 is charged. 
HAIL ADJUSTERS 
June, 1934 
(Farm Crops Sub-Department, H. D. Hughes, Room 326, Agr. HaII) 
• 
The purpose of this short course is to inform hail adjusters on plant 
growth problems and particularly the probable effect upon yield and 
m_aturity of injuries to the plant. .. 
]. C. Eldredge, assistant professor of farm crops, 304 Agriculture Hall, 
is in direct charge of this course. 
A registration fee of $1.00 is charged. 
HATCHERYMEN 
Early October, 1934 
(Poultry Department, Earl W. Henderson, Room 120, Agr. Hall) 
Thi$ short course was originally designed to train inspectors for the 
Iowa Poultry Improvement Association. It includes instruction in judg-
ing poultry from a production and exhibition standpoint. 
• Poultry farm and hatchery sanitation are discussed from the stand-
point of disease prevention. 
FoIIowiJig this course the Iowa Poultry Improvement Association con-
ducts an examination for candidates for inspector's licenses. 
A registration fee of $1.00 is charged. 
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'HIGH SCHOOL AGRICULTURAL CONGRESS 
May·· 10-11, 1934 
(V' ocational Education Department, W. H. Lancelot, Room 108, Agr. 
An~ex) 
The state High School Agricultural Congress is an annual ~eeting of 
high school students interested in agriculture and rural life. National 
and state leaders in these fields, as well as members of the College 
staff, are brought in touch with the students attending. The Iowa Asso-
ciation of the Future Farmers of America holds its annual meeting at 
this time. Outstanding accomplishments of high .school agricultural ae-
partments and Future Farmer chapters are demonstrated by students 
from these groups. Opportunities are afforded to see the work of all 
divisions of the Col1ege. Announcements giving the details of the event 
are sent to all school superintendents in Iowa several months previous 




(Landscape Architecture Department, P. H. Elwood, Room 101, 
Landscape Studio) 
This short course is intended to meet the needs of those who desire 
more of the practical principles of landscape architecture as applied to 
the home grounds, town lot, farmstead, and simple garden planning. 
The purpose of the Landscape Architecture staff is to take the students 
enrolled in this course through the various processes and problems 
involved in design, planning, planting, construction, and maintenance o{ 
•the many domestic problems encountered. 
It should be noted that this course is being offered during and in con-
junction with the Garden Short Course. 
LIVESTOCK JUDGING CONFERENCE 
June 13-15, 1934 
(Animal Husbandry Department, H. H. Kildee, Room 123S, Agr. Hall) 
The purpose of thi's judging conference is to furnish an opportunity 
for livestock breeders, and those who judge livestock at county and 
district fairs, to exchange opinions as to judging. problems and livestock 
classification. It is believed that through this opportunity of exchanging 
ideas, a more uniform system-of judging at county and district fairs 
will result, and, also that more uniform rules and regulations pertaining 
to the classification of livestock will be adopted by them .. 
A registration fee of 50 cents is charged. 
LUMBER AND MATERIAL DEALERS' SHORT COURSE 
March, 1935 
(Agr. Engineering Department, J. B. Davidson, Room 112, 
Agr. Engr. Bldg.) -
This short course is of two days duration and is intended primarily 
/for lumber and material dealers who are interested in the construction 
of farm buildings. Subjects discussed in this course include the func-
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tion of buildings on a farm, the housing requirement of animals, crops 
and machinery, and the correct use of materials in providing these 
requirements. 
Henry Giese, professor of Agricultural Engineerin!f, 118 Agriculture 
Engineering Building, is in direct charge of this course. 




(Technical Journalism Department, Blair Converse, Room 102, 
Agr. Annex) 
Over a period of 15 years, special two-day meetings or short courses 
have been offered to country newspapermen from time to time by the 
Technical Journalism Department. · 
These meetings have served to emphasize the relationship of the 
..country newspaper to its rural field and the excellent opportunities that 
lie therein, both in an editorial and business way. Through them a new 
interest is growing in open country people and affairs and they are now 
making a fine contribution to the better development of rural life. On 
the business side, the meetings have helped to give emphasis to more 
modern and improved business practices. 
POULTRY BREEDERS 
Early October, 1934 
(Poultry Department, Earl W. Henderson, Room 120, Agr. Hall) 
This short course is offered primarily for people who have had experi-
ence in breeding poultry, or those who are interested in improved breed-
ing methods. The fundamentals of inheritance are discussed including 
the part played by chromosomes. Applications of genetic principles to 
practical poultry problems are given considerable attention. Line breed-
ing, inbreeding; cross breeding, and the results of recent e«periments 
in these fields are discussed. Economic problems such as the inheritance 
of egg size and body size and growth rate are given particular attention. 
A registration fee of $1.00 is charged. 
RETAIL MEAT DEALERS 
' February, 1935 ,,--
(Animal Husbandry Department, H. H. Kildee, Room 1235, Agr. Hall) 
The presentation of new ideas on the merchandising of. meats ;and.l'-their 
products is the purpose of this cour~e. The program~ds ~preparedi.'hy.:{a 
spedal committee comprised of retailers and Iowa State College Tepre-
sentatives and will include discussions aqd demonstrations of all phas~ 
of the retail meat industry. 
Discussions deal with the problems of the retail merchant such as 
equipment, operation, attraction of customers, and methods of account-
ing. The housewife's problem in the selectio~ and preparation of meat 
is presented by the Home Economics Division. Demonstrations will 
include the more modern" meat cutting methods; making cutting tests; 
use of cutting charts and proper use of display windows and counters. 
The Iowa Meat Pack'ers, retailers, Iowa Butcher Supply Companies, 
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The Natio.nat Live Stock and Meat Board, as wetl as other concerns 
interested in the livestock and meat industry are co-operating with the 
College. 
A registration. fee of $1.00 is charged. 
ROADSIDE AND HIGH\VAY PLANNING 
~ 
February, 1935 
(Landscape Architecture Depa·ttment, P. H. Elwood, Room 101, 
Landscape Studio) -
To discuss roadside problems is the purpose of this course. An 
unusual need for logical and farsighted planning exists now when every 
public project relieves unemployment and promotes general welfare. 
This year esf?ecial emphasis will be placed upon roadside planning and 
the functioning of proper landscape treatment of our highways without 
hampering the operation of the utilities or the usefulness of the roadway. 
This course should be of particular interest to park and highway 
officials, utility operators, and anyone responsible for the development 
of our great system of highways. 
SEEDSMEN 
June, 1934 
(Farm Crops Sub-Department, H. D. Hughes, Room 326, Agr. Hall) 
The purpose of the seedsmen's short course is to give an opportunity 
for persons interested in the seed trade, to visit the Iowa State College 
experimental plots of alfalfa, red clover, sweet clover, phalaris grass, 
sudan grass, soybeans, pasture and l!l-wn grasses, and the extensive 
com breeding and small grain investigations being carried on. It also 
gives an opportunity to discuss problems pertaining to weeds, seed 
analyses, certified and verified origin seed, legislation and seed laws, 
plant insects and diseases, seed treatment, and fertilization materials. 
SOIL MANAGEMENT 
(Formerly called Soil and Land Valuation) 
June 19-20, 1934 
(Soils Department, P. E. Brown, Room 25, Agr. Hall) 
The aim of the soil management short course is to show the value of 
proper soil management practices in increasing crop yields per acre, 
improving the quality of the crops, maintaining the fertility of the soil, 
and increasing land values. 
The results of extensive studies on the various factors involved in the 
Iowa System of Soil Management are 'presented and their application 
to different soil conditions discussed. The practical results to be ex-
pected from the use of the management practices recommended are 
pointed out, the effects on farm income receiving special attention. 
The course will be helpful to any person who is managing or is re-
sponsible for the management of farm lands. It presents very definitely 
the importance of soil management under any system of farming and 
shows how the various soil problems may be .solved. Managers, owners, 
operators, and in fact any persons interested directly or indirectly in 
farm land will find the work of this course of interest and value. 
A registratfon fee of $1.00 is charged. 




(Department of Horticulture, B. S. Pick~tt, Room 201, Agr. Hall) 
Co-operating with the State Vegetable Growers' Association and the 
State Horticultural Society, the Department of Horticulture offers a 
short course for vegetable growers. This course will offer lectures and 
demonstrations pertaining to the culture and marketing of the standard 
vegetable crops in Iowa. With the co-operation of the Departments 
of Botany and Entomology discussions, papers, and demonstrations on 
the control • of diseases and insects affecting vegetable crops will be 
presented. 
ENGINEERING SHORT COURSES 
D. C. Faber, Director 
The courses in engineering and general industrial work are intended 
to supplement the work of trade and industrial organizations in the 
state. They are highly technical and emphasize the more important 
problems in the particular industry under consideration. 
CEMETERY OFFICIALS 
September, 1934 
(Engineering Extension, D. C. Faber, Room 105, Engr. Hall) 
These conferences wltich are planned in co-operation with the Iowa 
Cemetery Officials, are attended by cemetery managers, superintendents, 
presidents, secretaries, trustees, and ot..hers who are interested. A wide 
variety of subjects are discussed, including mapping, grading, driveway 
construction, drainage, and others which are pertinent to cemetery con-
struction and maintenance. 
CLAY WORKERS 
January., 1935 
(Engineering Extension, D. C. Faber, Room 105, Engr. Hall) 
This short course is planned to be helpful to foremen and other key 
men in the plants by means of a course of lectures and discussions 
of the problems met in the manufacture of heavy clay products. While 
a series of lectures will be arranged to deal with the work these men 
have to do, every effort is made to exchange ideas with one another, 
and to enlarge the viewpoint of these men who handle men and mate-
rials. Kilns, dryers, clay winning machines, methods of burning, bet-
terment of methods of dealing with both men . and material, and the 
development of friendly relationships in the plant will make up the 
feature of the program. , 
CUSTODIANS OF PUBLIC BULDINGS AND GROUNDS 
J~ne, 1934 
(Engineering Extension, D. C. Faber, Room 105, Engr. Hall) 
With the continued modernization of our public buildirtgs, and particu-
larly our schools, the custodian of such a building is finding that his 
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field of endeavor is continually broadening. He finds he is not only 
responsible for keeping his building warm and clean, but he must also 
look after thermostats, air-conditioning equipment, various types of 
pumps, swimming pools, electric clocks, inter-office phones, and extensive 
areas of lawns and shrubbery. To help him understand and conquer 
these numerous jobs, a four-day school is held each June. Certificates 
are awarded following the completion of specified amounts of work. 
FIRE1\1EN 
May 22-25, 1934 
(Engineering Extension, D. C. Faber, Room 105, Engr. Hall) 
The school has been planned to meet the need of Iowa fire departments 
for information and training in the newer developments of fire fighting 
and fire prevention. 
Firemen may attend one of three divisions of the school as their ex .. 
perience will warrant. School "A" will take up the fundamentals of 
the fireman's job including first- aid and fireman training. School "B" 
will comprise instruction in the principles of firemanship as well as a 
• full course in first aid. School "C" will take up advanced problems in-
volving fire hazards, chemical fires, building inspection, and fire depart-
ment administration. 
Special emphasis is given to the round tables in which the particu-
lar problems facing many differently situated fire departments are 
discussed and assistance tendered by experienced leaders. 
MID-WEST GAS SCHOOL AND CONFERENCE 
November, 1934 
' (Engineering Extension, D. C. Faber, Room 105, Engr. Hall) 
At this conference, which is held in co-operation with the Mid-West 
Ga~ Association, problems of gas distribution are considered. With the 
increasing use of natural gas, the industry has had to face problems of 
changing over from manufactured to natural gas. This has caused many 
new problems in distribution and metering. 
In connection with the conference, those attending have an opportunity 
to inspect a large display of equipment used in their work. Various 
manufacturers co-operate in presenting this exhibit. 
RADIO AMATEURS 
May, 1935 
(Engineering Extension, D. C. Faber, Room 105, Engr. Hall) 
The short course for radio amateurs is a two-day meeting devoted to 
the problems of radio telegraphy. It is conducted in co-operation with 
the American Radio Relay League. The program consists of subjects 
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The conference on sewage treatment is arranged for those in respon-
sible charge of the operation of municipal and industrial sewage treat-
ment plants. · · 
The program of th~ conference will consi$t of lectures, demonstrations, 
and roundtable discussions of. the everyday problems encountered in the 
care and operation of sewage treatment plants. Every effort is being 
made to present a program of the greatest practical value to municipal 
officials and others directly or indirectly responsible for the satisfactory 
operation of such plants in Iowa. 
The talks and discussions making up the program will be informal, 
and the various subjects treated in a non-technical manner. Those who 
attended the previous conferences will find this meeting of value in 
getting in touch with new developments in sewage treatment. 
SURVEYORS CONFERENCE 
February, 1935 
(Engineering Extension, D. C. Faber, Room 105, Engr. Ha11) 
This conference is planned for all engineers who have to deal with· 
practical field surveying. Iowa's rapid highway development, particularly 
as regards hard-surfacing, is bringing up new problems of locating and 
referencing monuments. Routine and unusual surveying problems are 
discussed. · 
Typical subjects are : Restoration of Lost Corners, Original Surveys 
in Iowa, The Use and Care of Instruments, Subdivision of Fractional 
Sections, and Riparian Boundaries. 
WELDING 
January, 1935 
(Engineering Ext~nsion, D. C. Faber, Room 105, Engr. Ha11) 
Oxy-acetylene and electric welding wiU be discussed and demonstrated. 
Some of the major subjects will be: Pipe welding; welding thin 
metal; structural welding; welding copper aUoys ; welded parts in 
manufacturing; use of bronze welding rod; hard facing metals; causes 
of failure of welded joints, and cutting steel and cast iron. 
All discussions will be foUowed by demonstrations by skilled oper-
ators. Individual problems will be given careful attention. 
HOME ECONOMICS SHORT COURSES 
Mrs. Zenobia Ness, Director 
HOMEMAKERS 
(Sec Farm and Home Week) 
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PARENT EDUCATION 
February 4 and 5, 1935 
The tenth regional conference for the study of the problems of parent-
hood is conducted by the Departments of Child Development and Psy-
chology. The conference is scheduled to serve particularly the parents 
for whom Ames is the most accessible center of child study. Each con-
ference is a unit in itself, with the various topics under discussion 
arranged about a central theme. The programs cover all stages of 
development from infancy to adolescence. Any phase of child nature, 
physical or mental, may be made the central theme of the conference. 
The conference covers a period of two days. Programs witl be mailed 
preceding the meeting to anyone who requests them. 
COMMITTEE IN CHARGE OF SHORT COURSES 
D. C. Faber, Director of Engineering E~tension. 
E. F. Goss, Associate Professor of Dairy Industry. 
P. C. Taff, Assistant Director of Agricultural Extension. 
A. L. Bakke, Professor Plant Physiology. 
A. B. Caine, Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry. 
L. R. Combs, Extension Editor. 
Henry Giese, Professor of Agricultural Engineering. 
Mrs. Zenobia Ness, Chairman of Home Economics Short Course. 
A. L. Anderson, Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry. 
H. D. Hughes, Professor and Chief of Farm Crops. 
R. M. Vifquain, Personnel Officer, Agricultural D.ivision, Chairman. 
Experiment Stations 
AGRICULTURAL .;EXPERIMENT STATION 
R. E. Buchanan, Director 
The investigations of the Experiment Station arc intimately related to 
the college work of instruction, as the problems occupying the attention 
of the Station are those that have a materia.l bearing on the profit of th~ 
iarm, and they are also those that are timely and in need of a~curatc 
investigation. Whether relating to the field, the feed lot, or the labora-
tory, the aim is to investigate those questions which will have a prac-
tical relation to successful agriculture. Originality is made a (eature of 
the work so far as is consistent with useful results. In all instances, 
the sole object is to throw light on the truth relating to the various 
ttrinciples and practices of the farm. 
Farm crops investigations support th.e instruction of the College in 
regard to varieties of grains and methods of cultivation, and thus enable 
th~ student to become acquainted with the latest ideas relating to them. 
Tests are made of different varieties of fodders, grasses, and grains, and 
of different cultural systems as related to crop production. 
Investigations in the various phases of the economics of agriculture 
are of particular importance at the present time. Farm management 
studies yield a vast amount of statistical data of utmost value in .. con-
nection with plans for effecting economy in farm operation and reducing 
cost of production. Studies in marketing methods and co-operative or-
ganizations are of equal benefit in improving marketing conditions. 
Studies of farm tenure and land prices are of practical value to both 
tenant and landlord. 
The experimental investigations with animals embrace a study of the 
value of different feeds for different features of animal production, the 
preparation of feeds, and systems of feeding; ;ilso a study of different 
types of animals suitable for the requirements of the market. The ob-
ject sought in this department is to indicate the manner in which the 
Iowa farmer, through the feeding of animals, can realize the most from 
his farm products and add to the fertility of the farm. The data from 
these experiments are always accessible to the student, who has the 
opportunity of observing daily the development of at least a portion of 
the investigations. " 
Farm lands aggregating over nine hundred acres are devoted to the 
production and maintenance of livestock, and these lands and the live-
stock equipment serve to a large extent the work of animal husbandry 
investigations. 
An animaf husbandry experimental farm of 180 acres is a part of 
the equipment of the Animal Husbandry Section. The. farm is fenced 
into fields, pasture~ and paddocks and equipped with buildings and facili-
ties for conducting investigations pertaining to animal husbandry. 
The work of the experimental station is in the close$t touch with the 
dairy industry. The problems which practical men are constantly meet-
ing and asking aid in solving are at all times objects of experimentation. 
The students not only see, but assist in carrying out these experiments. 
In this way they become acquainted not only with the problems to be 
solved, but with the methods employed in the investigations. This ex-
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perimental work relates to the various problems of both butter and 
cheesemaking. The results •of this work,, together with those of the 
bacteriological investigations, are daily used in class work. 
The experimental work in horticulture also affords the students an 
opportunity to study the results of the theory of the classroom as prac-
. ticed in the field. Problems touching the commercial side of fruit .. 
growing receive the closest attention. Experiments are conducted in 
spraying for the prevention of fungous J_lests and injurious insects ; also 
in fertilizing, pruning, and thinning; in nursery work and in plant 
breeding. 
The experimental work in home economics is directed along three 
major lines, namely, foods and nutrition, household equipment, and 
textiles and clothing. Problems in these fields are studied to the end 
that citizens of the state, in the towns and open country alike, may 
have at their· disposal the latest scientific facts along the important 
lines referred to above. 
The work of the experiment station has been extended by the addi-
tion of forestry investigations. Methods of practical treatment of fence 
posts and other timbers to increase durability are being determined in 
co-operation with the farmers and stockmen throughout the state. The 
adaptability of various trees for different sections of the state an11 
methods of germination and storage are being tested. 
A 280-acre dairy farm is stocked and equipped for experimental and 
educational work. This farm and its equipment afford excellent facilities 
for experimental work in the farm production side of the dairy industry. 
Forty-one acres comprise the poultry farm. Eighteen acres of the farm 
have been set aside for developing young stock. The principal experi-
ments that are being conducted at the present time are a thorough in-
vestigation of inheritance of egg production and the importance of sys-
tematic breeding. Partic;ular emphasis is being given to combining high 
egg production with standard type. 
An agronomy experiment farm of 200 acres constitutes an important 
part of the Station equipment. This farm is used for field experiments 
in farm crops and soils. The major part of the tract has been laid out 
in experimental plots. Forty acres are devoted to soils investigations 
along the tine of crop rotations and the use of phosphorus, commercial 
fertilizers, manures, green manures, lime, and other fertilizing materials 
in various cropping systems. The remainder of the farm is devoted to 
investiptions with farm crops, with special reference to cereal breed-
in~, alfalfa &'fowin2', and variety and cultural tests . 
.. 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
T. R. Agg, Director 
The Iowa Engineering Experiment Station at Iowa State College was 
organized in 1904 for the purpose of providing organized research of 
the character needed to foster and develop the industries of the state. 
In the period since its organization the Station has confined itself 
largely to research projects intended to encouragQ the utilization of the 
undeveloped raw materials of the state and to investigations seeking to 
solve: some of the; pressing .Prob.terns re.Iating ~o sanitation, construction 
of highways1 dramage, purification of mdustrial wastes and other like 
subjects ~f importance • to the health and prosperity of 'the state. 
The primary emphasis has been placed upon types of problems en-
countered by manufacturing and engineering industries of Iowa since 
it is i~ ptis partic"!lar field that the Station is best qualified to' serve. 
In addition, a considerable number of researches have been undertaken 
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for the industries related to agriculture with .a view to developing solu-
tions to some of the engineering problems that they have encountered. 
The growth of the cities and towns of the state and the desire on the 
part of their citizens for clean, comfortable, and sanitary surroundings 
have given rise to a number of problems that have puzzled their respon-
sible officials. Some of these relate to the materials and methods em-
ployed in pavements, some arise out of the desire to eliminate stream 
pollution and to dispose of the sewage of the city in an inoffensive 
manner, and some arise out of the operation of the various utilities such 
as those furnishing water, gas, and electricity. The Station has made 
progress in developfog the facts and principles needed to solve problems 
of this type. 
The principal lines of research in which the Engineering Experiment 
Station is engaged are the following : 
In the disposal of the waste from some types of industrial establish-
ments there is a problem of sewage disposal for which there bas been no 
satisfactory solution, and several projects are now in progress with a 
view to developing adequate methods of handling industrial wastes, in-
cluding that from small creameries and canneries. 
Portland cement concrete is used in increasing quantities each year 
for construction of public works and for privately owned buildings, 
manufacturing plants, and on the farm. The Station i's constantly 
studying the problem of improving the quality and decreasing the cost 
of concrete for these various purposes. 
Since the organization of the Iowa Highway Commission and the con .. 
sequept rapid. expansion of road improvement there has been a need 
for the determination of many economic and engineering facts with refer-
ence to the building of highways. The projects in this field are or-
ganized with a view to supplementing the investigations carried on by 
the Iowa Highway Commission and particularly to developing the .fun-
damental or basic data needed to establish broad principles of control.· 
Each year many miles of underground conduits are laid. Thes.e are 
used for conveying water, sewage, or gases. There have been a great 
many failures of sewer pipe due to errors in estimating the loads such 
pipes would be required to carry. A long series of researches in this 
field is nearing completion and many questions arising in· the design of 
these conduits will be answered by the results of these investigations. 
The necessity for developing a means of utilizing agricultural wastes 
in order to supplement other efforts to make agriculture profitable has 
resulted in a long series of researches which have been exceedingly fruit-
ful. Means have been found for manufacturing artificial lumber, paper, 
and a number of industrial products from soy beans and such waste 
materials as straw, cornstalks, oat hutls, and the like. 
I 
INDUSTRIAL SCIBNCE RESEARCH 
Charles E. Friley, Director 
The Division of Industrial Science, through its own scientific staff 
and in co-operation with other research organizations of the College, 
sponsors a comprehensive program of research in the natural sciences. 
The primary purpose of the program is to aid in the solution of the 
agricultural and industrial problems of Iowa through the application 
to these problems of the principles, the techniques, and the improved 
processes worked out in the laboratories of the Departments of Bacteri-
ology, Botany, Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics, Physics, Psychology, 
and Zoology. The research' work is co-ordinated with that of the Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, the Engineering Experiment Station, and 
the Veterinary Research. 
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STATISTICAL LABORATORY 
George W. Snedecor, Director 
The purpose of the statistical laboratory is to promote and foster the 
advantageous use of statistics in the teaching and researches of the 
College. 
REsEARcH. The staff of the laboratory, together with other interested 
members of the Coltege staff, seek to develop practical and efficient 
methods of applying statistical theory to the problems that arise in 
practice. The results are published in such form as to make them 
readily available to the laym{J.n. 
STATISTICAL CoUNSEL. Professional advice in statistical methods 4is 
made available to students and members of the College staff. This is 
directed (a) toward the design of experiments whose results shall be 
capable of convenient and valid statistical treatment and (b) to the 
selection of the best available methods for the reduction of data already 
collected. 
• • 
TEACHING. White the statistical laboratory is not a department of in-
struction' members of its staff devote part of their time to teaching sta-
tistics in the Mathematics department. Other members of the College 
staff teach courses in statistics in the Agricultural Economics depart-
ment. Still others tea.ch courses whose objectives include specialized 
application of statistics. One function of the laboratory is to correlate 
these activities, to promote interest in statistical scholarship and in-
struction, to prevent duplication of effort, and to assist in organizing 
courses in statistics as may be needed in the College. 
COMPUTATION SERVICE. The laboratory furnishes such computation as 
may be required by persons in the College. The equipment includes a 
complete set of machines for sorting and tabulating punched cards. 
Cu.cULATING MACHINES. The laboratory is responsible for the installa-
tion and maintenance or such calculating machines as may be required 
at various stations in the College buildings. An effort is made to sup-
ply necessary facilities for computation to all who need them. Addi-
tional machines in the laboratory are available to those who need them. 
VETERINARY RESEARCH 
C. H. Stange, Director 
This department is supported by special appropriation of the legisla-
ture and is housed in a laboratocy building on the Veterinary Research 
Farm, one mile south of the campus. In addition to the laboratory, 
there are buildings especially equipped for housing animals used in ex-
perimental work. There· are ·but few animal diseases entirely under-
stood, and· many but partially understood. It is the object of this de-
partment to investigate such diseases with the view of working out 
methods by which they can be controlted or eradicated. Thus the work 
~f the 4epartment supports the educational work and assists in keeping 
mstruct1on modem. 
_.Extension 
EXTENSION SERVICE IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME 
ECONOMICS 
R. K. Bliss, Director 
Extension teaching is recognized as a function of the College, along 
with resident teaching and research. It was established as a branch of 
the College by an act of the Thirty-first General Assembly which be-
came a law on April 10, 1906. Since that time this work has been de-
veloped to carry information on every important subject relating to 
agriculture and rural life from the College to the people. 
Extension work is financed jointly by the State of Iowa and the 
United States Department of Agriculture. Also under a state statute 
a working relationship is maintained with the ~ounty farm bureaus 
which foster through their programs the same type of educational 
projects as offered by the Extension Service. 
In order to accomplish the purposes of the Extension Service a staff 
of workers representing each department of the Divisions of Agriculture 
and Home Economics and certain phases of the Divisions of Veterinary1· 
Medicine, Industrial Science, and Engineering, is maintained at the 
College. These workers are available to the people of the state for 
lectures, demonstrations, consultations, and conferences. 
In order to effectively reach the entire state the laws of Iowa provide 
for an organization of farmers and farm owners in each county now 
known as the County Farm Bureau. They provide for co-operation be-
tween these county farm bureaus, the Iowa State College and. the United 
States Department of Agriculture. These agencies jointly employ 
county agents, home demonstration agents, and emergency agents when 
needed. Educational programs are developed and carried out co-oper-
atively. · ... · 
The scope of services available to the people of the state is indicated 
in the following list of projects offered in 1934-1935: 
SOILS AND CROPS PROJECTS 
Sub-Group: Soils 
Soil Survey Follow-Up Meetings and DemQDatrations 
Soil Management to Increase Fertility and Reduce Crop Costs 
Soil Erosion Control 
Sub-Grou~: Fann Crops 
Corn Improvement Demonstrations 
Increasing Legume and Forage Crops 
Small Grain and Flax Improvement 
Pasture Improvement and Renovation 
Sub-Group: Horticulture 
Fruit Growin({ Demonstrations 
Home Gardenm;i and Small Fruit Growing (Including Ve&'etable, Small Fruits, 
Grapes and Ornamental Gardening) 
Vegetable Crops Demonstrations 
Sub-Group: Forestry • 
Shelterbelt Tree Plantin_g Demonstrations 
Erosion Tree Planting Demonstrations 
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Sub-Group: Insect and Rodent Control 
Field Crof Insect Control 
Control o Orchard, Garden and Truck CrQJ> Insects 
Training School in Household and Garden Insect Control 
Rodent Control Demonstrations 
Livestock Insect Control 
Sub-Group: Plant Disease and Botany 
Controlling Field Crop Diseases 
Controlling Fruit and Ve;etable Crop Diseases 
Controlling_ and Eradicating Weeds 
Value of High Quality Seed Demonstrations 
Care and Appreciation of Plants 
• 
LIVESTOCK PROJECTS 
Sub·GrouP.: Animal Husbandry 
Iowa Program for Swine Production 
Beef Cattle Program 
Home Butcherina_ and Use of Meat 
Lamb and Wool Improvement Demonstrations 
Demonstrations in the Management and Use of Horses 
Sub-Grou~: pairy Hu.sb!ndry 
Cow Testing Assoc1atlons . 
Feeding_ the Milking_ _Herd 
Dairy Feeding and Management Short Course 
Dairy Cattle Breeding and Management 
Sub-Group: Dairy Industries 
Educational Butter Scoring Contest 
Milk and Cream Scoring 
Dairy Products Judging Demonstrations 
Sub-Group: Poultry 
Laying_Flock Manaaement Demonstrations 
Grow Healthy Chick Demonstrations 
Flock Breeding and Development Demonstrations 
Turkey Production and Record Demonstrations 
Poultry Institutes with Trade Organizations 
Sub-Group: Veterinary: 
Animal Health (Livestock Diseases) Meetings ·and Demanstrations 
Swine Sanitation and Vaccination Schools 
Poultry Sanitation and Tuberculosis Control 
Horse Parasite Control 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS PROJECTS 
Sub-Group: Farm Mana~ement 
Improving Farm Business Management 
Agricultural Economic Conferences 
Sub-Group: Marketing 
Marketing Principles School 
Livestock Market Analysis 
Co-operative Livestock Marketing Association Business Administration 
Grain Merchandising Demonstrations 
Business and Org_ajlization Analysis of Farmers' Elevators 
Solvina _Elevator Membership Problems 
Dairy Market Analysis 
Co-operative Creamery Business Administration 
Poultry Mat'kcting Analysis and Business Practices 
Graded Marketing of Eggs and Poultry Demonstrations 
Sub·Group: Community Development (Rural Organization) 
County Recreation Training 1 Schools 
Yearbook Planning Conferences 
Count~ Life Conferences 
Farm Talent Festival Planning 
FOODS ~D NUTRITION PROJECTS 
Fundamental Food Needs of the Body 
Mcala Adapted to Diff crent Ages (Including Cltild Feeding) 
Cutting COsts But Raising Standards 
Making Use of Home Grown Products 
EXTENSION 
CLOTHING PROJECTS 
Fundamental Construction Practices 
Artistic Dressing 
Relation of Time, Health and Energy in Clothing Problems 
Tailored Clothing Problems and Selection 
Clothing Thrift 
HOME FURNISHING PROJECTS 
Fundamental Principles in Home FurnishinJ 
Color and Design in Selection of Furnishmgs 
Home-made Accessories 
Thrift in Home Furnishings 
HOME MANAGEMENT PROJECTS 
Study of Time, Energy" and Financial Resources 
Relation of Health to Home and Duties 
The Business Side of the Home 
Growth and Health 
Ha.bits and Character 
Interests and Education 
CHILD CARE PROJECTS 






Soil Etosion Control Demonstrations 
Farm Structures and Builders' Schools 
Demonstrations on Reducing Power and Machinery Costs 
Farmstead Development Demonstrations 
Home Grounds Improvement Trainin~ Schools 
Community Planning Meetings and Demonstrations 
Honey Production Demonstrations 
Eradication of Bee Diseases 
Agricultural Education 
Owing to the close relationship with the federal government, the Ex-
tension Service is given a prominent part in carrying out emergency 
programs relating to agriculture. To date, the wheat and corn-hog 
reduction programs have been announced or completed and those dealing 
with other commodities will be announced. The Extension Service 
interests itself primarily in the organization and educational phases of 
these programs. 
For definite information regarding services available write Extension 
Service, Iowa State College. 
ENGINEERING EXTENSION 
D. C. Faber, Director 
The. Thirty-fifth G~nera! Assembly. provided an appropriationntoy~~ 
establishment of Engmeermg Extension work at Iowa State ... ~;;;;~.l~ 
As ~ depart}llent o! general exten~ion work, engineering ---~.;· · 
co-ordinate with agricultural extension and bears the s·ame::refaijppf1~ ·r 
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the Division of Engineering that agricultu~al exte'!sion do.es to the Divi-
sion of Agriculture. The department has its o~ mstructtanal force; ~he 
members of which are members of the engineering ~acul~y, co-opei:atmg 
closely with the Division of Engineering and the Engmeermg Experiment 
Station. Brief statements concerning the work of the department follow. 
INDUSTRIAL SHORT COURSES 
In co-operation with . educati~nal, trade, and industrial or~anizati<?ns, 
the Engineeril!g Extension Service conducts short courses of m~truction, 
at various pomts throughout the state. These courses vary in length 
from two days to a week, depending upon the nature of the work. The 
instruction in these courses is intensely practical and consists of lec-
tures, demonstrations, and laboratory work. 
During the past year courses were conducted for telephone operators, 
custodians and janitors, firemen, steamfitters, welders, gas metermen, 
radio operators, and sewage treatment plant operators. 
TECHNICAL INSTITUTES AND EXHIBITS 
Technical institutes are short courses for the community rather than 
for a specialized group and consist of lectures, consultations, demonstra-
tions, and exhibits on subjects of general interest to the community. 
These institutes are held in co-operation with civic and commercial asso-
ciations, municipalities, county and district fair associations, trade . and 
industrial organizations, the programs being arranged to suit local con-
ditions. The institutes usualty last from three to five days, both day 
and evening .programs being provided. Institutes are held on fuel con-
servation, civic improvement, city planning, industrial safety, and other 
subjects of general interest. 
EXTENSION CLASSES AND CORRESPONDENCE STUDY 
Extension classes are conducted in industrial centers where a sufficient 
number ·of persons are interested in one subject to make such an ar-
rangement possible. These classes meet once or twice a week for a 
period of two to six months, depending upon the length of the course. 
This work does not duplicate the work of the public night schools in any 
way. Extension classes are usually given in co-operation with the local 
Boards of Education or other recognized educational agencies. 
Courses in Foremanship are offered in extension classes to groups of 
foremen and others in executive positions in industry. These courses 
deal entirely with the problems of the foreman as supervisor, manager, 
and instructor. The classes may be made up of foremen from a single 
plant or of foremen in the same industry from different plants. 
Industrial Teacher Training courses are offered through extension 
classes, and by correspondence study. 
INDUSTRIAL TEACHER TRAINING 
In co-op_eration with the State Board for Vocational Education this 
department conducts training courses which are preparatory to teaching 
trade and industrial subjects. 
This work is given through extension classes in cities where there is 
a s!lfficient -number of men interested in teaching trade and industrial 
subJects-:.to make such class wor:k a success. For those who are so sit-
uated as t<J have 'no opportunity for class instruction, certain of these 
courses are- offered by correspondence study. 
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The following studies may be taken in extension classes or by corre-
spondence study for college credit by those who have had the required 
preparation for admission to the college. 
I.A. 307-Social Significance of Industrial Education _________ 3 credits 
I.A. 308--Trade Analysis ------------------------------------3 credits· 
I.A. 408--F~undations of Industrial Education ____ ------------3 credits 
*Phys. Ed. 106-First Aid and Safety------------------------2 credits 
*Phys. Ed. 107-Advanced First Aid and Safety _________ -----2 credits 
*Phys. Ed. 108--Teacher Training in First Aid and Safety _____ 2 credits 
Voe. Ed. 510-Technique of Teaching Trades-----------------3 credits 
For full description of studies see the respective departments. 
VISUAL INSTRUCTION SERVICE 
The Visual Instruction service is conducted jointly by Engineering 
Extension and Agricultural Extension, for the purp~se of disseminating 
information by meaiis of motion pictures, lantern .. stidestcruirt'S;• and~ other~" '·• 
visual aids. This material is supplied to civic and commercial clubs~ ~ 
churches, schools, community centers, farm bureaus;· and similar organi-
zations. . 
There are available for distribution 1,500 reels of motion picture film 
pertaining to agriculture, engineering, trades and industries, home eco-
nomics, and allied subjects. The slide library contains 165 sets of lan-
tern slides (many of them colored) with accompanying lecture notes 
which may be read or serve as a guide for the lecturer. 
In addition to loaning films, slides, and charts, advice and assistance 
are given in matters pertaining to projectors and projection. 
RADIO BROADCASTING 
Station WOI is maintained for the purpose of making available to the 
people of the state those services of the College which ~re made most 
effective by means of radio-broadcasting. Accordingly the programs con-
sist of educational material, such as lectures and short courses; infor-
mation, such as weather reports, crop and market reports ; and inspira ... 
tional and entertainment features, including chapel services, addresses 
by distinguished visitors, athletic contests, dramatic productions, musical 
programs, etc. 
The programs are prepared under the joint direction of Engineering 
Extension and Agricultural and Home Economics Extension. 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
The Technical Information service is maintained for the purpose of 
making the services of the department available to the various interests 
of Iowa, through the collection of information, investigations, confer-. 
ences, lectures, exnibits, bulletins, and answers to inquiries. 
Technical information and preliminary engineering advice of a general 
nature are furnished municipalities, commercial and civic organizations 
on matters of municipal improvements. A similar service is furnished 
the industrial interests of the state, and investigations of problems of 
particular interest to individuals are being made constantly. 
It is not the purpose of this department to invade the field of the 
consulting engineer. 
-The courses in Phys, Ed. are offered onJ7 in extension classes. 
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LOAN MATERIAL 
To make technical information available for individual study and re-
search this department selects and loans printed matter on engineering 
and industrial subjects on request. These selections may include books, 
pamphlets, clippings, blueprint plans, and photographs, the contents in 
each case being so selected as to best answer the individual requirements 
of the borrower. 
LECTURES 
In connection with the Technical Information service, lectures are of-
fered to groups of people on the following subjects : City Planning, Re-
fuse Disposal, Sewage Disposal, Water Supply, Electric Lighting, Street 
Improvementt.. Traffic Regulation, Industrial Safety, Smoke and Smoke 
Prevention, .11 uel Conservation, Boiler-room Economy, Rural Electric 
Service, and Ceramics. 
Specialists are available for lectures on other subjects not mentioned 
above. 
These lectures, while on technical subjects, are of such a popular na-
ture that they are readily understood by anyone. 
BULLETINS 
In order to present technical information of value to those who are 
not engineers, there are issued from time to time bulletins of special 
interest to Iowa municipalities, industries, trades, and individuals. These 
bulletins are the result of investigations, tests, lectures, or papers given 
during conventions or short courses, or valuable information from other 
sources. A complete list of bulletins available for distribution will be 
mailed on request. 
Full particulars concerning any of the work mentioned above will be 
given on application to the Engineering Extension Service, Iowa State 
College, Ames, Iowa. 
Honor Students 
1932-1933 
WINNERS OF SPECIAL PRIZES AND MEDALS 
ALPB:A Cm SIGMA PRIZE 
Carl Henry Gath, Chemical Engineering 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF Clvn. ENGINEERS PRIZE 
Marvin Otto Kruse, Civil Engineering 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OJ!' MECHANICM. ENGINEERS PRIZE 
Boyd Hubbard, Jr., Mechanical Engineering 
Cm CbaGA PRIZE 
Mary Esther Guthrie, General Science 
CHARLES LATHROP PACK PRxzEs 
Russel Elias Getty, Amos Smelser, Forestry 
Stanley Hurd, Hans Milius, Forestry 
GENEVA SCHOLARSHIP 
Marjorie Countryman, Home Economics 
GEORGE ]UDISCH SCHOL\RSHIP PRIZE 
George Leonard Collins, Veterinary Medicine 
G. G. GRAHAK PluzEs 
George Leonard "Collins, Veterinary Medicine 
William Lewis Harter, Jr., Veterinary Medicine 
Bm Soc CONFDENCB MEDAL 
Robert Wi11iam Hess, Forestry 
MARY F. RAUSCH SCHOLAllSBIP PluzE 
E. Eila. Brooks, Home Economics 
RUSSELi, I. Kr.oPP M!:M:ORL\£ PJtIZE 
Edith Herren, Horticulture 
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SIGMA ALPHA !OTA PRIZE 
Gertrude Schmidt, Home Economics 
SONS OF THE A.lrlERICAN REVOLUTION MEDAL 
Regina Kildee, General Science 
STORY CpUNTY ALUMNI PRIZE 
Guy Eugene Stong, Ceramic Engineering 
ZIMMERMAN MEMORIAL PRIZE 
Ralph Clay Gaines, Horticulture 
GEORGE H. WALKER PRizE 
... 
Ara Om Call, Dairy Industry 
JULIA McCuLI.OCH SMITH MEMORIAL AWARD 
Hazel May Beck, General Science 
ScllOLARSBIPS AT FOUNDATION FOR ARCHITECTURE AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, 
LAxE FOREST, ILLtNOIS 
Quenton Carey, Lawrence Prusiner, Architectural Engineering 
Herbert Williams Brackney, ] r., Dale Harper Hawkins, Landscape 
Architecture 
SENIOR HONOR STUDENTS 
CLASS OF 1933 
Those students who have attained the highest scholarship for their 
entire college course, in the various collegiate departments. 
Guy Eugene Stong 
Charles Roy Henderson 
Carl Henry Gath • 
Clarence Bentley Richey 
Hazel May Beck 
William Templer Evans 
Donald Raymond Meier 
George Leonard Collins 






General Science, Major in Biological Sciences 
General Science, Major in Physical 
Sciences and Mathematics 
Mechanical Engineering 
Veterinary Medicine 
Industrial Science, Major in Zoology 
Industrial Science, Major in Physics 
Electrical Engineering 
Home Economics, Major in Dietetics 
Forestry 
Home Economics, Major in 
Institution Management 
Home Economics, Major in Nutrition 
Home Economics, Major in Home 
Economics Education 
Joseph Hall Buchanan 
Virgil Morgan Dyer 
Margaret Elizabeth Bruechert 
Earl Franklin Olson , 
Marion Frances Roy 
Margaret Elizabeth Marco 
Melva Lois Zeller 
Peter Pineo Jenkins 
Bertha Mae Bailey 
Frank Arthur Landee 
Harold Elvin Nolin 
Milburn· Calkins Cain 
Edith Herren 
Margaret Jane Stover 
John Paul Henry Jahn 
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Dairy Husbandry 




Horticulture1 Major in Ftoriculture Home Economics, Major in Technical 
Journalism 
NON-COLLEGIATE 
Curriculum for Creamery Operators 
T 
Degrees Conferred in 1932-1933 
THE GRADUATE COLLEGE 
DOCTOR OF PlDLOSOPHY 
Ernest Witlard Anderson, B.S., North Dakota Agricultural 
College· M.S Iowa State College---------------Applied Mathematics 
Charles Ji. Beu;' B.S., M. S., North Carolina State College--Soit Fertility 
Robert McNeil Bowie, 13.S., M.S., Iowa State College-----------Physics 
Oral Ala Brown, B.S., West Virginia University; M.S., Iowa 
State College---------------------------------- .Electrical Engineering 
Elwyn Loomis Cady, B.S., University of Missouri; M.S., 
Iowa State College _____ ---------------------- .Agricultural Economics 
G. Robert Coatney, A.B., Grand Island College; M.A., Uni-
versity of Nebraska ____ -------------------------------- ______ Zoology 
Mervyn Avery Collins, B.S.A., University of Saskatchewan; 
M.S., Iowa State College ____ ---------------- ______ Dairy Bacteriology 
Mattie Creighton, B.S., M.S., Pennsylvania State 
College ___ ... _____ ----------------------------- ______ Enzyme Chemistry 
Charles Donald Crosno, B.S., University of New Mexico; 
M.S., Iowa State College ____ ------------------ .Electrical Engineering 
Lurnlr Frank Dytrt, B.S., M.S., Iowa State College _____ Applied Physics 
Davitt C. Fairburn, B.S., Pennsylvania State College; M.S., 
Iowa State College ________ ------------------------------ .Horticulture 
.)filtdn Dyer Farrar, B.S., Iowa State College; M.S., South 
Dakota State College _________ --------------------------- .Entomology 
Arthµr Cecil Fay, B.S., University of Missouri; M.S., Uni-
versity of Wisconsin _________ --------------------_ .Dairy Bacteriology 
Richard Lindley Foster, B.S., Pennsylvania State 
· Coll~ge ____ ----- ---------- --------------------.Bio-physical Chemistry 
Horace Valentine Geib, B.S., Michigan State College; M.S., 
University of Wisconsin ___ -- --------------------------.Soil Fertility 
Louise Haas Glover, B.S., Southwestern Louisiana Institute; 
M.S., Iowa State College ____ --------------------- --------Entomology 
Yu. Ta Fuh, B.S.A., Nanking University ________________ Plant Pathology 
James William Harrison, B.S., M.A., Brigham Young 
University -------------------------------------------------Mycology 
Donald Sidney Hubbell, B.S., Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College; M.S., Iowa State College-----_ -----Horticulture 
Gordon Beverly Killinger, B.S., M.S., Iowa State College .. -Soil Fertility 
Ernest William Laake, B.S., Texas A. & M. College ________ Entomology 
Louis Lykken, B.S., South Dakota School of Mines .... Physical Chemistry 
Homer Henry Plagge, B.S., M.S., Iowa State College ______ Horticulture 
John Melville Ramsbottom, B.S.A., University of Toronto; 
M.S., Iowa State College--------------------------- .Animal Nutrition 
Austin O'Neil Simonds, B.S., Missouri Wesleyan College; 
M.S., Iowa State College _________ ----------------- .Plant Morphology 
Wesley Earl Shull, B.S., Iowa State College; M.S., Uni-
versit;y_ qf Idaho------------------------------------------Entomology 
Stuart Nowto~ Smith, B.S., M.S., Iowa State .College _________ .Genetics 
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John Cornelius Snyder, B.S., Ohio State University; M.S., · 
Iowa State College ____ ------------------------------- ---Horticulture 
Edmund Barber Towne, A.B., A.M., Clark University-Organic Chemistry 
Edgar Fred Vestal, B.S., Oregon State College; M.S., Uni-
versity of Wisconsin------------------------·--- ------Plant Patho\j>gy 
William Hillman Willis, AB., Union University; M.S., Iowa 
State College_____ --------- ----------·----------- .. Soil Bacteriology 
George F. Wright, B.S., Iowa State College __________ Qrganic. Chemistry 
MAsTER OF SCIENCE 
James Alfred Adams, B.S.A., University of Toronto _________ Entomology 
Earl LeRoy Allgaier, B.S., South Dakota Scpool of 
Mines ____ ---------·---------- _________ :. ________ Highway Engineering 
Clarence Ellis Anderson, B.S., University of Minnesota ________ Forestry 
Donald E. Andersen, B.S:.t Iowa State College __________ ·---- ---Physics 
Floyd Andre, B.S., Iowa ;:,tate College.. ________ -------------Entomology 
Earl S. Baird, B.S., Iowa State College _________ Mechanical Engineering 
Nello Emerson Bardonner, B.S., Bradley Polytechnic 
Institute ---- --------------- ---------------------------Industrial Arts 
Harold Robison Bare, B.S., Iowa State College ___ Agricultural Economics 
Henry John Barre, B.S., Kansas State College __________ Farm Structures 
Leila Mae Bassett, B.J., University of Missouri _____ Economic History 
Robert William Batcher, B.S., Iowa State 
College --- ------------------------------ ___ Architectural Engineering 
Lynn Hastings Beard, B.S., Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College ______________ ---------------- ---Dairy Husbandry 
Edwin Quick Beckwith, B.S., Iowa State College-Automotive Engineering 
Frederick William Bennett, B.S.A., University of 
Georgia ------------ --------------- ---------------Dairy Bacteriology 
Logan Johnson Bennett, B.S., Central College (Missouri)-------Zoology 
Donald Stilwell Berry, B.S., South Dakota School of 
Mines ------------------------------------------Highway Engineering 
Wayne Edgar Birchard, B.S., Iowa State College-Electrical Engineering 
H. Dale Bossert, B.S., Iowa State College _____ Architectural Engineering 
and Landscape Architecture 
Mildred Botto, B.S., Western Kentucky Teachers 
College---------------------- -- -----------Home Economics Education· 
Maxwell Curtis Brockmann, B.S., Iowa State 
College ______________ ------------------- ___ Physiological BacteriologY. 
Clifford Carl Brimmer, B.S., Iowa State College ___ Vocational Education 
Allan Reedy Brown, B.A., Iowa State Teachers College ________ Physics 
Francis Augustine Buckley, B.S., Texas Agricultural and 
Mechanical College ____ ---------- -------------------Dairy Husbandry 
Kenneth Hensel Burnett, B.S., Iowa State College ____ .Plant Physiology 
Pearl Campbelll-. B.S., Mississippi State College ___ Textiles and Clothing 
Helen Cannon, H.S., University of Arkansas ___ --- .. Textiles and Clothing 
Asa Carter, B.S., Bradley Polytechnic Institute ______ :._-_ __ Industrial Arts 
Mario Carlos Chamberlain, B.S., B.S.C.E., West Virginia 
U . 
0 t H·gh a E . . n1vers1 y ------------------- ----- ------- ------ 1 w y ng1neer1ng 
George Robert Carroll, B.S.~ Iowa State College ___ Vocational Education 
Hsi Fan Chao, B.S., Iowa ;:,tate 
College ______________________ Rural Sociology and· Child Development 
Elmer Field Clark, B.S., Kansas State College---------Farm Structures 
Herman David Coile, A.B., Penn Co11ege.. _____ Physiologica1 Bacteriology 
Frances Conkey, B.S., University of Illinois--------Home Management 
Floyd Mitchell Cunningham, B.A., Simpson College _____ .Industrial Arts 
Ross Chester Cramlet, B.S., Parsons College---·--------Indust(ial Arts 
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Rankin Ernest Creel B.S., Mt. Morris College _____ Vocational Education 
Walter Thomas Da~iels, B.S., University of . . 
Arizona ---- ---------- ------------------ ______ Structural Engmeermg 
Alice Mabel Dahlen, B.S., North Dakota State 
College-----·----------------------------- .Home Economics Education 
Leonard Reid Davis, B.S., Union Univ~rsit~------------.----Entomology 
Vera Mary Hills Day, B.S., Denver Umvers1ty _______ Chtld Development 
Lois Evelyn Dell, B.S., McPherson College ___________ Child Development 
Nell E. Dearmont, B.S., Southeast Mississippi State Tea:chers . 
College ____ ------------------------------------. Textiles and Clothing 
Loren E. Donelson, B.S., Iowa State College ___ Agricultural Economics-
Technical Journalism 
Robert John Dunbar, B.S., Iowa State College_ ... __ structural Engineering 
James Marshall Earlyt B.S., Iowa State College ___ Vocational Education 
Winnie Slusser Edgecombe, B.S., Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute ----------------------------- ----- -------------Plant Ecology 
Samuel Edmunds, B.S., Northwest Missouri State Teachers 
College --------- ----- ----- ---------- ___ ---------------Industrial Arts 
Guy Herbert Elbin, B.S., Ohio Northern 
University ---- ----- ---------------------------Structural Engineering 
George Gale Ensign, B.S., Iowa State College __ Mechanical Engineering 
Henry Erlich, B.Sc., University of Alberta-----------Dairy Bacteriology 
Alexander Evans, B.S., Coe College _______________ vocational Education 
Samuel Sidney Epstein, B.S., Rhode Island State 
College _________ ----------------------------- ___ Sanitary Bacteriology 
George Edwin Felton, B.S., Iowa State College _________ Plant Chemistry 
Janet Ethelyn Ferguson, B.S., Iowa State College ____ Child Development 
Gilbert Howard Fett, B.S., University of Illinois--Electrical Engineering 
George Adolph Fink, B.S., Iowa State College~-------------- ___ Physics 
Kathleen Rice Ford, B.S., Georgia State College for 
Women ----------------------------------------Vocational Education 
John Ogburn Gaskill, B.S., New Mexico College of Agri-
culture and Mechanic Arts ____ --------------------------- ___ Mycology 
Anna Veneta Georg~ B.A., Manchester College ____ Textiles and Clothing 
William Duncan Gitten, B.S., Iowa State College ____ Forest Management 
Lester Northrup Gill, A.B., University of 
Denver ------ -------------------------- ----- ___ Vocational Education 
Harold Wolverton Goble, B.S., University of 
Toronto ----------------- ----- ----- --------- ----- ___ Da.iry Husbandry 
Jewel Broadus Graham, B.S., Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College _________ ---------- __________ _.Foods and Nutrition 
Samuel Stanley Graham, B.S., Iowa State College ______ Farm Structures 
Gerald Irving Griffith, B.S., Iowa State 
College ---- --------------- ----------------.Architectural Engineering 
Mabell Josephine Grimes, B.S., Iowa State 
College _________ ---------- ----------------Home Economics Education 
Lucy Ruth Guard, B.S., University of Cincinnati-Institution Management 
Elbert Albert Gump, B.A., Iowa State Teachers 
College ---------------- ---------- ----------- ____ Vocational Education 
Elsie Ann Guthrie, B.S., Iowa State 
College ____ ------------ .Foods and Nutrition-Institution Management 
William Pleasant Hale, B.S., Millikin UniversitY---------Industrial Arts 
John Garrick Hardy, B.S. Alabama State Teachers 
College --------- --------------- ----------------Vocational Education 
Ralph Edwin Hargrave, B.S., University of MissourL __ Dairy Husbandry 
Hazel Maurine Hatcher, B.S., University of 
lfissouri .... - .... --... ----· ---------·-----------------Home Mana~emen~ 
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Ernest Edward Hewitt, B.S., Iowa State 
College ---- ---- --------------------- ----------Engineering Valuation 
Leo Calvin Hoffman, B.S., Iowa State College_ ____ Vocational Education 
Erling Hole, B.S., N orges Landbrukshoiskole ____ Agricultural Economics 
Beatrice Carolyn Horneman, B.S., University of 
Illinois -------------_ -------------. _--------_.Landscape Architecture 
Ruth Florence Corinne Hunter, B.S., University of 
llanitoba -------------------------------~---------Home llanagement 
Bernice Johnson, B.S., Hampton Institute ________ Agricultural Economics 
Ilma JohnsonJ B.S., University of Arkansas--Home Economics Education 
Merian B. Jonnson, B.S., Iowa State College-Home Economics Education 
Omer c: Johnson, B.S., Penn College ______________ Vocational Education 
Wayne Myron Judy, B.A., University of Iowa------------Industrial Arts 
John Franklin Kagy, B.S., Iowa State College _____________ ... Entomology 
Harold Martin Kautz, B.S., Iowa State College_ ___ ffighway Engineering 
John Keay, B.S.A., University of Saskatchewan __________ Dairy Industry 
Hazel Vivian Keefer, A.B., Cornell College--Home Economics Education 
Albert Bascom Kirk, B.S., Montana State College _______ Crop Breeding 
Charles Edward Korn, B.S., Drake University ___________ Jndustriat Arts 
Pierre Labrecque, B.S.A., Laval UniversitY-----------Animal Production 
Ruth Lloyd, B.S., Columbia University _____ Home Economics Education 
and Foods 
Henry Foltz Long, B.S., University of Maryland ____ Dairy Bacteriology 
George Ross Louthan, B.S., Iowa State 
College ----- --------------------.. -----------Agricultural Engineering 
Ralph H. Luebbers, B.S., Iowa State College-----Chemical Engineering 
Opal Lynn, AB., University of Kansas ____ ----------Home Management 
Louise Thomas McCall, B.S., Southwest Texas State Teachers 
College ---- ----- ----------------------------------Child Development 
Andrew Logan McComb, B.S., Pennsylvania State College------Forestry 
Clarence Merle McDowell, B.S., University of · 
Illinois ---- -------------------------------------Chemical Technology 
Harry Max McGuire, B.S., Iowa Sta~ College ____ • Vocational Education 
Alice McKaughan, B.S., Oklahoma Agricultural and · 
Mechanical College ____ -------------------- -----Household Equipment 
Eteanor Hester McMillin, B.A., Iowa State Teachers · 
College ---.. ---------- ----- ----_----------------------------Physiology 
Hazel McNaul, B.A., Upper Iowa UniversitY--------Home Management 
Elizabeth Lettitia Martin, B.S., Iowa State College ________________ Foods 
Grace Brakel Martin, B.S., Stout Institute ________ Household Equipment 
Jacob Dale Matlack, B.S., Iowa State College _____ Chemical Engineering 
Harold DeWitt Matt, B.S., Iowa State Teach~rs College __ lndustrial Arts 
Ernest E. Mayhew, B.S., Iowa State College _______ Vocational Education 
Sara Doris Meador, B.S., College of Industrial · 
Arts----------------------------- ---------------Textiles and Clothing 
Elma Jeanne Mendenhall, B.S., Bradley 
Institute ____ ---------- --------------------Home Economics Education 
Thomas Theodore Milby, B.S., Unive.rsity of 
l{entucky -----------------------------------------Poultry ~usbandry­
Lynne C. Monroe, B.S., Kansas State Teachers College--Ihdustrial Arts 
Bernard Allen Moore, B.S., Iowa State Co1lege __ Structural Engineering 
Niven Doyle Morgan, B.S., University of Arkansas ____ Vegetable Crops 
Francis Kristian Muceus, B.S., Iowa State College ____ Applied Economics 
· Kennetli Myers, B.S., Iowa State College ________ Agricultural Economics 
Milton Ephriam Nelson, B.S., Utah State Agricultural 
College -----------------------------------Physiological Bacteriology 
Doris Nesbitt, B.A University of Oklahoma-Home Economics Education 
Eleanor May Neumayer, B.A., Grand Island College------------Zoology 
Harold Oatfield, B.A., Rice Institute ..... _ .. -------------Organic Chemistry 
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Anna Elnora Owens, B.S., Virginia State . Ed • 
College _________ ---------_------------ ___ Home Economics ucatlon 
Charles Graham Parsons, B.S., Iowa State . • V 
1 
• 
College -•-- --------------------------------- ___ Engineering a uat1on 
Robert Truman Pennoyer, B.S., University of . . • 
Idaho ----------- ----- --------------- ---------.Electrical Engmeermg 
Flavel Doxsie 'Perry, B.S., Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College ____ ----------------------- -----Poultry Husbandry 
Mary Louise Perrin, B.S., Iowa State College _____ Textiles and Cloth!ng 
Alma Scott Propst, B.S., University of Oregon----Vocational Education 
Hinman Casad Rhodes, B.S., New Mexico State 
College ------------·----------- ----------- ----------.Plant Pathology 
Kermit Franklin Richard Riedy, B.S., Pennsylvania State 
College --------- ----- ------------------------.Electrical Engineering 
Elsie L. Rinehart, B.S., University of Cincinnati; B.S., Ohio 
State University _________ ----------------------. Vocational Education 
Milton Edward Ross, B.S., Iowa State Co11ege __ Heating and Ventilation 
Otis Eugene Ross, B.S., University of Illinois-----------Dairy Industry 
Robert Lee Roudabush, A.B., Lebanon Valley Co11ege ___________ zoology 
John George Rogers, B.A., McKendree Co11ege _____ vocational Education 
Addie Lee Ross, B.S., Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical 
College ______ ------------------------- ___ Home Economics Education 
Lorena Mary Ryan, B.S., Iowa State College-Home Economics Education 
Harold Wright Sadler, B.S., Iowa State College •• --Dairy Manufacturing 
Nelson H~ter Salmon, B.S., Iowa State College _____ Animal Production 
Alice Lorraine Sandstrom, B.S., Iowa State College __ Child Development 
Bertha Schuchart, B.S., Union University _________ Household Equipment 
Marvin Frederick Schweers, B.S., University of 
Wisconsin ---- ----- ----- ---------------------------Farm Structures 
Fern Sheick, B.S., North Central College (Illinois) ____________ Nutdtion 
Elizabeth Parkinson Simpson, B.S., University of New Mexico-Nutrition 
Irwin Raymond Sipherd, A.B., Simpson 
College ____ --------------- -----Bio-physical and Analytical Chemistry 
Robert Ridgley Slaymaker, B.S., University of 
lttlebraska ------------------------------------Mechanical .Engineering 
Cass Fir~baugh Smith, B.S.z.. Iowa State College _____ ----- ___ Entoqiology 
Marguerite Edna Stagner, J:S.S., Iowa State College ________ Mathematics 
Karl Kenneth Stong, B.S., Iowa State College ____ .Electrical Engineering 
Clara Storvick, A.B., St. Olaf Colleg_e_-------------------------Nutrition 
Vernon Theodore Stoutemyer, B.S., University of Illinois __ Horticulture 
Grace Mae Su11ivan, B.S., Hampton 
Institute_ ___ ------------------ ----·-------Home Economics Education 
Margaret Talsma, B.S., Iowa State Co11ege _______ Texti1es and Clothing 
Charles Arthur Tamutzer, B.S., University of 
Wisconsin ---- ---------- -------------------Physiological Bacteriology 
Paul Andrew Taylor, B.S. University of 
Arkansas -------------- ------------------- __ ..Agricultural Economics 
Verna M. Temple, B.S., Stout Institute--------------Child Development 
Alfred· Louis Thiede, B.S., Stout Institute---------------Industrial Arts 
Rachel Tyler Thomas, B.S., Iowa State College----Foods and Nutrition 
George Almon Thurber, B.S., Iowa State Co11ege ____ --------Entomology 
Bernard Valentine Travis, B.S., Colorado Agricultural 
College ---- ----- ---------- ---------- ----- ------ ----------Entotnology Morris Ray Underwood, B.A., Maryville College ________________ Physics 
Call Van Syckle, B.S., Oregon State Agricultural 
College -----------------------------------------.Home Management 
Reese Haskell Vaughn, A.B., Simpson College_ ___ sanitary Bacteriology 
Etta Gene Victor, B.A., Jowa State Teachers College------------Botany 
Ralph Voggenthaler, B.S., Iowa State College ___ Mechanical Engineering 
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John J. Voth, A.B., Bethel College; B.S., Kansas State 
Teachers College ____ ---------------------------- ------Industrial Arts 
John Bell Waide, Jr., B.S., Texas Agricultural and 
Mechanical College ______ -·-----------· -------------Dairy Husbandry 
Glenn Arthur Walrath, B.S., North Dakota Agricultural 
College -------------------------------------------------llathematics 
Ida Mae Warner, B.S., University of 
Nebraska _________ --------·------ ---------Home Economics Education 
Marion E. Warner. A.B, Nebraska State Teachers 
College ---- ----- .. ----------------------- --------------Industrial Arts 
Silas ferry Washington, B.S., Rhode Island State 
<:ollege -------------------------------------------------Mathernatics 
James Hayes Weatherspoon, B.S., Oregon State Agricultural 
<:ollege -- ----- ----- --------------- ------------- ---- ___ (;rop Breeding 
Lydia Maria Weihing, B.S. North Central 
College ______ ---------------------- -------Home Economics Education 
Joseph John Weste[Jleier, A.B., Columbia <:ollege ___________ Mathematics 
Elizabeth Wilcox, B.S., Des Moines UniversitY-----------------Physics 
John Wendell Ralph Wildman, Jr., B.S., Iowa State 
<:ollege ---- ---- ----------- --------------- ----- .Otemical Engineering 
Edward Ames Williams, B.S., University of 
<:alifornia ----- -------... -- -------------------.Landscape Architecture 
Edward Howard Williams, B.S., Iowa State 
<:ollege ------------------- ---------------------Engineering Valuation 
W. Pauline Williarns, B.S., Iowa State College------------ .Applied Art 
Mary Lois Williarnson, B.S., Kansas State 
<:ollege --------- ----- -----------------:---Home Economics Education 
Ruth Yetive Williamson, B.S., Iowa State 
<:ollege --------- ----- --------------------Home Economics Education 
Glen Elbert Wimmer, B.S., Iowa State· 
<:ollege _________ ----------- ___ Mechanical Engineering and Econornics 
Mary Edith York, B.S., North Carolina 
<:ollege ________ --------------------------Home Economics Education 
Herman Walter Zobrist, B.S., Iowa State <:ollege ______ <:rop Production 
PROFSSIONAL DEGREES 
Richard Pitt Ballou, B.S., M.S., Iowa State 
College ---- ----- ---------------------------------Electrical Engineer 
William Bradford Bishop, B.S., Iowa State College; M.A., , 
Columbia Unlversity-------------------·-----------<:hernical Engineer 
Arthur Leo Goldenstar, B.S., Iowa Sta ti: College ___ ------CiYil Engineer 
Guy Lee Noble, B.S., Iowa State College.. ________ Master of Agriculture 
Moritz Block Zeiner, B.S., Iowa State College-----------Civil Engineer 
. · BACCALAUERATE DEGREES 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
AGRICULTURAL EcoNOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
- MAJOR IN AGRICULTURAL BU~S 
Frank Mason Atchley John F. Merrifield 
Earl Franklin Hodges 
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MAJOR IN FARM: ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 
Byron Gilchrist Allen Elizabeth Jean S.wanson 
Herbert Whittier Pike Sankhvien Tulalamba 
AGIUCULTURAL EDUCATION 
Chester Carl Benson 
Lloyd Bradshaw Callison 
Olaf 'Ingemar Carlson 
THeodore Wheedon Colby 
Mervin Donelson 
Harold Elvin Nolin 
Clarence Earl Parker 
Melvin Christian Peterson 
J. Neil Raudabaugh 
AGRICULTURE AND MANUAL TRAINING 
Lee Raymond Boddy 
AGRICULTURE AND ScmNCE 
Adrian Ward Gamble 
Harry Raymond Filson 
Simon August Ossian 
Fred W. Stuart 
James Andrew Woodruff 
AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM: 
Harold Eugene Ingle 
Clifford Moore Simon 
David Starin Butler 
Charles Oayton Campbell 
Riegel John Coverdale 
Richard Ellis Davison 
Clyde Clarence Dilts 
John William Douglass 
Willard Hamilton Fee 
Charles Roy Henderson 
Albert Houston Hill 
Lowell Eastburn Johnson 
Frank Robert Kidney 
John Henry Longstreet 
A,; J. Marken 
John Henry Bartlett 
Peter Pineo Jenkins 
George Harvey Gregory 
Lauren Kephart Soth 
.. 
A.NDIAL HUSBANDRY 
Edwin Harold Matzen 
Robert Boyd Morford, Jr. 
Benn Hoyt Nelson 
George Clarence Powell· 
William John Probert 
Jack Dean Roadcap 
Harold Victor Ryon 
Maynard Bradley Schnittjer 
J. S. VanWert 
James Meredith Walton 
Melvin Christian Wangsness 
Howard Charles Willett 
DAIRY HUSBANDRY 




Lyle DeWitt Beck 
Everett Charles Bentley 
Milburn Calkins Cain 
Ara Om Cati 
Harold Osborn Disney 
Wayne Hobart Flickinger 
Arthur Curtis Goldtrap 
George Bowron Hamilton 
Edwin Wellington Hiner 
Kenneth Herman Horneman 
John McCune Kern 
Vernon Roger Kiely 
John Ira King 
Gerald Robert McGinnis 
Maurice Robert Mechem 
Edward Peter Oberhauser 
Roy Paul Robichaux 
William Raymond Russell 
Paul Melvin Smith 
Dale Kenneth Weber 
Gayle Lee Wight 
Doris Curtis Williams 
Curtis Russe ti Woodruff 
John Paul Youngdale 
DAIRY. 'INDUSTRY AND CHEMISTRY 
Robert Frank Green 
Bertha Mae Bailey 
Lee N. Bowen 
Ralph Kermit Clark 
Joseph Martin Colgan 
Floyd: Epley 
Milfred Raymond Dunn 
Fred William Gottschalk 
Edwin Henry John Grau 
Walter Leonard Graves 




FARM CROPS AND SoILS 
Proctor Wendel Gull 
Kermit H. Hansen 
John Robert Huey 
Herman Tebben 
Robert Judd Williams 
FORESTRY 
Frank Frederick Kowski 
Earl Franklin Olson 
Nicholas Ponomareff 
Ivan Sack 
Hugh Alfred Steavenson 
Wendell Everett Stone 
HORTICULTURE 
MAJOR IN Pr.ORICULTURE 
George Melvin \\Taters 
l\lAJOR IN PO:MOLOGY 
Harry Garhart Lauman 
John Friedel Auge 
Herbert Williams Brackney, Jr. 
Conrad Joseph Fretheim 
Fred David Guggisberg 
William Robert Jones 
Ruth Helen Morris 
George Willis Pope 
"Elizabeth Arletta VanMeter 
Dale Harper Hawkins 
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THE DIVISIONS OF AGRICULTURE AND ENGINEERING 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Eldon Milo Collins 
Ralph William Hauswirth 
Olaf Einor Olsen 
Ned Edward Perrin 
Clarence Bentley Richey 
Harold John Shold 
Frank Leslie Yohe 
Gilbert Lynn Ziemer 
DIVISION OF ENGINEERING 
.ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 
Melvin Wiiliam Ager 
Robert Enoch Cochran 
Samuel Friedman 
Harlan Abel Nelson 
Wesley Alvin Pohorsky 
Lawrence Albert Prusiner 
Chester Arthur Ralston, Jr. 
Louis Bevier Spinney, Jr. 
William Herman Unsderfer 
Robert Grant Wall 
Paul Martin White 
Myles Paul Bennett 
Clarence Oscar Mengshol 
CERAMIC ENGINEERING 
John Powers 
Guy Eugene Stong 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
Omar Adams 
Phillip Marion Ahlstrand 
Richard Harry Anderson 
Everett Harlan Almond 
Glenn Eugene Appleton 
Ralph Lincoln Bailey 
Earl Renwick Blair 
George Braniff 
Lawrence Wilbur Braniff 
Arman J anns Buettner 
Robert Sheldon Butler 
John Wilson Carver 
Eugene Joseph Dailey 
Dan T. Edwards, Jr. 
Elmer Charles Errichson 
John Ward Flannigan 
Henry Gordon Fromm 
Carl Henry Gath 
Arthur Henry Gerhart 
Charles Roland Grating 
Charles Andrew Anderson 
Aaron Herman Bauman 
Clarence August Boeke 
Joe Edward Hartford 
Frank Wilson Hurd 
Charles William Irwin, Jr. 
Arnold James Johnson 
Isador Levin 
Henry Marchand Lindau 
Edgar Ernest Luebke 
Walter Daniel McKinley 
Paul Walter Morgal 
William Osborne Murray 
Lorraine Russell Nelson 
Arloe Richard Olsen 
Gordon Theodore Peterson 
Warren Robert Price 
Harvey_James Puffer 
Clifford Lyle Richards 
Francis Charles Schroeder 
Richard Donald Sevcik 
Harvey Eugene Smith 
ENGINEERING 
Henry Spencer Bridge 
Arnold Walter Cullen 
Theodore DeBower 
BACCALAUREATE 
Kenneth Day Finch 
William Southmayd Foster 
Howard M. Gifft 
Howard Emil Hartman 
George Claybourne Havens 
Evald Jens Jensen ' 
Floyd Alan Knudtson 
Marvin Otto Kruse 
Edward Cleo McDermott 
Clarence Edward Meisner 
Franklin Calvin Mohler 
Gumersindo Monteon 
Tracy Allen Pitzen 
James Henry Pullan 
Vincent Milford Roach 
Fred Erwin Tatum 
Gerold Fred Tigges 
Howard Wesley Tillapaugh 
James Leslie Watson 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Clayton Olden Blandin, Jr. 
Milton Clifford Bondus 
Roger Bowen 
John Edward Bogard 
Thomas James Carpenfer 
Harold Charles Chamberlain 
John Lantz Cross 
Robert Edward Doonan 
John Edwin Drake 
Virgil Morgan Dyer 
Truman Vear Eppert 
Henry James Finley 
Sumi to Fukasa wa 
Regenald Gaddis 
Eugene Shields Griffith 
Mark Barden Haselton 
Kermit Ludwig Johannsen 
Clayton F. Ku<:era 
Earl Labertew 
Lester Robert Larson 
Howard Albert Latta 
Glenn Jensen Lyshoj 
Kenneth Edward Meadows 
Robert Shaw McCready 
Raymond William McCreath 
Herman August Moltzen 
James Roger Morland 
Edward Porter Morris 
Edgar Clair Neal 
Harald William Nelson 
Arloe William Paul 
Frank Owen Phillips 
Clair Campbell Poulson 
Rufus Edward Prieskorn 
Arthur Henry Schutter 
Merrill Sloan Smith 
Robert Allen Smith 
Thomas Edward Tones 
Alwyn A. Vittum 
Everett Wendell Werts 
Arthur Clarence Balser 
George Robert Carroll 
Stanley Albert Collins 
Cleo Max Cowell 
GENERAL ENGINEERING 
Charles Hughes 
Edgar \Vesley Crow 
W. Howard Dennler 
Richard DeReus 
Arthur Eichelkraut 
John Joseph Fedler 
Gerald Edward Geise 
Gilbert Racelle. Hallam 
Merle Whitcomb Heskett 
Francis Arnold Hicks 
Andrew Magnus Rensing 
] oseph Allan Hoffmann 
Gerald Sheldon Penly 
James Arthur Maurice 
Jack Wilbur Melcher 
John Franklin Montgomery 
Richard E. Nob le 
Edmund James Peake, Jr. 
William T. Putnam, Jr. 
Harold Jesse Randolph 
Leslie Edward Sandvall 
Robert Benedict Schwertley 
Harold HaUer Soenke 
Gordon Smythe Stiles 
Andrew Dale Swisher 
Marlo Claire Wicklund 
Paul Frederick Zimmerman 
INDUSTRIAL AltTs 
Rex Barton Rasmus 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
Harris Dean Anderson 
Edward Herman Beal 
Paul Barth Benner 
Howard Stewart Boardman 
Eugene· Bruce Campbell 
George Vernon Dow 
John Edwin Drake 
Wallace Henry DuShane 
Max Raoul Franquemont 
James Michael Gallagher 
Leonard John Hoeger 
Harvison Catlin Holland 
Boyd Hubbard, Jr. 
Cyril William Jacobs 
Raymond Leroy Johnson 
Wendell David Johnson 
Ward Wesley Killion 
Cecil Harvey McMillen 
Donald Raymond Meier 
John Maurice Mitchell 
Harold Raymond Moe 
Ervin John Osterhus 
Paul B. Petty 
John David Rigg 
Ted Hill Robinson 
Lloyd George Ross 
Thoburn Packard Sands 
Clarence Hibbard Savery 
John David Selim 
hfaryon Dwight Wilcox 
MINING ENGINEERING 
Earl Fred Koerner 
DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
HOME EcONOMICS 
Verna Adeline Christenson 
Surmantha Ernestine Dunmire 
Julia Etta Metier 
LuElla Potter 
Vera··Edith Warden 
MAJOR 1N APPLIED ART 
Eva Lillian Arthur 
Sadie Elvina Cady 
Edna Marion Collin 
Rilla Louise Frisk 
:Marjori~ Cunningham Shrigley 
MAJORS JN APP~IED ART AND TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 
Elva Loraine Carpenter 
MAJOR IN 
Doris Ione Dawson 
Ruth Jeanette Hansen 
Ruth Estelle Lanz 
Jean Lyle 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
Ellen Geneva Randall 
Doris Arlene Sandstrom 
Anafred Stephenson 
MAJORS IN CHIU> DEVELOPMENT AND 110!.tE MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS 
·Belva Ellen Goode ' 
MAJOR IN DIETETICS 
Frances l{argaret Anderson Elizabeth Borgman 
Irma Josephine Barr Ruth Date Brubaker 
Julia Carlton Bell Margaret Elizabeth Bruechert 
lfaydine Margaret Blume Alma May Buche 
BACCALAUREA'FE 
Carolyn Alice Clausen 
Ruth Adelaide Card 
Dorothy DeLotis Dutton 
Helen Easton 
Naida Lucille Groves 
Marian Hiner 
Cl~ire Hoge 
Ruth Mae Hummel 
Helen Dolores Knaack 
Lavonne :Margaret Lindquist 
Rosemary Locke 
Frances E. McGregor 
Mae Louthan 
Frances Lynde Quinn 
Norvetle America Somerville 
Dorothy Barbara Smith 
Doris Mary Vecker 
Ann Elizabeth Wester 
Joyce Maurine Wittman 
MA.tORS IN DIETETICS AND HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
Edith Stella Darling Wilma Gertrude Luebbers 
MAJORS IN DIETETICS AND INSTlTUTION MANAGEMENT 
Helen Jean Duncan Mildred Anna Schultz 
Ella McMasters 
MAJOR IN FOODS AND NUTRITION AND' CHEMISTRY 
Carrie Holland 
MAJOR IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
Lenore Marie Adamson 
Florence Erma Andersen 
Dorothy Helen Anderson 
Lucille Ingeborg Anderson 
Frances Genevieve Askew 
Mary Elizabeth Baker 
Carrie Elsie Bare 
Nadine Berkey 
Geraldine Martin Bird 
Clara Rose Blank 
Mary Elizabeth Bolon_ 
Dorothy May Bower 
Helen Virginia Brause 
Delta Mae Branen 
Mengies Elizabeth Brown 
Violet !ifartha Brown 
Mary Bertha Brugmann 
Bernadine Hannah Carlson 
Frances Casten 
Marie LuciUe Clymer 
Dorothy Harriett Daniels 
Edith Margaret Everett 
Esther Everett 
Lois Ellsworth Finch 
Ferne Frances Firch 
Lois Marjorie Fox 
Lois Guyette 
Tillie Haack 
Edna Lucille Harlan 
Mildred Edith Heald 
Laura Esther Heddleson 
Frances Hermine Heishman 
Lois Miriam Heckman 
Myrtle Helena Henrikson 
Mary Elizabeth Hibbs 
Evlyn Hollingsworth 
Laura Henrietta Holst 
Elizabeth Horlacher 
Harriet Elizabeth Hudson 
Phyllis Irwin 
Myldred Edith Jacoby 
Cloe La Vergne Jenison 
Irma Berdella Johnson 
Hazel Alice Leupold 
Ethel Lena Linden 
Dorothy Virginia Luft 
Hester McCord 
Helen McGinnis 
Mary McLarnan • 
Joyce Roceille Marquart 
Maurine l{arquart 
Minnie-Mae Martin 
Mabel Glee Matthews 
Marion Evelyn Minish 
Doris Elizabeth Murphy 
Darline La Vonne Nelson 
Ann Nygard 
Harriet Penelope Olsen 
Lucille Elizabeth Oothoudt 
• Velma Lucile Packer 
Mabel A. Powell 
Margaret Grace Ralston 
Alice Almeda Rittgers 
Vera Elvira Rinker 
Ethel Marie Rupert 
Mabel Katherine Salander 
Eleanor Louise Schmertman 
Gwen Simmons 
Gladys Irene Skuster 
llarvelyn Elaine Smith 
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Dorothy Helena Sorenson 
Fern Elizabeth Sylvester 
Helen Rosamond Taylor 
Dorothy Louise Tenney 
Mildred Evelyn Thomas 
Marjorie Frances Thuirer 
Florentine Tidemanson 
LuciUe Anita Tigges 
Gilberta VanBeek 
Josephine Carlie VanEvera 
Clareta Walker 
Ne11 Wiley 
Naomi Evelyn Wilkinson 
Eva Laura Wright 
Helen Elizabeth Woods 
Melva Lois ZeUer 
MAJOR IN HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION 
Frances Marie Hettler Florance Mabe11e Meyer 
MAJOR IN HOME :MANAGEMENT 
Louise Pomeroy Billard 
MAJOR IN HOUSEHd,LD EQUIPMENT 
Gladys Hazel Dahler Wilda Wallacia Tregloan 
Elinor June Mitter Evelyn E. Steuben 
MAJORS IN HOUSEHOLD EQUIP:MENT AND TECHNICAL JOURNALISM 
Dorothy Burnett 
MAJOR IN 
Virginia Curtis Amidon 
Marjorie Lucile Brisbine 
Margaret Lenor Clark 
Ruth Elizabeth Devendorf 
Fred Stevens Emery 
Margaret Lorraine Fecht 
Anna Lucile Hadden 
INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT 
D. Edna Hamil 
Ll\urene Lucile Hurst 
Josephine Berniece Kretzinger 
Elizabeth Inez Kelly 
Ella Gertrude McMullen 
Josephine Loretta Mishler 
Marion Frances Roy 
Katharine Ellen Short 
Dorothy Adeline Sponheim 
Frances Roberta Thompson 
MAJOR IN NUTRlTION 
Mary Eliza Amerson 
Helen Mabel Hipple 
Ruth Amelia Hornung 
Marjorie Cochran Jensen 
Margaret Elizabeth Marco 
Mary Swalley 
MAJORS IN NUTRlTION AND HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
Alice Avery 
MAJOR IN TECHNICAL JOURNALISM: 
Ruth Ellen Lovrien Marion Frances McMahon 
Margaret Mary McDonough Margaret ] ane Stover 
.. MAJOR IN 
Alice Jane Agg 
Margaret Helen Campbell 
Florence Elizabeth Catlin 
TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 
Dorothy Clure 
Josephine Hinze 
Elsie Dorothea Holst 
· Atma Gertrude Kemper 
Doris McKnight 
Neita Grace Ray 
Dorothy Beryl Schiele 
BACCALAUREATE 
Ruth Ingeborg Seabloom 
Ruth Jewell Stinson 
Edalene Stohr 
Grace Gertrude Wiese 
DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Harvey Roland Anderson 
Mae Myers Carter 
Francis Gerald Cobb 
Edwin Carlyle Dryden 
, Cecil William Duff 
Elmer William Eickelberg 
Adrian Zachariah Hodson 
Herbert Boyd Hotland 
John Raymond Ladd 
Frank Arthur Landee 
Claude Melvin Lee 
Martos Levine 
James William Paye 
Harold Osborne Perry 
GENERAL ScmNcE 
MAJOR IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
Hazel May Beck Betty Eleanor Laros 
MAJOR IN PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS 
Wi11iam Templer Evans Elizabeth Jean Myers 
Gwynn Garnett 
MAJOR IN SOCIAI. SCIENCES 
Mary Esther Guthrie 
Richard Loran Holcomb 
Homer Tysseling King 




Cyrus Robert Morris 
Blanche Joan Thompson 
Gene Morris Thorngren 
INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE 
MAJOR IN BACTERIOLOGY 
Doris Speirs 
MAJOR IN BOTANY 
William Earl Hendershott 
Robert Wade Carter 
Evelyn Lyman Blanchard 
Gladys Esvat 
Loren M. Greiner 
MAJOR IN cmnusmy 
Beare Charles Philipson 
Wi11iam Martin Selby 
Edward William Vetter 
Betty Ann Wells 
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MAJOR IN ECONOMICS 
Ralph Wilbur Anderson ,. 
Axel Leon Axelsen 
Frank Mills Arnold 
Lyle Albert Chapman 
Maurice Adolph Charon 
George James Corbett, Jr. 
Eleanor Dannatt 
Harold Russell Dixon 
Charles Raymond Forsen 
Morris Priestly Fox 
George Gethman 
Walter William Goeppinger 
Robert William Head 
Harold Donald Hoiekvam 
Kenneth Marion Johnson 
Howard Louis Johnson 
John Barak Kinnick 
Francis Joseph Lenz 
Adolph Oscar Ludwig 
James Leonard McEwen 
William Henry Ouren 
Everett Eugene Richardson, Jr. 
Robinson Baird Rider 
Kenneth Wayne Seaman 
Gordon Smythe Stiles 
Grace Trestrail Vestal 
George Wolcott 
Robert Charles Wyth 
MAJOR IN ECONOMIC HISTORY 
June Hanlon Omar John Manship 
:MAJOR IN GEOLOGY 
James Richard Boyd William Hugh Walton 
MAJOR IN MATHEMATICS 
.. Jacob Friedman Kathryn H. Klein 
Ruth Irene Frizzell Marianne Carolyn Pruess 
Joseph Hall Buchanan 
Robert Kimball Davis 
Emmett Woodrow Dreeszen 
MAJOR IN PHYSICS 
John Everett Gorham 
Clifford Andrew Hofer 
Charles Mathew Lowder 
MAJOR IN VETERINARY ANATOMY 
Eugene Butler Ingmand 
N onnan Dion Levine 
Lorraine Inez Lickteig 
MAJOR IN ZOOLOGY 
Joseph Flint Reinhardt 
George Lyle Weber 
DIVISION OF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
William Henry Ahlers 
Andrew Christian Petersen 
Andersen 
Lee Kenneth Bailey 
Theodore French Bartley 
Charl~s EYerett Bild 
Chester Arthur Brecher 
Guy Cecil Brown 
John BtU"nla Champlin 
John William Chenoweth 
Nels Frank Christensen 
George Leonard Collins 
Harold Bennett Daily 
Robert M. Dissinger 
Walter Francis Ellgen 
Robert Francis Estes 
Merrill Fredrick Frevert 
Raymond Richard -Griffel 
William Lewis Harter, ] r. 
James Peirce Hoben 
Harry William Johnson 
Martin Johnson 
Donald 0. Kitchen 
Emil Vernon Larson 
Mitchell Luinstra 
Howard Curtis Maxey 
CERTIFICATES 
Leland Dale Mechem 
Benjamin Meerdink 
John Denman Morton 
I van Oelrich 
Paul La Verne Piercy 
Benjamin Sherwood Pomeroy 
Merrill Delos Radloff 
Kenneth Layton Ritchie 
Glenn George Seney 
Charles James Sinek 
Lloyd Christopher Teksc 
Mervin Ivan Thiele 
Frank Arnold Todd 
Guy Harold Todd 
CERTIFICATES 
Two-YEAR .CM-LEGIATE CURRICULUM IN AGRICULTURE 
Marion LeGrand Evans 
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TW.E.LVE MONTHS NON-COLLEGIATE CURRICULUM FOR CREAMERY OPERATORS 
Oscar William Cordier John Richard McRaith 
Lloyd William England William Thomas Squibb 
Harry Carl Harris La Verne William Storm 
Thomas Levens Herbert IV Irwin Thayer Test 
John Paul Jahn 
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D~scription of Courses -- _ ••• 152 
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Calendar, College _ •• _. ____ --- 6 
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Ceramic Engineering --- __ -----155 
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Graduate -------------------115 
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Certificate, Teachers' ------- __ 292 
Changing Curriculum --- __ •• -- 86 
Chemical and Mining Engineer-
ing -----------------------160 
Curriculum --- ----- ---- ---- .160 
Description of Courses ---· ___ 162 
Graduate ----._._. __________ us 
Chemical Technology _ ---- ____ 164 
Chemistry ~-------------------164 Curricula --- _ .... _______ 165, 166 
Description of Courses ___ ---166 
Graduate --------- ------ ____ 116 
Non-Collegiate ---- ------ •.• 300 
Child Development _ .• ---- __ ••• 213 
Curriculum ----------------214 
Description of Courses _ -----214 
Graduate -------------------116 
Civil Engineering _ ..... __ . _. --171 
Curriculum ---------- _______ 171 
Description of Courses ------174 
Graduate ------- .. ---- ------116 
Classification and Standing ••• _ 85 
Classification in Absentia . ----104 
Clubs and Societies 
Agricultural • ----------- ---- 90 E . . ngmeenng • : ___ _____ . ----- 94 
Home Economics ----------- 97 
Committees 
Faculty --------------------- 32 State Board of Education _ _ 8 
Cookery (See Foods and 
. Nutrition) --- ---- ---- ___ ----215 
Co-operative Agreements with 
Other Colleges ___ ---- ------ 72 
Correspondence Study ----- ---331 
Councils ---------------------- 31 
Creamery Operators' 
Curriculum ----- ---- __ ------298 
Credits 
Definition ------- ---- ---- __ .127 
For Advanced Standing ---- 71 
For Practical Work in Agri-
culture -------------------139 
From Other Colleges and u . . . 
ntvers1ttes ------------- .. 71 
Dairy Husbandry Curriculum_ 142 
Dairy Industry ----------------178 
Curricula -------------------178 
Curriculum for Creamery 
Operators ----------------298 
Description of Courses ------181 
Graduate ---- ---- __ • ___ ---- .117 
Non-Collegiate ------ ---- ___ 300 
Dairy Industry and Chemistry-179 
Deans and Vice Deans ___ ----- 11 
Debating --- ---- ______ ---- ---- 67 Degrees ; _____________________ 87 
Bachelors ----- .. ---- ----- __ . 87 
Doctor of Philosophy - _____ 107 
Master of Science _ -------- .105 
Professional --- ---- ---- .109, 110 
Degrees Conferred, 1932-33 •. 336 
Departments· of Instruction 
Collegiate --- • _ -------- -- ____ 127 
Graduate -------- __ ---- ---- .113 
Dietetics, Curriculum --- . _____ 216 
Divisions 
Agriculture ----------------- 88 
Engineering ------- --------- 92 
Home Economics _____ ------ 96 
Industrial Science • _________ 98 
Veterinary Medicine ----- ___ 100 
Dormitories (See Board and 
R.oom) ---------------------- 81 
Dramatics and Debate -------- 67 
Economics and Sociology ____ 182 
Curricula ---- ------ __ ------ .182 
Description of Courses _____ ~ 183 
Graduate ---- ------ __ ------ .117 
Non-Collegiate -------------301 
Education (See Vocational 
Education) • ______ ------ ____ 285 
Electrical Engineering ________ 186 
Curriculum -----------------187 
Description of Courses ---- .• 188 
Graduate ---- _. _ ---- ___ -"'---"'118 
Employment for Students _____ 84 
Engineering ----- __ ------ _____ 190 
Correspondence Study _____ .331 
Council _ ---____ ------------- 94 
Description of Courses ______ l 91 
Division of --- ------ __ ------ 92 
Experiment Station • _. _____ 324 
Extension ------------------329 
General Courses --- _. ------ .190 
Graduate -------- ___________ us 
Honorary Societies _____ ---- 94 
Personnel Service _ ---- __ ---- 95 
Professional Degrees ----- ~-110 
Publication . ________ -------- 94 
Short Courses ______________ Jl9 
Societies --- • _ ------------ _. 94 • 
Engineering Economics _______ 191 
English, Collegiate -----------193 
English, Non-Collegiate ___ _:-___ 301 
Enrollment of Students _______ 353 
Entomology ----- ______ ------ .293 
Entrance, Removal of Condi-
tions ------------------------ 75 
Entrance R.equirements for Ad-. . 6 
m1ss1on --------------------- 9 
Equipment, College ----- __ ---- 52 
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Examinations 
Entrance -----·---------~--- 76 
In Back Work -------------- 86 
Exemption from Fees -------- 79 
Expenses ----- --------------· - 76 
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.Agricultural ------. ___ ••• ___ 323 
Engineering . ---.. _ .. _______ 324 
Industrial Science Research ... 325 
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Veterinary Research --------326 
Staff, Agriculture •• - - ••• --- 35 
Staff, Engineering --- -- -- --- 38 
Staff, Industrial Science --- - 40 
Staff, Veterinary Research .. • 41 
Extension, Agricultural ______ 327 
Extension, Engineering _______ 329 
Extension, Home Economics __ 327 
Extension, Staff 
Agriculture and Home Eco-
nomics -------------------- 42 
·Engineering --- ---- --------- 46 
Faculty ----------------------- 12 
Committees --- -------- ------ 31 
Farm and Home Week --- __ .•• 310 
Farm Crops and Soils --------194 
Curriculum • --------- --- • ---195 
Description of Courses 
Fann Crops Group ----- ___ 196 
Soils Group _ .... ---- .. ___ l9i 
Graduate __________ ---------118 
Non-Collegiate ---- ---------301 
Farm Management ------------130 
Fees and Expenses ------- ----- 76• 
Exemptions --- ---------- ---- 79 
Graduation ----------------- 78 
Fe11owsbips 
Agricultural . _. --- _ --------- 89 
Graduate ---- ---------------111 
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Curriculum -----------------233 
Description of Courses -----..234 
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Curricula ------ ----. _. _ ---- .216 
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Registration and Classifica-
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Graduation ' 
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Graduate -------------------120 
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Service) -------------------- 64 
Household Equipment -- . -. ---224 
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Hygiene ----------------------236 
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